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PREFACE

In the curricular structure introduced by this University for students of Bachelors

Degree Programme, the opportunity to pursue Honours course in any subject introduced

by this University is equally available to all learners. Instead of being guided by any

presumption about ability level, it would perhaps stand to reason if receptivity of a

learner is judged in the course of the learning process. That would be entirely in

keeping with the objectives of open education which does not believe in artificial

differentiation.

Keeping this in view, study materials of the Honours level in different subjects are

being prepared on the basis of a well-laid-out syllabus. The course structure combines

the best elements in the approved syllabi of Central and State Universities in

respective subjects. It has been so designed as to be upgradable with the addition of

new information as well as results of fresh thinking and analysis.

The accepted methodology of distance education has been followed in the

preparation of these study materials. Co-operation in every form of experienced

scholars is indispensable for a work of this kind. We, therefore, owe an enormous debt

of gratitude to everyone whose tireless efforts went into the writing, editing and

devising of proper lay-out of the materials. Practically speaking, their role amounts to

an involvement in 'invisible teaching'. For, whoever makes use of these study materials

would virtually derive the benefit of learning under their collective care without each

being seen by the other.

The more a learner would seriously pursue these study materials, the easier it will

be for him or her to reach out to larger horizons of a subject. Care has also been taken

to make the language lucid and presentation attractive so that they may be rated as

quality self-learning materials. If anything remains still obscure or difficult to follow,

arrangements are there to come to terms with them through the counselling sessions

regularly available at the network of study centres set up by the University.

Needless to add, a great deal of these efforts is still experimental–in fact,

pioneering in certain areas. Naturally, there is every possibility of some lapse or

deficiency here and there. However, these do admit of rectification and further

improvement in due course. On the whole, therefore, these study materials are

expected to evoke wider appreciation the more they receive serious attention of all

concerned.

Professor (Dr.) Subha Sankar Sarkar

Vice-Chancellor
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General Editor’s Foreword

It has been a rewarding experience coordinating the syllabus revision exercise and the

induction of new Self Learning Materials (SLM) for the EEG Programme under the

aegis of the School of Humanities of our University. The new syllabus and its attendant

study materials are the result of concerted endeavours through workshops, repeated

interactions, shared leadership and above all, protracted labour on the part of everyone

who has been associated with this project.

The need for a thorough syllabus revision for BDP English was a long standing one, as

the existing framework had long stood its time and needed to take a fresh look at the

dynamically altered literary scenario. In framing the new syllabus, experts have been

guided by the rationale of putting in place a curriculum that would effectively serve as

proper foundations for a Graduation level course in English Literature, which by itself

has come to be seen as a widely interdisciplinary area. The Learning Objectives envisaged

in this syllabus include a periodic knowledge of History of English Literature spread

across Papers that will be divided mainly in a chronology - genre pattern; acquaintance

with literary texts in a similar sequence and logic; primary knowledge of relevant literary

criticism/theory; essentials of History of Language and basics of pronunciation; and an

introduction to the basics of Indian Writing in English which is the least that one can

think of from the New Literatures arena at this level.

Being a University dedicated to Open and Distance Learning, the creation of SLM's is

a corollary to the formulation of a new syllabus. This has traditionally been the mainstay

of Student Support Services at NSOU and efforts have been made to produce SLM's

that can be as learner friendly as possible. While the print material shall be inducted to

begin with, there is in the pipeline a project for introducing multimedia learning aids

for relevant portions of the syllabus, to augment SLM's at the earliest possible instant.

This could include live audio-video interactions on select topics, on-screen and on-

stage footage clips, readings of poetry and prose, recordings from classrooms and the

like; all of it for widest possible dissemination among our learners. We would welcome

suggestions on this from our BDP counsellors as well. It is hoped that since our Study

Centres are now mostly ICT enabled, learners will be able to enjoy their studies with
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the help of both versions of study tools. While they can look upon NSOU materials thus

provided on offline and online modes as primary aids, they will however be expected to

equip themselves with thorough reading of texts and references on the lines indicated

in the SLM's. After all, we presume that as a student of literature by choice, one has a

predilection for literary texts and has taken up this Programme to augment his/her levels

of understanding, along with the necessity of acquiring a degree that shall stand in good

stead in life.

On behalf of the School of Humanities, Netaji Subhas Open University, we stand to

thank the experts on the Syllabus Committee, the content writers and the Paper editors

for their constant support and adherence to timelines, the valuable academic inputs they

have provided, and the numerous ways in which they have embellished the final print

materials, their own engagements notwithstanding. We are sure it been a labour of love

for all of you, and we acknowledge your support for enabling us to see through the

successful implementation of the entire project.

To all our learners, dear students, we congratulate you on your choice of NSOU as the

preferred institution for enhancing your academic pursuits. Here's hoping and wishing

that you will make the most out of our blend of the serious acquiring of knowledge

amidst flexible conditions and achieve your cherished goals in life. Let us make learning

an enjoyable activity.

Dated: Kolkata  Srideep Mukherjee Dr Oindrila Ghosh

15th November, 2015 Assistant Professor of English  Assistant Professor of English

School of Humanities School of Humanities
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Paper Editors’ Introduction to Paper V

By the time you approach Paper V of your EEG, you have already travelled across a

fairly broad expanse of the rich realm of English literature. We are sure you have loved

your reading experience. When you first turn the pages of this SLM some of you may

feel very glad to recognise some  familiar names from your school English textbooks,

because the Romantic poets are,  nearly always, compulsory components of poetry

anthologies. You will feel that these writers, unlike the writers of the Renaissance or

even the eighteenth century, write in an English which is like the English we still  use

and they write on topics which are still current , still of immense relevance to us. You

would be quite right too.

The literature, especially the poetry of the Romantic period  is distinctively different

from the literature written before it . It becomes subjective, i.e. the poet's individual

sensibility rather than his persona as a member of society is sought to be conveyed. The

characteristics of nineteenth century Romanticism will be dealt with in detail in Module

1 Unit 3 and will be referred to time and again as we focus on individual writers. But

these characteristics---- interest in Nature, the Self, the past, especially the Middle Ages,

the supernatural----were part of a seminal change in sensibility which is still a living

part of our heritage. Our ideas about the author, about society, about the relationship

between the writer and his society, the role of literature in society, are all inherited from

the Romantics. We still live under the long shadow of the great Romantics, even when,

in a bid to set ourselves free, we repudiate them. The critic David Perkins has written:

'We are still living in the comet's tail of the early 19th. century'(The Quest for

Permanence). The Romantics did not break the boundaries of pre - established literary

forms, as the Moderns did, but they anticipated it by various divergent concepts of form

and language which called down strong criticism on their work.  They resurrected forms

like the ballad, the ode and the blank verse which had been largely neglected during the

hegemony of the heroic couplet during the neo-classical period.
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The major writers of the Romantic period, especially the earlier romantics, like

Wordsworth, Coleridge, Southey and even Blake, lived and wrote against a backdrop of

highly significant political and economic happenings. The chronological frame of the

Romantic period is generally set between 1789---1830. The two years are not of course

inflexible boundaries.  They are chosen for their specific historical importance; 1789

was the year of the French Revolution; 1830 was the year of the July Revolution in

Paris in which the Bourbon monarch imposed upon the French people by the European

powers was driven out. The upper limits of the period can be put in 1776--- the year of

American Revolution and stretched to 1832, the year the first reform bill was passed

and Sir Walter Scott died. During this brief time span the political and economic structures

of Western Europe underwent radical changes and those changes led to the foundation

of systems which still define our lives: the emergence of the democratic nation state as

a political structure and the industrial- capitalist economic system. The Romantics were

deeply sensitive to the changes. If Wordsworth and his generation grew disenchanted

with the Revolution, their revolutionary sympathies led to a hitherto unprecedented

democratization of the topic of poetry, You meet people like poor farmers, beggars ,

servant girls  in Wordsworth's poems and are impressed by  their immense human dignity.

The growing urbanisation consequent upon growth of manufacturing industry led to a

social upheaval. In 'Tintern Abbey' and The Prelude we find Wordsworth referring to

the unhappiness of city life.

The poems and prose pieces have been chosen with a view to acquaint you with the

major writers and the major literary trends of the period. In Wordsworth's Preface and

Keats's letters you will find the new concepts of imagination, creativity , the subject and

language of poetry which underlay Romantic art and literature. You will come across

the breaking away from neo-classical norms in the response to Nature (Wordsworth,

Shelley, Keats's poems, Hazlitt's essay), interest in the non-rational  reflected in the

supernatural, the insights into childhood (Blake, Coleridge, Lamb) love of liberty,

political and individual, inculcated by the French Revolution  (Shelley, Hazlitt) and

above all, the most defining feature of the Romantic Movement—a  projection  of the

individual's personal values and sensibility into his writing.

De Quincey's essay directly, and Blake's 'Chimney Sweeper' poems obliquely will give

you an idea  of the socio-economic changes, the  beginning of industrial capitalism, the

urbanisation, the exploitation of child labour , while Jane Austen's novel will show you
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the subtle class realignments between the upper and middle classes against a relatively

stable backdrop of southern England. After completing your reading, we hope you will

get a full understanding of one of the most significant periods of English history and

literature in all its prismatic hues.

For both the assignment and term-end questions on this paper, covering all four modules,

you will have to answer

2 (out of 6) essay-type questions of 20 marks each

3 (out of 8) mid-length questions of 12 marks each

4 (out of 8) short answer type questions of 6 marks each

Please read the texts carefully, because detailed textual questions will be asked.

Happy reading!

DISCLAIMER:

All the Plates used in this Self Learning Material have been taken from Open Sources

on the Internet (Google Images, Wikipedia) to be used purely for educational purposes.

Kolkata,

15th April, 2016 Editors
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SYLLABUS

EEG 5 – The Romantic Period

Module 1 – The Romantic Revival
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Unit 2 – Romantic Poetry

Unit 3 – Romantic Prose
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Unit 1 – Blake: ‘The Tiger’, ‘The Lamb’, Chimney Sweeper Poems

Unit 2 – Wordsworth: ‘Tintern Abbey’; Coleridge: Christabel Part I

Unit 3 – Keats: ‘Ode to a Nightingale’; Shelley: ‘Ode to the West Wind’
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Unit 1 – Austen: Pride and Prejudice

Unit 2 – Lamb: ‘The Superannuated Man’; ‘Dream Children: A Reverie’

Unit 3 – Hazlitt: ‘On A Sundial’; ‘On Going A Journey’

Module 4 – Romantic Literary Thought

Unit 1 – Wordsworth: Preface to the Lyrical Ballads

Unit 2 – Keats’ Letters

Unit 3 – De Quincey: Extract from Recollections of the Lake Poets - Southey,  Wordsworth

and Coleridge.
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Module - I

The Romantic Revival

Unit - 1 ❐ Romanticism in English Literature

Structure

1.1.0 Introduction

1.1.1 Romanticism

1.1.2 Socio-political and Economic Background

1.1.3 French Revolution and English Literature

1.1.4 The Intellectual Milieu

1.1.5 Chief Features of Romantic Literature

1.1.6 Language and Form

1.1.7 Summing Up

1.1.8 Comprehension Exercises

1.1.9 Suggested Reading

1.1.0  Introduction

This module is an attempt to discuss with you what the terms ‘Romantic ‘and

‘Romanticism’ usually mean in literary and artistic contexts. It goes on to deal with the

Romantic Movement of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries and tries to

discuss the socio-political and economic backgrounds which are integral to the

understanding of the writers of the Romantic period. The influence of important

historical-economical events, for example the French Revolution, on nineteenth century

Romanticism and their impact upon English literature have been discussed here. This

module also explores the various Romantic thoughts and features which would be helpful

for your understanding of the poetry of the period.
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1.1.1. Romanticism

The origin of the word ‘romantic’ can be traced back to the Middle Ages. The

word has evolved in meaning down the ages. For our purpose here we shall focus on the

word as it came to be used during the early nineteenth century or slightly earlier. It was

in England that the word first began to be widely used. At first it was used for ‘the old

Romances’ dealing with gallant knights engaged in combats with giants and dragons in

order to win the favour of the beloved. As a result, the word had associations of

improbability, unreality, exaggeration, fictitiousness.  During the seventeenth century,

it denoted the opposite of rational or credible. The word acquired a positive meaning

only from the eighteenth century. Around that time there began to grow a tentative

interest in the Middle ages, the Elizabethan period, in the Gothic and in poets like

Spenser. The word could mean something which was highly imaginative. The faculty

of Imagination, unlike in the late seventeenth Century, was no longer distrusted as

‘lawless’. By the mid-eighteenth century the word carried dual meanings. It meant

something that was suggestive of the old Romances. It also meant something that

appealed to the imagination and feelings.

By the middle of the eighteenth century it was imported into France.  The words

‘romantic’ in English and ‘romantique’ in French were employed as adjectives of

appreciation for natural beauty. The use of this term in literature first became common

in Germany where critics began to talk about romantische Poesie (romantic poetry) in

the 1790s in contrast to anything related to classicism. From the 1820s the term

‘Romanticism’ came to be known by its name.

In the nineteenth century the term ‘Romantic’ was invested with mani-fold

interpretations. The various interpretations include ‘the Return to Nature’, ‘the Revival

of the Middle Ages’, ‘the Renaissance of Wonder’, so on and so forth.

Romanticism as an artistic, intellectual and literary movement originated in

Europe towards the end of the eighteenth century and was at its peak from 1800 to

1850. This movement was deeply inspired by the German Sturm and Drang movement

which gave preference to emotion and intuition rather than to rationalism related to the

Enlightenment. Another movement, a historical one, whose ideologies had tremendous

impact on Romanticism, was the French Revolution (which is discussed in detail later

in this module). Romanticism was largely a reaction to the socio-political norms of the

Enlightenment, the Industrial Revolution and the scientific analysis of and approach to

nature.
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1.1.2.   Socio-Political and Economic Background

In order to understand the basic tenets of Romantic thought, knowledge of the

social, political and economic background of the age becomes somewhat imperative.

The eighteenth century saw a huge change in the economic and social structure of

European, and particularly English, society which was integrally linked up with the

contemporary political scenario. The Protestant weavers of France and Netherlands

were left with no choice but to settle in England because of persecutions and religious

struggles. Due to this settlement there was an upsurge of weaving industries in England.

There was a rapid growth of capitalism because of the settlement in the colonies. The

continuing enclosures of the village commons (the land that was traditionally considered

community property and provided pasturage for the domestic animals of the landless or

poorer sections was fenced and became private property), the introduction of machines

for weaving, the foodgrain import from the American colonies, the economic impact of

the colonisation of India led to the end of the English peasantry with large  self supporting

communities. The village landless, deprived of alternate means of subsistence, turned

into migrating labourers. Invention of the steam engine and establishment of factories

resulted in economic growth for the manufacturing industry. A huge gap was gradually

growing between the lower and the upper strata of the society.  All these factors combined

together to lead to political struggles. In England there were several political uprisings

like the Luddite movement (some weavers, replaced by machines, moved around the

countryside, smashing weaving machinery. The government used the army against them

and passed harsh laws in parliament).

The English were successful in establishing monopoly trade in India and North America

by ousting the French. France was already in a devastated state because of the wars of

Louis XIV and not in a position to endure the strain of further wars. Moreover, the

measure to increase taxes in an attempt to somewhat recover their position caused even

worse results and led to the outbreak of the Revolution ultimately leading to remarkable

socio-political changes. There was the abolition of monarchy and the eradication of the

nobility. Some thinkers like Burke began to lament that gone were the days of chivalry

and the glory of Europe. However, the English poets saw a ray of optimism amidst this

ambience of revolution and this spirit of hope can be located in the literary works of the

age. The revolution in France was preceded and inspired by the American War of

Independence, the declaration of American Independence in 1776, and the establishment

in America of a form of Government as yet unknown in Europe, one that was not based

on a hereditary system of inheritance.
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1.1.3. The French Revolution and English Literature

There is an integral relationship between the revolution of 1789 and English

Romantic poetry of the nineteenth century. The French Revolution and the hope it

generated of a new dawn for humanity made a deep impact on the Romantic writers,

from the Tory Southey to the revolutionary Shelley. Several poems composed by Byron

and Wordsworth are based on the celebration of the cause of liberty. Moreover, their

compassion and love for the common man were largely prompted by the ideology of

Equality and Fraternity. The slogan associated with the  French Revolution: ‘Liberty,

Equality, Fraternity’, was the source of inspiration for English poets like Wordsworth

who even went to France in 1792 and celebrated the Revolution as the ushering in of a

dawn full of promises for a wonderful future. However, later he got disillusioned with

his experiences in France. The reflection of his frustrations can be observed in poems

like ‘Guilt and Sorrow’. The rebellious aspect of the Revolution can be best located in

the poetical works of Byron where his spirit of revolt is not only against society but

against life at large. Shelley’s intense admiration for the Revolution can be analysed by

referring to the play ‘Prometheus Unbound’ and poems like ‘Ode to the West Wind’. In

fact, Byron and Shelley represent two different perspectives on the Revolution. While

Shelley, with all his optimism, dreams of an ideal society emerging out of the Revolution,

Byron in a despondent mood focuses on its destructive aspect. Another impact of the

Revolution is palpable in the craving for freedom of thought, the emancipation of spirit

unhindered by political, social or religious obstructions.  The early Romantics of the

nineteenth century, influenced by the concepts of liberalism and philanthropy, express

an empathy for the oppressed and the downtrodden. If you read poems like Wordsworth’s

‘The Reverie of Poor Susan’ or “Michael’, you will find Wordsworth writes poems on

people who would not have been considered fit subjects for poetry by neo-classical

poets. The Romantics, fully supportive of the spirit of freedom and liberation protested

strongly against any form of strangulation of that freedom. Poems like Byron’s ‘On the

Castle of Chillon’ and Coleridge’s ‘France: An Ode’ mark such a kind of protest. In the

latter poem Coleridge is found to have adopted the role of a political protester. Perhaps

the best example of the romantic rebellion is a poet, who is chronologically slightly

earlier – William Blake, who is strident against any kind of attempt to curtail the freedom

of the individual.

In every cry of every Man,

In every Infants cry of fear,

In every voice: in every ban,

The mind-forg’d manacles I hear (Blake : ‘London’ )
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However, the support for the revolutionary cause was not unequivocal. The first

enthusiasm which Wordsworth records (“Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive / But to be

young was very heaven!”) would soon give way to doubt and disillusion. There was a

dual feeling in the heart of Coleridge regarding the Revolution which can be traced in

the line ‘... I hoped and feared’ (‘France: An Ode’). This duality between hope and fear

was the reality not only for Coleridge, but for most of the writers and thinkers regarding

their expectations from the Revolution.

In order to understand this kind of confusion and diffidence about France and

the Revolution, a brief look at the role of France during the Revolution and at the

European political scenario would not be out of place. On 7th February, 1792 Austria

and Prussia signed an official alliance primarily out of fear of the revolutionary army.

In April, 1792 France declared war against Austria and in September 1792 won the first

of the revolutionary wars.  As the First Republic and then the Directorate carried on a

series of wars  against European countries like Holland, Spain and England, the image

of France as the symbol of Liberty was transformed radically into that of authoritarianism

and imperialism. The annexation of power by Napoleon and Napoleon’s imperialistic

plans destroyed the Revolution.  Thinkers and poets, many of them already confused by

the Reign of Terror (1793—94) could no longer look up to France as the torchbearer of

liberty.

LET US SUM UP

The origin of the word ‘romantic’ can be traced to the Middle Ages.The

word ‘romantic’ meant at first the kind of matter found in medieval romances

dealing with fantastic stories of  gallant knights engaged in mortal combats

with giants and dragons in order to win the favour of the beloved. In the

17th and 18th centuries the connotation of the term ‘Romantic’ indicated

something in opposition to the term ‘Classic’. By the middle of the eighteenth

century, the words ‘romantic’ in English and ‘romantique’ in French were

employed as adjectives of appreciation for natural beauty. Romanticism as

an artistic, intellectual and literary movement originated in Europe towards

the end of the eighteenth century and was at its peak from 1800 to 1850.

This movement was deeply inspired by the German Sturm and Drang

movement and the French Revolution. In order to understand the basic

tenets of Romantic thought, knowledge of the social, political and economic
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background of the age becomes somewhat imperative. The French

Revolution had a tremendous formative influence on the major Romantic

writers of the age who were inspired by the principles and ideologies of the

Revolution. The poems composed by Byron and Wordsworth are sometimes

based on the celebration of the cause of liberty. Moreover, the compassion

and love for the common man that we find in Romantic literature have

been largely prompted by the ideology of Equality and Fraternity.

1.1.4. The Intellectual Milieu

Emancipation from all kinds of confinements and restrictions is one of the basic

tenets of Romantic thought. Disillusion of  the writers of the age regarding the existing

social order and a desperate urge to escape into an ideal world, a world filled with

promises of a perfect society, can be found in a number of Romantic  poems. There is a

tendency in all the romantic poets to transcend the barriers of this mundane world of

drudgery and move into Utopia or the world of Nature sometimes with the help of the

‘viewless wings of Poesy’, sometimes by imbibing the spirit of the West Wind and

sometimes by drinking ‘blushful Hippocrene’. The romantic ethos can be understood

as a new mode of thinking primarily based on the concept of freedom of mind and

spirit. In these thoughts the Romantics were inspired by Rousseau on the one hand and

the German philosophers on the other, particularly Kant and his concept of the

Imagination. Eighteenth century critical thoughts, with strict adherence to the Rational,

insistence on rigid norms of writing and put too much stress on formulated codes and

values which were too constrictive. The major writers of the eighteenth century, Addison,

Pope, Dr. Johnson, give the impression of operating within a small compact area of

normalcy, and a small range of interests and sentiments. Writers like Cowper or

Chatterton who operated outside those limits were disregarded. The Romantic writers’

breaking away from the literary trends of the earlier century was a direct outcome of the

revolt against the rigid norms. Thus the views of Wordsworth and Coleridge regarding

poetry and the theories formulated by them can be best realized when considered a part

of an entirely new aesthetic tradition which had its roots embedded in the nineteenth

century socio-cultural milieu of England.

We shall briefly discuss the various trends of thoughts which circulated around the

Romantic writers in an attempt to understand how, their reactions against and response

to these thoughts defined their writings.  This will help you to gain an understanding of
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the concept of Romanticism and you  can relate these trends with the poems that are to

be read and understood by you.

Ø Mysticism

The Romantic poets possess a spiritual awareness which can be explained as a

vision that helps them to look beyond the mundane world into the ‘life of things’. This

vision varies from one poet to another. For Keats this vision can be acquired through an

act of sympathy and a realization that truths are beyond the faculty of reasoning. For

Blake and Shelley this visionary power has so much potency that it can nourish the

poets and fill them with ecstatic rapture. Shelley has the conviction that there persists a

sense of unity amidst all the things of this universe. This sense of unity has been

poignantly presented by the poet in ‘Adonais’. Shelley lays immense stress on the power

of imagination as a creative force and considers it to be a divine quality. A beautiful

expression of the imaginative fecundity of Shelley is ‘Prometheus Unbound’. For

Wordsworth, the presence of divinity can be felt in every aspect of nature, however tiny

it is. Man’s appreciation of the beauty of natural things leads him to acknowledge the

presence of Divine life and thus establishes a mysterious connecting link with divinity.

Thus the spiritual perception enriched by imagination to perceive the presence of ‘One’

in many and the spirit behind every materialistic thing is what Mysticism is all about. It

is the realization of truth through union with the Infinite. When you read Wordsworth’s

‘Tintern Abbey’, Blake’s lyrics like “To see a world in a grain of sand/ And a heaven in

a wild flower”, you will understand the element of mysticism in Romantic poetry.

The element of mysticism that we find in the Romantics came, partially from a pre-

existent concept of the poet’s role as a prophet. Thomas Gray’s ‘The Bard ‘(1757)

projects the Welsh Bard as a prophet in the Old Testament tradition. In Coleridge’s

‘Kubla Khan’ the poet, with his flashing eyes and floating hair, frightens those who see

him. Blake was greatly influenced by the Swedish mystic Emanuel Swedenborg.

Coleridge played a key role in disseminating the ideas of German Metaphysics in English.

This mystic strain was generated in reaction to the Rationalism and Empiricism of the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. This element also defined an altogether new

concept of the faculty of imagination.
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Ø Imagination

“If we wish to distinguish a single characteristic which differentiates the English

romantics from the poets of the eighteenth century, it is to be found in the importance

which they attached to the imagination and the special view which they held of it” —

this is what C.M. Bowra wrote in his  book , The Romantic Imagination.

The religious and metaphysical beliefs we have discussed in “MYSTICISM”

laid  the foundation of this new concept of  Imagination.   Imagination, as the poets

recognised, enabled them to transform the world, either by making the day–to–day

mundane reality vanish, as Keats does in ‘Ode to a Nightingale’, or to bring about

social and political transformation , as  Blake dreams of doing  in ‘The New Jerusalem’;

Bring me my bow of burning gold!

Bring me my arrows of desire!

Bring me my spear! o clouds unfold!

Bring me my chariot of fire.

The Romantic poets see Imagination as a God-like faculty. Coleridge wrote in

‘Biographia Literaria’ (chapter 13):

“The primary Imagination I hold to be the living power and prime Agent of all

human perception....”

Wordsworth in The Prelude ( Book VI) wrote :

Imagination! Here the power so called

Through sad incompetence of human speech,

That awful power rose from the mind’s abyss...

Keats in a letter to Benjamin Bailey wrote: ‘I am certain of nothing but the holiness

of the heart’s affection and the truth  of Imagination. What the Imagination seizes as

Beauty must be truth. “

This notion of Imagination as a mysterious power runs through the poetry of all the

major Romantic poets.

Ø Humanism and the Human Condition

The Romantic poets were deeply involved with the world of mankind and thus

they were poets of Man. Wordsworth chose his characters from simple humdrum

humanity. These characters did not possess epical grandeur; rather they were the innocent
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peasants, unpretentious shepherds, a solitary reaper or a village girl working in the

metropolis, all busy with their daily chores. These characters being closely associated

with nature, gave the poet an opportunity to explore nature in a more vivid way through

them and their relation to nature. The language spoken by those people was the language

of the soil and devoid of any artificiality.  As such, it was   considered by poets , especially

Wordsworth, to be fit to be used in poetry. This idealization of the natural state was

largely inspired by Rousseau and is considered to be one of the aspects of Romantic

Humanism inspired by the French Revolution.

 The writings of Jean Jacques Rousseau had a pervasive influence on the Romantics.

His ideas about the love of freedom, the passion of love, admiration of nature and the

state of man in society gave the Romantics the chief subjects of their poetry. Even

Byron, who alone among the Romantics did  not repudiate the eighteenth century and

its literary concepts, paid tribute to Rousseau in ‘Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage’;

...he knew

How to make madness beautiful, and cast

O’er erring deeds and thoughts a heavenly hue

Of words, like sunbeams, dazzling as they past

The eyes, which o’er them shed tears feelingly and fast.

In the same poem, Byron goes on to say that from Rousseau came:

Those oracles which set the world in flame,

Nor ceased to burn till kingdoms were no more.

Shelley and Byron were deeply concerned with the dignity of man and his rebellious

spirit. For these two poets an ideal man should retain the original elements of his nature

and should not be fettered by social obligations and norms. The dignity of an individual

as a Man was what Humanism talked about. The Scottish poet, Robert Burns could

write in 1799 “ The rank is but the guinea’s stamp/ A man’s a man for a’that”. In his

preface to the Lyrical Ballads ( 2nd Edition, 1800) Wordsworth said, about the subject of

his poems: “... Humble and rustic life was generally chosen, because, in that condition,

the essential passions of the find a better soil in which they can attain their maturity...”

This focus on the human condition and respect for the common man, which resulted in

an expansion and democratisation of the boundaries of poetry was the result of the

influence of Rousseau and the impact of the ideas which laid the groundwork of the

French Revolution.
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Ø Nature

Romanticism has been defined as a ‘Return to Nature. It should not be confused

with ‘naturalism’, a  twentieth Century phenomenon, the Romantic’s return to nature

and reaction against social pretensions  and artificialities was a complex affair, partly a

revolt against the rational-scientific world view  of the seventeenth century English

philosopher John Locke, partly a reaction  against  the  changes that were taking place

in the English countryside as a result of the beginning of  industrialisation and the

consequent disruption of traditional community life. This admiration and love for nature

is one of the chief characteristics of Romantic poetry. Nature, when it appears in earlier

writings, was only thought of as an object for embellishment but, in the hands of the

Romantics, the significance of nature is altogether revised and uplifted. Nature was

now thought of as endowed with a personality and thus interaction with and establishment

of a relationship with nature could make human beings happy and contented. Nature

was ascribed a soul or spirit by Wordsworth who had deep faith in the role of nature as

the guide and mentor of human beings. He believed that intimacy with nature can provide

strength to escape from all the cares and anxieties which beset human life. During the

days of dejection and frustration after the failure of all the hopes and ideals associated

with the French Revolution, Wordsworth attained the much-needed peace of mind from

the natural beauties of the Lake Districts. In ‘Tintern Abbey’ he talks of his love for

nature with inexhaustible enthusiasm, seeing

“In nature and the language of the sense

The anchor of my purest thoughts, the nurse,

The guide, the guardian of my heart and soul

Of all my moral being”

The major difference between the Romantics’ love of nature and that of their predecessors

lies in the fact that for the Romantics the natural world is not just a thing of beauty.

Aspects of nature are admired or even revered for their ability to express the truths and

perceptions of the mind. The Romantics externalise their emotions by describing them

through natural correspondences: the lakes, the high mountains, the meadow flowers or

the river. A creative relationship is established between the internal mind and the external

world. Byron puts forward this feeling in ‘Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage’:

Are not the mountains, waves and skies, a part

Of me and my soul, as I of them?

Linked with this is the romantic idea of the association of nature with moral and
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physical well being of man which Wordsworth expresses in the Lucy poems:

I will to my darling be

Both law and impulse

Ø Hellenism

The word ‘Hellenism’ is derived from the word ‘Hellene’ which means Greek. Thus

Hellenism represents Greek culture and spirit. One of the features of Romanticism was

love for the classical past.  Beset by the frustrations and disappointments of contemporary

times, the Romantics sometimes sought solace and refuge in the Greek world. This

world always had a charm of its own for the Romantics because the Greek gods and

goddesses symbolised a harmony, a superior pattern and a sense of completeness which

the Romantic poets craved for. The diverse aspects of nature reminded the poets of the

aura of the classical world. For example, by imagining the locks of an approaching

turbulent storm Shelley began to be reminded of the dishevelled hair of the Maenads.

The passion of Hellenism is most prominently found in Keats. His works like ‘Lamia’,

‘Hyperion’ and ‘Endymion’ are based on Greek legends while the subject matters of

‘Ode on a Grecian Urn’ and ‘Ode to Psyche’ are unmistakably Greek. Keats, in the

process of giving expression to his passion for beauty, gets transported into the Greek

world in his imagination. Most importantly, it should be remembered that Keats was a

Greek in temperament and that is the best explanation for his love for everything Greek.

Shelley also has his interest not only in the myths of Greece but in her timeless truths.

‘Prometheus Unbound’, ‘Adonais’ and ‘Hellas’ testify to this. In ‘Hellas’ he talks about

the Greek ideal:

Greece and her foundations are

Built below the tide of war,

Based on the crystalline sea

Of thought and its eternity

Ø Medievalism

The Romantic poets felt an attraction for the mystery and supernaturalism associated

with the Middle Ages which were integrally related to an aura of romance. Coleridge,

Scott and Keats were particularly interested in medievalism and the romanticism

associated with it. The element of supernaturalism has been brilliantly handled by

Coleridge in ‘Rime of the Ancient Mariner’ and ‘Christabel’ and by Keats in ‘La Belle

Dame sans Merci’. The essentially medieval setting and ambience created by Keats in

‘La Belle’ are direct reflections of Keats’ love for medievalism. The Romantic writers’

medievalism was not however a mere craving for the remote and unfamiliar.  At its root
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lay a refusal to restrict cultivated interest within   the bounds of the eighteenth century’s

defined boundaries of civilisation , the Renaissance and the Enlightenment. An interest

in the middle ages had earlier become the fashion, with the Gothic novels of Horace

Walpole, Mrs Radcliffe and others. The later period avoided the earlier extravagances

of fantasy and showed a more intelligent interest in the imaginative reconstruction of

history. This resulted in such serious revivals like Bishop Thomas Percy’s ‘Reliques of

Ancient English Poetry’ and also in such revivals like Chatterton’s pseudo-medieval

‘Rowley Poems’, or James Macpherson’s pseudo-Gaelic ‘Ossian’. While the interest in

the past gives us the wonderful ambience of Keats’s ’The Eve of St. Agnes’ and adds a

depth of complexity to Coleridge’s ‘Christabel’, its chief achievement was to be the

historical novels of Walter Scott. The interest in past history led to Scott’s re-creation of

the historical novel and Scott’s imaginative understanding of the process of history

would contribute a history-mindedness which would be a great boon to subsequent

historical studies.

1.1.5. Chief Features of Romantic Literature

The primary focus of Romantic literature, particularly of Romantic poetry, was

on  free and unhindered expression of the feelings of the artist The  writer’s individual

self, not his social self , becomes the subject. The Romantics often speak of the essential

self, a self unfettered by the conventions of society. The exploration of this central self

and not only public concerns demarcates romantic literature from neo-classical. The

subjective ‘I’ is crucial in romantic writing and hence the protagonist is often identified

with the poet himself. It is this focus that led to the serious concern with childhood,

because the child had not yet been moulded by society. Wordsworth calls the child

“Mighty prophet, seer blest” in ‘Immortality Ode’, Blake shows an intense conviction

of the importance of childhood but also shows the hostility of the adult world to the

child in his Chimney Sweeper poems or in ‘Nurse’s Song’. Lamb reflects the interest in

childhood in his more real, though perhaps sentimental observations on children.

Another important feature of romantic writing was the   expression of feelings

and emotions. The earlier ideal of narrowly reasoned control in emotional life gave way

to a belief in the importance of the emotions. Blake wrote “Men are admitted into

Heaven not because they have curb’d and governed their Passions or have no Passions

, but because they have cultivated their Understandings” Keats’s letters, even more than

his poems, show his beliefs in free emotional expression. Imagination becomes the
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most important source of poetic inspiration and this imagination is not restricted by any

classical rules and norms of form in art.  Romanticism focusses on the individual

imagination and explores Nature as well as past history to find correspondences to the

individual’s feeling and realisations.

1.1.6. Language and Form

The Romantics are not as innovative in their explorations of forms of prose and

verse as in their choice of subject matter. Wordsworth’s announcement, that he had

tried to write the poems in the ‘Lyrical Ballads’ ‘in “a selection of language really used

by men’’ ,was quickly challenged by Coleridge. However, the new things being attempted

in literature, especially poetry, required new language. Some, like the poet Robert

Southey, though a close friend of Wordsworth and Coleridge, stuck to the language and

forms of the eighteenth century. Blake in ‘Poetical Sketches’ used mostly traditional

language, although in the later prophetic books he is daringly different. Byron was an

admirer of Pope, and in his satire, sticks to the older school, but used a flippant, colloquial

style in ‘Don Juan’. On the whole, in spite of Wordsworth’s harsh criticism of the

earlier poetic diction or Keats’s disparagement of Pope, the Romantics revolt only against

the conventionality and triteness of the bad poetry of the earlier period. They did not

stick to the rigidity of the verse form of Pope and his followers. They also turned to the

use of imagery stemming from direct observation and a greater variety of verse forms.

Natural Imagery, picturesque depictions and lilting melody of the verses are also

significant features of Romantic writing. They did not try to avoid non-conventional or

non-prosaic language. Coleridge uses a lot of archaisms in ‘Ancient Mariner’ and

‘Christabel’. Keats drew on Spenser, and was influenced by Milton and ‘Hyperion’ is

very Miltonic, although he said that Milton’s verse was  ‘ ...a corruption of our language—

a northern dialect accommodating itself to Greek and Latin inversions and intonations...”

We can say this, that the Romantic poets used more speech rhythms than their

previous generation and avoided the subjugation of rhythm to metre. Many older verse

forms , the ode for example, or the Blank verse, neglected by the previous generation

came back into use. The stanza forms and the metrical schemes are more varied and

unlike in the neo-classical period, each major poet treads his own path, instead of setting

up and following a single norm.
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1.1.7. Summing Up

ü Emancipation from all kinds of confinements and restrictions is one of the basic

tenets of Romantic thoughts. The entire romantic ethos can be understood as a

new mode of thinking primarily based on the concept of freedom of mind and

spirit.

ü The Romantic poets possess a spiritual awareness which can be explained as a

vision that helps them to look beyond the mundane world into the ‘life of things’.

This vision varies from one poet to another.

ü The Romantic poets were deeply involved with the human world and thus they

were poets of Man.

ü Romanticism was a return to nature and the poets raised their  voice against

pretentions and artificialities. This admiration and love for nature is one of the

chief characteristics of Romantic poetry.

ü Hellenism represents Greek culture and spirit. One of the main features of

Romanticism being love for the classical and past age, it is no wonder that,

beset by the frustrations and disappointments of the contemporary times, the

Romantics sought solace and refuge in the Greek world.

ü Romantic poets had an attraction for the mystery and supernaturalism associated

with the Middle Ages which were integrally related to an aura of romance.

ü Romantic poetic language was not a complete break with traditional forms but

it expanded the range of formal varieties while in accommodating innovative

and fresh imagery and speech rhythms it paved the way for modern poetry.

1.1.8. Comprehension Exercises

Long Questions: 20 marks

1. Trace the impact of the French Revolution on English literature.

2. Discuss any four of the romantic trends of  thought and their application by the

poets of the Romantic age

3. Analyse the various socio-political and economic backgrounds that are integrally

related to the emergence of Romanticism.
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Mid- length Questions: 12 marks

1. How did the term ‘romantic’ come into use?

2. In what way did the Romantic writers combine their love for nature and love

for humanity?

3. What changes can be found in the language of Romantic poetry?

Short Questions: 6 marks

1. Discuss any three of the features of English Romantic movement.

2. What are the two movements that had strong influence on Romanticism?

3. What do you understand by Hellenism? Name the poet who was largely influ-

enced by Hellenism.

1.1.9. Suggested Reading

Bowra, Maurice. Romantic Imagination

Daiches, David. A Critical History of English Literature.

Ford, Boris, ed . From Blake to Byron: The New Pelican Guide to English Literature.

Legouis and Cazamian.  History of English Literature.

Trevelyan, G.M.  Social History of England.
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Unit-2 ❐ Romantic Poetry

Structure:

1.2.0: Introduction

1.2.1: Precursors of Romanticism

1.2.2: Features of Romantic Poetry

1.2.3: Romantic Theory of Poetry

1.2.4: The Romantic Poets

1.2.5: Summing Up

1.2.6: Comprehension Exercises

1.2.7: Suggested Reading

1.2.0. Introduction

This module aims to give you an overview of Romantic poetry, beginning with

the Precursors of Romanticism, so that you get an idea of the gradual shift from

neoclassical poetry to romantic poetry. We shall first discuss the features of Romantic

Poetry and then focus on the major poets of the era.  We hope this will help you to get

the essential ideas regarding the Romantic poets before you go on to study the poems of

the individual poets in Module 2.

1.2.1. Precursors of Romanticism

As you have seen in the Units on poetry in Paper 4, the eighteenth century

which is also called the age of ‘prose and reason’ is sometimes called the age of

neoclassicism. It was marked by decorum, rigidity and discipline in writing. However,

there is, you remember, no need to think that the romantic tendencies were completely

non-existent in that age. In the later part of the eighteenth century a significant change

could be traced in the ethos of poetry and literature at large. A new sensibility and

temper were at work, particularly with the younger poets, who gradually began to liberate

themselves from the neoclassical bent of mind and the all-encompassing influence of

Pope and Dryden. It is true that they could not cut themselves off completely from the
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neoclassical influence. However, there was a blending of the old conventions of the

neoclassical past and the elements of romanticism as far as selection of subject matter,

verse patterns, choice of form and content of are concerned. These poets are called

transitional poets or the Precursors of the Romantic Revival. Recall briefly the poetry

of Thomson and Gray and you will get the essence of what is being said here.

Don’t you feel that in comparison or contrast to poets like Dryden and Pope,

these poets put more emphasis on the elements of imagination, passion and emotional

exuberance rather than on intellectuality? Why do you think was it so? For them poetry

was largely dependent on inspiration.  Nature played a crucial role in their poetic

compositions and there was a growing interest in antiquity, especially the Middle Ages.

The focus was on individualism and democratic spirit was a new element that was

making itself evident, surpassing the strict rhetorical rigours of 18th century poetry.

Hence their poems were subjective. There was remarkable deviation as far as the poetic

structure was concerned. There were experimentations with new stanza forms and

measures which were primarily reactions against heroic couplets, the chosen form of

major neoclassical poetry.

The writers belonging to this group are James Thomson, Oliver Goldsmith,

Thomas Percy, Thomas Chatterton, James Macpherson, Thomas Gray, William

Collins, William Cowper, George Crabbe, Robert Burns and William Blake.

Thomson’s Seasons, as you know by now, is an important contribution to the romantic

trend of writing and is marked by sympathetic depictions of the people, farmers and

shepherds, who live close to nature. Thomson presents English rural scenes realistically,

not in the standardised pastoral tradition modelled on Classical poets like Virgil or

Theocritus.  His handling of new subjects, his rich imaginative fervour, his fondness for

nature and his selection of blank verse and Spenserian stanza instead of heroic couplet

make Thomson a true precursor of Romanticism. Goldsmith foreshadows the romantics

of the early nineteenth century with his sentiment of love and sympathy for the poor

villagers and a note of melancholy. The Deserted Village of Goldsmith gives us an

early glimpse of the changes taking place in the traditional village life, and nostalgia

for the old rural ways in ways which anticipate the attitudes and concerns of the romantics.

Bishop Thomas Percy was a scholar with antiquarian interests. He edited and published

a collection of ballads, metrical romances and historical songs under the title Reliques

of Ancient English Poetry (1765) which included poems ranging from the Middle Ages

to the reign of Charles I. This compilation had tremendous influence on the Romantic

poets . Robert Burns was inspired to write in the Scottish dialect. Coleridge’s and Keats’s
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medievalism drew from this source. Percy himself was largely influenced by    the

immense popularity of an earlier publication—James Macpherson’s Ossian. Ossian

is a cycle of poems on Irish mythology, which Macpherson claimed to have collected

from word-of mouth Scots Gaelic and translated. This claim was untrue. The poems

were written by Macpherson himself. But the book was to inspire the Romantics’ interest

in the past, as well as the Gaelic Revival later, i.e. an attempt, in Ireland to revive the

Gaelic language and culture.

The growing interest in antiquity is best illustrated in the tragic life of Thomas

Chatterton. The young aspiring writer imitated the dialect of medieval English and

published a collection of poems written supposedly by a 15th century medieval monk,

Thomas Rowley The forgery, accepted in good faith first, was soon detected . Chatterton’s

later suicide turned him into a tragic victim figure for the Romantics. Wordsworth,

Shelley, Coleridge, all commemorated him in their poetry. Macpherson ‘s translations

of Scottish poems titled Fragments of Ancient Poetry, Fingal, an Epic poem in six books

and Temora, an Epic Poem in eight books carry the readers to a world of supernaturalism

and heroism, a world which is also touched by a note of melancholy, a world placed in

stark opposition to the rational world of Pope.

Thomas Gray (1716-1771) is one of the most important poets of the late 18th century.

He is typical of the transition poets in his simultaneous love of tradition and exploration

of novelty in poetry. His contemporaries appreciated the fine craftsmanship, reflective

morality and classical echoes of ‘An Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard’. But in its

rustic setting and expression of feeling for the obscure, common, rural human beings, it

anticipates the Romantics. There is a splendid reflection of the democratic spirit with

the inclusion of trivial and humble aspects of life which were unthinkable as subject

matters of poetry earlier. His poems like ‘The Bard’ and ‘The Progress of Poesy’ depict

the poet as an inspired poetic genius like the Romantics do. Moreover, both in his use of

the form of the Pindaric ode in these poems and in using medieval Welsh material, he

was exploring areas beyond the taste parameters of neo-classism.

In William Collins (1721-1759) also we find a combination of both the neoclassical

and the romantic elements. He excels in portraying the supernatural world of shadows

as his poem ‘Ode on the Popular Superstitions of the Highlands’ shows us. Collins ‘s

choice of the form of the ode, both the simpler stanzaic Horatian and the more complex

Pindaric, rather than the heroic couplet , his admiration for Shakespeare, Spenser, Milton

rather than for Edmund Waller, a much- admired neo-classical poet, mark his turning

away from the Pope-Dryden tradition. In Ode on the Poetical Character his concept of
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poetry is essentially Romantic; it is divinely inspired, the product of Imagination,

impassioned and full of insight. We quote below an short extract from this poem:

Young Fancy thus, to me divinest name,

To whom, prepared and bathed in Heav’n,

The cest of amplest power is giv’n,

To few the godlike gift assigns,

To gird their blessed, prophetic loins,

And gaze her visions wild, and feel unmixed her flame!

In an anonymous letter to a periodical William Cowper (1731-1800) anticipates

Wordsworth’s later attack on neo- classical poetic diction. He criticises Pope’s translation

of Homer’s epics in heroic couplets, saying that Pope had put Homer in a straightjacket.

Cowper’s poetry combines the spirit of the new and the form of the old. His satires are

largely imitations of Pope but as far as his phenomenal work The Task is concerned, it

is an original work. An essential simplicity and love of nature are the chief features of

this work. A simple but deep love for the countryside and details of description may

seem to you almost like those in say a Wordsworth poem that you must have read

earlier, or will read in this Paper. Read a few lines from The Task below:

...hedge-row beauties numberless, squat tow’r,

Tall spire, from which the sound of cheerful bells

Just undulate upon the list’ning ear,

Groves, heaths and smoking villages, remote...

George Crabbe (1751-1832) is a very interesting figure among the transition poets.

His work is a witness to his love, care and concern for the poor villagers. In some ways

his work can be viewed as a continuation of the neoclassical tradition because he stuck

to the heroic couplet. His poetic sensibility was very Augustan in texture. In the preface

to his Tales he says that his poems are addressed to ‘the plain sense and sober judgment’

of his readers and not to their ‘fancy and imagination’.  Nevertheless, he plays an

important role in bringing about the changes in poetry. In The Parish Register and The

Borough Crabbe wrote character sketches through simple anecdotes. In Tales and Tales

from the Hall we get complex short stories in verse about different kinds of people.

Crabbe went beyond the boundaries of Augustan poetry in two major ways. He chose

for his character sketches, not people who were aristocratic and important, but from the

middle and working classes.  The Cambridge History of English Literature says, he
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showed that the world of plain fact and common life could be worthy material for

literature. His poems gave fine details of the characters he created whereas Augustan

poetic taste preferred generalities rather than details. He was friendly with writers of

both the earlier and the later generations. Wordsworth said Crabbe’s poetry would last

‘from its combined merit as truth and poetry’. Byron said he was ‘Nature’s sternest

painter, yet the best. ‘

Robert Burns (1759-1796) was a Scottish poet. His poems are suffused with romantic

lyricism, spontaneity and love for nature. His most famous composition is Poems, Chiefly

in the Scottish Dialect. His choice of subjects as well as in his use of Scots dialect, his

use of the ballads of folk tradition, all mark  him as  a very important figure of the

Transition. The gentle and ironic comic tone of poems like Holy Willie’s Prayer, in

which Burns ironically criticises Scottish Calvinism, is very much a part of the Eighteenth

century tradition of English poetry. In poems like these he deals with human nature and

behaviour, and not with personal feelings. But the choice of perennial themes like death,

old age, love ,suffering in most of his poems, the simple, commonplace persons and

their dull, commonplace lives  that his poems present with such amazing sympathy, the

assertion of the dignity of the common man and the importance of the language he

speaks, are distinctive features of the Romantic Revival.  His fine spirit of liberty is

seen in lines like

The rank is but the guinea’s stamp

The man’s the gowd for a’ that

Not only common and poor people, as in ‘The Cotter’s Saturday Night’, even forms of

lowly animals and insects are subjects treated with sympathetic humour. In ‘To a Mouse’

we find the oft-quoted lines:

The best laid plans o’ mice and men

Gang oft agley

Just notice for yourselves the amazing range of nature’s creations that are now

becoming subjects of poetry!

William Blake is perhaps the most remarkable figure of this group. He was certainly

the most original.   His verses are marked by world of phantoms which he considered to

be even more real than the physical world we inhabit. His love for nature and longing

for childhood put him in the same league as the other Romantics. But he remained

markedly individualistic in everything he did. As a child he saw angels in a vision .The

unique capacity for vision which remained with him all his life, was in fact an assertion
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of the primacy of Imagination. He refused to be bound by the single truth of the rational

faculty, as Blake expressed in a letter to his friend Thomas Butts:

Now I a fourfold vision see

And a fourfold vision is given to me

It was imagination which enabled us to see the wonder of the created world:

To see the world in a grain of sand

And heaven in a wild flower

Hold infinity in the palm of your hand

And eternity in an hour.

Blake was an ardent champion of liberty, a radical in his political views and a great

supporter of the American and French Revolutions. His visionary quality did not

make him a dreamer; rather ,it made him see the ills of his world with greater clarity

and foresee a better future in which tyranny would be destroyed. In the later prophetic

books   he projects this vision. ‘London’ expresses his indignation at contemporary

forms of exploitation.

In every cry of every Man,

In every Infants cry of fear,

In every voice: in every ban,

The mind-forg’d manacles I hear.

In ‘Jerusalem’ he shows revolutionary fervour which anticipates the younger Romantics

like Shelley. Blake comes very close to Shelley in his dream of an ideal world devoid of

any differences and marked by love and harmony.

I will not cease from mental fight,

Nor shall my sword sleep in my hand,

Till we have built Jerusalem

In England’s green and pleasant land

Poetical Sketches, Songs of Innocence and Songs of Experience are some of his

famous works and are considered to be some of the best examples of typically romantic

lyricism. You will be reading some of Blake’s poems in this module and will get a

chance to be better acquainted with him.
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A Quick Recapitulation

The eighteenth century which is also called the age of ‘prose and reason’

was the age of neoclassicism marked by decorum, rigidity and discipline in

writing. . In the later part of the eighteenth century a new sensibility and

temper were at work, particularly with the younger poets, who gradually

began to liberate themselves from the neoclassical bent of mind and the all-

encompassing influence of Pope and Dryden. There was a blending of the

old conventions of the neoclassical past and the elements of romanticism as

far as selection of subject matter, verse patterns and treatment are concerned

in their writing. These poets are called transitional poets or the Precursors

of the Romantic Revival. The major writers belonging to this group are

James Thomson, Oliver Goldsmith, Thomas Percy, Thomas Chatterton,

James Macpherson, Thomas Gray, William Collins, William Cowper, George

Crabbe, Robert Burns and William Blake.

1.2.2. Features of Romantic Poetry

From the previous sub-unit, you must have gathered the winds of change that were

affecting the poetic ethos as one moves from the eighteenth to the nineteenth century.

Let us now try and assimilate what the basic features of Romantic poetry were.

The Romantic era in England stretches tentatively from the late eighteenth century to

the mid nineteenth century. This period produced some of the most eminent and

influential poets whose penetrating emotions and philosophical insight created magic

in their writings and created real masterpieces in the entire range of English literature.

Their love for nature, use of passionate language, compassion for humanity, depiction

of the so-called unheroic characters in their poems were certain salient features of the

Romantic movement in literature. This age laid more emphasis on emotion rather than

on reason, on liberty and emancipation rather than on decorum and traditional norms.

Other notable features include focus on individuality, individual will and value of

immediate experience rather than on social conventions and generalised experiences.

Another significant point which needs to be mentioned here is the nostalgia and

fascination for everything distant in time and place. The poems were tinged with

richness of imagination and marked by a strong spirit of revolt against the shackles of

neoclassical rules.
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The willingness to explore areas beyond accepted standards of social behaviour resulted

in an expansion of the themes and subjects of literature. Dreams, visions, the supernatural,

madness, the insights and experiences of childhood—all these become serious subjects

of literature. The treatment of people’s lives in geographically remote lands in poems

like Byron’s ‘Childe Harold’, the imaginative reconstruction of past history in Scott

were   all fruits  of the Romantic  liberation of Imagination.

1.2.3. Romantic Theory of Poetry

John Stuart Mill, the English philosopher, political economist and civil servant whose

ideas of liberty profoundly influenced the Romantic movement, in  his Thoughts on

Poetry and its Variations, stated that ‘Poetry is the thought and the words in which

emotion spontaneously embodies itself’. Wordsworth, taking a clue from this thought

process, developed his own theory of poetry which was published as the Preface to the

Lyrical Ballads. You will read this in detail in Module 4 Unit 1 of this paper.  Two

remarkable statements of Wordsworth which can be considered as the foundation stone

of Romantic poetry are: ‘All good poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful

feeling’ and poetry ‘takes its origin from the emotion recollected in tranquillity’.

According to Wordsworth, being inspired is essential for writing a poem and this

inspiration helps a poet to bring forth his ideas spontaneously and create poetry of great

order. This stress on spontaneity is in sharp contrast to the basic tenets of Neoclassicism

.Wordsworth also spoke about the language of poetry in the Preface. He said that as far

as possible, he had tried to write poetry in a selection of language really used by men.

Although Coleridge refuted many of Wordsworth’s views about the language of poetry,

the opinion shows how the Romantics were going beyond the limits set by neoclassical

poetry. From the  observations of the other Romantics too, for example from Coleridge’s

essays in Biographia Literaria, Shelley’s  Defense of Poetry or Keats’s letters a new

and different view of poetry and the poet emerges in the early nineteenth century.

1.2.4. The Romantic Poets

To begin a discussion about the Romantic poets it becomes imperative to talk

about William Wordsworth at the very beginning because he was not only a major

poet of the Romantic age but also its most important theoretician. The charm of

Wordsworth’s poems lies in the fact that they give to the so-called mundane or even

mean subjects a newness, vividness and dignity. Wordsworth was always fascinated by
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the simple trivial things and the beauties of nature present in the countryside or amongst

the common people. His delineation of human nature and the philosophical approach to

life create such a great  impact because they are marked by a penetrating simplicity. His

‘Tintern Abbey’ and ‘Ode on Intimations of Immortality’ are brilliant examples of the

mystical relationship between nature and human soul. These poems also deal with the

concept of Pantheism, that is, an awareness of the benign presence of the Omnipotent

in all the tiny aspects of nature. The poems are touched by the spiritual bliss attained by

humanity by gaining in this awareness of the presence of divinity in all things perceptible.

Another remarkable feature of Wordsworth’s poems was his use of a language which

was very unlike neoclassical poetic language. Wordsworth’s claim that he was using

the language of the common man was not , as Coleridge pointed out and as later critics

have corroborated, not strictly correct. But certainly, in comparison with the formality

and frequent artificiality of much neoclassical poetry, his poems are   marked by

simplicity and a directness that goes to the heart . Sometimes, his conscious attempt to

write in the  ordinary, everyday language spoken by humdrum humanity resulted in bad

poems, for example , ‘The Thorn’ in the Lyrical Ballads.

In the year 1793 Wordsworth’s poems were first published in the collections An

Evening Walk and Descriptive Sketches. The year 1795 was a significant year in

Wordsworth’s life because this was the year in which he met Samuel Taylor

Coleridge with whom he became a close friend) and the result of this was the  Lyrical

Ballads (1798), one of the seminal works in English Romantic movement. This volume

did not contain the names of Wordsworth or Coleridge as authors. Wordsworth’s ‘Tintern

Abbey’ and Coleridge’s ‘The Rime of the Ancient Mariner’ were included in this volume.

The second edition which was published in 1800 listed only Wordsworth as the author

and included a preface to the poems. In the preface of the 1802 edition Wordsworth

elaborates on the elements of a new kind of verse based on the language spoken by

common men and also states his definition of poetry as ‘the spontaneous overflow of

powerful feelings’. The final edition was published in 1805. Wordsworth’s philosophical

inclination, particularly in his works like The Prelude and ‘Tintern Abbey’, has been

the source of much critical discussions. Wordsworth’s poems treat the seminal issues of

the Romantic Revival: love of nature, belief in the healing powers of nature.  a holistic

view of the relationship of man and the world, liberty, dignity of the common man, the

poet’s individual sensibility and its creative expression in poetry. He shows a surprising

awareness of the problems of the changing social situation. We find in his poems themes
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like the transition from agrarian to urban life, the decay of a close-knit rural community

and its effect on the individual, the dangers to the individual from an industrial,

technological society. These give to his poems a living relevance for us.

William Wordsworth

William Wordsworth was one of the major English Romantic poets who,

along with Samuel Taylor Coleridge, played a major  role  in initiating   the

Romantic Age in English literature with their joint publication Lyrical

Ballads

Born: April 7, 1770, Cockermouth, United Kingdom

Died: April 23, 1850, Cumberland, United Kingdom

Samuel Taylor Coleridge is mainly remembered for the depiction of exotic, strange

and unreal events and incidents in poetry. He portrayed the mysterious in the more

famous of his poems. ‘The Rime of the Ancient Mariner’ is an excellent example of this

kind. Another characteristic of Coleridge’s poetry is his love for the distant in time and

place and that is brilliantly projected in his poems ‘Kubla Khan’ and ‘Christabel’. This

love for the past brings Coleridge close to the extravagance and splendour depicted by

the Elizabethans. He, much like Wordsworth, was against the spirit of the eighteenth

century neoclassical poetry and believed in the immediacy of the sensation. Coleridge’s

Conversational Poems like ‘The Eolian Harp’ (1795), ‘Reflections on having left a Place

of Retirement’  (1795), ‘This Lime-Tree Bower my Prison’  (1797), ‘Frost at

Midnight’ (1798) are regarded by many critics as Coleridge’s finest verses where blank

verse has been employed with utmost skill and expertise.

Coleridge’s main contribution to the Romantic Movement was to initiate a reaction

against the mechanistic psychology of the eighteenth century. He revived the older

tradition of Platonism and introduced the new German idealistic philosophy to England.

His major poems explore the unconscious workings of the mind, what he called ‘the

terra incognita of our nature’. You will find this in the poems we have named above. He

did not claim the prophet’s status for poets as Blake, Wordsworth and Shelley do. His

poems present the quintessence of Romanticism in two ways. First, he captures the

strange magic of the supernatural in a way unequalled by any other poet; second, his

poems can convey with a remarkable intimacy his personal feelings and circumstances,

his self-doubts , his difficulties, his hopes and his fears which establish a close bond
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between the poet and the reader. We give below a few lines from his poem, ‘This Lime-

Tree Bower’, My Prison, addressed to his friend Charles Lamb

. . .  and sometimes

’Tis well to be bereft of promis’d good,

That we may lift the soul, and contemplate

With lively joy the joys we cannot share.

Another major contribution of Coleridge to the field of poetry was his literary criticism.

In the essays of the Biographia Literaria He was an extraordinarily talented person.

Because of personal problems and his opium addiction his poetic output was fragmentary

but more than any other of the Romantics he was responsible for bringing about a

revolution in literary thought  that gave primacy to imagination as the sovereign creative

power. He made the now famous differentiation between ‘fancy’ and ‘imagination’ and

between ‘primary imagination’ and  ‘secondary imagination’. He defined ‘fancy’ as “a

mode of memory emancipated from the order of time and space’. Coleridge seems to

consider ‘fancy’ something like the eighteenth century concept of ‘wit’. ‘Imagination’

on the other hand he calls “the shaping and modifying power”. ‘Primary imagination’

was perception through the senses. ‘Secondary imagination’ was the faculty of poetic

vision. He took from the German Romantics the concept of poetry as an independent

organic growth. He was primarily responsible for re-establishing the Elizabethans’ literary

reputation and enthroning Shakespeare as the greatest creative genius. A Shakespeare

play, he said, grows from within, like a tree does.

Samuel Taylor Coleridge

Samuel Taylor Coleridge was a famous English poet, literary critic and

philosopher who, along with his friend William Wordsworth, can be

considered to be the pioneer of the Romantic Movement in England. He

was also one of the Lake Poets.

Born: October 21, 1772, Ottery St Mary, United Kingdom

Died: July 25, 1834, Highgate, United Kingdom

Another poet who had immense admiration for the distant past was Sir Walter Scott.

He also possessed deep love for his native country, Scotland, and composed several

narrative poems highlighting the virtuous and vigorous lives of the simple folks of his
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country in the past before they lost the simplicity due to the advent of the modern

civilization. His poems reflect the poet’s interest in the ancient ballads of his land. His

imagination was fed by fairy tales oriental and Gothic romances and the folklore and

ballads of the Scottish Highlands.  The Lay of the Last Minstrel, published in 1805, was

immensely popular with the reading public. The Lady of the Lake and Marmion are

other reputed works of Scott. He was most at home in the surroundings of Scotland and

when he chose backgrounds and stories outside Scotland, was not very successful .

Rokeby, set in Yorkshire or The Vision of Don Roderick, about the last of the Goths,

were not popular. Scott was not an innovator so far as the language of poetry was

concerned. He wrote mainly in rimed octosyllables, using variations of the ballad metre.

His characterisation was not subtle, but he had great narrative power.

Walter Scott

Sir Walter Scott, 1st Baronet, FRSE was primarily reputed as a Scottish

historical novelist. He was also a playwright and poet. Scott was the first

English-language author who acquired a truly international fame in his

lifetime.

Born: August 15, 1771, Edinburgh, United Kingdom

Died: September 21, 1832, Abbotsford House, United Kingdom

A poet who deserves mention along with Wordsworth and Coleridge as an early

Romantic is Robert Southey. Southey is a forgotten poet now but in the early 19th.

century he enjoyed a fairly high reputation and was even nominated poet laureate long

before Wordsworth. Unfortunately for him, his more ambitious work is hardly ever

read now, and in fact, is not very readable. But some of his shorter poems are fairly

popular anthology pieces. Southey was a close friend of both Wordsworth and Coleridge

and the latter was also his brother-in-law. He was generally included with them as one

of the lake poets   But Southey ‘s poetry is closer in spirit and style to the poetry of

Scott than to Wordsworth’s. In fact, he did not agree with Wordsworth’s views about

the subject and language of poetry. One of the leading romantic critics of the next

generation, Thomas De Quincey, in his assessment presents Southey as very different

from and much inferior to either Wordsworth or Coleridge. You will read more on this

in Module 4 Unit 3 of this paper.

Like his more illustrious friend, Southey also was a radical and an ardent admirer of the

revolutionary spirit. Like Wordsworth he too became a conservative later on. In fact, he
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became so pro-establishment that he virulently attacked those writers who dared oppose

or criticise the government. This drew down harsh scorn on him from later writers like

Byron and Hazlitt. From the pieces written in his radical youth we may mention The

Fall of Robespierre (1794), Joan of Arc (1796), and a two-act drama, Wat Tyler.  In

later years he wrote a number of long epic poems in the romantic vein: Thalaba (1801),

Madoc (1805), The Curse of Kehama (1810), Roderick, the Last of the Goths (1814), A

Tale of Paraguay (1825).  The exotic locales and picturesque details pleased his

contemporaries. But they lack the high imagination of Coleridge or Keats or the passion

of Byron. Moreover, his style of versification is careful but pedestrian. He wrote both

rhymed and unrhymed verse and it was from the unrhymed Pindaric verse of Thalaba that

Shelley borrowed the irregular metre of Queen Mab. His  works as a poet laureate are

pretty bad. One poem, ‘A Vision of Judgment’ (1821) written on the death of king George

III, in which he depicts the late king being gloriously received in heaven is only

remembered because Byron wrote a brilliant parody of it. His early ballad- like pieces

like The Old Woman of Berkeley, St. Michael’s Chair, The Devil’s Walk however have

an attractive racy narrative style. He had a touch of humour which these poems show,

but which is unfortunately absent in the longer poems.   We have  put here below  a few

lines from his very well-known early anti- war poem, ‘After Blenheim’ (1796). You

may find the full poem in most anthologies. The poem shows how famous battles are

meaningless, they only result in the deaths of thousands of common men. An old man

tells his grandchildren of the great victory of the British forces under the Duke of

Marlborough but has no answer for the persistent question of his little grandson.

“But what good came of it at last?”

Quoth little Peterkin :—

“Why, that I cannot tell”, said he,

“But ‘twas a famous victory”.

Robert Southey

A contemporary of the earlier poets, Southey is remembered in the capacities

of a poet, historian, biographer and essayist. He was Poet Laureate for 30

years from 1813 to his death in 1843. His life resembles Wordsworth in

much of his beliefs, and must be acknowledged as a critical theoretician of

Romantic poetry.

Born :  August 12, 1774, Bristol

Died :  March 21, 1843, London
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A period of time separates the second generation of romantic poets from the first. The

second group includes Lord Byron, Percy Bysshe Shelley and John Keats.

 Byron was different from his other two contemporaries because of his satirical

bent of writing and a penetratingly strong sense of social realism. His poems like Don

Juan captured the actions and feelings of great minds trapped in this trivial and petty

world. Don Juan, a poem of seventeen cantos, is considered Byron’s magnum opus and

is often regarded as the epic of its time. This work has reflections of the contemporary

world at multiple levels- political, social, ideological and literary. Byron’s poems are

marked by cynicism and irony. He was probably the only poet among the Romantics

who had a deep regard for Pope. Byron despised Wordsworth for his moral solemnity

and had no taste for either the poetry of Shelley, who was his friend or of Keats.

Nevertheless his poetry is fundamentally Romantic in the way he asserts his individuality

in it. His characters are all out of the ordinary: Childe Roland, the restless wanderer,

Manfred, a mysterious figure of guilt and sorrow. He and Blake are the two Romantics

who question and challenge the values of safety and prudence. Byron always sympathises

with the impudent and the adventurous including himself. Childe Harold;’s Pilgrimage

and The Isles of Greece show his remarkable historical imagination, interweaving the

past with the present.

Byron, like Scott, was immensely popular on the Continent and influenced French and

German poets. His personal life was highly colourful, tinged with scandals, and the

term ‘Byronic’ came to mean a person who was adventurous, daring, passionate, moody

and cynical.

George Gordon Byron

George Gordon Byron, 6th Baron Byron, later George Gordon Noel, 6th

Baron Byron, FRS, popularly known as Lord Byron, was a reputed English

poet and one of the  important contributors to the Romantic movement. 

He died in Greece, where he was aiding the Greek freedom fighters in their

struggle against Turkey.

Born: January 22, 1788, Dover, United Kingdom

Died: April 19, 1824, Missolonghi, Greece

Percy Bysshe Shelley, the great social revolutionary of his time was closely related

to the other Romantics as far as their seriousness of temperament was concerned.
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Shelley’s poems are centred on two primary ideas. He had the firm conviction that the

torture inflicted by rulers, the shackles of customs and the fetters laid down by

superstitions are the chief enemies of human beings and it is the inherent goodness of

human beings that alone has the potential to eradicate all sorts of evil influences from

this world and bring in an era of unconditional and pure love. Prometheus Unbound, a

verse drama, illustrates these features Shelleyan poetry in an extensive way. Shelley’s

love for the ideal and his imaginative flight to give shape to abstractions find poignant

expression in his poems like ‘To a Skylark’ and ‘Ode to the West Wind’. He is considered

to be one of the finest lyric poets in the entire range of English literature.

Shelley possessed the romantic tendency of focussing on his individual self to an

extraordinary extent. The strong self-absorption which is one of the reasons for the

twentieth century literary critics’ disparagement of Shelley, can be found in the shorter

lyrics as well in longer poems like Adonais, an elegy written on the death of Keats. At

the same time, in Alastor, he shows his awareness of  the problem of this self-absorption.

Alastor depicts the tragic fate of those who indulge in self-centred seclusion. His

voluminous readings in philosophy, science, religion, mythology and his political

sympathies often clog up his poetry. He loved moving aspects of nature, like clouds,

winds, waterfalls, storms, and his poetry leaves us with the impression of an ever-

changing sensibility confronting a changing world.It was the lack of clarity of his poetry,

the constant attempt to burden it with his theories which prompted Keats to tell him to

curb his magnanimity, be more of an artist and load every rift of his poem with ore.

Percy Bysshe Shelley is one of the major English Romantic poets. He is

considered to be one of the finest lyric poets in the English language.

Born: August 4, 1792, Horsham, United Kingdom

Died: July 8, 1822, Lerici, Italy

John Keats’s short life and shorter poetic career were totally dedicated to poetry.

Keats was probably the best of the Romantics in his capacity for expressing immediate

sensation in his poems. His poems can be described as responses to sensuous impressions.

A brilliantly receptive writer, unfortunately because of his premature death, his exquisite

and powerful genius could not be fully realised. Some of his best poems like The Eve of

St. Agnes, ‘Ode on a Grecian Urn’ and ‘Ode to a Nightingale’ were all composed during

the fag end of his life. It is unfortunate that Keats’ poems were not appreciated by critics

during his lifetime. However, after his death, his reputation grew to such an extent that

by the end of the nineteenth century he turned into one of the most popular and beloved

among the English poets
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Keats possessed a unique habit of mind, which was characterised by a marvellous sense

of the particular, and a scrupulous fidelity the object of attention, whether it was a

landscape or a feeling He is the best exemplar of the Romantic organic idea of poetry.

Poetry, he said, ‘should be great and unobtrusive, a thing which enters into one’s soul,

and does not startle it or amaze it with itself, but with its subject”. He did reach this

objective in his best odes. While his early poems like ‘Sleep and Poetry’ and Endymion

are full of a superabundance of sensuous details, the odes show  a growing discipline,

and in the ode ‘To Autumn’  he creates a perfect piece, form and meaning coalescing

seamlessly, and the descriptive  word-picture of autumn  becomes the message and

meaning of the poem .

John Keats was one of the leading English Romantic poets. He was a key

figure amongst the second generation of Romantic poets along with Lord

Byron and Percy Bysshe Shelley. Though his work was published only four

years before his death he is one of the most important poets of the Romantic

era.

Born: October 31, 1795, Moorgate, City of London, United Kingdom

Died: February 23, 1821, Rome, Italy

1.2.5. Summing Up

Ø The Romantic era in England stretches tentatively from the late eighteenth century

to the mid nineteenth century. This period produced some of the most eminent

and influential poets whose penetrating emotions and philosophical insight

created magic in their writings and created real masterpieces in the entire range

of English literature.

Ø Their unconditional love for nature, employment of passionate language,

compassion for humanity, depiction of the so-called unheroic characters in the

poems were certain salient features of the Romantic writers.

Ø This age always laid more emphasis on emotion than reason, liberty and

emancipation than artificiality and norms.

Ø William Wordsworth was not only one major poet of the Romantic age but also

its most important theoretician.

Ø Coleridge excelled in the depiction of exotic, strange and unreal events and

incidents.
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Ø Another poet who had immense admiration for the distant was Sir Walter Scott.

Ø Another group of romantics who were revolutionary in spirit throughout their

poetic careers is known as the second generation of Romantic poets. This group

includes Lord Byron, Percy Bysshe Shelley and John Keats.

1.2.6. Comprehension Exercises

Long questions- 20 marks

1. Who were the Precursors of Romanticism? Why were they called so?

2.  Name the major Romantic Poets. Discuss their contribution to Romantic poetry

with special reference to any three of them.

3. Discuss some of the ways in which the Pre-Romantics  deviated from neo-

classical  literary norms.

4. Analyse the socio-political background of the Romantic revival

Mid-length questions- 12 marks

1. Discuss briefly Wordsworth’s contribution to the Romantic theory of poetry.

2. In which year was Lyrical Ballads first published? What were the changes

incorporated in the subsequent editions?

3. Discuss , with examples , some of the features of  19th century Romantic poetry.

4. What were the chief features of the poetry of Keats?

5. What was Byron’s contribution to the Romantic Movement?

6. Discuss Coleridge as a Romantic poet and critic.

7. Comment on Shelley as a Romantic poet.

Short Questions-6 marks

1.  Mention two major features of neo-classical literature.

2. Comment on the impact of the French Revolution on the Romantic Movement.

3. How did Percy and Chatterton influence the Romantics?

4. Assess Sir Walter Scott as a poet.
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Unit - 3 ❐ Romantic Prose

Structure

1.3.0: Introduction

1.3.1: The Romantic Essay

1.3.2: Characteristics of the Romantic Essay

1.3.2a: Charles Lamb

1.3.2b: Thomas De Quincey

1.3.2c: William Hazlitt

1.3.3: The Romantic Novel

1.3.3a: Jane Austen

1.3.3b: Walter Scott and the Historical Novel

1.3.4: Miscellaneous Writers

1.3.5: Romantic Literary Criticism

1.3.5a: Wordsworth’s Preface to Lyrical Ballads

1.3.5b: Coleridge’s views on Imagination

1.3.5c: Shelley’s Defence of Poetry

1.3.6: Summing Up

1.3.7: Comprehension Exercises

1.3.8: Suggested Reading

1.3.0. Introduction

In this unit, we are going to discuss Romantic Prose with you. There will be three

distinct sections in this unit. In Section- I, we shall take a look at the Romantic essay.

Section - II will deal with the Romantic novel. Section– III will provide an analysis of

Romantic literary criticism.
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1.3.1. The Romantic Essay

In your earlier Papers you have seen the rise and development of the essay form in the

Elizabethan period and the 18th century. The Romantic essay developed into a distinct

literary genre which did not merely follow the tradition of the eighteenth century

Periodical essays, written by Joseph Addison, Richard Steele and others. It would be

interesting to note how the features of Romanticism that have been detailed in Unit 1

make themselves evident in this literary genre. At the outset of our discussion, we shall

briefly enumerate the characteristics of the Romantic essay and then we shall discuss

individual essayists and their contributions.

1.3.2. Characteristics of the Romantic Essay

Ø The Romantic essay was subjective and autobiographical.

Ø It explored the psychological state of the essayist.

Ø Like Romantic poetry, the romantic essay too was marked by spontaneity,

freedom of thought and intense humanism.

Ø Essays of the period were of different kinds. Some essays were confessional.

Some were in the form of literary reviews.

Ø The style of the essays was informal, chatty and conversational.

Ø The germs of the essays were deeply embedded in the development of

contemporary periodicals and magazines such as The Edinburgh Review, Critical

Journal, The London Magazine and Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine.

Ø Like the Romantic poets, the essayists revolted strongly against the eighteenth-

century conventions. They developed new styles and wrote on a wider range of

topics. Instead of describing the leisure pursuits of the upper and middle classes,

these essayists wrote about the lives of clerks, chimney-sweepers and prize-

fighters.

Let us now have a look at the major essayists of the period:

 1.3.2a. Charles Lamb (1775-1834):

The works of Charles Lamb are usually divided into three periods. First, there are his

early literary efforts, including the poems signed “C.L.” in Coleridge’s Poems on Various

Subjects (1796), his romance Rosamund Gray (1798); his poetical drama John Woodvil
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(1802) and different other works in prose and poetry. The second period was largely

devoted to literary criticism. In this period, he wrote Tales from Shakespeare (1807) in

collaboration with his sister, Mary Lamb. His Specimens of English Dramatic Poets

Contemporary With Shakespeare appeared in 1808. The third and final period includes

Lamb’s personal essays, which are collected together in his Essays of Elia (1823), and

his Last Essays of Elia (1833). ‘Dream Children: A Reverie’, ‘The Superannuated Man’,

‘Old China’, ‘Praise of Chimney Sweepers’ are some of his memorable essays.

The style of all his essays is gentle, old-fashioned, and attractive but has a strong element

of sentimentalism. His essays are informal, conversational, chatty and personal. These

are characterized by the blend of fact and fiction, humour and pathos, use of Latinized,

old quaint expressions etc. Lamb was especially fond of old writers, and borrowed

from the style of Burton’s The Anatomy of Melancholy and from Sir Thomas Browne’s

Religio Medici and also from the early Elizabethan dramatists.

Lamb has enjoyed very high literary reputation up to the mid- 20th century. To modern

taste his essays might appear rather thin. There is a strong amount of self-idealisation in

his personal essays, as you will find when you read ‘Dream Children’ or ‘The

Superannuated Man’. There are superficial resemblances to Addison’s humour in ‘Mrs.

Battle’s Opinions on Whist’, but he lacks Addison’s sharp wit.  The little touches of

nature love remind us that he was a close friend of Wordsworth and Coleridge.

1.3.2b. Thomas De Quincey (1785-1859):

In De Quincey the romantic element is even more prominent than in Charles Lamb, not

only in his literary and critical work, but also in his erratic and imaginative life. His

works may be divided into two broad categories. The first category encompasses his

numerous critical articles, and the second, his autobiographical sketches.

From a literary perspective, the most illuminating of De Quincey’s critical works is his

Literary Reminiscences (of the English Lake Poets). It contains brilliant appreciations

of Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley, Keats, Hazlitt and Landor, as well as some interesting

studies of the literary figures of the preceding age. On the Knocking at the Gate in

Macbeth (1823) and On Murder Considered as One of the Fine Arts (1827) are among

the most remarkable  of his long essays. These works have never been surpassed in their

psychological and imaginative acuity. The first work reveals his critical genius while

the second his grotesque and black humour. Among others, special mention may be

made of his Letters to a young man (1823), Joan of Arc (1847), The Revolt of the

Tartars (1840), and The English Mail Coach (1849).
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Of De Quincey’s autobiographical sketches, the best known is his Confessions of an

English Opium-Eater (1821). This is only partly a record of opium dreams, and its

chief interest lies in glimpse it gives us of De Quincey’s own life and wanderings.

Among other works, mention should be made of Suspiria de Profundis (1845), which

is primarily a record of gloomy and terrible dreams generated by opiates. The most

engrossing parts of Suspiria de Profundis are those in which we are brought face to face

with the strange feminine creations Levana, Madonna, Our Lady of Sighs, and Our

Lady of Darkness and these show De Quincey’s marvelous insight into dreams.

Autobiographical Sketches completes the revelation of the author’s own life and it

contains a series of nearly thirty articles which he collected in 1853. Among his

miscellaneous works are his novel Klosterheim Logic of Political Economy, the Essays

on style and Rhetoric, Philosophy of Herodotus, and his articles on Goethe, Pope, Schiller,

and Shakespeare which he contributed to the Encyclopedia Britannica. These

miscellaneous writings quite clearly demonstrate his wide range of subjects.

De Quincey’s style is mostly diffuse and digressive. He always deviates from the main

concern of his narrative and often indulges in triviality, which often makes him stop in

the midst of a marvelous paragraph to make some light comment or observation. He

displays a wide range of knowledge though it is often flawed and inaccurate. He was

deeply influenced by the Seventeenth-century writers, but he definitely attempted to

create a new style, combining the best elements of prose and poetry. Consequently, his

prose works are often, like those of Milton, more imaginative and melodious than some

kinds of poetry. He also wrote widely on the nature of dreams, and anticipates modern

psychological studies in relation to childhood experience and imaginative creation. He

is a link between the Romantics, with his Reflection of the Lake Poets, dating from the

mid-1830s, and the modern sensibility of such figures as Baudelaire in France and

Edgar Allan Poe in America.

1.3.2c.William Hazlitt (1778-1830):

His earliest writings consisted of miscellaneous philosophical and political works. He

is, with Coleridge, the foremost literary critic of the age. Both men recognized the

importance of journals in disseminating information and in reflecting on contemporary

issues, and both successfully responded to, and profitably indulged, the growing

metropolitan taste for public lectures. His reputation chiefly rests on the lectures and

essays on literary and general subjects all published between 1817 and 1825. Published

in 21 volumes, many of the essays are on topics which may no longer interest us. But
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there is a body of literary and social criticism which has stood the test of time. His

tastes were wide ranging. He was interested in literature, politics, painting and philosophy

and he pursued studies in all these areas.  He was an early pioneer in arousing popular

interest in Shakespeare. He was not an inspired literary critic like Coleridge but he gave

the common reader sensible guidance. My First Acquaintance with Poets (1823) is a

delightful essay, conveying the pleasure and encouragement he received on meeting

Wordsworth and Coleridge. But his judgments on the older poets are always very

balanced. The main collections of his lectures are Characters of Shakespeare’s plays

(1817, 1818), Lectures on the English Poets (1818, 1819), Lectures on the English

Comic Writers (1819), and Lectures on the Dramatic Literature of the Age of Elizabeth

(1820). The Political Essays (1819) belonging to this period is probably the most

neglected of his first-rate books.

The best known part of Hazlitt’s work is the large mass of miscellaneous essays

contributed to different magazines and they were included in such familiar volumes as

The Round Table (1817), Table-Talk (1821-22), and The Plain Speaker (1826) – the last

two being hid first collections. Hazlitt is an equally sharp and original critic of his

literary and political contemporaries in the essays published as The Spirit of the Age in

1825.  In this attempt to examine aspects of the Zeitgeist of a period that Hazlitt himself

sees as “an age of talkers, and not of doers”, he deals with twenty-five prominent

politicians, thinkers, and writers.

Hazlitt’s writings are remarkable for their fearless expression of an honest and individual

opinion, and, while he lacks the learned critical apparatus of many modern critics, he is

unsurpassed in his ability to communicate his own enjoyment, and in his gift for evoking

unnoticed beauties. His judgments are based on his emotional reactions rather than on

objectively applied principles. The catholicity of his taste embraces almost every major

English writer from Chaucer to his own day, most of them treated with a discrimination

and sympathetic insight which are not blunted by his obvious enthusiasm. Hazlitt’s

prose style strongly contrasts with the elaborate orchestration of the complex sentence

and the magic of the delicate word traceable in the writings of De Quincey. His brief

and abrupt sentences have the vigour and directness which his views demand. His lectures

have a manly simplicity, and something of the looseness of organization which is a

typical characteristic of good conversation. His diction is always pure and his expression

is always concise.
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1.3.3. The Romantic Novel

In this section we are going to discuss the history of the Romantic novel, its different

forms and two major writers Jane Austen and Sir Walter Scott. Although chronologically

Scott comes earlier, we are going to look at Austen first, because, in our view, she is

very close to the tradition of the eighteenth century novel.

1.3.3a. Jane Austen (1775-1817):

Jane Austen is one of the greatest novelists in English. She began writing light fiction,

partially parodying earlier writers’ works, especially the Gothic romances, before

publishing six novels between 1811 and 1818. One of the finest chronicles of English

country life and the social mores of the country squire and his family, Austen’s novels,

while enjoying a steady market and literary reputation in England, present to us a very

interesting problem . She is the one major English novelist who has been rather neglected

by European critics and who, unlike Scott or Dickens, has not had any impact on the

European novel.  Later women novelists have been sharply divided over her; Charlotte

Bronte denouncing her as cold and superficial, George Eliot praising her subtly nuanced

writing. She explored themes of money, marriage, property, the status of women, the

dysfunctional nature of the English village and the decline of the gentry. Her description

of festivities, parties, marriage alliances, the countryside and clergy are unsurpassed

examinations of English social life at a particular point of time

We began by telling you that Austen’s novels, though they were written in the 19th

century, are temperamentally akin to the eighteenth century novel. Not only is her prose

closely modelled on the classical balance and restraint of the eighteenth century prose

writers, the social scene she depicts has, as Arnold kettle has said, “an atmosphere of

stability and security and also a certain complacent shortsightedness”. Austen’s own

times were neither stable nor secure in the old sense. The French Revolution had already

challenged the old established hegemony of the landed aristocracy. The Industrial

Revolution was on the way and a new powerful class— the industrial capitalists were

slowly coming up. Jane Austen was not impervious to the changes. There are subtle

references to the changes that seeped in and criticism of the shortcomings of the social

status quo but the social clashes lead to accommodation of interest and compromise. In

a novel like Emma, Jane Fairfax’s nightmare view of a governess’s job as ‘white slavery’

is resolved by the timely death of Frank Churchill’s aunt; in Mansfield Park, the West

Indian plantation of Sir Thomas Bertram remains remote, while Mansfield Park itself is
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foregrounded as a symbol of English values.  The major novelists of the next generation

onwards ——the Bronte sisters, Dickens, Mrs. Gaskell, Thackeray, George Eliot would

focus on different forms of rebellion, both individual and social.

The chronology of Austen’s novels is not easy to follow, because her works were not

published in their order of composition. Her second published novel, Pride and Prejudice

(1813) is the most widely read of her novels. It combines a love story with the theme of

money, marriage, property and family fortunes .It is a story of sisters and their marriages.

The novel chiefly explores the journey of Darcy and Elizabeth from a state of ignorance

to a state of enlightenment. Darcy’s pride and Elizabeth‘s prejudice act as obstacles in

their relationship   but, with misunderstandings resolved, and maturity of character

achieved, the novel finds a happy ending. The Elizabeth-Darcy love story is treated

with sparkling wit and humour and delicate observations on what marriage involves for

a woman.

Sense and Sensibility (1811) was the first of Austen’s major novels in order of publication,

and it shows the same general pattern. The novel contrasts the two states of reason and

emotion in two sisters, the highly self-controlled Elinor and the impulsive Marianne.

While Elinor chooses to be restrained in her demonstration of affection for Edward

Ferrars, Marianne is passionately open about her love for Willoughby. The vicissitudes

of the sisters’ love life and the debate between sense and sensibility constitutes the plot

of the novel. Northanger Abbey (1818), published after her death, was an earlier

composition. The novel is a marvelous burlesque of the Radcliffian and Gothic horror

tradition which was very popular at that time. Three other novels, Mansfield Park (1814),

Emma (1816), and Persuasion (1818) appeared in quick succession. Mansfield Park,

one of Austen’s more ambitious novels, takes for its theme the moral revival of a family

and culture. The Crawford’s represent, in Austen’s view, all that is wrong with the

English gentry – rivalry,  dysfunctional marriages, hypocrisies, petty jealousies,

extravagances and immorality. Fanny Price is morally, ethically and intellectually superior

to anybody else. The novel is Austen’s most sustained exploration of property and

landscape in the English country society.

Emma is different from the other novels in having a heroine who is not in a financially

disadvantageous position. The heroine is a wealthy heiress conscious of her social role,

privileges and obligations. Emma’s abuse of her social power, especially at the cost of

her social inferiors, is the subject of Austen’s attack. Her intervention in the alliances

between various couples (Harriet and Martin, Harriet and Elton, Jane and Frank) and

finally her discovery that she is in love with Knightly (with whom Harriet has fallen in
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love) is the subject of some brilliant irony and characterization. Austen’s insight into

and the inner workings of the minds of the people is certainly one of the finest in

English Literature .Persuasion emphasizes the importance of the process of learning

and judging through which all her heroines pass .Anne Eliot is not only Austen’s

most astute literary critic, she is also her most discriminating woman character, the

one whose intelligence most effectively balances the merits of conflicting opinions,

ideas, impressions and feelings.

Austen’s skillfully constructed plots are severely unromantic. Life in her novels is

governed by an easy decorum, and moments of fierce passion, or even deep emotion,

never occur. Her characters are developed with minuteness and accuracy. They are

ordinary people, but are convincingly alive .Her characters are not types, but individuals.

Her method of character portrayal is based on acute observation and a quiet but incisive

irony. Her male characters, both heroes and villains, have a certain family likeness. The

villains are handsome, sexually attractive and social climbers, her heroes, mainly from

the landowning gentry are disciplined  and  strongly aware of their social and familial

duties. Her female characters are almost unexpected in perfection of finish. Women

characters in her novels are intelligent, witty, vivacious, sparkling and resourceful and

they are comparable to women characters of William Shakespeare.

1.3.3b. Walter Scott and the Historical Novel

Whereas Jane Austen deliberately limited her area of concern, Sir Walter Scott (1771—

1832) opened up the novel to the full panorama of revolution, dissent, rebellion and social

change. Having written verse romances with great success for several years, he published

his first novel only in 1814, at the very end of the Napoleonic wars when Britain was

triumphant. Equally significantly, the settings of his novels are in the past, rather than

the immediate and highly troubled present. Scott wrote the largest selling historical

romances of his time and has remained one of the most popular authors for the reading

public well into the 20th century. He made a great impact on the European novel, his

influence stretching from Tolstoy to Alexander Dumas.  He wrote about the

transformation in Scottish society from the feudal-agrarian to the urban-rural. His tales

revolved around the themes of Scottish nationalism, the Civil War, class and feudal issues

in society as well as the Jacobite Rebellions. His novels combined realistic descriptions

with poetic representations. The combination of historical detail with imaginative plots

and evolved symbolism made for complex narratives laced with fact and fiction. Scott

adopted the medieval romance tradition of heroic narratives: the hero’s quest, his

adventures, themes of social status, courage, chivalry and virtue. That was his way of
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escape from the changes he disliked in his own society.  In most cases however, he

substituted gentry or middle-class heroes for the knights of medieval romances. After

the Napoleonic wars, Britain entered a time of severe social unrest; of high

unemployment, of widening gaps between the rich and the poor, employers and workers,

upper, middle and lower classes. These contemporary concerns, vividly enunciated by

writers from the poet Shelley to the social campaigner William Cobbett, are not directly

present in Scott’s works. But at the same time, like all the other Romantic writers, he

hated the new  industrial –commercial society that was coming up, not because, like the

young Wordsworth or like Shelley, he believed in equality, but because it was destroying

the old social ties, the paternalistic relation of landowners and peasantry.

His great achievement was the re-creation of the historical novel. In their attempts to

separate the novel as a species of realistic narrative from the non-realism of the medieval

romance, early novelists had either used historical material or had claimed fictional

narratives to be histories. The European Enlightenment  and   The Scottish Enlightenment

in Scott’s own home country has aroused a renewed interest in history and a more

comprehensive understanding of the past as a shaping force for the present. This interest

provided the inspiration for Scott’s historical novels. His own antiquarian interests and

his early upbringing in the Highlands, listening to the   recapitulation of history in the

Border ballads, further deepened his interest in history as a living, vital spirit. He was

the ideal man to revitalize history in his novels in a way that can only be compared with

Shakespeare’s history plays.

Scott’s first great success was Waverley (1814), set in the turbulent years of Bonnie

Prince Charlie’s Jacobite Rebellion. Guy Mannering (1815) is a social novel, exploring

the eroding life of the Scottish gentry, Scottish nostalgia for an old way of life, under

threat from modernizing methods in the age of improvement comes through very clearly

in this novel. In The Antiquary (1816) he returned to the same theme, though he now

situated it within the Jacobin versus Anti-Jacobin tensions of the 1790s. His next major

work was Old Mortality (1816), a novel set in the 17th century and explored the religious

tensions of the 1650s. Rob Roy (1817) was set in the Scottish rebellion of 1715 and

dealt with the life of the Scottish hero Rob Roy MacGregor, and the Jacobite Rising of

1715. .The Heart of Midlothian (1818) takes for its background the  Porteous riots of

1736 and locaes the tale of Davie Jeans, Jeanie Deans and Effie Deans on either side of

the 1707 Act of Union between England and Scotland . The Bride of Lammermoor

(1819) was a novel which was set against the backdrop of immediate aftermath of the

Act of Union. The novel is an excellent study in revenge theme.
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Scott reverted to English history with his best-known novel Ivanhoe (1819—20). Scott’s

nostalgic feeling for romance and chivalry of the medieval and early modern world was

manifested in Tales of the Crusaders (1825), The Talisman (1825) and The Betrothed

(1825). Woodstock (1826) was set in the traumatic years of England’s regicide and civil

war, dealing with Charles II ‘s escape during the Commonwealth and his triumphal

return in 1660.  It was one of Scott’s most sustained analyses of the corruption of court

culture –plotting, dishonesty and seduction .Scott wrote other historical romances, but

failed to achieve the narrative density of his early and middle work. The Abbot, Kenilworth,

The Monastery and The Pirate were immensely popular at that time.

Scott’s writings lack some of the more obvious traits of 19th century romanticism. He

was not interested in nature, human beings came first for him. Nor does he use his poetry

or his fiction for any expression of the self. He was a strong believer in common sense

and disliked what he called “the parade of sentiment and feeling.” But his interest in

the past and love for romance are very romantic characteristics. Perhaps it is his broad

wide ranging sympathy for the lower classes of Scottish peasantry which best reflects

the spirit of the age in Scott’s fiction. The social life his novels span range from royalty

to rustic folk. The Heart of Midlothian or Old Mortality show great events affecting both

high and low—the Duke of Argyll and Jeanie Deans or Claverhouse and the Headriggs.

The novels derive their life from a sense of real people and real issues, from Scott’s

genuine ability to see grand events of history from the common peasantry’s point of

view and the Scots language dialogue they speak    in his Scottish novels. Scott’s

Romanticism lies in using the colloquial   language and not only including the common

people, but seeing history through their eye.

1.3.4. Miscellaneous Writers

Apart from the leading essayists and novelists discussed already, there were numerous

prose writers and novelists who substantially contributed to the growth of Romantic

Prose. Among them mention may be made of Mary Shelley, wife of P. B. Shelley,

who is best known as the author of Frankenstein (1818). This is a Gothic horror novel

and also an early example of science fiction where Mary Shelley takes the outer

format the tradition established in the late eighteenth century by Anne Radcliffe,

William Beckford and Horace Walpole but goes far beyond the form, using it to

explore the deepest recesses of human psychology, always stressing the macabre, the

unusual and the fantastic and preferring the realities of the subjective imagination.
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Maria Edgeworth’s (1767-1849) writings are divided into three categories: short

stories for children, such as Simple Susan, which were collected in The Parent’s

Assistant (1795-1800) and Early Lessons (1801-15); Irish tales ,which include her

best works, Castle Rackrent (1800), The Absentee (1809),and Ormond (1817); and

full length novels, such as Belinda (1801), Leonora (1806), Patronage (1814), and

Harrington (1817).

Fanny Burney (1752-1840) was a prominent writer of sentimental fiction. Her novels

are mostly heroine-centric and she followed the tradition of Samuel Richardson. Her

most notable work is the epistolary novel Evelina (1778), subtitled, “A Young woman’s

Entrance into the world”.  Cecilia (1782), Camilla (1796) and The Wanderer (1814)

provide explorations of women’s psychological states. They all highlighted the absolute

necessity of good conduct in girls, suggesting that later marital bliss depended on their

perfect behavior in society during courtship. Jane Austen was influenced by her manner

of exploring the problems of a young woman on the threshold of life. The title of Pride

and Prejudice and also its theme are derived from Cecilia.

Among the writers of non-fiction William Godwin (1756-1836) is best known for his

Political Justice (1793), a monumental polemical prose work. In this writing, he is a

severe critic of all forms of exploitation and injustice. He also wrote Caleb Williams

(1794), a socio-historical novel that adapted certain conventions and elements from the

sentimental novel of the preceding age but is a very different kind of work, showing, in

a concrete situation, the power of the privileged and the helplessness of the poor. Caleb,

a servant knows the secret that his master is a murderer. The master, Falkland, pursues

him implacably to destroy him Godwin anticipates the technique of the detective story.

Mary Wollstonecraft’s Vindications of the Rights of Woman (1792) is an inspirational

feminist prose work which is immensely relevant even today. Her other work titled The

Wrongs of Woman (1798) was a feminist response to Tom Paine’s epoch-making The

Rights of Man.

Walter Savage Landor (1775–1864): Though he was a prolific writer of both poetry

and prose, it  was through his prose writings that Landor became well- known, especially

with the series of Imaginary Conversations (1824-1829) between literary and political

personalities from all periods of European history. But the prose is linked to the verse

by the control or “mastership” that Friedrich Nietzsche described as “its polite warfare

with poetry.” The dialogues are common representations of what Ezra Pound called “a

whole culture,” extending from Greece and Rome to the Enlightenment and Landor’s

own times. His long life span enabled him personally to influence   Robert
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Browning and Swinburne in the formation of a counter-tradition in nineteenth-century

English poetry concerned with the difficult and adverse relaying of past culture-a tradition

especially influential on Pound, Landor’s greatest advocate, for whom Landor was the

most important English writer between Pope and Browning. 

Thomas Love Peacock (1785–1866) in his “Essay on Fashionable Literature” analysed

and critiqued his own age. This essay remained unfinished and was never published in

Peacock’s lifetime. The part that survives represents the beginning of what probably

would have been a full-scale attack aimed at exposing the many forms of dishonesty

upon which Peacock felt periodical writing was based. The final part of the surviving

fragment is devoted to Peacock’s rebuttal of an Edinburgh Review essay that had found

fault, and very little else, in Coleridge’s Christabel (1816). Reviews and quarterlies of

Peacock’s day represented, in his estimation, true enemies of truth and therefore

irresistible targets.  Peacock also wrote a number of novels, which are humourous and

satirical, except for Maid Marian(1832) , based on the Robin Hood legends and The

Misfortunes of Elphin ( 1829) based on a celtic legend. Peacock’s main satiric targets

were Wordsworth, Coleridge, Southey, Shelley and a number of other contemporaries.

The Romantics are the butt in Nightmare Abbey and Melincourt . In the latter, Wordsworth

is Peter Paypaul Paperstamp, Southey is Feathernest, Shelley is Mr. Fortune. Coleridge

is the butt in several books, as Mr Flosky, Mr. Panscope, etc.

1.3.5. Romantic Literary Criticism

In your previous Papers, you have seen how literary criticism in any age mirrors in a big

way the prevalent tendencies in art and culture, broadly speaking. The Romantic period,

as you have gathered by now, laid maximum stress on subjective perception of life, a

broad appreciation of the value of liberty and emancipation in thought and action.

English literary criticism of the Romantic era is closely associated with the writings of

William Wordsworth in his Preface to the Lyrical Ballads (1800) and Samuel Taylor

Coleridge in his Biographia Literaria (1817). Modern critics disagree on whether the

work of Wordsworth and Coleridge constituted a major break with the criticism of their

predecessors or if it should more properly be characterised as a continuation of the

aesthetic theories of seventeenth and eighteenth century German and English writers.

In 1800, in the Preface to Lyrical Ballads, Wordsworth expressed his famous

proclamation about the nature of poetry as “the spontaneous overflow of powerful

feelings.” With this statement, Wordsworth posited a very different view of poetry than
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was standard at the time, shifting the center of attention from the work as a reflection

or imitation of reality to the artist, and the artist’s relationship to the work. Poetry

would henceforth be considered an expressive rather than a mimetic art. Although the

analogy of art as a mirror was still used, M. H. Abrams says that the early Romantics

suggested that the mirror was turned inward to reflect the poet’s state of mind, rather

than outward to reflect external reality. William Hazlitt in his ‘On Poetry in General’

(1818) addressed the changes in this analogy “by combining the mirror with a lamp,

in order to demonstrate that a poet reflects a world already bathed in an emotional

light he has himself projected,” according to Abrams.

Additionally, music replaced painting as the art form considered most like poetry by

the Romantics. Abrams explains that the German writers of the 1790s considered music

“to be the art most immediately expressive of spirit and emotion,” and both Hazlitt and

John Keble made similar connections between music and poetry in their critical writings.

Samuel Taylor Coleridge contributed substantially to the development of Romantic

literary criticism and theory by writing a number of critical documents or tracts such as

Biographia Literaria; or Biographical Sketches of My Literary Life and Opinions 1817,

Confessions of an Inquiring Spirit (essays) 1840. William Hazlitt wrote On Poetry in

General, 1818, The Spirit of the Age, 1825. John Keats formulated some of the seminal

and prominent aspects of Romantic literary theory and criticism and many of his

theoretical pronouncements were made in his letters, written to different writers, friends,

publishers and correspondents.

A Defence of Poetry is a critical document by P. B. Shelley, written in 1821 and first

published posthumously in 1840 in Essays, Letters from Abroad, Translations and

Fragments by Edward Moxon in London. It consists of Shelley’s famous claim that

“poets are the unacknowledged legislators of the world”. It was written in response to

his friend Thomas Love Peacock’s The Four Ages of Poetry, which had been published

in 1820. Shelley wrote to the publishers Charles and James Ollier (who were also his

own publishers): “I am enchanted with your Literary Miscellany, although the last article

has excited my polemical faculties so violently that the moment I get rid of my

ophthalmia, I mean to set about an answer to it.... It is very clever, but I think, very

false.” To Peacock Shelley wrote: “Your anathemas against poetry itself excited me to a

sacred rage.... I had the greatest possible desire to break a lance with you ... in honour of

my mistress Urania.”
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Many of the principles associated with early nineteenth-century English criticism

were first articulated by late eighteenth-century German Romantics. Rene Wellek

has documented the contributions of Friedrich Schiller, Friedrich and August Wilhelm

Schlegel, F. W. J. Schelling, Novalis, and other important figures of the period. Novalis,

for example, shared the English Romantics’ belief that the poet was a member of a

special breed, “exalted beyond any other human being.” The literary reviews of the

early nineteenth century, most notably the Edinburgh Review and the Quarterly

Review, participated in the formulation of critical theory as well. Although earlier reviews

were little more than advertisements for the books being considered, or “thinly concealed

puff for booksellers’ wares,” in the words of Terry Eagleton, the change in reviewing

style in the Romantic period was not much of an improvement. According to Eagleton:

“Criticism was now explicitly, unabashedly political: the journals tended to select for

review only those works on which they could loosely peg lengthy ideological pieces,

and their literary judgements, [sic] buttressed by the authority of anonymity, were

rigorously subordinated to their politics.”

In addition to the primacy of the poet, the aesthetic theories associated with Wordsworth

and Coleridge in particular were severely critical of the “poetic diction” of earlier poets,

which to the Romantics, was affected and artificial. They preferred, according to William

K. Wimsatt, Jr. and Cleanth Brooks “the primitive, the naive, the directly passionate,

the natural spoken word.” Wordsworth argued that there should be no difference between

the language of prose and that of poetry, thus defending his use, within the Lyrical

Ballads, of the everyday language of the middle and lower classes. Wimsatt and Brooks

write that “Wordsworth’s primitivism was part of a general reaction, setting in well

before his own day, against the aristocratic side of neo-classicism.” But where

Wordsworth associated poetic diction with artifice and aristocracy and his own poetic

language with nature and democracy, Coleridge looked upon the issue differently. “To

Coleridge it seemed more like an issue between propriety and impropriety, congruity

and incongruity. In effect he applied the classic norm of decorum.”

1.3.5a. Wordsworth: Preface to Lyrical Ballads

The major points in Wordsworth’s  Preface are  : a) his definition of poetry – ‘…all

good poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful feeling…’ b) his opinion about

the poet’s characteristics—-‘poems to which any value can be attached were never

produced on any variety of subjects but by a man , who being possessed of more than

usual organic sensibility, had also thought long and deeply’ c) the value of poetry;  for
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Wordsworth, various causes were “acting with a  combined force to blunt the

discriminating powers of the mind” in his own time. He had in mind the steady progress

of industrial capitalism and its dehumanising effect on society. He believed that the

poet, in such predicament, could carry feeling and sensation into the human heart to re-

humanise it d) his views on the language of poetry; after declaring that he had written

the poems on ‘incidents and situations from common life’, he says he has ‘related or

described them, throughout, as far as possible in a selection of language really used by

men’ .This has been a controversial claim and Coleridge was among the first to challenge.

What Wordsworth tried to do in his declaration however was to show how, a selective

language for poetry constricted the scope of poetry and reduced poetic language to

clichés.

1.3.5b. Coleridge’s views on Imagination

Coleridge’s critical theories differ from Wordsworth’s in so far as they are heavily

grounded in theology. Sometimes, particularly in his later writings according to Timothy

Corrigan, the theological overwhelms the literary. “What is most peculiar about his

work during this period is the unusual extent to which he disregards the primary text

and how completely his complex theological models and language usurp that text,”

contends Corrigan.

The centre of Coleridge’s critical theory is his view of the creative imagination. He

distinguishes between Fancy and Imagination,

“…fancy and imagination were two distinct and widely different faculties, instead

of being , according  to the general belief, either two names with one meaning

or…the lower and higher degree of one and the same power.”

The term Fancy he uses for the eighteenth century view of imagination, which was

mechanical and associative. It does not transform the materials it deals with, but merely

reproduces them. Imagination on the other hand, is essentially creative. He subdivides

it into Primary and Secondary imagination. Primary Imagination is the living power of

basic human perception, which enables us to identify and discriminate things and create

order out of chaos. Secondary Imagination is the artistic imagination. . It is active and

vital, projecting itself into the world of objective phenomena to bestow life to it, to

make it responsive to man. It dissolves and diffuses in order to recreate. It reconciles

opposites, unifies and synthesizes disparate elements.
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1.3.5c.  Shelley’s A Defence of Poetry

Shelley’s ideas about literature are primarily expressed in A Defence of Poetry (1821)

Written to refute the opinions of Thomas Love Peacock in The Four Ages of Poetry

(1820), in which Peacock called the current age ‘The Age of Brass’ or a period of

inferior poetry, Shelley wrote a passionate refutation, in which he bases his arguments

on Plato’s idealistic philosophy. He distinguishes between ‘reason’, which analyses

and ‘imagination ‘, which synthesizes. Poetry is ‘the expression of imagination,

Imagination possesses the mystic faculty of apprehending the ideal order of which,

according to Plato, the real world is an imitation. He dismisses the popular division

between poetry and prose. Poetry is expression of imagination in harmonious language

and this harmony or ‘measured language’ may be found in prose too. Poetry is not

subject to control of reason, logic or will. The poet needs involuntary inspiration.

For Shelley, moral or ethical ideas cannot bring about the wished for revolution in the

world. Poetry, which awakens the imagination and arouses the great moral force of

love, can bring about the change in minds of men necessary for revolution. Poetry has

always been behind all that is valuable in human civilisation. Poetry, Shelley says could

save modern men from the dehumanizing effects of  “an excess of the selfish and

calculating principle, the accumulation of the materials of external life…”Here , as

elsewhere in Romantic poetry, prose and critical thought, we can easily distinguish the

sharp animosity to the unstoppable tides of industrialism, commercialism and the

resultant changes in social structure and old , established value systems.

1.3.6. Summing Up

This unit gives you a valuable overview of the Romantic Literary Output and

makes you realize that, though the Romantic period is fertile and rich in lyric

and narrative poetry, it does not lag behind in producing a huge literary output

in essay, criticism and novel. Charles Lamb, Thomas De Quincey, William

Hazlitt, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Keats, Shelley, Peacock, Austen and Scott

contributed substantially to the development of prose writings in the Romantic

era.
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1.3.7. Comprehension Exercises

Long Questions-20 marks

1. Write an essay on the Romantic Essay with reference to Lamb, Hazlitt and De

Quincey.

2. Write an essay on the Romantic Novel with reference to Austen and Scott.

3. What are the chief trends in romantic critical theory?

Mid-length Questions-12 marks

1. Consider Charles Lamb as a Romantic essayist.

2. Consider William Hazlitt as a Romantic essayist.

3. What was the nature of Scott’s achievement in the field of the novel?

4. Analyse the main features of Romantic prose.

5. Discuss and comment on the main points in Preface to Lyrical Ballads

Short Questions-6 marks

1. Write a short note on Mary Wollstonecraft.

2. Write a short note on Tom Paine.

3. Write a short note on Mary Shelley.

4. Write a short note on Maria Edgeworth.

5. Briefly comment on Shelley’s A Defence of Poetry.

6. Comment on the contributions of Thomas Love Peacock.

1.3.8. Suggested Reading
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Routeledge, 1993
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Module - 2 ❐ ❐ ❐ ❐ ❐ Reading Romantic Poetry

Unit-1 ❐ ❐ ❐ ❐ ❐ William Blake: (a) ‘The Chimney Sweeper

Poems’, (b) ‘The Lamb’,   (c) ‘The Tyger’

Structure :

2.1.0: Introduction

2.1.1: William Blake: The Poet and His Poetry

2.1.2a: Text and Introduction to ‘The Chimney Sweeper’ (Songs of

Innocence)

2.1.2a.1: Annotations

2.1.2a.2: Substance and Development of Thought

2.1.2a.3: Critical Commentary

2.1.2a.4: Themes

2.1.2a.5: Comprehension Exercises

2.1.2a.6: Text and Introduction to ‘The Chimney Sweeper’ (Songs of

Experience)

2.1.2a.7: Annotations

2.1.2a.8: Substance and Development of Thought

2.1.2a.9: Critical Commentary

2.1.2a.10: Themes

2.1.2a.11: Comprehension Exercises

2.1.3b: Text and Introduction to ‘The Lamb’

2.1.3b.1: Annotations

2.1.3b.2: Substance and Development of Thought

2.1.3b.3: Critical Commentary

2.1.3b.4: Themes
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2.1.3b.5: Comprehension Exercises

2.1.4c: An Introduction to ‘The Tyger’

2.1.4c.1: Annotations

2.1.4c.2: Substance and Development of Thought

2.1.4c.3: Critical Commentary

2.1.4c.4: Themes

2.1.4c.5: Comprehension Exercises

2.1.5. Blake as Painter

2.1.6: Summing Up

2.1.7: Suggested Reading

2.1.0.  Introduction

The present unit is meant to introduce you to the poetry of William Blake, who is

generally looked upon as a forerunner of the Romantic Movement in British poetry.

You will first come across a brief account of the poet’s life and literary career. We shall

thereafter move on to discuss four short but significant poems by the poet. A close

reading of the text of the poems followed by exhaustive critical discussions will help us

to understand some of the distinctive features of British Romantic poetry in general and

the poetry of Blake in particular. To talk of Blake is also to talk of his visual art that

greatly augments his poetic content and enables the reader to decipher new meanings

out of his poetry. We have tried to incorporate a few relevant plates as well and we hope

that with help from your counselor, you will have enjoyable readings of this Unit.

2.1.1. William Blake : The Poet and His Poetry

Ø A short biography

William Blake (1757-1827), usually considered to be one of the greatest among the

Pre-Romantics, was born as the son of a London hosier on November 28, 1757. An

imaginative child, he never attended school, but learnt as many languages as Latin,

Greek, Hebrew, French and Italian, besides English, by his own effort. His inclination

to drawing from a very tender age led him to be apprenticed to a well-known engraver,
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James Basire. His art is marked by a keen sense of spiritualism that offers a significant

contrast to the scientific skepticism of the eighteenth century. In his poetry he glorified

intuition and imagination, the early ripples of which found full flow in the poetry of the

next generation poets like William Wordsworth and S.T. Coleridge. Hardly praised by

his contemporaries, the poet continued with his scanty living by engraving and illustrating

other men’s work till he died in London on August 12, 1827.

Ø Career as a poet

Blake’s first volume of poetry was published in 1783 under the title Poetical Sketches.

A remarkable thing about Blake’s poetry is that except Poetical Sketches the verses

were not typeset. They were rather cut into copper plates by the poet himself along with

the engravings that illustrated them. He however, did justice to his genius for the first

time in Songs of Innocence (1789) and Songs of Experience (1794). The two volumes

often underscore two contrasted states of the human soul. This may be aptly evinced by

referring to the sub-title of the combined volume Songs of Innocence and Experience,

which reads: “shewing the two contrary states of the human soul”.

Another significant volume in verse to follow was The Book of Thel (1789), where

Thel, the virgin laments the futility of life in a material world, but is finally reassured by

the objects of Nature with the message that divine love encompasses all creatures and

all may find happiness in unselfishness. Blake’s singular prose work of note is The

Marriage of Heaven and Hell (1790), where he attacks the codes of conventional

morality. His major works include Vision of the Daughters of Albion (1793), Europe: A

Prophecy, (1794), Milton (1804), and Jerusalem (1804).

Ø General characteristics of Blake’s Poetry

Blake may be aptly described as a visionary and a rebel. His poetry appeals to us by

virtue of its simplicity, spontaneity, melody and moral earnestness.  The simplicity of

his style is born of premeditated art.Robert F. Gleckner in his essay Point of View and

Context in Blake’s Songs, quotes Blake’s preface to Jerusalem, in order explain Blake’s

art: “Every word and every letter is studied and put into its fit place; the terrific numbers

are reserved for the terrific parts, the mild and gentle for the mild and gentle parts, and

the prosaic for inferior parts; . . . ”

His poetry represents a strong criticism of the Neo-Classical preference for matter-of-

fact reason and decorum. The hexametre couplet of the Augustans faces a heavy challenge

in Blake, who experiments freely with metre and form. In short Blake not only dismisses
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Plate - 1
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Plate - 2
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hackneyed norms of versification, but also establishes intuition and imagination as the

life-force of poetry. In this sense, he is a true harbinger of Romanticism in nineteenth

century British poetry.

Songs of Innocence was first published in 1789, while the title page of Songs of

Experience is dated 1794. See Plates 1 and 2 which are visuals of the title pages of these

texts. How do you think you can relate the titles to the content of the visuals? You must

remember that Blake always issued the two as a combined volume, portraying the journey

of the human soul from a state of idyllic innocence and enjoyment, to one that is caught

in the web of dark reality, that is, experience; it looks forward to a state of higher

wisdom which emerges from the soul’s struggle with the forces of darkness. Many of

the poems in the two parts are contrasted, no doubt to drive home the contrasting states

of the soul. Your counselor will help you find the deeper meanings of the engravings in

the context of Blake’s dictum of life as a journey. It will also be an eye-opener to the

essence of Romantic poetry.

2.1.2a. Text and Introduction to ‘The Chimney Sweeper’ from Songs of Innocence

Ø Source

‘The Chimney Sweeper’, a lyric of twenty four lines divided into six four-line stanzas,

was published by Blake along with seventeen other lyrics in the Songs of Innocence, a

volume in which Blake depicts the untainted soul through the deceptively simple lyrics

of a piper. Another poem of the same title, though of a shorter length, was included by

the poet in his next volume of poetry Songs of Experience.

Text

WWWWWhen mhen mhen mhen mhen my mother died I was very youngy mother died I was very youngy mother died I was very youngy mother died I was very youngy mother died I was very young,,,,,
And mAnd mAnd mAnd mAnd my fy fy fy fy father sold me wather sold me wather sold me wather sold me wather sold me while yet mhile yet mhile yet mhile yet mhile yet my tongue,y tongue,y tongue,y tongue,y tongue,
Could scarcely cry weep weep weep weepCould scarcely cry weep weep weep weepCould scarcely cry weep weep weep weepCould scarcely cry weep weep weep weepCould scarcely cry weep weep weep weep.....
So your chimneSo your chimneSo your chimneSo your chimneSo your chimneys I sweepys I sweepys I sweepys I sweepys I sweep, and in soot I sleep, and in soot I sleep, and in soot I sleep, and in soot I sleep, and in soot I sleep.....

TTTTTheres little Theres little Theres little Theres little Theres little Tom Dacre, wom Dacre, wom Dacre, wom Dacre, wom Dacre, who crho crho crho crho cried wied wied wied wied when his headhen his headhen his headhen his headhen his head
TTTTThat curl’d likhat curl’d likhat curl’d likhat curl’d likhat curl’d like a lamb’e a lamb’e a lamb’e a lamb’e a lamb’s bacs bacs bacs bacs back, was shav’d, so I said,k, was shav’d, so I said,k, was shav’d, so I said,k, was shav’d, so I said,k, was shav’d, so I said,
Hush THush THush THush THush Tom never mind it, for wom never mind it, for wom never mind it, for wom never mind it, for wom never mind it, for when your head’hen your head’hen your head’hen your head’hen your head’s bare,s bare,s bare,s bare,s bare,
YYYYYou know that the soot cannot spoil your wou know that the soot cannot spoil your wou know that the soot cannot spoil your wou know that the soot cannot spoil your wou know that the soot cannot spoil your white hairhite hairhite hairhite hairhite hair.....
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And so he was quiet, and that very night,And so he was quiet, and that very night,And so he was quiet, and that very night,And so he was quiet, and that very night,And so he was quiet, and that very night,
As TAs TAs TAs TAs Tom was a sleeping he had such a sight,om was a sleeping he had such a sight,om was a sleeping he had such a sight,om was a sleeping he had such a sight,om was a sleeping he had such a sight,
TTTTThat thousands of sweepers Dichat thousands of sweepers Dichat thousands of sweepers Dichat thousands of sweepers Dichat thousands of sweepers Dick, Joe, Ned, and Jack, Joe, Ned, and Jack, Joe, Ned, and Jack, Joe, Ned, and Jack, Joe, Ned, and Jackkkkk
WWWWWere all of them locere all of them locere all of them locere all of them locere all of them lock’d up in cofk’d up in cofk’d up in cofk’d up in cofk’d up in coffins of bfins of bfins of bfins of bfins of blaclaclaclaclack,k,k,k,k,

And by came an AngAnd by came an AngAnd by came an AngAnd by came an AngAnd by came an Angel wel wel wel wel who had a brho had a brho had a brho had a brho had a bright kight kight kight kight keeeeey,y,y,y,y,
And he open’d the cofAnd he open’d the cofAnd he open’d the cofAnd he open’d the cofAnd he open’d the coffins and set them all free.fins and set them all free.fins and set them all free.fins and set them all free.fins and set them all free.
TTTTThen down a green plain leaping laughing thehen down a green plain leaping laughing thehen down a green plain leaping laughing thehen down a green plain leaping laughing thehen down a green plain leaping laughing they runy runy runy runy run
And wash in a rAnd wash in a rAnd wash in a rAnd wash in a rAnd wash in a river and shine in the sun.iver and shine in the sun.iver and shine in the sun.iver and shine in the sun.iver and shine in the sun.

TTTTThen nakhen nakhen nakhen nakhen naked & wed & wed & wed & wed & white, all their bags left behind,hite, all their bags left behind,hite, all their bags left behind,hite, all their bags left behind,hite, all their bags left behind,
TTTTThehehehehey ry ry ry ry rise upon cloudsise upon cloudsise upon cloudsise upon cloudsise upon clouds, and sport in the wind., and sport in the wind., and sport in the wind., and sport in the wind., and sport in the wind.
And the AngAnd the AngAnd the AngAnd the AngAnd the Angel told Tel told Tel told Tel told Tel told Tom, if he’d be a good boy,om, if he’d be a good boy,om, if he’d be a good boy,om, if he’d be a good boy,om, if he’d be a good boy,
He’d have God for his fHe’d have God for his fHe’d have God for his fHe’d have God for his fHe’d have God for his fatheratheratheratherather, & never want joy., & never want joy., & never want joy., & never want joy., & never want joy.

And so TAnd so TAnd so TAnd so TAnd so Tom awom awom awom awom awokokokokoke and we rose in the darke and we rose in the darke and we rose in the darke and we rose in the darke and we rose in the dark
And got with our bags & our brushes to wAnd got with our bags & our brushes to wAnd got with our bags & our brushes to wAnd got with our bags & our brushes to wAnd got with our bags & our brushes to work.ork.ork.ork.ork.
TTTTTho’ the morning was cold, Tho’ the morning was cold, Tho’ the morning was cold, Tho’ the morning was cold, Tho’ the morning was cold, Tom was hapom was hapom was hapom was hapom was happy and warm.py and warm.py and warm.py and warm.py and warm.
So if all do their duty, theSo if all do their duty, theSo if all do their duty, theSo if all do their duty, theSo if all do their duty, they need not fy need not fy need not fy need not fy need not fear harm.ear harm.ear harm.ear harm.ear harm.

2.1.2a.1. Annotations

’weep (l.3) – short or colloquial form of ‘sweep’. There is also a deliberate pun on

this word implying the abject condition of the unfortunate boys. The ellipsis (exclusion

of an alphabet) helps in creating an intensely moving picture of childhood exploitation,

without even the poet commenting upon this directly.

Curled like a lamb’s back (l.6) – a simile apparently used to describe Tom Dacre’s

hair. Symbolically however, it reinforces the lamb’s association with childhood

innocence and the infant Jesus: an idea, dealt with by Blake himself in The Lamb.

asleeping (l.10) – asleep.

Coffins of black (l.12) – apparently expressive of the narrow and dark inside of a

chimney, but metaphorically it implies the miserable plight the little children are

thrust into. The use of the preposition also suggests that the soot of the chimneys eat

away the life of the innocents.

Naked and white (l.17) – washed of soot and black stains, the children now resemble

angels in their purity and innocence.

Want (l.20) – lack.
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2.1.2a.2.  Substance and Development of Thought

The present poem from Songs of Innocence, deals with the life of poor children, who

being deprived of parental care are forced to embrace the humiliating and hard job of

chimney sweepers. They have no other scope for joy and laughter except that in dream,

where they are reassured of divine blessing and care. The poem received much praise

from Charles Lamb, the great Romantic essayist, who himself had to undergo much

hardship in early life.

The short lyric may appear to be just a sentimental poem but, as you read it closely you

will realise that it is actually motivated by a larger social concern. Blake takes his

subject from a prevalent practice in London where hundreds of young boys toiled their

lives away in the dark, sooty confines of the chimneys.

Stanza I Here the speaker is a child, who lost his mother early in his life. To make

matters worse he was sold away by a heartless father even before he could properly

pronounce ‘weep’, the shortened form of the call ‘sweep’ used by the chimney sweepers

of London.

Stanza II The unfeeling society however, did not succeed in curbing his compassionate

nature. So, as a true companion in distress, he consoles another child named Tom Dacre,

who is just initiated to the drudgery and humiliation of a chimneysweeper’s life. You

get a touching picture of how the child comforts Tom who is crying over his shorn head.

 Stanza III Reassured by his friend, Tom falls asleep.  The images of the day are

transformed into a nightmare vision of thousands of young boys lying in black coffins.

Stanza IV Here an angel appears in Tom’s dream and sets all of them free. The children

race across green meadows which are in stark contrast to the dark, constricted world of

their daytime.

Stanza V The children rise, naked and white, signifying innocence, leaving behind the

tools of their trade which bind them to a miserable living. The angel tells Tom that by

virtue of perseverance they can attain divine blessing and reside in the protection of the

Almighty Father.

Stanza VI Blake seems to be conveying to his readers that those who do their duty need

not fear any harm. As another day of hard work begins for Tom, he remains unperturbed

for he holds on to his private reserve of joy which is possible only in the state of innocence.
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2.1.2a.3. Critical Commentary

The poem apparently glorifies innocence without deploying any kind of linguistic

pedantry. This simplicity is, however, the result of Blake’s sophisticated artistry. By

identifying completely with the childlike vision of the world, the poet succeeds in

conveying a picture of unquestioning innocence which finds consolation in faith and

hope. But, the poem also unveils the dark countenance of a coldhearted, exploitative

society, which confines the weak and the underprivileged even before they have the

ability to voice their protest. The child in this poem is sold into a life of hardship even

before he has acquired a tongue of his own.  Tom’s vision confirms that the child still

has faith in the idea that virtue is rewarded Divine benevolence. As a fitting contrast to

this gloomy, material world, the parentless children hanker for a visionary plain of

greeneries, where they might espy God as their true father. This innocent faith stands in

stark contrast with the moral standards of the adult world, which falters not for a single

moment to rob them of their birthright to care, affection and protection.

2.1.2a.4. Themes

Ø Symbolism

 Blake’s subject matter is not just childhood, but, the state of the human soul. Note how

he conveys his ideas through symbols which are easily recognisable as they are derived

from the Bible.  For example, the word ‘’weep’ in the first stanza not only stands for a

colloquial version of ‘sweep’, it also metaphorically communicates the deplorable

condition of the little chimney sweepers. The child’s assimilation of this word even

before he can speak properly, symbolizes Blake’s indictment of an oppressive society.

Similarly, the analogy of the lamb’s back is not simply a description of Tom’s hair, but

points to an association between the lamb, a little child and the Lamb of God. You will

see that this idea recurs in the poem The Lamb. Further, Tom Dacre’s dream itself is

charged with symbolic overtones. The locked up coffins reflect the dark, suffocating,

filthy chimneys the children have to sweep. In contrast to this image of smothering

darkness, the vision of the wide and green plains represents the garden of Paradise. You

may also realise that the naked and white bodies of the children symbolise their angel-

like purity. Finally, the coldness of the morning might be said to symbolise the cold-

hearted, unfeeling society at large, though it ultimately fails to rob the children of an

innate sense of warmth. As you read the poem you will gain a better understanding of

Blake’s craft in using the contrasts such as black - white, dark - bright, cold - warmth, to

highlight the contrasts between harsh reality and an imaginative vision of existence still
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retained by the children. But, the question does come to one’s mind: Is such a state

sustainable? Does it provide the child with a means of survival, or does it make him a

hapless victim? (See Plate 3).

Ø The note of Romanticism in the poem

Blake anticipates certain Romantic tendencies in his language and theme. The lucid

language, free from meretricious pedantry, is an early indication of a style which presages

the Wordsworthian dictum that “a poet is a man speaking to men”. The note of

colloquialism appeals directly to the readers, while the symbols lead you into a lingering

contemplation of some of the crucial social concerns of the poet. The overall music of

the poem is guaranteed not by any strict adherence to set norms of versification, but by

retaining faith in the inner rhythm of common, everyday speech.

  In its theme also the poem successfully exemplifies the typically Romantic preference

for liberation from customs and social bondages. It highlights the heartless traits of

hierarchical class conventions, which thoughtlessly impede the natural growth of children

by denying their rights to affection and care. Blake was however, no reformer, nor was

his poetry meant to represent the methodical structure of social tracts. What he was

actually guided by was a deeper humanitarian concern that would later come to typify

Wordsworth’s quest for “the still, sad music of humanity”.

Blake’s faith in the liberating quality of the imagination, represented by Tom’s dream,

also presages a characteristic Romantic tendency.

Ø Treatment of Childhood

Although included in the Songs of Innocence, this particular song is all about

the absence of innocence! The chimney sweeper boys in the poem are deprived of the

joys and freedom associated with childhood. They get up before dawn and clean

chimneys. In that sense, their innocence has been stolen from them. They’re forced to

live a “black” life, covered in soot and facing a premature death. They frolic and play

only in dreams. The wretched figure of the child sweep is a key emblem in Blake’s

poems of social protest.

It would be interesting here to relate Blake’s vision of childhood with that of other

important writers who have spoken strongly about childhood, innocence and exploitation.

William Wordsworth’s ‘Ode on the Intimations of Childhood’ remains one of the central

views on childhood as a continuation of the soul’s state of innocence as it was when in

heaven. Charles Dickens’s novels depict the state of Victorian England after the industrial

revolution and especially the abject condition of children who fall prey to social vices
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in a rising materialistic society. His fiction of protest and social reform connects him as

a direct descendant of Blake. You can compare the similarities in their treatment of

childhood for yourself when you read Dickens’s novel David Copperfield in Paper Six.

Activity for Learners

Facts About Chimney Sweepers in Blake’s London

Learners, you may be urged to note that not only were the little sweepers

innocent victims of the cruellest exploitation but they are associated with

the smoke of industrialisation, thus uniting two central Romantic

preoccupations: childhood; and the impact of the Industrial Revolution on

the natural world. It may shock you to learn that a report to a parliamentary

committee on the employment of child sweeps in 1817 noted that ‘the climbing

boys’ as young as four were sold by their parents to master-sweeps, or

recruited from workhouses. As the average size of a London chimney was

only seven inches square, to encourage the sweeps to climb more quickly,

pins were ‘forced into their feet’ by the boy climbing behind! Is it really

difficult to understand now why Blake chose to protest against such

exploitation again and again through his poetry?

I would now encourage you to make a list of images in the two ‘Chimney

Sweeper’ Poems which reveal exploitation of children.

2.1.2a.5. Comprehension Exercises

A. Long Questions-20 marks

1. Attempt a critical appreciation of the poem The Chimney Sweeper from

Songs of Innocence.

2. How does the poem The Chimney Sweeper from Songs of Innocence glorify

innocence against a gloomy social background?

3. Assess the poem The Chimney Sweeper from Songs of Innocence as a

successful Romantic lyric.

B. Mid-length questions-12 marks

1. What is the significance of Tom Dacre’s dream?

2. Write a note on the use of symbols in the poem.

3. Give in your own words the central idea of the poem.
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C. Short Questions-6 marks

1. What does the little chimney sweeper say about his own life in the first

stanza of the poem?

2. Why did Tom Dacre cry? How did the speaker try to console him?

3. What, according to you, is the implication of the phrase ‘coffins of black’?

4. What was the angel’s message to Tom Dacre?

5. How does the speaker sum up Tom’s dream at the end of the poem?

2.1.2a.6. Text and Introduction to ‘The Chimney Sweeper’ from Songs of Experience

Source

Blake’s ‘The Chimney Sweeper’ from Songs of Experience (1794) is a short lyric of

twelve lines, divided into three four-line stanzas. Interestingly, the length of this poem

is just half of the other Chimney Sweeper poem included in the volume Songs of

Innocence. The present poem seems to have been rightly included in Songs of Experience,

as it highlights a little chimney sweeper’s unhappy experience of the adult world that

seeks to legitimise its oppressive order at the expense of the basic rights of childhood.

Look at Plate 4.

Text

A littlA littlA littlA littlA little be be be be blaclaclaclaclack thing among the snow:k thing among the snow:k thing among the snow:k thing among the snow:k thing among the snow:
Crying weepCrying weepCrying weepCrying weepCrying weep, weep, weep, weep, weep, weep, in notes of w, in notes of w, in notes of w, in notes of w, in notes of woe!oe!oe!oe!oe!
WWWWWhere are thy fhere are thy fhere are thy fhere are thy fhere are thy father and mother? say?ather and mother? say?ather and mother? say?ather and mother? say?ather and mother? say?
TTTTThehehehehey are both gone up to the church to pray.y are both gone up to the church to pray.y are both gone up to the church to pray.y are both gone up to the church to pray.y are both gone up to the church to pray.
Because I was hapBecause I was hapBecause I was hapBecause I was hapBecause I was happy upon the heath,py upon the heath,py upon the heath,py upon the heath,py upon the heath,
And smil’d among the winter’And smil’d among the winter’And smil’d among the winter’And smil’d among the winter’And smil’d among the winter’s snows snows snows snows snow,,,,,
TTTTThehehehehey clothed me in the clothes of death,y clothed me in the clothes of death,y clothed me in the clothes of death,y clothed me in the clothes of death,y clothed me in the clothes of death,
And taught me to sing the notes of wAnd taught me to sing the notes of wAnd taught me to sing the notes of wAnd taught me to sing the notes of wAnd taught me to sing the notes of woe.oe.oe.oe.oe.

And because I am hapAnd because I am hapAnd because I am hapAnd because I am hapAnd because I am happy and dance and singpy and dance and singpy and dance and singpy and dance and singpy and dance and sing,,,,,

TTTTThehehehehey think they think they think they think they think they have done me no injury:y have done me no injury:y have done me no injury:y have done me no injury:y have done me no injury:

And are gone to praise God and his PrAnd are gone to praise God and his PrAnd are gone to praise God and his PrAnd are gone to praise God and his PrAnd are gone to praise God and his Priest and Kingiest and Kingiest and Kingiest and Kingiest and King,,,,,

          W          W          W          W          Who makho makho makho makho make up a heaven of our misery.e up a heaven of our misery.e up a heaven of our misery.e up a heaven of our misery.e up a heaven of our misery.
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2.1.2a.7. Annotations

A little black thing (l.1): refers to the little chimneysweeper, dressed in his conventional

black outfit.

Heath (l.5): a wide stretch of barren land

Clothes of death (l.7): the black outfit of a chimneysweeper. Metaphorically it might

also imply the sweeper boy’s experience of suffering and humiliation in spite of his

tender age.

Woe (l.8): pain.

Heaven of our misery (l.12): a sharp note of indictment against the double-dealing

of the Church and the State, whose shameless sway over mankind survives at the

expense of the underprivileged.

2.1.2a.8. Substance and Development of Thought

Comparing the present poem with the previous one, you realise the difference in the

voice that you hear. The boy here has the hard-won wisdom that his plight is the result

of an unjust society. There is a sense of suppressed anger and bitterness in him at having

to learn the “notes of woe”.

Stanza I A little chimney sweeper, painfully uttering his professional cry in a snowy

morning of winter is asked (probably by the poet himself) the whereabouts of his parents.

Surprisingly he answers that both of them have gone to the Church to pray. Blake

intentionally shocks his readers into a realizing how institutionalised religion has turned

away from the helpless and the suffering. There is irony in the way the boy utters the

call of the chimney sweepers. This is not his natural note.

Stanza II The child had once smiled and been happy on the heath, even in the hardship

of winter.  Pathetically, even this limited happiness is cut short by his parents who seem

to disregard the plight of the child. Did they think that as he smiled on a dreary habitat

amidst the incessant snowfall of the winter, he would also withstand the hardship of

being a chimney sweeper? They clothed him in black, the colour of death, and made

him utter the notes of woe, which replaced his carefree songs of the past. There is a

subtle note of bitter despair expressed by the sweep.

Stanza III  The little boy concludes that since he tends to smile away the hardship

inflicted upon him, his parents think that they have done him no wrong, and so they

have gone to praise the Church and the State, two institutions which shamelessly
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legitimise the tyrannical rule of the strong at the expense of the underprivileged. Unlike

Tom Dacre, he seems unwilling to accept the misery to which he is consigned.

 2.1.2a.9. Critical Commentary

Unlike the other Chimney Sweeper poem from Songs of Innocence, the present one

from Songs of Experience involves a sharp note of indictment. The young chimney

sweeper’s tragic testimony is tinged with the ironic undertone of the point of view of a

critical adult.  It gives expression to Blake’s disapproval of the callousness and

indifference of the parents, who disregard the natural demands of childhood, and deprive

their issue of parental affection, forcing him to put on the sooty robe of the chimneysweep.

From a larger social perspective also the boy provides sufficient testimony to his growing

insight into the ill-motives of religion and the State. For, the Church and the State cast

so potent a spell on ordinary people that thoughtlessly they waste their hours in paying

homage to these two institutions forgetting the natural ties of family and children. They

hardly care to understand how these two agencies abuse the name of God by turning

ordinary people into their perpetual slaves.

The poem replaces Tom Dacre’s vision of the happy green fields with the bleak reality

of the snow and the barren heath. The glorious nakedness of the human form which

rises heavenward in the earlier poem is here covered in “clothes of death” and the

singing and dancing of the boy is no more than a brave front to conceal deep unhappiness.

This young boy’s vision of heaven is made up of the misery of the weak and the helpless.

2.1.2a.10. Themes

Ø Symbolism

The short poem makes a restrained but effective use of symbols. As in the previous

poem you have read, the word ‘weep’ is used to symbolise suffering. Similarly, the

whole of the second stanza seems to be fraught with symbolic overtones. The decision

of the little chimney sweeper’s parents to push their son into the hard and humiliating

business might allude to the Biblical story of the First Sin committed by Adam and

Eve, which led their progeny to suffer the pangs of suffering and death. In this connection,

symbols like ‘clothes of death’ and ‘notes of woe’ become all the more poignant. Apart

from such religious symbols, the use of phrases like ‘heaven of our misery’ serves to

unveil the hypocrisy of the powerful whose shameless sovereign survives at the expense

of the downtrodden.
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Ø A peep into the world of Experience

 As we have already observed, the present poem represents a significant contrast to the

other Chimney Sweeper poem from Songs of Innocence. While the latter apparently

glorifies innocence and celebrates divine benevolence, the former casts a dubious look

on the justice one might expect from religion and the State in a society governed in

accordance with the interests of the privileged class. It points implicit barbs at the Church

and the State for the deceit they play upon the lives of ordinary people. They keep

people blind to their inner corruption and befool them with promises of equality and

justice, so that unquestioningly they pay homage to these two agencies, even by

sacrificing their commitment to family and children. The children of the underprivileged

grow amidst dust, soot and snow, and have to embrace menial jobs, while the preachers

of peace and justice exult on their success in achieving unquestionable sway over

mankind at large. The overall choice of words (‘clothes of death’) and tone of the second

Chimney sweeper poem reveal the somberness latent in it.

2.1.2a.11. Comprehension Exercises

A. Long Questions-20 marks

1. Attempt a critical appreciation of the poem The Chimney Sweeper from Songs

of Experience.

2. Make a comparative study of the Chimney Sweeper poems by William Blake.

3. How is the hypocrisy of the privileged class unveiled in the Chimney Sweeper

poem from Songs of Experience?

B. Mid-length Questions-12 marks

1. Give in your own words the central idea of the poem.

2. Write a note on the use of symbols in the poem.

3. Reproduce in your own words the sad story of the little chimney sweeper’s life.

C. Short Questions-6 marks

1. Explain the significance of the following lines:

“They clothed me in the clothes of death,

And taught me to sing the notes of woe”.
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2. What is the implication of the phrase “heaven of our misery”?

2.1.3b. Text and Introduction to ‘The Lamb’

Source

‘The Lamb’, a short lyric of twenty lines, was published by Blake in 1789 in the

volume Songs of Innocence (See Blake’s plates) Blake uses the simple cadences of

children’s verse and familiar Biblical symbols in this poem.

Text

Little Lamb wLittle Lamb wLittle Lamb wLittle Lamb wLittle Lamb who made thee? ho made thee? ho made thee? ho made thee? ho made thee? 
Dost thou know wDost thou know wDost thou know wDost thou know wDost thou know who made thee? ho made thee? ho made thee? ho made thee? ho made thee? 
Gave thee lifGave thee lifGave thee lifGave thee lifGave thee life & bid thee fe & bid thee fe & bid thee fe & bid thee fe & bid thee feed. eed. eed. eed. eed. 
By the stream & o’er the mead;By the stream & o’er the mead;By the stream & o’er the mead;By the stream & o’er the mead;By the stream & o’er the mead;
Gave thee clothing of delight,Gave thee clothing of delight,Gave thee clothing of delight,Gave thee clothing of delight,Gave thee clothing of delight,
Softest clothing wSoftest clothing wSoftest clothing wSoftest clothing wSoftest clothing wooly brooly brooly brooly brooly bright;ight;ight;ight;ight;
Gave thee such a tender voice,Gave thee such a tender voice,Gave thee such a tender voice,Gave thee such a tender voice,Gave thee such a tender voice,
Making all the vales rejoice! Making all the vales rejoice! Making all the vales rejoice! Making all the vales rejoice! Making all the vales rejoice! 
         Little Lamb w         Little Lamb w         Little Lamb w         Little Lamb w         Little Lamb who made thee?ho made thee?ho made thee?ho made thee?ho made thee?
         Dost thou know w         Dost thou know w         Dost thou know w         Dost thou know w         Dost thou know who made thee? ho made thee? ho made thee? ho made thee? ho made thee? 
 Little Lamb I’ Little Lamb I’ Little Lamb I’ Little Lamb I’ Little Lamb I’ll tell thee,ll tell thee,ll tell thee,ll tell thee,ll tell thee,
 Little Lamb I’ Little Lamb I’ Little Lamb I’ Little Lamb I’ Little Lamb I’ll tell thee!ll tell thee!ll tell thee!ll tell thee!ll tell thee!
 He is called by thy name, He is called by thy name, He is called by thy name, He is called by thy name, He is called by thy name,
 For he calls himself a Lamb:  For he calls himself a Lamb:  For he calls himself a Lamb:  For he calls himself a Lamb:  For he calls himself a Lamb: 
 He is meek and he is mild,  He is meek and he is mild,  He is meek and he is mild,  He is meek and he is mild,  He is meek and he is mild, 
 He became a little child:  He became a little child:  He became a little child:  He became a little child:  He became a little child: 
 I a child and thou a lamb I a child and thou a lamb I a child and thou a lamb I a child and thou a lamb I a child and thou a lamb, , , , , 
 W W W W We are called by his name.e are called by his name.e are called by his name.e are called by his name.e are called by his name.
         Little Lamb God b         Little Lamb God b         Little Lamb God b         Little Lamb God b         Little Lamb God bless theeless theeless theeless theeless thee

         Little Lamb God b         Little Lamb God b         Little Lamb God b         Little Lamb God b         Little Lamb God bless thee.less thee.less thee.less thee.less thee.

2.1.3b.1. Annotations

Clothing of delight (l.5): refers to the soft fleece on the lamb’s skin.

For he calls himself a Lamb (l.14): refers to Jesus Christ, who because of the

qualities of gentleness and meekness in him was called the lamb.
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He is meek and he is mild (l.15) Blake seems to be echoing a popular hymn,

‘Gentle Jesus meek and mild’.

He became a little child (l.16): one implication may be that Christ is at once God

and  Man as he took physical birth on earth. A second implication may be that

Christ possesses the naïve simplicity and pristine innocence of a child.

2.1.3b.2.  Substance and Development of Thought

The poem contains a total of twenty lines – the first ten foregrounding a series of questions

and the next ten answering them.  The speaker, evidently a child, raises the most profound

question:  Who is the maker who bids the lamb graze by the stream and over the green

meadow? Of course, the questions are answered by the child himself, without ever

waiting for any kind of aid to be provided by his elders or by anybody else. His

observations clearly debar the possibility of any intrusion of the world of experience

into the idyllic setting of the poem.

Lines 1-10 Seeing a lamb grazing on a green meadow a child asks if he knows who his

maker is. He also asks if the lamb knows who bade him feed over the meadow by the

stream, and who gave him the soft fleece on his skin, and the tender voice that makes

the entire valley reverberate with happiness.

Lines 11-20 The next ten lines offer answers to these questions. Of course, the questions

are answered by the child himself, without ever waiting for any kind of aid to be provided

by his elders or by anybody else. His observations clearly debar the possibility of any

intrusion of the world of experience into the idyllic setting of the poem, which, to be

precise, is a eulogy to a conviction prompted solely by innocence. The child goes on

saying that the Creator, i.e. God (or Jesus Christ, the Son of God) is Himself called by

the name of the lamb for His infinite mildness. He concludes that because of their

mildness and innocence, he himself and the lamb are called by the name of God.  He

places God, himself and the lamb in a single and inseparable thread of creature, carry

within themselves signs of God’s infinite gentleness. His innocent and altruistic zeal

finally leads him to pronounce divine blessings on the mild creature.
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Points to Ponder for The Learner

• What are the things that the lamb is blessed with?

• Describe the clothing of the lamb in your own words

2.1.3b.3. Critical Commentary

The short poem, echoing the 23rd Psalm, represents a wonderful manifestation of the

glory of childhood innocence, which unfalteringly answers confounding queries with

artless and immediate responses. Not a single question raised by the child remains

unanswered, and this clearly demonstrates the child’s innate conviction of divine

benevolence. A typically Romantic note of pantheism, which would later become almost

a creed with Wordsworth, seems to characterise almost all the lines of the poem. It is

this pantheistic spirit that enables the speaker to espy divinity in himself and the lamb.

The final prayer for divine bliss upon the lamb is perhaps the strongest blow over the

rational world of the Neo-Classicals, which preferred to allow space for nothing except

reason till the closing decades of the eighteenth century. The melodious language and

the association of tenderness, delight and softness, with the lamb create an impression

of gentleness which connects this idyllic world and its inhabitants to the qualities of the

meek and mild creator mentioned in the second stanza.

Note for Learner:

The 23rd Psalm and its relevance to ‘The Lamb’

The picture of The Lamb’s feeding “by the stream and o’er the mead”

(meadow) is a beautiful one, which suggests God’s kindness in creation,

and has an echo of similar descriptions in the Old Testament book of Psalms

(especially Psalm 23, “The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want”) and the

parables of Jesus.

2.1.3b.4. Themes

Ø Symbolism

A remarkable feature of the poem is that it is symbolic in spirit, without using too many

symbols in the body of the text itself. Innocence, as a leitmotif, runs through the text.

The sense is created and maintained by the use of two dominant symbols, the child, and

the meek and mild lamb. The description of the landscape creates an idyllic setting
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evocative of an earthly Paradise reflecting the state of the uncorrupted soul. Words like

“clothing of delight” to describe the lamb’s fleece reinforce the sense of unchallenged

joy. The lamb is associated with the qualities of softness and brightness. His clothing

and his tender voice are actually the manifestations of a benevolent creator. In the second

section of the poem (i.e. lines 11-20) the poet makes full use of the Biblical associations

of the child and the lamb, when he establishes through his mouthpiece, the child, an

inseparable communion between divinity and the created world. Here, the allusion to

the birth of Jesus, the Son of God, as the son of Man, becomes significant for the

desired expansion of the theme. The poem comes full circle when the child finally

declares that he himself as a child and the lamb as a meek and mild creature carry

within themselves the signs of divinity. Blake successfully communicates an idea of

metaphysical merit in spite of an apparently straightforward narration.

Ø The poem as a Romantic lyric

 The poem’s central theme of pantheism and its rejection of mundane reason, anticipates

some of the key features of nineteenth century British Romanticism.  The language

used by Blake is naturally musical, in stark contrast to the forced cadence of the hexameter

couplet, which was an obsession with the Augustans. The vast green meadow, the flowing

stream, and finally, the child and the lamb, carrying in them signs of the divine, represent

a world of idyllic innocence. This is no ordinary vision of childhood, but an adult’s

fond recollection of a state of pristine joy. This fascination with childhood presages one

of the features of later Romantic poetry.  By introducing a sense of the serene and the

endless, Blake also breaks away from the eighteenth century tradition of city-centric

literature. Above all, in ‘The Lamb’ the child’s instinctive identification with God and

his creation clearly marks a triumph of subjectivism, which involves a free play of the

imagination and intuition. The symbolical use of the lamb and the child to represent a

state of the soul also anticipates a characteristic trait of the Romantic lyric – investing

the physical with metaphysical significance.

2.1.3b.5. Comprehension Exercises

A. 20 marks

1. Attempt a critical appreciation of the poem The Lamb by William Blake.

2. How does the poet glorify innocence in the poem The Lamb?

3. Would you consider The Lamb to be a successful Romantic lyric? Substantiate

your answer.
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B. 12 marks

1. Give in your own words the central idea of the poem The Lamb.

2. Write a note on the use of symbols in the poem The Lamb.

C. 6 marks

1. What does the child tell the lamb about the Creator?

2. Explain the following lines with reference to the context:

He is meek and he is mild, 

He became a little child: 

I a child and thou a lamb, 

We are called by his name.

2.1.4c. Text and Introduction to ‘The Tyger’

Source

‘The Tyger’ was published by Blake in 1794 in the volume Songs of Experience. The

poem is a true representative of this volume which depicts the fierce forces that are

unleashed as innocence is challenged by experience. In The Marriage of Heaven and

Hell Blake had proclaimed that “The tigers of wrath are wiser than the horses of

instruction.” The tiger in this poem seems to be exactly such a force which evokes terror

but also purges the evils of our civilization.

Text

TygTygTygTygTyger Tyger Tyger Tyger Tyger Tygererererer, burning br, burning br, burning br, burning br, burning bright, ight, ight, ight, ight, 

In the forests of the night; In the forests of the night; In the forests of the night; In the forests of the night; In the forests of the night; 

WWWWWhat immortal hand or ehat immortal hand or ehat immortal hand or ehat immortal hand or ehat immortal hand or eye, ye, ye, ye, ye, 

Could frame thy fCould frame thy fCould frame thy fCould frame thy fCould frame thy fearful symmetry?earful symmetry?earful symmetry?earful symmetry?earful symmetry?

In wIn wIn wIn wIn what distant deeps or skieshat distant deeps or skieshat distant deeps or skieshat distant deeps or skieshat distant deeps or skies. . . . . 

Burnt the fire of thine eBurnt the fire of thine eBurnt the fire of thine eBurnt the fire of thine eBurnt the fire of thine eyes?yes?yes?yes?yes?

On wOn wOn wOn wOn what wings dare he aspire?hat wings dare he aspire?hat wings dare he aspire?hat wings dare he aspire?hat wings dare he aspire?

WWWWWhat the hand, dare seize the fire?hat the hand, dare seize the fire?hat the hand, dare seize the fire?hat the hand, dare seize the fire?hat the hand, dare seize the fire?
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     And wAnd wAnd wAnd wAnd what shoulderhat shoulderhat shoulderhat shoulderhat shoulder, and w, and w, and w, and w, and what art,hat art,hat art,hat art,hat art,

Could twist the sinews of thy heart?Could twist the sinews of thy heart?Could twist the sinews of thy heart?Could twist the sinews of thy heart?Could twist the sinews of thy heart?

And wAnd wAnd wAnd wAnd when thy heart beghen thy heart beghen thy heart beghen thy heart beghen thy heart began to beat,an to beat,an to beat,an to beat,an to beat,

WWWWWhat dread hand? and what dread hand? and what dread hand? and what dread hand? and what dread hand? and what dread fhat dread fhat dread fhat dread fhat dread feet?eet?eet?eet?eet?

WWWWWhat the hammer? what the hammer? what the hammer? what the hammer? what the hammer? what the chain, hat the chain, hat the chain, hat the chain, hat the chain, 

In wIn wIn wIn wIn what furnace was thy brain?hat furnace was thy brain?hat furnace was thy brain?hat furnace was thy brain?hat furnace was thy brain?

WWWWWhat the anvil? what the anvil? what the anvil? what the anvil? what the anvil? what dread grasphat dread grasphat dread grasphat dread grasphat dread grasp, , , , , 

Dare its deadly terrors clasp! Dare its deadly terrors clasp! Dare its deadly terrors clasp! Dare its deadly terrors clasp! Dare its deadly terrors clasp! 

WWWWWhen the stars threw down their spears hen the stars threw down their spears hen the stars threw down their spears hen the stars threw down their spears hen the stars threw down their spears 

And water’d heaven with their tears: And water’d heaven with their tears: And water’d heaven with their tears: And water’d heaven with their tears: And water’d heaven with their tears: 

Did he smile his wDid he smile his wDid he smile his wDid he smile his wDid he smile his work to see?ork to see?ork to see?ork to see?ork to see?

Did he wDid he wDid he wDid he wDid he who made the Lamb makho made the Lamb makho made the Lamb makho made the Lamb makho made the Lamb make thee?e thee?e thee?e thee?e thee?

TygTygTygTygTyger Tyger Tyger Tyger Tyger Tyger burning brer burning brer burning brer burning brer burning bright, ight, ight, ight, ight, 

In the forests of the night: In the forests of the night: In the forests of the night: In the forests of the night: In the forests of the night: 

WWWWWhat immortal hand or ehat immortal hand or ehat immortal hand or ehat immortal hand or ehat immortal hand or eye,ye,ye,ye,ye,

Dare frame thy fDare frame thy fDare frame thy fDare frame thy fDare frame thy fearful symearful symearful symearful symearful symmetry?metry?metry?metry?metry?

2.1.4c.1. Annotations

Symmetry (l.4): Shape, rather than the usual meaning of regularity.

Deeps (l.5): Seas

What the hand, dare seize the fire? (l.8): In Greek mythology, Prometheus, one of

the Titans, stole fire from the Gods and brought it to mankind.

 Sinews (l.10): Tendon / muscle.

When the stars … with their tears (l. 17-18): This might allude to the fierce fight

between God and the rebel angels led by Lucifer. God struck them with thunder, and

hurled them headlong

down to the depths of Hell from Paradise. Their fall resembled the movement of

meteors or shooting stars.
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2.1.4c.2. Substance and Development of Thought

Having read ‘The Lamb’, you will find an interesting contrast in this poem. While the

former poem delights in God’s creation of a creature of meekness and mildness, ‘The

Tyger’ expresses a sense of awe at the terrific stature of the Creator who possesses the

power to create such a fearsome creature as the tiger. The simple faith of ‘The Lamb’ is

replaced by unanswered questions in ‘The Tyger’. They are mostly rhetorical questions,

the answers being implied in the questions themselves. This makes it clear to us that the

speaker in ‘The Tyger’ is not a naïve child, but a mature human being belonging to the

world of experience.

You may be surprised by the spelling ‘Tyger’ in the title. Blake here deliberately uses a

quasi-archaic spelling to generate an initial sense of surprise among his readers. This

sense culminates in the awed question at the end of the poem where the speaker muses

how the Creator of the meek and gentle lamb also created the taut energy and ferocious

power of the tiger.

Stanza I The tiger, a fearsome animal lurking in the nocturnal forest, emerges in all its

awe-inspiring lustre, as an incendiary energy which destroys the darkness. Blake begins

his description by drawing attention to the burning eye of the tiger as that implies the

fierce energy needed to break the shackles of experience. The amazed speaker wonders

what superhuman creator could design such ferocious beauty, signified by the words

“fearful symmetry”.

Stanza II The poet depicts a Promethean creator who has seized the fire of some distant

skies in the making of the beast. It seems to have originated from the daring aspiration

of some Icarius-like figure.

Stanza III The sense of surprise deepens as the speaker contemplates on the power of

the shoulders that could twist the muscle of the tiger’s heart. You gradually begin to get

a picture of the powerful, awe-inspiring beauty of the tiger, while its pulsating heart

seems to invoke fear.

Stanza III Blake invokes images of the industrial world, as the tiger seems to be

hammered out in a supernatural smithy whose presiding spirit grapples with terror. But

don’t forget that the chain, the anvil and the hammer are also tools of the sculptor, so

the tiger remains an ambiguous symbol, representing both destructive and creative

energies.

Stanza IV The terrific grasp of the Creator reminds the speaker of the fierce struggle
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between God and the angels led by Lucifer, which ended by making the rebels feel

God’s sharp vengeance and beg for mercy.

 Stanza V The speaker concludes with awe at the wonderful capacity of God, who is

simultaneously the Creator of the meek and mild lamb, and the terrible and alarming

tiger. These two opposite aspects of the Creator Himself indicate two contrasted sides

of creation at large: one that leads to innocent and delightful involvement; and the other

that makes one retreat in apprehension. Clearly, such profundity of thought is not to be

sought in a child; the whole poem is rather an expression of a mind that belongs to the

world of maturity and experience.

Points to Ponder for the Learner

• What is the main element the tiger is made of?

• What are the regions from where the creator may have taken the fire?

• Name the instruments the poet mentions in the making of the tiger?

2.1.4c.3.  Critical Commentary

In ‘The Tyge’r, Blake moves away from Biblical symbols and forges an original symbol

of power and strength that is ambiguous in its nature. The tiger is at once the destroyer

and the harbinger of light, burning through the dark night of experience. He represents

the wrath of God but also the hope that through destruction a new dawn will arrive, no

matter how terrible its birth. The allusions to Prometheus and Icarus in the second

stanza hold him up to be a figure of hope and aspiration. The trochaic rhythm creates an

effect of hammer strokes which is in stark contrast to the lilting rhythm of ‘The Lamb’.

Read together the two poems reinforce Blake’s concept of the existence of contraries as

a necessary condition for the maturity of the human heart.

2.1.4.4. Themes

Ø Symbolism

‘The Tyger’ is rich in symbols and allusions, and this in itself marks a curious contrast

to its counterpart ‘The Lamb’ from Songs of Innocence which celebrates innocence

through a single symbolic fabric of mildness equated to divinity. This poem makes us

halt at almost every line by employing intricate symbols or metaphorical phrases, which

definitely demand a mature mind for their proper explication. For example, both the
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tiger and its Creator symbolise power and fierceness, the first mundane and the second

metaphysical and almost beyond human imagination. The forests of night, which may

symbolise the dark aspects of the human mind, or the dark regions of experience where

evil dwells, are rightly chosen as the tiger’s domain; the serene and green meadow the

lamb grazes upon is not a place appropriate for such a fearsome animal. The reference

to the immortal hands and eyes of the Creator, i.e. God, reinforces the sense of surprise

already generated by the spelling of the animal’s name in the title. We wonder at the

unimaginable stature of the Creator, who dared to frame the fearful symmetry of the

tiger. The first two lines of the second stanza may be taken as an instance of allusion,

for they immediately bring to our minds an echo of Prometheus’s act of stealing fire

from heaven. This at once tells us that Blake’s tiger is an ambivalent being which

embodies the sublime power of the Almighty. As in T.S. Eliot’s Gerontion, it is God’s

judgement, rather than his compassion that is represented through the symbol of the

tiger. The series of material symbols like hammer, chain, anvil, furnace, dread grasp

and the like, make us aware of the material world, poles asunder from the idyllic charms

of the world of innocence celebrated in ‘The Lamb’. They also convey the spiritual

message that both the worlds of innocence and experience are the domains of a single

Supreme Creator: their apparent contrariety being nothing except reflections of His

contrasted dimensions of meekness and fierceness.

In the fifth stanza, we come across a significant allusion to the mythical war between

God and the rebel angels led by Lucifer, which ended in the expulsion of the rebels

from heaven. The defeated angels fell eternally from Paradise to the abysmal depths of

burning hell like shooting stars. The tiger, symbolising God’s wrath, seems to have

been born to vanquish evil in just such a crisis of human civilisation. The final unanswered

question denotes the inscrutable nature of God. This rhetorical question is the very

basic query of the poem itself, which is answered by reaffirming that mildness and

fierceness in spite of their apparent contrariety are two inseparable dimensions of the

Creator Himself. There is no denying the share of each one of them in the world created

and controlled by a single and insurmountable Power, i.e. God.

Ø Contrast with ‘The Lamb’

The two poems together form the contrasting parts of a single pattern. They exemplify

Blake’s design in the combined volume, which was to portray the contrary states of the

human soul. ‘The Lamb’ is couched in lyrical strains. Its gentle cadence of sibilant

sounds and the soft lilting rhyme, its image of a serene pastoral landscape, all belong to

the world of secure childhood. ‘The Tyger’, on the other hand uses a trochaic rhythm.
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Its lines end in emphatic syllables, which create the impression of hammer-strokes. It

tells of elemental powers and its canvas is not the secluded valley, but the vast cosmos.

The symbols of the former poem are drawn from the Bible, while in the latter the poet

devises his own symbols. As we read the poem, we realise that Blake was also the

writer of prophetic works. The lyric voice of the first poem gives way to the awed,

unanswered questions of the second, as faith is replaced by a tortured seeking for answers

which are never explicit.

2.1.4c.4. Comprehension Exercises

A. Long Questions-20 marks

1. Attempt a critical appreciation of the poem ‘The Tyger’ from Songs of

Experience.

2. How do the poems ‘The Tyger’ and ‘The Lamb’ express two opposite sides

of the human soul? Answer with textual references.

B. Mid-Length Questions-12 marks

1. Give in your own words the central idea of the poem ‘The Tyger’.

2. Write a note on the use of symbols in ‘The Tyger’.

C. Short Questions-6 marks

1. What is the significance of the spelling of the animal’s name in the title of

the poem ‘The Tyger’?

2. Explain with reference to the context the following lines:

When the stars threw down their spears 

And water’d heaven with their tears: 

Did he smile his work to see?

Did he who made the Lamb make thee?

2.1.5. Blake as Painter

Blake was a poet, visionary, and mystic, and all his pictures are poetically conceived,

but that is not to say that they are literary in any depreciatory sense. Even his illustrations

to his own poems are not simple translations of the written word into pictures. Rather

the poems and the pictures are each counterparts in their proper medium of the image in
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his mind. These mental images had for Blake an almost objective reality, and he did not

regard them as poetic fancies but as actual visions of a reality veiled from the sensual

eye. In his own belief he lived in a world peopled with spirits visible to the eye of the

imagination, which had a reality at least as great as that of the material world around

him. In fact it may be said that for him the ordinary positions of reality and imagination

were reversed, and that the world of the imagination was to him more vivid and actual

than the world of the senses. How far his visions were hallucinatory is unimportant in

considering his art, and each one will come to a different conclusion on this point

according to his own attitude to the unseen world. What is important is Blake’s own

implicit belief in the reality of his visions, and it is this which gives the peculiar force

and intensity to his work. It is always important to read Blake’s poetry in conjunction

with his original engravings, which open up several new layers of meaning for the

reader. It is with this objective in mind that we have added some plates of his engravings

for you.

Activity for Learner

Some of the plates of Blake’s engravings have been included in this unit for

your benefit. For instance have a look at the Plate of the poem ‘The Tyger’.

What do you find? Does the tiger in the engraving made by Blake actually

appear the same as the fearsome image of the tiger which he creates in the

poem? If not, what are the differences or dissimilarities? Make a note of

them and try to repeat the same activity for the other poems and their

corresponding plates.

2.1.6. Summing Up

Ø From a reading of the four selected poems Blake may be aptly described as a

visionary and a rebel.

Ø His poetry appeals to us by virtue of its simplicity, spontaneity, melody and

moral earnestness.

Ø  His poetry represents a strong criticism of the Neo-Classical preference for

matter-of-fact reason and decorum.

Ø All these features have been elaborately explained through the four poems.

Ø  Finally, it has to be kept in mind that all of Blake’s poems were not written but
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engraved by him on copper plates, hence the original engravings are profoundly

important in reading the true meaning of his visionary poems.

Ø Hence a few sample plates have been included at in this SLM for the learners to

read the poems in conjunction with the original engravings.

2.1.7. Suggested Reading

1) Keynes, Geoffrey (ed.) Blake: Complete Writings. Oxford University Press, 1979.

2)  Larrisy, Edward. William Blake. Basil Blackwell, 1985.

3) Heather & Glen. Vision and Disenchantment: Blake’s Songs and Wordsworth’s

Lyrical  Ballads. Cambridge University Press, 1983.

4)  Bottrall, Margaret. (ed). Casebook on Blake’s Songs. Macmillan, 196

5) Forbear, Michael. The Poetry of William Blake (Penguin)

6) Paley, Morton D. Twentieth Century Interpretations of Songs of Innocence and

of Experience. Prentice Hall, 1969.
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Unit - 2 ❐  (i) William Wordsworth : ‘Tintern  Abbey’

(ii) Samuel Taylor Coleridge ‘Christabel’–

Part I

Structure

2.2.0: Introduction

2.2.1. Coleridge and Wordsworth

2.2.2: William Wordsworth: The Poet and his Poetry.

2.2.2. i (a): Text and Introduction to ‘Tintern Abbey’

2.2.2. i (b): Annotations

2.2.2. i (c): Substance and Critical Commentary

2.2.2. i (d): Themes

2.2.2. i (e): Comprehension Exercises

2.2.3: S T Coleridge: The Poet and his Poetry

2.2.3. ii (a):  Text and Introduction to ‘Christabel’

2.2.3. ii (b): Annotations

2.2.3. ii (c): Central idea

2.2.3. ii (d): Substance and Critical Commentary

2.2.3. ii (e): Themes

2.2.3. ii (f): Comprehension Exercises

2.2.4:  Summing Up

2.2.5: Suggested Reading

2.2.0 Introduction

The present Unit, which takes up the peak of the Romantic Movement, is designed to

introduce you to the poetry of William Wordsworth and Samuel Taylor Coleridge, the
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two most significant poets in the canon of English Romantic Poetry. The juxtaposition

of the two stalwarts is deliberate – to give you a glimpse of the range of ‘High

Romanticism’ if we may use the term. To the first, we owe the transformation of English

nature poetry from the picturesque to the sublime; to the second, the uncanny ability of

an imaginative-psychological creation of the supernatural. In reading Wordsworth you

will find a depiction of landscape, informed with a moral and philosophical vision. The

view of nature that he presents in his poetry is subjective- half created and half perceived-

as he claims in ‘Tintern Abbey’. In reading Coleridge, you discover how temporal-

spatial distancing can create supra-tenable illusions that make the supernatural seem

real, formulate a complete transport to a past world order, and a comprehension of the

theological concepts of purity and pollution. At the end of this Unit, you should be in a

position to grasp the wide range of nuances of the first phase of Romanticism. As learners,

we would advise you to read this Unit in consonance with the basics of Romantic

literary theory that are scattered all along this study material.

2.2.1. Coleridge and Wordsworth

In June, 1797 Coleridge walked to Racedown, Dorset, where he met Wordsworth and

his sister Dorothy. The intense friendship that sprang up among the three shaped their

lives for the next fourteen years and proved to be one of the most creative partnerships

in English Romanticism. It was based on a mutual love of poetry, critical discussion,

and hill-walking, and an impassioned response to the political and social problems of

the age.  Between July 1797 and September 1798 they lived and worked intimately

together: the Coleridges at Nether Stowey, Somerset, and the Wordsworths two miles

away at Alfoxden on the edge of the Quantock hills, where they were visited by Lamb,

Hazlitt and others.

While living at Nether Stowey Coleridge wrote a series of ‘conversation poems’,

including Fears in Solitude, This Lime Tree Bower My Prison, The Nightingale and

Frost at Midnight. Between 1797 and 1798 he also wrote Christabel (Part I) and Kubla

Khan. In 1798 Wordsworth and Coleridge jointly published the Lyrical Ballads, which

after a poor critical reception, achieved a revolution in literary taste and sensibility. For

this volume Coleridge contributed The Rime of the Ancient Mariner, the tale of a

superstitious sailor on an ill-fated voyage. We come to know from his Biographia

Literaria, while Wordsworth was to take his subjects from ordinary life, Coleridge was

to write poems of the supernatural, but in such a way that the reader’s would be induced

to a “willing suspension of disbelief”.
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2.2.2. William Wordsworth: The Poet and his Poetry

William Wordsworth (1770-1850), son of John Wordsworth and Ann Cookson is

considered the greatest exponent of the Romantic school of English poetry. In 1793 he

published his first collections of poems, An Evening Walk and Descriptive Sketches. He

met Coleridge in the year 1795 and thus began one of the most celebrated literary

collaborations.  With Coleridge he published Lyrical Ballads in 1798 which was to

herald the beginning of the new Romantic wave in English poetry. He added a ‘Preface’

to the 1800 edition which was to become a significant manifesto of the English Romantic

Movement. In the Preface Wordsworth rejected the Neo-Classical concepts of poetic

diction. His call for a more natural poetic diction was part of a larger quest to preserve

the unspoilt and non-alienated aspects of experience in a world that was fast changing

under the onslaught of industrialisation and the rise of capitalism.  It was also in keeping

with the emerging democratic temper of the time as it rejected the ornate poetic language

of his predecessors with a “selection of language really used by men” (Preface).  His

themes are based on man’s spiritual bond with the world of nature which is why he has

been called the priest of nature. The Prelude, a semi-autobiographical poem which he

began in 1798 remains his masterpiece in which he elaborated on his ideas regarding

the influence of nature on man, a theme which runs through his earlier work as well.

Between 1795 and 1797 he composed his only play, The Borderers. Wordsworth

remained Britain’s Poet Laureate from 1843 until his death in 1850.

2.2.2.i (a). Text and Introduction to ‘Tintern Abbey’

Popularly known as ‘Tintern Abbey’ the poem entitled ‘Lines written a few miles above

Tintern Abbey, on revisiting the banks of the Wye during a tour, 13 July 1798’ is one of

the most significant poems of William Wordsworth. It is a poem which will be of great

value in your understanding of Wordsworth’s views on Nature, Literary Romanticism

and its characteristic views on the role of the poet and poetry, and the philosophical and

spiritual life of man. The poem was composed in the month of July, 1798. It was published

in the Lyrical Ballads (1798), placed at its very end, as if it was the culmination of all

that the poet had wanted to convey throughout the volume.

Wordsworth’s ‘Tintern Abbey’ displays autobiographical elements. Significantly, the

history of the poem’s composition is narrated by Wordsworth himself in his letter to

Miss Fenwick where he famously writes:

No poem of mine was composed under circumstances more pleasant for me to remember

than this. I began it upon leaving Tintern, after crossing the Wye, and concluded it just
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as I was entering Bristol in the evening, after a ramble of four or five days (10th- 13th

July) with my sister. Not a line of it was altered, and not any part of it written down till

I reached Bristol.

Tintern Abbey comprises five uneven stanzas written in blank verse. It begins in the

manner of a conventional ‘loco-descriptive’ poem popular in the eighteenth century,

beginning with the description of a particular locale. But as you read the poem you will

become aware that it is more a meditation on the relation between man and nature than

a simple word picture of a scenic spot.

Text

      FIVE years have paFIVE years have paFIVE years have paFIVE years have paFIVE years have past; five summersst; five summersst; five summersst; five summersst; five summers, with the length, with the length, with the length, with the length, with the length

      Of five long winters! and ag      Of five long winters! and ag      Of five long winters! and ag      Of five long winters! and ag      Of five long winters! and again I hearain I hearain I hearain I hearain I hear

      T      T      T      T      These watershese watershese watershese watershese waters, rolling from their mountain-spr, rolling from their mountain-spr, rolling from their mountain-spr, rolling from their mountain-spr, rolling from their mountain-springsingsingsingsings

      W      W      W      W      With a soft inland mith a soft inland mith a soft inland mith a soft inland mith a soft inland murmurmurmurmurmururururur.—Once ag.—Once ag.—Once ag.—Once ag.—Once againainainainain

      Do I behold these steep and lofty clif      Do I behold these steep and lofty clif      Do I behold these steep and lofty clif      Do I behold these steep and lofty clif      Do I behold these steep and lofty cliffsfsfsfsfs,,,,, 55555

      T      T      T      T      That on a wild secluded scene impresshat on a wild secluded scene impresshat on a wild secluded scene impresshat on a wild secluded scene impresshat on a wild secluded scene impress

      T      T      T      T      Thoughts of more deep seclusion; and connecthoughts of more deep seclusion; and connecthoughts of more deep seclusion; and connecthoughts of more deep seclusion; and connecthoughts of more deep seclusion; and connect

      T      T      T      T      The landscape with the quiet of the skhe landscape with the quiet of the skhe landscape with the quiet of the skhe landscape with the quiet of the skhe landscape with the quiet of the sky.y.y.y.y.

      T      T      T      T      The day is come whe day is come whe day is come whe day is come whe day is come when I aghen I aghen I aghen I aghen I again reposeain reposeain reposeain reposeain repose

      Here, under this dark sycamore, and view      Here, under this dark sycamore, and view      Here, under this dark sycamore, and view      Here, under this dark sycamore, and view      Here, under this dark sycamore, and view 1010101010

      T      T      T      T      These plots of cottaghese plots of cottaghese plots of cottaghese plots of cottaghese plots of cottage-ground, these orchard-tuftse-ground, these orchard-tuftse-ground, these orchard-tuftse-ground, these orchard-tuftse-ground, these orchard-tufts,,,,,

      W      W      W      W      Which at this season, with their unrhich at this season, with their unrhich at this season, with their unrhich at this season, with their unrhich at this season, with their unripe fruitsipe fruitsipe fruitsipe fruitsipe fruits,,,,,

      Are clad in one green hue, and lose themselves      Are clad in one green hue, and lose themselves      Are clad in one green hue, and lose themselves      Are clad in one green hue, and lose themselves      Are clad in one green hue, and lose themselves

      ‘Mid groves and copses      ‘Mid groves and copses      ‘Mid groves and copses      ‘Mid groves and copses      ‘Mid groves and copses. Once ag. Once ag. Once ag. Once ag. Once again I seeain I seeain I seeain I seeain I see

      T      T      T      T      These hedghese hedghese hedghese hedghese hedge-rowse-rowse-rowse-rowse-rows, hardly hedg, hardly hedg, hardly hedg, hardly hedg, hardly hedge-rowse-rowse-rowse-rowse-rows, little lines, little lines, little lines, little lines, little lines 1515151515

      Of sportive w      Of sportive w      Of sportive w      Of sportive w      Of sportive wood run wild: these pastoral food run wild: these pastoral food run wild: these pastoral food run wild: these pastoral food run wild: these pastoral farmsarmsarmsarmsarms,,,,,

      Green to the very door; and wreaths of smok      Green to the very door; and wreaths of smok      Green to the very door; and wreaths of smok      Green to the very door; and wreaths of smok      Green to the very door; and wreaths of smokeeeee

      Sent up      Sent up      Sent up      Sent up      Sent up, in silence, from among the trees!, in silence, from among the trees!, in silence, from among the trees!, in silence, from among the trees!, in silence, from among the trees!

      W      W      W      W      With some uncertain notice, as might seemith some uncertain notice, as might seemith some uncertain notice, as might seemith some uncertain notice, as might seemith some uncertain notice, as might seem

      Of vagrant d      Of vagrant d      Of vagrant d      Of vagrant d      Of vagrant dwellers in the houseless wwellers in the houseless wwellers in the houseless wwellers in the houseless wwellers in the houseless woodsoodsoodsoodsoods,,,,, 2020202020

      Or of some Hermit’      Or of some Hermit’      Or of some Hermit’      Or of some Hermit’      Or of some Hermit’s cave, ws cave, ws cave, ws cave, ws cave, where by his fihere by his fihere by his fihere by his fihere by his firerererere

      T      T      T      T      The Hermit sits alone.he Hermit sits alone.he Hermit sits alone.he Hermit sits alone.he Hermit sits alone.
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      TTTTThese beauteous formshese beauteous formshese beauteous formshese beauteous formshese beauteous forms,,,,,

      T      T      T      T      Through a long absence, have not been to mehrough a long absence, have not been to mehrough a long absence, have not been to mehrough a long absence, have not been to mehrough a long absence, have not been to me

      As is a landscape to a b      As is a landscape to a b      As is a landscape to a b      As is a landscape to a b      As is a landscape to a blind man’lind man’lind man’lind man’lind man’s es es es es eye:ye:ye:ye:ye: 2525252525

      But oft, in lonely rooms      But oft, in lonely rooms      But oft, in lonely rooms      But oft, in lonely rooms      But oft, in lonely rooms, and ‘mid the din, and ‘mid the din, and ‘mid the din, and ‘mid the din, and ‘mid the din

      Of towns and cities      Of towns and cities      Of towns and cities      Of towns and cities      Of towns and cities, I have owed to them, I have owed to them, I have owed to them, I have owed to them, I have owed to them

      In hours of wear      In hours of wear      In hours of wear      In hours of wear      In hours of wearinessinessinessinessiness, sensations sweet,, sensations sweet,, sensations sweet,, sensations sweet,, sensations sweet,

      Felt in the b      Felt in the b      Felt in the b      Felt in the b      Felt in the blood, and flood, and flood, and flood, and flood, and felt along the heart;elt along the heart;elt along the heart;elt along the heart;elt along the heart;

      And passing even into m      And passing even into m      And passing even into m      And passing even into m      And passing even into my purer mind,y purer mind,y purer mind,y purer mind,y purer mind,  30 30 30 30 30

      W      W      W      W      With tranquil restoration:—fith tranquil restoration:—fith tranquil restoration:—fith tranquil restoration:—fith tranquil restoration:—feelings tooeelings tooeelings tooeelings tooeelings too

      Of unremembered pleasure: such, perhaps      Of unremembered pleasure: such, perhaps      Of unremembered pleasure: such, perhaps      Of unremembered pleasure: such, perhaps      Of unremembered pleasure: such, perhaps,,,,,

      As have no slight or tr      As have no slight or tr      As have no slight or tr      As have no slight or tr      As have no slight or trivial influenceivial influenceivial influenceivial influenceivial influence

      On that best portion of a good man’      On that best portion of a good man’      On that best portion of a good man’      On that best portion of a good man’      On that best portion of a good man’s lifs lifs lifs lifs life,e,e,e,e,

      His little, nameless      His little, nameless      His little, nameless      His little, nameless      His little, nameless, unremembered, acts, unremembered, acts, unremembered, acts, unremembered, acts, unremembered, acts 3535353535

      Of kindness and of love. Nor less      Of kindness and of love. Nor less      Of kindness and of love. Nor less      Of kindness and of love. Nor less      Of kindness and of love. Nor less, I trust,, I trust,, I trust,, I trust,, I trust,

      T      T      T      T      To them I may have owed another go them I may have owed another go them I may have owed another go them I may have owed another go them I may have owed another gift,ift,ift,ift,ift,

      Of aspect more sub      Of aspect more sub      Of aspect more sub      Of aspect more sub      Of aspect more sublime; that blime; that blime; that blime; that blime; that blessed mood,lessed mood,lessed mood,lessed mood,lessed mood,

      In w      In w      In w      In w      In which the burthen of the mhich the burthen of the mhich the burthen of the mhich the burthen of the mhich the burthen of the mystery,ystery,ystery,ystery,ystery,

      In w      In w      In w      In w      In which the heavy and the weary weighthich the heavy and the weary weighthich the heavy and the weary weighthich the heavy and the weary weighthich the heavy and the weary weight 4040404040

      Of all this unintellig      Of all this unintellig      Of all this unintellig      Of all this unintellig      Of all this unintelligibibibibible wle wle wle wle world,orld,orld,orld,orld,

      Is lightened:—that serene and b      Is lightened:—that serene and b      Is lightened:—that serene and b      Is lightened:—that serene and b      Is lightened:—that serene and blessed mood,lessed mood,lessed mood,lessed mood,lessed mood,

      In w      In w      In w      In w      In which the afhich the afhich the afhich the afhich the affffffections gections gections gections gections gently lead us on,—ently lead us on,—ently lead us on,—ently lead us on,—ently lead us on,—

      Until, the breath of this corporeal frame      Until, the breath of this corporeal frame      Until, the breath of this corporeal frame      Until, the breath of this corporeal frame      Until, the breath of this corporeal frame

      And even the motion of our human b      And even the motion of our human b      And even the motion of our human b      And even the motion of our human b      And even the motion of our human bloodloodloodloodlood 4545454545

      Almost suspended, we are laid asleep      Almost suspended, we are laid asleep      Almost suspended, we are laid asleep      Almost suspended, we are laid asleep      Almost suspended, we are laid asleep

      In body, and become a living soul:      In body, and become a living soul:      In body, and become a living soul:      In body, and become a living soul:      In body, and become a living soul:

      W      W      W      W      While with an ehile with an ehile with an ehile with an ehile with an eye made quiet by the powerye made quiet by the powerye made quiet by the powerye made quiet by the powerye made quiet by the power

      Of harmon      Of harmon      Of harmon      Of harmon      Of harmony, and the deep power of joy,y, and the deep power of joy,y, and the deep power of joy,y, and the deep power of joy,y, and the deep power of joy,

      W      W      W      W      We see into the life see into the life see into the life see into the life see into the life of thingse of thingse of thingse of thingse of things..... 5050505050

                                                      If this                                                      If this                                                      If this                                                      If this                                                      If this

      Be but a vain belief      Be but a vain belief      Be but a vain belief      Be but a vain belief      Be but a vain belief, yet, oh! how oft—, yet, oh! how oft—, yet, oh! how oft—, yet, oh! how oft—, yet, oh! how oft—
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      In darkness and amid the man In darkness and amid the man In darkness and amid the man In darkness and amid the man In darkness and amid the many shapesy shapesy shapesy shapesy shapes

      Of joyless daylight; w      Of joyless daylight; w      Of joyless daylight; w      Of joyless daylight; w      Of joyless daylight; when the fretful stirhen the fretful stirhen the fretful stirhen the fretful stirhen the fretful stir

      Unprofitab      Unprofitab      Unprofitab      Unprofitab      Unprofitable, and the fle, and the fle, and the fle, and the fle, and the fever of the wever of the wever of the wever of the wever of the world,orld,orld,orld,orld,  55 55 55 55 55

      Have hung upon the beatings of m      Have hung upon the beatings of m      Have hung upon the beatings of m      Have hung upon the beatings of m      Have hung upon the beatings of my heart—y heart—y heart—y heart—y heart—

      How oft, in spir      How oft, in spir      How oft, in spir      How oft, in spir      How oft, in spirit, have I turned to thee,it, have I turned to thee,it, have I turned to thee,it, have I turned to thee,it, have I turned to thee,

      O sylvan Wye! thou wanderer thro’ the w      O sylvan Wye! thou wanderer thro’ the w      O sylvan Wye! thou wanderer thro’ the w      O sylvan Wye! thou wanderer thro’ the w      O sylvan Wye! thou wanderer thro’ the woodsoodsoodsoodsoods,,,,,

      How often has m      How often has m      How often has m      How often has m      How often has my spiry spiry spiry spiry spirit turned to thee!it turned to thee!it turned to thee!it turned to thee!it turned to thee!

       And now       And now       And now       And now       And now, with gleams of half-extinguished thought,, with gleams of half-extinguished thought,, with gleams of half-extinguished thought,, with gleams of half-extinguished thought,, with gleams of half-extinguished thought,  60 60 60 60 60

      W      W      W      W      With manith manith manith manith many recognitions dim and fy recognitions dim and fy recognitions dim and fy recognitions dim and fy recognitions dim and faint,aint,aint,aint,aint,

      And somew      And somew      And somew      And somew      And somewhat of a sad perplexity,hat of a sad perplexity,hat of a sad perplexity,hat of a sad perplexity,hat of a sad perplexity,

      T      T      T      T      The picture of the mind revives aghe picture of the mind revives aghe picture of the mind revives aghe picture of the mind revives aghe picture of the mind revives again:ain:ain:ain:ain:

      W      W      W      W      While here I stand, not only with the sensehile here I stand, not only with the sensehile here I stand, not only with the sensehile here I stand, not only with the sensehile here I stand, not only with the sense

      Of present pleasure, but with pleasing thoughts      Of present pleasure, but with pleasing thoughts      Of present pleasure, but with pleasing thoughts      Of present pleasure, but with pleasing thoughts      Of present pleasure, but with pleasing thoughts  65 65 65 65 65

      T      T      T      T      That in this moment there is lifhat in this moment there is lifhat in this moment there is lifhat in this moment there is lifhat in this moment there is life and foode and foode and foode and foode and food

      For future years      For future years      For future years      For future years      For future years. And so I dare to hope,. And so I dare to hope,. And so I dare to hope,. And so I dare to hope,. And so I dare to hope,

      T      T      T      T      Though changhough changhough changhough changhough changed, no doubt, from wed, no doubt, from wed, no doubt, from wed, no doubt, from wed, no doubt, from what I was what I was what I was what I was what I was when firsthen firsthen firsthen firsthen first

      I came among these hills; w      I came among these hills; w      I came among these hills; w      I came among these hills; w      I came among these hills; when likhen likhen likhen likhen like a roee a roee a roee a roee a roe

      I bounded o’er the mountains      I bounded o’er the mountains      I bounded o’er the mountains      I bounded o’er the mountains      I bounded o’er the mountains, by the sides, by the sides, by the sides, by the sides, by the sides 7070707070

      Of the deep r      Of the deep r      Of the deep r      Of the deep r      Of the deep riversiversiversiversivers, and the lonely streams, and the lonely streams, and the lonely streams, and the lonely streams, and the lonely streams,,,,,

      W      W      W      W      Wherever nature led: more likherever nature led: more likherever nature led: more likherever nature led: more likherever nature led: more like a mane a mane a mane a mane a man

      Flying from something that he dreads      Flying from something that he dreads      Flying from something that he dreads      Flying from something that he dreads      Flying from something that he dreads, than one, than one, than one, than one, than one

      W      W      W      W      Who sought the thing he loved. For nature thenho sought the thing he loved. For nature thenho sought the thing he loved. For nature thenho sought the thing he loved. For nature thenho sought the thing he loved. For nature then

      (T      (T      (T      (T      (The coarser pleasures of mhe coarser pleasures of mhe coarser pleasures of mhe coarser pleasures of mhe coarser pleasures of my boyish daysy boyish daysy boyish daysy boyish daysy boyish days,,,,, 7575757575

      And their glad animal movements all gone by)      And their glad animal movements all gone by)      And their glad animal movements all gone by)      And their glad animal movements all gone by)      And their glad animal movements all gone by)

      T      T      T      T      To me was all in all.—I cannot painto me was all in all.—I cannot painto me was all in all.—I cannot painto me was all in all.—I cannot painto me was all in all.—I cannot paint

      W      W      W      W      What then I washat then I washat then I washat then I washat then I was. T. T. T. T. The sounding cataracthe sounding cataracthe sounding cataracthe sounding cataracthe sounding cataract

      Haunted me lik      Haunted me lik      Haunted me lik      Haunted me lik      Haunted me like a passion: the tall roce a passion: the tall roce a passion: the tall roce a passion: the tall roce a passion: the tall rock,k,k,k,k,

      T      T      T      T      The mountain, and the deep and gloomhe mountain, and the deep and gloomhe mountain, and the deep and gloomhe mountain, and the deep and gloomhe mountain, and the deep and gloomy wy wy wy wy wood,ood,ood,ood,ood,  80 80 80 80 80

      T      T      T      T      Their colours and their formsheir colours and their formsheir colours and their formsheir colours and their formsheir colours and their forms, were then to me, were then to me, were then to me, were then to me, were then to me

      An ap      An ap      An ap      An ap      An appetite; a fpetite; a fpetite; a fpetite; a fpetite; a feeling and a love,eeling and a love,eeling and a love,eeling and a love,eeling and a love,
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      TTTTThat had hat had hat had hat had hat had no need of a remoter charm,no need of a remoter charm,no need of a remoter charm,no need of a remoter charm,no need of a remoter charm,

      By thought sup      By thought sup      By thought sup      By thought sup      By thought supplied, nor anplied, nor anplied, nor anplied, nor anplied, nor any interesty interesty interesty interesty interest

      Unborrowed from the e      Unborrowed from the e      Unborrowed from the e      Unborrowed from the e      Unborrowed from the eye.—Tye.—Tye.—Tye.—Tye.—That time is past,hat time is past,hat time is past,hat time is past,hat time is past, 8585858585

      And all its aching joys are now no more,      And all its aching joys are now no more,      And all its aching joys are now no more,      And all its aching joys are now no more,      And all its aching joys are now no more,

      And all its dizzy raptures      And all its dizzy raptures      And all its dizzy raptures      And all its dizzy raptures      And all its dizzy raptures. Not for this. Not for this. Not for this. Not for this. Not for this

      Faint I, nor mourn nor m      Faint I, nor mourn nor m      Faint I, nor mourn nor m      Faint I, nor mourn nor m      Faint I, nor mourn nor murmurmurmurmurmururururur, other g, other g, other g, other g, other giftsiftsiftsiftsifts

      Have followed; for such loss      Have followed; for such loss      Have followed; for such loss      Have followed; for such loss      Have followed; for such loss, I w, I w, I w, I w, I would believe,ould believe,ould believe,ould believe,ould believe,

      Abundant  recompence. For I have learned      Abundant  recompence. For I have learned      Abundant  recompence. For I have learned      Abundant  recompence. For I have learned      Abundant  recompence. For I have learned 9090909090

      T      T      T      T      To look on nature, not as in the houro look on nature, not as in the houro look on nature, not as in the houro look on nature, not as in the houro look on nature, not as in the hour

      Of thoughtless youth; but hear      Of thoughtless youth; but hear      Of thoughtless youth; but hear      Of thoughtless youth; but hear      Of thoughtless youth; but hearing oftentimesing oftentimesing oftentimesing oftentimesing oftentimes

      T      T      T      T      The still, sad mhe still, sad mhe still, sad mhe still, sad mhe still, sad music of humanity,usic of humanity,usic of humanity,usic of humanity,usic of humanity,

      Nor harsh nor grating      Nor harsh nor grating      Nor harsh nor grating      Nor harsh nor grating      Nor harsh nor grating, though of ample power, though of ample power, though of ample power, though of ample power, though of ample power

      T      T      T      T      To chasten and subdue. And I have fo chasten and subdue. And I have fo chasten and subdue. And I have fo chasten and subdue. And I have fo chasten and subdue. And I have felteltelteltelt  95 95 95 95 95

      A presence that disturbs me with the joy      A presence that disturbs me with the joy      A presence that disturbs me with the joy      A presence that disturbs me with the joy      A presence that disturbs me with the joy

      Of elevated thoughts; a sense sub      Of elevated thoughts; a sense sub      Of elevated thoughts; a sense sub      Of elevated thoughts; a sense sub      Of elevated thoughts; a sense sublimelimelimelimelime

      Of something f      Of something f      Of something f      Of something f      Of something far more deeply interfused,ar more deeply interfused,ar more deeply interfused,ar more deeply interfused,ar more deeply interfused,

      W      W      W      W      Whose dhose dhose dhose dhose dwelling is the light of setting sunswelling is the light of setting sunswelling is the light of setting sunswelling is the light of setting sunswelling is the light of setting suns,,,,,

      And the round ocean and the living air      And the round ocean and the living air      And the round ocean and the living air      And the round ocean and the living air      And the round ocean and the living air,,,,, 100100100100100

      And the b      And the b      And the b      And the b      And the blue sklue sklue sklue sklue sky, and in the mind of man;y, and in the mind of man;y, and in the mind of man;y, and in the mind of man;y, and in the mind of man;

      A motion and a spir      A motion and a spir      A motion and a spir      A motion and a spir      A motion and a spirit, that impelsit, that impelsit, that impelsit, that impelsit, that impels

      All thinking things      All thinking things      All thinking things      All thinking things      All thinking things, all objects of all thought,, all objects of all thought,, all objects of all thought,, all objects of all thought,, all objects of all thought,

      And rolls through all things      And rolls through all things      And rolls through all things      And rolls through all things      And rolls through all things. T. T. T. T. Therefore am I stillherefore am I stillherefore am I stillherefore am I stillherefore am I still

      A lover of the meadows and the w      A lover of the meadows and the w      A lover of the meadows and the w      A lover of the meadows and the w      A lover of the meadows and the woodsoodsoodsoodsoods,,,,,  105 105 105 105 105

      And mountains; and of all that we behold      And mountains; and of all that we behold      And mountains; and of all that we behold      And mountains; and of all that we behold      And mountains; and of all that we behold

      From this green earth; of all the mighty w      From this green earth; of all the mighty w      From this green earth; of all the mighty w      From this green earth; of all the mighty w      From this green earth; of all the mighty worldorldorldorldorld

      Of e      Of e      Of e      Of e      Of eye, and earye, and earye, and earye, and earye, and ear,—both w,—both w,—both w,—both w,—both what thehat thehat thehat thehat they half create,y half create,y half create,y half create,y half create,

      And w      And w      And w      And w      And what perceive; well pleased to recognisehat perceive; well pleased to recognisehat perceive; well pleased to recognisehat perceive; well pleased to recognisehat perceive; well pleased to recognise

      In nature and the languag      In nature and the languag      In nature and the languag      In nature and the languag      In nature and the language of the sense,e of the sense,e of the sense,e of the sense,e of the sense, 110110110110110

      T      T      T      T      The anchor of mhe anchor of mhe anchor of mhe anchor of mhe anchor of my purest thoughtsy purest thoughtsy purest thoughtsy purest thoughtsy purest thoughts, the nurse,, the nurse,, the nurse,, the nurse,, the nurse,

      T      T      T      T      The guide, the guardian of mhe guide, the guardian of mhe guide, the guardian of mhe guide, the guardian of mhe guide, the guardian of my heart, and soy heart, and soy heart, and soy heart, and soy heart, and soululululul

      Of all m      Of all m      Of all m      Of all m      Of all my moral beingy moral beingy moral beingy moral beingy moral being.....
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                                         Nor perchance,  Nor perchance,  Nor perchance,  Nor perchance,  Nor perchance,

      If I were not thus taught, should I the more      If I were not thus taught, should I the more      If I were not thus taught, should I the more      If I were not thus taught, should I the more      If I were not thus taught, should I the more   115  115  115  115  115

      Suf      Suf      Suf      Suf      Suffffffer mer mer mer mer my gy gy gy gy genial spirenial spirenial spirenial spirenial spirits to decay:its to decay:its to decay:its to decay:its to decay:

      For thou art with me here upon the banks      For thou art with me here upon the banks      For thou art with me here upon the banks      For thou art with me here upon the banks      For thou art with me here upon the banks

      Of this f      Of this f      Of this f      Of this f      Of this fair rair rair rair rair river; thou miver; thou miver; thou miver; thou miver; thou my dearest Fry dearest Fry dearest Fry dearest Fry dearest Friend,iend,iend,iend,iend,

      My dear      My dear      My dear      My dear      My dear, dear Fr, dear Fr, dear Fr, dear Fr, dear Friend; and in thy voice I catchiend; and in thy voice I catchiend; and in thy voice I catchiend; and in thy voice I catchiend; and in thy voice I catch

      T      T      T      T      The languaghe languaghe languaghe languaghe language of me of me of me of me of my former heart, and ready former heart, and ready former heart, and ready former heart, and ready former heart, and read 120120120120120

      My former pleasures in the shooting lights      My former pleasures in the shooting lights      My former pleasures in the shooting lights      My former pleasures in the shooting lights      My former pleasures in the shooting lights

      Of thy wild e      Of thy wild e      Of thy wild e      Of thy wild e      Of thy wild eyesyesyesyesyes. Oh! yet a little w. Oh! yet a little w. Oh! yet a little w. Oh! yet a little w. Oh! yet a little whilehilehilehilehile

      May I behold in thee w      May I behold in thee w      May I behold in thee w      May I behold in thee w      May I behold in thee what I was once,hat I was once,hat I was once,hat I was once,hat I was once,

      My dear      My dear      My dear      My dear      My dear, dear Sister! and this prayer I mak, dear Sister! and this prayer I mak, dear Sister! and this prayer I mak, dear Sister! and this prayer I mak, dear Sister! and this prayer I make,e,e,e,e,

      Knowing that Nature never did betray      Knowing that Nature never did betray      Knowing that Nature never did betray      Knowing that Nature never did betray      Knowing that Nature never did betray 125125125125125

      T      T      T      T      The heart that loved her; ’he heart that loved her; ’he heart that loved her; ’he heart that loved her; ’he heart that loved her; ’tis her prtis her prtis her prtis her prtis her privilegivilegivilegivilegivilege,e,e,e,e,

      T      T      T      T      Through all the years of this our lifhrough all the years of this our lifhrough all the years of this our lifhrough all the years of this our lifhrough all the years of this our life, to leade, to leade, to leade, to leade, to lead

      From joy to joy: for she can so inform      From joy to joy: for she can so inform      From joy to joy: for she can so inform      From joy to joy: for she can so inform      From joy to joy: for she can so inform

      T      T      T      T      The mind that is within ushe mind that is within ushe mind that is within ushe mind that is within ushe mind that is within us, so impress, so impress, so impress, so impress, so impress

      W      W      W      W      With quietness and beauty, and so fith quietness and beauty, and so fith quietness and beauty, and so fith quietness and beauty, and so fith quietness and beauty, and so feedeedeedeedeed 130130130130130

      W      W      W      W      With lofty thoughtsith lofty thoughtsith lofty thoughtsith lofty thoughtsith lofty thoughts, that neither evil tongues, that neither evil tongues, that neither evil tongues, that neither evil tongues, that neither evil tongues,,,,,

      Rash judgments      Rash judgments      Rash judgments      Rash judgments      Rash judgments, nor the sneers of selfish men,, nor the sneers of selfish men,, nor the sneers of selfish men,, nor the sneers of selfish men,, nor the sneers of selfish men,

      Nor greetings w      Nor greetings w      Nor greetings w      Nor greetings w      Nor greetings where no kindness ishere no kindness ishere no kindness ishere no kindness ishere no kindness is, nor all, nor all, nor all, nor all, nor all

      T      T      T      T      The dreary intercourse of daily lifhe dreary intercourse of daily lifhe dreary intercourse of daily lifhe dreary intercourse of daily lifhe dreary intercourse of daily life,e,e,e,e,

      Shall e’er prevail ag      Shall e’er prevail ag      Shall e’er prevail ag      Shall e’er prevail ag      Shall e’er prevail against usainst usainst usainst usainst us, or disturb, or disturb, or disturb, or disturb, or disturb 135135135135135

      Our cheerful f      Our cheerful f      Our cheerful f      Our cheerful f      Our cheerful faith, that all waith, that all waith, that all waith, that all waith, that all which we beholdhich we beholdhich we beholdhich we beholdhich we behold

      Is full of b      Is full of b      Is full of b      Is full of b      Is full of blessingslessingslessingslessingslessings. T. T. T. T. Therefore let the moonherefore let the moonherefore let the moonherefore let the moonherefore let the moon

      Shine on thee in thy solitary walk;      Shine on thee in thy solitary walk;      Shine on thee in thy solitary walk;      Shine on thee in thy solitary walk;      Shine on thee in thy solitary walk;

      And let the misty mountain-winds be free      And let the misty mountain-winds be free      And let the misty mountain-winds be free      And let the misty mountain-winds be free      And let the misty mountain-winds be free

      T      T      T      T      To bo bo bo bo blow aglow aglow aglow aglow against thee: and, in after yearsainst thee: and, in after yearsainst thee: and, in after yearsainst thee: and, in after yearsainst thee: and, in after years,,,,,  140 140 140 140 140

      W      W      W      W      When these wild ecstasies shall be maturedhen these wild ecstasies shall be maturedhen these wild ecstasies shall be maturedhen these wild ecstasies shall be maturedhen these wild ecstasies shall be matured

      Into a sober pleasure; w      Into a sober pleasure; w      Into a sober pleasure; w      Into a sober pleasure; w      Into a sober pleasure; when thy mindhen thy mindhen thy mindhen thy mindhen thy mind

      Shall be a mansion for all lovely forms      Shall be a mansion for all lovely forms      Shall be a mansion for all lovely forms      Shall be a mansion for all lovely forms      Shall be a mansion for all lovely forms,,,,,
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      T      T      T      T      Thhhhhy memory be as a dy memory be as a dy memory be as a dy memory be as a dy memory be as a dwelling-placewelling-placewelling-placewelling-placewelling-place

      For all sweet sounds and harmonies; oh! T      For all sweet sounds and harmonies; oh! T      For all sweet sounds and harmonies; oh! T      For all sweet sounds and harmonies; oh! T      For all sweet sounds and harmonies; oh! Then,hen,hen,hen,hen, 145145145145145

      If solitude, or f      If solitude, or f      If solitude, or f      If solitude, or f      If solitude, or fearearearearear, or pain, or gr, or pain, or gr, or pain, or gr, or pain, or gr, or pain, or griefiefiefiefief,,,,,

      Should be thy portion, with w      Should be thy portion, with w      Should be thy portion, with w      Should be thy portion, with w      Should be thy portion, with what healing thoughtshat healing thoughtshat healing thoughtshat healing thoughtshat healing thoughts

      Of tender joy wilt thou remember me,      Of tender joy wilt thou remember me,      Of tender joy wilt thou remember me,      Of tender joy wilt thou remember me,      Of tender joy wilt thou remember me,

      And these m      And these m      And these m      And these m      And these my exhortations! Nory exhortations! Nory exhortations! Nory exhortations! Nory exhortations! Nor, perchance—, perchance—, perchance—, perchance—, perchance—

      If I should be w      If I should be w      If I should be w      If I should be w      If I should be where I no more can hearhere I no more can hearhere I no more can hearhere I no more can hearhere I no more can hear 150150150150150

      T      T      T      T      Thy voice, nor catch from thy wild ehy voice, nor catch from thy wild ehy voice, nor catch from thy wild ehy voice, nor catch from thy wild ehy voice, nor catch from thy wild eyes these gleamsyes these gleamsyes these gleamsyes these gleamsyes these gleams

      Of past existence—wilt thou then forg      Of past existence—wilt thou then forg      Of past existence—wilt thou then forg      Of past existence—wilt thou then forg      Of past existence—wilt thou then forgetetetetet

      T      T      T      T      That on the banks of this delightful streamhat on the banks of this delightful streamhat on the banks of this delightful streamhat on the banks of this delightful streamhat on the banks of this delightful stream

      W      W      W      W      We stood toge stood toge stood toge stood toge stood together; and that I, so longether; and that I, so longether; and that I, so longether; and that I, so longether; and that I, so long

      A w      A w      A w      A w      A worshiporshiporshiporshiporshipper of Nature, hither cameper of Nature, hither cameper of Nature, hither cameper of Nature, hither cameper of Nature, hither came 155155155155155

      Unwear      Unwear      Unwear      Unwear      Unwearied in that service: rather sayied in that service: rather sayied in that service: rather sayied in that service: rather sayied in that service: rather say

      W      W      W      W      With warmer love—oh! with fith warmer love—oh! with fith warmer love—oh! with fith warmer love—oh! with fith warmer love—oh! with far deeper zealar deeper zealar deeper zealar deeper zealar deeper zeal

      Of holier love. Nor wilt thou then forg      Of holier love. Nor wilt thou then forg      Of holier love. Nor wilt thou then forg      Of holier love. Nor wilt thou then forg      Of holier love. Nor wilt thou then forget,et,et,et,et,

      T      T      T      T      That after manhat after manhat after manhat after manhat after many wandery wandery wandery wandery wanderingsingsingsingsings, man, man, man, man, many yearsy yearsy yearsy yearsy years

      Of absence, these steep w      Of absence, these steep w      Of absence, these steep w      Of absence, these steep w      Of absence, these steep woods and lofty clifoods and lofty clifoods and lofty clifoods and lofty clifoods and lofty cliffsfsfsfsfs,,,,, 160160160160160

      And this green pastoral landscape, were to me      And this green pastoral landscape, were to me      And this green pastoral landscape, were to me      And this green pastoral landscape, were to me      And this green pastoral landscape, were to me

      More dear      More dear      More dear      More dear      More dear, both for them, both for them, both for them, both for them, both for themselves and for thy sakselves and for thy sakselves and for thy sakselves and for thy sakselves and for thy sake!e!e!e!e!

2.2.2. i(b). Annotations

….thoughts of more deep seclusion (l.7): intensely private reflections

Repose (l.9): rest

Sycamore (l.10): maple tree; in Biblical usage it also refers to a species of fig tree

..orchard tufts (l.11): clusters of fruit trees cultivated within an enclosed space

…groves and copses (l.14): a small wood or group of trees; copses are those
clusters which are cut periodically.

Hedge-rows (l.15): a border of wild shrubs and trees used to demarcate ownership.
Here it also signifies human intervention in nature. The hedges indicate private
ownership, yet in their indeterminate nature they also symbolise a place where
such demarcations are relaxed and merged with the universal realm of nature.

Sportive (l.16): playful

Notice (l.19): The word is used here as a noun meaning intimation
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Vagrant (l.20): tramp, or a homeless person who lives by begging. Nature is seen
as the last shelter of the outcasts of society. This is also a reminder of the socio-
economic problems of a society in transition.

Hermit (l.21): a person who has withdrawn from the world

..tranquil restoration (l.31): restoring peace of mind

Trivial (l.33): insignificant

..aspect more sublime(l.38):

Burthen (l.39): burden

Unintelligible (l.41): impossible to understand

Serene (l.42): calm

Corporeal (l.44): bodily, physical

...fretful stir (l.54): restless activities

Sylvan wye (l.58): The phrase indicates the wooded regions through which the

river Wye flows.

..half – extinguished thought (l.60): partly forgotten thoughts

Roe (l.69): young deer

…sounding cataract (l.78): refers to the waterfalls and the sound made by them

…gloomy wood (l. 80): dark woods

Recompense (l.90):

…….chasten and subdue (l.95): to discipline and overwhelm

Interfused (l.98): permeated with, interspersed

Impels (l.102): compels

Anchor (l. 111): mooring

Perchance (l.114): Perhaps

Genial (l.116): cordial

…for thou art with me (l.117): The poet is directly addressing his sister, Dorothy
Wordsworth.

…dreary intercourse (l.134):  soul-destroying, monotonous relationships of the
mundane world

Exhortation(l.149): encouragement, persuasion

Zeal (l.157): passion
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2.2.2 i (c). Substance and Critical Commentary

The poem traces the growth of the poet’s relationship with nature. The sensations

provided by the natural landscape are internalised, reflected upon and processed into a

higher realisation of the moral, spiritual and restorative experience which is the backbone

of Wordsworth’s creed. The theme of recollection runs through the poem and you find

how the overlapping of past, present and future aid the poet’s enunciation of a philosophy

of the mind of man and his relationship with Nature.

Stanza I The poem begins with Wordsworth’s declaration of the fact that after a gap of

five years he has been able to visit the banks of the Wye and the adjoining landscape.

Once again he is overjoyed to hear the murmuring flow of water in the river Wye as he

discreetly beholds the serene landscape consisting of sharp and towering wooded hills

uniting with the clear sky. The scene encourages a deep feeling of solitude seclusion

and introspection. The green cottage garden, orchard tufts loaded with  unripe fruits

clad in one green hue, the pastoral farms, the smoke which might be coming from the

dwelling of some vagabond or the cave of a hermit only enhance his happiness and

deep seclusion. The unbroken green of the countryside denote a happy co-existence of

man and nature, cultivation and wilderness.

Critical Commentary on the Stanza

A significant motif in the poem is that of memory and personal growth. With the

declaration of a lapse of five years standing between his last visit and the present one,

Wordsworth offers the reader a foreshadowing of the theme of the poem:  a comparison

between the past and the present realms of experiences involving his response to the

locale and how it leads to an appreciation of the growth and maturation of the bond

between himself and nature.

The poem is inspired, as we have earlier noted, by a specific landscape and the experience

associated with the landscape. Wye is a beautiful mountain river flowing through Wales

and England. The abbey is located on its banks. Wordsworth is believed to have paid at

least two visits to the same scenery of Wye and the adjoining ruins of the abbey possibly

built in the 13th Century. However, as you move along the poem, you will realise that

the nature that Wordsworth worships and the effect that his experience of natural beauty

has on  the growth of his own mind is not restricted within this specific time and place.

The poem gradually moves from the particular to the universal.

The description that the poem begins with is famously called ‘return to nature’.  The

‘steep and lofty cliffs’, ‘waters, rolling from their mountain-springs’, ‘dark sycamore’,
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are each introduced by ‘again’ or ‘once again’ and alert the reader  to the fact that

Wordsworth’s poem will deal with the present experience in the light of what once had

been. By drawing attention to the continuity in nature he also depicts how the passage

of ‘five long winters’ has changed the mind of the poet who is the onlooker. The

description is obviously connected with the poet’s reflective mood as he emphasises

how the serenity of the scene gives rise to profound thoughts.

Points to Ponder for Learner

• List the words in the stanza which express a sense of peace and

calm.

• In which line does Wordsworth link the landscape with his own

thoughts?

Stanza Two

In this stanza you will find how the poet asserts that in the period that has elapsed

between his first visit and the present one,  the serene landscape and its natural beauty,

though physically absent during these five years, have never been absent to him.  He

gained enormous amount of pleasure and happiness out of the recollection of the

landscape.  The natural beauty has seeped into his soul so powerfully that it has restored

him to tranquillity amid the squalor and weariness of urban life and has prompted him

to be kind and generous. Seeing the landscape with the mind’s eye has uplifted him to

the height of spiritual ecstasy producing a ‘blessed mood’ of calmness which dissolved

the negativities of life. It inspired in him an exalted state of higher spiritual consciousness

which enabled him to understand the harmony in greater nature and cosmos, and in all

inanimate things which are touched by the same power.

Critical Commentary

This section probably enables you to comprehend that nature in Wordsworth is no mere

background or a simple setting in time and place. The landscape, though empirically

absent after his first visit, does not appear to have any less motivating and captivating

spell on the poet. This idea contests the basic spheres of rationalist and scientific studies

involving presence and absence of things. The Wordsworthian view of nature is more

philosophical. Nature inspires a meditative mood and is capable of pushing aside the

alienation and disregard that man faces in the urban life. Wordsworth is seen indirectly
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contesting contemporary notions of development and 18th Century principles of scientific

truth and Enlightenment. It is nature (and not urban development which signifies a

regular disengagement and departure from nature) that is capable of harmonising the

world so vexed with insensitive compartmentalisation of man.

The thematic growth noticeable in the stanza involves the view that from a nature that

inspires ‘seclusion’ by scenic beauty and pastoral diversion the poem is leading to deeper

philosophical levels of the bond shared between man and nature. The gift of nature is

transformed from purely sensuous pleasure that is “felt in the blood” to an abstract and

reflective mood which is his “purer mind” and culminates in a moral and philosophical

insight, which restores the poet’s unity of being leading to a mystical insight into the

nature of the “life of things”. This is an insight into the immanence of a unifying Being

in the whole of creation. In the entire stanza you will notice how Wordsworth emphasises

the suspension of all physical activity in favour of a deeply contemplative mood in

which the impressions of the material world are processed deep within the mind.

Points to Ponder

• How does landscape appear to a blind man? What is the poet trying to

convey?

• What is the significance of the expression “become a living soul”?

Stanza Three

The stanza is in one way a reiteration of the experiences involving the effect of Wye and

the adjoining landscape during their physical absence. On the other hand, the poet refuses

to view his belief as a mere figment of imagination. He ascertains that in the midst of

joyless and tiring urban existence his spirit has regularly turned to Wye and has received

the bountiful calmness that he so desperately needed.

Critical Commentary

Reiterating what he mentioned in the previous section Wordsworth is again challenging

the empiricist and rationalist views which would view his claims as invalid and fanciful.

His reiteration of the recreational, reenergizing, revitalizing potency of nature leads us

to the next sections where he is to compare the stages of his own psychological and
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spiritual maturation in the context of the landscape’s psychological omnipresence. The

stanza is an early indication of the concept of the “spots of time” which Wordsworth

speaks of in The Prelude, which have a shaping influence on the poet’s psyche.  The

temporal shift that occurs in both the second and the third stanzas projects the visual

portrait of the artist’s/ man’s growth in the realm of nature.

Stanza Four

Standing before the majestic, yet serenely simple, beauty of the landscape Wordsworth

feels the revival of the mental picture of the landscape that he consciously and

unconsciously carried within him.  He anticipates that the present experience of the

landscape is going to gift him more sustenance for future years. He is assured of the

presence of deeper and graver powers of nature. Not only shall this nature present him

with abundant resources of happiness for the present occasion, but also food

(metaphysically thoughtful and spiritually purgative) for the future. He presents a

comparison between his present self and his previous self in the context of the two

visits paid to the banks of Wye. His psyche and spirit has altered a great deal. He is no

longer the youth who in the pursuit of beauty and freedom could only satisfy the sensuous

needs of his body and mind by drinking to the lees the beauteous aspects of nature.

During his earlier visit, nature seemed to him a magician casting a spell, intoxicating

his mind with sights and sounds which would present before him a diversion from the

mundane din and bustle of urban existence. Earlier, he was intoxicated by the sounding

cataract which would haunt him, he was awed by the deep, gloomy woods, and was

charmed by the liberation he could enjoy in the locale filled with rocks and mountains.

At that point in time, nature appeared to him as a mere means for the coarser delights of

the senses.

Wordsworth, returning to his present sensibility and understanding of what nature has

done in promoting his growth, declares the stage of ecstasy and insane sensuous agitation

to be over. However, he is in no mood to mourn the loss. He is rather overjoyed to notice

that such loss is compensated by a sense of the sublime which has been gifted to him by

the affective power of nature.  He now looks at nature with the eye of the adult, not

fuelled by boyish agitations of sensuous delight but conditioned by a deeper insightful

consideration of the sorrows and hardships of fellow human beings.  Now nature appears

to him as no diversion but the source of thought in man. Nature now is a mysterious

system, the greater cosmos which holds together the living and the non-living objects

and aspects, and all the binaries of the world. Nature is the source of pleasure still, but
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it is now the chief supplier of spiritual wisdom and thought which permeates every

aspect of creation. He is still the drinker of the intoxication that nature’s beauteous

sights and sounds offer, but in addition to that he is now made wiser.  Contemplating

such sights and sounds now lead him towards the purest thoughts involving humanity

and morality. The stanza ends with an eloquent tribute to the outward forms of nature

which act as a gateway to the world of mystical vision which unites human consciousness

with the elements and the cosmos.

Critical Commentary

The stanza brilliantly captures the stages of Wordsworth’s spiritual growth. Moreover,

this stanza is significant in helping you to analyse the theme of nature in the poem.

These lines are remarkably significant in tracing the development of the poet’s response

towards the same landscape. There are three distinct phases in the development of this

attitude. The first involves the thoughtless but intense joys of his “boyish days” while

responding to natural phenomenon which Wordsworth enjoyed during his first visit.

The simile used to describe the stage is that of a roe, a young animal which at once

combines the impression of innocence with immaturity. It is an instinctive stage marked

by appetite and its satisfaction. This phase is dismissed by the phrase “that time is

past”. Wordsworth describes its “dizzy raptures” as the thoughtless response of an

immature mind.  The second phase involves the nature that he bore within himself

unconsciously. In the third and final phase Wordsworth recognizes in nature the innate

potency to generate greater thoughts, revitalize imagination, and inspire a cognitive

development in man. This final recognition only occurs by understanding consciously

the silent development of his internal nature, a development which is conditioned by

the collaboration of the external and coarser pleasures derived from “all the mighty

world/ of eye and ear” and the superior potency of nature which in its physical absence

during the five years has developed the spirit of the poet. Wordsworth clearly notices

the associations of nature external and internal, with perceptions and forms without and

within the poet’s mind.

Wordsworth indirectly mentions that while nature is an externally visible and empirically

valid combination of beauteous sights and sounds, it is never a fixed and specified

locale without altering abilities. To Wordsworth, nature is a reality as well as a

phenomenon. Every phenomenon of nature that exists is mediated through the

consciousness of the perceiving mind. And with the growth of the mind and differences

in terms of contexts, the phenomenon too alters and develops. To the young Wordsworth
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nature had seemed to be only an enjoyable diversion full of intoxication and pleasure.

But this phenomenon is silently developed and modified when the actual sights and

sounds were physically absent for five years and yet continued to grow within the viewer’s

mind. The poet who revisits the banks of the river Wye is, therefore, acutely conscious

of the “remoter charm” of the place “by thought supplied”. The sublime aspect of nature

is thus a by-product of the mind that it has nurtured. The same process is highlighted

and reiterated in the third phase of Wordsworth’s attitude towards nature, as now fully

aware of the processes of development of nature and the human mind, he is able to unite

man and nature, to find in nature the music and expression of man’s existence.

Wordsworth’s lines thus turn out to be a celebration of humanity in nature, a celebration

of man’s activity conditioned by nature’s influence, enabling both man and nature to

grow. Wordsworth rejects the Neo-Classical view of a passive nature which was merely

a setting or a background. He does not do so by rejecting the ‘rationality’ which the 18th

Century celebrated and glorified. He probably nurtures an alternative field of logic

which adds a new and more condensed dimension to humanity, ecology, psychology,

and spirituality.

Wordsworth, as you probably realise by now, no longer celebrates the abundance of

natural beauties of the banks of the Wye. Rather, he transcends the boundaries of the

particular and presents a view of nature which is both subjectively present in the

imagination and objectively present in time and space. From a mere projection of the

specific physical details of the banks of the Wye, the poem now offers to include all

sights of nature. The poem moves from the actual cataract and rocks to

‘light of setting suns,

And the round ocean and the living air,

And the blue sky, and in the mind of man:

A motion and a spirit, that impels

All thinking things, all objects of all thought,

And rolls through all things.’

Nature proceeds from the realm of the physical to the universal. It develops from a site,

through a mental sight, to the source of all sights and impressions — external and

internal.
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Points to Ponder for the Learner

• How does the poet describe his youthful response to nature?

• What is the difference between the poet’s past and present

Stanza Five

No longer drugged by the coarser pleasures derived from nature, but, standing empowered

by the sublime effect of nature on his mind and soul, Wordsworth now declares that

even if nature might not arouse the same passionate response it once had, he is overjoyed

by the feeling that he is accompanied by his sister in whose eyes he recaptures his past

self and his past impressions of the same landscape and wider nature. This leads the

poet to announce that his sister should never forget that nature never betrays the heart

that loves her and submits before the magnitude of its captivating and healing force.

Nature, forever, leads man to joys in such a way that his mind is never affected by the

cheerlessness of urban life, the lip-service of hypocritical men, the crudities and harshness

of people and social customs.  If in future years she is afflicted by misery or loneliness,

her mind will yield the memories of natural beauty which will restore her tired spirit.

Even when her brother is no longer with her, she should always remember that it is

because of her presence beside him that he could enjoy the sights and sounds of the

banks of  the Wye more vigorously by seeing a reflection of his earlier self in her eyes.

The poem ends with a prayer for his sister and an assertion of his continuing love for

nature which is now “holier” than ever before.

Critical Commentary

The final stanza of Wordsworth’s poem is in one way a reiteration of the captivating and

revitalizing, redeeming, transcending, trans-substantiating potency of nature. However,

more significantly, the stanza stands as a progression. It offers the sublime heights of

Wordsworth’s ideas related to nature and in many ways his critique of man’s unnatural

social existence. Wordsworth stands as a firm believer of the fact that Nature has not

merely curative potencies; it is the sole guide and friend to humanity. It is a mother that

nourishes the child in man, fills its mind with spontaneous overflow of calmness and

gentle graciousness. It restores and replenishes the broken spirit of man. It heals the

external body as well as the maladies of the internal self. Wordsworth critiques the so

called elitism of the urban world where development has only given more fuel to the
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hypocrisies of the world. The spontaneity of the natural world stands in opposition to

the mechanical status of human life in urban setting. Nature here is no longer a backdrop

but an animated presence reaching out to man.

Significantly enough, the poem, after revealing the inter-connectedness of man and

nature in the pursuit of mutual growth in the previous stanza now declares another

philosophy of inter-subjectivity. The poet’s sister in the present context offers the poet

a glimpse of his previous self. T.S. Eliot’s ‘Burnt Norton’ in The Four Quartets begins

with the famous lines:

‘Time present and time past

Are both perhaps present in time future

And time future contained in time past’.

Reading these lines you will realise that past, present and future is brought within an

overarching vision. The poet experiences the present in the light of the past while looking

into the future with the benefit of present convictions. In ‘My Heart Leaps Up’, which

is also known as ‘The Rainbow’, Wordsworth famously declared that ‘Child is the

father of man’. This epigrammatic expression is sometimes interpreted in a line which

holds the view that the adult is the by-product of the behaviours and habits that it had as

a child. In the wild eyes of his sister Wordsworth sees his own past, while realising that

such a state cannot be permanent. Yet he is reassured by the conviction that her future

selfhood will be sanctified by its association just as his own is.  This is a domain of

inter-connectedness of not merely the times past, present, and future, or merely the

specific landscape in its physicality and the universal nature in all its metaphysical,

spiritual dimensions. It is quite significantly the spontaneous association and union of

individuals. It is a phenomenon of inter-subjectivity, a phenomenon which reflects how

nature turns out to be the sole guide and vehicle in uniting different human beings and

their experiences in the context of a submission before nature in opposition to the gaps

and cracks in human relations in the social existence of man. This is a celebration of

nature, and more importantly a glorification of man in nature rather than the man in

society.

Points to Ponder:

• How does nature heal the wounds inflicted by society?

• How does Wordsworth describe his enduring relationship with nature?
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2.2.2.i (d). Themes

v ‘Tintern Abbey’ as a Romantic Poem:

Wordsworth is noted as the most significant exponent of Romantic poetics which

displayed a sharp break from the Neo-Classical tendencies of versification, insistence

on poetic diction, and a mathematically studied craftsmanship in the realm of poetic

creation.  This revolt is often associated with a ‘return to nature’ a phrase which may be

interpreted in more than one way. On the one hand it suggests a glorification of the

‘natural’ as opposed to the ‘artificial’, on the other hand it is also a new way of looking

at the spiritual impact of nature rather than its purely picturesque aspect. The Romantic

sublime captures a sense of the wonder and awe inspired by nature’s aspects which

reaches beyond the material prospect and creates a phenomenon that is transcendent.

The poet became the interpreter of the language of the metaphysical realm as revealed

in the book of nature. Lyrical Ballads announced the primacy of this new way of looking

at nature, not through the naked eyes, but through the lens of the imagination and

reflection.

The volume also unveiled a new kind of aesthetics which sought to employ the vocabulary

of ordinary speech to poetic expression, thereby extending the search for the ‘natural’

to the realm of artistic expression as well. Wordsworth’s Romanticism is associated

with the glorification of spontaneity associated with the natural world and the innate

nature of man. But this spontaneity is heavily mediated by reflection and meditation.

In its very lyrical style, ‘Tintern Abbey’ displays a subjective exploration of nature by

viewing it as the expression and extension of human subjectivity. Nature here is not

objectively displayed. Rather the poem explores nature by projecting upon it a subjective,

metaphysical vision of the link between man and nature. The poem justifies M.H.

Abrams’ view that the Romantic lyric is basically meditative in nature. It begins with a

particularised locale but soon digresses to a more abstract philosophical cogitation before

returning to the particularised place with a deeper understanding of its importance to

the inner life of the poet.

The landscape of the banks of Wye is most evocatively displayed and serves as the

backdrop of the poem. This display offers a switch in the context of contemporary

scenes available in English poetry of the period. The lines:
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‘steep and lofty cliffs,

That on a wild secluded scene impress

Thoughts of more deep seclusion; and connect

The landscape with the quiet of the sky...’

or those such as,

‘plots of cottage-ground, these orchard-tufts,

Which at this season, with their unripe fruits,

Are clad in one green hue, and lose themselves

‘Mid groves and copses.’

provide a pastoral landscape in place of largely urban images of contemporary Neo-

Classical literature. However, nature, as displayed in the quoted lines, does not merely

appear as a mere background, for Wordsworth always views nature as a phenomenon

more internally and spiritually located with man as the chief proprietor of thoughts and

impressions. It comes alive through the thoughts and feelings of man. This indeed is the

ultimate expression of the ‘egotistical sublime’ which is Wordsworth’s unique

contribution to Romantic aesthetics.

Nature in Wordsworth is also a locale of spontaneity.  In his ‘Preface’ to the Lyrical

Ballads he famously stated that poetry has its source in the ‘spontaneous overflow of

powerful feelings’ and finally matures and voices itself as ‘emotions recollected in

tranquillity’. Significantly enough, nature for him represents a serene realm in which

the natural, unspoilt, impulses of the heart can be recalled.  It rejuvenates man by offering

an escape from the hypocrisies of social existence and revealing the sublime aspect of

creation.  This synergy is displayed by Wordsworth’s philosophy of man-nature

interdependence for mutual growth, in his critique of vain urbanity, in his insistence on

a vocabulary of words which are regularly used in the daily course of human conversation,

and an utter rejection of Neo-Classical craftsmanship in ‘Tintern Abbey’.

v Autobiographical Elements in ‘Tintern Abbey’:

‘Tintern Abbey’ in many ways presages The Prelude which Wordsworth subtitled ‘the

Growth of a Poet’s Mind’. The poem which is based on the context of his individual

journeys through the banks of Wye, is also a record of his intellectual journey from a

life of instincts to one of meditative thoughts and wisdom. The actual circumstance of

the composition of this poem, the walking trip and the mention of his own sister is to be

found in references to it in his letter written to Miss Fenwick.
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Critics such as Nicholas Roe have pointed out that the passage of time emphasised in

the beginning of the poem draw the attention of the reader to the date of his first visit,

which was significant both in terms of political and personal experiences. In 1793

Wordsworth was recently returned from France and was still dealing with his

disappointment with the gory path the French Revolution had taken. England had just

declared war on Republican France. The English countryside may then have provided

him with a refuge from the turmoil raging outside. The entire poem can be read as a

personal evaluation of his own experiences in connection with the pastoral world around

Tintern abbey and the wider nature beyond it which was such a contrast to the war of

ideologies in the world outside.

Principally, however, his poem must be read as a reflection of the Romantic principles

in the evaluation of nature and man’s connectedness to the same. The poem is a

philosophical revelation and in many ways is prescribing paths that shall enable humanity

to view in nature a guide, a sublime reflection of humanity, an expression of man’s own

being, consciousness, and conscience. There is no doubt in stating that Wordsworth’s

poem is based on a personal experience and association involving nature, and in more

ways than one the poem narrates in the manner of spiritual autobiography the poet’s

maturation. However, the poem, in stating that his past is contained in his sister’s present,

in stating that nature never betrays the heart that loves it, in finding in nature the

expression of purest humanity reflects more than a mere personal account or an

autobiographical documentation.

v Wordsworth’s Views on Nature in ‘Tintern Abbey’:

In Romantic poetry nature is never a mere background but an expression of humanity

and a reservoir of joys attainable. The climactic lines of “Tintern Abbey” in which

Wordsworth asserts his enduring relationship with nature reveals how nebulous a concept

nature can be. Based on the report of the senses, the human consciousness constructs its

own view of nature:  the sensuous pleasures of boyhood, the solace of the tortured

mind, the guide and the teacher who directs the actions and moral nature of man, nature

reveals its many faces at different stages of a man’s life.  If a man is able to comprehend

nature as no mere external attribute or presence, but one that is resonating with a great

power, then it has the potency to liberate man from the petty concerns of daily life by

presenting before him a spectacle of sublime aspect which  penetrates deep into man’s

psyche. Wordsworth’s ideas seem to echo the ‘Associationist’ ideas of David Hartley. It

is poised on three states of development, sensation, reflection and visionary insight.
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Sensations derived from the objects of the senses lead to reflection and culminate in

complex insight. Once that is achieved the matured man shall look upon nature as:

A motion and a spirit, that impels

All thinking things, all objects of all thought,

And rolls through all things.

  Wordsworth’s pantheistic glorification of nature stands as a foil to his critique of the

hypocrisy of the world of social customs and bondage for it is Nature which stays loyal

and benevolent to the heart that loves it. It educates man in delightful and philosophical

manners. As he says in ‘The Tables Turned’:

Let Nature be your teacher.

……………………………..

One impulse from a vernal wood

May teach you more of man,

Of moral evil and of good,

Than all the sages can.

 Wordsworth probably recognizes that nature is the mother whot reveals herself in all

the beauties of man’s creation and must, therefore, be worshiped. In ‘The Sparrow’s

Nest’ he writes:

She gave me eyes, she gave me ears;

And humble care, and delicate fears;

A heart, the fountain of sweet tears;

And love, and thought, and joy.

The same sentiment is expressed by him in ‘Tintern Abbey’,

for to Wordsworth Nature is,

The anchor of my purest thoughts, the nurse,

The guide, the guardian of my heart, and soul

Of all my moral being.
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v Form and Vocabulary in ‘Tintern Abbey’:

In the ‘Preface’ to Lyrical Ballads Wordsworth reacted sharply against the

preconditioning of metre and rhyme in poetry in the Neo-Classical tradition of Pope

and others. He favoured spontaneity over such restrictive views of poetic creation. As

you have already learnt, Wordsworth prioritised a simple conversational tone and the

vocabulary of daily human interaction and thought it to be the sole medium of narrating

his experiences and evaluation of man and nature. A natural expression was preferred

over the highly scholarly techniques of Neo-Classical poetry. Wordsworth proclaims in

the ‘Preface’ that the poet is a “Man speaking to Men”. His chosen subject matter is

culled from incidents of everyday life over which a colouring of the imagination has

been added. Wordsworth chose to ‘to make these incidents and situations interesting by

tracing in them, truly though not ostentatiously, the primary laws of our nature’. In

doing so, the poet employed a selection of language really used by men. The poet is a

teacher in Wordsworth. And since his primary aim is to teach he must reveal the sublime

available in the mundane. Such a revelation is best done when the teacher uses lucid

language and a simple conversational tone. Justifying the use of such simple language

he writes:

such a language, arising out of repeated experience and regular feelings, is a

more permanent, and a far more philosophical language, than that which is

frequently substituted for it by Poets, who think that they are conferring honour

upon themselves and their art, in proportion as they separate themselves from

the sympathies of men, and indulge in arbitrary and capricious habits of

expression, in order to furnish food for fickle tastes, and fickle appetites, of

their own creation.

 ‘Tintern Abbey’ is written in blank verse which is unrhymed and is closest to the cadence

of regular prose used in ordinary conversation in the human world. This in a way is a

celebration of the ‘naked dignity of man’ in theme and style. The form in Wordsworth

is not decorative. It is immensely significant in reflecting the mood and ethos of the

poem. The celebration of rusticity along with spontaneity of thought and expression is

central to Wordsworth’s romantic vision. He uses blank verse and a vocabulary which

is only deceptively simple since it touches and theorises on the most sublime spiritual

questions that man encounters. The use of iambic pentameter allows the poem to be

lucidly simple and slight variations of the metrical arrangements in lines such as

‘Here, under this dark sycamore, and view’ only make the poem more spontaneously

alive.
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The poet’s insistence on spontaneity does not harm the closely knit argumentative

structure that the poem establishes, for in the poem lies a well devised stanza-wise

development of the main argument of the poem. The first stanza develops the mood of

return to nature with the themes of spiritual growth, memory, and so on. The second

stanza and the third stanza reiterate the growth of nature’s influence within man in

order to eradicate traces of melancholy. The fourth shows the stages of man’s

development in relation to nature. Finally, the fifth prescribes submission of man before

Nature for the development of his own consciousness and moral being.

2.2.2. i (e) Comprehension Questions

Long Questions-20 Marks

1. Discuss the Romantic elements in ‘Tintern Abbey’ with suitable illustrations

from the text.

2. Is ‘Tintern Abbey’ a celebration of Nature? Discuss Wordsworth’s views on

Nature in answering the question.

3. Discuss ‘Tintern Abbey’ as an expression of Wordsworth’s philosophy.

Mid-Length Questions-12 Marks

1. Bring out the autobiographical elements in ‘Tintern Abbey’.

2. Comment on the language and style of ‘Tintern Abbey’.

Short Questions-6 Marks

1. Discuss the poet’s feelings about nature during his first visit of the Tintern

Abbey landscape.

2. What impact of nature was observable on the mind of the poet during the five

years of the physical absence of the landscape?

3. Explain with suitable reference to the context the following lines:

Nature never did betray

The heart that loved her;
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Samuel Taylor Coleridge—‘Christabel’ Book I

2.2.3. S.T. Coleridge: The Poet and His Poetry

Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772-1834) was not only a major Romantic poet, but he was

also the foremost philosopher and literary critic of his age. His poetic output is erratic

in comparison to Wordsworth’s, but his contribution to English literary history also

includes his literary criticism and his lively discussion of the ideas of the German Idealist

philosophers, particularly Immanuel Kant. His theory regarding the cognitive and

synthesising role of the imagination is one of the most important cornerstones of the

Romantic Movement. John Stuart Mill summed up his influence on the age when he

called Coleridge a “seminal mind”.

v Birth and the early years

Coleridge was born at Ottery St. Mary, Devonshire, on October 21, 1772, the youngest

son of John Coleridge, vicar, and Ann Bowdon, his second wife. A precocious boy,

dreamy and introspective, he finished the Bible and the Arabian Nights before he was

five. At ten, following the death of his father, he was sent to Christ’s Hospital, London,

as a charity boy.  Though poor and neglected, he became an accomplished Greek and

Latin Scholar. Here he met Charles Lamb. It was the first of many significant literary

friendships.  He entered Jesus College, Cambridge on a scholarship in 1791; but in

spite of a brilliant career in classics, he finally left the college in 1794, without taking a

degree. At University, he was interested in the radical political and religious ideas of his

day. He had already been attracted by the motto of the French Revolution and Jacobin

politics, though later he dismissed it as a youthful folly. These early years of radical

politics later put him under the suspicion of the Government which was preparing to

wage war against Revolutionary France. To go back to Coleridge’s University days, he

also ran up substantial debts, to avoid which he ran away and joined the Royal Dragoons

as a conscript, using a pseudonym. He was brought back and readmitted after three

months, but did not complete his degree. It was probably during his University days

that he became increasingly addicted to opium, which had been prescribed to him as a

pain-killer. Coleridge’s youthful views of social reform found expression in his scheme

for Pantisocracy. Through all the ups and downs of his life, he retained his fundamental

faith in religion, and was a part of the Broad Church Movement, a liberal group which

emerged within the Anglican Church.
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v Pantisocracy

Coleridge met Robert Southey in 1794, and the next couple of years he spent in Bristol.

With Southey and Robert Lovell he fervently desired to establish a pantisocracy, a

utopian concept of a community based on ideal equality, on the banks of the Susquehanna

River in Pennsylvania, New England. This scheme ultimately failed because of want of

funds, and also a bitter quarrel between Coleridge and Southey over politics and money.

v Marriage and early career

He married Sara Fricker, sister of Southey’s fiancé in 1795. The newly-weds retired to

a cottage at Clevedon, where their first son Hartley was born (1796). The marriage was

a disaster and Coleridge has often been accused of being an irresponsible and unfeeling

husband. Later, he was to fall passionately in love with Wordsworth’s sister-in-law,

Sara Hutchinson, to whom he addressed Dejection: An Ode.

While at Clevedon, he edited a radical journal, The Watchman, which ran for ten issues.

Poems on Various Subjects, was published in 1796 with the assistance of his friend

Joseph Cottle. The poem Eolian Harp is one of the most celebrated poems of this

period in which Coleridge created a symbol which has come to be associated with the

Romantic imagination. At the end of the year he moved to Nether Stowey, to be near to

the Wordsworth’s.  In 1797 appeared Poems which included, besides his own poems,

those of Charles Lamb and Charles Lloyd.

v The opium years

Originally prescribed as a medication, Coleridge became habituated to opium. Though

associated with one of the most colourful stories of creativity, the composition of Kubla

Khan, his addiction made him subject to frequent illnesses, which hampered his poetic

output. However, his opium-taking was brought relatively under control by Dr. James

Gillman of Highgate, with whom the poet moved in. In the same year, 1816, a single

volume named Christabel and Other Poems was published which also contained Kubla

Khan. In 1817 appeared Biographia Literaria, a long prose work containing his principles

in politics, religion and philosophy, and ‘an application of the rules, deducted from

philosophical principles to poetry and criticism’.

For the last four years of his life he was practically confined to a sick-room. The last

work published during his lifetime was On the Constitution of Church and State (1830).

Coleridge died in Highgate on 25th July, 1834, while dictating some portion of Opus

Maximum to J.H. Green. Wordsworth, always chary of praise, uttered on hearing his
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death: ‘He was the most wonderful man I have ever known’. Charles Lamb, his lifelong

friend, described him as ‘an archangel slightly damaged’.

The following assessment of Coleridge is to be found in The Oxford Companion to

English Literature:

Coleridge has been variously criticised as a political turn-coat, a drug-addict, a

plagiarist, and a mystic humbug, whose wrecked career left nothing but a handful

of magical early poems. But the shaping influence of his highly imaginative

criticism is now generally accepted, and his position (with his friend Wordsworth)

as one of the two great progenitors of the English Romantic spirit is assured.

Nothing has re-established him as a creative artist more than the modern editions

of his Letters and Notebooks. There is a religious and metaphysical dimension

to all his best work, both poetry and prose, which has the inescapable glow of

the authentic visionary.

2.2.3. ii (a). Text and Introduction to ‘Christabel’

v Composition History

‘Christabel’, which is usually looked upon as one of the finest supernatural

poems by S. T. Coleridge, brings back to one’s mind echoes of the tales of

wonder involving supernatural  agencies, popularised by the German Romantics

during the eighteenth century.  Originally meant to be in five parts, he could not

finish more than two, though he struggled with it for years.  The poem thus

remains a fragment. The first part of Christabel was written in 1797 at Nether

Stowey, Somerset, while the second part was composed in 1800 at Keswick,

Cumberland, after the poet’s return from Germany. Factors like personal

indolence, domestic discord, quarrel with intimate friends like Lamb and Lloyd,

and above all, lack of poetic enthusiasm might have impeded him from finishing

the poem, though he tried again and again to give it a complete shape. Over the

years, there were many references by the poet, to his struggles with finishing

the poem, though he claimed: “The reason for my not finishing ‘Christabel’ is

not that I don’t know how to do it – for I have, as I always had, the whole plan

entire from beginning till the end in my mind, but I fear I cannot carry on with

equal success of execution of the idea, an extremely subtle and difficult one”.

Wordsworth however, was rather skeptical of this claim. The truth is that

Coleridge seems to have felt a strange revulsion in carrying on with the poem.

The first part of ‘Christabel’ was intended for inclusion in the first edition of
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Lyrical Ballads (1798), but it was finally debarred from inclusion since this part

was not technically complete by that time. Though it was subsequently decided

that both parts would be included in the second edition of Lyrical Ballads in

1800, the plan was never translated into reality. For, the style of the second part

of ‘Christabel’ appeared so ‘discordant’ from that of Wordsworth that he thought

that it could not be printed by the side of his own poems ‘with any propriety’.

Coleridge however, thought that his poem failed to receive accommodation

chiefly because of its inordinate length. The poem thus lay unpublished, though

the manuscript was circulated and read by many in the Romantic circle. In 1816,

John Murray, on the recommendation of Lord Byron, published it under the

title Christabel and Other Poems, the accompanying pieces being Kubla Khan

and The Pains of Sleep.

In a prefatory note, Coleridge pointed out a metrical principle in the poem –

“…counting in each lines the accents, not the syllables”.

Text

‘CHRISTABEL’

(Part the First)

’T’T’T’T’Tis the is the is the is the is the midmidmidmidmiddle of night by the castle clocdle of night by the castle clocdle of night by the castle clocdle of night by the castle clocdle of night by the castle clock,k,k,k,k,

And the owls have awakAnd the owls have awakAnd the owls have awakAnd the owls have awakAnd the owls have awakened the crowing cocened the crowing cocened the crowing cocened the crowing cocened the crowing cock;k;k;k;k;

Tu—wTu—wTu—wTu—wTu—whit! Tu—whit! Tu—whit! Tu—whit! Tu—whit! Tu—whoo!hoo!hoo!hoo!hoo!

And hark, agAnd hark, agAnd hark, agAnd hark, agAnd hark, again! the crowing cocain! the crowing cocain! the crowing cocain! the crowing cocain! the crowing cock,k,k,k,k,

How drowsily it crewHow drowsily it crewHow drowsily it crewHow drowsily it crewHow drowsily it crew.....

Sir Leoline, the Baron rSir Leoline, the Baron rSir Leoline, the Baron rSir Leoline, the Baron rSir Leoline, the Baron rich,ich,ich,ich,ich,

Hath a toothless mastifHath a toothless mastifHath a toothless mastifHath a toothless mastifHath a toothless mastiff bitch;f bitch;f bitch;f bitch;f bitch;

From her kFrom her kFrom her kFrom her kFrom her kennel beneath the rocennel beneath the rocennel beneath the rocennel beneath the rocennel beneath the rockkkkk

She makShe makShe makShe makShe maketh answer to the cloceth answer to the cloceth answer to the cloceth answer to the cloceth answer to the clock,k,k,k,k,

Four for the quartersFour for the quartersFour for the quartersFour for the quartersFour for the quarters, and twelve for the hour;, and twelve for the hour;, and twelve for the hour;, and twelve for the hour;, and twelve for the hour; 1010101010

Ever and aye, by shine and showerEver and aye, by shine and showerEver and aye, by shine and showerEver and aye, by shine and showerEver and aye, by shine and shower,,,,,

Sixteen short howlsSixteen short howlsSixteen short howlsSixteen short howlsSixteen short howls, not over loud;, not over loud;, not over loud;, not over loud;, not over loud;

Some say, she sees mSome say, she sees mSome say, she sees mSome say, she sees mSome say, she sees my lady’y lady’y lady’y lady’y lady’s shroud.s shroud.s shroud.s shroud.s shroud.
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Is the night chilly and dark?Is the night chilly and dark?Is the night chilly and dark?Is the night chilly and dark?Is the night chilly and dark?

TTTTThe night is chilly, but not dark.he night is chilly, but not dark.he night is chilly, but not dark.he night is chilly, but not dark.he night is chilly, but not dark.

TTTTThe thin gray cloud is spread on high,he thin gray cloud is spread on high,he thin gray cloud is spread on high,he thin gray cloud is spread on high,he thin gray cloud is spread on high,

It covers but not hides the skIt covers but not hides the skIt covers but not hides the skIt covers but not hides the skIt covers but not hides the sky.y.y.y.y.

TTTTThe moon is behind, and at the full;he moon is behind, and at the full;he moon is behind, and at the full;he moon is behind, and at the full;he moon is behind, and at the full;

And yet she looks both small and dull.And yet she looks both small and dull.And yet she looks both small and dull.And yet she looks both small and dull.And yet she looks both small and dull.

TTTTThe night is chill, the cloud is gray:he night is chill, the cloud is gray:he night is chill, the cloud is gray:he night is chill, the cloud is gray:he night is chill, the cloud is gray:     20    20    20    20    20

’T’T’T’T’Tis a month before the month of May,is a month before the month of May,is a month before the month of May,is a month before the month of May,is a month before the month of May,

And the SprAnd the SprAnd the SprAnd the SprAnd the Spring comes slowly up this way.ing comes slowly up this way.ing comes slowly up this way.ing comes slowly up this way.ing comes slowly up this way.

TTTTThhhhhe lovely lady, Chre lovely lady, Chre lovely lady, Chre lovely lady, Chre lovely lady, Christabel,istabel,istabel,istabel,istabel,
WWWWWhom her fhom her fhom her fhom her fhom her father loves so well,ather loves so well,ather loves so well,ather loves so well,ather loves so well,
WWWWWhat makhat makhat makhat makhat makes her in the wes her in the wes her in the wes her in the wes her in the wood so late,ood so late,ood so late,ood so late,ood so late,
A furlong from the castle gA furlong from the castle gA furlong from the castle gA furlong from the castle gA furlong from the castle gate?ate?ate?ate?ate?
She had dreams all yesternightShe had dreams all yesternightShe had dreams all yesternightShe had dreams all yesternightShe had dreams all yesternight
Of her own betrothèd knight;Of her own betrothèd knight;Of her own betrothèd knight;Of her own betrothèd knight;Of her own betrothèd knight;
And she in the midnight wAnd she in the midnight wAnd she in the midnight wAnd she in the midnight wAnd she in the midnight wood will prayood will prayood will prayood will prayood will pray
For the weal of her lover that’For the weal of her lover that’For the weal of her lover that’For the weal of her lover that’For the weal of her lover that’s fs fs fs fs far away.ar away.ar away.ar away.ar away. 3030303030

She stole alongShe stole alongShe stole alongShe stole alongShe stole along, she nothing spok, she nothing spok, she nothing spok, she nothing spok, she nothing spoke,e,e,e,e,
TTTTThe sighs she heaved were soft and lowhe sighs she heaved were soft and lowhe sighs she heaved were soft and lowhe sighs she heaved were soft and lowhe sighs she heaved were soft and low,,,,,
And naught was green upon the oakAnd naught was green upon the oakAnd naught was green upon the oakAnd naught was green upon the oakAnd naught was green upon the oak
But moss and rarest misletoe:But moss and rarest misletoe:But moss and rarest misletoe:But moss and rarest misletoe:But moss and rarest misletoe:
She kneels beneath the hugShe kneels beneath the hugShe kneels beneath the hugShe kneels beneath the hugShe kneels beneath the huge oak tree,e oak tree,e oak tree,e oak tree,e oak tree,
And in silence prayeth she.And in silence prayeth she.And in silence prayeth she.And in silence prayeth she.And in silence prayeth she.

TTTTThe lady sprang up sudhe lady sprang up sudhe lady sprang up sudhe lady sprang up sudhe lady sprang up suddenly,denly,denly,denly,denly,
TTTTThe lovely lady Chrhe lovely lady Chrhe lovely lady Chrhe lovely lady Chrhe lovely lady Christabel!istabel!istabel!istabel!istabel!
It moaned as nearIt moaned as nearIt moaned as nearIt moaned as nearIt moaned as near, as near can be,, as near can be,, as near can be,, as near can be,, as near can be,
But wBut wBut wBut wBut what it is she cannot tell.—hat it is she cannot tell.—hat it is she cannot tell.—hat it is she cannot tell.—hat it is she cannot tell.—
On the other side it seems to be,On the other side it seems to be,On the other side it seems to be,On the other side it seems to be,On the other side it seems to be,  40 40 40 40 40

Of the hugOf the hugOf the hugOf the hugOf the huge, broad-breastede, broad-breastede, broad-breastede, broad-breastede, broad-breasted, old oak tree., old oak tree., old oak tree., old oak tree., old oak tree.
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TTTTThe night is chill; the forest bare;he night is chill; the forest bare;he night is chill; the forest bare;he night is chill; the forest bare;he night is chill; the forest bare;

Is it the wind that moaneth bIs it the wind that moaneth bIs it the wind that moaneth bIs it the wind that moaneth bIs it the wind that moaneth bleak?leak?leak?leak?leak?

TTTTThere is not wind enough in the airhere is not wind enough in the airhere is not wind enough in the airhere is not wind enough in the airhere is not wind enough in the air

TTTTTo move away the ro move away the ro move away the ro move away the ro move away the ringlet curlinglet curlinglet curlinglet curlinglet curl

From the lovely lady’From the lovely lady’From the lovely lady’From the lovely lady’From the lovely lady’s cheek—s cheek—s cheek—s cheek—s cheek—

TTTTThere is not wind enough to twirlhere is not wind enough to twirlhere is not wind enough to twirlhere is not wind enough to twirlhere is not wind enough to twirl

TTTTThe one red leafhe one red leafhe one red leafhe one red leafhe one red leaf, the last of its clan,, the last of its clan,, the last of its clan,, the last of its clan,, the last of its clan,

TTTTThat dances as often as dance it can,hat dances as often as dance it can,hat dances as often as dance it can,hat dances as often as dance it can,hat dances as often as dance it can,  50 50 50 50 50

HangHangHangHangHanging so light, and hanging so light, and hanging so light, and hanging so light, and hanging so light, and hanging so high,ing so high,ing so high,ing so high,ing so high,

On the topmost twig that looks up at the skOn the topmost twig that looks up at the skOn the topmost twig that looks up at the skOn the topmost twig that looks up at the skOn the topmost twig that looks up at the sky.y.y.y.y.

Hush, beating heart of ChrHush, beating heart of ChrHush, beating heart of ChrHush, beating heart of ChrHush, beating heart of Christabel!istabel!istabel!istabel!istabel!

Jesu, MarJesu, MarJesu, MarJesu, MarJesu, Maria, shield her well!ia, shield her well!ia, shield her well!ia, shield her well!ia, shield her well!

She folded her arms beneath her cloak,She folded her arms beneath her cloak,She folded her arms beneath her cloak,She folded her arms beneath her cloak,She folded her arms beneath her cloak,

And stole to the other side of the oak.And stole to the other side of the oak.And stole to the other side of the oak.And stole to the other side of the oak.And stole to the other side of the oak.

       W       W       W       W       What sees she there?hat sees she there?hat sees she there?hat sees she there?hat sees she there?

TTTTThere she sees a damsel brhere she sees a damsel brhere she sees a damsel brhere she sees a damsel brhere she sees a damsel bright,ight,ight,ight,ight,

Drest in a silkDrest in a silkDrest in a silkDrest in a silkDrest in a silken robe of wen robe of wen robe of wen robe of wen robe of white,hite,hite,hite,hite,

TTTTThat shadowy in the moonlight shone:hat shadowy in the moonlight shone:hat shadowy in the moonlight shone:hat shadowy in the moonlight shone:hat shadowy in the moonlight shone:   60  60  60  60  60

TTTTThe neche neche neche neche neck that made that wk that made that wk that made that wk that made that wk that made that white robe wan,hite robe wan,hite robe wan,hite robe wan,hite robe wan,

Her stately necHer stately necHer stately necHer stately necHer stately neck, and arms were bare;k, and arms were bare;k, and arms were bare;k, and arms were bare;k, and arms were bare;

Her bHer bHer bHer bHer blue-veined flue-veined flue-veined flue-veined flue-veined feet unsandl’d were,eet unsandl’d were,eet unsandl’d were,eet unsandl’d were,eet unsandl’d were,

And wildly glittered here and thereAnd wildly glittered here and thereAnd wildly glittered here and thereAnd wildly glittered here and thereAnd wildly glittered here and there

TTTTThe ghe ghe ghe ghe gems entangled in her hairems entangled in her hairems entangled in her hairems entangled in her hairems entangled in her hair.....

I guessI guessI guessI guessI guess, ’, ’, ’, ’, ’twas frtwas frtwas frtwas frtwas frightful there to seeightful there to seeightful there to seeightful there to seeightful there to see

A lady so rA lady so rA lady so rA lady so rA lady so richly clad as she—ichly clad as she—ichly clad as she—ichly clad as she—ichly clad as she—

Beautiful exceedingly!Beautiful exceedingly!Beautiful exceedingly!Beautiful exceedingly!Beautiful exceedingly!

Mary motherMary motherMary motherMary motherMary mother, save me now!, save me now!, save me now!, save me now!, save me now!

(Said Chr(Said Chr(Said Chr(Said Chr(Said Christabel) And wistabel) And wistabel) And wistabel) And wistabel) And who art thou?ho art thou?ho art thou?ho art thou?ho art thou? 7070707070
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TTTTThe lady stranghe lady stranghe lady stranghe lady stranghe lady strange made answer meet,e made answer meet,e made answer meet,e made answer meet,e made answer meet,

And her voice was fAnd her voice was fAnd her voice was fAnd her voice was fAnd her voice was faint and sweet:—aint and sweet:—aint and sweet:—aint and sweet:—aint and sweet:—

Have pity on mHave pity on mHave pity on mHave pity on mHave pity on my sore distressy sore distressy sore distressy sore distressy sore distress,,,,,

I scarce can speak for wearI scarce can speak for wearI scarce can speak for wearI scarce can speak for wearI scarce can speak for weariness:iness:iness:iness:iness:

Stretch forth thy hand, and have no fStretch forth thy hand, and have no fStretch forth thy hand, and have no fStretch forth thy hand, and have no fStretch forth thy hand, and have no fear!ear!ear!ear!ear!

Said ChrSaid ChrSaid ChrSaid ChrSaid Christabel, How camest thou here?istabel, How camest thou here?istabel, How camest thou here?istabel, How camest thou here?istabel, How camest thou here?

And the lady, wAnd the lady, wAnd the lady, wAnd the lady, wAnd the lady, whose voice was fhose voice was fhose voice was fhose voice was fhose voice was faint and sweet,aint and sweet,aint and sweet,aint and sweet,aint and sweet,

Did thus pursue her answer meet:—Did thus pursue her answer meet:—Did thus pursue her answer meet:—Did thus pursue her answer meet:—Did thus pursue her answer meet:—

My sire is of a nobMy sire is of a nobMy sire is of a nobMy sire is of a nobMy sire is of a noble line,le line,le line,le line,le line,

And mAnd mAnd mAnd mAnd my name is Geraldine:y name is Geraldine:y name is Geraldine:y name is Geraldine:y name is Geraldine:    80   80   80   80   80

FFFFFive warrive warrive warrive warrive warriors seized me yestermorn,iors seized me yestermorn,iors seized me yestermorn,iors seized me yestermorn,iors seized me yestermorn,

Me, even me, a maid forlorn:Me, even me, a maid forlorn:Me, even me, a maid forlorn:Me, even me, a maid forlorn:Me, even me, a maid forlorn:

TTTTThehehehehey choky choky choky choky choked med med med med my cry cry cry cry cries with force and fries with force and fries with force and fries with force and fries with force and fright,ight,ight,ight,ight,

And tied me on a palfreAnd tied me on a palfreAnd tied me on a palfreAnd tied me on a palfreAnd tied me on a palfrey wy wy wy wy white.hite.hite.hite.hite.

TTTTThe palfrehe palfrehe palfrehe palfrehe palfrey was as fleet as wind,y was as fleet as wind,y was as fleet as wind,y was as fleet as wind,y was as fleet as wind,

And theAnd theAnd theAnd theAnd they rode fury rode fury rode fury rode fury rode furiously behind.iously behind.iously behind.iously behind.iously behind.

TTTTThehehehehey spurred amain, their steeds were wy spurred amain, their steeds were wy spurred amain, their steeds were wy spurred amain, their steeds were wy spurred amain, their steeds were white:hite:hite:hite:hite:

And once we crossed the shade of night.And once we crossed the shade of night.And once we crossed the shade of night.And once we crossed the shade of night.And once we crossed the shade of night.

As sure as HeaAs sure as HeaAs sure as HeaAs sure as HeaAs sure as Heaven shall rescue me,ven shall rescue me,ven shall rescue me,ven shall rescue me,ven shall rescue me,
I have no thought wI have no thought wI have no thought wI have no thought wI have no thought what men thehat men thehat men thehat men thehat men they be;y be;y be;y be;y be;   90  90  90  90  90
Nor do I know how long it isNor do I know how long it isNor do I know how long it isNor do I know how long it isNor do I know how long it is
(For I have lain entranced I wis)(For I have lain entranced I wis)(For I have lain entranced I wis)(For I have lain entranced I wis)(For I have lain entranced I wis)
Since one, the tallest of the five,Since one, the tallest of the five,Since one, the tallest of the five,Since one, the tallest of the five,Since one, the tallest of the five,
TTTTTook me from the palfreook me from the palfreook me from the palfreook me from the palfreook me from the palfrey’y’y’y’y’s bacs bacs bacs bacs back,k,k,k,k,
A weary wA weary wA weary wA weary wA weary woman, scarce alive.oman, scarce alive.oman, scarce alive.oman, scarce alive.oman, scarce alive.
Some mSome mSome mSome mSome muttered wuttered wuttered wuttered wuttered words his comrades spokords his comrades spokords his comrades spokords his comrades spokords his comrades spoke:e:e:e:e:
He placed me underneath this oak;He placed me underneath this oak;He placed me underneath this oak;He placed me underneath this oak;He placed me underneath this oak;
He swHe swHe swHe swHe swore theore theore theore theore they wy wy wy wy would return with haste;ould return with haste;ould return with haste;ould return with haste;ould return with haste;
WWWWWhither thehither thehither thehither thehither they went I cannot tell—y went I cannot tell—y went I cannot tell—y went I cannot tell—y went I cannot tell—
I thought I heard, some minutes past,I thought I heard, some minutes past,I thought I heard, some minutes past,I thought I heard, some minutes past,I thought I heard, some minutes past, 100100100100100
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Sounds as of a castle bell.Sounds as of a castle bell.Sounds as of a castle bell.Sounds as of a castle bell.Sounds as of a castle bell.

Stretch forth thy hand (thus ended she).Stretch forth thy hand (thus ended she).Stretch forth thy hand (thus ended she).Stretch forth thy hand (thus ended she).Stretch forth thy hand (thus ended she).

And help a wretched maid to flee.And help a wretched maid to flee.And help a wretched maid to flee.And help a wretched maid to flee.And help a wretched maid to flee.

TTTTThen Chrhen Chrhen Chrhen Chrhen Christabel stretched forth her hand,istabel stretched forth her hand,istabel stretched forth her hand,istabel stretched forth her hand,istabel stretched forth her hand,

And comforted fAnd comforted fAnd comforted fAnd comforted fAnd comforted fair Geraldine:air Geraldine:air Geraldine:air Geraldine:air Geraldine:

O well, brO well, brO well, brO well, brO well, bright dame! may you commandight dame! may you commandight dame! may you commandight dame! may you commandight dame! may you command

TTTTThe service of Sir Leoline;he service of Sir Leoline;he service of Sir Leoline;he service of Sir Leoline;he service of Sir Leoline;

And gladly our stout chivalryAnd gladly our stout chivalryAnd gladly our stout chivalryAnd gladly our stout chivalryAnd gladly our stout chivalry

WWWWWill he send forth and frill he send forth and frill he send forth and frill he send forth and frill he send forth and friends withaliends withaliends withaliends withaliends withal

TTTTTo guide and guard you safo guide and guard you safo guide and guard you safo guide and guard you safo guide and guard you safe and freee and freee and freee and freee and free   110  110  110  110  110

Home to your nobHome to your nobHome to your nobHome to your nobHome to your noble fle fle fle fle father’ather’ather’ather’ather’s hall.s hall.s hall.s hall.s hall.

She rose: and forth with steps theShe rose: and forth with steps theShe rose: and forth with steps theShe rose: and forth with steps theShe rose: and forth with steps they passedy passedy passedy passedy passed

TTTTThat strove to be, and were not, fhat strove to be, and were not, fhat strove to be, and were not, fhat strove to be, and were not, fhat strove to be, and were not, fast.ast.ast.ast.ast.

Her gracious stars the lady bHer gracious stars the lady bHer gracious stars the lady bHer gracious stars the lady bHer gracious stars the lady blest,lest,lest,lest,lest,

And thus spakAnd thus spakAnd thus spakAnd thus spakAnd thus spake on sweet Chre on sweet Chre on sweet Chre on sweet Chre on sweet Christabel:istabel:istabel:istabel:istabel:

All our household are at rest,All our household are at rest,All our household are at rest,All our household are at rest,All our household are at rest,

TTTTThe hall as silent as the cell;he hall as silent as the cell;he hall as silent as the cell;he hall as silent as the cell;he hall as silent as the cell;

Sir Leoline is weak in health,Sir Leoline is weak in health,Sir Leoline is weak in health,Sir Leoline is weak in health,Sir Leoline is weak in health,

And may not well awakAnd may not well awakAnd may not well awakAnd may not well awakAnd may not well awakened be,ened be,ened be,ened be,ened be,

But we will move as if in stealth,But we will move as if in stealth,But we will move as if in stealth,But we will move as if in stealth,But we will move as if in stealth,

And I beseech your courtesy,And I beseech your courtesy,And I beseech your courtesy,And I beseech your courtesy,And I beseech your courtesy,    120   120   120   120   120

TTTTThis night, to share your couch with me.his night, to share your couch with me.his night, to share your couch with me.his night, to share your couch with me.his night, to share your couch with me.

TTTTThehehehehey crossed the moat, and Chry crossed the moat, and Chry crossed the moat, and Chry crossed the moat, and Chry crossed the moat, and Christabelistabelistabelistabelistabel

TTTTTook the kook the kook the kook the kook the keeeeey that fitted well;y that fitted well;y that fitted well;y that fitted well;y that fitted well;

A little door she opened straight,A little door she opened straight,A little door she opened straight,A little door she opened straight,A little door she opened straight,

All in the midAll in the midAll in the midAll in the midAll in the middle of the gdle of the gdle of the gdle of the gdle of the gate;ate;ate;ate;ate;

TTTTThe ghe ghe ghe ghe gate that was ironed within and without,ate that was ironed within and without,ate that was ironed within and without,ate that was ironed within and without,ate that was ironed within and without,

WWWWWhere an armhere an armhere an armhere an armhere an army in battle array had marched out.y in battle array had marched out.y in battle array had marched out.y in battle array had marched out.y in battle array had marched out.
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TTTTThe lady sank, belikhe lady sank, belikhe lady sank, belikhe lady sank, belikhe lady sank, belike through pain,e through pain,e through pain,e through pain,e through pain,

And ChrAnd ChrAnd ChrAnd ChrAnd Christabel with might and mainistabel with might and mainistabel with might and mainistabel with might and mainistabel with might and main 130130130130130

Lifted her upLifted her upLifted her upLifted her upLifted her up, a weary weight,, a weary weight,, a weary weight,, a weary weight,, a weary weight,

Over the threshold of the gOver the threshold of the gOver the threshold of the gOver the threshold of the gOver the threshold of the gate:ate:ate:ate:ate:

TTTTThen the lady rose aghen the lady rose aghen the lady rose aghen the lady rose aghen the lady rose again,ain,ain,ain,ain,

And moved, as she were not in pain.And moved, as she were not in pain.And moved, as she were not in pain.And moved, as she were not in pain.And moved, as she were not in pain.

So free from dangSo free from dangSo free from dangSo free from dangSo free from dangererererer, free from f, free from f, free from f, free from f, free from fearearearearear,,,,,

TTTTThehehehehey crossed the court: ry crossed the court: ry crossed the court: ry crossed the court: ry crossed the court: right glad theight glad theight glad theight glad theight glad they were.y were.y were.y were.y were.

And ChrAnd ChrAnd ChrAnd ChrAnd Christabel devoutly cristabel devoutly cristabel devoutly cristabel devoutly cristabel devoutly criediediediedied

TTTTTo the lady by her side,o the lady by her side,o the lady by her side,o the lady by her side,o the lady by her side,

Praise we the VirgPraise we the VirgPraise we the VirgPraise we the VirgPraise we the Virgin all divinein all divinein all divinein all divinein all divine

WWWWWho hath rescued thee from thy distress!ho hath rescued thee from thy distress!ho hath rescued thee from thy distress!ho hath rescued thee from thy distress!ho hath rescued thee from thy distress!  140 140 140 140 140

AlasAlasAlasAlasAlas, alas! said Geraldine,, alas! said Geraldine,, alas! said Geraldine,, alas! said Geraldine,, alas! said Geraldine,

I cannot speak for wearI cannot speak for wearI cannot speak for wearI cannot speak for wearI cannot speak for wearinessinessinessinessiness.....

So free from dangSo free from dangSo free from dangSo free from dangSo free from dangererererer, free from f, free from f, free from f, free from f, free from fearearearearear,,,,,

TTTTThehehehehey crossed the court: ry crossed the court: ry crossed the court: ry crossed the court: ry crossed the court: right glad theight glad theight glad theight glad theight glad they were.y were.y were.y were.y were.

Outside her kOutside her kOutside her kOutside her kOutside her kennel, the mastifennel, the mastifennel, the mastifennel, the mastifennel, the mastiff oldf oldf oldf oldf old

Lay fLay fLay fLay fLay fast asleepast asleepast asleepast asleepast asleep, in moonshine cold., in moonshine cold., in moonshine cold., in moonshine cold., in moonshine cold.

TTTTThe mastifhe mastifhe mastifhe mastifhe mastiff old did not awakf old did not awakf old did not awakf old did not awakf old did not awake,e,e,e,e,

YYYYYet she an angry moan did maket she an angry moan did maket she an angry moan did maket she an angry moan did maket she an angry moan did make!e!e!e!e!

And wAnd wAnd wAnd wAnd what can ail the mastifhat can ail the mastifhat can ail the mastifhat can ail the mastifhat can ail the mastiff bitch?f bitch?f bitch?f bitch?f bitch?

Never till now she uttered yellNever till now she uttered yellNever till now she uttered yellNever till now she uttered yellNever till now she uttered yell  150 150 150 150 150

Beneath the eBeneath the eBeneath the eBeneath the eBeneath the eye of Chrye of Chrye of Chrye of Chrye of Christabel.istabel.istabel.istabel.istabel.

PPPPPerhaps it is the owlet’erhaps it is the owlet’erhaps it is the owlet’erhaps it is the owlet’erhaps it is the owlet’s scrs scrs scrs scrs scritch:itch:itch:itch:itch:

For wFor wFor wFor wFor what can ail the mastifhat can ail the mastifhat can ail the mastifhat can ail the mastifhat can ail the mastiff bitch?f bitch?f bitch?f bitch?f bitch?

TTTTThehehehehey passed the hall, that echoes still,y passed the hall, that echoes still,y passed the hall, that echoes still,y passed the hall, that echoes still,y passed the hall, that echoes still,

PPPPPass as lightly as you will!ass as lightly as you will!ass as lightly as you will!ass as lightly as you will!ass as lightly as you will!

TTTTThe brands were flat, the brands were dyinghe brands were flat, the brands were dyinghe brands were flat, the brands were dyinghe brands were flat, the brands were dyinghe brands were flat, the brands were dying,,,,,
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Amid their own wAmid their own wAmid their own wAmid their own wAmid their own white ashes lying;hite ashes lying;hite ashes lying;hite ashes lying;hite ashes lying;

But wBut wBut wBut wBut when the lady passed, there camehen the lady passed, there camehen the lady passed, there camehen the lady passed, there camehen the lady passed, there came

A tongue of light, a fit of flame;A tongue of light, a fit of flame;A tongue of light, a fit of flame;A tongue of light, a fit of flame;A tongue of light, a fit of flame;

And ChrAnd ChrAnd ChrAnd ChrAnd Christabel saw the lady’istabel saw the lady’istabel saw the lady’istabel saw the lady’istabel saw the lady’s es es es es eye,ye,ye,ye,ye, 160160160160160

And nothing else saw she thereby,And nothing else saw she thereby,And nothing else saw she thereby,And nothing else saw she thereby,And nothing else saw she thereby,

Save the boss of the shield of Sir Leoline tall,Save the boss of the shield of Sir Leoline tall,Save the boss of the shield of Sir Leoline tall,Save the boss of the shield of Sir Leoline tall,Save the boss of the shield of Sir Leoline tall,

WWWWWhich hung in a mhich hung in a mhich hung in a mhich hung in a mhich hung in a murkurkurkurkurky old niche in the wall.y old niche in the wall.y old niche in the wall.y old niche in the wall.y old niche in the wall.

O softly tread, said ChrO softly tread, said ChrO softly tread, said ChrO softly tread, said ChrO softly tread, said Christabel,istabel,istabel,istabel,istabel,

My fMy fMy fMy fMy father seldom sleepeth well.ather seldom sleepeth well.ather seldom sleepeth well.ather seldom sleepeth well.ather seldom sleepeth well.

Sweet ChrSweet ChrSweet ChrSweet ChrSweet Christabel her fistabel her fistabel her fistabel her fistabel her feet doth bare,eet doth bare,eet doth bare,eet doth bare,eet doth bare,

And jealous of the listening airAnd jealous of the listening airAnd jealous of the listening airAnd jealous of the listening airAnd jealous of the listening air

TTTTThehehehehey steal their way from stair to stairy steal their way from stair to stairy steal their way from stair to stairy steal their way from stair to stairy steal their way from stair to stair,,,,,

Now in glimmerNow in glimmerNow in glimmerNow in glimmerNow in glimmer, and now in gloom,, and now in gloom,, and now in gloom,, and now in gloom,, and now in gloom,

And now theAnd now theAnd now theAnd now theAnd now they pass the Baron’y pass the Baron’y pass the Baron’y pass the Baron’y pass the Baron’s room,s room,s room,s room,s room, 170170170170170

As still as death, with stifled breath!As still as death, with stifled breath!As still as death, with stifled breath!As still as death, with stifled breath!As still as death, with stifled breath!

And now have reached her chamber door;And now have reached her chamber door;And now have reached her chamber door;And now have reached her chamber door;And now have reached her chamber door;

And now doth Geraldine press downAnd now doth Geraldine press downAnd now doth Geraldine press downAnd now doth Geraldine press downAnd now doth Geraldine press down

TTTTThe rushes of the chamber floorhe rushes of the chamber floorhe rushes of the chamber floorhe rushes of the chamber floorhe rushes of the chamber floor.....

TTTTThe moon shines dim in the open airhe moon shines dim in the open airhe moon shines dim in the open airhe moon shines dim in the open airhe moon shines dim in the open air,,,,,

And not a moonbeam enters here.And not a moonbeam enters here.And not a moonbeam enters here.And not a moonbeam enters here.And not a moonbeam enters here.

But theBut theBut theBut theBut they without its light can seey without its light can seey without its light can seey without its light can seey without its light can see

TTTTThe chamber carved so curhe chamber carved so curhe chamber carved so curhe chamber carved so curhe chamber carved so curiously,iously,iously,iously,iously,

Carved with figures strangCarved with figures strangCarved with figures strangCarved with figures strangCarved with figures strange and sweet,e and sweet,e and sweet,e and sweet,e and sweet,

All made out of the carver’All made out of the carver’All made out of the carver’All made out of the carver’All made out of the carver’s brain,s brain,s brain,s brain,s brain, 180180180180180

For a lady’For a lady’For a lady’For a lady’For a lady’s chamber meet:s chamber meet:s chamber meet:s chamber meet:s chamber meet:

TTTTThe lamp with twhe lamp with twhe lamp with twhe lamp with twhe lamp with twofold silver chainofold silver chainofold silver chainofold silver chainofold silver chain

Is fIs fIs fIs fIs fastened to an angastened to an angastened to an angastened to an angastened to an angel’el’el’el’el’s fs fs fs fs feet.eet.eet.eet.eet.

                     T                     T                     T                     T                     The silver lamp burns dead and dim;he silver lamp burns dead and dim;he silver lamp burns dead and dim;he silver lamp burns dead and dim;he silver lamp burns dead and dim;

But ChrBut ChrBut ChrBut ChrBut Christabel the lamp will tristabel the lamp will tristabel the lamp will tristabel the lamp will tristabel the lamp will trim.im.im.im.im.
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She trShe trShe trShe trShe trimmed the lampimmed the lampimmed the lampimmed the lampimmed the lamp, and made it br, and made it br, and made it br, and made it br, and made it bright,ight,ight,ight,ight,

And left it swingAnd left it swingAnd left it swingAnd left it swingAnd left it swinging to and froing to and froing to and froing to and froing to and fro,,,,,

WWWWWhile Geraldine, in wretched plight,hile Geraldine, in wretched plight,hile Geraldine, in wretched plight,hile Geraldine, in wretched plight,hile Geraldine, in wretched plight,

Sank down upon the floor belowSank down upon the floor belowSank down upon the floor belowSank down upon the floor belowSank down upon the floor below.....

O weary lady, Geraldine,O weary lady, Geraldine,O weary lady, Geraldine,O weary lady, Geraldine,O weary lady, Geraldine,  190 190 190 190 190

I pray you, drI pray you, drI pray you, drI pray you, drI pray you, drink this cordial wine!ink this cordial wine!ink this cordial wine!ink this cordial wine!ink this cordial wine!

It is a wine of virtuous powers;It is a wine of virtuous powers;It is a wine of virtuous powers;It is a wine of virtuous powers;It is a wine of virtuous powers;

My mother made it of wild flowersMy mother made it of wild flowersMy mother made it of wild flowersMy mother made it of wild flowersMy mother made it of wild flowers.....

And will your mother pity me,And will your mother pity me,And will your mother pity me,And will your mother pity me,And will your mother pity me,

WWWWWho am a maiden most forlorn?ho am a maiden most forlorn?ho am a maiden most forlorn?ho am a maiden most forlorn?ho am a maiden most forlorn?

ChrChrChrChrChristabel answered—Wistabel answered—Wistabel answered—Wistabel answered—Wistabel answered—Woe is me!oe is me!oe is me!oe is me!oe is me!

She died the hour that I was born.She died the hour that I was born.She died the hour that I was born.She died the hour that I was born.She died the hour that I was born.

I have heard the greI have heard the greI have heard the greI have heard the greI have heard the grey-haired fry-haired fry-haired fry-haired fry-haired friar telliar telliar telliar telliar tell

How on her death-bed she did say,How on her death-bed she did say,How on her death-bed she did say,How on her death-bed she did say,How on her death-bed she did say,

TTTTThat she should hear the castle-bellhat she should hear the castle-bellhat she should hear the castle-bellhat she should hear the castle-bellhat she should hear the castle-bell   200  200  200  200  200

StrStrStrStrStrikikikikike twelve upon me twelve upon me twelve upon me twelve upon me twelve upon my wedy wedy wedy wedy wedding-day.ding-day.ding-day.ding-day.ding-day.

O mother dear! that thou wert here!O mother dear! that thou wert here!O mother dear! that thou wert here!O mother dear! that thou wert here!O mother dear! that thou wert here!

I wI wI wI wI would, said Geraldine, she were!ould, said Geraldine, she were!ould, said Geraldine, she were!ould, said Geraldine, she were!ould, said Geraldine, she were!

BuBuBuBuBut soon with altered voice, said she—t soon with altered voice, said she—t soon with altered voice, said she—t soon with altered voice, said she—t soon with altered voice, said she—
‘Of‘Of‘Of‘Of‘Offffff, wander, wander, wander, wander, wandering mother! Ping mother! Ping mother! Ping mother! Ping mother! Peak and pine!eak and pine!eak and pine!eak and pine!eak and pine!
I have power to bid thee flee.I have power to bid thee flee.I have power to bid thee flee.I have power to bid thee flee.I have power to bid thee flee.’’’’’
Alas! wAlas! wAlas! wAlas! wAlas! what ails poor Geraldine?hat ails poor Geraldine?hat ails poor Geraldine?hat ails poor Geraldine?hat ails poor Geraldine?
WWWWWhy stares she with unsettled ehy stares she with unsettled ehy stares she with unsettled ehy stares she with unsettled ehy stares she with unsettled eye?ye?ye?ye?ye?
Can she the bodiless dead espy?Can she the bodiless dead espy?Can she the bodiless dead espy?Can she the bodiless dead espy?Can she the bodiless dead espy?

And wAnd wAnd wAnd wAnd why with hollow voice crhy with hollow voice crhy with hollow voice crhy with hollow voice crhy with hollow voice cries she,ies she,ies she,ies she,ies she,  210 210 210 210 210
‘Of‘Of‘Of‘Of‘Offffff, w, w, w, w, woman, ofoman, ofoman, ofoman, ofoman, off! this hour is mine—f! this hour is mine—f! this hour is mine—f! this hour is mine—f! this hour is mine—
TTTTThough thou her guardian spirhough thou her guardian spirhough thou her guardian spirhough thou her guardian spirhough thou her guardian spirit be,it be,it be,it be,it be,
OfOfOfOfOffffff, w, w, w, w, woman, ofoman, ofoman, ofoman, ofoman, off! ’f! ’f! ’f! ’f! ’tis gtis gtis gtis gtis given to me.iven to me.iven to me.iven to me.iven to me.’’’’’
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TTTTThen Chrhen Chrhen Chrhen Chrhen Christabel knelt by the lady’istabel knelt by the lady’istabel knelt by the lady’istabel knelt by the lady’istabel knelt by the lady’s side,s side,s side,s side,s side,

And raised to heaven her eAnd raised to heaven her eAnd raised to heaven her eAnd raised to heaven her eAnd raised to heaven her eyes so byes so byes so byes so byes so blue—lue—lue—lue—lue—

Alas! said she, this ghastly rAlas! said she, this ghastly rAlas! said she, this ghastly rAlas! said she, this ghastly rAlas! said she, this ghastly ride—ide—ide—ide—ide—

Dear lady! it hath wildered you!Dear lady! it hath wildered you!Dear lady! it hath wildered you!Dear lady! it hath wildered you!Dear lady! it hath wildered you!

TTTTThe lady wiped her moist cold browhe lady wiped her moist cold browhe lady wiped her moist cold browhe lady wiped her moist cold browhe lady wiped her moist cold brow,,,,,

And fAnd fAnd fAnd fAnd faintly said, ‘ ’aintly said, ‘ ’aintly said, ‘ ’aintly said, ‘ ’aintly said, ‘ ’tis over now!’tis over now!’tis over now!’tis over now!’tis over now!’

AgAgAgAgAgain the wild-flower wine she drank:ain the wild-flower wine she drank:ain the wild-flower wine she drank:ain the wild-flower wine she drank:ain the wild-flower wine she drank: 220220220220220

Her fHer fHer fHer fHer fair largair largair largair largair large ee ee ee ee eyes ‘gyes ‘gyes ‘gyes ‘gyes ‘gan glitter bran glitter bran glitter bran glitter bran glitter bright,ight,ight,ight,ight,

And from the floor wAnd from the floor wAnd from the floor wAnd from the floor wAnd from the floor whereon she sank,hereon she sank,hereon she sank,hereon she sank,hereon she sank,

TTTTThe lofty lady stood uprhe lofty lady stood uprhe lofty lady stood uprhe lofty lady stood uprhe lofty lady stood upright:ight:ight:ight:ight:

She was most beautiful to see,She was most beautiful to see,She was most beautiful to see,She was most beautiful to see,She was most beautiful to see,

LikLikLikLikLike a lady of a fe a lady of a fe a lady of a fe a lady of a fe a lady of a far countrèe.ar countrèe.ar countrèe.ar countrèe.ar countrèe.

And thus the lofty lady spakAnd thus the lofty lady spakAnd thus the lofty lady spakAnd thus the lofty lady spakAnd thus the lofty lady spake—e—e—e—e—

‘‘‘‘‘All theAll theAll theAll theAll they wy wy wy wy who live in the upho live in the upho live in the upho live in the upho live in the upper skper skper skper skper sky,y,y,y,y,

Do love you, holy ChrDo love you, holy ChrDo love you, holy ChrDo love you, holy ChrDo love you, holy Christabel!istabel!istabel!istabel!istabel!

And you love them, and for their sakAnd you love them, and for their sakAnd you love them, and for their sakAnd you love them, and for their sakAnd you love them, and for their sakeeeee

And for the good wAnd for the good wAnd for the good wAnd for the good wAnd for the good which me befhich me befhich me befhich me befhich me befel,el,el,el,el,  230 230 230 230 230

Even I in mEven I in mEven I in mEven I in mEven I in my degree will try,y degree will try,y degree will try,y degree will try,y degree will try,

Fair maiden, to requite you well.Fair maiden, to requite you well.Fair maiden, to requite you well.Fair maiden, to requite you well.Fair maiden, to requite you well.

But now unrobe yourself; for IBut now unrobe yourself; for IBut now unrobe yourself; for IBut now unrobe yourself; for IBut now unrobe yourself; for I

Must pray, ere yet in bed I lie.Must pray, ere yet in bed I lie.Must pray, ere yet in bed I lie.Must pray, ere yet in bed I lie.Must pray, ere yet in bed I lie.’’’’’

Quoth ChrQuoth ChrQuoth ChrQuoth ChrQuoth Christabel, So let it be!istabel, So let it be!istabel, So let it be!istabel, So let it be!istabel, So let it be!

And as the lady bade, did she.And as the lady bade, did she.And as the lady bade, did she.And as the lady bade, did she.And as the lady bade, did she.

Her gHer gHer gHer gHer gentle limbs did she undressentle limbs did she undressentle limbs did she undressentle limbs did she undressentle limbs did she undress,,,,,

And lay down in her lovelinessAnd lay down in her lovelinessAnd lay down in her lovelinessAnd lay down in her lovelinessAnd lay down in her loveliness.....

But through her brain of weal and wBut through her brain of weal and wBut through her brain of weal and wBut through her brain of weal and wBut through her brain of weal and woeoeoeoeoe

So manSo manSo manSo manSo many thoughts moved to and froy thoughts moved to and froy thoughts moved to and froy thoughts moved to and froy thoughts moved to and fro 240240240240240
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TTTTThat vain it were her lids to close;hat vain it were her lids to close;hat vain it were her lids to close;hat vain it were her lids to close;hat vain it were her lids to close;

So half-way from the bed she rose,So half-way from the bed she rose,So half-way from the bed she rose,So half-way from the bed she rose,So half-way from the bed she rose,

And on her elbow did reclineAnd on her elbow did reclineAnd on her elbow did reclineAnd on her elbow did reclineAnd on her elbow did recline

TTTTTo look at the lady Geraldine.o look at the lady Geraldine.o look at the lady Geraldine.o look at the lady Geraldine.o look at the lady Geraldine.

Beneath the lamp the lady bowed,Beneath the lamp the lady bowed,Beneath the lamp the lady bowed,Beneath the lamp the lady bowed,Beneath the lamp the lady bowed,

And slowly rolled her eAnd slowly rolled her eAnd slowly rolled her eAnd slowly rolled her eAnd slowly rolled her eyes around;yes around;yes around;yes around;yes around;

TTTTThen drawing in her breath aloud,hen drawing in her breath aloud,hen drawing in her breath aloud,hen drawing in her breath aloud,hen drawing in her breath aloud,

LikLikLikLikLike one that shude one that shude one that shude one that shude one that shuddered, she unbounddered, she unbounddered, she unbounddered, she unbounddered, she unbound

TTTTThe cincture from beneath her breast:he cincture from beneath her breast:he cincture from beneath her breast:he cincture from beneath her breast:he cincture from beneath her breast:

Her silkHer silkHer silkHer silkHer silken robe, and inner vest,en robe, and inner vest,en robe, and inner vest,en robe, and inner vest,en robe, and inner vest, 250250250250250

Dropt to her fDropt to her fDropt to her fDropt to her fDropt to her feet, and full in vieweet, and full in vieweet, and full in vieweet, and full in vieweet, and full in view,,,,,

Behold! her bosom and half her side—Behold! her bosom and half her side—Behold! her bosom and half her side—Behold! her bosom and half her side—Behold! her bosom and half her side—

A sight to dream ofA sight to dream ofA sight to dream ofA sight to dream ofA sight to dream of, not to tell!, not to tell!, not to tell!, not to tell!, not to tell!

O shield her! shield sweet ChrO shield her! shield sweet ChrO shield her! shield sweet ChrO shield her! shield sweet ChrO shield her! shield sweet Christabel!istabel!istabel!istabel!istabel!

YYYYYet Geraldine nor speaks nor stirs;et Geraldine nor speaks nor stirs;et Geraldine nor speaks nor stirs;et Geraldine nor speaks nor stirs;et Geraldine nor speaks nor stirs;

Ah! wAh! wAh! wAh! wAh! what a strhat a strhat a strhat a strhat a stricicicicickkkkken look was hers!en look was hers!en look was hers!en look was hers!en look was hers!

Deep from within she seems half-wayDeep from within she seems half-wayDeep from within she seems half-wayDeep from within she seems half-wayDeep from within she seems half-way

TTTTTo lift some weight with sico lift some weight with sico lift some weight with sico lift some weight with sico lift some weight with sick assay,k assay,k assay,k assay,k assay,

And eAnd eAnd eAnd eAnd eyes the maid and seeks delay;yes the maid and seeks delay;yes the maid and seeks delay;yes the maid and seeks delay;yes the maid and seeks delay;

TTTTThen sudhen sudhen sudhen sudhen suddenly, as one defied,denly, as one defied,denly, as one defied,denly, as one defied,denly, as one defied,   260  260  260  260  260

Collects herself in scorn and prCollects herself in scorn and prCollects herself in scorn and prCollects herself in scorn and prCollects herself in scorn and pride,ide,ide,ide,ide,

And lay down by the Maiden’And lay down by the Maiden’And lay down by the Maiden’And lay down by the Maiden’And lay down by the Maiden’s side!—s side!—s side!—s side!—s side!—

And in her arms the maid she took,And in her arms the maid she took,And in her arms the maid she took,And in her arms the maid she took,And in her arms the maid she took,

       Ah wel-a-day!       Ah wel-a-day!       Ah wel-a-day!       Ah wel-a-day!       Ah wel-a-day!

And with low voice and doleful lookAnd with low voice and doleful lookAnd with low voice and doleful lookAnd with low voice and doleful lookAnd with low voice and doleful look

TTTTThese whese whese whese whese words did say:ords did say:ords did say:ords did say:ords did say:

‘In the touch of this bosom there w‘In the touch of this bosom there w‘In the touch of this bosom there w‘In the touch of this bosom there w‘In the touch of this bosom there workorkorkorkorketh a spell,eth a spell,eth a spell,eth a spell,eth a spell,

WWWWWhich is lord of thy utterance, Chrhich is lord of thy utterance, Chrhich is lord of thy utterance, Chrhich is lord of thy utterance, Chrhich is lord of thy utterance, Christabel!istabel!istabel!istabel!istabel!

TTTTThou knowest to-night, and wilt know to-morrowhou knowest to-night, and wilt know to-morrowhou knowest to-night, and wilt know to-morrowhou knowest to-night, and wilt know to-morrowhou knowest to-night, and wilt know to-morrow,,,,,
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TTTTThis mark of mhis mark of mhis mark of mhis mark of mhis mark of my shame, this seal of my shame, this seal of my shame, this seal of my shame, this seal of my shame, this seal of my sorrow;y sorrow;y sorrow;y sorrow;y sorrow;   270  270  270  270  270

       But vainly thou warrest,       But vainly thou warrest,       But vainly thou warrest,       But vainly thou warrest,       But vainly thou warrest,

               For this is alone in               For this is alone in               For this is alone in               For this is alone in               For this is alone in

       T       T       T       T       Thy power to declare,hy power to declare,hy power to declare,hy power to declare,hy power to declare,

               T               T               T               T               That in the dim foresthat in the dim foresthat in the dim foresthat in the dim foresthat in the dim forest

       T       T       T       T       Thou heard’hou heard’hou heard’hou heard’hou heard’st a low moaningst a low moaningst a low moaningst a low moaningst a low moaning,,,,,

And found’And found’And found’And found’And found’st a brst a brst a brst a brst a bright lady, surpassingly fight lady, surpassingly fight lady, surpassingly fight lady, surpassingly fight lady, surpassingly fair;air;air;air;air;

And didst brAnd didst brAnd didst brAnd didst brAnd didst bring her home with thee in love and in charing her home with thee in love and in charing her home with thee in love and in charing her home with thee in love and in charing her home with thee in love and in charity,ity,ity,ity,ity,

TTTTTo shield her and shelter her from the damp airo shield her and shelter her from the damp airo shield her and shelter her from the damp airo shield her and shelter her from the damp airo shield her and shelter her from the damp air.....’’’’’

THE CONCLUSION TTHE CONCLUSION TTHE CONCLUSION TTHE CONCLUSION TTHE CONCLUSION TO PO PO PO PO PARARARARART THE FIRSTT THE FIRSTT THE FIRSTT THE FIRSTT THE FIRST

It wasIt wasIt wasIt wasIt was a lovely sight to see a lovely sight to see a lovely sight to see a lovely sight to see a lovely sight to see

TTTTThe lady Chrhe lady Chrhe lady Chrhe lady Chrhe lady Christabel, wistabel, wistabel, wistabel, wistabel, when shehen shehen shehen shehen she  280 280 280 280 280

WWWWWas praying at the old oak tree.as praying at the old oak tree.as praying at the old oak tree.as praying at the old oak tree.as praying at the old oak tree.

       Amid the jaggèd shadows       Amid the jaggèd shadows       Amid the jaggèd shadows       Amid the jaggèd shadows       Amid the jaggèd shadows

Of mossy leafless boughsOf mossy leafless boughsOf mossy leafless boughsOf mossy leafless boughsOf mossy leafless boughs,,,,,

Kneeling in the moonlight,Kneeling in the moonlight,Kneeling in the moonlight,Kneeling in the moonlight,Kneeling in the moonlight,

TTTTTo mako mako mako mako make her ge her ge her ge her ge her gentle vows;entle vows;entle vows;entle vows;entle vows;

Her slender palms togHer slender palms togHer slender palms togHer slender palms togHer slender palms together prest,ether prest,ether prest,ether prest,ether prest,

Heaving sometimes on her breast;Heaving sometimes on her breast;Heaving sometimes on her breast;Heaving sometimes on her breast;Heaving sometimes on her breast;

Her fHer fHer fHer fHer face resigned to bace resigned to bace resigned to bace resigned to bace resigned to bliss or bale—liss or bale—liss or bale—liss or bale—liss or bale—

Her fHer fHer fHer fHer face, oh call it face, oh call it face, oh call it face, oh call it face, oh call it fair not pale,air not pale,air not pale,air not pale,air not pale,

And both bAnd both bAnd both bAnd both bAnd both blue elue elue elue elue eyes more bryes more bryes more bryes more bryes more bright than clearight than clearight than clearight than clearight than clear,,,,, 290290290290290

Each about to have a tearEach about to have a tearEach about to have a tearEach about to have a tearEach about to have a tear.....

WWWWWith open eith open eith open eith open eith open eyes (ah wyes (ah wyes (ah wyes (ah wyes (ah woe is me!)oe is me!)oe is me!)oe is me!)oe is me!)

AsleepAsleepAsleepAsleepAsleep, and dreaming f, and dreaming f, and dreaming f, and dreaming f, and dreaming fearfully,earfully,earfully,earfully,earfully,

Fearfully dreamingFearfully dreamingFearfully dreamingFearfully dreamingFearfully dreaming, yet, I wis, yet, I wis, yet, I wis, yet, I wis, yet, I wis,,,,,

Dreaming that alone, wDreaming that alone, wDreaming that alone, wDreaming that alone, wDreaming that alone, which is—hich is—hich is—hich is—hich is—
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O sorrow and shame! Can this be she,O sorrow and shame! Can this be she,O sorrow and shame! Can this be she,O sorrow and shame! Can this be she,O sorrow and shame! Can this be she,

TTTTThe lady, whe lady, whe lady, whe lady, whe lady, who knelt at the old oak tree?ho knelt at the old oak tree?ho knelt at the old oak tree?ho knelt at the old oak tree?ho knelt at the old oak tree?

And lo! the wAnd lo! the wAnd lo! the wAnd lo! the wAnd lo! the workorkorkorkorker of these harmser of these harmser of these harmser of these harmser of these harms,,,,,

TTTTThat holds the maiden in her armshat holds the maiden in her armshat holds the maiden in her armshat holds the maiden in her armshat holds the maiden in her arms,,,,,

Seems to slumber still and mild,Seems to slumber still and mild,Seems to slumber still and mild,Seems to slumber still and mild,Seems to slumber still and mild,  300 300 300 300 300

As a mother with her child.As a mother with her child.As a mother with her child.As a mother with her child.As a mother with her child.

A star hath set, a star hath rA star hath set, a star hath rA star hath set, a star hath rA star hath set, a star hath rA star hath set, a star hath risen,isen,isen,isen,isen,

O Geraldine! since arms of thineO Geraldine! since arms of thineO Geraldine! since arms of thineO Geraldine! since arms of thineO Geraldine! since arms of thine

Have been the lovely lady’Have been the lovely lady’Have been the lovely lady’Have been the lovely lady’Have been the lovely lady’s prs prs prs prs prison.ison.ison.ison.ison.

O Geraldine! one hour was thine—O Geraldine! one hour was thine—O Geraldine! one hour was thine—O Geraldine! one hour was thine—O Geraldine! one hour was thine—

TTTTThou’hou’hou’hou’hou’st had thy will! By tairn and rst had thy will! By tairn and rst had thy will! By tairn and rst had thy will! By tairn and rst had thy will! By tairn and rill,ill,ill,ill,ill,

TTTTThe night-birds all that hour were still.he night-birds all that hour were still.he night-birds all that hour were still.he night-birds all that hour were still.he night-birds all that hour were still.

But now theBut now theBut now theBut now theBut now they are jubilant anewy are jubilant anewy are jubilant anewy are jubilant anewy are jubilant anew,,,,,

From clifFrom clifFrom clifFrom clifFrom cliff and towerf and towerf and towerf and towerf and tower, tu—w, tu—w, tu—w, tu—w, tu—whoo! tu—whoo! tu—whoo! tu—whoo! tu—whoo! tu—whoo!hoo!hoo!hoo!hoo!

Tu—wTu—wTu—wTu—wTu—whoo! tu—whoo! tu—whoo! tu—whoo! tu—whoo! tu—whoo! from whoo! from whoo! from whoo! from whoo! from wood and food and food and food and food and fell!ell!ell!ell!ell! 310310310310310

And see! the lady ChrAnd see! the lady ChrAnd see! the lady ChrAnd see! the lady ChrAnd see! the lady Christabelistabelistabelistabelistabel

Gathers herself from out her trance;Gathers herself from out her trance;Gathers herself from out her trance;Gathers herself from out her trance;Gathers herself from out her trance;

Her limbs relax, her countenanceHer limbs relax, her countenanceHer limbs relax, her countenanceHer limbs relax, her countenanceHer limbs relax, her countenance

Grows sad and soft; the smooth thin lidsGrows sad and soft; the smooth thin lidsGrows sad and soft; the smooth thin lidsGrows sad and soft; the smooth thin lidsGrows sad and soft; the smooth thin lids

Close o’er her eClose o’er her eClose o’er her eClose o’er her eClose o’er her eyes; and tears she sheds—yes; and tears she sheds—yes; and tears she sheds—yes; and tears she sheds—yes; and tears she sheds—

LargLargLargLargLarge tears that leave the lashes bre tears that leave the lashes bre tears that leave the lashes bre tears that leave the lashes bre tears that leave the lashes bright!ight!ight!ight!ight!

And oft the wAnd oft the wAnd oft the wAnd oft the wAnd oft the while she seems to smilehile she seems to smilehile she seems to smilehile she seems to smilehile she seems to smile

As infAs infAs infAs infAs infants at a sudants at a sudants at a sudants at a sudants at a sudden light!den light!den light!den light!den light!

YYYYYea, she doth smile, and she doth weepea, she doth smile, and she doth weepea, she doth smile, and she doth weepea, she doth smile, and she doth weepea, she doth smile, and she doth weep,,,,,

LikLikLikLikLike a youthful hermitesse a youthful hermitesse a youthful hermitesse a youthful hermitesse a youthful hermitess,,,,,   320  320  320  320  320

Beauteous in a wildernessBeauteous in a wildernessBeauteous in a wildernessBeauteous in a wildernessBeauteous in a wilderness,,,,,

WWWWWhohohohoho, praying always, praying always, praying always, praying always, praying always, prays in sleep, prays in sleep, prays in sleep, prays in sleep, prays in sleep.....
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And, if she move unquietly,And, if she move unquietly,And, if she move unquietly,And, if she move unquietly,And, if she move unquietly,

PPPPPerchance, ’erchance, ’erchance, ’erchance, ’erchance, ’tis but the btis but the btis but the btis but the btis but the blood so freelood so freelood so freelood so freelood so free

Comes bacComes bacComes bacComes bacComes back and tingles in her fk and tingles in her fk and tingles in her fk and tingles in her fk and tingles in her feet.eet.eet.eet.eet.

No doubt, she hath a vision sweet.No doubt, she hath a vision sweet.No doubt, she hath a vision sweet.No doubt, she hath a vision sweet.No doubt, she hath a vision sweet.

WWWWWhat if her guardian spirhat if her guardian spirhat if her guardian spirhat if her guardian spirhat if her guardian spirit ‘twere,it ‘twere,it ‘twere,it ‘twere,it ‘twere,

WWWWWhat if she knew her mother near?hat if she knew her mother near?hat if she knew her mother near?hat if she knew her mother near?hat if she knew her mother near?

But this she knowsBut this she knowsBut this she knowsBut this she knowsBut this she knows, in joys and w, in joys and w, in joys and w, in joys and w, in joys and woesoesoesoesoes,,,,,

TTTTThat saints will aid if men will call:hat saints will aid if men will call:hat saints will aid if men will call:hat saints will aid if men will call:hat saints will aid if men will call:  330 330 330 330 330

                     For the b                     For the b                     For the b                     For the b                     For the blue sklue sklue sklue sklue sky bends over all.y bends over all.y bends over all.y bends over all.y bends over all.

2.2.3. ii (b).  Annotations

Drowsily (l. 5): sleepily.

Ever and aye (l.11): always; offering no exception.

Shroud (l.13): a piece of cloth used to cover a dead body before burial. Here it

implies spirit or ghost.

Weal (l.30): wellbeing.

Damsel (l. 58): maiden.

Clad (l.67): dressed.

Meet (l. 71): proper.

Sire (l.79): father (archaic).

Palfrey (l. 84): horse.

Swore (l. 98): promised.

Moat (l.123): a defensive ditch full of water around a castle.

Belike (l. 129): possibly, as if.

Might and main (l.130): entire physical strength.

Gloom (l. 169): here it implies darkness.

Cordial (l. 191): refreshing.
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Woe (l.195): sorrow.

Peak and pine (l. 205): waste and wither away.

Lofty (l. 223): tall.

Countree (l.225): country (archaic)

Unrobe (l.233): undress.

Doleful (l.265): gloomy.

Utterance (l. 268): speech.

Shield (l. 278): protect.

Jagged (l. 282): irregular in shape.

Tairn (l. 306): a small mountain lake.

Rill (l.306): a small stream or rivulet (poetic).

Countenance (l. 313): face.

2.2.3. ii (c). Central Idea

Is there a central idea? ‘Christabel’, an unfinished poem, has defied explanations. On

the surface, you might think that the poem is meant simply to arouse a flesh-creeping

supernatural sensation in the reader. In fact, the poem did evoke strong, but mixed

reactions on this account. Moreover, by introducing the undressing scene of Geraldine,

which was followed by her physical proximity with Christabel, Coleridge also invited

charges of obscenity. An impartial reading of the text would however, make us perceive

that the poem definitely contains a subtler allegory. Here Geraldine stands as a symbol

of evil, whose deceptive appearance bemuses the virtuous Christabel, destroying her

uncompromised innocence. But, is it in the power of evil to despoil innocence unless it

is aided by the latter itself?  In the poem Geraldine repeatedly sinks down and appears

to shrink back, but it is Christabel herself, who leads her into the sanctity of her

bedchamber. Remember also that Christabel leaves the security of her father’s home to

steal out to the wood, in order to pray for her beloved. She herself transgresses the

boundaries which moor her to a protected world of innocence. Could Coleridge be

suggesting that the knowledge which Geraldine brings with her is a part of the process

of maturity? Maybe, the answer will always be elusive.

Why was Christabel, the virtuous and innocent maiden, so easily susceptible to
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Geraldine? Why did she have to go through the shame and horror associated with

Geraldine’s touch? Did her pure innocence make her defenseless against the corruption

of Geraldine? Or was the latter a kind of alter ego which asserted itself at a psychological

moment. In other words, did Geraldine’s spell bring her quite paradoxically to a more

complete understanding of life? Seen thus, the poem is not simply a fantastic melodrama

bordering on obscenity, but has deeper psychological implications.

2.2.3. ii (d). Substance and Critical Commentary

Lines 1-5: The poem opens against the background of a medieval castle. It is midnight

by the castle clock, and the screeching of the owls has suddenly awakened the cock

whose untimely crowing seems but a drowsy, untimely call. There seems to be a

premonition of something unnatural that is to follow.

Lines 6-21: Coleridge alludes to common superstitions with his reference to the strange

habit of the old mastiff bitch. We learn that the owner of the castle is a rich baron,

named Sir Leoline. The howling of the mastiff bitch in response to the sound of the

clock, suggest to some that she can espy the spirit of the baron’s deceased wife, who

seems to hover like a guardian angel.

The description of the night in the following lines reinforces the sense of some impending

disaster. It is a night in April, but spring is yet to arrive. The dim moonlight, the hide

and seek of light and darkness invests the night with a sense of mystery.

Critical commentary

Coleridge fully utilises the eerie effects of the “accidents of light and shade” in his

opening stanzas. The setting reminds us of gothic tales of horror which are often filled

with transgressions of all kinds.

Lines 23-57: We are now introduced to Christabel, the central character of the poem.

She is a lovely lady, and as an only daughter well deserves the love of her father, Sir

Leoline. But, she stealthily steps out into the woods as she had been disturbed the

previous night by bad dreams about her betrothed knight. That is why she goes into the

night to pray for his wellbeing. She is the very picture of silence and piety as she kneels

in prayer below the oak tree. Suddenly, however, the stillness of the night is broken by

a moan which startles Christabel. Since there is not enough air even to lift a single curl

of her hair, or move the last dry leaf in the tree, she is filled with a sudden fear which

makes her heart race. Yet she folds her arms beneath her cloak in determination, and
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moves to the other side of the oak to discover the source of the moaning. The poet

invokes the holy spirit of “Jesu Maria” to protect her.

Lines 58-122: On the other side of the tree Christabel discovers, with surprise and

fear, a bright lady, who is richly dressed. She has a pale, stately beauty, but there is also

an air of wild disarray about her which suggests some terrible experience. To Christabel’s

query she responds in a faint yet sweet voice that she comes of a noble family and that

her name is Geraldine. The previous day she was abducted by a group of warriors, who

left her alone in the woods swearing that they would return soon. She holds her hand

out and appeals to Christabel to help her flee.

Christabel, herself a lady of piety, immediately extends hospitality to the lady on her

father’s behalf. As the old Sir Leoline is weak in health, Christabel thinks it fit not to

awaken him. She decides to shelter Geraldine for the night in her own bedchamber.

They cross the ditch and arrive at the castle gate.

Critical Commentary

The name Christabel, meaning a follower of Christ, suggests holiness and faith. It may

also suggest a redemptive figure whose suffering releases others. Even as she steps out

of the castle gate, she has a spontaneous faith which seems to inspire her actions.

Geraldine, on the other hand, seems to be drawn from a long tradition of vampire tales,

or the Greek Lamia, an unfulfilled soul in search of revenge. Her eager reaching out for

Christabel’s touch suggests a need for a reciprocal gesture from the girl. But, we may

never be sure whether her intention is only to corrupt the girl, or, to redeem herself.

As Christabel’s silent prayer is disrupted by an eerie sensation of a second presence,

Coleridge uses short, breathless questions to build up a sinister atmosphere. Geraldine’s

tale of abduction is unconvincing, but, it reinforces the idea of the hidden perils of the

night. It has the desired effect of appealing to Christabel’s sympathy. The line- “And

once we crossed the shades of night”- gives an early indication of Geraldine’s true

nature, as it seems to hint that she is a spirit who has broken away from the dark shades

in search of a virtuous soul who will rescue her.

Lines 123-165:  Before she enters the castle, Geraldine sinks down at the iron gate,

apparently because of weariness. Christabel lifts her up using all her strength, and carries

her in. She instinctively prays to the Virgin Mary, and requests Geraldine to join her

prayers. The latter however, discards the request pleading weariness.

Outside her kennel, the old mastiff lies asleep. She does not awake as the two ladies
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pass by her, but growls in her sleep. This seems unusual, because until then, the mastiff

bitch has never uttered the shortest of yells in Christabel’s presence.

The half-extinguished hearth inside the castle which suddenly flames up at the entry of

Geraldine, also arrests our attention. Bemused, Christabel, glances at Geraldine’s eyes,

but sees in them nothing other than the reflection of Sir Leoline’s shield hung on the

wall.

Lines 166-189: The ladies now move upstairs silently (“jealous of the listening air”) in

the shadowy lights of the castle. They pass the baron’s room, and finally reach Christabel’s

bedchamber. Though the moonbeams do not enter the room, its interiors are dimly

visible in the dying flame of a silver lamp. It is richly decorated to suit the lady who

lives in it, and the lamp is fastened with a twofold silver chain to the feet of the image

of an angel. Christabel brightens the light, while Geraldine, in wretched plight, sinks

down upon the floor once again.

Lines 190-203: Perceiving the distress of Geraldine, Christabel offers her a refreshing

drink, which her mother made of wild flowers. Geraldine feigns eagerness to beg the

hospitality of Christabel’s mother. At this Christabel answers that her mother died the

moment she was born, with the wish to come back on the day of her daughter’s marriage.

Christabel sincerely wishes if her mother were present then, and Geraldine seems to

echo her.

Critical Commentary

Geraldine’s faint at the iron gate, the growling mastiff bitch and the leaping flame of the

dying hearth, are all the stuff of prevailing superstitions which Coleridge uses to warn

us of the true nature of the strange woman who is brought into the castle by Christabel.

But, even Sir Leoline’s shield, symbol of the family’s honour, is relegated to a corner

and becomes a mere reflection in Geraldine’s eye, as Christabel takes her to the

bedchamber. Coleridge continues with his play on light and shade in the description of

the room, where Geraldine is revived by Christabel. Could the poet be suggesting that

in her willingness to entertain the stranger, Christabel too becomes complicit in the

latter’s design? Or is she the ministering angel who rescues a fallen soul with her pristine

innocence? The answer is for the reader to decide.

Lines 204-225 Geraldine seems to have a terrible fit, as in an altogether altered tone,

she curses Christabel’s mother and bids her wither away. Possibly she senses the

protective spirit of the mother, as she claims in an unnatural voice that the hour is hers.
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Thinking that the long ride of the previous day has acted upon Geraldine’s balance,

Christabel tries to soothe her and offers her again the cordial drink made by her mother.

Geraldine accepts the drink and slowly gathers up her spirit. She looks exceedingly

beautiful as she stands upright again. She seems not to be a usual lady, but a lady, who

has come from an unknown and distant region.

Lines 226-244: Geraldine thanks Christabel for her charity and promises to return it as

per her capacity. But before that she requests Christabel to undress and to go to bed.

She proposes to join her after uttering her prayers. Christabel agrees, but though she

undresses and goes to bed, she finds it impossible to close her eyes. For, her mind

hardly attains respite from constant worries about her lover. She thus rises from the

bed, and reclining on her elbow, fixes her looks at Geraldine.

Critical Commentary

Coleridge uses all the usual symptoms of hysteria to describe Geraldine’s fit. Such fits

were not uncommon at the time and were usually held to be caused by demonic

possession. There seems to be a tussle between her and the dead mother which drains

Geraldine till she is revived by Christabel herself. The reference to her “unsettled eye”

also continues a series of such references which draw your attention to the tormented

state of her soul. As Geraldine stands in all her beauty, the poet seems to be hinting at

the deceptive appearance of evil. Even Christabel, already restless, cannot look away

from her, thus revealing the compelling fascination of evil. The protective presence of

her mother’s soul cannot shield her daughter from the predatory evil of Geraldine.

Lines 245-278: Geraldine bows her head beneath the lamp, and slowly rolls her eyes

around. She then draws her breath aloud, and in an uncontrollable fit of fear or hatred,

she suddenly takes off the cincture from beneath her breast so that her silken robe and

inner vest drop down to her feet. Her bosom and half her side are now full in view, and

as the poet himself declares, it is a sight only to dream of, not to describe. She then

reaches towards the bed and lies down by Christabel, taking the latter in her arms.

Then, in a low voice she tells Christabel that the touch of her bosom casts a spell on her,

and it will henceforth command over her power of speech. From this moment onward,

Christabel will perpetually bear the mark of Geraldine’s shame and sorrow.  She,

henceforth, would be able only to narrate under what circumstances she extended

hospitality to Geraldine; but the events that followed would ever remain beyond her

capacity to narrate.
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Critical Commentary

In these lines Coleridge exploits the full effect of an unarticulated terror. The unspeakable

sight binds Christabel to Geraldine in a silent compact which casts its spell over the

young girl. You may be filled with curiosity to know what she has seen, but there is no

answer. The poet seems to be hinting at a vision which is so terrible that words prove

inadequate. By refusing to specify what Christabel sees, Coleridge incites our imagination

to visualise our own individual fears, and so recreate within us what she may have felt.

This is how a supernatural poem becomes a means of a deeper probing of the psyche in

which every reader becomes a participant.

The Conclusion to Part the First

Lines 279-301: Christabel, even as she lies staring blankly, is changed forever by what

she has seen. She is no longer the pure innocent who had knelt before the oak tree.

Geraldine, on the other hand, seems to have purged herself of her demons as she slept

peacefully, like a mother with her child.

Lines 302-310: A star has set, making way for a new star to rise in the firmament of

Christabel’s fate. Geraldine clearly exploited the advantage of one hour to cast her spell

upon Christabel, and throughout that fateful hour, the night birds were unusually silent

by the mountain lake and the floating rivulet. But now they are jubilant again to welcome

a fresh dawn, and their song gets spread everywhere, from cliff to tower, and from the

woods to the level lands.

Lines 311-331: Finally, Christabel’s trance is over. Her limbs relax, and the tears which

had been held back, overflow her closed eyes. She wavers between tears and smiles, as

even in her sleep she continues to pray, like a young hermitess. Sometimes she moves

restlessly, but this may well be caused by the quick circulation of her youthful blood,

which causes pricking sensation in her feet. Possibly at times, she beholds a sweet

vision of her guardian spirit, i.e. her deceased mother, to make her happy again. However,

Christabel has, to her final consolation, the reassuring knowledge that saints ever extend

their support if men sincerely pray to them, and that the blue sky, i.e. heaven ever

showers benediction over all in both joys and woes.

Critical Commentary

The key line of this part is “A star hath set, a star hath risen,” It suggests a fundamental

change in Christabel, who was held captive in Geraldine’s embrace. Yet, with all the
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strength of her faith, Christabel seems to emerge from the nightmare, changed, but

strong in her belief that the saints will protect her. The full psychological implication of

the poem begins to crystallise here.

This part may also be read as symbolising Christabel’s voluntary acceptance of

suffering which will ultimately purge evil of its potency, as we see Geraldine sleeping

like a child. Christabel’s trance may remind us of the sufferings of the saints and it

finally gives way to a reaffirmation of faith in the concluding lines.

2.2.3. ii (e). Themes

v Medievalism

Romantic medievalism was an answer to classicism and the rule of reason, associated

with Neo-classical literature. It employed features like ruins and castles, and stories of

supernatural merit, to explore realms of experience far removed from the strictly rational.

Coleridge, convinced that ‘distance lends enchantment to the view’,  often set his poems

in strange and alien lands in order to appeal to the imagination, and coax the readers to

accept what would be incredible in the cold light of rationality. Christabel represents a

curious study of Coleridge’s subtle and exquisite use of medieval elements, which leave

a deep and lingering impression in the minds of the readers.

It opens against the backdrop of a medieval castle, with dark stairs, and dimly lit rooms;

Christabel’s bedchamber, furnished with “figures strange and sweet”, and a lamp tied

to an angel’s feet, reminds us of the wonderfully ornate gothic buildings. The woods

outside the castle, where Christabel goes at midnight to pray, represents a space where

unknown threats lurk, beyond the ordered world of the castle. The moat which runs

round the castle marks a defining line between the two worlds which is transgressed by

Christabel.

One of the major themes of the poem is sorcery; for, Geraldine may be easily looked

upon as a sorceress, who comes to cast an evil spell upon the innocent lady Christabel.

This reminds us of the cult of witchery and superstition, which was common among the

people of the Middle Ages. References to the spirit of Christabel’s dead mother and the

peculiar habit of the mastiff bitch of making exactly sixteen short howls to the midnight

clock are aptly used to reinforce a typically medieval atmosphere superstitious fear,

which attains full expansion in the overall horror of the scene, where the undressed

Geraldine takes Christabel in her arms and casts her hypnotic spell over her.

Coleridge also uses two typically medieval concepts in the poem: piety, and chivalry.
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Christabel is characterized as a pious lady with an unwavering faith which is free from

doubts. Secondly, upon hearing Geraldine’s tale, she extends her hospitality in the true

tradition of Medieval chivalry, There are also innumerable references to tournaments,

adventures and trophies of battles in the poem, which successfully sustain a typically

Medieval ambience.

Apart from witchery, the poem also refers to the medieval problems of banditry and

harlotry. Geraldine’s tale of being abducted by a group of ruffians is believed because

of widespread brigandage prevalent at that time. The beautiful Geraldine, with her

cinctured breast appears to be an experienced temptress, a suggestion which becomes

more obvious in the next part of the poem.

Before we conclude, we should note that Coleridge has used a considerable number of

archaic words and phrases, which contribute significantly to heighten the overall medieval

atmosphere in the poem. Of these we may mention nouns like ‘sire’, ‘naught’, ‘palfrey’,

‘yestermorn’, ‘yesternight’; adverbs like ‘withal’, ‘belike’; verbs like ‘quoth’, ‘scritch’,

‘espy’; and finally, phrases like ‘ever and aye’, ‘I wis’, ‘Woe is me’ and ‘Ah, wel-a-

day’. His attempt to set the poem into the mould of a ballad, where the entire verse is

conceived as a statement of a singular bard, also reminds us of the bygone days of the

medieval minstrels. In all this, Coleridge succeeds in imparting an unmistakable element

of Medievalism, much like his contemporaries like Lord Byron and Sir Walter Scott.

v Supernaturalism

Coleridge’s penchant for the supernatural is already evident in poems like The Rime of

the Ancient Mariner and Frost at Midnight. In ‘Christabel’, he introduces the supernatural

in a more complex dimension by launching a character like Geraldine, whose true nature

remains ambiguous. She is a witchlike character who puts the innocent heroine under a

spell. But she is also a strange, mesmeric, presence in the poem. At times, given the

way the two women are linked by touch, we wonder if she is actually Christabel’s alter

ego, signifying the co-existence of good and evil in the human psyche.

The entire atmosphere is built up by presenting natural objects with an air of mystery

which creates an impression of the unnatural; this induces in the readers ‘a willing

suspension of disbelief’ so that they are prepared for the final scene of Geraldine’s

sorcery with its suggestion of a sensational horror. The ‘accidents’ of dim moonlight in

the wood, or, in Christabel’s chamber, create an atmosphere of eerie mystery which sets

the tone of the poem.  As Christabel steps out into the dim wood, we are filled with a

sense of some hidden danger which culminates in her discovery of Geraldine. All this
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corresponds to the sense of premonition already created by references to the drowsy,

untimely call of the crowing cock, the howls of the toothless mastiff in response to the

midnight clock, and finally, the wandering spirit of Christabel’s deceased mother in the

opening lines of the poem. These omens are part of supernatural lore and warn us of the

incursion of evil within the protected precincts of the castle.

The enduring interest of the poem lies in the ultimate mystery, left perpetually unresolved

by the poet himself. No doubt the details of Geraldine’s eyes, gesture, and finally the

description of her breasts as ‘a sight to dream of, not to tell’ mark the pinnacle of

sensationalism and horror in the poem; but after the immediate horror is over, we are

left with a series of questions never to be answered. What is the status of Geraldine and

what is her motive behind casting her spell on Christabel? Can she really espy the spirit

of Christabel’s dead mother? What does Geraldine mean by the mark of her shame and

the seal of her sorrow? What is the peculiarity of Geraldine’s bosom and why are the

breasts particularly used to cast on Christabel the evil spell? What will happen to

Christabel next – would there be any remedy of her suffering or not? These questions,

as we have already observed, have no answer in this poem left incomplete by its poet. It

is left to the reader to use his imagination to make up an ending. This makes the poem

live on in our mind.

v Gothic Elements

 The gothic novel was a genre of fiction which enjoyed a great deal of popularity in the

1790s. It was characterized by tales of horror in a romanticised, pseudo- medieval setting.

The plots very often dealt with themes of betrayal, revenge, corruption of innocence,

often played out through supernatural intervention. It was essentially a genre which

dealt with moral and social transgressions, through which the dark, irrational, side of

human life could be explored.

Coleridge was familiar with these novels and even reviewed Matthew Gregory Lewis’

The Monk. Although he disapproved of what he considered their mechanically lurid

language, his interest in psychology must have attracted him to this genre as it provided

a glimpse into the subconscious realms of human nature. In ‘Christabel’ we find that he

uses many elements of this genre, but, combines them with the allegorical tradition of

Spenser’s Faerie Queene. The setting of the poem, the sense of suspense he creates, the

eerie half-light in which the events of the night take place, all echo elements of the

gothic. Geraldine, a witch masquerading as a victim, is a representation of evil as well

as a femme fatale. She is also a Lamia-like figure, a kind of snake-woman who is a
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figure of unfulfilled desires which must prey on the unwary in order to survive. By

introducing a subtle sexual element in her embrace of Christabel, Coleridge also reminds

us of the many forbidden relationships depicted in gothic novels.

In ‘Christabel’ Coleridge uses the gothic elements to explore the co-existence of good

and evil in the human psyche. He thus, transforms a sensational genre into a more

introspective one, using the veil of a fictional tale to focus on the tussle between the

forces of light and darkness in the human heart.

2.2.3 ii(f). Comphehension Exercises

Long Questions-20 marks

1. Attempt a critical appreciation of Coleridge’s Christabel (Part I).

2. Would you consider ‘Christabel’ (Part I) as a successful supernatural poem?

Substantiate your answer.

3. Write a note on the Medieval elements in ‘Christabel’ (Part I).

4. Consider ‘Christabel’ as an adaptation of the gothic mode in literature.

Mid-Length-12 marks

1. Is it possible to read ‘Christabel’ (Part I) as an allegorical poem? Substantiate your

answer.

2. What is your impression of Geraldine? Answer with textual references.

Short Questions-6 marks

1. Describe the night Christabel comes out to pray in the woods.

2. Where does Christabel discover Geraldine? What does the latter say about herself?

3. How many times does Geraldine sink down upon the ground? How does Christabel

help her to gather her spirits?

4. Briefly reproduce the sorcery scene as you find towards the close of the poem.

2.2.4. Summing Up

This Unit introduced you to two most important poets of the first generation of Romantic

poets – William Wordsworth and Samuel Taylor Coleridge. William Wordsworth, who
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is one of the most significant poets in the canon of English Romantic Poetry, to him that

we owe the transformation of English nature poetry from the picturesque to the sublime.

In reading Wordsworth you will find a depiction of landscape, informed with a moral

and philosophical vision. The view of nature that he presents in his poetry is subjective-

half created and half perceived- as he claims in ‘Tintern Abbey’. Coleridge has been

variously criticised as a political turn-coat, a drug-addict, a plagiarist, and a mystic

humbug, whose wrecked career left nothing but a handful of magical early poems. But

the shaping influence of his highly imaginative criticism is now generally accepted,

and his position (with his friend Wordsworth) as one of the two great progenitors of the

English Romantic spirit is assured. ‘Christabel’, which is usually looked upon as one of

the finest supernatural poems by S. T. Coleridge, brings back to one’s mind echoes of

the tales of wonder involving supernatural  agencies, popularised by the German

Romantics during the eighteenth century.
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Unit - 3 ❐ Reading Romantic Poetry (a) John Keats: ‘Ode to a

Nightingale’  (b) Percy Bysshe Shelley: ‘Ode to the

West Wind’

Structure:

2.3.0: Introduction

2.3.1: The Ode in Romantic Literature

2.3.2: John Keats: The Poet and his Poetry

2.3.2a.1: Text and Introduction to ‘Ode to a Nightingale’

2.3.2a.2: Annotations

2.3.2a.3: Substance and Critical Commentary

2.3.2a.4: Themes

2.3.2a.5: Comprehension Exercises

2.3.3: P B Shelley: The Poet and his Poetry

2.3.3b.1: Text and Introduction to ‘Ode to the West Wind’

2.3.3b.2: Annotations

2.3.3b.3: Substance and Critical Commentary

2.3.3b.4: Themes

2.3.3b.5: Comprehension Exercises

2.3.4: Summing Up

2.3.5: Suggested Reading

2.3.0.  Introduction

In Units 1 and 2 of this Module, you have already read about three major Romantic

Poets – Blake, Wordsworth and Coleridge and their poems prescribed in your syllabus.

Blake as you now know is a transitional Romantic, while Wordsworth and Coleridge

heralded what we have called the high phase of Romantic poetry. This Unit will introduce

you to two other great romantic poets of the second generation – John Keats and P B
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Shelley. The objective of this Unit is to make you familiar with the life and poetry of

Keats and Shelley. You should read these two poems closely with the help of the

discussions provided with each of them. This will help you to relate the poets to the

broader context of British Romantic literature, as well as to their immediate literary

circle. Notice why the notion of Romantic poetry as a form of escape from reality has

come about, and how these poets are actually on the search for a transcendental level of

reality. By the end of this Unit, you will hopefully have a glimpse of the panorama of

Romanticism as it came about in the genre of poetry.

2.3.1. The Ode in Romantic Poetry

“Ode” comes from the Greek aeidein, meaning to sing or chant, and belongs to the

long and varied tradition of lyric poetry. Originally accompanied by music and dance,

and later reserved by the Romantic poets to convey their strongest sentiments, the ode

can be generalized as a formal address to an event, a person, or a thing not present.

There are three typical types of odes: the Pindaric, Horatian, and Irregular. The

Pindaric is named for the ancient Greek poet Pindar, who is credited with inventing

the ode. Pindaric odes were performed with a chorus and dancers, and often composed

to celebrate athletic victories. They contain a formal opening, or strophe, of complex

metrical structure, followed by an antistrophe, which mirrors the opening, and an epode,

the final closing section of a different length and composed with a different metrical

structure. The Horatian ode, named for the Roman poet Horace, is generally more

tranquil and contemplative than the Pindaric ode. Less formal, less ceremonious, and

better suited to quiet reading than theatrical production, the Horatian ode typically

uses a regular, recurrent stanza pattern.

The Romantic ode was adopted by the Romantic poets, especially John Keats.

He experimented with the form so that the three stanza structure is no longer necessarily

the norm. Ode to Autumn has the regular three stanza structure, while ‘Ode on a Grecian

Urn’ and Ode to a Nightingale are irregular in form, both in terms of stanzas and line

length. Other famous Romantic odes are William Wordsworth’s ‘Ode on the Intimations

of Immortality’ and Percy Bysshe Shelley’s ‘Ode to the West Wind’.

A typical structure of the Romantic ode includes:

• Description of a place or object

• Meditation arising from the contemplation of the place or object

• Personal or spiritual insight into issues arising out of this contemplation.
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2.3.2.  John Keats :  The Poet and his Poetry

Ø  A Short Biographical Sketch

The eldest child of his parents Thomas and Frances Keats, John Keats was born in

London on 31 October, 1795 into a lower-middle class family. His father, a keeper of a

livery stable, died in 1804. And in 1810, Keats’ mother also died of tuberculosis (that

was to claim two of her sons also) leaving fourteen year old Keats, his two brothers and

a sister in the care of their grandmother. Keats was never rich; he made little money

from his poetry.

At the age of fifteen Keats was apprenticed to a surgeon, Mr. Hammond.  The connection

lasted till 1814, when Keats quarrelled with Mr. Hammond and joined St. Guy’s Hospital.

There he gained his license after a period of training and become a junior surgeon. At

Guy’s Hospital Keats became familiar with suffering, disease and death, which we find

in his poems in minute details. In 1816, he made the acquaintance of Leigh Hunt, the

famous Radical journalist and poet who named Keats in his article, Young Poets. But

the Tory press did not review him favourably and conservative reviewers mocked Keats’

social position and education. Besides Hunt and Shelley, Keats was also friendly with

Severn, John Hamilton Reynolds, Hazlitt, Coleridge, Lamb and Haydon. He evolved

his distinctive poetic style from his thorough reading of Shakespeare and Spenser, and

his interactions with his contemporaries.

In October, 1818, Keats began taking mercury for a sore throat, the start of the family

tendency to consumption (tuberculosis of the lungs). Then his brother, Tom, got

consumption and Keats nursed him until his death on 1 December, 1818. The same

year he fell in love with Fanny Brawne while staying in London. Keats became engaged

to her but the enemy in his blood was slowly but surely consuming him and he got little

comfort from his love. Inspite of ill-health, the years 1818 and 1819 belong to his

greatest poems. In February, 1820, he vomited blood, a sign that T.B. had destroyed his

lungs. He was nursed by the Hunts and the Brawnes. Ultimately, at Shelley’s suggestion,

he sailed to Italy with the young painter Joseph Severn who nursed him with great

devotion till his death in Rome on 23 February,1821.It was a few months after his

twenty-fifth birthday. Three days later he was buried in the Protestant Cemetery at

Rome, not far from the place where Shelley was to lie a year after. Keats’ epitaph is of

his own dictation:

“Her“Her“Her“Her“Here lies one whose name we lies one whose name we lies one whose name we lies one whose name we lies one whose name was writ in waas writ in waas writ in waas writ in waas writ in waterterterterter.”.”.”.”.”
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Ø Career as a Poet

            When Keats died he was hardly known outside his own literary circle. You will

be surprised to know that the celebrated Blackwood’s (Edinburgh) Magazine actually

tore apart his poetry and did not spare him even in death, writing,

“A Mr. John Keats, a young man who had left a decent calling for the melancholy

trade of Cockney Poetry, has lately died of consumption, after having written

two of three little books of verses much neglected by the general public.”

Many years later Matthew Arnold, the most authoritative Victorian critic of English

literature said of Keats, “He is with Shakespeare”. Never has there been a more complete

reversal of judgement!

In his brief poetic career Keats showed a rapid development in his poetic craft and

remarkable artistic maturity. He published three volumes of verse: Poems (published

by Leigh Hunt) in 1817, ‘Endymion’ in 1818, and Lamia and Other Poems in 1820,

containing some of his best odes, including the ‘Ode to a Nightingale’. This third and

last volume, published just before he left England, contains the richest treasures of

nineteenth century verse: Keats’ finest work in narrative, his fragment of an epic,

Hyperion (begun 1818, abandoned 1819), and his immortal odes. It also includes

‘Isabella’, or The Pot of Basil, ‘The Eve of St. Agnes’. In ‘Endymion’, Keats’ art is still

immature, but the last volume shows a fast maturing genius.

Introduced to the poetry of Spenser by his landlord’s son, Keats fell in love with the

older poet’s melodious verse and wrote verses in imitation of Spenser. To turn to the

great odes is to come closer to the mind of Keats. Like Shelley’s ‘Ode to the West

Wind’ and Wordsworth’s ‘Ode on Intimations of Immortality’, Keats here expresses

his own feelings and shows how they are coloured by the events of his life. The great

odes – ‘On Indolence’, ‘Ode to a Nightingale’, ‘Ode on a Grecian Urn’, ‘To Psyche’,

‘On Melancholy’, ‘To Autumn’- were nearly all written in 1819, a time when Keats

was going through several personal crisis in his life – agony in a brother’s death, personal

experiences of hopelessness in love and anticipation of sudden termination of his creative

career. From the impassioned longing for escape in the Nightingale Ode to the calm

solemnity of ‘To Autumn’, these odes are themselves like a journey of life and reveal

the gradual development of a poetic mind. Keats would have remained immortal as a

poet if only he had written his superb odes. In the opinion of Middleton Murry, they are

“poems comparable to nothing in English literature save the works of Shakespeare’s

maturity.”
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 Here, we should say a few words about Keats’ Letters which give us a clear insight

into his mind and artistic development. His ideas on poetry and his philosophy as a

poet are finely expressed in these Letters. To give just one or two glimpses:

   “…if poetry comes not as naturally as the leaves of a tree it had better not to come at

all.”

  “I am certain of nothing but the holiness of the heart’s affections, and the truth of

imagination. What the imagination seizes as beauty must be truth.”

Ø General Characteristics of Keats’ Poetry

Keats’ poetry is characterised by a rich sensuous quality, in keeping with his advice to

Shelley to “load each rift with ore”. His subject matter is drawn from nature, art, myth

and legend. He had no knowledge of Greek, and little of Greece, yet, his poems are

saturated with images of Classical Greek art and mythology as well as medieval

architecture. That is why Shelley remarked “Keats was a Greek”. Another notable feature

of his poetry is an awareness of the sadness and suffering of life. This is not the whole

philosophy of Keats, but it strikes the key note of the odes. The principal theme pervading

most of the odes is the tension between the transience of human life where youth,

beauty and love fade, and the enduring beauty of the world of art and imagination. His

best poetry achieves a fine balance between the human aspiration for perfect beauty

and a profound awareness of pain and suffering in the actual world of man. He beautifully

recreates the sight, sound and the feel of familiar natural objects often combining different

sense experiences into a single image (synaesthesia) to produce a rich sensuous effect.

In his poetry, the discipline of the verse forms provides the necessary restraint to the

luxuriousness of his sensuous imagination. Keats’ odes are the richest and most

harmonious expressions of the full current of his mind – his keen sense of the beauty of

Nature, significance of Art and mythology, his all-embracing sensuousness, his profound

sense of the mutability of life and his almost Shakespearean receptivity and openness

of mind.

2.3.2a.1. Text and Introduction to ‘Ode to a Nightingale’

 The poem prescribed in your syllabus – ‘Ode to a Nightingale’ exemplifies the qualities

of Keats’ great genius. Let us first become familiar with the term ‘ode’ as included in

the title of the poem:
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Occasion and Date

Written in the Spring of 1819, the ode is normally believed to precede the ‘Ode on a

Grecian Urn’. Keats composed the poem at his friend Charles Brown’s house in

Hampstead where he was then living with Brown. The following is the Charles Brown’s

account of the origin of the poem:

“In the Spring of 1819 a nightingale had built her nest near my house. Keats felt

a tranquil and continual joy in her song; and one morning he took his chair

from the break-fast table to the grass-plot under a plum-tree when he sat for

two or three hours. When he came into the house, I perceived that he had some

scraps of paper in his hand, and these he was quietly thrusting behind the books.

On inquiry, I found these scraps, four or five in number, contained his poetic

feeling on the song of the nightingale. The writing was not well legible; and it

was difficult to arrange the stanzas on so many scraps. With his assistance I

succeeded, and this was his Ode to a Nightingale, a poem which has been the

delight of everyone.”

 The nightingale and other song birds have often been celebrated in verse by poets like

Wordsworth and Shelley. Shelley’s ‘To a Skylark’ is the closest in spirit to Keats’ poem.

But Keats’ treatment of the nightingale is quite unique. For him the nightingale’s song

is the occasion for a meditation on the nature of art and poetry.

The word ‘nightingale’ appears only in the title of the poem, but the bird and its rich

intoxicating night-time world are at the centre of the poem. Keats, a lover of the Hellenic

spirit would have known the Greek myth of Philomel, daughter of Pandion, king of

Attica. She was raped by her sister’s husband, Tereus, and at her own prayer was changed

by the gods into a nightingale in order to escape his vengeance. In the poem, the

nightingale is a symbol of beauty, immortality and freedom from the world’s troubles.

The reference in the title prepares us for the many allusions to Greek myth that we will

find in the poem.
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‘Ode to a Nightingale’

I

MY heart achesMY heart achesMY heart achesMY heart achesMY heart aches, and a drowsy numbness pains, and a drowsy numbness pains, and a drowsy numbness pains, and a drowsy numbness pains, and a drowsy numbness pains

My sense, as though of hemlocMy sense, as though of hemlocMy sense, as though of hemlocMy sense, as though of hemlocMy sense, as though of hemlock I had drunk,k I had drunk,k I had drunk,k I had drunk,k I had drunk,

Or emptied some dull opiate to the drainsOr emptied some dull opiate to the drainsOr emptied some dull opiate to the drainsOr emptied some dull opiate to the drainsOr emptied some dull opiate to the drains

One minute past, and Lethe-wards had sunk:One minute past, and Lethe-wards had sunk:One minute past, and Lethe-wards had sunk:One minute past, and Lethe-wards had sunk:One minute past, and Lethe-wards had sunk:

’T’T’T’T’Tis not through envy of thy hapis not through envy of thy hapis not through envy of thy hapis not through envy of thy hapis not through envy of thy happy lot,py lot,py lot,py lot,py lot, 55555

But being too hapBut being too hapBut being too hapBut being too hapBut being too happy in thine happy in thine happy in thine happy in thine happy in thine happinesspinesspinesspinesspiness,,,,,

TTTTThat thou, light-wingèd Dryad of the treeshat thou, light-wingèd Dryad of the treeshat thou, light-wingèd Dryad of the treeshat thou, light-wingèd Dryad of the treeshat thou, light-wingèd Dryad of the trees,,,,,

In some melodious plotIn some melodious plotIn some melodious plotIn some melodious plotIn some melodious plot

Of beechen green, and shadows numberlessOf beechen green, and shadows numberlessOf beechen green, and shadows numberlessOf beechen green, and shadows numberlessOf beechen green, and shadows numberless,,,,,

SingSingSingSingSingest of summer in full-throated ease.est of summer in full-throated ease.est of summer in full-throated ease.est of summer in full-throated ease.est of summer in full-throated ease. 1010101010

IIIIIIIIII

O for a draught of vintagO for a draught of vintagO for a draught of vintagO for a draught of vintagO for a draught of vintage! that hath beene! that hath beene! that hath beene! that hath beene! that hath been

Cool’d a long agCool’d a long agCool’d a long agCool’d a long agCool’d a long age in the deep-delvèd earth,e in the deep-delvèd earth,e in the deep-delvèd earth,e in the deep-delvèd earth,e in the deep-delvèd earth,

TTTTTasting of Flora and the country-green,asting of Flora and the country-green,asting of Flora and the country-green,asting of Flora and the country-green,asting of Flora and the country-green,

Dance, and Provençal songDance, and Provençal songDance, and Provençal songDance, and Provençal songDance, and Provençal song, and sunburnt mirth!, and sunburnt mirth!, and sunburnt mirth!, and sunburnt mirth!, and sunburnt mirth!

O for a beakO for a beakO for a beakO for a beakO for a beaker full of the warm South!er full of the warm South!er full of the warm South!er full of the warm South!er full of the warm South! 1515151515

Full of the true, the bFull of the true, the bFull of the true, the bFull of the true, the bFull of the true, the blushful Hiplushful Hiplushful Hiplushful Hiplushful Hippocrene,pocrene,pocrene,pocrene,pocrene,

WWWWWith beaded bubith beaded bubith beaded bubith beaded bubith beaded bubbbbbbles winking at the brles winking at the brles winking at the brles winking at the brles winking at the brim,im,im,im,im,

And purple-stainèd mouth;And purple-stainèd mouth;And purple-stainèd mouth;And purple-stainèd mouth;And purple-stainèd mouth;

TTTTThat I might drhat I might drhat I might drhat I might drhat I might drink, and leave the wink, and leave the wink, and leave the wink, and leave the wink, and leave the world unseen,orld unseen,orld unseen,orld unseen,orld unseen,

And with thee fAnd with thee fAnd with thee fAnd with thee fAnd with thee fade away into the forest dim:ade away into the forest dim:ade away into the forest dim:ade away into the forest dim:ade away into the forest dim: 2020202020

IIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Fade fFade fFade fFade fFade far away, dissolve, and quite forgar away, dissolve, and quite forgar away, dissolve, and quite forgar away, dissolve, and quite forgar away, dissolve, and quite forgetetetetet

WWWWWhat thou among the leaves hast never known,hat thou among the leaves hast never known,hat thou among the leaves hast never known,hat thou among the leaves hast never known,hat thou among the leaves hast never known,

TTTTThe wearhe wearhe wearhe wearhe wearinessinessinessinessiness, the f, the f, the f, the f, the fevereverevereverever, and the fret, and the fret, and the fret, and the fret, and the fret
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Here, wHere, wHere, wHere, wHere, where men sit and hear each other groan;here men sit and hear each other groan;here men sit and hear each other groan;here men sit and hear each other groan;here men sit and hear each other groan;

WWWWWhere palsy shakhere palsy shakhere palsy shakhere palsy shakhere palsy shakes a fes a fes a fes a fes a fewewewewew, sad, last gre, sad, last gre, sad, last gre, sad, last gre, sad, last grey hairsy hairsy hairsy hairsy hairs,,,,, 2525252525

WWWWWhere youth grows pale, and spectre-thin, and dies;here youth grows pale, and spectre-thin, and dies;here youth grows pale, and spectre-thin, and dies;here youth grows pale, and spectre-thin, and dies;here youth grows pale, and spectre-thin, and dies;

WWWWWhere but to think is to be full of sorrowhere but to think is to be full of sorrowhere but to think is to be full of sorrowhere but to think is to be full of sorrowhere but to think is to be full of sorrow

And leaden-eAnd leaden-eAnd leaden-eAnd leaden-eAnd leaden-eyed despairs;yed despairs;yed despairs;yed despairs;yed despairs;

WWWWWhere beauty cannot khere beauty cannot khere beauty cannot khere beauty cannot khere beauty cannot keep her lustrous eeep her lustrous eeep her lustrous eeep her lustrous eeep her lustrous eyesyesyesyesyes,,,,,

Or new Love pine at them beOr new Love pine at them beOr new Love pine at them beOr new Love pine at them beOr new Love pine at them beyond to-morrowyond to-morrowyond to-morrowyond to-morrowyond to-morrow..... 3030303030

IVIVIVIVIV

Away! away! for I will fly to thee,Away! away! for I will fly to thee,Away! away! for I will fly to thee,Away! away! for I will fly to thee,Away! away! for I will fly to thee,

Not charNot charNot charNot charNot charioted by Bacchus and his pardsioted by Bacchus and his pardsioted by Bacchus and his pardsioted by Bacchus and his pardsioted by Bacchus and his pards,,,,,

But on the viewless wings of PBut on the viewless wings of PBut on the viewless wings of PBut on the viewless wings of PBut on the viewless wings of Poesy,oesy,oesy,oesy,oesy,

TTTTThough the dull brain perplexes and retards:hough the dull brain perplexes and retards:hough the dull brain perplexes and retards:hough the dull brain perplexes and retards:hough the dull brain perplexes and retards:

Already with thee! tender is the night,Already with thee! tender is the night,Already with thee! tender is the night,Already with thee! tender is the night,Already with thee! tender is the night, 3535353535

And haply the Queen-Moon is on her throne,And haply the Queen-Moon is on her throne,And haply the Queen-Moon is on her throne,And haply the Queen-Moon is on her throne,And haply the Queen-Moon is on her throne,

Cluster’d around by all her starry FaysCluster’d around by all her starry FaysCluster’d around by all her starry FaysCluster’d around by all her starry FaysCluster’d around by all her starry Fays

But here there is no light,But here there is no light,But here there is no light,But here there is no light,But here there is no light,

Save wSave wSave wSave wSave what from heaven is with the breezes bhat from heaven is with the breezes bhat from heaven is with the breezes bhat from heaven is with the breezes bhat from heaven is with the breezes blownlownlownlownlown

TTTTThrough verdurous glooms and winding mossy wayshrough verdurous glooms and winding mossy wayshrough verdurous glooms and winding mossy wayshrough verdurous glooms and winding mossy wayshrough verdurous glooms and winding mossy ways..... 4040404040

VVVVV

I cannot see wI cannot see wI cannot see wI cannot see wI cannot see what flowers are at mhat flowers are at mhat flowers are at mhat flowers are at mhat flowers are at my fy fy fy fy feet,eet,eet,eet,eet,

Nor wNor wNor wNor wNor what soft incense hangs upon the boughshat soft incense hangs upon the boughshat soft incense hangs upon the boughshat soft incense hangs upon the boughshat soft incense hangs upon the boughs,,,,,

But, in embalmèd darknessBut, in embalmèd darknessBut, in embalmèd darknessBut, in embalmèd darknessBut, in embalmèd darkness, guess each sweet, guess each sweet, guess each sweet, guess each sweet, guess each sweet

WWWWWherewith the seasonabherewith the seasonabherewith the seasonabherewith the seasonabherewith the seasonable month endowsle month endowsle month endowsle month endowsle month endows

TTTTThe grasshe grasshe grasshe grasshe grass, the thic, the thic, the thic, the thic, the thickkkkket, and the fruit-tree wild;et, and the fruit-tree wild;et, and the fruit-tree wild;et, and the fruit-tree wild;et, and the fruit-tree wild; 4545454545

WWWWWhite hawthorn, and the pastoral eglantine;hite hawthorn, and the pastoral eglantine;hite hawthorn, and the pastoral eglantine;hite hawthorn, and the pastoral eglantine;hite hawthorn, and the pastoral eglantine;

Fast-fFast-fFast-fFast-fFast-fading violets cover’d up in leaves;ading violets cover’d up in leaves;ading violets cover’d up in leaves;ading violets cover’d up in leaves;ading violets cover’d up in leaves;

And mid-May’And mid-May’And mid-May’And mid-May’And mid-May’s eldest child,s eldest child,s eldest child,s eldest child,s eldest child,
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TTTTThe cohe cohe cohe cohe coming mming mming mming mming musk-rose, full of dewy wine,usk-rose, full of dewy wine,usk-rose, full of dewy wine,usk-rose, full of dewy wine,usk-rose, full of dewy wine,

TTTTThe mhe mhe mhe mhe murmurmurmurmurmurous haunt of flies on summer evesurous haunt of flies on summer evesurous haunt of flies on summer evesurous haunt of flies on summer evesurous haunt of flies on summer eves..... 5050505050

VVVVV

Darkling I listen; and, for manDarkling I listen; and, for manDarkling I listen; and, for manDarkling I listen; and, for manDarkling I listen; and, for many a timey a timey a timey a timey a time

I have been half in love with easeful Death,I have been half in love with easeful Death,I have been half in love with easeful Death,I have been half in love with easeful Death,I have been half in love with easeful Death,

Call’d him soft names in manCall’d him soft names in manCall’d him soft names in manCall’d him soft names in manCall’d him soft names in many a my a my a my a my a musèd rhyme,usèd rhyme,usèd rhyme,usèd rhyme,usèd rhyme,

TTTTTo tako tako tako tako take into the air me into the air me into the air me into the air me into the air my quiet breath;y quiet breath;y quiet breath;y quiet breath;y quiet breath;

Now more than ever seems it rNow more than ever seems it rNow more than ever seems it rNow more than ever seems it rNow more than ever seems it rich to die,ich to die,ich to die,ich to die,ich to die, 5555555555

TTTTTo cease upon the midnight with no pain,o cease upon the midnight with no pain,o cease upon the midnight with no pain,o cease upon the midnight with no pain,o cease upon the midnight with no pain,

WWWWWhile thou art pourhile thou art pourhile thou art pourhile thou art pourhile thou art pouring forth thy soul abroading forth thy soul abroading forth thy soul abroading forth thy soul abroading forth thy soul abroad

In such an ecstasy!In such an ecstasy!In such an ecstasy!In such an ecstasy!In such an ecstasy!

Still wStill wStill wStill wStill wouldst thou singouldst thou singouldst thou singouldst thou singouldst thou sing, and I have ears in vain—, and I have ears in vain—, and I have ears in vain—, and I have ears in vain—, and I have ears in vain—

TTTTTo thy high requiem become a sod.o thy high requiem become a sod.o thy high requiem become a sod.o thy high requiem become a sod.o thy high requiem become a sod. 6060606060

VIIVIIVIIVIIVII

TTTTThou wast not born for death, immortal Bird!hou wast not born for death, immortal Bird!hou wast not born for death, immortal Bird!hou wast not born for death, immortal Bird!hou wast not born for death, immortal Bird!

No hungry gNo hungry gNo hungry gNo hungry gNo hungry generations tread thee down;enerations tread thee down;enerations tread thee down;enerations tread thee down;enerations tread thee down;

TTTTThe voice I hear this passing night was heardhe voice I hear this passing night was heardhe voice I hear this passing night was heardhe voice I hear this passing night was heardhe voice I hear this passing night was heard

In ancient days by emperor and clown:In ancient days by emperor and clown:In ancient days by emperor and clown:In ancient days by emperor and clown:In ancient days by emperor and clown:

PPPPPerhaps the self-same song that found a patherhaps the self-same song that found a patherhaps the self-same song that found a patherhaps the self-same song that found a patherhaps the self-same song that found a path 6565656565

TTTTThrough the sad heart of Ruth, whrough the sad heart of Ruth, whrough the sad heart of Ruth, whrough the sad heart of Ruth, whrough the sad heart of Ruth, when, sichen, sichen, sichen, sichen, sick for home,k for home,k for home,k for home,k for home,

She stood in tears amid the alien corn;She stood in tears amid the alien corn;She stood in tears amid the alien corn;She stood in tears amid the alien corn;She stood in tears amid the alien corn;

TTTTThe same that ofttimes hathhe same that ofttimes hathhe same that ofttimes hathhe same that ofttimes hathhe same that ofttimes hath

Charm’d magCharm’d magCharm’d magCharm’d magCharm’d magic casementsic casementsic casementsic casementsic casements, opening on the foam, opening on the foam, opening on the foam, opening on the foam, opening on the foam

Of perOf perOf perOf perOf perilous seasilous seasilous seasilous seasilous seas, in f, in f, in f, in f, in faery lands forloaery lands forloaery lands forloaery lands forloaery lands forlorn.rn.rn.rn.rn. 7070707070
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VIIIVIIIVIIIVIIIVIII

Forlorn! the very wForlorn! the very wForlorn! the very wForlorn! the very wForlorn! the very word is likord is likord is likord is likord is like a belle a belle a belle a belle a bell

TTTTTo toll me baco toll me baco toll me baco toll me baco toll me back from thee to mk from thee to mk from thee to mk from thee to mk from thee to my sole self!y sole self!y sole self!y sole self!y sole self!

Adieu! the fAdieu! the fAdieu! the fAdieu! the fAdieu! the fancy cannot cheat so wellancy cannot cheat so wellancy cannot cheat so wellancy cannot cheat so wellancy cannot cheat so well

As she is fAs she is fAs she is fAs she is fAs she is famed to doamed to doamed to doamed to doamed to do, deceiving elf, deceiving elf, deceiving elf, deceiving elf, deceiving elf.....

Adieu! adieu! thy plaintive anthem fAdieu! adieu! thy plaintive anthem fAdieu! adieu! thy plaintive anthem fAdieu! adieu! thy plaintive anthem fAdieu! adieu! thy plaintive anthem fadesadesadesadesades 7575757575

PPPPPast the near meadowsast the near meadowsast the near meadowsast the near meadowsast the near meadows, over the still stream,, over the still stream,, over the still stream,, over the still stream,, over the still stream,

Up the hill-side; and now ’Up the hill-side; and now ’Up the hill-side; and now ’Up the hill-side; and now ’Up the hill-side; and now ’tis burtis burtis burtis burtis buried deepied deepied deepied deepied deep

In the next valleIn the next valleIn the next valleIn the next valleIn the next valley-glades:y-glades:y-glades:y-glades:y-glades:

WWWWWas it a vision, or a waking dream?as it a vision, or a waking dream?as it a vision, or a waking dream?as it a vision, or a waking dream?as it a vision, or a waking dream?

Fled is that mFled is that mFled is that mFled is that mFled is that music:—do I wakusic:—do I wakusic:—do I wakusic:—do I wakusic:—do I wake or sleep?e or sleep?e or sleep?e or sleep?e or sleep? 8080808080

2.3.2a.2. Annotations

Stanza – I

Hemlock: the juice of hemlock, a poisonous plant. In a large dose it is deadly,

but a small dose  dulls one’s senses.

…dull opiate: preparation containing opium (narcotic) which produces dullness

(sleep). This is an instance of transferred epithet, the epithet ‘dull’ is transferred

from the poet to ‘opiate’.

Lethe-wards:   In Greek mythology, Lethe is a river in Hades (Lower world),

from which the souls of the dead drink to forget the past. It therefore stands for

oblivion.

Dryad: According to Greek mythology, the Dryads are tree-nymphs who are born

and die with the trees which are their dwelling.

…melodious plot of beechen green: a typical example of synaesthesia, combining

sight and sound, the bright fresh colour of beech trees with the music of the

nightingale’s song.

Stanza – II

…draught of vintage: A small measure of wine. ‘Vintage’ suggests both age and

excellence. Time causes death in human life, but enriches the wine.
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…purple-stained mouth: the mouth of the beaker stained with red wine. This

may also suggest the purple colour of the lips of the poet when he will finish his

drink. This is a powerful visual image, full of pictorial detail and minute

observation.

Flora: the Roman goddess of flowers and spring

Provencal song: a reference to the medieval troubadours (or minstrels) of

Provence.A region in France, Provence is famous for its good wine, troubadours

and song.

sun-burnt mirth: a transferred epithet denoting  the merry –making of the sun-

burnt people of Provence which lies in the warm regions of southern France.

South:  refers to the wine produced in the region of Provence in South of France,

associated with an easy pace of life and warm, Mediterranean climate.

Ll. 13-15: another excellent example of synaesthesia in the way Keats combines

the visual, the tactile and a mood, into a total experience occasioned by ‘taste’

and denoting ideas associated with a certain way of life.

Blushful:  glowing red (refers to the colour of the wine) like the face of a blushing

girl .

Hippocrene: in Greek mythology, it is a fountain on Mount Helicon, sacred to

the Muses. It is said to have been produced by the blow of the hoof of Pegasus,

the winged horse of the sun-god. This fountain is supposed to give poetic inspiration

to those who drink from it.

Stanza III

The weariness, the fever, and the fret: the disturbances, exciting desires and

restlessness of life. We are reminded of the ‘fretful fever’ in Shakespeare’s Macbeth.

In Wordsworth’s Tintern Abbey, we also find a similar expression: “the fretful

stir unprofitable and the fever of the world.”

Where men…groan: the line recalls a very miserable picture of rows of patients

screaming in pain. Keats’ own experiences with illness and the death of his brother

seem to be reflected here.

spectre-thin:  thin as a ghost. The epithet reinforces the grim horror of the human

condition. Here, Keats is perhaps thinking of the misery and the death of his

younger brother Tom who died prematurely of consumption.
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leaden-eyed despairs: eyes heavy with sorrow; or eyes having the colour of lead

(which are a sign of despair) . The coffin or burial image is implicit in the phrase.

Not charioted …pards: this is an allusion to Titian’s famous painting “Bacchus

and Ariadne” in the National Gallery which Keats admired  very much. Bacchus

is the Greek god of wine and leopards are taken to draw the chariot of the wine-

god.

Stanza-IV

the viewless wings of Poesy: i.e. his own imaginative powers or poetic imagination.

Though …retards: the pure intellect or reason hinders the free play of imagination.

haply: perhaps, by chance. The poet cannot see the moon from shady beechen

grove of the nightingale.

the Queen-Moon …Fays: a very beautiful image of Diana , the moon-goddess.

Stars are imagined to be fairies attending on Queen Moon who is shining in

majestic glory in the sky and looks, as it were, seated on the throne.

save: except

verdurous gloom: a brilliant phrase where two visual images are mixed . It refers

to the darkness caused by the luxuriant mass of green leaves.

the seasonable month: the month that brings forth the flowers in its due season(i.e.

the month of May)

thicket: bush.

hawthorh: a thorny shrub of the rose family.

pastoral eglantine: eglantine is sweet-briar, a kind of wild rose with fragrant

leaves and flowers. It is called pastoral because it has the natural charm of rural

scenery.

Stanza V

incense: scented flowers , delicious fragrance of fruit – blossoms. In Coleridge’s

KublaKhan , there is “ incense – bearing tree .”

embalmed darkness: darkness that is saturated with the fragrance of flowers

.But the epithet ‘embalmed’ conveys the thought of death . The darkness like a

corpse seems to be treated with aromatic drugs to preserve it from decay. Olfactory

and visual images are beautifully juxtaposed here.
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Fast-fading violets: violet flowers that wither away quickly, suggesting transient

beauty; ‘Cover’d up in leaves’ again suggests burial image.

mid-May’s eldest child:  beautiful personification of the first flower that blooms

in mid-summer.

musk-rose: a rambling rose with large white flowers that grow in clusters and

give out a musk-like odour. The evocation of whiteness in darkness is significant:

the dark bower is, as it were, covered up with a shroud.

dewy wine: dew-like honey (bee-wine).

The murmurous haunt…eves: the fragrant musk-rose filled with honey attract

bees on summer evenings and the whole place is full of the buzzing of bees. It is

a fine example of onomatopoeia, the sound and music of the lines nicely conveys

its sense.

Stanza - VI

Darkling: belonging to the darkness

…Call’d him soft names: invoked him tenderly.

…mused rhyme: meditative poetry.

…high requiem: rapturous funeral song;

Sod: a clod of earth, unfeeling, inanimate.

Stanza – VII

immortal Bird:  immortality is attributed not to the bird itself, but to its song (or

to its species). It is a thing of beauty and as such deathless.

No hungry…down: the word ‘hungry’ is yet another addition to the catalogue of

human ills listed in the third stanza.

…this passing night: the night is departing swiftly, as if the night is also dying

away.

…sad heart of Ruth: The story of Ruth is narrated in the “Book of Ruth” of the

Old Testament. She was a Moabite married to a Jew. After her husband’s death

she went to Judea in Palestine with her mother-in-

law, Naomi. There she gleaned corn in the fields of the wealthy Boaz.  Keats

imagines that while she gleaned corn in the foreign land, she heard the song of

the nightingale and pined for home.
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Charm’d magic casements: windows of some enchanted castle. It suggests a

captive princess sitting near the window of the enchanted castle. The nightingale’s

songseemingto carry a message from her saviour sailing across the perilous seas,

fill the casement with the magic of hope.

…faery lands forlorn: faery lands are not the countries where faeries live – they

are rather the “legendary countries of romance” Leigh Hunt finds in Lines 68-70

an allusion to Claude’s picture of the “Enchanted Castle” of which Keats had

already written a detailed study in his “Epistle to Reynolds”.

Stanza – VIII

Forlorn: lonely; this word is an echo from the last stanza.

…sole self: real solitary self.

Adieu: farewell (to fancy).

…deceiving elf: fancy is like a fairy that plays tricks on  man. The higher power

‘Poesy’ is here replaced by ‘fancy’ which is considered deceitful. For the ‘elf’

Keats is probably influenced by Spenser and his Elfin Knights.

…plaintive anthem: the song of the nightingale is now just a melancholy song,

not a joyous outpouring.

…buried deep: As the nightingale flies away, the song gradually recedes and is

finally lost irretrievably. The burial image comes once again.

Was it…dream?: The query underlines the poet’s divided heart, perplexity and

uncertainty.

…do I wake or sleep?:  the poet questions whether the experience was just a

fleeting illusion as insubstantial as our dreams. Dream is often associated with

the visionary poetry of the Romantics.

2.3.2a.3. Substance and Development of Thought

        ‘Ode to a Nightingale’ is not merely the product of deeply felt emotion, it is also

of rich philosophic interest. Prof. Harford has justly called it, “a richly meditative ode”.

It is a poem inspired by the poet’s experience of the joyful song of a nightingale which

set aglow the poet’s imagination.  It celebrates the beauty of the song and contrasts the

transience of human joys with the eternity of happiness promised by the enchanting

melody. The powerful imagination of the poet sweeps all over the universe and blends
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together the real and the imaginary – history, the Bible, and fairy tales. The drab world

of reality is thus linked by its aerial ray with the ‘faery lands forlorn’. The poet in Keats

is not satisfied with mere exuberance or ecstasy but ponders deeply about the meaning

and purpose of life.

        Keats’ flight on the “wings of Poesy” retains his artistic control over his creation.

Ultimately, the poet wakes up to reality from his ‘vision’ or reverie when the bird flies

away and its song fades into silence. Like the typical Romantic reverie poem, the structure

of this poem is parabolic. After the imaginary journey from the chair of the Hampstead

garden to the ideal world of the nightingale, culminating in the “charm’d magic

casements”, the poet finally returns to the starting point, thus completing a circle. The

poem ends on a note of uncertainty. The poet is left wondering which has the greater

truth (or value) – the everyday reality or a vision (or a reverie). The opposing attitudes

are left unreconciled in the final query of the poem.

Stanza I: Listening to the happy song of the nightingale, Keats is filled with an aching

joy which eventually lulls him into a state of dulled numbness. It is, as if, the poet has

taken hemlock or opium or has drunk the water of Lethe, the river of Hades. The poet

makes it clear that it is not envy, but an excess of joy that leads him to this state. He

imagines the bird as a dryad singing effortlessly among the green beech-trees in a

happy summer season.

Stanza II: The thought of summer and joyous song makes the poet long to escape to

the beautiful forest of the nightingale. He wishes to become one with the happy spirit

of the bird. Keats offers a series of images, taken from classical myth and literary

traditions, which are associated with a life of enjoyment. He wishes to transport himself

to the world of the nightingale with the aid of a cup of wine that has been cooled a long

time in the underground and evokes the Roman goddess of flowers, Flora. The wine is

redolent of the green countryside and the songs and dances of Provence are associated

with the Mediterranean regions. The poet wants to taste this intoxicating liquor, pouring

it in a container and watching its brimming bubbles before staining his lips with its

purple colour. It is no ordinary wine but one which will inspire his poetic creativity like

the water of the fountain of Hippocrene in Classical mythology. His main intention is

to forget the world of reality and fly away to the forest-world of the nightingale.

Stanza III: Keats contrasts the nightingale’s ideal world with the world of human

suffering where youth, beauty and love are all too transient.  He draws a moving picture

of the ills and evils of human life where thinking gives us nothing but sorrow. Frustration

and despair are the lot of human beings, which Keats wants to escape.
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Critical Commentary

At the very outset you are introduced to a mood of deep abstraction, occasioned by the

joyous response to the birdsong. In true Romantic mode the mood of ecstasy numbs

the senses, but, gives rise to the creative activity of the mind. The poem shows how in

an intense imaginative experience sorrow is fused into joy, and the world of time merges

into the world of eternity. The song of the nightingale represents ideal beauty that

never fades but transcends the bounds of space and time. The entire experience is brought

alive through a rich array of images appealing to the various senses.

Stanza IV: Sticking to his resolution to break away from the actual world, the poet, on

later thought, changes his mode of flight. The poet decides not to take the route of

intoxication, but depend upon his power of poetic imagination to transport him to the

ideal region of the nightingale. And within a short while, he finds that his ‘viewless

wings of Poesy’ takes him straight to the woodland bower right beside the singing bird.

From the dark nook, the poet fancies the moon to be shining gloriously like a queen

surrounded by stars. The end of the stanza anticipates the darkness which shrouds the

next stanza.

Stanza V: This stanza is a wonderful record of a sharpened awareness of the fragrance

of each and every flower and fruit, as the olfactory compensates for the absence of

sight. Judging by their fragrance, the poet identifies whatever has grown in the grass,

thickets and trees of the dark forest, whether it is hawthorn or eglantine or violet or

musk-rose or a ripe fruit. The total sensuous experience is enriched by the buzzing of

murmuring bees which fills the whole atmosphere. But, the “embalmed darkness” and

the “fast-fading violet” carry a premonition of the thoughts of death which obtrude in

the next stanza.

Critical Commentary

The poet’s imaginative flight transports him to a realm beyond imperfect reality, signified

by the bower of the nightingale. Stanza V is replete with the imagined pleasures of the

senses, but there is a sense of incomplete satisfaction as the poet is unable to see the

flowers that lie at his feet and can only guess what they are. The images of fading and

embowering indicate a subconscious awareness of transience and death. The last line

which ends with the realisation that death will rob the poet of the very senses through

which he enjoys aesthetic joy. The word ‘sod’ with its hard consonant ending seems to

recreate a sense of a sudden rude realisation.
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Stanza VI: With apparent suddenness the poet expresses his desire for death. Earlier

he had thought of death many a time, but now it his excess of joy which fills him with

a death-wish. This seems to him to be the perfect moment to sink into ‘easeful Death’,

with the song of the bird being his requiem.  He will die quietly, but the bird will

continue her singing incessantly.

Stanza VII: In this stanza the bird is transformed into an idea. In contrast to the mortality

of human beings, Keats thinks that the nightingale is immortal. The song of the

nightingale continues through the ages. The song the poet is listening to now, was

heard across time and space: in ancient times by kings and clowns, by sad Ruth in a

foreign land and also by the lonely captive princess in an enchanter’s castle in a forlorn

land.

Critical Commentary

In these stanzas you discover how death is an ever-present motif in Keats’ ode. It is

portrayed in pallid colours in the previous stanzas, but is transformed into a sublime

escape in stanza VI. The mortality of the human realm is contrasted with the perpetuation

of beauty one finds in nature. The song of the nightingale which belongs to this realm

of undying beauty offers the poet a glimpse into this world of ideals.

Stanza VIII: The thought of the forlorn princess suddenly breaks the illusion of the

poet’s imaginary excursion to the nightingale’s world. He is hurled back to the realities

of life where he doubly feels his own forlorn state. The poet realizes that so long he

was cheated by fancy. But fancy cannot cheat him permanently. The song fades as the

bird flies away and is heard no more. The happy song seems to be a melancholy one

now. The poet expresses his wonder and cannot realize fully whether his experience

was unreal and nothing but a reverie or it has some higher value.

Critical Commentary

The poet realises that the fairy lands he associates the bird with are devoid of the zest

of life. The flight of fancy is reversed as the poet comes back to his “sole self”. The

poem ends on a note of unresolved tension between imagination and reality, which is

at the heart of Keats’ artistic quest. The same dichotomy is also to be found in his ‘Ode

on a Grecian Urn’.
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Activity for the Learner:

1. Make a list of the images in stanza III which present a contrast to

those in stanza II.

2. To which senses does Keats appeal in stanza V?

2.3.2a.4. Themes

Ø Theme of Transience and Permanence

Graham Hough perceived that Keats’ major odes are closely bound up with the theme

of transience and permanence. After acutely experiencing the tragic loss of much that

is lovable and precious in life, Keats’ Romantic urge forced him to discover an imaginative

resource of permanent beauty and happiness which would defy the decaying power of

time. In his poetry he continually makes an attempt to reconcile the contradiction between

the mutability of life and the permanence of art.

In ‘Ode to a Nightingale’ the principal conflict is between the real world and the ideal

world. Keats also seeks to escape into the world of imagination. But this escape is

repeatedly thwarted by a painful realisation of the actualities of life. It begins by pitting

the poets’ heart- ache and ‘drowsy numbness’ against the ‘full-throated ease’ of the

nightingale’s song whose joyous melody is symbolic of the undying beauty of art; and

by suggesting a reconciliation of the contraries by ‘being too happy in thine happiness’.

But nevertheless, the stark contrast between the nightingale’s forest world and the painful,

troubled and decaying human world is brought into sharp focus in Stanza-III. The

focus is predominantly on the ephemeral character of all that is valuable and desirable

in life. In sharp contrast to this, the nightingale is ‘not born for death’. The subject of

the poem is not the nightingale but the idea of a life of beauty which it inspires. It’s

song is the voice of eternity that transcends the bounds of space and time. Thus the bird

is the song merge and become one. This imaginative swerving from the finite to the

infinite, from the world of time to the world of eternity is a marked feature of the

greatest Romantic poetry. This contrast is a common theme of Romantic poetry.But,

what makes Keats’ poetry more profound and subtle is the paradoxical awareness of

the other side of things. The moment, when Keats listens to the superb spell of the

nightingale and glorifies its song, is not measured in terms of clock-time or calendar-

time; itis an ‘eternal moment’ as Forster calls it, perpetuated down the generations

even after the fading away. The desire to escape into a world of eternal beauty and joy
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ends in failure. But the quality and intensity of this joy and freedom achieved through

artistic fancy has an eternal value. John Barnard has rightly observed:

“The paradox of the poem is that by admitting failure it, as if inadvertently,

demonstrates the grandeurs of the human singer, who within his limits, gives

the bird immortality - an immortality that exists only in the human mind.”

Ø Escapism

You are sure to be struck by parts of the poem in which Keats wants passionately to

‘leave the world unseen’ and with the nightingale ‘fade far away into the forest dim’.

These words surely denote the poet’s deep desire to leave behind his personal world of

pain and suffering and revel in the promise of endless joy which seems to be offered by

the nightingale’s song. Yet, to call Keats a mere escapist would be to do injustice to the

complex relationship he has with the ideal world of aesthetic joy and the warm pulsating

realm of reality, imperfect though it may be. Keats’ personal afflictions are also seen as

part of the sad lot of humanity as a whole. The general picture of malady is undeniably

moving in its pitiful starkness, and leaves us in no doubt that the poet really does want

to escape into a different plane of existence symbolised by the forest world of the bird.

Soaring on the wings of poesy he indulges in a rich sensuous experience amidst the

‘verdurous gloom’. The note of escapism expressed strongly through the death-wish of

the poet, is a natural culmination of his love of darkness, timelessness and oblivion.

The soothing darkness brings up his desire for dark death, “to cease upon the midnight

with no pain.” The overwhelming sensual indulgence in stanza V, gives rise to a swooning

feeling in which the poet seems to want to lose his individual consciousness which is

burdened with the sufferings of life. His desire for death is a bitter-sweet one, combining

an intense desire for the joy and beauty of this world with the awareness of inevitable

death.  His enjoyment of a “life of the senses” is combined with a tragic vision of

impending death. His delightful evocation of the “Dance and Provencal song and sun-

burnt mirth” and his wish for “… a beaker full of the warm South / Full of the true, the

blushful Hippocrene” is undeniable proof of his love for warmth and joys of life even

though it is ephemeral. The poem is thus a temporary spell of imaginative excursion

into the realm of supra-consciousness where the poet’s yearnings and longings find

poetic release. Indeed, Keats escapes from present reality into the higher reality of

dreams and yearnings. He remains there for a time by the strength of his imagination.

At the end, the poet is called back to self-consciousness and wakes up from his indolent

dream to face actual life on its terms. In the last stanza, there is an ironic reversal of the
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poet’s fantasy. Thus, ‘Ode to a Nightingale’ may truly be described as a wonderful

poetic record of the poet’s reflection of human experience.

Note for the Learner

Synesthesia

In literature, synesthesia refers to a technique adopted by writers to present

ideas, characters or places in such a manner that they appeal to more than

one senses like hearing, seeing, smell etc. at a given time.

Dear learner, you will notice synesthetic imagery (group of similar or linked

images) in  Keats’ ‘Ode to a Nightingale’ too:

“T“T“T“T“Tasting of Flora and the country green,asting of Flora and the country green,asting of Flora and the country green,asting of Flora and the country green,asting of Flora and the country green,
Dance, and Provencal songDance, and Provencal songDance, and Provencal songDance, and Provencal songDance, and Provencal song, and sun burnt mirth!”, and sun burnt mirth!”, and sun burnt mirth!”, and sun burnt mirth!”, and sun burnt mirth!”

In the above example, Keats combines visual sensation with gustatory and

auditory sensations. In the same poem, he further states:

“In some melodious plot,“In some melodious plot,“In some melodious plot,“In some melodious plot,“In some melodious plot,
Of beechen green,Of beechen green,Of beechen green,Of beechen green,Of beechen green,
SingSingSingSingSingest of summer in full throated ease.est of summer in full throated ease.est of summer in full throated ease.est of summer in full throated ease.est of summer in full throated ease.”

Keats associates the act of melodious singing with a plot covered with green

beechen trees and thus connects visual sense with the sense of hearing. Such

use of the technique lends beauty to the language of poetry by stimulating

many senses simultaneously.

2.3.2f. Comprehension Exercises

Long questions-20 marks:

1. Consider ‘Ode to a Nightingale’ as a Romantic poem.

2. Is ‘Ode to a Nightingale’ a poem of escape or a deep reflection on human experience?

Answer with reference to the text.

3. Comment on the contrast between transience and permanence as you find it in

‘Ode to a Nightingale’.

4. Discuss the imagery of ‘Ode to a Nightingale’.
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Mid-length questions-12 marks:

1. “ ‘Ode to a Nightingale’, unlike Keats’ other odes, has no single central theme.”

Do you agree? Give reasons for your answer.

2. Trace the autobiographical elements in ‘Ode to a Nightingale’.

3. Comment on the sensuousness of Keats with reference to ‘Ode to a Nightingale’.

4. What is an ode? What features of ode do you find in ‘Ode to a Nightingale’?

Short questions-6 marks:

1. How does Keats portray the miseries of actual life in stanza – III of ‘Ode to a

Nightingale’?

2. Comment on the description of flowers in stanza – V of ‘Ode to a Nightingale’.

3. What do you think of the ending of ‘Ode to a Nightingale’?

4. What is the significance of the ‘nightingale’ in the title, ‘Ode to a Nightingale’?.

2.3.3. P. B.  Shelley: The Poet and his Poetry

Ø  A Short Biographical Sketch

Percy Bysshe Shelley was born on 4 August 1792 at Field Place, near Horsham, in the

country of Sussex. His father Timothy (later Sir Timothy) was a prosperous landowner.

According to one account, after he blew up a part of Field Place with a chemistry

experiment, Shelley was sent to Eton (1804-10), where he manifested the courage to

live by his beliefs which was to characterise him ever after. Experiments in chemistry

and electricity gave him intense pleasure. Shelley learnt Greek and Latin, and acquired

what was then forbidden knowledge: science, William Godwin’s Political Justice, and

the French skeptics.

In 1810, Shelley entered University College, Oxford and made friends with his classmate

Thomas Jefferson Hogg. He was expelled from Oxford with Hogg in 1811 for publishing

a pamphlet, The Necessity of Atheism. The same year, he eloped with Harriet Westbrook

and married her in Edinburgh. In 1812, he went to Ireland to campaign for the liberation

of the Irish people. The same year, he met the philosopher William Godwin who had

been an early influence. In 1814, Shelley left Harriet for Mary Godwin, daughter of

William Godwin and Mary Wollstonecraft. In 1816, after Harriet drowned herself,
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Shelley married Mary Godwin. He met Byron, Leigh Hunt and Keats about that time.

In 1818, he departed for Italy, never to return to England again. On 8 July 1822 Shelley,

along with his friend Williams, was drowned at sea near Leghorn, less than a month

short of Shelley’s thirtieth birthday. His body was washed up a few days later and

recognized only by the copy of Keats’s poetry found in his pocket. On 15 August, in

the presence of Byron, Trelawney, and Hunt, Shelley and Williams were cremated on

the beach between La Spezia and Livorno. In 1823, Shelley’s ashes were laid beside

those of Keats in the Roman cemetery that he had nobly hymned.

Ø  Career as a Poet

Shelley began his literary career when he was still at school, with two boyish gothic

romances – Zastrozzi and St. Irvyne. In the same year he published Original Poetry by

Victor and Cazire, poems by himself and his sister, Elizabeth and Posthumous Fragments

of Margaret Nicholson. However, Shelley’s earliest effort of any note is Queen Mab

(1813), a long poem which contains much of Shelley’s cruder atheism. This poem was

followed by Alastor, or The Spirit of Solitude (1816), a kind of spiritual autobiography

that shows Shelley’s growing skill as a poet.  Laon and Cythna (1817), afterwards

called The Revolt of Islam. Prometheus Unbound (begun in 1818, published 1820) a

lyrical drama, Julian and Maddalo, The Masque of Anarchy and The Witch of Atlas are

other works of extraordinary quality. Adonais (1821) is a lament for the death of Keats

modelled on the classical elegy. Other than the longer poems some of Shelley’s shorter

sweetest lyrics are – To a Skylark, Ode to the West Wind, The Cloud, The Indian Serenade,

On a Faded Violet, To Night etc. Shelley also wrote his impassioned prose A Defence

of Poetry (1821) in which he upheld the historic role of the poet as “the unacknowledged

legislators of the world”.

Ø General Characteristics of Shelley’s Poetry

No other Romantic poet has attracted such extreme comments as Shelley. While his

contemporaries attacked him for his atheism, infidelity and moral turpitude, others like

Matthew Arnold and Leslie Stephens have found fault with his ‘unreality’ and

‘ineffectuality’. Shelley’s revolutionary doctrines and idealistic philosophy, his poetic

technique and his personal life have all come under severe attack from the critics. Yet,

he has been acclaimed by many admirers as the most radical of all the Romantic poets

who criticized all the social institutions responsible for curbing the free human spirit.

He also maintained his anti-establishment stand consistently throughout his life.  The
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prophetic note, the hope in a golden millennium, the regeneration of mankind, underlies

the major poems of Shelley. Though Shelley’s radical views were often unacceptable

to readers, he received his due praise for the lyrical splendour, spontaneity, and the

musical richness of his verse. The visionary quality of his poetry, his attitude to Beauty

and Love, his intense love for Nature, his fine word-painting and brilliant images, his

descriptive power and his successful handling of the blank verse make him a great

Romantic poet.

   If you wish to read about the various views on Shelley, you may read the works of

critics like Carlos Baker and R. H. Fogle who have discovered a unique system of

imagery in Shelley’s poetry. Carl Grabo and Neville Rogers have analysed the scientific

aspects of Shelley’s imagery and Earl Wasserman has made a scholarly study of Shelley’s

mythmaking faculty.

2.3.3b.1. Text and Introduction to ‘Ode to the West Wind’:

Source

Written between October and November 1819 (first published in the Prometheus

Unbound volume of 1820), ‘Ode to the West Wind’ is considered to be one of the finest

of Shelley’s lyrics. In his own note to the poem, Shelley describes the exact circumstances

under which the poem was composed: “This poem was conceived and chiefly written

in wood that skirts the Arno, near Florence, and on a day when that tempestuous wind,

whose temperature is at once mild and animating, was collecting the vapours which

pour down the autumnal rains. They began, as I foresaw, at sunset with a violent tempest

of hail and rain, attended by that magnificent thunder and lightning peculiar to the

Cisalpine regions.”

One very important point about the Ode is its poignant autobiographical significance.

When Shelley wrote the poem, he and his wife were passing through peculiar mixed

feelings. There was sadness for the death of a child and also some joyous expectation

of a new child who was going to be born. They were naturally thinking in terms of

birth, death and rebirth – creation, destruction, and re-creation. This eternal process,

which is at work in human life, is reflected in the cycle of seasons in nature. The West

Wind is an appropriate symbol of this life and death continuum and no wonder that

Shelley addresses it as ‘Destroyer and Preserver’.
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TEXT

‘Ode to the West Wind’

I

O WILD WO WILD WO WILD WO WILD WO WILD West West West West West Wind, thou breath of Autumn’ind, thou breath of Autumn’ind, thou breath of Autumn’ind, thou breath of Autumn’ind, thou breath of Autumn’s beings beings beings beings being

TTTTThou from whou from whou from whou from whou from whose unseen presence the leaves deadhose unseen presence the leaves deadhose unseen presence the leaves deadhose unseen presence the leaves deadhose unseen presence the leaves dead

Are drAre drAre drAre drAre driven likiven likiven likiven likiven like ghosts from an enchanter fleeinge ghosts from an enchanter fleeinge ghosts from an enchanter fleeinge ghosts from an enchanter fleeinge ghosts from an enchanter fleeing,,,,,

YYYYYellowellowellowellowellow, and b, and b, and b, and b, and blaclaclaclaclack, and pale, and hectic red,k, and pale, and hectic red,k, and pale, and hectic red,k, and pale, and hectic red,k, and pale, and hectic red,

PPPPPestilence-strestilence-strestilence-strestilence-strestilence-stricicicicickkkkken men men men men multitudes! O thouultitudes! O thouultitudes! O thouultitudes! O thouultitudes! O thou          5         5         5         5         5

WWWWWho charho charho charho charho chariotest to their dark wintry bediotest to their dark wintry bediotest to their dark wintry bediotest to their dark wintry bediotest to their dark wintry bed

TTTTThe wingèd seedshe wingèd seedshe wingèd seedshe wingèd seedshe wingèd seeds, w, w, w, w, where thehere thehere thehere thehere they lie cold and lowy lie cold and lowy lie cold and lowy lie cold and lowy lie cold and low,,,,,

Each likEach likEach likEach likEach like a corpse within its grave, untile a corpse within its grave, untile a corpse within its grave, untile a corpse within its grave, untile a corpse within its grave, until

TTTTThine azure sister of the Sprhine azure sister of the Sprhine azure sister of the Sprhine azure sister of the Sprhine azure sister of the Spring shall bing shall bing shall bing shall bing shall blowlowlowlowlow

Her clarHer clarHer clarHer clarHer clarion o’er the dreaming earth, and fillion o’er the dreaming earth, and fillion o’er the dreaming earth, and fillion o’er the dreaming earth, and fillion o’er the dreaming earth, and fill   10  10  10  10  10

(Dr(Dr(Dr(Dr(Driving sweet buds likiving sweet buds likiving sweet buds likiving sweet buds likiving sweet buds like floce floce floce floce flocks to fks to fks to fks to fks to feed in air)eed in air)eed in air)eed in air)eed in air)      

WWWWWith living hues and odours plain and hill;ith living hues and odours plain and hill;ith living hues and odours plain and hill;ith living hues and odours plain and hill;ith living hues and odours plain and hill;

WWWWWild Spirild Spirild Spirild Spirild Spirit, wit, wit, wit, wit, which art moving everywhich art moving everywhich art moving everywhich art moving everywhich art moving everywhere;here;here;here;here;

Destroyer and preserver; hearDestroyer and preserver; hearDestroyer and preserver; hearDestroyer and preserver; hearDestroyer and preserver; hear, O hear!, O hear!, O hear!, O hear!, O hear!

IIIIIIIIII

TTTTThou on whou on whou on whou on whou on whose stream, ‘mid the steep skhose stream, ‘mid the steep skhose stream, ‘mid the steep skhose stream, ‘mid the steep skhose stream, ‘mid the steep sky’y’y’y’y’s commotion,s commotion,s commotion,s commotion,s commotion,   15  15  15  15  15

Loose clouds likLoose clouds likLoose clouds likLoose clouds likLoose clouds like earth’e earth’e earth’e earth’e earth’s decaying leaves are shed,s decaying leaves are shed,s decaying leaves are shed,s decaying leaves are shed,s decaying leaves are shed,

Shook from the tangled boughs of heaven and ocean,Shook from the tangled boughs of heaven and ocean,Shook from the tangled boughs of heaven and ocean,Shook from the tangled boughs of heaven and ocean,Shook from the tangled boughs of heaven and ocean,

AngAngAngAngAngels of rain and lightning! there are spreadels of rain and lightning! there are spreadels of rain and lightning! there are spreadels of rain and lightning! there are spreadels of rain and lightning! there are spread

On the bOn the bOn the bOn the bOn the blue surflue surflue surflue surflue surface of thine airy surgace of thine airy surgace of thine airy surgace of thine airy surgace of thine airy surge,e,e,e,e,

LikLikLikLikLike the bre the bre the bre the bre the bright hair uplifted from the headight hair uplifted from the headight hair uplifted from the headight hair uplifted from the headight hair uplifted from the head   20  20  20  20  20

Of some fierce Mænad, even from the dim vergOf some fierce Mænad, even from the dim vergOf some fierce Mænad, even from the dim vergOf some fierce Mænad, even from the dim vergOf some fierce Mænad, even from the dim vergeeeee
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Of the horOf the horOf the horOf the horOf the horizon to the zenith’izon to the zenith’izon to the zenith’izon to the zenith’izon to the zenith’s height,s height,s height,s height,s height,

TTTTThe loche loche loche loche locks of the apks of the apks of the apks of the apks of the approaching storm. Tproaching storm. Tproaching storm. Tproaching storm. Tproaching storm. Thou dirghou dirghou dirghou dirghou dirgeeeee

Of the dying yearOf the dying yearOf the dying yearOf the dying yearOf the dying year, to w, to w, to w, to w, to which this closing nighthich this closing nighthich this closing nighthich this closing nighthich this closing night

WWWWWill be the dome of a vast sepulchre,ill be the dome of a vast sepulchre,ill be the dome of a vast sepulchre,ill be the dome of a vast sepulchre,ill be the dome of a vast sepulchre,   25  25  25  25  25

VVVVVaulted with all thy congregaulted with all thy congregaulted with all thy congregaulted with all thy congregaulted with all thy congregated mightated mightated mightated mightated might

Of vapoursOf vapoursOf vapoursOf vapoursOf vapours, from w, from w, from w, from w, from whose solid atmospherehose solid atmospherehose solid atmospherehose solid atmospherehose solid atmosphere

BlacBlacBlacBlacBlack rain, and fire, and hail, will burst: O hear!k rain, and fire, and hail, will burst: O hear!k rain, and fire, and hail, will burst: O hear!k rain, and fire, and hail, will burst: O hear!k rain, and fire, and hail, will burst: O hear!

IIIIIIIIIIIIIII

TTTTThou whou whou whou whou who didst wakho didst wakho didst wakho didst wakho didst waken from his summer dreamsen from his summer dreamsen from his summer dreamsen from his summer dreamsen from his summer dreams

TTTTThe bhe bhe bhe bhe blue Mediterranean, wlue Mediterranean, wlue Mediterranean, wlue Mediterranean, wlue Mediterranean, where he lay,here he lay,here he lay,here he lay,here he lay,   30  30  30  30  30

Lull’d by the coil of his crystàlline streamsLull’d by the coil of his crystàlline streamsLull’d by the coil of his crystàlline streamsLull’d by the coil of his crystàlline streamsLull’d by the coil of his crystàlline streams,,,,,      

Beside a pumice isle in Baiæ’Beside a pumice isle in Baiæ’Beside a pumice isle in Baiæ’Beside a pumice isle in Baiæ’Beside a pumice isle in Baiæ’s bay,s bay,s bay,s bay,s bay,

And saw in sleep old palaces and towersAnd saw in sleep old palaces and towersAnd saw in sleep old palaces and towersAnd saw in sleep old palaces and towersAnd saw in sleep old palaces and towers

QuiverQuiverQuiverQuiverQuivering within the wave’ing within the wave’ing within the wave’ing within the wave’ing within the wave’s intenser day,s intenser day,s intenser day,s intenser day,s intenser day,

All overgrown with azure mossAll overgrown with azure mossAll overgrown with azure mossAll overgrown with azure mossAll overgrown with azure moss, and flowers, and flowers, and flowers, and flowers, and flowers   35  35  35  35  35

So sweet, the sense fSo sweet, the sense fSo sweet, the sense fSo sweet, the sense fSo sweet, the sense faints picturaints picturaints picturaints picturaints picturing them! Ting them! Ting them! Ting them! Ting them! Thouhouhouhouhou

For wFor wFor wFor wFor whose path the Atlantic’hose path the Atlantic’hose path the Atlantic’hose path the Atlantic’hose path the Atlantic’s level powerss level powerss level powerss level powerss level powers

Cleave themselves into chasmsCleave themselves into chasmsCleave themselves into chasmsCleave themselves into chasmsCleave themselves into chasms, w, w, w, w, while fhile fhile fhile fhile far belowar belowar belowar belowar below

TTTTThe sea-bhe sea-bhe sea-bhe sea-bhe sea-blooms and the oozy wlooms and the oozy wlooms and the oozy wlooms and the oozy wlooms and the oozy woods woods woods woods woods which wearhich wearhich wearhich wearhich wear

TTTTThe sapless foliaghe sapless foliaghe sapless foliaghe sapless foliaghe sapless foliage of the ocean, knowe of the ocean, knowe of the ocean, knowe of the ocean, knowe of the ocean, know   40  40  40  40  40

TTTTThy voice, and sudhy voice, and sudhy voice, and sudhy voice, and sudhy voice, and suddenly grow gray with fdenly grow gray with fdenly grow gray with fdenly grow gray with fdenly grow gray with fearearearearear,,,,,

And trembAnd trembAnd trembAnd trembAnd tremble and despoil themselves: O hear!le and despoil themselves: O hear!le and despoil themselves: O hear!le and despoil themselves: O hear!le and despoil themselves: O hear!
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IVIVIVIVIV

If I were a dead If I were a dead If I were a dead If I were a dead If I were a dead leaf thou mightest bear;leaf thou mightest bear;leaf thou mightest bear;leaf thou mightest bear;leaf thou mightest bear;

If I were a swift cloud to fly with thee;If I were a swift cloud to fly with thee;If I were a swift cloud to fly with thee;If I were a swift cloud to fly with thee;If I were a swift cloud to fly with thee;

A wave to pant beneath thy powerA wave to pant beneath thy powerA wave to pant beneath thy powerA wave to pant beneath thy powerA wave to pant beneath thy power, and share, and share, and share, and share, and share   45  45  45  45  45

TTTTThe impulse of thy strength, only less freehe impulse of thy strength, only less freehe impulse of thy strength, only less freehe impulse of thy strength, only less freehe impulse of thy strength, only less free

TTTTThan thou, O uncontrollabhan thou, O uncontrollabhan thou, O uncontrollabhan thou, O uncontrollabhan thou, O uncontrollable! if evenle! if evenle! if evenle! if evenle! if even

I were as in mI were as in mI were as in mI were as in mI were as in my boyhood, and could bey boyhood, and could bey boyhood, and could bey boyhood, and could bey boyhood, and could be

TTTTThe comrade of thy wanderhe comrade of thy wanderhe comrade of thy wanderhe comrade of thy wanderhe comrade of thy wanderings over heaven,ings over heaven,ings over heaven,ings over heaven,ings over heaven,

As then, wAs then, wAs then, wAs then, wAs then, when to outstrhen to outstrhen to outstrhen to outstrhen to outstrip thy skieip thy skieip thy skieip thy skieip thy skiey speedy speedy speedy speedy speed   50  50  50  50  50

Scarce seem’d a vision—I wScarce seem’d a vision—I wScarce seem’d a vision—I wScarce seem’d a vision—I wScarce seem’d a vision—I would ne’er have strould ne’er have strould ne’er have strould ne’er have strould ne’er have striveniveniveniveniven

As thus with thee in prayer in mAs thus with thee in prayer in mAs thus with thee in prayer in mAs thus with thee in prayer in mAs thus with thee in prayer in my sore need.y sore need.y sore need.y sore need.y sore need.

O! lift me as a wave, a leafO! lift me as a wave, a leafO! lift me as a wave, a leafO! lift me as a wave, a leafO! lift me as a wave, a leaf, a cloud!, a cloud!, a cloud!, a cloud!, a cloud!

I fI fI fI fI fall upon the thorns of lifall upon the thorns of lifall upon the thorns of lifall upon the thorns of lifall upon the thorns of life! I be! I be! I be! I be! I bleed!leed!leed!leed!leed!

A heavy weight of hours has chain’d and bow’dA heavy weight of hours has chain’d and bow’dA heavy weight of hours has chain’d and bow’dA heavy weight of hours has chain’d and bow’dA heavy weight of hours has chain’d and bow’d   55  55  55  55  55

One too likOne too likOne too likOne too likOne too like thee—tamelesse thee—tamelesse thee—tamelesse thee—tamelesse thee—tameless, and swift, and proud., and swift, and proud., and swift, and proud., and swift, and proud., and swift, and proud.

     

VVVVV

MakMakMakMakMake me thy lyre, even as the forest is:e me thy lyre, even as the forest is:e me thy lyre, even as the forest is:e me thy lyre, even as the forest is:e me thy lyre, even as the forest is:

WWWWWhat if mhat if mhat if mhat if mhat if my leaves are fy leaves are fy leaves are fy leaves are fy leaves are falling likalling likalling likalling likalling like its own?e its own?e its own?e its own?e its own?

TTTTThe tumhe tumhe tumhe tumhe tumult of thy mighty harmoniesult of thy mighty harmoniesult of thy mighty harmoniesult of thy mighty harmoniesult of thy mighty harmonies

WWWWWill takill takill takill takill take from both a deep autumnal tone,e from both a deep autumnal tone,e from both a deep autumnal tone,e from both a deep autumnal tone,e from both a deep autumnal tone,   60  60  60  60  60

Sweet though in sadnessSweet though in sadnessSweet though in sadnessSweet though in sadnessSweet though in sadness. Be thou, Spir. Be thou, Spir. Be thou, Spir. Be thou, Spir. Be thou, Spirit fierce,it fierce,it fierce,it fierce,it fierce,

My spirMy spirMy spirMy spirMy spirit! Be thou me, impetuous one!it! Be thou me, impetuous one!it! Be thou me, impetuous one!it! Be thou me, impetuous one!it! Be thou me, impetuous one!

DrDrDrDrDrive mive mive mive mive my dead thoughts over the universe,y dead thoughts over the universe,y dead thoughts over the universe,y dead thoughts over the universe,y dead thoughts over the universe,

LikLikLikLikLike wither’d leavese wither’d leavese wither’d leavese wither’d leavese wither’d leaves, to quic, to quic, to quic, to quic, to quickkkkken a newen a newen a newen a newen a new birth; birth; birth; birth; birth;

And, by the incantation of this verse,And, by the incantation of this verse,And, by the incantation of this verse,And, by the incantation of this verse,And, by the incantation of this verse,   65  65  65  65  65
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ScatterScatterScatterScatterScatter, as from an unextinguish’d hearth, as from an unextinguish’d hearth, as from an unextinguish’d hearth, as from an unextinguish’d hearth, as from an unextinguish’d hearth

Ashes and sparksAshes and sparksAshes and sparksAshes and sparksAshes and sparks, m, m, m, m, my wy wy wy wy words among mankind!ords among mankind!ords among mankind!ords among mankind!ords among mankind!

Be through mBe through mBe through mBe through mBe through my lips to unawaky lips to unawaky lips to unawaky lips to unawaky lips to unawaken’d earthen’d earthen’d earthen’d earthen’d earth

TTTTThe trumpet of a prophecy! O Whe trumpet of a prophecy! O Whe trumpet of a prophecy! O Whe trumpet of a prophecy! O Whe trumpet of a prophecy! O Wind,ind,ind,ind,ind,

If WIf WIf WIf WIf Winter comesinter comesinter comesinter comesinter comes, can Spr, can Spr, can Spr, can Spr, can Spring be fing be fing be fing be fing be far behind?ar behind?ar behind?ar behind?ar behind?   70  70  70  70  70

2.3.3b.2.  Annotations

Stanza I

wild:tameless, fierce, mighty, as well as xcited by joy and desire.

breath…being: personification; the West Wind is an autumnal wind.

dead: withered.

enchanter: magician.

hectic: wasting or consuming (referring to the “hectic flush” of tuberculosis).

Pestilence-stricken multitudes: the fallen leaves whose colours remind the poet

of contagious disease and death. Just as the complexion of dying and diseased

persons changes, so the colour of the leaves also changes in autumn.

dark wintry bed: dark place under the soil in which the seeds lie throughout the

winter in order to be quickened into life in spring.

winged seeds:  seeds carried by the wind.

azure sister of the Spring: the mild wind of spring which heralds the coming of

bright sunny days with blue skies. The traditional name of the autumnal west

wind was Ausonius. (Italy was poetically was poetically known as Ausonia).

Though the spring west wind was masculine in both Greek (Zephyrus) and Latin

(Favonius) mythology, Shelley revises the tradition by making the restorative

force of the spring mildly feminine.

clarion: a narrow shrill-sounding war trumpet. ‘Clarion’ is one of the many images

of stanza 1 repeated in stanza 5 (‘trumpet’).

dreaming earth: a brilliant personification ofthe earth which sleeps and dreams

in winter.
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and fill…plain and hill: the warm wind of spring fills the earth with fresh colours

(‘hues’) and smells (‘odours’). The wind is likened to a shepherd and the buds

that bloom in spring to a flock of sheep driven to pastures.

Destroyer and Preserver: the destructive and regenerative powers of the West

Wind. These titles come directly from the titles of the Hindu gods Siva, the

destroyer and Vishnu the preserver, known to Shelley from both the translations

and writings of Sir William Jones and Edward Moor’s Hindu Pantheon (1810).

Shelley’s myth-making power is evident here.

Stanza II

steep sky’s commotion: the vault of the sky, which rises in a steep slope from the

horizon. The ancient Greeks described the sky as an inverted bowl, its highest

point the zenith. Shelley used their image but did not share their belief in the sky

as a bowl.

Loose clouds: high, wispy cirrus clouds (the word means ‘curl’ or ‘lock of hair’

in Latin)

Thou…shed: a beautiful image in which Shelley draws a parallel between the

dead leaves of the previous stanza and the clouds described here. The West Wind

is compared to a stream on which the clouds are borne, just as a stream carries on

its current the dead leaves of trees scattered by wind.

tangled boughs of Heaven and Ocean: during the storm the clouds fill up all

spaces between the sky and sea which seem to meet together and look like the

intertwining branches of trees.

Angels: literally ‘messengers’, this is one of the many instances where Shelleyuses

Biblical-sounding image without orthodox Biblical meaning.

aery surge: the movement of the wind across the blue skies is compared to the

rushing forward of waves across the ocean.

Maenad: frenzied female worshipper of Bacchus, the Greek god of wine. Shelley

had seen the Maenads depicted in Florentine sculpture as drunken women with

loose hair, performing a frenzied dance. This image makes it appropriate to term

the clouds as the “locks of the approaching storm”.

dim verge: dark border.
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zenith: highest point of the sky.

The locks…storm: the hair-like shreds of long wavy clouds that show a coming

storm.

ll.18-23: The cirrus clouds are scattered all over the sky by the West Wind. The

clouds are being compared to the light hair of the Maenads.

dirge: a song of mourning; a funeral song. The West Wind is associated with

autumn, and so, its music announces the approach of winter and the death of the

year.

closing: drawing near.

dome: hemispherical roof.

sepulchre: tomb.

vapours: clouds.

vaulted…vapours: the vault of the tomb will be formed by the accumulated mass

of clouds in the sky.

solid atmosphere: compact gaseous mass having the appearance of being solid.

This is a powerful oxymoron iterating the idea of Wind as Destroyer and Preserver.

Stanza III

lulled: soothed to sleep.

pumice isle: volcanic island. The porous rocks formed by volcanic lava are known

as pumice.

Baiae’s bay: a fashionable sea-side resort of the ancient Romans in the Bay of

Naples on the western coast of Italy. “From a boat beside an island of

pumice(porous lava) Shelley had the previous December

seen the overgrown villas from the days of imperial Rome underneath the waters

of the Bay of Baiae”. (Shelley, Letters, II, 61)

wave’s intenser day: Shelley, like Coleridge and others of this post-Newtonian

world, was fascinated by the properties of light.The reflecions on the water are

deeper and quiver because of the river current.

the sense…them: the sense seems to be overpowered in the attempt to imagine

its fragrance, not to speak of inhaling it. Shelley’s sensuous imagination is at its

full flight here.
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Atlantic’s level powers…chasms: an instance of the precision with which Shelley

observed and recorded the empirical world. The West Wind parts the waters of

the Atlantic Ocean into deep hollows.

ll.39-42: even the vegetation deep below the sea reacts to the transforming powers

of the wind.    “The phenomenon alluded to at the conclusion of the third stanza

is well known to naturalists. The vegetation

at the bottom of the sea, of rivers, and of lakes, sympathises with that of the land

in the change of seasons, and is consequently influenced by the winds which

announce it.” (Shelley’s note).

Nora Crook says, “the sapless foliage of the Ocean that inspired that line was

seen by Shelley in a glass bottomed boat in the Bay of Naples on 8 Dec. 1818”.

Stanza IV

I fall upon the thorns of life: Shelley’s favourite self-portrait which occurs again

in Adonais. Here, Shelley refers to the miseries of his life. He was abandoned by

the society and howled down by the critics. Behind Shelley’s image – besides

other literary references – lie Jesus’s crown of thorns and Dante’s metaphor of

life as “a dark wood…rough and stubborn” (Inferno, I.1-5).

ll.55-56: an echo of Rousseau’s famous words ‘Man is born free, but everywhere

he is in chains’.

Stanza V

Make me thy lyre…forest is: the autumnal forest is like an Aeolian harp which

makes a rustling sound as  the wind flows through it. The poet also wants to be

the ‘lyre’ (as the forest is) of the West Wind.

mighty harmonies: the fierce power of the wind as it rages through the blends

into a kind of natural music.Be thou, Spirit fierce…impetuous one: the poet

prays to be identified with the West Wind in its fierce impetuosity. He aspires to

merge with the Wind so that he can transform the present world.

dead thoughts: ideas which are outdated.

quicken a new birth: the leaves of trees fallen in autumn lead to vigorous burst

of life in spring. Similarly, the ‘dead thoughts’ of the poet will give way to a ‘new

birth’ – a new set of social idea where there will be no ills, evils and oppressive

laws.
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incantation of this verse: magic spell of poetry. The poet’s words will act like

magic on earth – that is his hope.

as from…hearth: a comparison Shelley’s mind, which has been dimly burning

because he has been weakened by time and miseries of life.

ashes and sparks: i.e. dead thoughts and new bright ideas for regeneration.

unawakened earth: earth which is sleeping. The people of the earth are yet to be

awakened to consciousness about the social injustice and evils.

trumpet: Shelley believed that “Poets are the unacknowledged legislators of the

world” and therefore a poet has a prophetic role to play.

2.3.3b. Substance and Critical Commentary

           Ode to the West Wind introduces you to two characteristic notes associated with

Shelley: personal despondency and prophetic passion. The whole poem is in the direct

voice of the poet, but, the West Wind which is apostrophized throughout is never allowed

to recede to the background. The poem is a prayer, beginning with an invocation. Shelley

prays to the wildness of the West Wind which is, according to Irene H.Chayes, “a

dynamic, destructive, universal force that is ultimately beneficial, both ‘destroyer’ and

‘preserver’ ”.

The structure of the poem is based on the Italian terzarima, which typically has four

interlinked tercets (aba, bcb,cdc) followed by a rhyming couplet. There are five fourteen-

line terzarima stanzas in Shelley’s poem. The first three stanzas describe the effect of

the West Wind on the land, the sky and the sea. The perspective is earth-bound and

human. He first describes what is closest to him. Then, as if raising his eyes, he describes

the sky from zenith to horizon. Finally, he moves beyond this to what he cannot see,

the Mediterranean and the surface and floor of the Atlantic Ocean. The reason for

Shelley’s prayer is in Stanza IV which records the poet’s own sense of dejection and

despair at not being able to fulfil his heroic mission of a poet-prophet. And the final

Stanza is once more an appeal or prayer to the West Wind, as mover of the seasonal

cycle, to assist the poet by spreading his message, thereby, helping him to contribute to

a moral or political revolution, paralleling the seasonal change. He uses natural allegory

to communicate political ideas

Stanza I: In his opening lines of the ode you find Shelley invoking the West Wind as it

sweeps over the earth. The wind is ‘wild’; it is the tumultuous and omnipresent spirit
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of autumn. It has the dual role of the “Destroyer and Preserver”: the ‘pestilence-stricken

multitudes’ of the dead leaves are driven away in the octave and the winged seeds are

preserved in their dark wintry bed awaiting resurrection in the spring.

Stanza II: In the second stanza of the Ode you find a powerful description of the effect

of the West Wind in the sky as the gathering storm seems to sweep up the scattered

clouds just as the West Wind carries the dead leaves shaken into a river. Heaven and

ocean seem to combine in the overarching dome of the sky, like the interlinked foliage

of the forest. The dark clouds remind the poet of the disheveled hair of the Maenad

while the lightning and the rain seem to be like Angels – messengers of a new life. The

stanza concludes with dark, volcanic images of ‘black rain and fire’ which seem to

issue from the ‘solid atmosphere’.

Critical Commentary

The opening line strikes the keynote of Shelley’s admiration of the West Wind as an

impetuous power. When it communicates its wildness to the mind of the poet, it becomes

an inspiration. The images of death and rebirth announced in the first stanza, seems

significant in the light of Shelley’s personal situation. In lines 2-5, he alludes to the

traditional epic simile found in Homer, Virgil, Dante, and Milton, in which souls of the

dead are compared to fallen leaves driven by the wind. G.M.Matthews notes that the

four colours are not only actually found in dead leaves, but are those traditionally

representing the four races of man – Mongoloid, Negroid, Caucasian, and American

Indian. The images of death are soon supplanted with the image of the clarion.

Throughout the poem you will find an entire matrix of nouns, Clarion-trumpet-Wind-

breath-word-lips-Spring-prophecy, links the West Wind with the poet as agents of change

through violent action. The many images of death in Stanza II: ‘dying year’, ‘closing

night’, ‘vast sepulchre’ combined with the mighty showers point to the central paradox

of the West Wind as ‘Destroyer and Preserver’.

Stanza III: The might of the West Wind brings back to life a world which had been

lulled to sleep, and agitates the ocean and awakens the blue Mediterranean from his

summer dreams. It cleaves and darkens the glassy surface of the Atlantic and the

vegetation at its bottom is ruffled by the sound that heralds its approach.

Stanza IV: In the fourth stanza Shelley invokes the West Wind for strength and expresses

his eagerness to share the impulse of its force. It is an inspirational force which he

thinks will lift his sagging strength by lifting him like the leaf, the cloud, and the wave

of the previous stanzas. Shelley wants the wind to fill him with strength and to lift him
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from his dire misery – ‘the thorns of life’. Once upon a time he also, like the West

Wind, was untamed, swift and proud. But now, he is chained by a heavy weight of time

which also crushes his once-indomitable spirit.

Stanza V: By the concluding stanza, the wind is a metaphor for the invisible force that

will scatter the poet’s words. The poet hopes that with the endless energy of the wind

his glowing prophecy of reawakened earth and man’s victory over evil will be broadcast

to mankind. Shelley compares himself to the autumnal forest, when the trees become

apparently dead. He compares his thoughts to the dead fallen leaves, which by concealing

and fertilizing the seeds, help the efflorescence of a new life in spring. So he hopes that

his winged words will help out the new bright ideas and impulses, which he thinks are

hidden in humanity, to blossom forth into beautiful activities. For this to happen he

appeals to the autumnal wind to be to himself and his thoughts what it is to the forest

and its leaves. The Ode concludes with a prophetic utterance and the hope for the

future regeneration of mankind.

Critical Commentary

From the end of the third stanza you find Shelley referring to the  “voice” not “sound”

of the Wind; it links  the Wind’s power to the power of ‘incantation’, ‘prophecy’, ‘words’

which makes the poet an unacknowledged legislator of the world. The poet’s final wish

to become the wind’s lyre alludes to Orpheus, the mythical poet who created the world

by playing his lyre just as the present poet hopes to create a new world through his

poetry. Orpheus also returned from the land of the dead. So, the image is also connected

with regeneration – a recurrent image in the poem. You will come to understand that

the uniqueness of the West Wind lies in its capacity to bring forth hope and harmony,

even though their birth is tumultuous. In stanza I, the dreaming earth will awaken in

spring when a clarion will blow; in stanza V, the poet’s words are the trumpet of a

prophecy that will awaken an ‘unawakened earth’. Shelley’s zeal for reforming the

world finds pointed expression here. The Wind and the poet ultimately fuse into one

identity (“Be thou me,”) and the final message of the poem is one of optimism.

2.3.3b. 3. Themes:

Ø Hope and Aspiration

Shelley is mainly a poet of regeneration and reconstruction. An undaunted optimist

and idealist, he was ideally suited the role of a prophet. At the same time, however,
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there is a deep undercurrent of melancholy in most of his poems. This melancholy was

due to the fact that Shelley could not reconcile the hard facts with his ideas and ideals.

Shelley’s personal despondency, however, did not give rise to any morbid feeling. His

poetry is full of hopeful messages – that happiness would follow misery, that the world

of evils and corruption would be replaced by a new millennium where justice, liberty,

equality and fraternity will reign.

‘Ode to the West Wind’ contains some notes of depression, no doubt. Shelley almost

groans: “I fall upon the thorns of life! I bleed!” But the more bold and determining

attitude is that of optimism and aspiration, of dream and hope. And as Graham Hough

has rightly said “Shelley is a dreamer of dreams and poet for the hopes and hopefuls”.

In ‘Ode to the West Wind’, Shelley feels the inadequacy of his life in comparison with

the mighty potential of the West Wind. He implores the West Wind to imbue him with

his dynamic thoughts and also to scatter his dormant thoughts and ideas throughout the

world, .just like the withered leaves of autumn:

“Drive my dead thoughts over the universe/Like withered leaves to quicken a

new birth!”

In every detail of the poem Shelley has emphasised life coming out of death, a motif of

hope. The present in the poem is imaged as things that are nearly dead but have seeds

of life in them. The future is represented by images of new life (seeds, spring, rain,

awakening etc.). Which emerges from death-like states such as sleep (stanzas I, III and

V). In stanza III, The Mediterranean turns back nostalgically and sees “old palaces and

towers” that were the remains of the Roman Empire. But, unlike the Mediterranean,

Shelley is not interested in palaces and towers. Instead, he concentrates on the life that

has grown over the ruined signs of a dead empire, “the azure moss and flowers.” The

moss and flowers are the natural growth that has hidden the ruins of the Roman Empire.

 Towards the end of the Ode, Shelley appeals to the West Wind to give him faith, valour

and inspiration; he wants to regenerate himself so that he could preach his thoughts,

ideas and messages of hope to mankind, steeped in ignorance and inertia. The poet is

quite sure of the birth of a new era. He sees beyond the dismal winter the dawn of a

happy spring on humanity – full of happiness and possibilities: “If Winter comes, can

Spring be far behind?” This last line of the poem can be a source of unfailing inspiration

to all. Shelley believed that man is to be made perfect by the complete dissolution of all

traditional ties by which the race is at present bound together. This is the hope and

aspiration of a revolutionary who believed in the idea of a new millennium – the future
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Golden Age of great happiness and prosperity for everyone.

Ø Imagery:

‘Ode to the West Wind’ is marked by Shelley’s highly spontaneous lyricism combined

with his kaleidoscopic imagery. His intensity of feelings and deep passions are best

expressed through his cluster of images, metaphors and similes. The images used here

are apt and compelling and show the influence of Greek literature upon him. In the

poem pictorial, natural, scientific, mythical and even biblical images come in rapid

succession. The theme of death and rebirth is worked out through images of seasonal

cycles. The poem begins with autumn and ends with spring. The Wind is the spirit of

destruction and regeneration, the common power that moves through both. With the

instinctive truths of a fervid imagination, Shelley creates myths and his myth-making

power is exemplified in the personifications used to describe the various activities of

the West Wind.

In the very beginning, the Wind has been conceived as a mighty spirit, a sort of charioteer

driving through the earth, scattering away the old and dead leaves. The mighty impact

of the Wind on the leaves has been likened to the magical power of an enchanter who

mysteriously drives away ghosts. The ghosts symbolize death, which is further enlarged

upon by the use of the sickly colour effects. The ‘yellow’, ‘black’ and ‘pale’ are colour-

words which give us pictures of disease, calamity and death. They lead to the image of

“pestilence stricken multitudes”, which may be the sick, suffering or the poor of this

world. The stanza culminates in a ceremonial image of the seeds being charioted to

their winter graves before being resurrected in spring. The biblical association of burial

and resurrection is emphasised through the image of spring as a herald blowing her

clarion in the manner of an archangel. The phrase “Destroyer and Preserver” shows

how Shelley’s imagination encompassed oriental myths made familiar by Orientalists

like William Jones. He displays his strong mythopoeic ability in fusing emblems from

various cultural sources in a single powerful image of the West Wind.

In the second stanza, the sky is imagined as a tree from whose boughs the loose clouds

are shaken like leaves from a tree. From nature, Shelley’s imagination moves to Greek

myth. The dark masses of moving clouds are imaged as the dishevelled hair of a Maenad

streaming up from her head as she dances in religious frenzy. The next image is musical,

as the howling sound made by the Wind in its fury is imagined as the dirge of the dying

year.

In the third stanza, there is the calm image of the Mediterranean sleeping and dreaming
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in summer by “the coil of his crystalline streams”. The West Wind lashes the sea into

fury. The underwater vegetation shedding the leaves is imaged as a man losing his

glowing appearance when fears grip him. These pictures are objective, visual and

descriptive.

In the fourth stanza, the poet relates his own sense of oppression and restraint to wind’s

freedom and strength. The images of ‘chain’, ‘weight’, ‘thorns’ suggest his personal

oppressions, sorrows and despondency . In the last stanza, the poet uses the image of

the dreary autumnal forest to describe his own weak condition. But the poet is sure that

he West Wind will awaken powerful music in him, just as it does in the autumnal forest

which is imagined as a lyre. The poet brings in the images of a dying hearth to describe

his mind which though apparently dead can produce a new conflagration. The poem

ends with the image of the cycle of seasons – of dreary winter followed by spring

which symbolizes regeneration.

Shelley’s imagery used in ‘Ode to the West Wind’ reflects the poet’s state of mind – his

heightened imagination, his lofty idealism and his intense love for nature and natural

phenomena. What Shelley tries to convey through his imagery is that nature is a

permanent force which not only provides a sense of joy but also a sense of beauty

which is not subject to wear and tear of the physical world. The telescoping of the

images that can be noticed here gives to the poem a beauty and excellence of its own.

Shelley’s love of nature expressed through his imagery highlight the loftiness of his

vision and idealism.

2.3.3b.4. Comprehension Exercises

Long Questions-20 marks:

1. Consider Shelley as a romantic poet with reference to ‘Ode to the West Wind’.

2. What is an image? Discuss the images used by Shelley in ‘Ode to the West

Wind’.

3. Estimate Shelley as a poet of hope and aspiration.

4. Shelley’s poetry is a vehicle of his prophetic message – Discuss with reference

to ‘Ode to the West Wind’.

Mid-length Questions-12 marks:

1. Discuss the function of the West Wind both as Destroyer and Preserver.
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2. Consider Shelley as a lyrical poet with reference to ‘Ode to the West Wind’.

3. Examine Shelley’s attitude to Nature.

4. Consider Ode to the West Wind as an ode.

Short Questions-6 marks:

1. Describe the various activities of the West Wind on land.

2. What personal picture of Shelley do you get in Stanza IV of ‘Ode to the West

Wind’?

3. How does Shelley present the death and rebirth theme in ‘Ode to the West

Wind’?

4. “If Winter comes can Spring be far behind?”

Bring out the significance of the above line with reference to Shelley’s own

ideals.

2.3.4. Summing Up

ü This unit gave you a detailed picture of two great Romantic Poets of the second

generation – John Keats and Percy Bysshe Shelley.

ü Keats’ poetry is characterised by a rich sensuous quality, in keeping with his

advice to Shelley to “load each rift with ore”.

ü His subject matter is drawn from nature, art, myth and legend.

ü He had no knowledge of Greek, and little of Greece, yet, his poems are saturated

with images of Classical Greek art and mythology as well as medieval architecture.

This comes across in his ‘Ode to a Nightingale’ too.

ü Shelley has been acclaimed by many admirers as the most radical of all the

Romantic poets who criticized all the social institutions responsible for curbing

the free human spirit.

ü He also maintained his anti-establishment stand consistently throughout his life.

ü The prophetic note, the hope in a golden millennium, the regeneration of mankind,

underlies the major poems of Shelley.
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ü ‘Ode to the West Wind’ is also imbued with such a prophetic, anti-establishment

note.
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Module - 3  : Reading Romantic Prose

Unit - 1 ❐ Jane Austen: Pride and Prejudice

Structure

3.1.0: Introduction

3.1.1: Jane Austen: The Author and her Works.

3.1.2: Pride and Prejudice: Importance in the Austen canon

3.1.3: Pride and Prejudice: Sneak Preview of the Characters

3.1.4: Summary of the Text

3.1.5: Plot Construction

3.1.6: Austen’s Characterisation

3.1.7: Title: History and Significance

3.1.8: Themes of Love, Money, and Marriage

3.1.9: The Social Picture

3.1.10: Irony and Humour

3.1.11: Summing Up

3.1.12: Comprehension Exercises

3.1.13: Suggested Reading

3.1.0. Introduction

This unit aims to give you an idea of Jane Austen’s art of fiction. Pride and Prejudice is

a representative novel of the author. It is a novel with a finely structured plot, glinting

with the brand of satirical humour so characteristic of Austen. A strong vein of social

criticism runs through the work, as it touches on themes of love, marriage and money in

late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth century England. In exploring Austen’s fiction, it

is impossible not to explore the time and society to which she belonged, as you will

find in this unit. As you read on, do remember that a woman novelist writing under her
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own name was not something that was very common in Austen’s time. Naturally, critical

understanding of her work(s) was also late in coming. A careful look at the plot and

characterisation of this novel will reveal that it is a layered text, in the sense that what

appears on the surface often leads into far deeper issues. At the end of this Unit, you

should be able to differentiate between this appearance-reality dichotomy and place the

characters in their proper perspectives as devised by the novelist.

3.1.1. Jane Austen: The Author and Her Works

Jane Austen was born in 1775 in the village of Steventon in Hampshire, the daughter of

a quiet, scholarly rector, George Austen, and his witty wife, Cassandra. The seventh of

eight children, Jane would always be close to her elder sister, also called Cassandra.

Her foray into literature started early, with a short play begun in 1793 and finished in

1800, titled Sir Charles Grandison or the happy Man, acomedy in 6 acts. A short

epistolary novel, Lady Susan, was also written between 1793 and 1795. But it was

Sense and Sensibility (1811), warmly received by the reading public, that paved the

way for Pride and Prejudice (1813), Mansfield Park (1814) and Emma (1815).

Northanger Abbey (1818) and Persuasion (1818) were published after her death. Neither

Jane nor Cassandra married. Their’s seems to have been a quiet life, rarely straying far

from Hampshire, with some time spent in London and Bath. From 1811, Austen lived

in Chawton, not far from her childhood home of Steventon. In 1817, aged 41, Austen

died after a prolonged illness, now thought to be Addison’s disease.

Austen’s novels were drawn from the small world that she inhabited, the details of its

manners and morals picked out by a writer’s eye. In a letter to her nephew Edward, she

would famously say, “What should I do with your strong, manly, spirited sketches, full

of variety and glow? How could I possibly join them on to the little bit (two inches

wide) of ivory on which I work with so fine a brush…?”Her works would become

classic examples of the early nineteenth century “novel of manners”. For, though fairytale

ending were often designed for her heroines, Austen’s novels were remarkable for their

clear-eyed, acerbic portraiture of contemporary English and European society,

particularly the role assigned to women in a patriarchal society.

3.1.2. Pride and Prejudice: Importance in the Austen Canon

Published in 1813, Pride and Prejudice is a famous novel of manners. Primarily labelled

as a romantic tale about love, courtship, marriage, the novel is also a significant piece

of documentation of social issues of the time. The position of women in the eighteenth
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and nineteenth centuries, class differences, fashions, the complexities of the man/woman

relationship, parenthood–all these are explored through Austen’s natural ability at

maintaining an implicit symbolism. The novel also inspires a great amount of debate on

nature and the degrees of emotion and rationality with which an individual must negotiate

a world controlled by social codes. Many of these were issues related to the public

world that supposedly belonged to men. The private world depicted in the novel comes

alive through relationships. The plot structure is complex, with multiple threads coming

together in the end. The characters, with their stock dispositions, are representative of

the society of that time. Strains of irony and parody run through this romantic tale, the

trademark of a comedy of manners.

3.1.3. Pride and Prejudice: A Sneak Preview of the Characters

Elizabeth Bennet -  The novel’s protagonist. The second daughter of Mr. Bennet,

Elizabeth is the most intelligent and sensible of the five Bennet sisters. She is well

read and quick-witted, with a tongue that occasionally proves too sharp for her own

good.

Fitzwilliam Darcy -  A wealthy gentleman, the master of Pemberley, and the nephew

of Lady Catherine de Bourgh. Though Darcy is intelligent and honest, his excess of

pride causes him to look down on his social inferiors. Over the course of the novel,

he tempers his class-consciousness and learns to admire and love Elizabeth for her

strong character.

Jane Bennet -  The eldest and most beautiful Bennet sister. Jane is more reserved

and gentler than Elizabeth. The easy pleasantness with which she and Bingley interact

contrasts starkly with the mutual distaste that marks the encounters between Elizabeth

and Darcy.

Charles Bingley -  Darcy’s considerably wealthy best friend. Bingley’s purchase

of Netherfield, an estate near the Bennets, serves as the impetus for the novel. He is

a genial, well-intentioned gentleman, whose easygoing nature contrasts with Darcy’s

initially discourteous demeanor. He is blissfully uncaring about class differences.

Mr. Bennet -  The patriarch of the Bennet family, a gentleman of modest income

with five unmarried daughters. Mr. Bennet has a sarcastic, cynical sense of humor

that he uses to purposefully irritate his wife. Though he loves his daughters (Elizabeth

in particular), he often fails as a parent, preferring to withdraw from the never-

ending marriage concerns of the women around him rather than offer help.
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Mrs. Bennet -  Mr. Bennet’s wife, a foolish, noisy woman whose only goal in life is

to see her daughters married. Because of her low breeding and often unbecoming

behavior, Mrs. Bennet often repels the very suitors whom she tries to attract for her

daughters.

George Wickham -  A handsome, fortune-hunting militia officer. Wickham’s good

looks and charm attract Elizabeth initially, but Darcy’s revelation about Wickham’s

disreputable past clues her in to his true nature and simultaneously draws her closer

to Darcy.

Lydia Bennet -  The youngest Bennet sister, she is gossipy, immature, and self-

involved. Unlike Elizabeth, Lydia flings herself headlong into romance and ends up

running off with Wickham.

Mr. Collins -  A pompous, generally idiotic clergyman who stands to inherit Mr.

Bennet’s property. Mr. Collins’s own social status is nothing to brag about, but he

takes great pains to let everyone and anyone know that Lady Catherine de Bourgh

serves as his patroness. He is the worst combination of snobbish and obsequious.

Miss Bingley -  Bingley’s snobbish sister. Miss Bingley bears inordinate disdain

for Elizabeth’s middle-class background. Her vain attempts to garner Darcy’s

attention cause Darcy to admire Elizabeth’s self-possessed character even more.

Lady Catherine de Bourgh -  A rich, bossy noblewoman; Mr. Collins’s patron and

Darcy’s aunt. Lady Catherine epitomizes class snobbery, especially in her attempts

to order the middle-class Elizabeth away from her well-bred nephew.

Charlotte Lucas -  Elizabeth’s dear friend. Pragmatic where Elizabeth is romantic,

and also six years older than Elizabeth, Charlotte does not view love as the most

vital component of a marriage. She is more interested in having a comfortable home.

Thus, when Mr. Collins proposes, she accepts.

Georgiana Darcy -  Darcy’s sister. She is immensely pretty and just as shy. She has

great skill at playing the pianoforte.

Mary Bennet -  The middle Bennet sister, bookish and pedantic.

Catherine Bennet -  The fourth Bennet sister. Like Lydia, she is girlishly enthralled

with the soldiers.s
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3.1.4. A Summary of the Text

When wealthy young Charles Bingley arrives at Netherfield Park, a husband-hunt begins

among the marriageable ladies at Longbourn.  Mr and Mrs Bennet of Longbourn have

five unmarried daughters - Jane, Elizabeth, Mary, Kitty and Lydia. Mrs Bennet, desperate

to marry off her daughters, prods Mr Bennet into paying a visit to Bingley. Soon

afterwards, the Bennet girls attend a ball in Meryton where Jane and Bingley are attracted

to each other. Bingley’s friend, Mr Darcy, however, haughtily refuses to dance with

Elizabeth. The revellers at Meryton conclude that he is an excessively proud man.

Elizabeth tries to laugh off the slight, but her animosity to Darcy is obviously aroused.

Jane and Bingley’s friendship grows, and Darcy begins to find Elizabeth attractive.

Once Jane falls ill while on a visit to Netherfield Park, forcing her to stay there for a few

days. Elizabeth braves a downpour to go and nurse her ailing sister. Darcy’s admiration

for her becomes increasingly evident, arousing the ire of snobbish Miss Bingley, who

herself had hopes of catching Darcy’s fancy. Back home, the sisters have a visitor – the

pompous Mr Collins, a distant cousin to whom the Longbourn estate is entailed (see

note). Keen to marry in order to promote his career, he wants to find his bride in one of

the Bennet sisters. Warned by Mrs Bennet that Jane was on the verge of getting engaged,

he proposes to Elizabeth but is quickly rejected. Meanwhile, the Bennet girls meet

officers in the nearby militia camp.Among them is Mr Wickham, whose attentions

flatter Elizabeth. Hetells her that Darcy, out of jealousy, has cheated and robbed him of

a living which had been promised to him. The story reinforces Elizabeth’s prejudice

against Darcy.

That winter, Darcy and Bingley leave Netherfield Park abruptly. This comes as a shock

to Jane, who has fallen in love with Bingley and had believed that the feeling was

reciprocated. In another startling turn of events, Mr Collins announces his engagement

to Charlotte Lucas, Elizabeth’s friend and, at twenty seven, considered beyond the

marriageable age. The daughter of the recently knighted Sir Charles Lucas, whose means

do not match his new status, Charlotte chooses to marry Mr Collins rather than face an

uncertain future as a single woman. Shortly afterwards, Jane goes to London, hoping to

meet Bingley. However, she only encounters Miss Bingley, who behaves arrogantly,

while her brother fails to visit Jane. Later that spring, Elizabeth visits Charlotte, who

now lives with her husband, Mr Collins, at a parsonage near Rosings Park, the estate

owned by Lady Catherine de Bourgh, Darcy’s haughty aunt who has a very insipid

daughter. At Rosings, Elizabeth meets Darcy again, and he soon calls at the parsonage
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to propose to her. He confesses to loving her against his better judgement, detailing his

misgivings about the match, “his sense of her inferiority” and “family obstacles”.

Elizabeth has no hesitation in refusing him, charging him with ruining Jane’s chances

with Bingley, destroying Wickham’s fortunes, with being arrogant and failing to behave

in a “gentleman-like manner”. Darcy leaves but gives her a letter next morning. He had

advised Bingley to keep a distance from Jane, he explains in the letter, as he did not

consider that Jane was serious about the affair.  He also reveals that Wickham had tried

to seduce his younger sister and elope with her, hence the bad blood between them.

Darcy’s letter shows him in a new light, and Elizabeth begins to revise her estimate of

his character and her feelings towards him. Back home, she is cold to Wickham, who

leaves soon for Brighton, where his regiment is shifting. Lydia manages to get her

father’s permission to visit Brighton. In June, Elizabeth goes to the north with her uncle

and aunt, the Gardiners. They visit Pemberley, which is Darcy’s country seat. After

making sure that Darcy is away, Elizabeth visits Pemberley and is delighted by its

beauty. She also learns from the housekeeper that Darcy is an exceptional employer.

Darcy appears then, on a sudden visit, and behaves cordially with her and the Gardiners.

He makes no further mention of his proposal, and invites Elizabeth to visit his sister.

The growing warmth between Darcy and Elizabeth is suddenly interrupted by a letter

from home, informing Elizabeth that Lydia has eloped with Wickham. The couple could

not be traced and, worse, they were thought to be living together without being married.

The Bennets are threatened with social disgrace. Elizabeth quickly reaches home, from

where Mr Bennet and Mr Gardiner set out to look for the couple. In the midst of this

crisis, a letter arrives, informing the Longbourn household that the couple had been

found and Wickham had agreed to marry Lydia if an annual income was assured to him.

While initially it is believed that Mr Gardiners has paid Wickham, it is later discovered

that Darcy was the one who had rescued the Bennets from social ignominy.

The storm passes and Wickham and Lydia are received at Longbourn, though Mrs Bennet

seems the only person delighted to see them – she considers the marriage of a daughter

an achievement.  Soon, Bingley, too, reappears and begins to court Jane. Darcy

accompanies Bingley and though he occasionally visits the Bennets, he never proposes

to Elizabeth. Later, Lady Catherine de Bourgh arrives and instructs Elizabeth to refuse

Darcy, if he at all he approaches her, since she cannot countenance a match between her

nephew and a Bennet. Elizabeth refuses to accept any of her demands, and tells her that

though she does not harbour any intention of marrying Darcy she is not going to

compromise her happiness. Reports of this exchange bring Darcy to Longbourn once
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more. Elizabeth and he go on a walk, where he reveals that he continues to love her and

still wishes to marry her. Elizabeth, now very changed in her opinion of him, accepts.

The novel ends with the marriages of Jane and Bingley, and Elizabeth and Darcy. Mrs

Bennet is beside herself with delight.

Note for the Learner:

Entailment and Property Law

This law was of feudal origin. In Austen’s time it was used to prevent property

from passing on to female heirs. The aim was to prevent fragmentation of

landed property. It was an extension of the law of male primogeniture, by

which inheritance was passed on to the eldest male son or inheritor. In the

absence of any male heir, the property would be divided equally among all

the surviving daughters, in which case the value of the inheritance declined

substantially. The entailment is the cause of the Bennet girls’ need to marry

rich husbands, as after the death of Mr Bennet the property would pass on

to his nearest male relative, the odious Mr Collins.

3.1.5. Plot Construction

Austen’s brilliant sense of drama, intrigue, and almost Neo-Classical sense of

craftsmanship is amply evident in Pride and Prejudice. She has complete mastery over

the narrator’s art, with a perfect sense of drama in working out the twists and turns of

the plot. The main theme of love and marriage revolves found the love story of Darcy

and Elizabeth. This is juxtaposed with the stories of other couples: Mr and Mrs Bennet;

Charlotte and Mr Collins; Jane and Bingley; Lydia and Wickham.  Though they don’t

hold our attention in the same manner, the subplots strengthen the philosophy contained

in the main plot, neatly stitching all the strands together. These plots are not digressions.

They are rather central to the very design of the novel both structurally and thematically.

Rather than serving any decorative function, these subplots display multiple varieties

of marriage and love, and are brilliantly intertwined to substantiate different stages in

the main action involving Elizabeth and Darcy. They offer a relative view of the perfect

relationship by helping us to recognise the deficiencies of the other relationships. Events

and individuals in the subplots in many ways contribute to the development of the

narrative. Darcy’s initial role in separating Jane and Bingley makes Elizabeth view him

as arrogant and ill-willed. Wickham’s arrival on the scene unleashes a chain of events
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which end in a crisis which precedes the final resolution of the novel.

The plot proceeds through three main twists. Elizabeth visits Charlotte’s new house

after her marriage and accidentally encounters Darcy again at Rosings. It is here that he

proposes to her. Her angry rejection prompts him to write the letter which would explain

why he took Bingley away, and unmask the true history of Wickham. This inspires

Elizabeth to re-examine her own self, eventually leading to a dawning self-knowledge.

The second twist occurs when Elizabeth visits Pemberley and realises that Darcy’s

pride is not just self-importance. As the master of a huge estate, upon whose benevolence

a large number of people depended, he was justified in his self-esteem. This realisation

is soon accompanied by the sudden arrival of Darcy and his courtesies towards her,

which revises her opinion of him.

Finally, the elopement of Lydia with Wickham initially seems to part her from Darcy

forever. sBut as Darcy’s role in that marriage is revealed to her, her gratitude to him is

complete. Her pride, the source of the initial misunderstandings in their relationship, is

finally humbled.The last stumbling block to their love is ironically removed by Lady

Catherine de Bourgh, whose intention to check the relationship only results in Elizabeth’s

assertion that she would not be subordinated to her command. The road to their final

union is thus opened and Darcy has only to walk through the doors of her house and

walk out with her, to claim his beloved forever.

Importance of the subplots

Τhe three major turning points:

• Darcy’s letter,

• The visit to Pemberley,

• The elopement of Lydia with Wickham.

3.1.6. Austen’s Characterisation

• Elizabeth and Darcy: The main plot of Austen’s novel revolves around the

relationship and individual developments of Elizabeth Bennet, the second

daughter of the Bennet couple, and Fitzwilliam Darcy who is the master of

Pemberley estate.

Elizabeth has in her a lively spirit. She has a sharp intellect and sparkles in her

witty conversation. Handicapped by her lack of a dowry, and her unconventional

looks, she strains against the limitations of choice imposed on women by a
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patriarchal society. She considers herself to be a ‘rational creature’, a woman

who seeks to retain her autonomy of choice even though the odds are stacked

against her. She almost wilfully refuses to be like Charlotte Lucas, who settles

for the comforts of a home and husband, rather than remain a spinster in straitened

circumstances. In an age when women had very little options of financial

independence, her refusal of two extremely advantageous offers of marriage

may even seem to be foolhardy. In fact Mrs Bennet cautions her after she refuses

Mr Collins that she may not have any suitors. Her refusal to give in to societal

pressure earns her our admiration.  However, she is not perfect. Her pride in her

ability to judge people is challenged by her inability to assess the people close

to her. Her reaction to Charlotte’s acceptance of Mr Collins exposes her blindness.

Later on, upon reading Darcy’s letter, she realises that her vanity had clouded

her judgement of Wickham’s character. It is from this point that we see her

character mature. She learns to revise her hasty conclusions about Darcy by a

more informed opinion about his actions. She learns to acknowledge her own

folly in letting her vanity affect her views of people. Most significantly, by the

end of the novel, she learns the importance of a more compassionate nature,

when she stops short of teasing her newly betrothed fiancé, realising that he was

not yet prepared for it. Elizabeth is not only Jane Austen’s favourite character;

through her Austen also seems to voice her own impatience with the restricted

circumstances of women in eighteenth and nineteenth century England.

Elizabeth’s follies may also be attributed to the limited sphere of her experience,

which doesn’t let her natural abilities the scope to mature. Once she moves out

of the narrow existence of Longbourn, her intellect fulfils its promise.

In comparison to Elizabeth, Darcy, is a less engaging character, though he is a

benevolent master and a loving and dutiful brother. In the beginning of the novel

he appears to be an incorrigible snob, looking down upon people he considers

to be his inferiors in culture and breeding. He is inordinately conscious of his

social ascendency, and knows his value in the marriage market. His haughty

and unfeeling rebuff of Elizabeth at the Meryton ball arouses her prejudice against

him. But Darcy soon shows that his faults are more of manners than of nature.

Elizabeth may not have been handsome enough to draw him to dance with her,

but her genuine concern for her sister Jane, when she falls ill in Netherfield,

draws his admiration. It is here, through Miss Bingley’s bid for his attention,

that we come to know for the first time that he takes an active interest in his

sister. Darcy’s pride soon falls at the feet of Elizabeth’s intelligence and vivacity.
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Her oblivious attitude to his growing attraction is also a change for a man used

to female attention.  His first proposal, which he says is made against his better

judgement, shows the force of his passion.  He is conditioned to expect that

Elizabeth would accept him because of the advantages of wealth and position

that he offered. Nothing prepares him for her vehement rejection. Unlike Mr

Collins however, he doesn’t do her the injustice of thinking her merely coy. He

takes her rejection to heart, and though he refutes her allegations, they open his

eyes to his own deficiencies. What hurts him most is Elizabeth’s accusation that

his manner was uncivil. For the first time in his life he is forced to review his

own behaviour. The humiliation of Elizabeth’s refusal makes him realise that

power doesn’t only come from privilege. Throughout the rest of the novel we

find him making amends for his initial sin of aloof haughtiness. Elizabeth’s

influence on him mellows his egotistical nature, the faults of which he had himself

attributed to the lack of a proper feminine influence in his childhood.

The individual internal developments of these two characters are central to the

understanding of the motif of good sense in Pride and Prejudice and probably

for this reason they appear to be the source of delight and education for the

readers.

• Jane Bennet and Mr. Bingley:Austen has given full rein to her imagination in

her delineation of the characters of her main protagonists.  In contrast, Jane and

Bingley are flat characters who are drawn as foils to Elizabeth and Darcy

respectively. Their story serves as a subplot, but one that provides dynamism to

the main plot, through the twists and turns it takes. Jane, in striking contrast to

her sister, is gentle, and in many ways a cheerful, friendly, and romantic lady

who can be easily convinced and made happy. She does not have a modicum of

false pride in her, and her manners would easily satisfy the writers of books on

social decorum. Bingley is a friendly man with none of the egotism that is

displayed in Elizabeth and Darcy. They have a natural sense of bonding with

each other, and right from the beginning of the novel it is clear that they are

going to be a potential couple. They are drawn by Austen in the tradition of

simple, adorable, romantic lovers who are naturally attracted to each other in

their first meeting, and the first impression would serve for their final one. They

have no agency upon their own fate and remain at the mercy of the actions of the

stronger characters.
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• Mr. and Mrs. Bennet: In her depiction of Mr and Mrs Benne , Austen at first

seems to be portraying Mr Bennet as an intelligent, erudite, man who has made

the mistake of marrying a beautiful woman of little understanding. His sardonic

humour is very often directed towards his wife and daughters, except Elizabeth.

She is his favourite daughter because of her good sense and wit, and it is through

the lens of her perception that we view him. As Elizabeth grows in maturity, we

get a more qualified picture of Mr Bennet, as someone who has abdicated his

responsibilities as a father. His study is a retreat into which he escapes, resigning

all the authority that he should have exercised.His lack of judgement which is

suggested to the reader by his choice of a spouse, becomes pronounced when he

overrides Elizabeth’s objections and allows Lydia to leave for Brighton. He is

an entirely ineffectual character, both in his refusal to discipline his family and

in his inability to dispose off his legacy. The first is self-willed, while the second

is the result of an unfair inheritance law that denied women the right to

inheritance.

On the other hand, Mrs. Bennet is a noisy and foolish woman, hysterically

committed to seeing her daughters married off. She is one of the caricatures

Austen draws in this novel. She lacks refinement and wisdom, which ironically

repel the very people she wants to attract. However, she also represents the

dilemma of a woman with no male progeny to offer her a secure old age. In

contrast to the vacuous goodness of Jane, her boisterous machinations to forward

the marital prospects of her daughters shows her active attempts to gain a

modicum of control over her circumstances. Although in keeping with the farcical

dimensions of her character her efforts seem to be headed for failure, the sensitive

reader will sympathise with her predicament.When she reprimands Elizabeth

for refusing Mr Collins, we hear the voice of reality as she reminds her daughter

of her limited prospects for the future. Her faults are as much the defects of her

character as the deficiencies of a society built upon the inequality of the sexes.

Where she appears to be most unreasonable, in her objection to the entailment

of the property, she appears to be nearest to Elizabeth in her rebellion against

accepted laws.

• Minor Characters: Though primarilyabout Elizabeth and Darcy, the novel has

many important stock characters that are significant in the discussion of the

novel’s characterisation and the functions that such characterisation serves. Being

a novel of manners, similar to that of the comedy of manners, these stock
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characters are part of the social milieu that Austen wants to demonstrate, and

often criticise and satirise. Among these minor stock characters George

Wickham is of prime significance as he plays the role of the wicked, harmful,

vengeful womaniser who attempted to seduce Miss. Darcy and after being

punished for that he pours venom intoElizabeth’s ears and poisons her mind

against Darcy. He seduces Lydia and like a thorough opportunist takes advantage

of the Bennets’ crisis to extract financial gain for himself.

Lydia Bennet is the foolish variety of the romantic heroine who is easily misled

by Wickham. There is also the foolishly snobbish Lady Catherine who probably

stands as Austen’s representation of the fact that elites can also be fools, and

their pride based on social ascendency is a by-product of their foolish notions

about the world. Following these lines Miss Bingley, Mrs. Hurst, and Miss Darcy

are characters that also appear to be foolishly snobbish.

Charlotte is a representation of the poor woman trapped in a world governed

by patriarchal oppression. She is a victim of this divisive system and is doubly

marginalized by her economic dependence and her gender. Since she is growing

older, and since she can neither afford to neither remain a spinster nor become a

governess she has to make the compromise of marrying Mr. Collins who is

sketched as the typical clown figures available in the comedy of manners.

3.1.7. Title: History and Significance

When Austen first thought of the idea of Pride and Prejudice in 1797, she used the

working title, “First Impressions”. The novel was given its present name when it was

published in 1813. The title plays a crucial role in analysing the novel, its preoccupations,

the development of its characters and relationships. The action of the novel springs

from Darcy’s innate pride in his position and upbringing, which prejudices him to the

gathering at the Meryton Assembly, as well as Elizabeth’s pride in her superior judgement

and independent spirit, which makes her quick to form her opinion about Darcy once

her vanity has been offended. The flaws of “pride” and “prejudice” however, do not

define Elizabeth and Darcy alone. They recur in various forms in various characters.

Pride based on social ascendency is a motif in the novel, and many characters such as

Miss Bingley and Mrs Hurst, Bingley’s sisters, are equally afflicted by it. Raised to the

status of gentry by virtue of their brother’s success in trade, they behave contemptuously

towards Jane and Elizabeth, putting the most uncharitable gloss on their actions. Lady
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Catherine’s pride is almost caricature. She is keenly aware of her rank and title, of the

differences between fortunes made in trade and those inherited by the old aristocracy.

She believes in a sort of feudal noblesse oblige, but those who are recipients of it, such

as Mr Collins, are never allowed to forget her charity. A marriage between Darcy and

her daughter, Anne, is a natural alliance, in her scheme of things. A marriage between

Darcy and the middle class Elizabeth Bennet is, to her, a ghastly aberration. The fairytale

ending of the novel implies a salutary lesson for such snobbish people when the middle-

class Elizabeth’s unaffected and spontaneous nature not only charms Darcy but also

softens the stiff edges of his character.

The core of the novel however, lies in the lessons in humility which has to be learnt by

the two central characters of the novel. Darcy dismisses Elizabeth as “not handsome

enough to tempt me” and says that he refuses to lend consequence to a woman by

dancing with her when she has been overlooked by other men. He doesn’t just cruelly

hurt her vanity; he hurts her pride in her ability to overcome the limitations of fortune,

beauty and gender, through her sharp wit and intellect. Much later in the novel she

acknowledges to Jane how the first encounter had led her to a sweeping judgement of

Darcy:

I meant to be uncommonly clever in taking so decided a dislike to him, without

any reason. It is such a spur to one’s genius, such an opening for wit to have a

dislike of that kind.

This is the voice of a chastened Elizabeth whose self-knowledge in the course of the

novel has humbled her and made her realise the dangers of hasty conclusions and the

reality of the power and privilege conferred by birth and gender even in an age of

growing individualism. Darcy’s letter shows her how her judgement had been clouded

by her hurt pride. Her visit to Pemberley reveals that Darcy’s pride is not entirely

unjustified as it stems from the real power he wields as the master of a huge estate. In

realising this, she also becomes conscious of the real honour he has conferred upon her

by overlooking the huge gulf between them and offering her his hand in marriage. Just

as his continued attentions to her may have fed her pride in her power over him, the

disastrous elopement of Lydia with Wickham brings home to her the bitter fact that the

intemperate words with which Darcy had first proposed to her, the reservations he had

expressed about the lack of breeding among her mother and younger sisters, were

mortifying truths. Her full appreciation of the extent of Darcy’s feelings for her, come

at a time when the onslaught of circumstances seem to render her powerless to reclaim

his regard. Her acceptance of his second proposal is therefore rendered even more joyful.
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Darcy on the other hand has to learn the lesson that social superiority doesn’t

necessarily entitle one to the unquestioning regard of those who are his inferior in the

social hierarchy. Elizabeth’s angry rejection of his first proposal, when she accuses him

of ungentlemanly behaviour, is a rude shock to him. It forces him to look at himself as

others might see him. Her rejection also makes him realise that inspite of his wealth

and consequence, it is in the power of a woman that he has placed his happiness.

Accustomed to having his every whim pandered to, from his childhood, he is forced to

accept her ‘no’ for an answer. His subsequent endeavour to redeem himself in her eyes

by his courtesy to her aunt and uncle, and his intervention in securing the marriage of

Lydia and Wickham, earn him the right to Elizabeth’s hand. He too has learnt to temper

his haughty manner with amiability, to overcome the gentry’s prejudice about trade, to

recognise the shortcomings of his superior attitude. His second proposal to Elizabeth is

thus made with the consciousness of the good fortune of securing the affections of an

intelligent and spirited woman like Elizabeth.

Austen’s novel therefore is a delightful exposition of how vanity engenders prejudice,

whereas justified pride may be rewarded if it is accompanied by a humanising and

compassionate accommodation of other viewpoints. As Mary says in her rather pedantic

manner,

Pride relates more to our opinions of ourselves, vanity to what we would have

others think of us.

Austen, by allowing Darcy, who ends up as a truly romantic hero, and Elizabeth, her

favourite character, to marry each other, reinforces the rewards of achieving true growth

by overcoming  blind spots and delusions.

Learner Please Note !!

• Difference between legitimate pride and mere vanity

• How vanity and prejudice are sometimes related

• How these elements are woven into the narrative structure of

the novel

3.1.8. Themes of Love, Money, and Marriage

The much celebrated opening sentence of Pride and Prejudice sets the mood of the

novel by establishing husband hunting as the chief pre-occupation of the novel:
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“It is a truth universally acknowledged, that a single man in possession of a

good fortune, must be in want of a wife.”

Beneath the tale of ‘pride’ and ‘prejudice’ being overcome to forge an everlasting bond

of love, runs the themes of love, money, and marriage, in their multiple dimensions.

Courtship and marriage, the staple of romantic fiction, is the framework which is used

by Austen to explore larger social concerns such as the limited scope of self-advancement

for women, which leaves marriage as the major source of stability. This is why the

mothers of marriageable girls must compete to catch eligible bachelors and social

occasions like balls turn into huge marriage markets.

 The marriage of Mr and Mrs. Bennet, a failed marriage, is the cautionary tale which is

used in this novel as reminder of the unhappiness of an incompatible marriage. The two

occupy mutually exclusive worlds. Mrs Bennet’s energies are single-mindedly directed

towards finding husbands for her daughters, while Mr Bennet seeks refuge from the

predominantly feminine atmosphere of the household in the sanctum of his study. Their

incompatibility is most vigorously displayed in the lack of a proper upbringing of the

younger daughters of the Bennet household. Mrs Bennet’s lack of sense, and her

husband’s refusal to be drawn into the brainless atmosphere of his drawing room, leave

the younger siblings vulnerable to different kinds of follies. This has a negative impact

on the marriage prospects of the girls which Mrs Bennet is so eager to advance.

Austen’s novel, though romantic in nature, is rooted in social realism. Austen realistically

portrays the Eighteenth Century English society, urban and suburban, where marriage

is the only recourse of women to find economic stability, even social ascendancy. The

alternative, of becoming a governess, was not considered attractive in a society driven

by social hierarchies. The opening line ironically underscores the fact that while a wealthy

man can have the choice of remaining a bachelor if he so prefers, a woman, needs a

husband to secure her social and financial position. Thus, Mrs. Bennet, though she

appears to be foolish and hysterical, is rightly anxious regarding the future of her

daughters, for if they remain spinsters they would ultimately end up as governesses in

wealthy households. Austen’s implied criticism draws our attention to the fact that in

an age of rising capitalism which gave men new avenues for rising in society, the same

freedom was denied to women.

Charlotte makes a compromise and marries Mr. Collins, a foolish and clownish character,

who nevertheless gives her prosperity and a social standing. Her marriage based solely

on the calculations of sustenance and social security, is devoid of any love or romance.

It is a marriage of convenience which is unacceptable to Elizabeth whose sensibilities
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are outraged at Charlotte’s resignation to the limited choices which society has offered

her. On the other hand, Austen places a contrasting image of the marriage of Wickham

and Lydia. Lydia is completely irrational, and her romantic, fanciful nature finally leads

her to being trapped by the womaniser Wickham. Their marriage is born out of treachery

on the part of Wickham and foolish romantic fancies on the part of Lydia. It is doomed

to be unstable from the very beginning for it is not based on genuine love or respect.

These two unsuitable marriages are complemented by the two ideal romances in the

story.Austen parallels the marriage of Elizabeth and Darcy with that of Jane and Bingley.

Jane and Bingley’s relationship is a static one of traditional courtship, often threatened

by outside forces directly or indirectly infiltrating into their private territory. Their

marriage is a result of continued commitment and love, and results finally in emotional

security. But their relationship is based on the traditional premises of conjugality in

which the woman submits herself completely and is rewarded for it by gaining love,

stability and prosperity.

Darcy and Elizabeth’s love, courtship, and marriage, which constitute the focal point of

the plot, remain Austen’s best example of a dynamic evolving relationship, which

achieves a desirable balance of the head and the heart. Elizabeth and Darcy battle the

demons of pride, prejudice, vanity and a wide social gulf, to finally win for themselves

the perfect mixture of sense and sentiment which Austen holds up as an ideal marriage.

Elizabeth’s quest for dignity and recognition of her individuality and worth is satisfied

by Darcy’s passionate regard for her charm and intellect. But before she can be thus

rewarded, she too has to understand and accept the fine network of power and privilege

which governs the society that she lives in. Her reward is the hand of the handsomest

and richest man in the novel. As she becomes the mistress of Pemberley, she and Darcy

are held up as the ideal couple whose union signifies the accommodation of changing

mores within the established tradition.

Austen provides the reader with a complex structure of multiple marriages which layer

our perception of the institution. However, through this complex system of events she

probably asserts the fact that it is not good to marry for money, but it is also silly to

marry without it. In a world where marriage is a compulsion for the women it is imperative

that they should look for advantageous marriages, but without compromising the integrity

of their affections .The marriages of Charlotte and Lydia are imperfect ones. Jane’s is a

romantic one; but Darcy and Elizabeth’s union, based on both reason and emotion, is

the ideal one.
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Points to Ponder Upon for the Learner

• Marriage as an economic compulsion for women

• Compatibility and happiness

• Balance of sense and sentiment in an ideal marriage

• Marriage as a means of enforcing social order

3.1.9. The Social Picture

As stated earlier, Pride and Prejudice is a novel narrating a romantic tale which also

contains a valuable and realistic portrayal of the contemporary English society. It is a

comedy of manners portraying the themes of love, money, and marriage; it also projects

the gender-hierarchies of the society. Being a novel of manners the chief design of the

novel’s ironic humour is to satirise the aberrations of the contemporary society. Austen’s

novel exposes the hypocrisies of the contemporary middle class. She indirectly condemns

the snobbery of the elite who are prejudiced against their suburban and poorer

counterparts. Lady Catherine, Miss Bingley, Mrs. Hurst, are all portrayed as snobs who

derive a false sense of superiority out of their social ascendancy. The deplorable state of

the women is amply displayed by both Charlotte and Lydia who are victims of a

patriarchal society which subjugates and exploits the women folk. In the case of the

former it results in a calculative nature, while in the latter it elicits a flirtatious

exhibitionism, devoid of any propriety.

Through the predicament of the Bennet sisters, Austen represents the unfairness of the

law of entailment, as it perpetuates patriarchal privilege, while denying women the

right to their parental property. Austen who herself remained a spinster herself, provides

a realistic picture of the marginalisation of women in such a society. Threatened with

the prospects of straitened circumstances, marriage turns into their sole goal.

The rigidly hierarchical society is also mocked at in Pride and Prejudice. In many ways

Austen seems to portray that idiosyncrasy and hollow pride are central to the society

she knew. She critiques the elite notion that only the less privileged are ill-bred and

manipulative. In her novel both Mrs. Bennet and Lady Catherine appear to be equally

callous. However, Austen is also criticised for ultimately conforming to the very norms

she critiques. Her depiction of Darcy as the saviour of the Bennet family’s honour,

seems to reinforce the power of money, prestige and male domination, which belongs

to the dominant discourse of the time.
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Learner make a note of :

• The position of women

• Snobbery

• Marriage and money

• Law of entailment

and try to write short notes on each.

3.1.10. Irony and Humour

Irony is Austen’s potent weapon of satire. It runs through the novel as an undercurrent

which lifts a neatly structured, sentimental tale of love and marriage, to the stature of

greatness. Irony works in the novel through the subversion of each and every authoritative

position, beginning with the opening statement. The verbal irony of the opening draws

our attention to the relation between money and marriage; but with the use of the word

‘want’ Austen also draws our attention to the women’s desire and need for marriage.

Austen inspires laughter in her description of Mrs. Bennet when she writes:

She was a woman of mean understanding, little information, and uncertain temper

... The business of her life was to get her daughters married.

Even this authoritative assertion is rife with verbal irony. Mrs Bennet maybe foolish,

but as the mother of five daughters living on an entailed property, does she have any

choice other than to make the marriage of the girls her sole ‘business’?

The various reversals of the novel also give rise to situational irony. Darcy’s arrogant

rejection of Elizabeth as a dance partner stems from his consciousness of his male

prerogative and his ability to confer consequence to any woman. He would soon be

captivated by her pair of expressive eyes, and find to his consternation, that in matters

of the heart, an intelligent woman may still exercise her power of rejection. Similarly,

Lady Catherine discovers that money and aristocratic privilege alone will not secure for

her daughter the prize catch of Darcy. Her haughty manner towards Elizabeth when

visits, hides her desperation in the face of the inevitable. Middle-class, unaccomplished

Elizabeth, ultimately has it in her power to rebuff her. The comedy of their final encounter

is undercut by this ironic reversal of the power equation.

Austen’s irony also adds spark to her characterisation. It adds a fine touch of social

criticism to a character like the obsequious Mr Collins. His proposal to Elizabeth is

depicted with hilarity. He indeed is a man who is “in want of a wife” and so he quickly
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transfers his attentions from Jane to Elizabeth:

... and it was soon done — done while Mrs. Bennet was stirring the fire.

But, his comment after Lydia’s elopement that it would have been better if she had died,

startles us with a new insight. On the one hand it shows a most uncharitable side of a

clergyman, on the other, it does voice the grave social consequences of Lydia’s actions

upon her family.

The shortcomings of the minor women characters like Ms Bingley, Mrs Hurst, Lady

Catherine, as well as of someone like Charlotte Lucas, shows the inevitable meanness

that is bound to creep into women when they are confined to their narrow world with no

recourse to independent means or exercise of talents. This leads the aristocratic ladies

to pettiness and bad behaviour which is punished by Austen by denying them the most

ardently desired prize – the most eligible bachelor, as a husband or a son-in-law. Their

foibles elicit laughter also reveal the irony of their situation.

Even Elizabeth is not exempt from this narrow vision, as her pride in being a “studier of

character” misleads her into misjudging Wickham, Darcy and even her friend Charlotte.

Her education is complete only when she travels out of Longbourn. The insight that she

gains not only corrects her views of Darcy and Wickham, it also makes her aware of the

shortcomings of Mr Bennet. The ironic outsider’s stance which he takes is revealed to

her as being one of the causes of their troubles, and so, she is no longer able to share his

views as completely as she had done before. Elizabeth, through whose eyes the characters

are depicted, shares the same ironic vision as her creator.

In her letter to her sister Cassandra, Austen stated that the novel was ‘rather too light

and bright and sparkling’. It is indeed so; but, it is not a mere comedy inspiring laughter.

Its ability to inspire laughter aids its ironic insight into the follies of the age and the

society. This wealth of irony enriches its role as a comedy of manners.

The different uses of Irony in the Novel

• Irony as an instrument of satire

• Irony as subversion

• Difference between irony and humour in the novel
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3.1.11. Summing Up

• In this Unit you were introduced to Jane Austen’s art of fiction.

• You were shown how beneath a tale of romantic love lies a deeper picture of a

social milieu ridden with class rigidities and unfair economic and legal systems.

• You learnt that the novel is a comedy of manners portraying the themes of love,

money, and marriage and the gender-hierarchies of the society.

• And also that, Austen’s novel is a delightful exposition of how vanity engenders

prejudice, whereas justified pride may be rewarded if it is accompanied by a

humanising and compassionate accommodation of other viewpoints.

3.1.12. Comprehension Exercises

Long Questions-20 Marks.

1. Comment on the significance of the title of Pride and Prejudice.

2. Discuss the themes of love, money, and marriage in Pride and Prejudice.

3. What is the significance of the complex plot structure in Pride and Prejudice?
Discuss by analysing the text thoroughly.

Mid-Length Questions-12 marks

1. Comment on the character of Elizabeth Bennet.

2. Do you think that Darcy is less faulty compared to Elizabeth? Discuss with
suitable illustrations from the text of Pride and Prejudice.

3. Comment on the social picture available in Pride and Prejudice.

Short Questions-6 Marks

1. Comment on the role played by Wickham in Pride and Prejudice.

2. Discuss the significance of Darcy’s letter to Elizabeth.

3. Sketch the character of Mr. Bennet in Pride and Prejudice.

4. What thematic purpose is served by the marriage between Charlotte and Collins

in Pride and Prejudice?

5. Discuss the opening sentence of Pride and Prejudice.
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3.1.13.  Suggested Reading

1. Marsh, Nicholas. Jane Austen: The Novels

2. Copeland, Edward and Juliet McMaster (ed.) The Cambridge Companion to Jane

Austen.

3. Watt, Ian (ed.). Jane Austen: A Collection of Critical Essays
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Unit - 2 ❐ Reading Romantic Prose  Charles Lamb:

a) ‘The Superannuated Man’ b) ‘Dream

Children: A Reverie’

Structure

3.2.0. Introduction

3.2.1. Charles Lamb: The Essayist and His Essays

3.2.2a. ‘The Superannuated Man’: Introduction

3.2.2a.1. Text

            3.2.2a.2. Summary of the Essay

3.2.2a.3. Annotations

            3.2.2a.4. Critical Commentary

3.2.2b. ‘Dream Children: A Reverie’: Introduction

3.2.2b.1. Text

3.2.2b.2. Summary of the Essay

3.2.2b.3. Annotations

3.2.2b.4. Critical Commentary

3.2.3. Blend of Pathos and Humour

3.2.4. Lamb’s Prose Style

3.2.5. Summing up

3.2.6. Comprehension Exercises

3.2.7. Suggested Reading

3.2.0. Introduction

In this Unit, you will be introduced to the Romantic essayist Charles Lamb and his

essays. Here, we shall devote our attention to an understanding of Charles Lamb – the

essayist, various features of his essays, with particular focus on ‘The Superannuated
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Man’ and ‘Dream Children: A Reverie’. While studying this Unit, you will feel the

charm of Lamb’s personal essays and understand the multiple aspects of the essays

written in this great era of Romanticism. After reading the essays prescribed for you in

the syllabus, you will realize that the Romantic age is not only famous for its poetry, the

essays also contributed a great deal to the enrichment of literature of the age.

3.2.1. Charles Lamb: An Introduction to the Essayist and His

Essays

A Short Biography:

Charles Lamb, who became famous under his pseudonym of ‘Elia’, was born in London

in1775. His father was a barrister’s clerk. Lamb was educated at Christ’s Hospital where

he was a fellow-pupil of Coleridge, whose early eccentricities he has touched upon

with his usual felicity. When the time came for leaving the school, he had learned some

Greek, much Latin and mathematics and general knowledge enough for his career as an

accountant. On leaving school he obtained a clerkship for a short time in the South Sea

House. In 1792, he was transferred to the East India House where the remainder of his

working life was spent. Wisely he chose to depend upon this post for his livelihood and

not upon his talent as a writer.

There was a strain of insanity in Lamb’s family, though he was himself touched with it

but once at the age of twenty. His fits of depression intensified after a thwarted love

affair. In 1796, occurred the terrible family tragedy which was destined to mould the

whole life of Lamb. His sister Mary Lamb (1764-1847) in a sudden frenzy murdered

their mother. She was sent to a lunatic asylum, but Lamb made himself responsible for

her guardianship and got her back home. Lamb devoted his life to the welfare of his

afflicted sister (who frequently appears in his essays under the name of Cousin Bridget)

and remained a bachelor for life. Much of the time Mary was normal and shared in his

literary tastes and pursuits. But at intervals, her mental disease became acute and she

had to be removed to an asylum for brief periods. Thus, Lamb’s life was under the

constant shadow of penury and madness.

After more than thirty years’ service Lamb retired (1825) on a pension and the last

years of his life were passed in blessed release from his desk. The relief and strangeness

of his freedom at his retirement are described in ‘The Superannuated Man’. He was

deeply affected by the death of his lifelong friend, Coleridge in 1834 and died in the

same year at Edmonton.
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Lamb was a charming man, a delightful talker, and one of the least assuming of writers.

The momentous incidents of the French Revolution (1789) which left such a mark on

the English literary scene, passed Lamb by.

His Essays and their Features:

Despite all reverses, Charles Lamb devoted himself seriously to literary pursuits. Lamb

started his literary career as a poet and wrote some poems of a slight but charming

nature – ‘The Old Familiar Faces’, ‘To Hester’etc. He attempted a tragedy John Woodvil

(1802). Together with his sister he wrote Tales from Shakespeare (1807).

Lamb has remained famous to this day by virtue of his personal essays. It was not until

1820, however, that Lamb began to write the series of essays which made his reputation

as an essayist and humorist. To The London Magazine Lamb contributed between 1820

and 1825 the essays signed “Elia” (a name taken from a clerk in the old South Sea

House). A first collection was published as The Essays of Elia (1823); and a second

under the title of The Last Essays of Elia (gathered from various magazines) appeared

in 1833. A blend of autobiography and fiction, these essays are the maturest form of the

personal essay, a genre which had been gaining popularity since the seventeenth century.

The great French thinker Montaigne was the first to write in this mode, and Cowley was

its first exponent in England. However, it became for the first time a literary form of its

own in the Romantic era when self-expression and self-projection were encouraged.

Lamb, along with other Romantic prose writers Landor, Hazlitt and De Quincey, gave

a new route to the form.

Some of his memorable essays are – ‘New Year’s Eve’, ‘Imperfect Sympathies’, ‘Poor

Relations’, ‘Dream Children: A Reverie’, ‘The Superannuated Man’, ‘The South-Sea

House’, ‘The Praise of Chimney-Sweepers’, ‘All Fool’s Day’, ‘Christ’s Hospital Five

and Thirty Years Ago’, ‘My Relations’, ‘A Bachelor’s Complaint of the Behaviour of

Married People’, ‘A Dissertation upon Roast Pig’, ‘The Old and the New Schoolmaster’

etc.

There are several factors which have contributed to the irresistible appeal of Lamb’s

essays. In his incomparable gift of tenderness and sympathy, in his romantic and elusive

note of subjectivity, in his dramatic character portraits, in his wonderful sense of humour

and in his graceful poetic style, Lamb stands out as an essayist to captivate and conquer

all hearts. To the dreary realm of his miscellaneous topics, Lamb has brought poetry –

a bright spark of imagination. That the essay is capable of becoming lyrical is amply
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demonstrated by Lamb in his essays.

Lamb’s essays exhibit his unique gift of communicating to his readers all that he loved

and lost, dreamed and desired. His childhood, school days, clerical life, retirement and

literary experience are all recorded. Again his fondness for noise and crowd in cities,

love for theatres and books and many other personal touches are found in his essays.

But, though Lamb has chosen his personal experiences as the subject matter for his

essays, he has transformed this personal material by virtue of a remarkable dramatic

imagination. The humour is always qualified by a strain of pathos, at the same time

they reveal the author’s keen observation of life and the behaviour of people around

him. No essayist is more egotistical than Lamb; but no egotist can be so artless and yet

so artful, so tearful and yet so mirthful, so pedantic and yet so humane. Making us both

laugh and weep, Lamb’s essays remain classics of literature.

With regard to his style, Lamb’s prose has an old-fashioned and antique flavour which

points out his indebtedness to older writers like Sir Thomas Browne and Fuller. His

love of word-coining, his fondness for alliteration, his use of compound words, his

frequent use of exclamations, parenthesis and Latinisms reflect the influence of the

Elizabethan writers. Though his style is somewhat exotic and recondite, it has a charming

freshness, ease and gaiety. Lamb posses the ideal essay manner and his essays are

among the finest in the English language.

3.2.2a. ‘The Superannuated Man’: Introduction

Lamb’s essay, ‘The Superannuated Man’, an extremely diverting and moving Elian

essay, is stuffed with personal materials. It is a touching personal account of his unbroken

drudgery and soul-killing monotony of a petty clerk in the South Sea House and the

East India House, and his feelings after sudden release from the same. So, the

superannuated man of the essay is none but the author himself who had to drudge for

long thirty-six years as an accountant in office.

The title of the essay ‘The Superannuated Man’ is conceived in a quite original way. A

superannuated man is one who is made to retire from his work because of his age or

physical infirmity. The term ‘superannuation’ implies a specific age, prescribing a

person’s retirement from the active service, out of the consideration of his physical

inability and old age.

The essay is of the hard experience and the exciting feeling of a retired clerk. As the

essay relates, Lamb drudged for thirty six years in office, styled fancifully by him as –
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The House of Boldero, Merryweather, Bosanquet and Lacy. But the essay is also

concerned with his free, leisurely, happy mode of living after his retirement. Thus, the

pathos of long irksome confinement in office and humorous bewilderment at sudden

release are equally and skillfully handled by Lamb in this essay.

3.2.2a.1. Text

‘The Superannuated Man’

Sera tamen respexitSera tamen respexitSera tamen respexitSera tamen respexitSera tamen respexit

LibertasLibertasLibertasLibertasLibertas. – Virg. – Virg. – Virg. – Virg. – Virgil.il.il.il.il.

A Clerk I was in London gA Clerk I was in London gA Clerk I was in London gA Clerk I was in London gA Clerk I was in London gay. – O’Kay. – O’Kay. – O’Kay. – O’Kay. – O’Keefeefeefeefeefe.e.e.e.e.

If peradIf peradIf peradIf peradIf peradventure, Readerventure, Readerventure, Readerventure, Readerventure, Reader, it has been thy lot to waste the golden years of thy lif, it has been thy lot to waste the golden years of thy lif, it has been thy lot to waste the golden years of thy lif, it has been thy lot to waste the golden years of thy lif, it has been thy lot to waste the golden years of thy life — thye — thye — thye — thye — thy
shining youth — in the irksome confinement of an ofshining youth — in the irksome confinement of an ofshining youth — in the irksome confinement of an ofshining youth — in the irksome confinement of an ofshining youth — in the irksome confinement of an office; to have thy prfice; to have thy prfice; to have thy prfice; to have thy prfice; to have thy prison days prolongison days prolongison days prolongison days prolongison days prolongededededed
through midthrough midthrough midthrough midthrough middle agdle agdle agdle agdle age down to decrepitude and silver hairse down to decrepitude and silver hairse down to decrepitude and silver hairse down to decrepitude and silver hairse down to decrepitude and silver hairs, without hope of release or respite;, without hope of release or respite;, without hope of release or respite;, without hope of release or respite;, without hope of release or respite;
to have lived to forgto have lived to forgto have lived to forgto have lived to forgto have lived to forget that there are such things as holidayset that there are such things as holidayset that there are such things as holidayset that there are such things as holidayset that there are such things as holidays, or to remember them but as the, or to remember them but as the, or to remember them but as the, or to remember them but as the, or to remember them but as the
prerogprerogprerogprerogprerogatives of childhood; then, and then only, will you be abatives of childhood; then, and then only, will you be abatives of childhood; then, and then only, will you be abatives of childhood; then, and then only, will you be abatives of childhood; then, and then only, will you be able to aple to aple to aple to aple to appreciate mpreciate mpreciate mpreciate mpreciate my deliverance.y deliverance.y deliverance.y deliverance.y deliverance.

It is now six and thirty years since I took mIt is now six and thirty years since I took mIt is now six and thirty years since I took mIt is now six and thirty years since I took mIt is now six and thirty years since I took my seat at the desk in Mincing-lane. Melancholyy seat at the desk in Mincing-lane. Melancholyy seat at the desk in Mincing-lane. Melancholyy seat at the desk in Mincing-lane. Melancholyy seat at the desk in Mincing-lane. Melancholy
was the transition at fourteen from the abundant play-time, and the frequently-interveningwas the transition at fourteen from the abundant play-time, and the frequently-interveningwas the transition at fourteen from the abundant play-time, and the frequently-interveningwas the transition at fourteen from the abundant play-time, and the frequently-interveningwas the transition at fourteen from the abundant play-time, and the frequently-intervening
vacations of school daysvacations of school daysvacations of school daysvacations of school daysvacations of school days, to the eight, nine, and sometimes ten hours’ a-day attendance at a, to the eight, nine, and sometimes ten hours’ a-day attendance at a, to the eight, nine, and sometimes ten hours’ a-day attendance at a, to the eight, nine, and sometimes ten hours’ a-day attendance at a, to the eight, nine, and sometimes ten hours’ a-day attendance at a
counting-house. But time partially reconciles us to ancounting-house. But time partially reconciles us to ancounting-house. But time partially reconciles us to ancounting-house. But time partially reconciles us to ancounting-house. But time partially reconciles us to anythingythingythingythingything. I gradually became content —. I gradually became content —. I gradually became content —. I gradually became content —. I gradually became content —
doggdoggdoggdoggdoggedly contented, as wild animals in cagedly contented, as wild animals in cagedly contented, as wild animals in cagedly contented, as wild animals in cagedly contented, as wild animals in cageseseseses.....

It is true I had mIt is true I had mIt is true I had mIt is true I had mIt is true I had my Sundays to my Sundays to my Sundays to my Sundays to my Sundays to myself; but Sundaysyself; but Sundaysyself; but Sundaysyself; but Sundaysyself; but Sundays, admirab, admirab, admirab, admirab, admirable as the institution of them isle as the institution of them isle as the institution of them isle as the institution of them isle as the institution of them is
for purposes of wfor purposes of wfor purposes of wfor purposes of wfor purposes of worshiporshiporshiporshiporship, are for that very reason the very w, are for that very reason the very w, are for that very reason the very w, are for that very reason the very w, are for that very reason the very worst adapted for days of unbendingorst adapted for days of unbendingorst adapted for days of unbendingorst adapted for days of unbendingorst adapted for days of unbending
and recreation. In particularand recreation. In particularand recreation. In particularand recreation. In particularand recreation. In particular, there is a gloom for me attendant upon a city Sunday, a weight, there is a gloom for me attendant upon a city Sunday, a weight, there is a gloom for me attendant upon a city Sunday, a weight, there is a gloom for me attendant upon a city Sunday, a weight, there is a gloom for me attendant upon a city Sunday, a weight
in the airin the airin the airin the airin the air. I miss the cheerful cr. I miss the cheerful cr. I miss the cheerful cr. I miss the cheerful cr. I miss the cheerful cries of London, the mies of London, the mies of London, the mies of London, the mies of London, the music, and the ballad-singusic, and the ballad-singusic, and the ballad-singusic, and the ballad-singusic, and the ballad-singers — the buzzers — the buzzers — the buzzers — the buzzers — the buzz
and stirrand stirrand stirrand stirrand stirring ming ming ming ming murmurmurmurmurmur of the streetsur of the streetsur of the streetsur of the streetsur of the streets. T. T. T. T. Those eternal bells depress me. Those eternal bells depress me. Those eternal bells depress me. Those eternal bells depress me. Those eternal bells depress me. The closed shops repel me.he closed shops repel me.he closed shops repel me.he closed shops repel me.he closed shops repel me.
PrPrPrPrPrintsintsintsintsints, pictures, pictures, pictures, pictures, pictures, all the glitter, all the glitter, all the glitter, all the glitter, all the glittering and endless succession of knacing and endless succession of knacing and endless succession of knacing and endless succession of knacing and endless succession of knacks and gks and gks and gks and gks and gewgewgewgewgewgawsawsawsawsaws, and, and, and, and, and
ostentatiously displayed wares of tradesmen, wostentatiously displayed wares of tradesmen, wostentatiously displayed wares of tradesmen, wostentatiously displayed wares of tradesmen, wostentatiously displayed wares of tradesmen, which makhich makhich makhich makhich make a week-day saunter through thee a week-day saunter through thee a week-day saunter through thee a week-day saunter through thee a week-day saunter through the
less busy parts of the metropolis so delightful — are shut out. No book-stalls deliciously toless busy parts of the metropolis so delightful — are shut out. No book-stalls deliciously toless busy parts of the metropolis so delightful — are shut out. No book-stalls deliciously toless busy parts of the metropolis so delightful — are shut out. No book-stalls deliciously toless busy parts of the metropolis so delightful — are shut out. No book-stalls deliciously to
idle over — No busy fidle over — No busy fidle over — No busy fidle over — No busy fidle over — No busy faces to recreate the idle man waces to recreate the idle man waces to recreate the idle man waces to recreate the idle man waces to recreate the idle man who contemplates them ever passing byho contemplates them ever passing byho contemplates them ever passing byho contemplates them ever passing byho contemplates them ever passing by
— the very f— the very f— the very f— the very f— the very face of business a charm by contrast to his temporary relaxation from it. Nothingace of business a charm by contrast to his temporary relaxation from it. Nothingace of business a charm by contrast to his temporary relaxation from it. Nothingace of business a charm by contrast to his temporary relaxation from it. Nothingace of business a charm by contrast to his temporary relaxation from it. Nothing
to be seen but unhapto be seen but unhapto be seen but unhapto be seen but unhapto be seen but unhappy countenances — or half-happy countenances — or half-happy countenances — or half-happy countenances — or half-happy countenances — or half-happy at best — of emancipated ‘prenticespy at best — of emancipated ‘prenticespy at best — of emancipated ‘prenticespy at best — of emancipated ‘prenticespy at best — of emancipated ‘prentices
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and little trades-folksand little trades-folksand little trades-folksand little trades-folksand little trades-folks, with here and there a servant maid that has got leave to go out, w, with here and there a servant maid that has got leave to go out, w, with here and there a servant maid that has got leave to go out, w, with here and there a servant maid that has got leave to go out, w, with here and there a servant maid that has got leave to go out, whohohohoho,,,,,
slaving all the week, with the habit has lost almost the capacity of enjoying a free hour; andslaving all the week, with the habit has lost almost the capacity of enjoying a free hour; andslaving all the week, with the habit has lost almost the capacity of enjoying a free hour; andslaving all the week, with the habit has lost almost the capacity of enjoying a free hour; andslaving all the week, with the habit has lost almost the capacity of enjoying a free hour; and
livelily expressing the hollowness of a day’livelily expressing the hollowness of a day’livelily expressing the hollowness of a day’livelily expressing the hollowness of a day’livelily expressing the hollowness of a day’s pleasurs pleasurs pleasurs pleasurs pleasuringinginginging. T. T. T. T. The very strollers in the fields onhe very strollers in the fields onhe very strollers in the fields onhe very strollers in the fields onhe very strollers in the fields on
that day look anthat day look anthat day look anthat day look anthat day look anything but comfortabything but comfortabything but comfortabything but comfortabything but comfortable.le.le.le.le.

But besides Sundays I had a day at EasterBut besides Sundays I had a day at EasterBut besides Sundays I had a day at EasterBut besides Sundays I had a day at EasterBut besides Sundays I had a day at Easter, and a day at Chr, and a day at Chr, and a day at Chr, and a day at Chr, and a day at Christmasistmasistmasistmasistmas, with a full week in the, with a full week in the, with a full week in the, with a full week in the, with a full week in the
summer to go and air msummer to go and air msummer to go and air msummer to go and air msummer to go and air myself in myself in myself in myself in myself in my native fields of Hertfordshire. Ty native fields of Hertfordshire. Ty native fields of Hertfordshire. Ty native fields of Hertfordshire. Ty native fields of Hertfordshire. This last was a greathis last was a greathis last was a greathis last was a greathis last was a great
indulgindulgindulgindulgindulgence; and the prospect of its recurrence, I believe, alone kence; and the prospect of its recurrence, I believe, alone kence; and the prospect of its recurrence, I believe, alone kence; and the prospect of its recurrence, I believe, alone kence; and the prospect of its recurrence, I believe, alone kept me up through the yearept me up through the yearept me up through the yearept me up through the yearept me up through the year,,,,,
and made mand made mand made mand made mand made my durance toleraby durance toleraby durance toleraby durance toleraby durance tolerable. But wle. But wle. But wle. But wle. But when the week came round, did the glitterhen the week came round, did the glitterhen the week came round, did the glitterhen the week came round, did the glitterhen the week came round, did the glittering phantoming phantoming phantoming phantoming phantom
of the distance kof the distance kof the distance kof the distance kof the distance keep touch with me? or rather was it not a sereep touch with me? or rather was it not a sereep touch with me? or rather was it not a sereep touch with me? or rather was it not a sereep touch with me? or rather was it not a series of seven uneasy daysies of seven uneasy daysies of seven uneasy daysies of seven uneasy daysies of seven uneasy days, spent, spent, spent, spent, spent
in restless pursuit of pleasure, and a wearin restless pursuit of pleasure, and a wearin restless pursuit of pleasure, and a wearin restless pursuit of pleasure, and a wearin restless pursuit of pleasure, and a wearisome anxiety to find out how to makisome anxiety to find out how to makisome anxiety to find out how to makisome anxiety to find out how to makisome anxiety to find out how to make the most ofe the most ofe the most ofe the most ofe the most of
them? Wthem? Wthem? Wthem? Wthem? Where was the quiet, where was the quiet, where was the quiet, where was the quiet, where was the quiet, where the promised rest? Before I had a taste of it, it washere the promised rest? Before I had a taste of it, it washere the promised rest? Before I had a taste of it, it washere the promised rest? Before I had a taste of it, it washere the promised rest? Before I had a taste of it, it was
vanished. I was at the desk agvanished. I was at the desk agvanished. I was at the desk agvanished. I was at the desk agvanished. I was at the desk again, counting upon the fifty-one tedious weeks that main, counting upon the fifty-one tedious weeks that main, counting upon the fifty-one tedious weeks that main, counting upon the fifty-one tedious weeks that main, counting upon the fifty-one tedious weeks that mustustustustust
intervene before such another snatch wintervene before such another snatch wintervene before such another snatch wintervene before such another snatch wintervene before such another snatch would come. Still the prospect of its coming threwould come. Still the prospect of its coming threwould come. Still the prospect of its coming threwould come. Still the prospect of its coming threwould come. Still the prospect of its coming threw
something of an illumination upon the darksomething of an illumination upon the darksomething of an illumination upon the darksomething of an illumination upon the darksomething of an illumination upon the darker side of mer side of mer side of mer side of mer side of my captivity. Wy captivity. Wy captivity. Wy captivity. Wy captivity. Without it, as I haveithout it, as I haveithout it, as I haveithout it, as I haveithout it, as I have
said, I could scarcely have sustained msaid, I could scarcely have sustained msaid, I could scarcely have sustained msaid, I could scarcely have sustained msaid, I could scarcely have sustained my thraldom.y thraldom.y thraldom.y thraldom.y thraldom.

Independently of the rIndependently of the rIndependently of the rIndependently of the rIndependently of the rigours of attendance, I have ever been haunted with a sense (perhapsigours of attendance, I have ever been haunted with a sense (perhapsigours of attendance, I have ever been haunted with a sense (perhapsigours of attendance, I have ever been haunted with a sense (perhapsigours of attendance, I have ever been haunted with a sense (perhaps
a mere capra mere capra mere capra mere capra mere caprice) of incapacity for businessice) of incapacity for businessice) of incapacity for businessice) of incapacity for businessice) of incapacity for business. T. T. T. T. Thishishishishis, dur, dur, dur, dur, during ming ming ming ming my latter yearsy latter yearsy latter yearsy latter yearsy latter years, had increased to such, had increased to such, had increased to such, had increased to such, had increased to such
a degree, that it was visiba degree, that it was visiba degree, that it was visiba degree, that it was visiba degree, that it was visible in all the lines of mle in all the lines of mle in all the lines of mle in all the lines of mle in all the lines of my countenance. My health and my countenance. My health and my countenance. My health and my countenance. My health and my countenance. My health and my goody goody goody goody good
spirspirspirspirspirits flaggits flaggits flaggits flaggits flagged. I had perpetually a dread of some cred. I had perpetually a dread of some cred. I had perpetually a dread of some cred. I had perpetually a dread of some cred. I had perpetually a dread of some crisisisisisisisisisis, to w, to w, to w, to w, to which I should be found unequal.hich I should be found unequal.hich I should be found unequal.hich I should be found unequal.hich I should be found unequal.
Besides mBesides mBesides mBesides mBesides my daylight servitude, I served over agy daylight servitude, I served over agy daylight servitude, I served over agy daylight servitude, I served over agy daylight servitude, I served over again all night in main all night in main all night in main all night in main all night in my sleepy sleepy sleepy sleepy sleep, and w, and w, and w, and w, and would awakould awakould awakould awakould awakeeeee
with terrors of imagwith terrors of imagwith terrors of imagwith terrors of imagwith terrors of imaginary finary finary finary finary false entralse entralse entralse entralse entriesiesiesiesies, errors in m, errors in m, errors in m, errors in m, errors in my accountsy accountsy accountsy accountsy accounts, and the lik, and the lik, and the lik, and the lik, and the like. I was fifty yearse. I was fifty yearse. I was fifty yearse. I was fifty yearse. I was fifty years
of agof agof agof agof age, and no prospect of emancipation presented itselfe, and no prospect of emancipation presented itselfe, and no prospect of emancipation presented itselfe, and no prospect of emancipation presented itselfe, and no prospect of emancipation presented itself. I had grown to m. I had grown to m. I had grown to m. I had grown to m. I had grown to my desk, as it were;y desk, as it were;y desk, as it were;y desk, as it were;y desk, as it were;
and the wand the wand the wand the wand the wood had entered into mood had entered into mood had entered into mood had entered into mood had entered into my soul.y soul.y soul.y soul.y soul.

My fMy fMy fMy fMy fellows in the ofellows in the ofellows in the ofellows in the ofellows in the office wfice wfice wfice wfice would sometimes rally me upon the troubould sometimes rally me upon the troubould sometimes rally me upon the troubould sometimes rally me upon the troubould sometimes rally me upon the trouble legle legle legle legle legibibibibible in mle in mle in mle in mle in my countenance;y countenance;y countenance;y countenance;y countenance;
but I did not know that it had raised the suspicions of anbut I did not know that it had raised the suspicions of anbut I did not know that it had raised the suspicions of anbut I did not know that it had raised the suspicions of anbut I did not know that it had raised the suspicions of any of my of my of my of my of my employersy employersy employersy employersy employers, w, w, w, w, when, on thehen, on thehen, on thehen, on thehen, on the
5th of last month, a day ever to be remembered by me, L— — the junior partner in the firm,5th of last month, a day ever to be remembered by me, L— — the junior partner in the firm,5th of last month, a day ever to be remembered by me, L— — the junior partner in the firm,5th of last month, a day ever to be remembered by me, L— — the junior partner in the firm,5th of last month, a day ever to be remembered by me, L— — the junior partner in the firm,
calling me on one side, directly taxed me with mcalling me on one side, directly taxed me with mcalling me on one side, directly taxed me with mcalling me on one side, directly taxed me with mcalling me on one side, directly taxed me with my bad looksy bad looksy bad looksy bad looksy bad looks, and frankly inquired the cause, and frankly inquired the cause, and frankly inquired the cause, and frankly inquired the cause, and frankly inquired the cause
of them. So taxed, I honestly made confof them. So taxed, I honestly made confof them. So taxed, I honestly made confof them. So taxed, I honestly made confof them. So taxed, I honestly made confession of mession of mession of mession of mession of my infirmity, and ady infirmity, and ady infirmity, and ady infirmity, and ady infirmity, and added that I was afraidded that I was afraidded that I was afraidded that I was afraidded that I was afraid
I should eventually be obI should eventually be obI should eventually be obI should eventually be obI should eventually be obligligligligliged to resign his service. He spoked to resign his service. He spoked to resign his service. He spoked to resign his service. He spoked to resign his service. He spoke some we some we some we some we some words of course to heartenords of course to heartenords of course to heartenords of course to heartenords of course to hearten
me, and there the matter rested. A wme, and there the matter rested. A wme, and there the matter rested. A wme, and there the matter rested. A wme, and there the matter rested. A whole week I remained labourhole week I remained labourhole week I remained labourhole week I remained labourhole week I remained labouring under the impressioning under the impressioning under the impressioning under the impressioning under the impression
that I had acted imprudently in mthat I had acted imprudently in mthat I had acted imprudently in mthat I had acted imprudently in mthat I had acted imprudently in my disclosure; that I had foolishly gy disclosure; that I had foolishly gy disclosure; that I had foolishly gy disclosure; that I had foolishly gy disclosure; that I had foolishly given a handle agiven a handle agiven a handle agiven a handle agiven a handle againstainstainstainstainst
mmmmmyselfyselfyselfyselfyself, and had been anticipating m, and had been anticipating m, and had been anticipating m, and had been anticipating m, and had been anticipating my own dismissal. A week passed in this mannery own dismissal. A week passed in this mannery own dismissal. A week passed in this mannery own dismissal. A week passed in this mannery own dismissal. A week passed in this manner, the most, the most, the most, the most, the most
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anxious one, I veranxious one, I veranxious one, I veranxious one, I veranxious one, I verily believe, in mily believe, in mily believe, in mily believe, in mily believe, in my wy wy wy wy whole lifhole lifhole lifhole lifhole life, we, we, we, we, when on the evening of the 12th of Aprhen on the evening of the 12th of Aprhen on the evening of the 12th of Aprhen on the evening of the 12th of Aprhen on the evening of the 12th of April, justil, justil, justil, justil, just
as I was about quitting mas I was about quitting mas I was about quitting mas I was about quitting mas I was about quitting my desk to go home (it might be about eight o’clocy desk to go home (it might be about eight o’clocy desk to go home (it might be about eight o’clocy desk to go home (it might be about eight o’clocy desk to go home (it might be about eight o’clock) I received ank) I received ank) I received ank) I received ank) I received an
awful summons to attend the presence of the wawful summons to attend the presence of the wawful summons to attend the presence of the wawful summons to attend the presence of the wawful summons to attend the presence of the whole assembhole assembhole assembhole assembhole assembled firm in the formidabled firm in the formidabled firm in the formidabled firm in the formidabled firm in the formidable bacle bacle bacle bacle backkkkk
parlourparlourparlourparlourparlour. I thought, now m. I thought, now m. I thought, now m. I thought, now m. I thought, now my time is surely come, I have done for my time is surely come, I have done for my time is surely come, I have done for my time is surely come, I have done for my time is surely come, I have done for myselfyselfyselfyselfyself, I am going to be told, I am going to be told, I am going to be told, I am going to be told, I am going to be told
that thethat thethat thethat thethat they have no longy have no longy have no longy have no longy have no longer occasion for me. L— — I could see, smiled at the terror I was in,er occasion for me. L— — I could see, smiled at the terror I was in,er occasion for me. L— — I could see, smiled at the terror I was in,er occasion for me. L— — I could see, smiled at the terror I was in,er occasion for me. L— — I could see, smiled at the terror I was in,
wwwwwhich was a little relief to me — which was a little relief to me — which was a little relief to me — which was a little relief to me — which was a little relief to me — when to mhen to mhen to mhen to mhen to my utter astonishment B— — the eldest partnery utter astonishment B— — the eldest partnery utter astonishment B— — the eldest partnery utter astonishment B— — the eldest partnery utter astonishment B— — the eldest partner,,,,,
begbegbegbegbegan a formal harangue to me on the length of man a formal harangue to me on the length of man a formal harangue to me on the length of man a formal harangue to me on the length of man a formal harangue to me on the length of my servicesy servicesy servicesy servicesy services, m, m, m, m, my very mery very mery very mery very mery very meritoritoritoritoritorious conductious conductious conductious conductious conduct
durdurdurdurduring the wing the wing the wing the wing the whole of the time (the deuce, thought I, how did he find out that? I protest Ihole of the time (the deuce, thought I, how did he find out that? I protest Ihole of the time (the deuce, thought I, how did he find out that? I protest Ihole of the time (the deuce, thought I, how did he find out that? I protest Ihole of the time (the deuce, thought I, how did he find out that? I protest I
never had the confidence to think as mnever had the confidence to think as mnever had the confidence to think as mnever had the confidence to think as mnever had the confidence to think as much). He went on to descant on the expediency ofuch). He went on to descant on the expediency ofuch). He went on to descant on the expediency ofuch). He went on to descant on the expediency ofuch). He went on to descant on the expediency of
retirretirretirretirretiring at a certain time of lifing at a certain time of lifing at a certain time of lifing at a certain time of lifing at a certain time of life (how me (how me (how me (how me (how my heart panted!) and asking me a fy heart panted!) and asking me a fy heart panted!) and asking me a fy heart panted!) and asking me a fy heart panted!) and asking me a few questions as toew questions as toew questions as toew questions as toew questions as to
the amount of mthe amount of mthe amount of mthe amount of mthe amount of my own property, of wy own property, of wy own property, of wy own property, of wy own property, of which I have a little, ended with a proposal, to which I have a little, ended with a proposal, to which I have a little, ended with a proposal, to which I have a little, ended with a proposal, to which I have a little, ended with a proposal, to whichhichhichhichhich
his three partners nodhis three partners nodhis three partners nodhis three partners nodhis three partners nodded a grave assent, that I should accept from the house, wded a grave assent, that I should accept from the house, wded a grave assent, that I should accept from the house, wded a grave assent, that I should accept from the house, wded a grave assent, that I should accept from the house, which I hadhich I hadhich I hadhich I hadhich I had
served so well, a pension for lifserved so well, a pension for lifserved so well, a pension for lifserved so well, a pension for lifserved so well, a pension for life to the amount of twe to the amount of twe to the amount of twe to the amount of twe to the amount of two-thirds of mo-thirds of mo-thirds of mo-thirds of mo-thirds of my accustomed salary — ay accustomed salary — ay accustomed salary — ay accustomed salary — ay accustomed salary — a
magnificent ofmagnificent ofmagnificent ofmagnificent ofmagnificent offffffer! I do not know wer! I do not know wer! I do not know wer! I do not know wer! I do not know what I answered between surprhat I answered between surprhat I answered between surprhat I answered between surprhat I answered between surprise and gratitude, but itise and gratitude, but itise and gratitude, but itise and gratitude, but itise and gratitude, but it
was understood that I accepted their proposal, and I was told that I was free from thatwas understood that I accepted their proposal, and I was told that I was free from thatwas understood that I accepted their proposal, and I was told that I was free from thatwas understood that I accepted their proposal, and I was told that I was free from thatwas understood that I accepted their proposal, and I was told that I was free from that
hour to leave their service. I stammered out a bowhour to leave their service. I stammered out a bowhour to leave their service. I stammered out a bowhour to leave their service. I stammered out a bowhour to leave their service. I stammered out a bow, and at just ten minutes after eight I went, and at just ten minutes after eight I went, and at just ten minutes after eight I went, and at just ten minutes after eight I went, and at just ten minutes after eight I went
home — for everhome — for everhome — for everhome — for everhome — for ever. T. T. T. T. This nobhis nobhis nobhis nobhis noble benefit — gratitude forbids me to conceal their names — I owele benefit — gratitude forbids me to conceal their names — I owele benefit — gratitude forbids me to conceal their names — I owele benefit — gratitude forbids me to conceal their names — I owele benefit — gratitude forbids me to conceal their names — I owe
to the kindness of the most mto the kindness of the most mto the kindness of the most mto the kindness of the most mto the kindness of the most munificent firm in the wunificent firm in the wunificent firm in the wunificent firm in the wunificent firm in the world — the house of Bolderoorld — the house of Bolderoorld — the house of Bolderoorld — the house of Bolderoorld — the house of Boldero,,,,,
MerryweatherMerryweatherMerryweatherMerryweatherMerryweather, Bosanquet, and Lacy., Bosanquet, and Lacy., Bosanquet, and Lacy., Bosanquet, and Lacy., Bosanquet, and Lacy.

Esto perpetua!Esto perpetua!Esto perpetua!Esto perpetua!Esto perpetua!

For the first day or twFor the first day or twFor the first day or twFor the first day or twFor the first day or two I fo I fo I fo I fo I felt stunned, overwelt stunned, overwelt stunned, overwelt stunned, overwelt stunned, overwhelmed. I could only aphelmed. I could only aphelmed. I could only aphelmed. I could only aphelmed. I could only apprehend mprehend mprehend mprehend mprehend my fy fy fy fy felicity; Ielicity; Ielicity; Ielicity; Ielicity; I
was too confused to taste it sincerely. I wandered about, thinking I was hapwas too confused to taste it sincerely. I wandered about, thinking I was hapwas too confused to taste it sincerely. I wandered about, thinking I was hapwas too confused to taste it sincerely. I wandered about, thinking I was hapwas too confused to taste it sincerely. I wandered about, thinking I was happy, and knowingpy, and knowingpy, and knowingpy, and knowingpy, and knowing
that I was not. I was in the condition of a prthat I was not. I was in the condition of a prthat I was not. I was in the condition of a prthat I was not. I was in the condition of a prthat I was not. I was in the condition of a prisoner in the old Bastile, sudisoner in the old Bastile, sudisoner in the old Bastile, sudisoner in the old Bastile, sudisoner in the old Bastile, suddenly let loosedenly let loosedenly let loosedenly let loosedenly let loose
after a forty years’ confinement. I could scarce trust mafter a forty years’ confinement. I could scarce trust mafter a forty years’ confinement. I could scarce trust mafter a forty years’ confinement. I could scarce trust mafter a forty years’ confinement. I could scarce trust myself with myself with myself with myself with myself with myselfyselfyselfyselfyself. It was lik. It was lik. It was lik. It was lik. It was like passinge passinge passinge passinge passing
out of Tout of Tout of Tout of Tout of Time into Eternity — for it is a sort of Eternity for a man to have his Time into Eternity — for it is a sort of Eternity for a man to have his Time into Eternity — for it is a sort of Eternity for a man to have his Time into Eternity — for it is a sort of Eternity for a man to have his Time into Eternity — for it is a sort of Eternity for a man to have his Time all toime all toime all toime all toime all to
himselfhimselfhimselfhimselfhimself. It seemed to me that I had more time on m. It seemed to me that I had more time on m. It seemed to me that I had more time on m. It seemed to me that I had more time on m. It seemed to me that I had more time on my hands than I could ever managy hands than I could ever managy hands than I could ever managy hands than I could ever managy hands than I could ever manage. Frome. Frome. Frome. Frome. From
a poor man, poor in Ta poor man, poor in Ta poor man, poor in Ta poor man, poor in Ta poor man, poor in Time, I was sudime, I was sudime, I was sudime, I was sudime, I was suddenly lifted up into a vast revenue; I could see no end ofdenly lifted up into a vast revenue; I could see no end ofdenly lifted up into a vast revenue; I could see no end ofdenly lifted up into a vast revenue; I could see no end ofdenly lifted up into a vast revenue; I could see no end of
mmmmmy possessions; I wanted some steward, or judicious bailify possessions; I wanted some steward, or judicious bailify possessions; I wanted some steward, or judicious bailify possessions; I wanted some steward, or judicious bailify possessions; I wanted some steward, or judicious bailiffffff, to manag, to manag, to manag, to manag, to manage me me me me my estates in Ty estates in Ty estates in Ty estates in Ty estates in Timeimeimeimeime
for me. And here let me caution persons grown old in active businessfor me. And here let me caution persons grown old in active businessfor me. And here let me caution persons grown old in active businessfor me. And here let me caution persons grown old in active businessfor me. And here let me caution persons grown old in active business, not lightly, nor without, not lightly, nor without, not lightly, nor without, not lightly, nor without, not lightly, nor without
weighing their own resourcesweighing their own resourcesweighing their own resourcesweighing their own resourcesweighing their own resources, to forego their customary employment all at once, for there, to forego their customary employment all at once, for there, to forego their customary employment all at once, for there, to forego their customary employment all at once, for there, to forego their customary employment all at once, for there
may be dangmay be dangmay be dangmay be dangmay be danger in it. I fer in it. I fer in it. I fer in it. I fer in it. I feel it by meel it by meel it by meel it by meel it by myselfyselfyselfyselfyself, but I know that m, but I know that m, but I know that m, but I know that m, but I know that my resources are sufy resources are sufy resources are sufy resources are sufy resources are sufficient; and nowficient; and nowficient; and nowficient; and nowficient; and now
that those first gthat those first gthat those first gthat those first gthat those first gidididididdy raptures have subsided, I have a quiet home-fdy raptures have subsided, I have a quiet home-fdy raptures have subsided, I have a quiet home-fdy raptures have subsided, I have a quiet home-fdy raptures have subsided, I have a quiet home-feeling of the beeling of the beeling of the beeling of the beeling of the blessednesslessednesslessednesslessednesslessedness
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of mof mof mof mof my condition. I am in no hurry. Having all holidaysy condition. I am in no hurry. Having all holidaysy condition. I am in no hurry. Having all holidaysy condition. I am in no hurry. Having all holidaysy condition. I am in no hurry. Having all holidays, I am as though I had none. If T, I am as though I had none. If T, I am as though I had none. If T, I am as though I had none. If T, I am as though I had none. If Timeimeimeimeime
hung heavy upon me, I could walk it away; but I do hung heavy upon me, I could walk it away; but I do hung heavy upon me, I could walk it away; but I do hung heavy upon me, I could walk it away; but I do hung heavy upon me, I could walk it away; but I do notnotnotnotnot walk all day long walk all day long walk all day long walk all day long walk all day long, as I used to do in, as I used to do in, as I used to do in, as I used to do in, as I used to do in
those old transient holidaysthose old transient holidaysthose old transient holidaysthose old transient holidaysthose old transient holidays, thirty miles a day, to mak, thirty miles a day, to mak, thirty miles a day, to mak, thirty miles a day, to mak, thirty miles a day, to make the most of them. If Te the most of them. If Te the most of them. If Te the most of them. If Te the most of them. If Time wereime wereime wereime wereime were
troubtroubtroubtroubtroublesome, I could read it away, but I do lesome, I could read it away, but I do lesome, I could read it away, but I do lesome, I could read it away, but I do lesome, I could read it away, but I do notnotnotnotnot read in that violent measure, with w read in that violent measure, with w read in that violent measure, with w read in that violent measure, with w read in that violent measure, with which,hich,hich,hich,hich,
having no Thaving no Thaving no Thaving no Thaving no Time mime mime mime mime my own but candlelight Ty own but candlelight Ty own but candlelight Ty own but candlelight Ty own but candlelight Time, I used to weary out mime, I used to weary out mime, I used to weary out mime, I used to weary out mime, I used to weary out my head and ey head and ey head and ey head and ey head and eyesight inyesight inyesight inyesight inyesight in
by-gone wintersby-gone wintersby-gone wintersby-gone wintersby-gone winters. I walk, read or scr. I walk, read or scr. I walk, read or scr. I walk, read or scr. I walk, read or scribibibibibbbbbble (as now) just wle (as now) just wle (as now) just wle (as now) just wle (as now) just when the fit seizes me. I no longhen the fit seizes me. I no longhen the fit seizes me. I no longhen the fit seizes me. I no longhen the fit seizes me. I no longererererer
hunt after pleasure; I let it come to me. I am likhunt after pleasure; I let it come to me. I am likhunt after pleasure; I let it come to me. I am likhunt after pleasure; I let it come to me. I am likhunt after pleasure; I let it come to me. I am like the mane the mane the mane the mane the man

“— T“— T“— T“— T“— That’hat’hat’hat’hat’s born, and has his years come to him, In some green desert.s born, and has his years come to him, In some green desert.s born, and has his years come to him, In some green desert.s born, and has his years come to him, In some green desert.s born, and has his years come to him, In some green desert.”””””

“Y“Y“Y“Y“Yearsearsearsearsears,,,,,” you will say! “w” you will say! “w” you will say! “w” you will say! “w” you will say! “what is this superannuated simpleton calculating upon? He hashat is this superannuated simpleton calculating upon? He hashat is this superannuated simpleton calculating upon? He hashat is this superannuated simpleton calculating upon? He hashat is this superannuated simpleton calculating upon? He has
already told usalready told usalready told usalready told usalready told us, he is past fifty., he is past fifty., he is past fifty., he is past fifty., he is past fifty.”””””

I have indeed lived nominally fifty yearsI have indeed lived nominally fifty yearsI have indeed lived nominally fifty yearsI have indeed lived nominally fifty yearsI have indeed lived nominally fifty years, but deduct out of them the hours w, but deduct out of them the hours w, but deduct out of them the hours w, but deduct out of them the hours w, but deduct out of them the hours which I havehich I havehich I havehich I havehich I have
lived to other people, and not to mlived to other people, and not to mlived to other people, and not to mlived to other people, and not to mlived to other people, and not to myselfyselfyselfyselfyself, and you will find me still a young f, and you will find me still a young f, and you will find me still a young f, and you will find me still a young f, and you will find me still a young fellowellowellowellowellow. For . For . For . For . For thatthatthatthatthat
is the only true Tis the only true Tis the only true Tis the only true Tis the only true Time, wime, wime, wime, wime, which a man can properly call his own, that which a man can properly call his own, that which a man can properly call his own, that which a man can properly call his own, that which a man can properly call his own, that which he has all tohich he has all tohich he has all tohich he has all tohich he has all to
himself; the rest, though in some sense he may be said to live it, is other people’himself; the rest, though in some sense he may be said to live it, is other people’himself; the rest, though in some sense he may be said to live it, is other people’himself; the rest, though in some sense he may be said to live it, is other people’himself; the rest, though in some sense he may be said to live it, is other people’s time, not hiss time, not hiss time, not hiss time, not hiss time, not his.....
TTTTThe remnant of mhe remnant of mhe remnant of mhe remnant of mhe remnant of my poor daysy poor daysy poor daysy poor daysy poor days, long or short, is at least m, long or short, is at least m, long or short, is at least m, long or short, is at least m, long or short, is at least multiplied for me three-fold. My tenultiplied for me three-fold. My tenultiplied for me three-fold. My tenultiplied for me three-fold. My tenultiplied for me three-fold. My ten
next yearsnext yearsnext yearsnext yearsnext years, if I stretch so f, if I stretch so f, if I stretch so f, if I stretch so f, if I stretch so fararararar, will be as long as an, will be as long as an, will be as long as an, will be as long as an, will be as long as any preceding thirty. ’Ty preceding thirty. ’Ty preceding thirty. ’Ty preceding thirty. ’Ty preceding thirty. ’Tis a fis a fis a fis a fis a fair rule-of-threeair rule-of-threeair rule-of-threeair rule-of-threeair rule-of-three
sum.sum.sum.sum.sum.

Among the strangAmong the strangAmong the strangAmong the strangAmong the strange fe fe fe fe fantasies wantasies wantasies wantasies wantasies which beset me at the commencement of mhich beset me at the commencement of mhich beset me at the commencement of mhich beset me at the commencement of mhich beset me at the commencement of my freedom, and ofy freedom, and ofy freedom, and ofy freedom, and ofy freedom, and of
wwwwwhich all traces are not yet gone, one washich all traces are not yet gone, one washich all traces are not yet gone, one washich all traces are not yet gone, one washich all traces are not yet gone, one was, that a vast tract of time had intervened since I, that a vast tract of time had intervened since I, that a vast tract of time had intervened since I, that a vast tract of time had intervened since I, that a vast tract of time had intervened since I
quitted the Counting House. I could not conceive of it as an afquitted the Counting House. I could not conceive of it as an afquitted the Counting House. I could not conceive of it as an afquitted the Counting House. I could not conceive of it as an afquitted the Counting House. I could not conceive of it as an affffffair of yesterday. Tair of yesterday. Tair of yesterday. Tair of yesterday. Tair of yesterday. The partnershe partnershe partnershe partnershe partners,,,,,
and the clerksand the clerksand the clerksand the clerksand the clerks, with w, with w, with w, with w, with whom I had for so manhom I had for so manhom I had for so manhom I had for so manhom I had for so many yearsy yearsy yearsy yearsy years, and for so man, and for so man, and for so man, and for so man, and for so many hours in each day of they hours in each day of they hours in each day of they hours in each day of they hours in each day of the
yearyearyearyearyear, been closely associated — being sud, been closely associated — being sud, been closely associated — being sud, been closely associated — being sud, been closely associated — being suddenly removed from them — thedenly removed from them — thedenly removed from them — thedenly removed from them — thedenly removed from them — they seemed as deady seemed as deady seemed as deady seemed as deady seemed as dead
to me. Tto me. Tto me. Tto me. Tto me. There is a fine passaghere is a fine passaghere is a fine passaghere is a fine passaghere is a fine passage, we, we, we, we, which may serve to illustrate this fhich may serve to illustrate this fhich may serve to illustrate this fhich may serve to illustrate this fhich may serve to illustrate this fancy, in a Tragancy, in a Tragancy, in a Tragancy, in a Tragancy, in a Tragedy by Siredy by Siredy by Siredy by Siredy by Sir
Robert Howard, speaking of a frRobert Howard, speaking of a frRobert Howard, speaking of a frRobert Howard, speaking of a frRobert Howard, speaking of a friend’iend’iend’iend’iend’s death:s death:s death:s death:s death:

“—’Twas but just now he went away;“—’Twas but just now he went away;“—’Twas but just now he went away;“—’Twas but just now he went away;“—’Twas but just now he went away;

I have not since had time to shed a tear;I have not since had time to shed a tear;I have not since had time to shed a tear;I have not since had time to shed a tear;I have not since had time to shed a tear;

And yet the distance does the same apAnd yet the distance does the same apAnd yet the distance does the same apAnd yet the distance does the same apAnd yet the distance does the same appearpearpearpearpear

As if he had been a thousand years from me.As if he had been a thousand years from me.As if he had been a thousand years from me.As if he had been a thousand years from me.As if he had been a thousand years from me.

TTTTTime takime takime takime takime takes no measure in Eternity.es no measure in Eternity.es no measure in Eternity.es no measure in Eternity.es no measure in Eternity.”””””

TTTTTo dissipate this awkward fo dissipate this awkward fo dissipate this awkward fo dissipate this awkward fo dissipate this awkward feelingeelingeelingeelingeeling, I have been f, I have been f, I have been f, I have been f, I have been fain to go among them once or twice since; toain to go among them once or twice since; toain to go among them once or twice since; toain to go among them once or twice since; toain to go among them once or twice since; to
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visit mvisit mvisit mvisit mvisit my old desk-fy old desk-fy old desk-fy old desk-fy old desk-fellows — mellows — mellows — mellows — mellows — my cobrethren of the quill — that I had left below in the statey cobrethren of the quill — that I had left below in the statey cobrethren of the quill — that I had left below in the statey cobrethren of the quill — that I had left below in the statey cobrethren of the quill — that I had left below in the state
militant. Not all the kindness with wmilitant. Not all the kindness with wmilitant. Not all the kindness with wmilitant. Not all the kindness with wmilitant. Not all the kindness with which thehich thehich thehich thehich they received me could quite restore to me thaty received me could quite restore to me thaty received me could quite restore to me thaty received me could quite restore to me thaty received me could quite restore to me that
pleasant fpleasant fpleasant fpleasant fpleasant familiaramiliaramiliaramiliaramiliarity, wity, wity, wity, wity, which I had heretofore enjoyed among them. Which I had heretofore enjoyed among them. Which I had heretofore enjoyed among them. Which I had heretofore enjoyed among them. Which I had heretofore enjoyed among them. We crace crace crace crace crackkkkked some of oured some of oured some of oured some of oured some of our
old jokold jokold jokold jokold jokeseseseses, but methought the, but methought the, but methought the, but methought the, but methought they went ofy went ofy went ofy went ofy went off but ff but ff but ff but ff but faintly. My old desk; the peg waintly. My old desk; the peg waintly. My old desk; the peg waintly. My old desk; the peg waintly. My old desk; the peg where I hung mhere I hung mhere I hung mhere I hung mhere I hung myyyyy
hat, were aphat, were aphat, were aphat, were aphat, were approprproprproprproprpropriated to anotheriated to anotheriated to anotheriated to anotheriated to another. I knew it m. I knew it m. I knew it m. I knew it m. I knew it must be, but I could not takust be, but I could not takust be, but I could not takust be, but I could not takust be, but I could not take it kindly. D——e it kindly. D——e it kindly. D——e it kindly. D——e it kindly. D——
l takl takl takl takl take me, if I did not fe me, if I did not fe me, if I did not fe me, if I did not fe me, if I did not feel some remorse — beast, if I had not — at quitting meel some remorse — beast, if I had not — at quitting meel some remorse — beast, if I had not — at quitting meel some remorse — beast, if I had not — at quitting meel some remorse — beast, if I had not — at quitting my old compeersy old compeersy old compeersy old compeersy old compeers,,,,,
the fthe fthe fthe fthe faithful partners of maithful partners of maithful partners of maithful partners of maithful partners of my toils for six and thirty yearsy toils for six and thirty yearsy toils for six and thirty yearsy toils for six and thirty yearsy toils for six and thirty years, that smoothed for me with their, that smoothed for me with their, that smoothed for me with their, that smoothed for me with their, that smoothed for me with their
jokjokjokjokjokes and conundrums the rugges and conundrums the rugges and conundrums the rugges and conundrums the rugges and conundrums the ruggedness of medness of medness of medness of medness of my profy profy profy profy professional road. Had it been so ruggessional road. Had it been so ruggessional road. Had it been so ruggessional road. Had it been so ruggessional road. Had it been so rugged thened thened thened thened then
after all? or was I a coward simply? Wafter all? or was I a coward simply? Wafter all? or was I a coward simply? Wafter all? or was I a coward simply? Wafter all? or was I a coward simply? Well, it is too late to repent; and I also knowell, it is too late to repent; and I also knowell, it is too late to repent; and I also knowell, it is too late to repent; and I also knowell, it is too late to repent; and I also know, that these, that these, that these, that these, that these
suggsuggsuggsuggsuggestions are a common festions are a common festions are a common festions are a common festions are a common fallacy of the mind on such occasionsallacy of the mind on such occasionsallacy of the mind on such occasionsallacy of the mind on such occasionsallacy of the mind on such occasions. But m. But m. But m. But m. But my heart smote me. Iy heart smote me. Iy heart smote me. Iy heart smote me. Iy heart smote me. I
had violently brokhad violently brokhad violently brokhad violently brokhad violently broken the bands betwixt usen the bands betwixt usen the bands betwixt usen the bands betwixt usen the bands betwixt us. It was at least not courteous. It was at least not courteous. It was at least not courteous. It was at least not courteous. It was at least not courteous. I shall be some time. I shall be some time. I shall be some time. I shall be some time. I shall be some time
before I gbefore I gbefore I gbefore I gbefore I get quite reconciled to the separation. Farewell, old cronieset quite reconciled to the separation. Farewell, old cronieset quite reconciled to the separation. Farewell, old cronieset quite reconciled to the separation. Farewell, old cronieset quite reconciled to the separation. Farewell, old cronies, yet not for long, yet not for long, yet not for long, yet not for long, yet not for long, for, for, for, for, for
agagagagagain and again and again and again and again and again I will come among ye, if I shall have your leave. Farewell Ch — — dry,ain I will come among ye, if I shall have your leave. Farewell Ch — — dry,ain I will come among ye, if I shall have your leave. Farewell Ch — — dry,ain I will come among ye, if I shall have your leave. Farewell Ch — — dry,ain I will come among ye, if I shall have your leave. Farewell Ch — — dry,
sarcastic, and frsarcastic, and frsarcastic, and frsarcastic, and frsarcastic, and friendly! Do — — mild, slow to move, and giendly! Do — — mild, slow to move, and giendly! Do — — mild, slow to move, and giendly! Do — — mild, slow to move, and giendly! Do — — mild, slow to move, and gentlemanly! Pl — — ofentlemanly! Pl — — ofentlemanly! Pl — — ofentlemanly! Pl — — ofentlemanly! Pl — — officiousficiousficiousficiousficious
to doto doto doto doto do, and to volunteer, and to volunteer, and to volunteer, and to volunteer, and to volunteer, good services! — and thou, thou dreary pile, fit mansion for a, good services! — and thou, thou dreary pile, fit mansion for a, good services! — and thou, thou dreary pile, fit mansion for a, good services! — and thou, thou dreary pile, fit mansion for a, good services! — and thou, thou dreary pile, fit mansion for a
Gresham or a WGresham or a WGresham or a WGresham or a WGresham or a Whittington of old, stately House of Merchants; with thy labyrhittington of old, stately House of Merchants; with thy labyrhittington of old, stately House of Merchants; with thy labyrhittington of old, stately House of Merchants; with thy labyrhittington of old, stately House of Merchants; with thy labyrinthine passaginthine passaginthine passaginthine passaginthine passageseseseses,,,,,
and light-excludingand light-excludingand light-excludingand light-excludingand light-excluding, pent-up of, pent-up of, pent-up of, pent-up of, pent-up officesficesficesficesfices, w, w, w, w, where candles for one half the year suphere candles for one half the year suphere candles for one half the year suphere candles for one half the year suphere candles for one half the year supplied the placeplied the placeplied the placeplied the placeplied the place
of the sun’of the sun’of the sun’of the sun’of the sun’s light; unhealthy contrs light; unhealthy contrs light; unhealthy contrs light; unhealthy contrs light; unhealthy contributor to mibutor to mibutor to mibutor to mibutor to my weal, stern fosterer of my weal, stern fosterer of my weal, stern fosterer of my weal, stern fosterer of my weal, stern fosterer of my livingy livingy livingy livingy living, f, f, f, f, farewell! Inarewell! Inarewell! Inarewell! Inarewell! In
thee remain, and not in the obscure collection of some wanderthee remain, and not in the obscure collection of some wanderthee remain, and not in the obscure collection of some wanderthee remain, and not in the obscure collection of some wanderthee remain, and not in the obscure collection of some wandering booksellering booksellering booksellering booksellering bookseller, m, m, m, m, my “wy “wy “wy “wy “works!”orks!”orks!”orks!”orks!”
TTTTThere let them rest, as I do from mhere let them rest, as I do from mhere let them rest, as I do from mhere let them rest, as I do from mhere let them rest, as I do from my laboursy laboursy laboursy laboursy labours, piled on thy massy shelves, piled on thy massy shelves, piled on thy massy shelves, piled on thy massy shelves, piled on thy massy shelves, more MSS. in folio, more MSS. in folio, more MSS. in folio, more MSS. in folio, more MSS. in folio
than ever Aquinas left, and full as useful! My mantle I bequeath among ye.than ever Aquinas left, and full as useful! My mantle I bequeath among ye.than ever Aquinas left, and full as useful! My mantle I bequeath among ye.than ever Aquinas left, and full as useful! My mantle I bequeath among ye.than ever Aquinas left, and full as useful! My mantle I bequeath among ye.

A fortnight has passed since the date of mA fortnight has passed since the date of mA fortnight has passed since the date of mA fortnight has passed since the date of mA fortnight has passed since the date of my first commy first commy first commy first commy first communication. At that perunication. At that perunication. At that perunication. At that perunication. At that period I wasiod I wasiod I wasiod I wasiod I was
apapapapapproaching to tranquillity, but had not reached it. I boasted of a calm indeed, but it wasproaching to tranquillity, but had not reached it. I boasted of a calm indeed, but it wasproaching to tranquillity, but had not reached it. I boasted of a calm indeed, but it wasproaching to tranquillity, but had not reached it. I boasted of a calm indeed, but it wasproaching to tranquillity, but had not reached it. I boasted of a calm indeed, but it was
comparative only. Something of the first flutter was left; an unsettling sense of novelty; thecomparative only. Something of the first flutter was left; an unsettling sense of novelty; thecomparative only. Something of the first flutter was left; an unsettling sense of novelty; thecomparative only. Something of the first flutter was left; an unsettling sense of novelty; thecomparative only. Something of the first flutter was left; an unsettling sense of novelty; the
dazzle to weak edazzle to weak edazzle to weak edazzle to weak edazzle to weak eyes of unaccustomed light. I missed myes of unaccustomed light. I missed myes of unaccustomed light. I missed myes of unaccustomed light. I missed myes of unaccustomed light. I missed my old chainsy old chainsy old chainsy old chainsy old chains, forsooth, as if the, forsooth, as if the, forsooth, as if the, forsooth, as if the, forsooth, as if they hady hady hady hady had
been some necessary part of mbeen some necessary part of mbeen some necessary part of mbeen some necessary part of mbeen some necessary part of my apy apy apy apy apparel. I was a poor Carthusian, from strparel. I was a poor Carthusian, from strparel. I was a poor Carthusian, from strparel. I was a poor Carthusian, from strparel. I was a poor Carthusian, from strict cellular disciplineict cellular disciplineict cellular disciplineict cellular disciplineict cellular discipline
sudsudsudsudsuddenly by some revolution returned upon the wdenly by some revolution returned upon the wdenly by some revolution returned upon the wdenly by some revolution returned upon the wdenly by some revolution returned upon the world. I am now as if I had never been otherorld. I am now as if I had never been otherorld. I am now as if I had never been otherorld. I am now as if I had never been otherorld. I am now as if I had never been other
than mthan mthan mthan mthan my own mastery own mastery own mastery own mastery own master. It is natural to me to go w. It is natural to me to go w. It is natural to me to go w. It is natural to me to go w. It is natural to me to go where I please, to do where I please, to do where I please, to do where I please, to do where I please, to do what I please. I findhat I please. I findhat I please. I findhat I please. I findhat I please. I find
mmmmmyself at eleven o’clocyself at eleven o’clocyself at eleven o’clocyself at eleven o’clocyself at eleven o’clock in the day in Bond-street, and it seems to me that I have beenk in the day in Bond-street, and it seems to me that I have beenk in the day in Bond-street, and it seems to me that I have beenk in the day in Bond-street, and it seems to me that I have beenk in the day in Bond-street, and it seems to me that I have been
sauntersauntersauntersauntersauntering there at that very hour for years past. I digress into Sohoing there at that very hour for years past. I digress into Sohoing there at that very hour for years past. I digress into Sohoing there at that very hour for years past. I digress into Sohoing there at that very hour for years past. I digress into Soho, to explore a book-stall., to explore a book-stall., to explore a book-stall., to explore a book-stall., to explore a book-stall.
Methinks I have been thirty years a collectorMethinks I have been thirty years a collectorMethinks I have been thirty years a collectorMethinks I have been thirty years a collectorMethinks I have been thirty years a collector. T. T. T. T. There is nothing stranghere is nothing stranghere is nothing stranghere is nothing stranghere is nothing strange nor new in it. I finde nor new in it. I finde nor new in it. I finde nor new in it. I finde nor new in it. I find
mmmmmyself before a fine picture in a morningyself before a fine picture in a morningyself before a fine picture in a morningyself before a fine picture in a morningyself before a fine picture in a morning. W. W. W. W. Was it ever otherwise? Was it ever otherwise? Was it ever otherwise? Was it ever otherwise? Was it ever otherwise? What is become of Fhat is become of Fhat is become of Fhat is become of Fhat is become of Fish-ish-ish-ish-ish-
street Hill? Wstreet Hill? Wstreet Hill? Wstreet Hill? Wstreet Hill? Where is Fenchurch-street? Stones of old Mincing-lane, where is Fenchurch-street? Stones of old Mincing-lane, where is Fenchurch-street? Stones of old Mincing-lane, where is Fenchurch-street? Stones of old Mincing-lane, where is Fenchurch-street? Stones of old Mincing-lane, which I have which I have which I have which I have which I have wornornornornorn
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with mwith mwith mwith mwith my daily pilgry daily pilgry daily pilgry daily pilgry daily pilgrimagimagimagimagimage for six and thirty yearse for six and thirty yearse for six and thirty yearse for six and thirty yearse for six and thirty years, to the footsteps of w, to the footsteps of w, to the footsteps of w, to the footsteps of w, to the footsteps of what toil-what toil-what toil-what toil-what toil-worn clerkorn clerkorn clerkorn clerkorn clerk
are your everlasting flints now vocal? I indent the gare your everlasting flints now vocal? I indent the gare your everlasting flints now vocal? I indent the gare your everlasting flints now vocal? I indent the gare your everlasting flints now vocal? I indent the gayer flags of Payer flags of Payer flags of Payer flags of Payer flags of Pall Mall. It is Changall Mall. It is Changall Mall. It is Changall Mall. It is Changall Mall. It is Changeeeee
time, and I am strangtime, and I am strangtime, and I am strangtime, and I am strangtime, and I am strangely among the Elgely among the Elgely among the Elgely among the Elgely among the Elgin marbin marbin marbin marbin marbleslesleslesles. It was no hyperbole w. It was no hyperbole w. It was no hyperbole w. It was no hyperbole w. It was no hyperbole when I ventured tohen I ventured tohen I ventured tohen I ventured tohen I ventured to
compare the changcompare the changcompare the changcompare the changcompare the change in me in me in me in me in my condition to a passing into another wy condition to a passing into another wy condition to a passing into another wy condition to a passing into another wy condition to a passing into another world. Torld. Torld. Torld. Torld. Time stands still in aime stands still in aime stands still in aime stands still in aime stands still in a
manner to me. I have lost all distinction of season. I do not know the day of the week, or ofmanner to me. I have lost all distinction of season. I do not know the day of the week, or ofmanner to me. I have lost all distinction of season. I do not know the day of the week, or ofmanner to me. I have lost all distinction of season. I do not know the day of the week, or ofmanner to me. I have lost all distinction of season. I do not know the day of the week, or of
the month. Each day used to be individually fthe month. Each day used to be individually fthe month. Each day used to be individually fthe month. Each day used to be individually fthe month. Each day used to be individually felt by me in its refelt by me in its refelt by me in its refelt by me in its refelt by me in its reference to the foreign posterence to the foreign posterence to the foreign posterence to the foreign posterence to the foreign post
days; in its distance from, or propinquity todays; in its distance from, or propinquity todays; in its distance from, or propinquity todays; in its distance from, or propinquity todays; in its distance from, or propinquity to, the next Sunday. I had m, the next Sunday. I had m, the next Sunday. I had m, the next Sunday. I had m, the next Sunday. I had my Wy Wy Wy Wy Wednesday fednesday fednesday fednesday fednesday feelingseelingseelingseelingseelings,,,,,
mmmmmy Saturday nights’ sensationsy Saturday nights’ sensationsy Saturday nights’ sensationsy Saturday nights’ sensationsy Saturday nights’ sensations. T. T. T. T. The ghe ghe ghe ghe genius of each day was upon me distinctly durenius of each day was upon me distinctly durenius of each day was upon me distinctly durenius of each day was upon me distinctly durenius of each day was upon me distinctly during theing theing theing theing the
wwwwwhole of it, afhole of it, afhole of it, afhole of it, afhole of it, affffffecting mecting mecting mecting mecting my apy apy apy apy appetite, spirpetite, spirpetite, spirpetite, spirpetite, spiritsitsitsitsits, &c. T, &c. T, &c. T, &c. T, &c. The phantom of the next day, with the drearyhe phantom of the next day, with the drearyhe phantom of the next day, with the drearyhe phantom of the next day, with the drearyhe phantom of the next day, with the dreary
five to followfive to followfive to followfive to followfive to follow, sate as a load upon m, sate as a load upon m, sate as a load upon m, sate as a load upon m, sate as a load upon my poor Saby poor Saby poor Saby poor Saby poor Sabbath recreationsbath recreationsbath recreationsbath recreationsbath recreations. W. W. W. W. What charm has washedhat charm has washedhat charm has washedhat charm has washedhat charm has washed
that Ethiop wthat Ethiop wthat Ethiop wthat Ethiop wthat Ethiop white? White? White? White? White? What is gone of Blachat is gone of Blachat is gone of Blachat is gone of Blachat is gone of Black Monday? All days are the same. Sunday itself —k Monday? All days are the same. Sunday itself —k Monday? All days are the same. Sunday itself —k Monday? All days are the same. Sunday itself —k Monday? All days are the same. Sunday itself —
that unfortunate fthat unfortunate fthat unfortunate fthat unfortunate fthat unfortunate failure of a holyday as it too often proved, wailure of a holyday as it too often proved, wailure of a holyday as it too often proved, wailure of a holyday as it too often proved, wailure of a holyday as it too often proved, what with mhat with mhat with mhat with mhat with my sense of itsy sense of itsy sense of itsy sense of itsy sense of its
fugfugfugfugfugitivenessitivenessitivenessitivenessitiveness, and over-care to g, and over-care to g, and over-care to g, and over-care to g, and over-care to get the greatest quantity of pleasure out of it — is meltedet the greatest quantity of pleasure out of it — is meltedet the greatest quantity of pleasure out of it — is meltedet the greatest quantity of pleasure out of it — is meltedet the greatest quantity of pleasure out of it — is melted
down into a week day. I can spare to go to church nowdown into a week day. I can spare to go to church nowdown into a week day. I can spare to go to church nowdown into a week day. I can spare to go to church nowdown into a week day. I can spare to go to church now, without grudg, without grudg, without grudg, without grudg, without grudging the huging the huging the huging the huging the huge cantlee cantlee cantlee cantlee cantle
wwwwwhich it used to seem to cut out of the holyday. I have Thich it used to seem to cut out of the holyday. I have Thich it used to seem to cut out of the holyday. I have Thich it used to seem to cut out of the holyday. I have Thich it used to seem to cut out of the holyday. I have Time for everythingime for everythingime for everythingime for everythingime for everything. I can visit a sic. I can visit a sic. I can visit a sic. I can visit a sic. I can visit a sickkkkk
frfrfrfrfriend. I can interrupt the man of miend. I can interrupt the man of miend. I can interrupt the man of miend. I can interrupt the man of miend. I can interrupt the man of much occupation wuch occupation wuch occupation wuch occupation wuch occupation when he is busiest. I can insult over himhen he is busiest. I can insult over himhen he is busiest. I can insult over himhen he is busiest. I can insult over himhen he is busiest. I can insult over him
with an invitation to takwith an invitation to takwith an invitation to takwith an invitation to takwith an invitation to take a day’e a day’e a day’e a day’e a day’s pleasure with me to Ws pleasure with me to Ws pleasure with me to Ws pleasure with me to Ws pleasure with me to Windsor this fine May-morningindsor this fine May-morningindsor this fine May-morningindsor this fine May-morningindsor this fine May-morning. It is. It is. It is. It is. It is
Lucretian pleasure to behold the poor drudgLucretian pleasure to behold the poor drudgLucretian pleasure to behold the poor drudgLucretian pleasure to behold the poor drudgLucretian pleasure to behold the poor drudgeseseseses, w, w, w, w, whom I have left behind in the whom I have left behind in the whom I have left behind in the whom I have left behind in the whom I have left behind in the world, carkingorld, carkingorld, carkingorld, carkingorld, carking
and carand carand carand carand caring; liking; liking; liking; liking; like horses in a mill, drudge horses in a mill, drudge horses in a mill, drudge horses in a mill, drudge horses in a mill, drudging on in the same eternal round — and wing on in the same eternal round — and wing on in the same eternal round — and wing on in the same eternal round — and wing on in the same eternal round — and what is it allhat is it allhat is it allhat is it allhat is it all
for? A man can never have too mfor? A man can never have too mfor? A man can never have too mfor? A man can never have too mfor? A man can never have too much Tuch Tuch Tuch Tuch Time to himselfime to himselfime to himselfime to himselfime to himself, nor too little to do, nor too little to do, nor too little to do, nor too little to do, nor too little to do. Had I a little son,. Had I a little son,. Had I a little son,. Had I a little son,. Had I a little son,
I wI wI wI wI would chrould chrould chrould chrould christen him NOisten him NOisten him NOisten him NOisten him NOTHING-TTHING-TTHING-TTHING-TTHING-TO-DO; he should do nothingO-DO; he should do nothingO-DO; he should do nothingO-DO; he should do nothingO-DO; he should do nothing. Man, I ver. Man, I ver. Man, I ver. Man, I ver. Man, I verily believe, isily believe, isily believe, isily believe, isily believe, is
out of his element as long as he is operative. I am altogout of his element as long as he is operative. I am altogout of his element as long as he is operative. I am altogout of his element as long as he is operative. I am altogout of his element as long as he is operative. I am altogether for the lifether for the lifether for the lifether for the lifether for the life contemplative. We contemplative. We contemplative. We contemplative. We contemplative. Willillillillill
no kindly earthquakno kindly earthquakno kindly earthquakno kindly earthquakno kindly earthquake come and swallow up those accursed cotton mills? Te come and swallow up those accursed cotton mills? Te come and swallow up those accursed cotton mills? Te come and swallow up those accursed cotton mills? Te come and swallow up those accursed cotton mills? Takakakakake me that lumbere me that lumbere me that lumbere me that lumbere me that lumber
of a desk there, and bowl it downof a desk there, and bowl it downof a desk there, and bowl it downof a desk there, and bowl it downof a desk there, and bowl it down

“““““As low as to the fiendsAs low as to the fiendsAs low as to the fiendsAs low as to the fiendsAs low as to the fiends.....”””””

I am no longI am no longI am no longI am no longI am no longer ******, clerk to the Fer ******, clerk to the Fer ******, clerk to the Fer ******, clerk to the Fer ******, clerk to the Firm of &c. I am Retired Leisure. I am to be met with inirm of &c. I am Retired Leisure. I am to be met with inirm of &c. I am Retired Leisure. I am to be met with inirm of &c. I am Retired Leisure. I am to be met with inirm of &c. I am Retired Leisure. I am to be met with in
trtrtrtrtrim gim gim gim gim gardensardensardensardensardens. I am already come to be known by m. I am already come to be known by m. I am already come to be known by m. I am already come to be known by m. I am already come to be known by my vacant fy vacant fy vacant fy vacant fy vacant face and careless gace and careless gace and careless gace and careless gace and careless gesture,esture,esture,esture,esture,
perambulating at no fixed pace, nor with anperambulating at no fixed pace, nor with anperambulating at no fixed pace, nor with anperambulating at no fixed pace, nor with anperambulating at no fixed pace, nor with any settled purpose. I walk about; not to andy settled purpose. I walk about; not to andy settled purpose. I walk about; not to andy settled purpose. I walk about; not to andy settled purpose. I walk about; not to and
from. Tfrom. Tfrom. Tfrom. Tfrom. Thehehehehey tell me, a certain y tell me, a certain y tell me, a certain y tell me, a certain y tell me, a certain cum dignitatecum dignitatecum dignitatecum dignitatecum dignitate air air air air air, that has been bur, that has been bur, that has been bur, that has been bur, that has been buried so long with mied so long with mied so long with mied so long with mied so long with my othery othery othery othery other
good partsgood partsgood partsgood partsgood parts, has begun to shoot forth in m, has begun to shoot forth in m, has begun to shoot forth in m, has begun to shoot forth in m, has begun to shoot forth in my person. I grow into gy person. I grow into gy person. I grow into gy person. I grow into gy person. I grow into gentility perceptibentility perceptibentility perceptibentility perceptibentility perceptibly. Wly. Wly. Wly. Wly. When Ihen Ihen Ihen Ihen I
taktaktaktaktake up a newspapere up a newspapere up a newspapere up a newspapere up a newspaper, it is to read the state of the opera. , it is to read the state of the opera. , it is to read the state of the opera. , it is to read the state of the opera. , it is to read the state of the opera. Opus operatum estOpus operatum estOpus operatum estOpus operatum estOpus operatum est. I have done all. I have done all. I have done all. I have done all. I have done all
that I came into this wthat I came into this wthat I came into this wthat I came into this wthat I came into this world to doorld to doorld to doorld to doorld to do. I have w. I have w. I have w. I have w. I have workorkorkorkorked task wed task wed task wed task wed task work, and have the rest of the day toork, and have the rest of the day toork, and have the rest of the day toork, and have the rest of the day toork, and have the rest of the day to
mmmmmyselfyselfyselfyselfyself.....
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3.2.2a.2. Summary of the Essay

By addressing his readers directly, Lamb confides to them his misfortune of serving a

long period as a petty clerk in the dreary confinement of an office. He began his servitude

at the year of fourteen and continued the job for long thirty six years. He had little hope

of release from his drudgery and hardly knew what a holiday was. Lamb says that his

ecstasy at his sudden ‘deliverance’ from long clerical servitude would only be understood

by those people with similar experience of wretchedness.

With Lamb’s joining the office at such an early age, the natural joys and pleasures

associated with childhood and school-days changed suddenly into a rigorous duty at

the desk for eight to ten hours a day. The initial grumble of his young mind had to

reconcile ultimately to his hard lot.

Of course, Lamb had Sundays as his weekly holidays. But the charm and colour of the

week days were absent on Sundays, for Sundays were set aside for worship. London

looked dull, desolate and depressed on Sundays without the usual crowds, sights and

noises of the week days. Vacant streets, closed shops, unhappy faces of apprentices and

traders, absence of ballad-singers, the ringing of the church bell and the general

atmosphere of inactivity made Lamb’s Sundays exceedingly disgusting and tedious.

Besides Sundays, Lamb had a few more holidays – a day at Easter, a day at Christmas

and a full week in summer. Those summer holidays were his most covetous dream,

which he spent at his grandmother’s place at Hertfordshire. But those days seemed to

slip away too quickly. And he could not derive maximum enjoyment out of it as he was

haunted with feeling of losing it too soon. Lamb spent the entire holiday worrying

about how to make the most of it. That golden week, however, had a sustaining effect

and made his servitude tolerable to him.

Both the prolonged drudgery and the rigorous regularity in attendance, however, had an

adverse effect on Lamb’s body and mind. He was haunted with a strange sort of dread

about his errors in account that made him restless during his daytime and even in sleeping

hours. His anxiety and acute depression began to show on his face. But he had no

prospect of deliverance from office in near future.

Traces of weakness were so distinctly visible on Lamb’s countenance as to draw not

merely the attention of his colleagues but also of his bosses. One day, he frankly confessed
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his infirmity to the junior partner of the firm. And he subsequently repented it

apprehending the straight dismissal by the firm for incompetence. But nothing went

wrong and his employers granted him an early retirement with a handsome life-long

pension. That was the unexpected and happy end of Lamb’s long and gloomy drudgery.

Lamb’s release was all sudden and surprising and he was not at all prepared for it. He

was initially confused and overwhelmed by the dazzle of unrestrained freedom and

could hardly adjust himself to his newly found freedom in the early phase of his

retirement. Lamb humorously suggests that he had suddenly become so rich in Time

that he thought he might require some steward or bailiff to manage the ‘estates of Time’

for him.

After his superannuation Lamb began to feel like a young man because most of the time

of his life had been given to the service of other people. He had lived fifty years nominally,

not really. The totality of time that he spent exclusively for himself was so small that by

that calculation he was still a young man.

Lamb was obsessed with some strange sensations about his old office and office mates.

He felt distanced from his friends at the office and thought that all of them had been

long dead. In order to get rid of that feeling, he visited his old office. He was received

quite cordially there, but he could not be quite at home with his much familiar faces and

place. He felt that the old familiarity was missing which gave him pain. A link seemed

to have been strangely severed.

Of course those early sensations did not long persist. Though the traces of the same

could be marked for a fortnight after Lamb’s deliverance from drudgery, he gradually

came to adjust himself solidly to his new retired life. There was a through change in his

mode of living and feeling. He was no more a hard pressed drudge, but rather a free

man of leisure and pleasure. He could now enjoy every moment of leisure and do exactly

what he pleased. He was no more haunted with the shadows of Mondays and Wednesdays.

All days and seasons were same to him, for they were all holidays.

Having lived enough his life of activity Lamb was ultimately his own master. He had no

more any depressed look and looked gentle and homely. He was a man of ease and

happiness with no specific pursuit but to enjoy the rest of his life as he liked.
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3.2.2a.3. Annotations

Sera tamen…: ‘Liberty has remembered me though late’ (Virgil, Eclogues, i. 28)

A Clerk…: Colman, Inkle and Yarico, iii. I. (‘O’Keefe’ is an error of Lamb’s)

Para 1

the golden years: the bright lively days of youth.

irksome confinement: dull, confined, duty-bound life of a petty clerk.

prison days: confined days of a petty clerk in the office which pathetically likened

to a prison- house.

decrepitude: physical infirmity.

prerogatives: right or privilege.

appreciate: estimate.

Para 2

Mincing Lane: the East India Company’s office was actually in Leaden Hall

Street, and not in Mincing Lane as said by Lamb. The change is a part of Lamb’s

slight mystification.

transition: the change from happy school life to the hard life of drudgery.

frequently intervening: occurring at frequent intervals.

counting house: office chiefly devoted to keeping accounts.

doggedly contented: forced to become satisfied.

Para 3

institution: established rule or custom.

unbending: relaxation, diversion.

attendant upon: accompanying.

a weight in the air: there seemed something heavy, burdensome to Lamb in London

on Sunday.

buzz: confused noise.

Those eternal bells: the reference is to the church bells, summoning men to life

eternal.
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knacks and gewgaws: attractively showy trifles.

saunter: walk leisurely.

to idle over: to pass the extra time by turning the pages of book.

unhappy countenances: partially happy or half happy faces.

emancipated prentices: apprentices or trainees released from duty on Sunday.

strollers: those who walk idly.

Para 4

Easter: a Christian festival held in March or April commemorating Christ’s

resurrection.

air: to refresh.

durance: hard drudgery in the office.

glittering phantom: fascinating vision of the expected pleasure.

Para 5

rigours of attendance: strict rules of attendance in the office.

haunted: troubled.

caprice: a whim.

flagged: decayed.

I had grown…into my soul: the unending monotony and the soul-killing drudgery

ate into Lamb’s very vitals and almost dehumanized him. He was turned into

wooden, incapable to respond to any hope or joy, but performing duty mechanically.

This is a fine example of Lamb’s humour which is intimately fused with pathos.

Para 6

rally: question together.

legible: visible.

L - : a fictitious name, probably Mr. Lacy, the junior partner of the firm.

taxed: charged.

a handle: an opportunity or weapon.

anticipating: expecting.
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B - : the senior most partner, Mr. Boldero (a fictitious name).

harangue: long lecture.

expediency: advantage.

panted: got excited expecting the retirement.

Boldero, Merryweather, Bosanquet, and Lacy: these are all fictitious names and

Lamb’s characteristic mystification. In reality, he worked in the South Sea House

and the India Office and retired from the latter.

Esto perpetua!: ‘Last for ever’ (Latin). Here, Lamb wishes that the firm may last

for ever in a prosperous condition.

Para 7

Bastille: the State prison in Paris built in the 14th century. Following the outbreak

of the French Revolution, it was destroyed by the people on July 14, 1789. Dickens

also refers to this to this prison during the Revolution in his A Tale of Two Cities.

vast revenue: large income.

giddy raptures: stupefying feelings of joy caused by the unexpected release fr4om

the office.

I have a…home-feeling of: I feel at home in.

“That’s born…green desert”: the quotation is taken from The Mayor of

Queensborough by Middleton, a Jacobean dramatist. The sense of the line is that

“the man is born afresh, and quite young in age.”

Para 8

rule-of-three: proportion.

Para 9

a tragedy: The Vestal Virgin, V. i.

Sir Robert Howard: a 17th century English poet, dramatist and historian. He

collaborated with Dryden in The Indian Queen.

Para 10

dissipate: remove, get rid of.

quill: pen made of a large feather.
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co-bethren of the quill: fellows of the desk work.

in the state militant: still fighting, that is, working with the help of pen.

D – I: this is rather an abbreviation of ‘Devil’.

conundrums: riddles, questions put to make fun.

fallacy: mistaken notion or belief.

But my heart…: I did feel pangs of regret.

Cronies: close friends.

Ch –  : abbreviation possibly of the name of a clerk, Chambers.

Do –  : Dodwell, another co-worker.

Pl –  : Plumley, another fellow clerk.

Gresham: Thomas Gresham, the founder of the Royal Exchange and an eminent

financer and merchant.

Whittington: Richard Whittington, a business magnate who became the Mayor

of London on three occasions.

Aquinas: St. Thomas Aquinas (1227 – 1274), an Italian divine, great scholar and

prolific writer.

My mantle…: this is from The Book of Kings in the Old Testament. Elijah

bequeathed his mantle to Elisha to become the next Hebrew prophet. Here, Lamb

means to say that he leaves his clerical spirit and energy as legacy to his fellow

clerks.

Para 11

Carthusian: one of the Carthusian order of monks, founded in 1086 at Chartruse

in France. Each monk was to lead a life of hard meditation in a lonely cell, without

any contact with the outside world.

cellular discipline: to maintain a secluded life in a cell.

Bond Street: a fashionable quarter of London. A contrast is also implied here

between the streets associated with the company’s offices and the pleasant part of

London.

flints: pavement made of stones.

vocal: resounding.
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Pall Mall: fashionable shopping centre of London.

’Change time: business hours at the Royal Exchange.

Elgin marbles: fragments of Greek sculpture chiefly from the Parthenon, at Athens.

They were collected and brought to England by Lord Elgin in 1802, and bought

subsequently by the British Museum in 1816.

propinquity: nearness.

The genius of each day: the distinctive character or spirit of each day.

Sabbath recreations: pleasures of Sundays.

washed the Ethiop white: made black Monday a pleasant day. Here, ‘Ethiop’

stands for black colour which alludes to the Ethiopian king Memnon and his

sister Hemera who were dark-skinned.

is gone of: has become of.

black Monday: dismal and loathsome Monday because it meant returning to work.

cantle: fragment, piece.

Lucretian pleasure: the selfish pleasure of a spectator at the sight of the suffering

of other people. The Latin poet Lucretius propagates a philosophy of divine

selfishness based on the concept of the ancient Greek philosopher Epicurus, who

has represented gods as selfish, careless of human troubles and sufferings.

carking and caring: worrying and toiling mechanically.

operative: working.

bowl it…fiends: to throw down as low as to the bottom of hell, the abode of evil

spirits. This is a reference from Shakespeare’s Hamlet (Act II, Sc. ii, 490 – 491):

               “And bowl the round nave down the hill of heaven

                 As low as to the fiends.”

Para 12

Retired Leisure…trim gardens: Lamb thinks that he has become an embodiment

of Leisure (freedom from labour). He can now saunter leisurely in some well-

kept fashionable garden. Here, we find an echo from Milton’s Il Penseroso:

                                                “…retired Leisure,

                That in trim gardens takes his pleasure.”

vacant: free from care, on holiday.
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perambulating: loitering.

cum dignitate: dignified calmness; an abbreviation of Cicero’s ‘otium cum

dignitate’.

gentility: social superiority.

Opus operatum est: the work is finished (Latin).

the day: life.

3.2.2a.4. Critical Interpretation

Lamb uses his own experiences and personality as the key material for his essay, ‘The

Superannuated Man’. A truly romantic author as he is, Lamb in the essay gives an

account of his own life and relations and his mental state – his temperament, tastes,

mood, notion, values, and all like things are included in this. The essay deals with a

touching account of his long and hard life of drudgery at the South Sea House and the

India Office. A penetrative picture of the poor drudge in him, pent up in drudgery and

pining for holidays, is found here. With subtle touches of humour Lamb points out the

sheer monotony of his work which almost turned him into a mechanical, inanimate

being. The pathos of his office life comes to the fore when he compares himself with a

wild animal in cage, trapped forcefully against the will. Again, Lamb humorously brings

out the pathos of his long hours at the desk when he says that he felt as if “the wood had

entered into my soul.”

As a personal essay ‘The Superannuated Man’ is marked by Lamb’s individual whims

and idiosyncrasies. The essay bears out his love for city crowd and noise, his fondness

for book-stalls, his interest in the places of art and architecture, and so on. During his

tedious and boring job at the office holidays were the most cherished thing to him. But

Sundays were to him unsuitable for true relaxation and enjoyment. The varied means of

enjoyment which London had to offer were non-existent on Sundays. So, Sundays were

to Lamb practically useless as holidays.

The manner in which Lamb describes his early, unexpected retirement is really unique.

The sudden change from slavery to complete freedom threw his mind completely out of

balance. He felt uneasy and bewildered. Quite humorously he introduces a number of

analogies to express the bewildered existence of a retired man who has become

completely alienated from the world of activities. Lamb shows his bewilderment by

comparing himself with a prisoner of Bastille and a Carthusian monk. All the details of
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description of what he can do now or how he can spend his retired life are full of

humours and deep contemplation. Of course, we may doubt that Lamb is intentionally

engaged in such witty imaginary world to forget his pathetic thirty-six years of slavery

in the office.

As a romantic essayist Lamb was fond of mystifying his readers by vague hints and

misleading details. In ‘The Superannuated Man’ Lamb amuses and misleads his readers

by describing himself as the employee in the firm of Boldero, Merryweather, Bosanquet

and Lacy. But, as a matter of fact, Lamb had no connection with any such firm which

possibly did not exist at all. He actually worked in the South Sea House and the India

Office and retired from the latter. His habit of mystification is also revealed in his use of

symbols and incomplete statements, like the names of the two partners of the firm ‘L –

’ and ‘B – ’ and the names of his colleagues such as ‘Ch – ’, ‘Do – ’ and ‘Pl – ’. Again,

his desire to christen his child as ‘NOTHING-TO-DO’ may possibly lead one to believe

that he was a childless married man, but he was actually a life-long bachelor. So, Lamb’s

autobiographical sketches in the essay, like his other essay, are not wholly factual. It

has a fictional character, too. In fact, he weaves the thread of fiction in the web of truth.

This makes his essay so intimately personal, yet so entertaining, captivating and

mystifying.

The style in which Lamb writes ‘The Superannuated Man’ is at once elastic and varied.

A diverting yet reflective style marks the essay. His use of Latin expressions, his

quotations from the Elizabethan masters, his love for word coining (such as ‘NOTHING-

TO-DO’), his felicitous mystification are all part of his own original style in the essay.

The essay is also saturated with Lamb’s egotism which bears out his tender and sensitive

personality. Like all the great romantic authors of the time, Lamb speaks mostly in his

own person and his subject is his own self or his friends, relations or other associates.

Activity for the Learner:

Make a list of the various sights and sounds that Lamb missed on

 Sundays in London and those he found

to his utter disgust.

3.2.2b. ‘Dream Children: A Reverie: Introduction

The essay, ‘Dream Children: A Reverie’, taken from The Essays of Elia (1823), is a

tender account of bachelor Charles Lamb’s reminiscence of bygone times and unfulfilled
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yearning for a happy domesticity. Here Lamb indulges in day dreams about the happiness

of wedded life which he had been deprived of in his own life. As the very title bears out,

the essay contains the author’s reverie – day dreaming, in which he seems to have a

meeting with two children, not real, but dream children – the children of his fantasy. In

reality, Lamb courted Ann Simmons (Alice W – n in the essay) for seven long years,

sometimes in hope and sometimes in despair. But, ultimately he could not marry her

and remained a bachelor all his life. Thus, the essay is a kind of wish-fulfilment – an

account of what might have happened if he married Ann Simmons and had little children.

The essay is full of dreamy reminiscence. Here, Lamb recalls his own long courtship

with Ann Simmons, his childhood days and holidays, the death of John Lamb and his

grandmother, Mrs. Field. Though the essay is autobiographical, Lamb characteristically

mystifies the facts with his rich imagination. The dreamy pathos and subjective intensity

combine to produce a beautiful piece of writing which may be called a “lyric in prose”.

3.2.2b.1. Text

‘Dream-Children : A Reverie’
By Charles LambBy Charles LambBy Charles LambBy Charles LambBy Charles Lamb

CHILDREN love to listen to storCHILDREN love to listen to storCHILDREN love to listen to storCHILDREN love to listen to storCHILDREN love to listen to stories about their eldersies about their eldersies about their eldersies about their eldersies about their elders, w, w, w, w, when hen hen hen hen thethethethetheyyyyy were children; to stretch were children; to stretch were children; to stretch were children; to stretch were children; to stretch
their imagtheir imagtheir imagtheir imagtheir imagination to the conception of a traditionary great-uncle or grandame, wination to the conception of a traditionary great-uncle or grandame, wination to the conception of a traditionary great-uncle or grandame, wination to the conception of a traditionary great-uncle or grandame, wination to the conception of a traditionary great-uncle or grandame, whom thehom thehom thehom thehom theyyyyy
never sawnever sawnever sawnever sawnever saw. It was in this spir. It was in this spir. It was in this spir. It was in this spir. It was in this spirit that mit that mit that mit that mit that my little ones crept about me the other evening to heary little ones crept about me the other evening to heary little ones crept about me the other evening to heary little ones crept about me the other evening to heary little ones crept about me the other evening to hear
about their great-grandmother Fabout their great-grandmother Fabout their great-grandmother Fabout their great-grandmother Fabout their great-grandmother Field, wield, wield, wield, wield, who lived in a great house in Norfolk (a hundred timesho lived in a great house in Norfolk (a hundred timesho lived in a great house in Norfolk (a hundred timesho lived in a great house in Norfolk (a hundred timesho lived in a great house in Norfolk (a hundred times
biggbiggbiggbiggbigger than that in wer than that in wer than that in wer than that in wer than that in which thehich thehich thehich thehich they and papa lived) wy and papa lived) wy and papa lived) wy and papa lived) wy and papa lived) which had been the scene—so at least it washich had been the scene—so at least it washich had been the scene—so at least it washich had been the scene—so at least it washich had been the scene—so at least it was
gggggenerally believed in that part of the country—of the tragenerally believed in that part of the country—of the tragenerally believed in that part of the country—of the tragenerally believed in that part of the country—of the tragenerally believed in that part of the country—of the tragic incidents wic incidents wic incidents wic incidents wic incidents which thehich thehich thehich thehich they had latelyy had latelyy had latelyy had latelyy had lately
become fbecome fbecome fbecome fbecome familiar with from the ballad of the Children in the Wamiliar with from the ballad of the Children in the Wamiliar with from the ballad of the Children in the Wamiliar with from the ballad of the Children in the Wamiliar with from the ballad of the Children in the Wood. Certain it is that theood. Certain it is that theood. Certain it is that theood. Certain it is that theood. Certain it is that the
wwwwwhole story of the children and their cruel uncle was to be seen fhole story of the children and their cruel uncle was to be seen fhole story of the children and their cruel uncle was to be seen fhole story of the children and their cruel uncle was to be seen fhole story of the children and their cruel uncle was to be seen fairly carved out in wairly carved out in wairly carved out in wairly carved out in wairly carved out in woodoodoodoodood
upon the chimneupon the chimneupon the chimneupon the chimneupon the chimney-piece of the great hall, the wy-piece of the great hall, the wy-piece of the great hall, the wy-piece of the great hall, the wy-piece of the great hall, the whole story down to the Robin Redbreastshole story down to the Robin Redbreastshole story down to the Robin Redbreastshole story down to the Robin Redbreastshole story down to the Robin Redbreasts, till, till, till, till, till
a foolish ra foolish ra foolish ra foolish ra foolish rich person pulled it down to set up a marbich person pulled it down to set up a marbich person pulled it down to set up a marbich person pulled it down to set up a marbich person pulled it down to set up a marble one of modern invention in its stead,le one of modern invention in its stead,le one of modern invention in its stead,le one of modern invention in its stead,le one of modern invention in its stead,
with no story upon it. Here Alice put out one of her dear mother’with no story upon it. Here Alice put out one of her dear mother’with no story upon it. Here Alice put out one of her dear mother’with no story upon it. Here Alice put out one of her dear mother’with no story upon it. Here Alice put out one of her dear mother’s lookss lookss lookss lookss looks, too tender to be, too tender to be, too tender to be, too tender to be, too tender to be
called upbraidingcalled upbraidingcalled upbraidingcalled upbraidingcalled upbraiding. T. T. T. T. Then I went on to say, how relighen I went on to say, how relighen I went on to say, how relighen I went on to say, how relighen I went on to say, how religious and how good their great-grandmotherious and how good their great-grandmotherious and how good their great-grandmotherious and how good their great-grandmotherious and how good their great-grandmother
FFFFField wasield wasield wasield wasield was, how beloved and respected by everybody, though she was not indeed the mistress, how beloved and respected by everybody, though she was not indeed the mistress, how beloved and respected by everybody, though she was not indeed the mistress, how beloved and respected by everybody, though she was not indeed the mistress, how beloved and respected by everybody, though she was not indeed the mistress
of this great house, but had only the chargof this great house, but had only the chargof this great house, but had only the chargof this great house, but had only the chargof this great house, but had only the charge of it (and yet in some respects she might be saide of it (and yet in some respects she might be saide of it (and yet in some respects she might be saide of it (and yet in some respects she might be saide of it (and yet in some respects she might be said
to be the mistress of it too) committed to her by the ownerto be the mistress of it too) committed to her by the ownerto be the mistress of it too) committed to her by the ownerto be the mistress of it too) committed to her by the ownerto be the mistress of it too) committed to her by the owner, w, w, w, w, who prefho prefho prefho prefho preferred living in a newererred living in a newererred living in a newererred living in a newererred living in a newer
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and more fand more fand more fand more fand more fashionabashionabashionabashionabashionable mansion wle mansion wle mansion wle mansion wle mansion which he had purchased somewhich he had purchased somewhich he had purchased somewhich he had purchased somewhich he had purchased somewhere in the adjoining county;here in the adjoining county;here in the adjoining county;here in the adjoining county;here in the adjoining county;
but still she lived in it in a manner as if it had been her own, and kbut still she lived in it in a manner as if it had been her own, and kbut still she lived in it in a manner as if it had been her own, and kbut still she lived in it in a manner as if it had been her own, and kbut still she lived in it in a manner as if it had been her own, and kept up the dignity of theept up the dignity of theept up the dignity of theept up the dignity of theept up the dignity of the
great house in a sort wgreat house in a sort wgreat house in a sort wgreat house in a sort wgreat house in a sort while she lived, while she lived, while she lived, while she lived, while she lived, which afterward came to decay, and was nearly pulledhich afterward came to decay, and was nearly pulledhich afterward came to decay, and was nearly pulledhich afterward came to decay, and was nearly pulledhich afterward came to decay, and was nearly pulled
down, and all its old ornaments strdown, and all its old ornaments strdown, and all its old ornaments strdown, and all its old ornaments strdown, and all its old ornaments stripipipipipped and carrped and carrped and carrped and carrped and carried away to the owner’ied away to the owner’ied away to the owner’ied away to the owner’ied away to the owner’s other house, ws other house, ws other house, ws other house, ws other house, whereherehereherehere
thethethethethey were set upy were set upy were set upy were set upy were set up, and look, and look, and look, and look, and looked as awkward as if some one were to carry away the old tombsed as awkward as if some one were to carry away the old tombsed as awkward as if some one were to carry away the old tombsed as awkward as if some one were to carry away the old tombsed as awkward as if some one were to carry away the old tombs
thethethethethey had seen lately at the Aby had seen lately at the Aby had seen lately at the Aby had seen lately at the Aby had seen lately at the Abbebebebebey, and sticy, and sticy, and sticy, and sticy, and stick them up in Lady C.k them up in Lady C.k them up in Lady C.k them up in Lady C.k them up in Lady C.’’’’’s tawdry gs tawdry gs tawdry gs tawdry gs tawdry gilt drawing-room.ilt drawing-room.ilt drawing-room.ilt drawing-room.ilt drawing-room.
Here John smiled, as mHere John smiled, as mHere John smiled, as mHere John smiled, as mHere John smiled, as much as to say, “that wuch as to say, “that wuch as to say, “that wuch as to say, “that wuch as to say, “that would be foolish indeed.ould be foolish indeed.ould be foolish indeed.ould be foolish indeed.ould be foolish indeed.” And then I told how” And then I told how” And then I told how” And then I told how” And then I told how,,,,,
wwwwwhen she came to die, her funeral was attended by a concourse of all the poorhen she came to die, her funeral was attended by a concourse of all the poorhen she came to die, her funeral was attended by a concourse of all the poorhen she came to die, her funeral was attended by a concourse of all the poorhen she came to die, her funeral was attended by a concourse of all the poor, and some of, and some of, and some of, and some of, and some of
the gthe gthe gthe gthe gentry tooentry tooentry tooentry tooentry too, of the neighborhood for man, of the neighborhood for man, of the neighborhood for man, of the neighborhood for man, of the neighborhood for many miles round, to show their respect for hery miles round, to show their respect for hery miles round, to show their respect for hery miles round, to show their respect for hery miles round, to show their respect for her
memory, because she had been such a good and religmemory, because she had been such a good and religmemory, because she had been such a good and religmemory, because she had been such a good and religmemory, because she had been such a good and religious wious wious wious wious woman; so good indeed that sheoman; so good indeed that sheoman; so good indeed that sheoman; so good indeed that sheoman; so good indeed that she
knew all the Psaltery by heart, aye, and a great part of the Tknew all the Psaltery by heart, aye, and a great part of the Tknew all the Psaltery by heart, aye, and a great part of the Tknew all the Psaltery by heart, aye, and a great part of the Tknew all the Psaltery by heart, aye, and a great part of the Testament besidesestament besidesestament besidesestament besidesestament besides. Here little. Here little. Here little. Here little. Here little
Alice spread her handsAlice spread her handsAlice spread her handsAlice spread her handsAlice spread her hands. T. T. T. T. Then I told when I told when I told when I told when I told what a tall, uprhat a tall, uprhat a tall, uprhat a tall, uprhat a tall, upright, graceful person their great-ight, graceful person their great-ight, graceful person their great-ight, graceful person their great-ight, graceful person their great-
grandmother Fgrandmother Fgrandmother Fgrandmother Fgrandmother Field once was; and how in her youth she was esteemed the best dancer—hereield once was; and how in her youth she was esteemed the best dancer—hereield once was; and how in her youth she was esteemed the best dancer—hereield once was; and how in her youth she was esteemed the best dancer—hereield once was; and how in her youth she was esteemed the best dancer—here
Alice’Alice’Alice’Alice’Alice’s little rs little rs little rs little rs little right foot played an involuntary movement, till upon might foot played an involuntary movement, till upon might foot played an involuntary movement, till upon might foot played an involuntary movement, till upon might foot played an involuntary movement, till upon my looking grave, ity looking grave, ity looking grave, ity looking grave, ity looking grave, it
desisted—the best dancerdesisted—the best dancerdesisted—the best dancerdesisted—the best dancerdesisted—the best dancer, I was saying, I was saying, I was saying, I was saying, I was saying, in the county, till a cruel disease, called a cancer, in the county, till a cruel disease, called a cancer, in the county, till a cruel disease, called a cancer, in the county, till a cruel disease, called a cancer, in the county, till a cruel disease, called a cancer,,,,,
came, and bowed her down with pain; but it could never bend her good spircame, and bowed her down with pain; but it could never bend her good spircame, and bowed her down with pain; but it could never bend her good spircame, and bowed her down with pain; but it could never bend her good spircame, and bowed her down with pain; but it could never bend her good spiritsitsitsitsits, or mak, or mak, or mak, or mak, or make theme theme theme theme them
stoopstoopstoopstoopstoop, but the, but the, but the, but the, but they were still upry were still upry were still upry were still upry were still upright, because she was so good and religight, because she was so good and religight, because she was so good and religight, because she was so good and religight, because she was so good and religiousiousiousiousious. T. T. T. T. Then I told how shehen I told how shehen I told how shehen I told how shehen I told how she
was used to sleep by herself in a lone chamber of the great lone house; and how she believedwas used to sleep by herself in a lone chamber of the great lone house; and how she believedwas used to sleep by herself in a lone chamber of the great lone house; and how she believedwas used to sleep by herself in a lone chamber of the great lone house; and how she believedwas used to sleep by herself in a lone chamber of the great lone house; and how she believed
that an apthat an apthat an apthat an apthat an apparparparparparition of twition of twition of twition of twition of two info info info info infants was to be seen at midnight gliding up and down the greatants was to be seen at midnight gliding up and down the greatants was to be seen at midnight gliding up and down the greatants was to be seen at midnight gliding up and down the greatants was to be seen at midnight gliding up and down the great
staircase near wstaircase near wstaircase near wstaircase near wstaircase near where she slept, but she said “those innocents where she slept, but she said “those innocents where she slept, but she said “those innocents where she slept, but she said “those innocents where she slept, but she said “those innocents would do her no harm”; andould do her no harm”; andould do her no harm”; andould do her no harm”; andould do her no harm”; and
how frhow frhow frhow frhow frightened I used to be, though in those days I had mightened I used to be, though in those days I had mightened I used to be, though in those days I had mightened I used to be, though in those days I had mightened I used to be, though in those days I had my maid to sleep with me, becausey maid to sleep with me, becausey maid to sleep with me, becausey maid to sleep with me, becausey maid to sleep with me, because
I was never half so good or religI was never half so good or religI was never half so good or religI was never half so good or religI was never half so good or religious as she—and yet I never saw the infious as she—and yet I never saw the infious as she—and yet I never saw the infious as she—and yet I never saw the infious as she—and yet I never saw the infantsantsantsantsants. Here John. Here John. Here John. Here John. Here John
expanded all his eexpanded all his eexpanded all his eexpanded all his eexpanded all his eyebrows and tryebrows and tryebrows and tryebrows and tryebrows and tried to look couragied to look couragied to look couragied to look couragied to look courageouseouseouseouseous. T. T. T. T. Then I told how good she was to allhen I told how good she was to allhen I told how good she was to allhen I told how good she was to allhen I told how good she was to all
her grand-children, having us to the great house in the holidaysher grand-children, having us to the great house in the holidaysher grand-children, having us to the great house in the holidaysher grand-children, having us to the great house in the holidaysher grand-children, having us to the great house in the holidays, w, w, w, w, where I in particular usedhere I in particular usedhere I in particular usedhere I in particular usedhere I in particular used
to spend manto spend manto spend manto spend manto spend many hours by my hours by my hours by my hours by my hours by myselfyselfyselfyselfyself, in g, in g, in g, in g, in gazing upon the old busts of the Twelve Cæsarsazing upon the old busts of the Twelve Cæsarsazing upon the old busts of the Twelve Cæsarsazing upon the old busts of the Twelve Cæsarsazing upon the old busts of the Twelve Cæsars, that had, that had, that had, that had, that had
been Emperors of Rome, till the old marbbeen Emperors of Rome, till the old marbbeen Emperors of Rome, till the old marbbeen Emperors of Rome, till the old marbbeen Emperors of Rome, till the old marble heads wle heads wle heads wle heads wle heads would seem to live agould seem to live agould seem to live agould seem to live agould seem to live again, or I to be turnedain, or I to be turnedain, or I to be turnedain, or I to be turnedain, or I to be turned
into marbinto marbinto marbinto marbinto marble with them; how I never could be tired with roaming about that hugle with them; how I never could be tired with roaming about that hugle with them; how I never could be tired with roaming about that hugle with them; how I never could be tired with roaming about that hugle with them; how I never could be tired with roaming about that huge mansion,e mansion,e mansion,e mansion,e mansion,
with its vast empty roomswith its vast empty roomswith its vast empty roomswith its vast empty roomswith its vast empty rooms, with their w, with their w, with their w, with their w, with their worn-out hangorn-out hangorn-out hangorn-out hangorn-out hangingsingsingsingsings, flutter, flutter, flutter, flutter, fluttering tapestry, and carveding tapestry, and carveding tapestry, and carveding tapestry, and carveding tapestry, and carved
oakoakoakoakoaken panelsen panelsen panelsen panelsen panels, with the g, with the g, with the g, with the g, with the gilding almost rubilding almost rubilding almost rubilding almost rubilding almost rubbed out—sometimes in the spacious old-fbed out—sometimes in the spacious old-fbed out—sometimes in the spacious old-fbed out—sometimes in the spacious old-fbed out—sometimes in the spacious old-fashionedashionedashionedashionedashioned
gggggardensardensardensardensardens, w, w, w, w, which I had almost to mhich I had almost to mhich I had almost to mhich I had almost to mhich I had almost to myselfyselfyselfyselfyself, unless w, unless w, unless w, unless w, unless when now and then a solitary ghen now and then a solitary ghen now and then a solitary ghen now and then a solitary ghen now and then a solitary gardening manardening manardening manardening manardening man
wwwwwould cross me—and how the nectarould cross me—and how the nectarould cross me—and how the nectarould cross me—and how the nectarould cross me—and how the nectarines and peaches hung upon the wallsines and peaches hung upon the wallsines and peaches hung upon the wallsines and peaches hung upon the wallsines and peaches hung upon the walls, without m, without m, without m, without m, without myyyyy
ever ofever ofever ofever ofever offffffererererering to plucing to plucing to plucing to plucing to pluck them, because thek them, because thek them, because thek them, because thek them, because they were forbidy were forbidy were forbidy were forbidy were forbidden fruit, unless now and then,—andden fruit, unless now and then,—andden fruit, unless now and then,—andden fruit, unless now and then,—andden fruit, unless now and then,—and
because I had more pleasure in strolling about among the old melancholy-looking yew treesbecause I had more pleasure in strolling about among the old melancholy-looking yew treesbecause I had more pleasure in strolling about among the old melancholy-looking yew treesbecause I had more pleasure in strolling about among the old melancholy-looking yew treesbecause I had more pleasure in strolling about among the old melancholy-looking yew trees,,,,,
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or thor thor thor thor the firse firse firse firse firs, and pic, and pic, and pic, and pic, and picking up the red berrking up the red berrking up the red berrking up the red berrking up the red berriesiesiesiesies, and the fir ap, and the fir ap, and the fir ap, and the fir ap, and the fir applesplesplesplesples, w, w, w, w, which were good for nothinghich were good for nothinghich were good for nothinghich were good for nothinghich were good for nothing
but to look at—or in lying about upon the fresh grassbut to look at—or in lying about upon the fresh grassbut to look at—or in lying about upon the fresh grassbut to look at—or in lying about upon the fresh grassbut to look at—or in lying about upon the fresh grass, with all the fine g, with all the fine g, with all the fine g, with all the fine g, with all the fine garden smells aroundarden smells aroundarden smells aroundarden smells aroundarden smells around
me—or basking in the orangme—or basking in the orangme—or basking in the orangme—or basking in the orangme—or basking in the orangery, till I could almost fery, till I could almost fery, till I could almost fery, till I could almost fery, till I could almost fancy mancy mancy mancy mancy myself ryself ryself ryself ryself ripeningipeningipeningipeningipening, too, too, too, too, too, along with, along with, along with, along with, along with
the orangthe orangthe orangthe orangthe oranges and the limes in that grateful warmth—or in watching the dace that darted toes and the limes in that grateful warmth—or in watching the dace that darted toes and the limes in that grateful warmth—or in watching the dace that darted toes and the limes in that grateful warmth—or in watching the dace that darted toes and the limes in that grateful warmth—or in watching the dace that darted to
and fro in the fish pond, at the bottom of the gand fro in the fish pond, at the bottom of the gand fro in the fish pond, at the bottom of the gand fro in the fish pond, at the bottom of the gand fro in the fish pond, at the bottom of the garden, with here and there a great sulkarden, with here and there a great sulkarden, with here and there a great sulkarden, with here and there a great sulkarden, with here and there a great sulky piky piky piky piky pikeeeee
hanghanghanghanghanging miding miding miding miding midway down the water in silent state, as if it mocway down the water in silent state, as if it mocway down the water in silent state, as if it mocway down the water in silent state, as if it mocway down the water in silent state, as if it mockkkkked at their impertinented at their impertinented at their impertinented at their impertinented at their impertinent
frfrfrfrfriskingsiskingsiskingsiskingsiskings,—I had more pleasure in these busy-idle diversions than in all the sweet flavors of,—I had more pleasure in these busy-idle diversions than in all the sweet flavors of,—I had more pleasure in these busy-idle diversions than in all the sweet flavors of,—I had more pleasure in these busy-idle diversions than in all the sweet flavors of,—I had more pleasure in these busy-idle diversions than in all the sweet flavors of
peachespeachespeachespeachespeaches, nectar, nectar, nectar, nectar, nectarinesinesinesinesines, orang, orang, orang, orang, orangeseseseses, and such lik, and such lik, and such lik, and such lik, and such like common baits of children. Here John slyly depositede common baits of children. Here John slyly depositede common baits of children. Here John slyly depositede common baits of children. Here John slyly depositede common baits of children. Here John slyly deposited
bacbacbacbacback upon the plate a bunch of grapesk upon the plate a bunch of grapesk upon the plate a bunch of grapesk upon the plate a bunch of grapesk upon the plate a bunch of grapes, w, w, w, w, which, not unobserved by Alice, he had mediatedhich, not unobserved by Alice, he had mediatedhich, not unobserved by Alice, he had mediatedhich, not unobserved by Alice, he had mediatedhich, not unobserved by Alice, he had mediated
dividing with herdividing with herdividing with herdividing with herdividing with her, and both seemed willing to relinquish them for the present as irrelevant., and both seemed willing to relinquish them for the present as irrelevant., and both seemed willing to relinquish them for the present as irrelevant., and both seemed willing to relinquish them for the present as irrelevant., and both seemed willing to relinquish them for the present as irrelevant.
TTTTThen, in somewhen, in somewhen, in somewhen, in somewhen, in somewhat a more heightened tone, I told howhat a more heightened tone, I told howhat a more heightened tone, I told howhat a more heightened tone, I told howhat a more heightened tone, I told how, though their great-grandmother, though their great-grandmother, though their great-grandmother, though their great-grandmother, though their great-grandmother
FFFFField loved all her grand-children, yet in an especial manner she might be said to love theirield loved all her grand-children, yet in an especial manner she might be said to love theirield loved all her grand-children, yet in an especial manner she might be said to love theirield loved all her grand-children, yet in an especial manner she might be said to love theirield loved all her grand-children, yet in an especial manner she might be said to love their
uncle, John L——, because he was so handsome and spiruncle, John L——, because he was so handsome and spiruncle, John L——, because he was so handsome and spiruncle, John L——, because he was so handsome and spiruncle, John L——, because he was so handsome and spirited a youth, and a king to the restited a youth, and a king to the restited a youth, and a king to the restited a youth, and a king to the restited a youth, and a king to the rest
of us; and, instead of moping about in solitary cornersof us; and, instead of moping about in solitary cornersof us; and, instead of moping about in solitary cornersof us; and, instead of moping about in solitary cornersof us; and, instead of moping about in solitary corners, lik, lik, lik, lik, like some of use some of use some of use some of use some of us, he w, he w, he w, he w, he would mount theould mount theould mount theould mount theould mount the
most mettlesome horse he could gmost mettlesome horse he could gmost mettlesome horse he could gmost mettlesome horse he could gmost mettlesome horse he could get, wet, wet, wet, wet, when but an imp no bigghen but an imp no bigghen but an imp no bigghen but an imp no bigghen but an imp no bigger than themselveser than themselveser than themselveser than themselveser than themselves, and mak, and mak, and mak, and mak, and makeeeee
it carry him half over the county in a morningit carry him half over the county in a morningit carry him half over the county in a morningit carry him half over the county in a morningit carry him half over the county in a morning, and join the hunters w, and join the hunters w, and join the hunters w, and join the hunters w, and join the hunters when there were anhen there were anhen there were anhen there were anhen there were anyyyyy
out—and yet he loved the old great house and gout—and yet he loved the old great house and gout—and yet he loved the old great house and gout—and yet he loved the old great house and gout—and yet he loved the old great house and gardens tooardens tooardens tooardens tooardens too, but had too m, but had too m, but had too m, but had too m, but had too much spiruch spiruch spiruch spiruch spirit to beit to beit to beit to beit to be
always pent up within their boundaralways pent up within their boundaralways pent up within their boundaralways pent up within their boundaralways pent up within their boundaries —and how their uncle grew up to man’ies —and how their uncle grew up to man’ies —and how their uncle grew up to man’ies —and how their uncle grew up to man’ies —and how their uncle grew up to man’s estate ass estate ass estate ass estate ass estate as
brave as he was handsome, to the admiration of everybody, but of their great-grandmotherbrave as he was handsome, to the admiration of everybody, but of their great-grandmotherbrave as he was handsome, to the admiration of everybody, but of their great-grandmotherbrave as he was handsome, to the admiration of everybody, but of their great-grandmotherbrave as he was handsome, to the admiration of everybody, but of their great-grandmother
FFFFField most especially; and how he used to carry me upon his bacield most especially; and how he used to carry me upon his bacield most especially; and how he used to carry me upon his bacield most especially; and how he used to carry me upon his bacield most especially; and how he used to carry me upon his back wk wk wk wk when I was a lame-footedhen I was a lame-footedhen I was a lame-footedhen I was a lame-footedhen I was a lame-footed
boy—for he was a good bit older than me—manboy—for he was a good bit older than me—manboy—for he was a good bit older than me—manboy—for he was a good bit older than me—manboy—for he was a good bit older than me—many a mile wy a mile wy a mile wy a mile wy a mile when I could not walk for pain;—hen I could not walk for pain;—hen I could not walk for pain;—hen I could not walk for pain;—hen I could not walk for pain;—
and how in after lifand how in after lifand how in after lifand how in after lifand how in after life he became lame-footed tooe he became lame-footed tooe he became lame-footed tooe he became lame-footed tooe he became lame-footed too, and I did not always (I f, and I did not always (I f, and I did not always (I f, and I did not always (I f, and I did not always (I fear) makear) makear) makear) makear) make allowancese allowancese allowancese allowancese allowances
enough for him wenough for him wenough for him wenough for him wenough for him when he was impatient, and in pain, nor remember sufhen he was impatient, and in pain, nor remember sufhen he was impatient, and in pain, nor remember sufhen he was impatient, and in pain, nor remember sufhen he was impatient, and in pain, nor remember sufficiently how considerateficiently how considerateficiently how considerateficiently how considerateficiently how considerate
he had been to me whe had been to me whe had been to me whe had been to me whe had been to me when I was lame-footed; and how when I was lame-footed; and how when I was lame-footed; and how when I was lame-footed; and how when I was lame-footed; and how when he died, though he had not beenhen he died, though he had not beenhen he died, though he had not beenhen he died, though he had not beenhen he died, though he had not been
dead an hourdead an hourdead an hourdead an hourdead an hour, it seemed as if he had died a great w, it seemed as if he had died a great w, it seemed as if he had died a great w, it seemed as if he had died a great w, it seemed as if he had died a great while agohile agohile agohile agohile ago, such a distance there is betwixt, such a distance there is betwixt, such a distance there is betwixt, such a distance there is betwixt, such a distance there is betwixt
lifliflifliflife and death; and how I bore his death as I thought pretty well at first, but afterward ite and death; and how I bore his death as I thought pretty well at first, but afterward ite and death; and how I bore his death as I thought pretty well at first, but afterward ite and death; and how I bore his death as I thought pretty well at first, but afterward ite and death; and how I bore his death as I thought pretty well at first, but afterward it
haunted and haunted me; and though I did not cry or takhaunted and haunted me; and though I did not cry or takhaunted and haunted me; and though I did not cry or takhaunted and haunted me; and though I did not cry or takhaunted and haunted me; and though I did not cry or take it to heart as some doe it to heart as some doe it to heart as some doe it to heart as some doe it to heart as some do, and as I, and as I, and as I, and as I, and as I
think he wthink he wthink he wthink he wthink he would have done if I had died, yet I missed him all day longould have done if I had died, yet I missed him all day longould have done if I had died, yet I missed him all day longould have done if I had died, yet I missed him all day longould have done if I had died, yet I missed him all day long, and knew not till then, and knew not till then, and knew not till then, and knew not till then, and knew not till then
how mhow mhow mhow mhow much I had loved him. I missed his kindnessuch I had loved him. I missed his kindnessuch I had loved him. I missed his kindnessuch I had loved him. I missed his kindnessuch I had loved him. I missed his kindness, and I missed his crossness, and I missed his crossness, and I missed his crossness, and I missed his crossness, and I missed his crossness, and wished him, and wished him, and wished him, and wished him, and wished him
to be alive agto be alive agto be alive agto be alive agto be alive again, to be quarreling with him (for we quarreled sometimes), rather than notain, to be quarreling with him (for we quarreled sometimes), rather than notain, to be quarreling with him (for we quarreled sometimes), rather than notain, to be quarreling with him (for we quarreled sometimes), rather than notain, to be quarreling with him (for we quarreled sometimes), rather than not
have him aghave him aghave him aghave him aghave him again, and was as uneasy without him, as he their poor uncle main, and was as uneasy without him, as he their poor uncle main, and was as uneasy without him, as he their poor uncle main, and was as uneasy without him, as he their poor uncle main, and was as uneasy without him, as he their poor uncle must have been wust have been wust have been wust have been wust have been whenhenhenhenhen
the doctor took ofthe doctor took ofthe doctor took ofthe doctor took ofthe doctor took off his limbf his limbf his limbf his limbf his limb. Here the children f. Here the children f. Here the children f. Here the children f. Here the children fell a cryingell a cryingell a cryingell a cryingell a crying, and ask, and ask, and ask, and ask, and asked if their little mourninged if their little mourninged if their little mourninged if their little mourninged if their little mourning
wwwwwhich thehich thehich thehich thehich they had on was not for uncle John, and they had on was not for uncle John, and they had on was not for uncle John, and they had on was not for uncle John, and they had on was not for uncle John, and they looky looky looky looky looked up and prayed me not to go oned up and prayed me not to go oned up and prayed me not to go oned up and prayed me not to go oned up and prayed me not to go on
about their uncle, but to tell tabout their uncle, but to tell tabout their uncle, but to tell tabout their uncle, but to tell tabout their uncle, but to tell them some storhem some storhem some storhem some storhem some stories about their pretty, dead motheries about their pretty, dead motheries about their pretty, dead motheries about their pretty, dead motheries about their pretty, dead mother. T. T. T. T. Then I toldhen I toldhen I toldhen I toldhen I told
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them how for seven long yearsthem how for seven long yearsthem how for seven long yearsthem how for seven long yearsthem how for seven long years, in hope sometimes, in hope sometimes, in hope sometimes, in hope sometimes, in hope sometimes, sometimes in despair, sometimes in despair, sometimes in despair, sometimes in despair, sometimes in despair, yet persisting ever, yet persisting ever, yet persisting ever, yet persisting ever, yet persisting ever,,,,,
I courted the fI courted the fI courted the fI courted the fI courted the fair Alice W——n; and, as mair Alice W——n; and, as mair Alice W——n; and, as mair Alice W——n; and, as mair Alice W——n; and, as much as children could understand, I explained touch as children could understand, I explained touch as children could understand, I explained touch as children could understand, I explained touch as children could understand, I explained to
them wthem wthem wthem wthem what coynesshat coynesshat coynesshat coynesshat coyness, and dif, and dif, and dif, and dif, and difficulty, and denial meant in maidens—wficulty, and denial meant in maidens—wficulty, and denial meant in maidens—wficulty, and denial meant in maidens—wficulty, and denial meant in maidens—when sudhen sudhen sudhen sudhen suddenly, turningdenly, turningdenly, turningdenly, turningdenly, turning
to Alice, the soul of the first Alice lookto Alice, the soul of the first Alice lookto Alice, the soul of the first Alice lookto Alice, the soul of the first Alice lookto Alice, the soul of the first Alice looked out at her eed out at her eed out at her eed out at her eed out at her eyes with such a reality of re-presentment,yes with such a reality of re-presentment,yes with such a reality of re-presentment,yes with such a reality of re-presentment,yes with such a reality of re-presentment,
that I became in doubt wthat I became in doubt wthat I became in doubt wthat I became in doubt wthat I became in doubt which of them stood there before me, or which of them stood there before me, or which of them stood there before me, or which of them stood there before me, or which of them stood there before me, or whose that brhose that brhose that brhose that brhose that bright hair was;ight hair was;ight hair was;ight hair was;ight hair was;
and wand wand wand wand while I stood ghile I stood ghile I stood ghile I stood ghile I stood gazingazingazingazingazing, both the children gradually grew f, both the children gradually grew f, both the children gradually grew f, both the children gradually grew f, both the children gradually grew fainter to mainter to mainter to mainter to mainter to my viewy viewy viewy viewy view, receding, receding, receding, receding, receding, and, and, and, and, and
still receding till nothing at last but twstill receding till nothing at last but twstill receding till nothing at last but twstill receding till nothing at last but twstill receding till nothing at last but two mournful fo mournful fo mournful fo mournful fo mournful features were seen in the uttermosteatures were seen in the uttermosteatures were seen in the uttermosteatures were seen in the uttermosteatures were seen in the uttermost
distance, wdistance, wdistance, wdistance, wdistance, which, without speech, stranghich, without speech, stranghich, without speech, stranghich, without speech, stranghich, without speech, strangely impressed upon me the efely impressed upon me the efely impressed upon me the efely impressed upon me the efely impressed upon me the effffffects of speech: “Wects of speech: “Wects of speech: “Wects of speech: “Wects of speech: “We aree aree aree aree are
not of Alice, nor of thee, nor are we children at all. Tnot of Alice, nor of thee, nor are we children at all. Tnot of Alice, nor of thee, nor are we children at all. Tnot of Alice, nor of thee, nor are we children at all. Tnot of Alice, nor of thee, nor are we children at all. The children of Alice call Bartrum fhe children of Alice call Bartrum fhe children of Alice call Bartrum fhe children of Alice call Bartrum fhe children of Alice call Bartrum fatheratheratheratherather.....
WWWWWe are nothing; less than nothinge are nothing; less than nothinge are nothing; less than nothinge are nothing; less than nothinge are nothing; less than nothing, and dreams, and dreams, and dreams, and dreams, and dreams. W. W. W. W. We are only we are only we are only we are only we are only what might have been, andhat might have been, andhat might have been, andhat might have been, andhat might have been, and
mmmmmust wait upon the tedious shores of Lethe millions of agust wait upon the tedious shores of Lethe millions of agust wait upon the tedious shores of Lethe millions of agust wait upon the tedious shores of Lethe millions of agust wait upon the tedious shores of Lethe millions of ages before we have existence, and aes before we have existence, and aes before we have existence, and aes before we have existence, and aes before we have existence, and a
name”—and immediately awakingname”—and immediately awakingname”—and immediately awakingname”—and immediately awakingname”—and immediately awaking, I found m, I found m, I found m, I found m, I found myself quietly seated in myself quietly seated in myself quietly seated in myself quietly seated in myself quietly seated in my bachelor armchairy bachelor armchairy bachelor armchairy bachelor armchairy bachelor armchair,,,,,
wwwwwhere I had fhere I had fhere I had fhere I had fhere I had fallen asleepallen asleepallen asleepallen asleepallen asleep, with the f, with the f, with the f, with the f, with the faithful Braithful Braithful Braithful Braithful Bridgidgidgidgidget unchanget unchanget unchanget unchanget unchanged by med by med by med by med by my side—but John L. (ory side—but John L. (ory side—but John L. (ory side—but John L. (ory side—but John L. (or
James Elia) was gone foreverJames Elia) was gone foreverJames Elia) was gone foreverJames Elia) was gone foreverJames Elia) was gone forever.....

3.2.2b.2. Summary of the Essay

The essay begins on a realistic and familiar tone with Lamb telling us how children

love to hear stories about their elders’ childhood days. Lamb fancies that one evening

his own children, John and Alice (of course, his dream children) gathered near him to

hear something about their great-grandmother, Mrs. Field. Lamb tells them that Mrs,

Field lived in a big mansion in Norfolk, where he spent many wonderful days. Although

she was not the actual owner, she looked after the house as if it was her own. The house

had a wooden chimney-piece on which was engraved the entire tragic story of the ballad,

‘Children in the Wood’. The children particularly expressed resentment on learning

that the wooden-piece was replaced subsequently by a marble one with no story on it.

Lamb narrated to his dream children Mrs. Field’s good and pious nature, her kindness,

sense of duty, courage and dancing skill, despite a bit of superstitious attitude. Her

death was attended by a large number of people. Of course, after her death, the big

mansion that he maintained so well, was demolished and all its dignified furnishments

were removed and awkwardly placed in the owner’s small modern residence. Though

she suffered greatly before her death, she kept up her spirits and never lost the will to

live. Like any father trying to entertain his children, Lamb tells John and Alice about

the spirits that haunted the mansion and were only visible to his grandmother.

Lamb’s next topic of talk to his dream children is the way in which he used to spend his
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vacation in his grandmother’s place. Lamb gives them a picturesque description of the

mansion itself and the beautiful fruit-laden garden where he had spent many a lazy

afternoon. Lamb tells them about his own shy, reserve and fanciful nature and his ‘busy-

idle diversions’ in the garden. He, however, asserted to John and Alice that he never had

plucked any fruit from the fruit-trees. This conduct of their father inspired them to

return a bunch of grapes already taken by John and noticed by Alice.

Lamb further speaks of his elder brother John Lamb, a great favourite of their

grandmother and Lamb recounts the many fond memories he has of his brother. He was

a healthy, handsome and adventurous youth and attended Lamb affectionately when he

was ill and lame-footed. But later, he became himself lame-footed and died. Lamb’s

profound sorrow at the death of his brother is also related to the dream children which

makes them cry.

Thereafter, at the request of the dream children, Lamb recalls his long courtship with

Alice W – n (actually Ann Simmons). But in course of his recollection, he perceives

suddenly that his dream daughter Alice and his dream wife Alice W – n merges into

one. As he talks about her, the children gradually disappear from his vision, and the

dream comes to a sudden end. Lamb got up to find himself seated in his bachelor arm-

chair with his sister Mary Bridget by his side.

3.2.2b.3. Annotations

Reverie:  a waking dream.

to stretch: Lamb hints at the imaginative attitude of children who want to extend
their imagination to that distant past which their parents inhabited.

my little ones: his dream children – John and Alice. Lamb, in reality, did not have
children as he was not married. These are children of imagination.

the other evening: a sense of familiarity is created.

their great-grandmother Field: Lamb’s grandmother, Mary Field was actually a
housekeeper to the Plumers in Hertfordshire and not in Norfolk as mentioned.

Ballad: a story told in the form of poetry or song.

The Children in the Wood: it was an old ballad of rather an uncertain origin as
well as authorship. This found included in Percy’s Reliques. The ballad has a
poignant tale of the tragic murder of two unfortunate orphans under the
guardianship of their cruel and greedy uncle. The dead bodies of the children
were left uncovered in the dense forest, but some robin redbreasts took pity and
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covered them with dry leaves and thus gave them a decent burial.

modern invention: of latest design.

too tender to be called upbraiding: though the little girl was resentful against the
man who pulled down the wooden chimney-piece, her expression was too gentle
to convey the anger she felt. Here, through Alice’s expression, Lamb focuses on
the nature and psychology of children.

charge of it: i.e. she looked after it.

kept up the dignity: maintained the house in good condition.

Abbey: Westminster Abbey, national church of England.

Lady C’s: an imaginary lady of fashion.

where they were…drawing room: the massive furniture and the costly decorations
of that big building were taken and fixed to the new, modern, rather much smaller

house, where the owner used to live. But they, however, looked odd there, exposing

the owner’s lack of refined taste and culture. Lamb here engages a humorous

analogy. If the old tombstones of the Westminster Abbey were shifted and fitted

in the modern, small drawing room of a fashionable lady, the situation would be

awkward and ludicrous. So is the case here.

Psaltery: the word is inaccurately used for ‘psalter’(prayer- song), devotional

verses(psalms) as printed in the Book of Common Prayer. ‘Psaltery’ is actually a

musical instrument with strings.

Testament: the Old Testament and the New.

Alice’s little right foot…movement: hearing the word ‘dancer’, Alice’s foot started

moving on its own, automatically. This is another vivid presentation of child

psychology.

apparition: ghost.

the twelve Caesars: the twelve Emperors of Rome from Julius Caesar to Domitian.

till the old marble…with them: the author and the marble busts seemed to have

become one losing their separate identity. This shows how Lamb was rich in

imagination even in his boyhood.

forbidden fruit: i.e., was not allowed to pluck the fruits. This is an allusion to the

temptation of Adam and Eve by Satan to eat the forbidden fruit of the tree of

Knowledge in the garden of Eden, cf. “The fruit of that forbidden tree” – Paradise

Lost, Book I.
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good for nothing: because they could not be eaten.

orangery: an artificially heated glass-roofed shed for growing oranges in cold

countries.

dace: a kind of fish.

pike: a big variety of fish.

busy-idle: Lamb kept himself busy in idleness. He was apparently inactive, but

his senses were occupied. This is an oxymoron founded on Horace’s ‘strenua

inertia’, energetic idleness.

common baits of children: things that generally tempt children.

John L: John Lamb, the author’s brother whose recent death was the occasion of

this pathetic self-revelation.

mettlesome: high-spirited.

imp: small boy.

man’s estate: i.e., manhood.

make allowances: showed consideration.

such a…death: as soon as a man dies, he belongs to the past. Even a recent death

gives rise to the impression that a long time has passed since the death.

haunted: came repeatedly into his thoughts and perturbed his existence.

crossness: irritability.

little mourning: little black dress worn to mourn death.

Alice W – n: Alice Winterton, the feigned name for Ann Simmons whom Lamb

courted but without success.

coyness: shyness, maidenly reserve.

representment: reappearance in another’s shape. The mother and the daughter

were so alike that it seemed as if the mother had been reincarnated in her daughter.

receding: moving back.

mournful features: sad faces.

without speech…effects of speech: even though they did not speak, Lamb seemed

to understand what they wanted to say. This is a beautiful realistic touch.
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Bartrum: a pawn-broker of London to whom Ann Simmons (Alice W – n of the

essay) was actually married. Personal touches like this are often found in Lamb’s

essays.

what might have happened: something that might have happened but did not in

reality.

Lethe: In Classical mythology, Lethe is the river of forgetfulness in Hades

(underworld). The souls of the dead are to wait across this river in order to forget

their earthly lives and to reach heaven. The banks of the river are supposed to be

crowded with all the souls of the dead, waiting for their turn to be taken across.

This is a Classical allusion, also found in Keats’ Ode to a Nightingale.

bachelor’s armchair: reality to his bachelor life.

Bridget: Lamb’s sister Mary Lamb.

3.2.2b.4.  Critical Interpretation

In ‘Dream Children: A Reverie’, Lamb indulges in a day dream about the happiness of

wedded life that he always wanted but never had. It captures his wistful longings which

were never fulfilled. The vivid recreation of the dream and its actual lack of substance

mark the gap between imagination and reality. Lamb’s thwarted love affair with Ann

Simmons (the Alice W – n of the essay) perhaps made him aware of the life he could

not possess. So he peoples the essay with a family composed of both fact (his brother

John, his grandmother Field) and fiction (his wife Alice W – n, his son John and his

daughter Alice). Through his powerful imagination Lamb creates a wedded life with

two children to whom he is narrating the story of his early days. The details of description,

the realistic touches and the responses of the dream children almost make us forget that

Lamb is actually day dreaming. However, his dream gradually breaks up and he again

comes back to reality – to his bachelor-armchair and to the sad realization that “the

children of Alice call Bartrum father”.

The essay itself is structured like a dream with the characteristic looseness of a dream.

The additional title “A Reverie” which literally means a day dream or a fantasy – prepares

us for the pathetic and inevitable return to reality, though the essay itself begins on a

deceptively realistic note. On the pretext of satisfying his children’s curiosity about

their parents, Lamb recalls his fond memories of his childhood and boyhood days – his

days at the Norfolk mansion and the holidays he spent there with his grandmother

Mary Field. The story is told so as to interest the children, with those details that are of

more value to them (for example, the story of how the incidents of the ballad were
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carved on the chimney-piece). The detailed description of the great house contrasts

with Lamb’s own surroundings, and is an early indication of the gap between imagination

and actuality. However, the nostalgic re-creation of the beautiful garden where he spent

many hours of ‘busy-idle diversions’, his deep  attachment to his brother John Lamb

and the happy times he spent courting Ann Simmons are all vividly evoked by Lamb

with the skill of a highly imaginative poet. The descriptions of Lamb’s imaginative

oneness with the marble busts of the twelve Caesars, the nectarine and peaches in the

garden, his fanciful ripening with the oranges, the melancholy yew trees, the dace and

pike in the fishpond are quite sensuous.

According to many, the imaginative quality of ‘Dream Children’ is analogous to the

imaginative richness of a poem like ‘Ode to a Nightingale’. Here Lamb has created an

ideal world of fancy and dream – retrospective beauty of “what might have been”. He is

engrossed like Keats in his dream world whence suddenly he is harked back to his

reality. Lamb has the same passion for sensuous luxuriance, the same poetic imagination

by which the observed and the observer are merged and identified. Like Keats Lamb is

fond of savouring the sight of such delicious fruits as peaches, nectarines and oranges.

Like the romanticists, Lamb is fond of solitude where he finds more pleasure in looking

at the fish in the garden-pond or basking in the orangery. His fondness for the little

children is another aspect of his romanticism. The expressions of the children and their

movements (raising eyebrows, tapping the feet, smiling or crying) vividly present them

as real people. By loading this essay with autobiographical elements Lamb has added

realism to fantasy. But the illusion can not last and they fade away because they are

really ‘dream children’.

It has been said that Lamb “laughed to save himself from weeping.” Lamb’s personal

life was full of unhappiness and depression. His humour was a kind of defence against

the morbid reality of his own life. Although ‘Dream Children’ begins on a gay note, the

darker side of life soon forces itself upon Lamb’s attention and the comic attitude gives

way to melancholy at the end of the essay.

Dream Children is remarkable for Lamb’s quaintness of style which is in beautiful

conformity with the theme of the essay. There is a magical atmosphere created through

the simple artlessness, the mellow music, and the slow drawn out rhythm of the sentences.

The highly evocative style gives the essay its lyrical charm. Though the essay is

autobiographical, Lamb has transformed and transmuted it brilliantly. The peculiar blend

of pathos, humour, mystification and delicate musical language makes it a memorable

essay.
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Activity for the Learner:

What are the various sensuous images that Lamb mentions while

speaking of his roaming about in the garden of his

grandmother, Mrs. Field?

3.2.4. Blend of Pathos and Humour

Lamb’s personal life was full of misfortunes and sad events. But he did not allow the

circumstances of his life to embitter his temper and outlook on life. Rather he tried to

find something to laugh at, something to jest about, so that he would not sink away into

melancholy. His inborn sense of humour and balanced view of things saved him from

becoming a mere melancholy recluse. In fact, we find a curious and most likable mixture

of pathos and humour in Lamb. The sadness of his life and the naturally compassionate

nature he had, found expression in the pathos which peeps out of so many of his essays.

But his sense of humour always reestablishes itself. In his essays, we have the two

elements so co-existing in the same passage that we see pathos and humour as facets of

the same thing.

Lamb’s ‘The Superannuated Man’ and ‘Dream Children: A Reverie’ are fine specimens

of his characteristic blend of pathos and humour. The prevailing mood is pathos, but

Lamb is a humorist and when on the verge of sentimentality can almost always check

himself with laughter and recognizing the nearness of laughter to tears, he accomplished

many of his most individual effects through this proximity. The contrast and convergence

of the two moods were for him the stuff of human life.

In ‘The Superannuated Man’ Lamb gives a detailed description of his long, pathetic life

of drudgery in the office. At the age of fourteen, Lamb had to enter the monotonous job

of a petty clerk. The unending and rigorous job almost turned him into a wooden being.

What is more pathetic is that the few holidays he had then, passed him by so quickly

that he could hardly taste them. The suffering reached to such an extent that Lamb’s

physical and mental health became affected. And ultimately, he got an early retirement

with a life-long pension.

But Lamb’s pathos is very closely allied to humour. Even the sheer monotony of his

hard work as an accountant is described with touches of humour. His feeling that “the

wood had entered into my soul” is at once full of pathos and humour. The bewilderment

that Lamb felt after his sudden retirement is presented in an interesting and humorous
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manner. His comparing himself with “a prisoner in the old Bastille”, his requirement of

a bailiff to manage his ‘estates in Time’ and his differentiation of his actual and nominal

age on the basis of ‘rule-of-three sum’ are all witty and light-hearted. But we never

forget the fact that this man wasted the best part of his life as an accountant in the

prison-like office house.

It is in the essay, ‘Dream Children: A Reverie’, that there is a remarkable fusion of

melancholy and lightness resulting in the kind of humour which has never been surpassed

by any other writer. The cloudy darkness of gloom and sadness of the essay is charmingly

relieved and illumined by gentle humour. Pathos is aroused in the pensive musing on

his grandmother’s death and particularly his brother, John’s death. We are touched at

the tragic absence of the domestic happiness with wife and children that he craved for.

But the gloom is relieved by the interwoven mesh of delightful touches of humour

arising from the reactions of the children to the stories told by Lamb. Furthermore,

humour comes from the mystification which Lamb’s sense of mischief made him indulge

in. The reactions of the children – “here John expanded all his eyebrows and tried to

look courageous”, “here little Alice spread her hands”, and the little by-play of John

slyly putting back the bunch of grapes which he had intended to share with his sister –

all these liven up the essay and add a realistic touch to it. But the ultimate disappearance

of the dream children and Lamb’s sad return to the actuality of life shows the tragic

aspect of his bachelor life.

Lamb’s own life had been fraught with misfortunes and extremely sorrowful incidents,

and the only way to maintain his sanity was to artfully contrive a sense of humour that

would hide the pain from the world as well as himself. In ‘The Superannuated Man’

and ‘Dream Children: A Reverie’, Lamb reflects on the pathetic incidents of his life in

a humorous manner. These essays show how tears and laughter exist side by side, mingle

and are facets of the same thing.

3.2.5. Lamb’s Prose Style

The Essays of Elia, contributed by Lamb at different times to The London Magazine,

are the finest things of fancies, humour, penetration and vivacity which have appeared

since the days of Montaigne. Where shall we find such intense delicacy of feelings,

such unimaginable happiness of expression, such a searching into the very body of

truth as in the unpretending composition like ‘Dream Children’ and ‘The Superannuated

Man’? “Style is the man” – this oft-repeated expression applies to no one more than
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Lamb. The charm of these essays lies in the charm of Lamb’s peculiar personality and

peculiar mode of expression. The term ‘peculiar’ should not be taken in its negative

sense; rather it should be taken as a mark of originality and singularity.

‘Dream Children’ and ‘The Superannuated Man’ are remarkable for Lamb’s quaintness

of style. It is a style which is not stationary but moves forward and backward with

astounding grace. As Hugh Walker has pointed out, Lamb’s style is not wholly modern,

he belonged to an old time. But it should be remembered that despite the colour and

mood of and older time, Lamb’s style is basically story-telling type. Its aim is to capture

the mind of the listeners. That is why Lamb resorted to personal tone and familiar

method of story-telling. ‘Dream Children’ begins with a very familiar tone: “Children

love to listen to stories about their elders when they were children…” It is transparent

that Lamb wants to be very simple, playful yet candid, humorous yet pathetic in his

delineation. The stuff of ‘Dream Children’ being homeliest, Lamb adopts the reminiscent

style in order to be in the same wave-length of the feelings as the children are. The style

used here are full of wit and humour, pity and pathos. Of course, the essay is free from

Lamb’s peculiar archaism and antiqueness. On the contrary, Lamb’s style has a kind of

effervescence which has come from his childlike simplicity, sympathy for others and a

broad understanding of the world and its ways.

‘The Superannuated Man’ has a style which is typically Lambian marked by archaism,

allusion and a little discursiveness. The rhythm of his sentences is reminiscent of his

favourite seventeenth century prose-writers such as Burton, Fuller, Jeremy Taylor and

Isaac Walton. The intricate structure is made of broad periods: “If, peradventure, Reader,

it has been thy lot to waste the golden years of thy life – thy shining youth – in the

irksome confinement of an office; to have thy prison days prolonged through middle

age down to decrepitude and silver hairs, …will you be able to appreciate my

deliverance.” Lamb freely uses hyperboles and metaphors to give expression to

unbounded joy and his yearnings to live a life of full freedom after his retirement.

It has been rightly said that Lamb was “the last of the Elizabethans”. His love for word-

coining (e.g. ‘tawdry gilt’ and ‘busy-idle diversions’ in ‘Dream Children’ and ‘glittering

phantoms’ to express Easter holidays or calling his friends ‘co-brethren of the quill’);

his fondness for alliteration (‘pursuits of pleasure’, ‘Time hung heavy upon me’); his

use of compound words (e.g. ‘candlelight-time, ‘rule-of-three sum’, ‘nothing-to-do’,

‘daylight servitude’, ‘pent up office’ etc.); his frequent use of proper names as adjectives

(e.g. ‘Wednesday feelings’, ‘Saturday night sensations’, ‘Ethiop white’) show his
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indebtedness to the Elizabethans. Thus, Lamb’s style in ‘The Superannuated Man’ is a

mixture of antique expressions, unexpected analogies, parenthesis and quotations from

various sources. The essay begins with a quotation from Virgil – “Sera tamen respexit/

Libertas” and to his firm Lamb says in Latin “Esto perpetua”.

In spite of many allusions and quotations, ‘The Superannuated Man’ is spiced with

humour, wit and fun. In fact, Lamb’s style is inseparable from his humour which is

evident in this expression: “Had I a little son, I would christen him NOTHING-TO-DO;

he should do nothing”. Sometimes his style is marked by highly exaggerated statement

of the feelings: “Time stands still in a manner to me. I have lost all distinction of season”.

But in his apparent gay style there is a deeper note of sadness. And it has been rightly

observed that Lamb lived in tragedy but wrote comedy.

The style in ‘Dream Children’ and ‘The Superannuated Man’ has, therefore, a peculiar

and most subtle charm – not the result of labour, but the natural garb of his thoughts.

Lamb possessed the power, which is seen in Shakespeare’s Fools, of conveying a deep

philosophical verity in a jest of uniting the wildest merriment with the truest pathos

deepest wisdom. What surely is most dominant in the essays is his persuasive, romantic,

yet tender style, which is at once derivative and original, realistic and mystical.

3.2.6. Summing Up

After studying the discussions in this Unit, you are now familiar with various aspects of

Charles Lamb’s essays. The two essays, ‘The Superannuated Man’ and ‘Dream Children:

A Reverie’, surely make you interested in Lamb – the man and his art. In our discussion

on these two essays we have seen how Lamb sincerely and nostalgically delineates his

highly imaginative mind with touches of humour. As you see, Lamb mingles fact and

fiction with the help of his ordinary but brilliant prose style. If you read the essays again

and again with the help of the discussions in the Unit, you will feel quite at home to

face any kind of question in your examination.

3.2.7. Comprehension Exercises

Long  Questions- 20 marks

1. Discuss the romantic elements in ‘The Superannuated Man and Dream Children:

A Reverie’.

2. Consider Charles Lamb as a personal essayist with reference to ‘The Superannuated

Man and Dream Children: A Reverie’.
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3. Write a note on the mingling of humour and pathos in ‘The Superannuated Man

and Dream Children: A Reverie’.

4. Comment on the prose style of Charles Lamb with particular reference to the essays

prescribed in your syllabus.

Mid-length Questions-12 marks

1. Discuss the autobiographical elements in Lamb’s essays with reference to the essays

prescribed for you.

2. Describe Lamb’s feeling of drudgery in his office life as you find in ‘The

Superannuated Man and Dream Children: A Reverie’.

3. Narrate Lamb’s feelings after his sudden retirement in ‘The Superannuated Man’.

4. Comment on the quotations and allusions used by Lamb in ‘The Superannuated

Man’.

5. How does Lamb depict his boyhood days in ‘Dream Children: A Reverie’?

6. Write a note on the blend of fact, fiction and willful mystification in ‘The

Superannuated Man’.

7. How is the title ‘Dream Children: A Reverie’ related to its theme?

Short Questions-6marks

1. Why were Sundays in London uninteresting to Lamb in ‘The Superannuated Man’?

2. Describe the circumstances in which Lamb retired from his service in ‘The

Superannuated Man’.

3. How did Lamb feel after a fortnight following his retirement in ‘The Superannuated

Man’?

4. Give a pen-picture of Mrs. Field as you find it in ‘Dream Children: A Reverie’.

5. What account of John Lamb do you get in ‘Dream Children: A Reverie’?

6. Comment on the ending of ‘Dream Children: A Reverie’.
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3.2.8.  Suggested Reading

1. Lucas, E V.  Life of Charles Lamb.

2. Walker, Hugh. The English Essay and Essayists.

3. Commins, Saxe.  (Ed.): The Complete Works and Letters of Charles Lamb.

4. Hallward, N I. and S. C. Hill (Ed.): The Essays of Elia.

5. Thompson, A H. (Ed.): The Last Essays of Elia
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Unit - 3  ❐ William Hazlitt:  a) ‘On Going a Journey’

b) ‘On a Sun-Dial’

Structure

3.3.0. Introduction

3.3.1. William Hazlitt: A Brief Account of His Life and Career

3.3.2a.1. About ‘On Going a Journey’

3.3.2a.2. Text

3.3.2a.3. Annotations

3.3.2b.1. About ‘On a Sun-dial’

3.3.2b.2. Text

3.3.2b.3. Annotations

3.3.3. Hazlitt as a Romantic Essayist

3.3.4. Summing Up

3.3.5. Comprehension Exercises

3.3.6. Suggested Reading

3.3.0. Introduction

In this unit you will be introduced to the Romantic essayist William Hazlitt and his

essays. Here, we shall devote our attention to an understanding of William Hazlitt– the

essayist, various features of his essays, with particular focus on ‘On Going a Journey’

and ‘On a Sun Dial’. While studying this Unit, you will feel the charm of Hazlitt’s

personal essays and understand the multiple aspects of the essays written in this great

era of Romanticism. His essays can be read and his style then compared with those of

Lamb’s essays, whom you have read in the previous unit. After reading the essays

prescribed for you in the syllabus, you will realise that the Romantic age is not only

famous for its poetry, the essays also contributed a great deal to the enrichment of literature

of the age and in creating a prose-style for future Essayists.
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3.3.1. William Hazlitt: A Brief Account of His Life and Career

William Hazlitt (1778-1830) was one of the leading prose writers of the Romantic

period. Influenced by the concise social commentary in Joseph Addison’s eighteenth-

century magazine, the Spectator, and by the personal tone of the essays of Michel de

Montaigne, Hazlitt was one of the most celebrated practitioners of the “familiar” essay.

Characterized by conversational diction and personal opinion on topics ranging from

the eminent English poets to ordinary folk, the style of Hazlitt’s critical and

autobiographical writings has greatly influenced methods of modern writing on

aesthetics.

Hazlitt took his first education from his father, a Unitarian minister. He went to Paris in

his youth with the aim of becoming a painter, but gradually convinced himself that he

could not excel in this art. He then turned to journalism and literature, and came into

close association with Wordsworth, Coleridge, Lamb, Hunt, and others of the Romantic

School.

He was, however, of a sensitive and difficult temperament, and sooner or later quarrelled

with most of his friends. Though a worshiper of Napoleon, whose life he wrote, he was

a strong liberal in politics, and supposed himself persecuted for his opinions.

Of all Hazlitt’s voluminous writings, those which retain most value to-day are his literary

criticisms and his essays on general topics. His clear and vivacious style rose at times to

a rare beauty; and when the temper of his work was not marred by his touchiness and

egotism he wrote with great charm and a delicate fancy.

Major Works

Hazlitt’s most important works are generally divided into two categories: literary

criticism and familiar essays. Of his literary criticism Hazlitt wrote, “I say what I

think: I think what I feel. I cannot help receiving certain impressions from things; and I

have sufficient courage to declare (somewhat abruptly) what they are.” Representative

of his critical style is Characters of Shakespeare’s Plays (1817), which contains

subjective, often panegyrical commentary on such individual characters as Macbeth,

Othello, and Hamlet. This work introduces Hazlitt’s concept of “gusto,” a term he used

to refer to qualities of passion and energy that he considered necessary to great art. In

accord with his impressionistic approach to literature, Hazlitt’s concept of gusto also

suggests that a passionate and energetic response is the principal criterion for gauging

whether or not a work achieves greatness. Hazlitt felt that Shakespeare’s sonnets lacked
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gusto and judged them as passionless and unengaging despite the “desperate cant of

modern criticism.” Hazlitt was no less opinionated on the works of his contemporaries.

In the final section of Lectures on the English Poets (1812) he criticized Coleridge and

Wordsworth, whose emphasis on nature and the common aspects of life acknowledged,

in his view, “no excellence but that which supports its own pretensions.” In addition to

literature, Hazlitt also focused on drama and art in his critical essays, many of which

are collected in A View of the English Stage (1818) and Sketches of the Principal Picture-

Galleries in England (1824).

The many and varied familiar essays that Hazlitt wrote for magazines by the side of

those collected in volumes like The Round Table, Table-Talk, and The Plain Speaker are

usually considered his finest works. Critics often hold that the essays of The Round

Table and those in Table-Talk and The Plain Speaker differ among themselves in this

that the former contain observations on “Literature, Men, and Manners” in a style that

tends to imitate the essays of Addison and Montaigne, while the latter focus on Hazlitt’s

personal experiences in a more original, conversational style. Often beginning with an

aphorism, Hazlitt’s familiar essays are characterized by informal diction and an emotional

tone. This informal style, in Hazlitt’s words, “promises a greater variety and richness,

and perhaps a greater sincerity, than could be attained by a more precise and scholastic

method.” For, Hazlitt himself described his essays as “experimental” rather than

“dogmatical,” in that he preferred to use the model of common conversation to discuss

ordinary human experiences rather than to write in what he believed was the abstract

and artificial style of conventional nonfictional prose.

3.3.2a.1. An Introduction to ‘On Going a Journey’

‘On Going a Journey’ was first published in New Monthly Magazine, January, 1822

issue. Later it was collected in Table Talk, Essays on Men and Manners, published in

1822. The essay bears out Hazlitt’s love of going on a journey. He calls it the ‘pleasantest

thing in the world’; but at the same time he prefers to go on a journey alone. He does not

like to criticize hedgerows and black cattle as many city-dwellers do. For him, the

essence of a journey is solitude – liberty, perfect liberty to think, feel and do just as he

pleases.

Hazlitt feels that the beauties of Nature can be better appreciated by a reciprocal heart

than by means of any verbal interaction with others. He is of the opinion that good and

learned talk often spoils out-of-door prospects, and hence it should be reserved for

table-talk. However, there is at least one subject that can be discussed with others while

on a trip, and that is food.
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Hazlitt also makes allowance for company when he chooses to visit ruins or aqueducts,

for they are ‘intelligent matters’ and will bear talking about. On foreign travels too he

prefers the company of friends so that he might hear the sound of his own tongue.

While speaking on journeys abroad, he finally switches to Napoleon, his ‘first love’,

and concludes that the glory of the French Revolution has gone simply because the

Bourbons have come back to the French throne.

Hazlitt closes the essay by saying that though the sensation of travelling in a foreign

country is pleasing, there is no permanent value in it. That is why he says, “Those who

wish to forget painful thoughts, do well to absent themselves for a while from the ties

and objects that recall them; but we can be said to fulfil our destiny in the place that

gave us birth.” He is thus prepared to spend one life in travelling if he could be provided

another life to spend afterwards at home.

3.3.2a.2. Text

‘On Going a Journey’

One of the pleasantest things in the wOne of the pleasantest things in the wOne of the pleasantest things in the wOne of the pleasantest things in the wOne of the pleasantest things in the world is going a journeorld is going a journeorld is going a journeorld is going a journeorld is going a journey; but I liky; but I liky; but I liky; but I liky; but I like to do it me to do it me to do it me to do it me to do it myselfyselfyselfyselfyself. I can. I can. I can. I can. I can
enjoy society in a room; but out of doorsenjoy society in a room; but out of doorsenjoy society in a room; but out of doorsenjoy society in a room; but out of doorsenjoy society in a room; but out of doors, nature is compan, nature is compan, nature is compan, nature is compan, nature is company for me. I am then never lessy for me. I am then never lessy for me. I am then never lessy for me. I am then never lessy for me. I am then never less
alone than walone than walone than walone than walone than when alone.hen alone.hen alone.hen alone.hen alone.

“T“T“T“T“The fields his study, nature was his book.he fields his study, nature was his book.he fields his study, nature was his book.he fields his study, nature was his book.he fields his study, nature was his book.”””””

I cannot see the wit of walking and talking at the same time. WI cannot see the wit of walking and talking at the same time. WI cannot see the wit of walking and talking at the same time. WI cannot see the wit of walking and talking at the same time. WI cannot see the wit of walking and talking at the same time. When I am in the country, Ihen I am in the country, Ihen I am in the country, Ihen I am in the country, Ihen I am in the country, I
wish to vegwish to vegwish to vegwish to vegwish to vegetate liketate liketate liketate liketate like the country. I am not for cre the country. I am not for cre the country. I am not for cre the country. I am not for cre the country. I am not for criticizing hedgiticizing hedgiticizing hedgiticizing hedgiticizing hedge-rows and be-rows and be-rows and be-rows and be-rows and blaclaclaclaclack cattle. I gok cattle. I gok cattle. I gok cattle. I gok cattle. I go
out of town in order to forgout of town in order to forgout of town in order to forgout of town in order to forgout of town in order to forget the town and all that is in it. Tet the town and all that is in it. Tet the town and all that is in it. Tet the town and all that is in it. Tet the town and all that is in it. There are those where are those where are those where are those where are those who for thisho for thisho for thisho for thisho for this
purpose go to waterpurpose go to waterpurpose go to waterpurpose go to waterpurpose go to watering-places and carry the metropolis with them. I liking-places and carry the metropolis with them. I liking-places and carry the metropolis with them. I liking-places and carry the metropolis with them. I liking-places and carry the metropolis with them. I like more elbow-roome more elbow-roome more elbow-roome more elbow-roome more elbow-room
and fand fand fand fand fewer incumbrancesewer incumbrancesewer incumbrancesewer incumbrancesewer incumbrances. I lik. I lik. I lik. I lik. I like solitude, we solitude, we solitude, we solitude, we solitude, when I ghen I ghen I ghen I ghen I give mive mive mive mive myself up to it, for the sakyself up to it, for the sakyself up to it, for the sakyself up to it, for the sakyself up to it, for the sake of solitude;e of solitude;e of solitude;e of solitude;e of solitude;
nor do I ask fornor do I ask fornor do I ask fornor do I ask fornor do I ask for

“a fr“a fr“a fr“a fr“a friend in miend in miend in miend in miend in my retreaty retreaty retreaty retreaty retreat

WWWWWhom I may whom I may whom I may whom I may whom I may whisperhisperhisperhisperhisper, solitude is sweet., solitude is sweet., solitude is sweet., solitude is sweet., solitude is sweet.”””””

TTTTThe soul of a journehe soul of a journehe soul of a journehe soul of a journehe soul of a journey is liberty, perfy is liberty, perfy is liberty, perfy is liberty, perfy is liberty, perfect liberty, to think, fect liberty, to think, fect liberty, to think, fect liberty, to think, fect liberty, to think, feel, do just as one pleaseseel, do just as one pleaseseel, do just as one pleaseseel, do just as one pleaseseel, do just as one pleases. W. W. W. W. We go ae go ae go ae go ae go a
journejournejournejournejourney chiefly to be free of all impediments and of all inconveniences; to leave ourselvesy chiefly to be free of all impediments and of all inconveniences; to leave ourselvesy chiefly to be free of all impediments and of all inconveniences; to leave ourselvesy chiefly to be free of all impediments and of all inconveniences; to leave ourselvesy chiefly to be free of all impediments and of all inconveniences; to leave ourselves
behind, mbehind, mbehind, mbehind, mbehind, much more to guch more to guch more to guch more to guch more to get ret ret ret ret rid of othersid of othersid of othersid of othersid of others. It is because I want a little breathing-space to m. It is because I want a little breathing-space to m. It is because I want a little breathing-space to m. It is because I want a little breathing-space to m. It is because I want a little breathing-space to museuseuseuseuse
on indifon indifon indifon indifon indifffffferent matterserent matterserent matterserent matterserent matters, w, w, w, w, where Contemplationhere Contemplationhere Contemplationhere Contemplationhere Contemplation
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“May plume her f“May plume her f“May plume her f“May plume her f“May plume her feathers and let grow her wingseathers and let grow her wingseathers and let grow her wingseathers and let grow her wingseathers and let grow her wings,,,,,
TTTTThat in the varhat in the varhat in the varhat in the varhat in the various bustle of resortious bustle of resortious bustle of resortious bustle of resortious bustle of resort
WWWWWere all too rufere all too rufere all too rufere all too rufere all too ruffled, and sometimes impair’d,fled, and sometimes impair’d,fled, and sometimes impair’d,fled, and sometimes impair’d,fled, and sometimes impair’d,”””””

that I absent mthat I absent mthat I absent mthat I absent mthat I absent myself from the town for awyself from the town for awyself from the town for awyself from the town for awyself from the town for awhile, without fhile, without fhile, without fhile, without fhile, without feeling at a loss the moment I ameeling at a loss the moment I ameeling at a loss the moment I ameeling at a loss the moment I ameeling at a loss the moment I am
left by mleft by mleft by mleft by mleft by myselfyselfyselfyselfyself. Instead of a fr. Instead of a fr. Instead of a fr. Instead of a fr. Instead of a friend in a post-chaise or in a Tiend in a post-chaise or in a Tiend in a post-chaise or in a Tiend in a post-chaise or in a Tiend in a post-chaise or in a Tilbury, to exchangilbury, to exchangilbury, to exchangilbury, to exchangilbury, to exchange good thingse good thingse good thingse good thingse good things
with and vary the same stale topics over agwith and vary the same stale topics over agwith and vary the same stale topics over agwith and vary the same stale topics over agwith and vary the same stale topics over again, for once let me have a truce with impertinence.ain, for once let me have a truce with impertinence.ain, for once let me have a truce with impertinence.ain, for once let me have a truce with impertinence.ain, for once let me have a truce with impertinence.
Give me the clear bGive me the clear bGive me the clear bGive me the clear bGive me the clear blue sklue sklue sklue sklue sky over my over my over my over my over my head, and the green turf beneath my head, and the green turf beneath my head, and the green turf beneath my head, and the green turf beneath my head, and the green turf beneath my fy fy fy fy feet, a winding roadeet, a winding roadeet, a winding roadeet, a winding roadeet, a winding road
before me, and a three hours’ march to dinner — and then to thinking! It is hard if I cannotbefore me, and a three hours’ march to dinner — and then to thinking! It is hard if I cannotbefore me, and a three hours’ march to dinner — and then to thinking! It is hard if I cannotbefore me, and a three hours’ march to dinner — and then to thinking! It is hard if I cannotbefore me, and a three hours’ march to dinner — and then to thinking! It is hard if I cannot
start some gstart some gstart some gstart some gstart some game on these lone heathsame on these lone heathsame on these lone heathsame on these lone heathsame on these lone heaths. I laugh, I run, I leap. I laugh, I run, I leap. I laugh, I run, I leap. I laugh, I run, I leap. I laugh, I run, I leap, I sing for joy. From the point of, I sing for joy. From the point of, I sing for joy. From the point of, I sing for joy. From the point of, I sing for joy. From the point of
yonder rolling cloud, I plungyonder rolling cloud, I plungyonder rolling cloud, I plungyonder rolling cloud, I plungyonder rolling cloud, I plunge into me into me into me into me into my past being and revel there, as the sunburnt Indiany past being and revel there, as the sunburnt Indiany past being and revel there, as the sunburnt Indiany past being and revel there, as the sunburnt Indiany past being and revel there, as the sunburnt Indian
plungplungplungplungplunges headlong into the wave that wafts him to his native shore. Tes headlong into the wave that wafts him to his native shore. Tes headlong into the wave that wafts him to his native shore. Tes headlong into the wave that wafts him to his native shore. Tes headlong into the wave that wafts him to his native shore. Then long-forgottenhen long-forgottenhen long-forgottenhen long-forgottenhen long-forgotten
things likthings likthings likthings likthings like “sunke “sunke “sunke “sunke “sunken wracen wracen wracen wracen wrack and sumless treasurk and sumless treasurk and sumless treasurk and sumless treasurk and sumless treasuriesiesiesiesies,,,,,” burst upon m” burst upon m” burst upon m” burst upon m” burst upon my eagy eagy eagy eagy eager sight, and I beger sight, and I beger sight, and I beger sight, and I beger sight, and I begin toin toin toin toin to
fffffeel, think, and be meel, think, and be meel, think, and be meel, think, and be meel, think, and be myself agyself agyself agyself agyself again. Instead of an awkward silence, brokain. Instead of an awkward silence, brokain. Instead of an awkward silence, brokain. Instead of an awkward silence, brokain. Instead of an awkward silence, broken by attempts at witen by attempts at witen by attempts at witen by attempts at witen by attempts at wit
or dull common-placesor dull common-placesor dull common-placesor dull common-placesor dull common-places, mine is that undisturbed silence of the heart w, mine is that undisturbed silence of the heart w, mine is that undisturbed silence of the heart w, mine is that undisturbed silence of the heart w, mine is that undisturbed silence of the heart which alone is perfhich alone is perfhich alone is perfhich alone is perfhich alone is perfectectectectect
eloquence. No one likeloquence. No one likeloquence. No one likeloquence. No one likeloquence. No one likes punses punses punses punses puns, alliterations, alliterations, alliterations, alliterations, alliterations, antitheses, antitheses, antitheses, antitheses, antitheses, argument, and analysis better than I, argument, and analysis better than I, argument, and analysis better than I, argument, and analysis better than I, argument, and analysis better than I
do; but I sometimes had rather be without them. “Leave, oh, leave me to mdo; but I sometimes had rather be without them. “Leave, oh, leave me to mdo; but I sometimes had rather be without them. “Leave, oh, leave me to mdo; but I sometimes had rather be without them. “Leave, oh, leave me to mdo; but I sometimes had rather be without them. “Leave, oh, leave me to my repose!” I havey repose!” I havey repose!” I havey repose!” I havey repose!” I have
just now other business in hand wjust now other business in hand wjust now other business in hand wjust now other business in hand wjust now other business in hand which which which which which would seem idle to you, but is with me “very stufould seem idle to you, but is with me “very stufould seem idle to you, but is with me “very stufould seem idle to you, but is with me “very stufould seem idle to you, but is with me “very stuff off off off off of
the conscience.the conscience.the conscience.the conscience.the conscience.” Is not this wild rose sweet without a comment? Does not this daisy leap to” Is not this wild rose sweet without a comment? Does not this daisy leap to” Is not this wild rose sweet without a comment? Does not this daisy leap to” Is not this wild rose sweet without a comment? Does not this daisy leap to” Is not this wild rose sweet without a comment? Does not this daisy leap to
mmmmmy heart set in its coat of emerald? Yy heart set in its coat of emerald? Yy heart set in its coat of emerald? Yy heart set in its coat of emerald? Yy heart set in its coat of emerald? Yet if I were to explain to you the circumstance that haset if I were to explain to you the circumstance that haset if I were to explain to you the circumstance that haset if I were to explain to you the circumstance that haset if I were to explain to you the circumstance that has
so endeared it to me, you wso endeared it to me, you wso endeared it to me, you wso endeared it to me, you wso endeared it to me, you would only smile. Had I not better then kould only smile. Had I not better then kould only smile. Had I not better then kould only smile. Had I not better then kould only smile. Had I not better then keep it to meep it to meep it to meep it to meep it to myselfyselfyselfyselfyself, and let, and let, and let, and let, and let
it serve me to brood overit serve me to brood overit serve me to brood overit serve me to brood overit serve me to brood over, from hear to yonder cragg, from hear to yonder cragg, from hear to yonder cragg, from hear to yonder cragg, from hear to yonder craggy point, and from thence onward to they point, and from thence onward to they point, and from thence onward to they point, and from thence onward to they point, and from thence onward to the
fffffar-distant horar-distant horar-distant horar-distant horar-distant horizon? I should be but bad companizon? I should be but bad companizon? I should be but bad companizon? I should be but bad companizon? I should be but bad company all that way, and therefore prefy all that way, and therefore prefy all that way, and therefore prefy all that way, and therefore prefy all that way, and therefore prefer beinger beinger beinger beinger being
alone. I have heard it said that you may, walone. I have heard it said that you may, walone. I have heard it said that you may, walone. I have heard it said that you may, walone. I have heard it said that you may, when the moody fit comes on, walk or rhen the moody fit comes on, walk or rhen the moody fit comes on, walk or rhen the moody fit comes on, walk or rhen the moody fit comes on, walk or ride on byide on byide on byide on byide on by
yourself and indulgyourself and indulgyourself and indulgyourself and indulgyourself and indulge your revere your revere your revere your revere your reveriesiesiesiesies. But this looks lik. But this looks lik. But this looks lik. But this looks lik. But this looks like a breach of mannerse a breach of mannerse a breach of mannerse a breach of mannerse a breach of manners, a neglect of, a neglect of, a neglect of, a neglect of, a neglect of
othersothersothersothersothers, and you are thinking all the time that you ought to rejoin your party. “Out upon such, and you are thinking all the time that you ought to rejoin your party. “Out upon such, and you are thinking all the time that you ought to rejoin your party. “Out upon such, and you are thinking all the time that you ought to rejoin your party. “Out upon such, and you are thinking all the time that you ought to rejoin your party. “Out upon such
half-fhalf-fhalf-fhalf-fhalf-faced faced faced faced faced fellowshipellowshipellowshipellowshipellowship,,,,,” say I. I lik” say I. I lik” say I. I lik” say I. I lik” say I. I like to be either entirely to me to be either entirely to me to be either entirely to me to be either entirely to me to be either entirely to myselfyselfyselfyselfyself, or entirely at the disposal, or entirely at the disposal, or entirely at the disposal, or entirely at the disposal, or entirely at the disposal
of others; to talk or be silent, to walk or sit still, to be sociabof others; to talk or be silent, to walk or sit still, to be sociabof others; to talk or be silent, to walk or sit still, to be sociabof others; to talk or be silent, to walk or sit still, to be sociabof others; to talk or be silent, to walk or sit still, to be sociable or solitary. I was pleased withle or solitary. I was pleased withle or solitary. I was pleased withle or solitary. I was pleased withle or solitary. I was pleased with
an observation of Mr Coban observation of Mr Coban observation of Mr Coban observation of Mr Coban observation of Mr Cobbett’bett’bett’bett’bett’s that “he thought it a bad French custom to drs that “he thought it a bad French custom to drs that “he thought it a bad French custom to drs that “he thought it a bad French custom to drs that “he thought it a bad French custom to drink our wineink our wineink our wineink our wineink our wine
with our mealswith our mealswith our mealswith our mealswith our meals, and that an Englishman ought to do only one thing at a time., and that an Englishman ought to do only one thing at a time., and that an Englishman ought to do only one thing at a time., and that an Englishman ought to do only one thing at a time., and that an Englishman ought to do only one thing at a time.” So I cannot” So I cannot” So I cannot” So I cannot” So I cannot
talk and think, or indulgtalk and think, or indulgtalk and think, or indulgtalk and think, or indulgtalk and think, or indulge in melancholy me in melancholy me in melancholy me in melancholy me in melancholy musing and lively conversation by fits and startsusing and lively conversation by fits and startsusing and lively conversation by fits and startsusing and lively conversation by fits and startsusing and lively conversation by fits and starts.....
“Let me have a companion of m“Let me have a companion of m“Let me have a companion of m“Let me have a companion of m“Let me have a companion of my way,y way,y way,y way,y way,” says Sterne, “were it but to remark how the shadows” says Sterne, “were it but to remark how the shadows” says Sterne, “were it but to remark how the shadows” says Sterne, “were it but to remark how the shadows” says Sterne, “were it but to remark how the shadows
lengthen as the sun declineslengthen as the sun declineslengthen as the sun declineslengthen as the sun declineslengthen as the sun declines.....” It is beautifully said; but in m” It is beautifully said; but in m” It is beautifully said; but in m” It is beautifully said; but in m” It is beautifully said; but in my opinion, this continual compary opinion, this continual compary opinion, this continual compary opinion, this continual compary opinion, this continual comparinginginginging
of notes interfof notes interfof notes interfof notes interfof notes interferes with the involuntary impression of things upon the mind and hurts theeres with the involuntary impression of things upon the mind and hurts theeres with the involuntary impression of things upon the mind and hurts theeres with the involuntary impression of things upon the mind and hurts theeres with the involuntary impression of things upon the mind and hurts the
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sentiment. If you only hint wsentiment. If you only hint wsentiment. If you only hint wsentiment. If you only hint wsentiment. If you only hint what you fhat you fhat you fhat you fhat you feel in a kind of dumb showeel in a kind of dumb showeel in a kind of dumb showeel in a kind of dumb showeel in a kind of dumb show, it is insipid; if you have, it is insipid; if you have, it is insipid; if you have, it is insipid; if you have, it is insipid; if you have
to explain it, it is making a toil of a pleasure. Yto explain it, it is making a toil of a pleasure. Yto explain it, it is making a toil of a pleasure. Yto explain it, it is making a toil of a pleasure. Yto explain it, it is making a toil of a pleasure. You cannot read the book of nature withoutou cannot read the book of nature withoutou cannot read the book of nature withoutou cannot read the book of nature withoutou cannot read the book of nature without
being perpetually put to the troubbeing perpetually put to the troubbeing perpetually put to the troubbeing perpetually put to the troubbeing perpetually put to the trouble of translating it for the benefit of othersle of translating it for the benefit of othersle of translating it for the benefit of othersle of translating it for the benefit of othersle of translating it for the benefit of others. I am for the. I am for the. I am for the. I am for the. I am for the
synthetical method on a journesynthetical method on a journesynthetical method on a journesynthetical method on a journesynthetical method on a journey, in prefy, in prefy, in prefy, in prefy, in preference to the analytical. I am content to lay in aerence to the analytical. I am content to lay in aerence to the analytical. I am content to lay in aerence to the analytical. I am content to lay in aerence to the analytical. I am content to lay in a
stocstocstocstocstock of ideas then, and to examine and anatomize them afterwardsk of ideas then, and to examine and anatomize them afterwardsk of ideas then, and to examine and anatomize them afterwardsk of ideas then, and to examine and anatomize them afterwardsk of ideas then, and to examine and anatomize them afterwards. I want to see m. I want to see m. I want to see m. I want to see m. I want to see my vaguey vaguey vaguey vaguey vague
notions float liknotions float liknotions float liknotions float liknotions float like the down of the thistle before the breeze, and not to have them entanglede the down of the thistle before the breeze, and not to have them entanglede the down of the thistle before the breeze, and not to have them entanglede the down of the thistle before the breeze, and not to have them entanglede the down of the thistle before the breeze, and not to have them entangled
in the brin the brin the brin the brin the briars and thorns of controversy. For once, I likiars and thorns of controversy. For once, I likiars and thorns of controversy. For once, I likiars and thorns of controversy. For once, I likiars and thorns of controversy. For once, I like to have it all me to have it all me to have it all me to have it all me to have it all my own way; and thisy own way; and thisy own way; and thisy own way; and thisy own way; and this
is impossibis impossibis impossibis impossibis impossible unless you are alone, or in such companle unless you are alone, or in such companle unless you are alone, or in such companle unless you are alone, or in such companle unless you are alone, or in such company as I do not covet. I have no objectiony as I do not covet. I have no objectiony as I do not covet. I have no objectiony as I do not covet. I have no objectiony as I do not covet. I have no objection
to argue a point with anto argue a point with anto argue a point with anto argue a point with anto argue a point with anyone for twenty miles of measured road, but not for pleasure. If youyone for twenty miles of measured road, but not for pleasure. If youyone for twenty miles of measured road, but not for pleasure. If youyone for twenty miles of measured road, but not for pleasure. If youyone for twenty miles of measured road, but not for pleasure. If you
remark the scent of a bean-field crossing the road, perhaps your fremark the scent of a bean-field crossing the road, perhaps your fremark the scent of a bean-field crossing the road, perhaps your fremark the scent of a bean-field crossing the road, perhaps your fremark the scent of a bean-field crossing the road, perhaps your fellow-traveller has no smell.ellow-traveller has no smell.ellow-traveller has no smell.ellow-traveller has no smell.ellow-traveller has no smell.
If you point to a distant object, perhaps he is short-sighted, and has to takIf you point to a distant object, perhaps he is short-sighted, and has to takIf you point to a distant object, perhaps he is short-sighted, and has to takIf you point to a distant object, perhaps he is short-sighted, and has to takIf you point to a distant object, perhaps he is short-sighted, and has to take out his glass toe out his glass toe out his glass toe out his glass toe out his glass to
look at it. Tlook at it. Tlook at it. Tlook at it. Tlook at it. There is a fhere is a fhere is a fhere is a fhere is a feeling in the aireeling in the aireeling in the aireeling in the aireeling in the air, a tone in the colour of a cloud w, a tone in the colour of a cloud w, a tone in the colour of a cloud w, a tone in the colour of a cloud w, a tone in the colour of a cloud which hits your fhich hits your fhich hits your fhich hits your fhich hits your fancy,ancy,ancy,ancy,ancy,
but the efbut the efbut the efbut the efbut the effffffect of wect of wect of wect of wect of which you are unabhich you are unabhich you are unabhich you are unabhich you are unable to account forle to account forle to account forle to account forle to account for. T. T. T. T. There is then no sympathy, but anhere is then no sympathy, but anhere is then no sympathy, but anhere is then no sympathy, but anhere is then no sympathy, but an
uneasy craving after it, and a dissatisfuneasy craving after it, and a dissatisfuneasy craving after it, and a dissatisfuneasy craving after it, and a dissatisfuneasy craving after it, and a dissatisfaction waction waction waction waction which pursues you on the way, and in the endhich pursues you on the way, and in the endhich pursues you on the way, and in the endhich pursues you on the way, and in the endhich pursues you on the way, and in the end
probabprobabprobabprobabprobably produces ill humourly produces ill humourly produces ill humourly produces ill humourly produces ill humour. Now I never quarrel with m. Now I never quarrel with m. Now I never quarrel with m. Now I never quarrel with m. Now I never quarrel with myselfyselfyselfyselfyself, and tak, and tak, and tak, and tak, and take all me all me all me all me all my owny owny owny owny own
conclusions for granted till I find it necessary to defconclusions for granted till I find it necessary to defconclusions for granted till I find it necessary to defconclusions for granted till I find it necessary to defconclusions for granted till I find it necessary to defend them agend them agend them agend them agend them against objectionsainst objectionsainst objectionsainst objectionsainst objections. It is not. It is not. It is not. It is not. It is not
merely that you may not be of accord on the objects and circumstances that present themselvesmerely that you may not be of accord on the objects and circumstances that present themselvesmerely that you may not be of accord on the objects and circumstances that present themselvesmerely that you may not be of accord on the objects and circumstances that present themselvesmerely that you may not be of accord on the objects and circumstances that present themselves
before you — these may recall a number of objects and lead to associations too delicate andbefore you — these may recall a number of objects and lead to associations too delicate andbefore you — these may recall a number of objects and lead to associations too delicate andbefore you — these may recall a number of objects and lead to associations too delicate andbefore you — these may recall a number of objects and lead to associations too delicate and
refined to be possibrefined to be possibrefined to be possibrefined to be possibrefined to be possibly commly commly commly commly communicated to othersunicated to othersunicated to othersunicated to othersunicated to others. Y. Y. Y. Y. Yet these I love to cheret these I love to cheret these I love to cheret these I love to cheret these I love to cherish, and sometimes stillish, and sometimes stillish, and sometimes stillish, and sometimes stillish, and sometimes still
fondly clutch them, wfondly clutch them, wfondly clutch them, wfondly clutch them, wfondly clutch them, when I can escape from the throng to do sohen I can escape from the throng to do sohen I can escape from the throng to do sohen I can escape from the throng to do sohen I can escape from the throng to do so. T. T. T. T. To go go go go give way to our five way to our five way to our five way to our five way to our feelingseelingseelingseelingseelings
before companbefore companbefore companbefore companbefore company, seems extravagy, seems extravagy, seems extravagy, seems extravagy, seems extravagance or afance or afance or afance or afance or affffffectation; and, on the other hand, to have to unravelectation; and, on the other hand, to have to unravelectation; and, on the other hand, to have to unravelectation; and, on the other hand, to have to unravelectation; and, on the other hand, to have to unravel
this mthis mthis mthis mthis mystery of our being at every turn, and to makystery of our being at every turn, and to makystery of our being at every turn, and to makystery of our being at every turn, and to makystery of our being at every turn, and to make others take others take others take others take others take an equal interest in ite an equal interest in ite an equal interest in ite an equal interest in ite an equal interest in it
(otherwise the end is not answered) is a task to w(otherwise the end is not answered) is a task to w(otherwise the end is not answered) is a task to w(otherwise the end is not answered) is a task to w(otherwise the end is not answered) is a task to which fhich fhich fhich fhich few are competent. Wew are competent. Wew are competent. Wew are competent. Wew are competent. We me me me me must “gust “gust “gust “gust “give itive itive itive itive it
an understanding but no tongue.an understanding but no tongue.an understanding but no tongue.an understanding but no tongue.an understanding but no tongue.” My old fr” My old fr” My old fr” My old fr” My old friend Coleriend Coleriend Coleriend Coleriend Coleridgidgidgidgidge, howevere, howevere, howevere, howevere, however, could do both. He could, could do both. He could, could do both. He could, could do both. He could, could do both. He could
go on in the most delightful explanatory way over hill and dale a summer’go on in the most delightful explanatory way over hill and dale a summer’go on in the most delightful explanatory way over hill and dale a summer’go on in the most delightful explanatory way over hill and dale a summer’go on in the most delightful explanatory way over hill and dale a summer’s day, and converts day, and converts day, and converts day, and converts day, and convert
a landscape into a didactic poem or a Pindara landscape into a didactic poem or a Pindara landscape into a didactic poem or a Pindara landscape into a didactic poem or a Pindara landscape into a didactic poem or a Pindaric ode. “He talkic ode. “He talkic ode. “He talkic ode. “He talkic ode. “He talked fed fed fed fed far above singar above singar above singar above singar above singinginginginging.....” If I could” If I could” If I could” If I could” If I could
so clothe mso clothe mso clothe mso clothe mso clothe my ideas in sounding and flowing wy ideas in sounding and flowing wy ideas in sounding and flowing wy ideas in sounding and flowing wy ideas in sounding and flowing wordsordsordsordsords, I might perhaps wish to have some one, I might perhaps wish to have some one, I might perhaps wish to have some one, I might perhaps wish to have some one, I might perhaps wish to have some one
with me to admire the swelling theme; or I could be more content, were is possibwith me to admire the swelling theme; or I could be more content, were is possibwith me to admire the swelling theme; or I could be more content, were is possibwith me to admire the swelling theme; or I could be more content, were is possibwith me to admire the swelling theme; or I could be more content, were is possible for me stillle for me stillle for me stillle for me stillle for me still
to hear his echoing voice in the wto hear his echoing voice in the wto hear his echoing voice in the wto hear his echoing voice in the wto hear his echoing voice in the woods of All-Foxden. Toods of All-Foxden. Toods of All-Foxden. Toods of All-Foxden. Toods of All-Foxden. Thehehehehey had “that fine madness in themy had “that fine madness in themy had “that fine madness in themy had “that fine madness in themy had “that fine madness in them
wwwwwhich our first poets had”; and if thehich our first poets had”; and if thehich our first poets had”; and if thehich our first poets had”; and if thehich our first poets had”; and if they could have been caught by some rare instrument,y could have been caught by some rare instrument,y could have been caught by some rare instrument,y could have been caught by some rare instrument,y could have been caught by some rare instrument,
wwwwwould have breathed such strains as the followingould have breathed such strains as the followingould have breathed such strains as the followingould have breathed such strains as the followingould have breathed such strains as the following.....

“Here be w“Here be w“Here be w“Here be w“Here be woods as greenoods as greenoods as greenoods as greenoods as green
As anAs anAs anAs anAs any, air liky, air liky, air liky, air liky, air likewise as fresh and sweetewise as fresh and sweetewise as fresh and sweetewise as fresh and sweetewise as fresh and sweet
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As then smooth Zephyrus plays on the fleetAs then smooth Zephyrus plays on the fleetAs then smooth Zephyrus plays on the fleetAs then smooth Zephyrus plays on the fleetAs then smooth Zephyrus plays on the fleet
Face of the curled streamsFace of the curled streamsFace of the curled streamsFace of the curled streamsFace of the curled streams, with flow’, with flow’, with flow’, with flow’, with flow’rs as manrs as manrs as manrs as manrs as manyyyyy
As the young sprAs the young sprAs the young sprAs the young sprAs the young spring ging ging ging ging givesivesivesivesives, and as choice as an, and as choice as an, and as choice as an, and as choice as an, and as choice as any;y;y;y;y;
Here be all new delightsHere be all new delightsHere be all new delightsHere be all new delightsHere be all new delights, cool streams and wells, cool streams and wells, cool streams and wells, cool streams and wells, cool streams and wells,,,,,
Arbours o’ergrown with wArbours o’ergrown with wArbours o’ergrown with wArbours o’ergrown with wArbours o’ergrown with woodbine, caves and dells;oodbine, caves and dells;oodbine, caves and dells;oodbine, caves and dells;oodbine, caves and dells;
Choose wChoose wChoose wChoose wChoose where thou wilt; where thou wilt; where thou wilt; where thou wilt; where thou wilt; whilst I sit by and singhilst I sit by and singhilst I sit by and singhilst I sit by and singhilst I sit by and sing.....
Or gOr gOr gOr gOr gather rushesather rushesather rushesather rushesather rushes, to mak, to mak, to mak, to mak, to make mane mane mane mane many a ry a ry a ry a ry a ringinginginging
For thy long fingFor thy long fingFor thy long fingFor thy long fingFor thy long fingers; tell thee tales of love;ers; tell thee tales of love;ers; tell thee tales of love;ers; tell thee tales of love;ers; tell thee tales of love;
How the pale Phoebe, hunting in a grove,How the pale Phoebe, hunting in a grove,How the pale Phoebe, hunting in a grove,How the pale Phoebe, hunting in a grove,How the pale Phoebe, hunting in a grove,
FFFFFirst saw the boy Endymion, from wirst saw the boy Endymion, from wirst saw the boy Endymion, from wirst saw the boy Endymion, from wirst saw the boy Endymion, from whose ehose ehose ehose ehose eyesyesyesyesyes
She took eternal fire that never dies;She took eternal fire that never dies;She took eternal fire that never dies;She took eternal fire that never dies;She took eternal fire that never dies;
How she conveHow she conveHow she conveHow she conveHow she convey’d him softly in a sleepy’d him softly in a sleepy’d him softly in a sleepy’d him softly in a sleepy’d him softly in a sleep,,,,,
His temples bound with popHis temples bound with popHis temples bound with popHis temples bound with popHis temples bound with poppy, to the steeppy, to the steeppy, to the steeppy, to the steeppy, to the steep
Head of old LatmosHead of old LatmosHead of old LatmosHead of old LatmosHead of old Latmos, w, w, w, w, where she stoops each night,here she stoops each night,here she stoops each night,here she stoops each night,here she stoops each night,
Gilding the mountain with her brother’Gilding the mountain with her brother’Gilding the mountain with her brother’Gilding the mountain with her brother’Gilding the mountain with her brother’s light,s light,s light,s light,s light,
TTTTToo kiss her sweetest.oo kiss her sweetest.oo kiss her sweetest.oo kiss her sweetest.oo kiss her sweetest.

Had I wHad I wHad I wHad I wHad I words and imagords and imagords and imagords and imagords and images at command likes at command likes at command likes at command likes at command like these, I we these, I we these, I we these, I we these, I would attempt to wakould attempt to wakould attempt to wakould attempt to wakould attempt to wake the thoughts thate the thoughts thate the thoughts thate the thoughts thate the thoughts that
lie slumberlie slumberlie slumberlie slumberlie slumbering on golden ring on golden ring on golden ring on golden ring on golden ridgidgidgidgidges in the evening clouds; but at the sight of nature mes in the evening clouds; but at the sight of nature mes in the evening clouds; but at the sight of nature mes in the evening clouds; but at the sight of nature mes in the evening clouds; but at the sight of nature my fy fy fy fy fancy,ancy,ancy,ancy,ancy,
poor as it ispoor as it ispoor as it ispoor as it ispoor as it is, droops and closes up its leaves, droops and closes up its leaves, droops and closes up its leaves, droops and closes up its leaves, droops and closes up its leaves, lik, lik, lik, lik, like flowers at sunset. I can make flowers at sunset. I can make flowers at sunset. I can make flowers at sunset. I can make flowers at sunset. I can make nothing oute nothing oute nothing oute nothing oute nothing out
on the spot:—I mon the spot:—I mon the spot:—I mon the spot:—I mon the spot:—I must have time to collect must have time to collect must have time to collect must have time to collect must have time to collect myselfyselfyselfyselfyself.....

In gIn gIn gIn gIn general, a good thing spoils out-of-door prospects; it should be reserved for tabeneral, a good thing spoils out-of-door prospects; it should be reserved for tabeneral, a good thing spoils out-of-door prospects; it should be reserved for tabeneral, a good thing spoils out-of-door prospects; it should be reserved for tabeneral, a good thing spoils out-of-door prospects; it should be reserved for table-talk.le-talk.le-talk.le-talk.le-talk.
Lamb is for this reason, I takLamb is for this reason, I takLamb is for this reason, I takLamb is for this reason, I takLamb is for this reason, I take it, the we it, the we it, the we it, the we it, the worst companorst companorst companorst companorst company in the wy in the wy in the wy in the wy in the world out of doors; because he isorld out of doors; because he isorld out of doors; because he isorld out of doors; because he isorld out of doors; because he is
the best within. I grant, there is one subject on wthe best within. I grant, there is one subject on wthe best within. I grant, there is one subject on wthe best within. I grant, there is one subject on wthe best within. I grant, there is one subject on which it is pleasant to talk on a journehich it is pleasant to talk on a journehich it is pleasant to talk on a journehich it is pleasant to talk on a journehich it is pleasant to talk on a journey; andy; andy; andy; andy; and
that isthat isthat isthat isthat is, w, w, w, w, what one shall have for suphat one shall have for suphat one shall have for suphat one shall have for suphat one shall have for supper wper wper wper wper when we ghen we ghen we ghen we ghen we get to our inn at night. Tet to our inn at night. Tet to our inn at night. Tet to our inn at night. Tet to our inn at night. The open airhe open airhe open airhe open airhe open air
improves this sort of conversation or frimproves this sort of conversation or frimproves this sort of conversation or frimproves this sort of conversation or frimproves this sort of conversation or friendly altercation by setting a kiendly altercation by setting a kiendly altercation by setting a kiendly altercation by setting a kiendly altercation by setting a keener edgeener edgeener edgeener edgeener edge on ape on ape on ape on ape on appetite.petite.petite.petite.petite.
Every mile of the road heightens the flavour of the viands we expect at the end of it. HowEvery mile of the road heightens the flavour of the viands we expect at the end of it. HowEvery mile of the road heightens the flavour of the viands we expect at the end of it. HowEvery mile of the road heightens the flavour of the viands we expect at the end of it. HowEvery mile of the road heightens the flavour of the viands we expect at the end of it. How
fine is it to enter some old town, walled and turreted, just at apfine is it to enter some old town, walled and turreted, just at apfine is it to enter some old town, walled and turreted, just at apfine is it to enter some old town, walled and turreted, just at apfine is it to enter some old town, walled and turreted, just at approach of nightfproach of nightfproach of nightfproach of nightfproach of nightfall, or toall, or toall, or toall, or toall, or to
come to some straggling villagcome to some straggling villagcome to some straggling villagcome to some straggling villagcome to some straggling village, with the lights streaming through the surrounding gloom;e, with the lights streaming through the surrounding gloom;e, with the lights streaming through the surrounding gloom;e, with the lights streaming through the surrounding gloom;e, with the lights streaming through the surrounding gloom;
and then after inquirand then after inquirand then after inquirand then after inquirand then after inquiring for the best entertainment that the place afing for the best entertainment that the place afing for the best entertainment that the place afing for the best entertainment that the place afing for the best entertainment that the place affordsfordsfordsfordsfords, to “tak, to “tak, to “tak, to “tak, to “take one’e one’e one’e one’e one’s eases eases eases eases ease
at one’at one’at one’at one’at one’s inn!” Ts inn!” Ts inn!” Ts inn!” Ts inn!” These eventful moments in our lives’ history are too precioushese eventful moments in our lives’ history are too precioushese eventful moments in our lives’ history are too precioushese eventful moments in our lives’ history are too precioushese eventful moments in our lives’ history are too precious, too full of solid,, too full of solid,, too full of solid,, too full of solid,, too full of solid,
heart-fheart-fheart-fheart-fheart-felt hapelt hapelt hapelt hapelt happiness to be frpiness to be frpiness to be frpiness to be frpiness to be frittered and drittered and drittered and drittered and drittered and dribibibibibbbbbbled away in imperfled away in imperfled away in imperfled away in imperfled away in imperfect sympathy. I wect sympathy. I wect sympathy. I wect sympathy. I wect sympathy. I would haveould haveould haveould haveould have
them all to mthem all to mthem all to mthem all to mthem all to myselfyselfyselfyselfyself, and drain them to the last drop; the, and drain them to the last drop; the, and drain them to the last drop; the, and drain them to the last drop; the, and drain them to the last drop; they will do to talk of or to wry will do to talk of or to wry will do to talk of or to wry will do to talk of or to wry will do to talk of or to write aboutite aboutite aboutite aboutite about
afterwardsafterwardsafterwardsafterwardsafterwards. W. W. W. W. What a delicate speculation it ishat a delicate speculation it ishat a delicate speculation it ishat a delicate speculation it ishat a delicate speculation it is, after dr, after dr, after dr, after dr, after drinking winking winking winking winking whole gobhole gobhole gobhole gobhole goblets of tea,lets of tea,lets of tea,lets of tea,lets of tea,
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“““““TTTTThe cups that cheerhe cups that cheerhe cups that cheerhe cups that cheerhe cups that cheer, but not inebr, but not inebr, but not inebr, but not inebr, but not inebriate,iate,iate,iate,iate,”””””

And letting the fumes ascend into the brain, to sit considerAnd letting the fumes ascend into the brain, to sit considerAnd letting the fumes ascend into the brain, to sit considerAnd letting the fumes ascend into the brain, to sit considerAnd letting the fumes ascend into the brain, to sit considering wing wing wing wing what we shall have forhat we shall have forhat we shall have forhat we shall have forhat we shall have for
supsupsupsupsupper — eggs and a rasherper — eggs and a rasherper — eggs and a rasherper — eggs and a rasherper — eggs and a rasher, a rab, a rab, a rab, a rab, a rabbit smothered in onionsbit smothered in onionsbit smothered in onionsbit smothered in onionsbit smothered in onions, or an excellent veal-cutlet! Sancho, or an excellent veal-cutlet! Sancho, or an excellent veal-cutlet! Sancho, or an excellent veal-cutlet! Sancho, or an excellent veal-cutlet! Sancho
in such a situation once fixed upon cow-heel; and his choice, though he could not help it, isin such a situation once fixed upon cow-heel; and his choice, though he could not help it, isin such a situation once fixed upon cow-heel; and his choice, though he could not help it, isin such a situation once fixed upon cow-heel; and his choice, though he could not help it, isin such a situation once fixed upon cow-heel; and his choice, though he could not help it, is
not to be disparagnot to be disparagnot to be disparagnot to be disparagnot to be disparaged. Ted. Ted. Ted. Ted. Then, in the intervals of pictured scenery and Shandean contemplation,hen, in the intervals of pictured scenery and Shandean contemplation,hen, in the intervals of pictured scenery and Shandean contemplation,hen, in the intervals of pictured scenery and Shandean contemplation,hen, in the intervals of pictured scenery and Shandean contemplation,
to catch the preparation and the stir in the kitchen [gto catch the preparation and the stir in the kitchen [gto catch the preparation and the stir in the kitchen [gto catch the preparation and the stir in the kitchen [gto catch the preparation and the stir in the kitchen [getting ready for the getting ready for the getting ready for the getting ready for the getting ready for the gentleman in theentleman in theentleman in theentleman in theentleman in the
parlour] parlour] parlour] parlour] parlour] Procul, O procul este profProcul, O procul este profProcul, O procul este profProcul, O procul este profProcul, O procul este profanianianianiani! T! T! T! T! These hours are sacred to silence and to mhese hours are sacred to silence and to mhese hours are sacred to silence and to mhese hours are sacred to silence and to mhese hours are sacred to silence and to musingusingusingusingusing, to be, to be, to be, to be, to be
treasured up in the memory, and to ftreasured up in the memory, and to ftreasured up in the memory, and to ftreasured up in the memory, and to ftreasured up in the memory, and to feed the source of smiling thoughts hereaftereed the source of smiling thoughts hereaftereed the source of smiling thoughts hereaftereed the source of smiling thoughts hereaftereed the source of smiling thoughts hereafter. I w. I w. I w. I w. I wouldouldouldouldould
not waste them in idle talk; or if I mnot waste them in idle talk; or if I mnot waste them in idle talk; or if I mnot waste them in idle talk; or if I mnot waste them in idle talk; or if I must have the integrust have the integrust have the integrust have the integrust have the integrity of fity of fity of fity of fity of fancy brokancy brokancy brokancy brokancy broken in upon, I wen in upon, I wen in upon, I wen in upon, I wen in upon, I wouldouldouldouldould
rather it were by a strangrather it were by a strangrather it were by a strangrather it were by a strangrather it were by a stranger than a frer than a frer than a frer than a frer than a friend. A strangiend. A strangiend. A strangiend. A strangiend. A stranger taker taker taker taker takes his hue and character from thees his hue and character from thees his hue and character from thees his hue and character from thees his hue and character from the
time and place; he is a part of the furniture and costume of an inn. If he is a Quaktime and place; he is a part of the furniture and costume of an inn. If he is a Quaktime and place; he is a part of the furniture and costume of an inn. If he is a Quaktime and place; he is a part of the furniture and costume of an inn. If he is a Quaktime and place; he is a part of the furniture and costume of an inn. If he is a Quakererererer, or from, or from, or from, or from, or from
the Wthe Wthe Wthe Wthe West Riding of Yest Riding of Yest Riding of Yest Riding of Yest Riding of Yorkshire, so morkshire, so morkshire, so morkshire, so morkshire, so much the betteruch the betteruch the betteruch the betteruch the better. I do not even try to sympathize with him,. I do not even try to sympathize with him,. I do not even try to sympathize with him,. I do not even try to sympathize with him,. I do not even try to sympathize with him,
and he breaks no squaresand he breaks no squaresand he breaks no squaresand he breaks no squaresand he breaks no squares. [How I love to see the camps of the g. [How I love to see the camps of the g. [How I love to see the camps of the g. [How I love to see the camps of the g. [How I love to see the camps of the gypsiesypsiesypsiesypsiesypsies, and to sigh m, and to sigh m, and to sigh m, and to sigh m, and to sigh my souly souly souly souly soul
into that sort of lifinto that sort of lifinto that sort of lifinto that sort of lifinto that sort of life. If I express this fe. If I express this fe. If I express this fe. If I express this fe. If I express this feeling to anothereeling to anothereeling to anothereeling to anothereeling to another, he may qualify and spoil it with, he may qualify and spoil it with, he may qualify and spoil it with, he may qualify and spoil it with, he may qualify and spoil it with
some objection.] I associate nothing with msome objection.] I associate nothing with msome objection.] I associate nothing with msome objection.] I associate nothing with msome objection.] I associate nothing with my travelling companion but present objects andy travelling companion but present objects andy travelling companion but present objects andy travelling companion but present objects andy travelling companion but present objects and
passing eventspassing eventspassing eventspassing eventspassing events. In his ignorance of me and m. In his ignorance of me and m. In his ignorance of me and m. In his ignorance of me and m. In his ignorance of me and my afy afy afy afy affffffairsairsairsairsairs, I in a manner forg, I in a manner forg, I in a manner forg, I in a manner forg, I in a manner forget met met met met myselfyselfyselfyselfyself. But a. But a. But a. But a. But a
frfrfrfrfriend reminds one of other thingsiend reminds one of other thingsiend reminds one of other thingsiend reminds one of other thingsiend reminds one of other things, r, r, r, r, rips up old grips up old grips up old grips up old grips up old grievancesievancesievancesievancesievances, and destroys the abstraction of the, and destroys the abstraction of the, and destroys the abstraction of the, and destroys the abstraction of the, and destroys the abstraction of the
scene. He comes in ungraciously between us and our imagscene. He comes in ungraciously between us and our imagscene. He comes in ungraciously between us and our imagscene. He comes in ungraciously between us and our imagscene. He comes in ungraciously between us and our imaginary characterinary characterinary characterinary characterinary character. Something is drop. Something is drop. Something is drop. Something is drop. Something is droppedpedpedpedped
in the course of conversation that gin the course of conversation that gin the course of conversation that gin the course of conversation that gin the course of conversation that gives a hint of your profives a hint of your profives a hint of your profives a hint of your profives a hint of your profession and pursuits; or fromession and pursuits; or fromession and pursuits; or fromession and pursuits; or fromession and pursuits; or from
having some one with you that knows the less subhaving some one with you that knows the less subhaving some one with you that knows the less subhaving some one with you that knows the less subhaving some one with you that knows the less sublime portions of your history, it seems thatlime portions of your history, it seems thatlime portions of your history, it seems thatlime portions of your history, it seems thatlime portions of your history, it seems that
other people doother people doother people doother people doother people do. Y. Y. Y. Y. You are no longou are no longou are no longou are no longou are no longer a citizen of the wer a citizen of the wer a citizen of the wer a citizen of the wer a citizen of the world: but your “unhoused free conditionorld: but your “unhoused free conditionorld: but your “unhoused free conditionorld: but your “unhoused free conditionorld: but your “unhoused free condition
is put into circumspection and confine.is put into circumspection and confine.is put into circumspection and confine.is put into circumspection and confine.is put into circumspection and confine.” T” T” T” T” The incognito of an inn is one of its strhe incognito of an inn is one of its strhe incognito of an inn is one of its strhe incognito of an inn is one of its strhe incognito of an inn is one of its striking priking priking priking priking privilegivilegivilegivilegivilegeseseseses
— “Lord of one’— “Lord of one’— “Lord of one’— “Lord of one’— “Lord of one’s selfs selfs selfs selfs self, uncumber’d with a name., uncumber’d with a name., uncumber’d with a name., uncumber’d with a name., uncumber’d with a name.” Oh! It is great to shak” Oh! It is great to shak” Oh! It is great to shak” Oh! It is great to shak” Oh! It is great to shake ofe ofe ofe ofe off the trammels off the trammels off the trammels off the trammels off the trammels of
the wthe wthe wthe wthe world and of puborld and of puborld and of puborld and of puborld and of public opinion — to lose our importunate, tormentinglic opinion — to lose our importunate, tormentinglic opinion — to lose our importunate, tormentinglic opinion — to lose our importunate, tormentinglic opinion — to lose our importunate, tormenting, everlasting personal, everlasting personal, everlasting personal, everlasting personal, everlasting personal
identity in the elements of nature, and become the creature of the moment, clear of all ties —identity in the elements of nature, and become the creature of the moment, clear of all ties —identity in the elements of nature, and become the creature of the moment, clear of all ties —identity in the elements of nature, and become the creature of the moment, clear of all ties —identity in the elements of nature, and become the creature of the moment, clear of all ties —
to hold to the universe only by a dish of sweet-breadsto hold to the universe only by a dish of sweet-breadsto hold to the universe only by a dish of sweet-breadsto hold to the universe only by a dish of sweet-breadsto hold to the universe only by a dish of sweet-breads, and to owe nothing but the score of, and to owe nothing but the score of, and to owe nothing but the score of, and to owe nothing but the score of, and to owe nothing but the score of
the evening — and no longthe evening — and no longthe evening — and no longthe evening — and no longthe evening — and no longer seeking for the aper seeking for the aper seeking for the aper seeking for the aper seeking for the applause and meeting with contempt, to beplause and meeting with contempt, to beplause and meeting with contempt, to beplause and meeting with contempt, to beplause and meeting with contempt, to be
known by no other title than the Gentleman in the parlour! One may takknown by no other title than the Gentleman in the parlour! One may takknown by no other title than the Gentleman in the parlour! One may takknown by no other title than the Gentleman in the parlour! One may takknown by no other title than the Gentleman in the parlour! One may take one’e one’e one’e one’e one’s choice of alls choice of alls choice of alls choice of alls choice of all
characters in this romantic state of uncertainly as to one’characters in this romantic state of uncertainly as to one’characters in this romantic state of uncertainly as to one’characters in this romantic state of uncertainly as to one’characters in this romantic state of uncertainly as to one’s real pretensionss real pretensionss real pretensionss real pretensionss real pretensions, and become, and become, and become, and become, and become
indefinitely respectabindefinitely respectabindefinitely respectabindefinitely respectabindefinitely respectable and negle and negle and negle and negle and negatively ratively ratively ratively ratively right-wight-wight-wight-wight-worshipful. Worshipful. Worshipful. Worshipful. Worshipful. We bafe bafe bafe bafe baffle prejudice and disapfle prejudice and disapfle prejudice and disapfle prejudice and disapfle prejudice and disappointpointpointpointpoint
conjecture; and from being so to othersconjecture; and from being so to othersconjecture; and from being so to othersconjecture; and from being so to othersconjecture; and from being so to others, beg, beg, beg, beg, begin to be objects of curin to be objects of curin to be objects of curin to be objects of curin to be objects of curiosity and wiosity and wiosity and wiosity and wiosity and wonder even toonder even toonder even toonder even toonder even to
ourselvesourselvesourselvesourselvesourselves. W. W. W. W. We are no more those hace are no more those hace are no more those hace are no more those hace are no more those hackneknekneknekneyed common-places that we apyed common-places that we apyed common-places that we apyed common-places that we apyed common-places that we appear in the wpear in the wpear in the wpear in the wpear in the world; anorld; anorld; anorld; anorld; an
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inn restores us to the level of nature and quits scores with society! I have certainly spentinn restores us to the level of nature and quits scores with society! I have certainly spentinn restores us to the level of nature and quits scores with society! I have certainly spentinn restores us to the level of nature and quits scores with society! I have certainly spentinn restores us to the level of nature and quits scores with society! I have certainly spent
some enviabsome enviabsome enviabsome enviabsome enviable hours at inns — sometimes wle hours at inns — sometimes wle hours at inns — sometimes wle hours at inns — sometimes wle hours at inns — sometimes when I have been left entirely to mhen I have been left entirely to mhen I have been left entirely to mhen I have been left entirely to mhen I have been left entirely to myself and haveyself and haveyself and haveyself and haveyself and have
tired to solve some metaphysical probtired to solve some metaphysical probtired to solve some metaphysical probtired to solve some metaphysical probtired to solve some metaphysical problem, as once at Wlem, as once at Wlem, as once at Wlem, as once at Wlem, as once at Witham-common, witham-common, witham-common, witham-common, witham-common, where I found outhere I found outhere I found outhere I found outhere I found out
the proof that likthe proof that likthe proof that likthe proof that likthe proof that likenesss is not a case of the association of ideas — at other timesenesss is not a case of the association of ideas — at other timesenesss is not a case of the association of ideas — at other timesenesss is not a case of the association of ideas — at other timesenesss is not a case of the association of ideas — at other times, w, w, w, w, when therehen therehen therehen therehen there
have been pictures in the room, as at St Neot’have been pictures in the room, as at St Neot’have been pictures in the room, as at St Neot’have been pictures in the room, as at St Neot’have been pictures in the room, as at St Neot’s (I think I was), ws (I think I was), ws (I think I was), ws (I think I was), ws (I think I was), where I first met withhere I first met withhere I first met withhere I first met withhere I first met with
GrGrGrGrGribelin’ibelin’ibelin’ibelin’ibelin’s engravings of the Cartoonss engravings of the Cartoonss engravings of the Cartoonss engravings of the Cartoonss engravings of the Cartoons, into w, into w, into w, into w, into which I entered at once, and at a little inn on thehich I entered at once, and at a little inn on thehich I entered at once, and at a little inn on thehich I entered at once, and at a little inn on thehich I entered at once, and at a little inn on the
borders of Wborders of Wborders of Wborders of Wborders of Walesalesalesalesales, w, w, w, w, where there haphere there haphere there haphere there haphere there happened to be hangpened to be hangpened to be hangpened to be hangpened to be hanging some of Wing some of Wing some of Wing some of Wing some of Westall’estall’estall’estall’estall’s drawingss drawingss drawingss drawingss drawings, w, w, w, w, which Ihich Ihich Ihich Ihich I
compared trcompared trcompared trcompared trcompared triumphantly (for a theory that I had, not for the admired artist) with the figureiumphantly (for a theory that I had, not for the admired artist) with the figureiumphantly (for a theory that I had, not for the admired artist) with the figureiumphantly (for a theory that I had, not for the admired artist) with the figureiumphantly (for a theory that I had, not for the admired artist) with the figure
of a gof a gof a gof a gof a girl wirl wirl wirl wirl who had fho had fho had fho had fho had ferrerrerrerrerried me over the Severn, standing up in a boat between me and theied me over the Severn, standing up in a boat between me and theied me over the Severn, standing up in a boat between me and theied me over the Severn, standing up in a boat between me and theied me over the Severn, standing up in a boat between me and the
twilight — at other times I might mention luxurtwilight — at other times I might mention luxurtwilight — at other times I might mention luxurtwilight — at other times I might mention luxurtwilight — at other times I might mention luxuriating in booksiating in booksiating in booksiating in booksiating in books, with a peculiar interest in, with a peculiar interest in, with a peculiar interest in, with a peculiar interest in, with a peculiar interest in
this way, as I remember sitting up half the night to read Pthis way, as I remember sitting up half the night to read Pthis way, as I remember sitting up half the night to read Pthis way, as I remember sitting up half the night to read Pthis way, as I remember sitting up half the night to read Paul and Virgaul and Virgaul and Virgaul and Virgaul and Virgiririririria , wia , wia , wia , wia , which I pichich I pichich I pichich I pichich I pickkkkkededededed
up at an inn at Brup at an inn at Brup at an inn at Brup at an inn at Brup at an inn at Bridgidgidgidgidgewaterewaterewaterewaterewater, after being drenched in the rain all day; and at the same place, after being drenched in the rain all day; and at the same place, after being drenched in the rain all day; and at the same place, after being drenched in the rain all day; and at the same place, after being drenched in the rain all day; and at the same place
I got through twI got through twI got through twI got through twI got through two volumes of Madam D’Arbo volumes of Madam D’Arbo volumes of Madam D’Arbo volumes of Madam D’Arbo volumes of Madam D’Arblay’lay’lay’lay’lay’s Camilla . It was on the 10th of Aprs Camilla . It was on the 10th of Aprs Camilla . It was on the 10th of Aprs Camilla . It was on the 10th of Aprs Camilla . It was on the 10th of April,il,il,il,il,
1798, that I sat down to a volume of the 1798, that I sat down to a volume of the 1798, that I sat down to a volume of the 1798, that I sat down to a volume of the 1798, that I sat down to a volume of the New EloiseNew EloiseNew EloiseNew EloiseNew Eloise, at the inn at Llangollen, over a bottle, at the inn at Llangollen, over a bottle, at the inn at Llangollen, over a bottle, at the inn at Llangollen, over a bottle, at the inn at Llangollen, over a bottle
of sherry and cold chicof sherry and cold chicof sherry and cold chicof sherry and cold chicof sherry and cold chickkkkken. Ten. Ten. Ten. Ten. The letter I chose was that in whe letter I chose was that in whe letter I chose was that in whe letter I chose was that in whe letter I chose was that in which St. Preux descrhich St. Preux descrhich St. Preux descrhich St. Preux descrhich St. Preux describes hisibes hisibes hisibes hisibes his
fffffeelings as he first caught a glimpse from the heights of the Jura of the Peelings as he first caught a glimpse from the heights of the Jura of the Peelings as he first caught a glimpse from the heights of the Jura of the Peelings as he first caught a glimpse from the heights of the Jura of the Peelings as he first caught a glimpse from the heights of the Jura of the Pays de Vays de Vays de Vays de Vays de Vaud, waud, waud, waud, waud, whichhichhichhichhich
I had brought with me as a I had brought with me as a I had brought with me as a I had brought with me as a I had brought with me as a bon bouchebon bouchebon bouchebon bouchebon bouche to crown the evening with. It was m to crown the evening with. It was m to crown the evening with. It was m to crown the evening with. It was m to crown the evening with. It was my birth-day, andy birth-day, andy birth-day, andy birth-day, andy birth-day, and
I had for the first time comer from a place in the neighbourhood to visit this delightful spot.I had for the first time comer from a place in the neighbourhood to visit this delightful spot.I had for the first time comer from a place in the neighbourhood to visit this delightful spot.I had for the first time comer from a place in the neighbourhood to visit this delightful spot.I had for the first time comer from a place in the neighbourhood to visit this delightful spot.
TTTTThe road to Llangollen turns ofhe road to Llangollen turns ofhe road to Llangollen turns ofhe road to Llangollen turns ofhe road to Llangollen turns off between Chirk and Wrexham; and on passing a certainf between Chirk and Wrexham; and on passing a certainf between Chirk and Wrexham; and on passing a certainf between Chirk and Wrexham; and on passing a certainf between Chirk and Wrexham; and on passing a certain
point you come all at once upon the vallepoint you come all at once upon the vallepoint you come all at once upon the vallepoint you come all at once upon the vallepoint you come all at once upon the valley, wy, wy, wy, wy, which opens likhich opens likhich opens likhich opens likhich opens like an amphitheatre, broad, barrene an amphitheatre, broad, barrene an amphitheatre, broad, barrene an amphitheatre, broad, barrene an amphitheatre, broad, barren
hills rhills rhills rhills rhills rising in majestic state on either side, with “green upland swells that echo to the bising in majestic state on either side, with “green upland swells that echo to the bising in majestic state on either side, with “green upland swells that echo to the bising in majestic state on either side, with “green upland swells that echo to the bising in majestic state on either side, with “green upland swells that echo to the bleatleatleatleatleat
of flocof flocof flocof flocof flocks” belowks” belowks” belowks” belowks” below, and the r, and the r, and the r, and the r, and the river Dee babiver Dee babiver Dee babiver Dee babiver Dee babbbbbbling over its stonling over its stonling over its stonling over its stonling over its stony bed in the midst of them. Ty bed in the midst of them. Ty bed in the midst of them. Ty bed in the midst of them. Ty bed in the midst of them. Thehehehehe
vallevallevallevallevalley at this time “glittered green with sunny at this time “glittered green with sunny at this time “glittered green with sunny at this time “glittered green with sunny at this time “glittered green with sunny showersy showersy showersy showersy showers,,,,,” and a bud” and a bud” and a bud” and a bud” and a budding ash-tree dipding ash-tree dipding ash-tree dipding ash-tree dipding ash-tree dipped itsped itsped itsped itsped its
tender branches in the chiding stream. How proud, how glad I was to walk along the hightender branches in the chiding stream. How proud, how glad I was to walk along the hightender branches in the chiding stream. How proud, how glad I was to walk along the hightender branches in the chiding stream. How proud, how glad I was to walk along the hightender branches in the chiding stream. How proud, how glad I was to walk along the high
road that overlooks the delicious prospect, repeating the lines wroad that overlooks the delicious prospect, repeating the lines wroad that overlooks the delicious prospect, repeating the lines wroad that overlooks the delicious prospect, repeating the lines wroad that overlooks the delicious prospect, repeating the lines which I have just quoted fromhich I have just quoted fromhich I have just quoted fromhich I have just quoted fromhich I have just quoted from
Mr ColerMr ColerMr ColerMr ColerMr Coleridgidgidgidgidge’e’e’e’e’s poems! But besides the prospect ws poems! But besides the prospect ws poems! But besides the prospect ws poems! But besides the prospect ws poems! But besides the prospect which opened beneath mhich opened beneath mhich opened beneath mhich opened beneath mhich opened beneath my fy fy fy fy feet, another alsoeet, another alsoeet, another alsoeet, another alsoeet, another also
opened to mopened to mopened to mopened to mopened to my inward sight, a heavenly vision, on wy inward sight, a heavenly vision, on wy inward sight, a heavenly vision, on wy inward sight, a heavenly vision, on wy inward sight, a heavenly vision, on which were wrhich were wrhich were wrhich were wrhich were written, in letters largitten, in letters largitten, in letters largitten, in letters largitten, in letters large ase ase ase ase as
Hope could makHope could makHope could makHope could makHope could make them, these four we them, these four we them, these four we them, these four we them, these four wordsordsordsordsords, Liberty, Genius, Liberty, Genius, Liberty, Genius, Liberty, Genius, Liberty, Genius, Love, Virtue; w, Love, Virtue; w, Love, Virtue; w, Love, Virtue; w, Love, Virtue; which have sincehich have sincehich have sincehich have sincehich have since
fffffaded in the light of common day or mocaded in the light of common day or mocaded in the light of common day or mocaded in the light of common day or mocaded in the light of common day or mock mk mk mk mk my idle gy idle gy idle gy idle gy idle gaze.aze.aze.aze.aze.

“T“T“T“T“The Beautiful is vanished, and returns not.he Beautiful is vanished, and returns not.he Beautiful is vanished, and returns not.he Beautiful is vanished, and returns not.he Beautiful is vanished, and returns not.”””””

Still I wStill I wStill I wStill I wStill I would return some time or other to this enchanted spot; but I would return some time or other to this enchanted spot; but I would return some time or other to this enchanted spot; but I would return some time or other to this enchanted spot; but I would return some time or other to this enchanted spot; but I would return to itould return to itould return to itould return to itould return to it
alone. Walone. Walone. Walone. Walone. What other self could I find to share that influx of thoughts of regret and delight, thehat other self could I find to share that influx of thoughts of regret and delight, thehat other self could I find to share that influx of thoughts of regret and delight, thehat other self could I find to share that influx of thoughts of regret and delight, thehat other self could I find to share that influx of thoughts of regret and delight, the
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fragments of wfragments of wfragments of wfragments of wfragments of which I could hardly conjure up mhich I could hardly conjure up mhich I could hardly conjure up mhich I could hardly conjure up mhich I could hardly conjure up myselfyselfyselfyselfyself, so m, so m, so m, so m, so much have theuch have theuch have theuch have theuch have they been broky been broky been broky been broky been broken anden anden anden anden and
defdefdefdefdefaced! I could stand on some tall rocaced! I could stand on some tall rocaced! I could stand on some tall rocaced! I could stand on some tall rocaced! I could stand on some tall rock and over look the precipice of years that separatesk and over look the precipice of years that separatesk and over look the precipice of years that separatesk and over look the precipice of years that separatesk and over look the precipice of years that separates
me from wme from wme from wme from wme from what I then washat I then washat I then washat I then washat I then was. I was at that time going shortly to visit the poet w. I was at that time going shortly to visit the poet w. I was at that time going shortly to visit the poet w. I was at that time going shortly to visit the poet w. I was at that time going shortly to visit the poet whom I havehom I havehom I havehom I havehom I have
above named. Wabove named. Wabove named. Wabove named. Wabove named. Where is he now? Not only I mhere is he now? Not only I mhere is he now? Not only I mhere is he now? Not only I mhere is he now? Not only I myself have changyself have changyself have changyself have changyself have changed; the wed; the wed; the wed; the wed; the world, world, world, world, world, which was thenhich was thenhich was thenhich was thenhich was then
new to me, has become old and incorrnew to me, has become old and incorrnew to me, has become old and incorrnew to me, has become old and incorrnew to me, has become old and incorrigigigigigibibibibible. Yle. Yle. Yle. Yle. Yet will I turn to thee in thought, O sylvan Dee,et will I turn to thee in thought, O sylvan Dee,et will I turn to thee in thought, O sylvan Dee,et will I turn to thee in thought, O sylvan Dee,et will I turn to thee in thought, O sylvan Dee,
in joy, in youth and gladness as though then wert; and thou shalt always be to me the rin joy, in youth and gladness as though then wert; and thou shalt always be to me the rin joy, in youth and gladness as though then wert; and thou shalt always be to me the rin joy, in youth and gladness as though then wert; and thou shalt always be to me the rin joy, in youth and gladness as though then wert; and thou shalt always be to me the riveriveriveriveriver
of Pof Pof Pof Pof Paradise, waradise, waradise, waradise, waradise, where I will drhere I will drhere I will drhere I will drhere I will drink the waters of lifink the waters of lifink the waters of lifink the waters of lifink the waters of life freely!e freely!e freely!e freely!e freely!

TTTTThere is hardly anhere is hardly anhere is hardly anhere is hardly anhere is hardly anything that shows the short-sightedness or caprything that shows the short-sightedness or caprything that shows the short-sightedness or caprything that shows the short-sightedness or caprything that shows the short-sightedness or capriciousness of the imagiciousness of the imagiciousness of the imagiciousness of the imagiciousness of the imaginationinationinationinationination
more than travelling doesmore than travelling doesmore than travelling doesmore than travelling doesmore than travelling does. W. W. W. W. With changith changith changith changith change of place we change of place we change of place we change of place we change of place we change our ideas; nay. our opinions ande our ideas; nay. our opinions ande our ideas; nay. our opinions ande our ideas; nay. our opinions ande our ideas; nay. our opinions and
fffffeelingseelingseelingseelingseelings. W. W. W. W. We can by an efe can by an efe can by an efe can by an efe can by an effort indeed transport ourselves to old and long-forgotten scenesfort indeed transport ourselves to old and long-forgotten scenesfort indeed transport ourselves to old and long-forgotten scenesfort indeed transport ourselves to old and long-forgotten scenesfort indeed transport ourselves to old and long-forgotten scenes,,,,,
and then the picture of the mind revives agand then the picture of the mind revives agand then the picture of the mind revives agand then the picture of the mind revives agand then the picture of the mind revives again; but we forgain; but we forgain; but we forgain; but we forgain; but we forget those that we have just left. Itet those that we have just left. Itet those that we have just left. Itet those that we have just left. Itet those that we have just left. It
seems that we can think but of one place at a time. Tseems that we can think but of one place at a time. Tseems that we can think but of one place at a time. Tseems that we can think but of one place at a time. Tseems that we can think but of one place at a time. The canvas of the fhe canvas of the fhe canvas of the fhe canvas of the fhe canvas of the fancy is but of aancy is but of aancy is but of aancy is but of aancy is but of a
certain extent, and if we paint one set of objects upon it, thecertain extent, and if we paint one set of objects upon it, thecertain extent, and if we paint one set of objects upon it, thecertain extent, and if we paint one set of objects upon it, thecertain extent, and if we paint one set of objects upon it, they immediately efy immediately efy immediately efy immediately efy immediately efffffface every otherace every otherace every otherace every otherace every other.....
WWWWWe cannot enlarge cannot enlarge cannot enlarge cannot enlarge cannot enlarge our conceptionse our conceptionse our conceptionse our conceptionse our conceptions, we can only shift our point of view, we can only shift our point of view, we can only shift our point of view, we can only shift our point of view, we can only shift our point of view. T. T. T. T. The landscape bareshe landscape bareshe landscape bareshe landscape bareshe landscape bares
its bosom to the enraptured eits bosom to the enraptured eits bosom to the enraptured eits bosom to the enraptured eits bosom to the enraptured eye, we takye, we takye, we takye, we takye, we take our fill of it and seem as if we could form no othere our fill of it and seem as if we could form no othere our fill of it and seem as if we could form no othere our fill of it and seem as if we could form no othere our fill of it and seem as if we could form no other
imagimagimagimagimage of beauty or grandeure of beauty or grandeure of beauty or grandeure of beauty or grandeure of beauty or grandeur. W. W. W. W. We pass on and think no more of it; the hore pass on and think no more of it; the hore pass on and think no more of it; the hore pass on and think no more of it; the hore pass on and think no more of it; the horizon that shuts ifizon that shuts ifizon that shuts ifizon that shuts ifizon that shuts if
from our sight, also bfrom our sight, also bfrom our sight, also bfrom our sight, also bfrom our sight, also blots it from our memory liklots it from our memory liklots it from our memory liklots it from our memory liklots it from our memory like a dream. In travelling through a wild,e a dream. In travelling through a wild,e a dream. In travelling through a wild,e a dream. In travelling through a wild,e a dream. In travelling through a wild,
barren country, I can form no idea of a wbarren country, I can form no idea of a wbarren country, I can form no idea of a wbarren country, I can form no idea of a wbarren country, I can form no idea of a woody and cultivated one. It apoody and cultivated one. It apoody and cultivated one. It apoody and cultivated one. It apoody and cultivated one. It appears to me that allpears to me that allpears to me that allpears to me that allpears to me that all
the wthe wthe wthe wthe world morld morld morld morld must be barren, likust be barren, likust be barren, likust be barren, likust be barren, like we we we we what I see of it. In the country we forghat I see of it. In the country we forghat I see of it. In the country we forghat I see of it. In the country we forghat I see of it. In the country we forget the town and in theet the town and in theet the town and in theet the town and in theet the town and in the
town we despise the country. “Betown we despise the country. “Betown we despise the country. “Betown we despise the country. “Betown we despise the country. “Beyond Hyde Pyond Hyde Pyond Hyde Pyond Hyde Pyond Hyde Park,ark,ark,ark,ark,” says Sir Fopling Flutter” says Sir Fopling Flutter” says Sir Fopling Flutter” says Sir Fopling Flutter” says Sir Fopling Flutter, “all is a desert., “all is a desert., “all is a desert., “all is a desert., “all is a desert.”””””
All that part of the map wAll that part of the map wAll that part of the map wAll that part of the map wAll that part of the map which we do not see before us is a bhich we do not see before us is a bhich we do not see before us is a bhich we do not see before us is a bhich we do not see before us is a blank. Tlank. Tlank. Tlank. Tlank. The whe whe whe whe world in our conceitorld in our conceitorld in our conceitorld in our conceitorld in our conceit
of it is not mof it is not mof it is not mof it is not mof it is not much bigguch bigguch bigguch bigguch bigger than a nutshell. It is not one prospect expanded into anotherer than a nutshell. It is not one prospect expanded into anotherer than a nutshell. It is not one prospect expanded into anotherer than a nutshell. It is not one prospect expanded into anotherer than a nutshell. It is not one prospect expanded into another, country, country, country, country, country
joined to country, kingdom to kingdom, land to seasjoined to country, kingdom to kingdom, land to seasjoined to country, kingdom to kingdom, land to seasjoined to country, kingdom to kingdom, land to seasjoined to country, kingdom to kingdom, land to seas, making an imag, making an imag, making an imag, making an imag, making an image voluminous and vast;e voluminous and vast;e voluminous and vast;e voluminous and vast;e voluminous and vast;
—the mind can form no larg—the mind can form no larg—the mind can form no larg—the mind can form no larg—the mind can form no larger idea of space than the eer idea of space than the eer idea of space than the eer idea of space than the eer idea of space than the eye can takye can takye can takye can takye can take in at a single glance. Te in at a single glance. Te in at a single glance. Te in at a single glance. Te in at a single glance. Thehehehehe
rest is a name wrrest is a name wrrest is a name wrrest is a name wrrest is a name written in a mapitten in a mapitten in a mapitten in a mapitten in a map, a calculation of ar, a calculation of ar, a calculation of ar, a calculation of ar, a calculation of arithmetic. For instance, withmetic. For instance, withmetic. For instance, withmetic. For instance, withmetic. For instance, what is the truehat is the truehat is the truehat is the truehat is the true
signification of that immense mass of terrsignification of that immense mass of terrsignification of that immense mass of terrsignification of that immense mass of terrsignification of that immense mass of territory and population, known by the name of Chinaitory and population, known by the name of Chinaitory and population, known by the name of Chinaitory and population, known by the name of Chinaitory and population, known by the name of China
to us? An inch of pasteboard on a wto us? An inch of pasteboard on a wto us? An inch of pasteboard on a wto us? An inch of pasteboard on a wto us? An inch of pasteboard on a wooden globe, of no more account than a China orangooden globe, of no more account than a China orangooden globe, of no more account than a China orangooden globe, of no more account than a China orangooden globe, of no more account than a China orange!e!e!e!e!
TTTTThings near us are seen at the size of lifhings near us are seen at the size of lifhings near us are seen at the size of lifhings near us are seen at the size of lifhings near us are seen at the size of life; things at a distance are diminished to the size ofe; things at a distance are diminished to the size ofe; things at a distance are diminished to the size ofe; things at a distance are diminished to the size ofe; things at a distance are diminished to the size of
the understandingthe understandingthe understandingthe understandingthe understanding. W. W. W. W. We measure the universe by ourselvese measure the universe by ourselvese measure the universe by ourselvese measure the universe by ourselvese measure the universe by ourselves, and even comprehend the texture, and even comprehend the texture, and even comprehend the texture, and even comprehend the texture, and even comprehend the texture
of our own being only peace-meal. In this way, howeverof our own being only peace-meal. In this way, howeverof our own being only peace-meal. In this way, howeverof our own being only peace-meal. In this way, howeverof our own being only peace-meal. In this way, however, we remember an infinity of things, we remember an infinity of things, we remember an infinity of things, we remember an infinity of things, we remember an infinity of things
and placesand placesand placesand placesand places. T. T. T. T. The mind is likhe mind is likhe mind is likhe mind is likhe mind is like a mechanical instrument that plays a great vare a mechanical instrument that plays a great vare a mechanical instrument that plays a great vare a mechanical instrument that plays a great vare a mechanical instrument that plays a great variety of tunesiety of tunesiety of tunesiety of tunesiety of tunes, but, but, but, but, but
it mit mit mit mit must play them in succession. One idea recalls anotherust play them in succession. One idea recalls anotherust play them in succession. One idea recalls anotherust play them in succession. One idea recalls anotherust play them in succession. One idea recalls another, but it at the same times excludes, but it at the same times excludes, but it at the same times excludes, but it at the same times excludes, but it at the same times excludes
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all othersall othersall othersall othersall others. In trying to renew old recollections. In trying to renew old recollections. In trying to renew old recollections. In trying to renew old recollections. In trying to renew old recollections, we cannot as it were unfold the w, we cannot as it were unfold the w, we cannot as it were unfold the w, we cannot as it were unfold the w, we cannot as it were unfold the whole web ofhole web ofhole web ofhole web ofhole web of
our existence; we mour existence; we mour existence; we mour existence; we mour existence; we must picust picust picust picust pick out the single threadsk out the single threadsk out the single threadsk out the single threadsk out the single threads. So in coming to a place w. So in coming to a place w. So in coming to a place w. So in coming to a place w. So in coming to a place where we havehere we havehere we havehere we havehere we have
formerly lived and with wformerly lived and with wformerly lived and with wformerly lived and with wformerly lived and with which we have intimate associationshich we have intimate associationshich we have intimate associationshich we have intimate associationshich we have intimate associations, every one m, every one m, every one m, every one m, every one must have foundust have foundust have foundust have foundust have found
that the fthat the fthat the fthat the fthat the feeling grows more vivid the nearer we apeeling grows more vivid the nearer we apeeling grows more vivid the nearer we apeeling grows more vivid the nearer we apeeling grows more vivid the nearer we approach the spot, from the mere anticipationproach the spot, from the mere anticipationproach the spot, from the mere anticipationproach the spot, from the mere anticipationproach the spot, from the mere anticipation
of the actual impression; we remember circumstancesof the actual impression; we remember circumstancesof the actual impression; we remember circumstancesof the actual impression; we remember circumstancesof the actual impression; we remember circumstances, f, f, f, f, feelingseelingseelingseelingseelings, persons, persons, persons, persons, persons, f, f, f, f, facesacesacesacesaces, names that we, names that we, names that we, names that we, names that we
had not thought of for years; but for the time all the rest of the whad not thought of for years; but for the time all the rest of the whad not thought of for years; but for the time all the rest of the whad not thought of for years; but for the time all the rest of the whad not thought of for years; but for the time all the rest of the world is forgotten! — Torld is forgotten! — Torld is forgotten! — Torld is forgotten! — Torld is forgotten! — Tooooo
return to the question I have quitted above:return to the question I have quitted above:return to the question I have quitted above:return to the question I have quitted above:return to the question I have quitted above:

I have no objection to go to see ruinsI have no objection to go to see ruinsI have no objection to go to see ruinsI have no objection to go to see ruinsI have no objection to go to see ruins, aqueducts, aqueducts, aqueducts, aqueducts, aqueducts, pictures, pictures, pictures, pictures, pictures, in compan, in compan, in compan, in compan, in company with a fry with a fry with a fry with a fry with a friend or aiend or aiend or aiend or aiend or a
party, bur rather the contrary, for the former reason reversed. Tparty, bur rather the contrary, for the former reason reversed. Tparty, bur rather the contrary, for the former reason reversed. Tparty, bur rather the contrary, for the former reason reversed. Tparty, bur rather the contrary, for the former reason reversed. Thehehehehey are intelligy are intelligy are intelligy are intelligy are intelligibibibibible mattersle mattersle mattersle mattersle matters
and will bear talking about. Tand will bear talking about. Tand will bear talking about. Tand will bear talking about. Tand will bear talking about. The sentiment here is not tacit, but commhe sentiment here is not tacit, but commhe sentiment here is not tacit, but commhe sentiment here is not tacit, but commhe sentiment here is not tacit, but communicabunicabunicabunicabunicable and overt.le and overt.le and overt.le and overt.le and overt.
Salisbury Plain is barren of crSalisbury Plain is barren of crSalisbury Plain is barren of crSalisbury Plain is barren of crSalisbury Plain is barren of criticism, but Stonehengiticism, but Stonehengiticism, but Stonehengiticism, but Stonehengiticism, but Stonehenge will bear a discussion antiquare will bear a discussion antiquare will bear a discussion antiquare will bear a discussion antiquare will bear a discussion antiquarian,ian,ian,ian,ian,
picturesque, and philosophical. In setting out on a party of pleasure, the first considerationpicturesque, and philosophical. In setting out on a party of pleasure, the first considerationpicturesque, and philosophical. In setting out on a party of pleasure, the first considerationpicturesque, and philosophical. In setting out on a party of pleasure, the first considerationpicturesque, and philosophical. In setting out on a party of pleasure, the first consideration
is always wis always wis always wis always wis always where we shall go tohere we shall go tohere we shall go tohere we shall go tohere we shall go to, in taking a solitary ramb, in taking a solitary ramb, in taking a solitary ramb, in taking a solitary ramb, in taking a solitary ramble, the question is wle, the question is wle, the question is wle, the question is wle, the question is what we shallhat we shallhat we shallhat we shallhat we shall
meet with by the way. “Tmeet with by the way. “Tmeet with by the way. “Tmeet with by the way. “Tmeet with by the way. “The mind is its own place”; nor are we anxious to arrhe mind is its own place”; nor are we anxious to arrhe mind is its own place”; nor are we anxious to arrhe mind is its own place”; nor are we anxious to arrhe mind is its own place”; nor are we anxious to arrive at the endive at the endive at the endive at the endive at the end
of our journeof our journeof our journeof our journeof our journey. I can my. I can my. I can my. I can my. I can myself do the honours indifyself do the honours indifyself do the honours indifyself do the honours indifyself do the honours indifffffferently well to werently well to werently well to werently well to werently well to works or art and curorks or art and curorks or art and curorks or art and curorks or art and curiosity.iosity.iosity.iosity.iosity.
I once took a party to Oxford with no mean I once took a party to Oxford with no mean I once took a party to Oxford with no mean I once took a party to Oxford with no mean I once took a party to Oxford with no mean ÃclatÃclatÃclatÃclatÃclat — showed them the seat of the Muses at — showed them the seat of the Muses at — showed them the seat of the Muses at — showed them the seat of the Muses at — showed them the seat of the Muses at
a distancea distancea distancea distancea distance

“W“W“W“W“With glisterith glisterith glisterith glisterith glistering spires and pinnacles adorn’d...ing spires and pinnacles adorn’d...ing spires and pinnacles adorn’d...ing spires and pinnacles adorn’d...ing spires and pinnacles adorn’d...”””””

descanted on the learned air that breathes from the grassy quadrangles and stonedescanted on the learned air that breathes from the grassy quadrangles and stonedescanted on the learned air that breathes from the grassy quadrangles and stonedescanted on the learned air that breathes from the grassy quadrangles and stonedescanted on the learned air that breathes from the grassy quadrangles and stone
walls of halls and collegwalls of halls and collegwalls of halls and collegwalls of halls and collegwalls of halls and colleges — was at home in the Bodleian; and at Blenheim quitees — was at home in the Bodleian; and at Blenheim quitees — was at home in the Bodleian; and at Blenheim quitees — was at home in the Bodleian; and at Blenheim quitees — was at home in the Bodleian; and at Blenheim quite
superseded the powered Cicerone that attended ussuperseded the powered Cicerone that attended ussuperseded the powered Cicerone that attended ussuperseded the powered Cicerone that attended ussuperseded the powered Cicerone that attended us, and that pointed in vain with, and that pointed in vain with, and that pointed in vain with, and that pointed in vain with, and that pointed in vain with
his wand to commonplace beauties in matchless pictureshis wand to commonplace beauties in matchless pictureshis wand to commonplace beauties in matchless pictureshis wand to commonplace beauties in matchless pictureshis wand to commonplace beauties in matchless pictures. — As another exception. — As another exception. — As another exception. — As another exception. — As another exception
to the above reasoningto the above reasoningto the above reasoningto the above reasoningto the above reasoning, I should not f, I should not f, I should not f, I should not f, I should not feel confident in ventureel confident in ventureel confident in ventureel confident in ventureel confident in venturing on a journeing on a journeing on a journeing on a journeing on a journey in ay in ay in ay in ay in a
foreign country without a companion. I should want at intervals to hear the soundforeign country without a companion. I should want at intervals to hear the soundforeign country without a companion. I should want at intervals to hear the soundforeign country without a companion. I should want at intervals to hear the soundforeign country without a companion. I should want at intervals to hear the sound
of mof mof mof mof my own languagy own languagy own languagy own languagy own language. Te. Te. Te. Te. There is an involuntary antipathy in the mind of an Englishmenhere is an involuntary antipathy in the mind of an Englishmenhere is an involuntary antipathy in the mind of an Englishmenhere is an involuntary antipathy in the mind of an Englishmenhere is an involuntary antipathy in the mind of an Englishmen
to foreign manners and notions that requires the assistance of social sympathy toto foreign manners and notions that requires the assistance of social sympathy toto foreign manners and notions that requires the assistance of social sympathy toto foreign manners and notions that requires the assistance of social sympathy toto foreign manners and notions that requires the assistance of social sympathy to
carry it ofcarry it ofcarry it ofcarry it ofcarry it offffff. As the distance from home increases. As the distance from home increases. As the distance from home increases. As the distance from home increases. As the distance from home increases, this relief, this relief, this relief, this relief, this relief, w, w, w, w, which was at first ahich was at first ahich was at first ahich was at first ahich was at first a
luxury, becomes a passion and an apluxury, becomes a passion and an apluxury, becomes a passion and an apluxury, becomes a passion and an apluxury, becomes a passion and an appetite. A person wpetite. A person wpetite. A person wpetite. A person wpetite. A person would almost fould almost fould almost fould almost fould almost feel stifled toeel stifled toeel stifled toeel stifled toeel stifled to
find himself in the deserts of Arabia without frfind himself in the deserts of Arabia without frfind himself in the deserts of Arabia without frfind himself in the deserts of Arabia without frfind himself in the deserts of Arabia without friends and countrymen; there miends and countrymen; there miends and countrymen; there miends and countrymen; there miends and countrymen; there must beust beust beust beust be
allowed to be something in the view of Athens or old Rome that claims the utteranceallowed to be something in the view of Athens or old Rome that claims the utteranceallowed to be something in the view of Athens or old Rome that claims the utteranceallowed to be something in the view of Athens or old Rome that claims the utteranceallowed to be something in the view of Athens or old Rome that claims the utterance
of speech; and I own that the Pyramids are too mighty for anof speech; and I own that the Pyramids are too mighty for anof speech; and I own that the Pyramids are too mighty for anof speech; and I own that the Pyramids are too mighty for anof speech; and I own that the Pyramids are too mighty for any single contemplation.y single contemplation.y single contemplation.y single contemplation.y single contemplation.
In such situationsIn such situationsIn such situationsIn such situationsIn such situations, so op, so op, so op, so op, so opposite to all one’posite to all one’posite to all one’posite to all one’posite to all one’s ordinary train of ideass ordinary train of ideass ordinary train of ideass ordinary train of ideass ordinary train of ideas, one seems a species, one seems a species, one seems a species, one seems a species, one seems a species
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by one’by one’by one’by one’by one’s selfs selfs selfs selfs self, a limb torn of, a limb torn of, a limb torn of, a limb torn of, a limb torn off from society, unless one can meet with instant ff from society, unless one can meet with instant ff from society, unless one can meet with instant ff from society, unless one can meet with instant ff from society, unless one can meet with instant fellowshipellowshipellowshipellowshipellowship
and supand supand supand supand support. — Yport. — Yport. — Yport. — Yport. — Yet I did not fet I did not fet I did not fet I did not fet I did not feel this want or craving very pressing once, weel this want or craving very pressing once, weel this want or craving very pressing once, weel this want or craving very pressing once, weel this want or craving very pressing once, when Ihen Ihen Ihen Ihen I
first set foot on the laughing shores of France. Calais was peopled with novelty andfirst set foot on the laughing shores of France. Calais was peopled with novelty andfirst set foot on the laughing shores of France. Calais was peopled with novelty andfirst set foot on the laughing shores of France. Calais was peopled with novelty andfirst set foot on the laughing shores of France. Calais was peopled with novelty and
delight. Tdelight. Tdelight. Tdelight. Tdelight. The confused, busy mhe confused, busy mhe confused, busy mhe confused, busy mhe confused, busy murmurmurmurmurmur of the place was likur of the place was likur of the place was likur of the place was likur of the place was like oil and wine poured intoe oil and wine poured intoe oil and wine poured intoe oil and wine poured intoe oil and wine poured into
mmmmmy ears; nor did the mary ears; nor did the mary ears; nor did the mary ears; nor did the mary ears; nor did the mariner’iner’iner’iner’iner’s hymn, ws hymn, ws hymn, ws hymn, ws hymn, which was sung from the top of an old crazyhich was sung from the top of an old crazyhich was sung from the top of an old crazyhich was sung from the top of an old crazyhich was sung from the top of an old crazy
vessel in the harbourvessel in the harbourvessel in the harbourvessel in the harbourvessel in the harbour, as the sun went down, send a alien sound into m, as the sun went down, send a alien sound into m, as the sun went down, send a alien sound into m, as the sun went down, send a alien sound into m, as the sun went down, send a alien sound into my soul. I onlyy soul. I onlyy soul. I onlyy soul. I onlyy soul. I only
breathed the air of gbreathed the air of gbreathed the air of gbreathed the air of gbreathed the air of general humanity. I walkeneral humanity. I walkeneral humanity. I walkeneral humanity. I walkeneral humanity. I walked over “the vine-covered hills and ged over “the vine-covered hills and ged over “the vine-covered hills and ged over “the vine-covered hills and ged over “the vine-covered hills and gayayayayay
regregregregregions of France,ions of France,ions of France,ions of France,ions of France,” erect and satisfied; for the imag” erect and satisfied; for the imag” erect and satisfied; for the imag” erect and satisfied; for the imag” erect and satisfied; for the image of man was not cast down ande of man was not cast down ande of man was not cast down ande of man was not cast down ande of man was not cast down and
chained to the foot of arbitrary thrones; I was at no loss for languagchained to the foot of arbitrary thrones; I was at no loss for languagchained to the foot of arbitrary thrones; I was at no loss for languagchained to the foot of arbitrary thrones; I was at no loss for languagchained to the foot of arbitrary thrones; I was at no loss for language, for that of alle, for that of alle, for that of alle, for that of alle, for that of all
the great schools of painting was open to me. Tthe great schools of painting was open to me. Tthe great schools of painting was open to me. Tthe great schools of painting was open to me. Tthe great schools of painting was open to me. The whe whe whe whe whole is vanished likhole is vanished likhole is vanished likhole is vanished likhole is vanished like a shade.e a shade.e a shade.e a shade.e a shade.
PicturesPicturesPicturesPicturesPictures, heroes, heroes, heroes, heroes, heroes, glory, freedom, all are fled; nothing remains but the Bourbons and, glory, freedom, all are fled; nothing remains but the Bourbons and, glory, freedom, all are fled; nothing remains but the Bourbons and, glory, freedom, all are fled; nothing remains but the Bourbons and, glory, freedom, all are fled; nothing remains but the Bourbons and
the French Pthe French Pthe French Pthe French Pthe French People! — Teople! — Teople! — Teople! — Teople! — There is undoubtedly a sensation in travelling into foreignhere is undoubtedly a sensation in travelling into foreignhere is undoubtedly a sensation in travelling into foreignhere is undoubtedly a sensation in travelling into foreignhere is undoubtedly a sensation in travelling into foreign
parts that is to be had nowparts that is to be had nowparts that is to be had nowparts that is to be had nowparts that is to be had nowhere else; but it is more pleasing at the time than lastinghere else; but it is more pleasing at the time than lastinghere else; but it is more pleasing at the time than lastinghere else; but it is more pleasing at the time than lastinghere else; but it is more pleasing at the time than lasting.....
It is too remote from our habitual associations to be a common topic of discourse orIt is too remote from our habitual associations to be a common topic of discourse orIt is too remote from our habitual associations to be a common topic of discourse orIt is too remote from our habitual associations to be a common topic of discourse orIt is too remote from our habitual associations to be a common topic of discourse or
refrefrefrefreference, and, likerence, and, likerence, and, likerence, and, likerence, and, like a dream of another state of existence, does not piece into oure a dream of another state of existence, does not piece into oure a dream of another state of existence, does not piece into oure a dream of another state of existence, does not piece into oure a dream of another state of existence, does not piece into our
daily modes of lifdaily modes of lifdaily modes of lifdaily modes of lifdaily modes of life. It is an animated but a momentary hallucination. It demands ane. It is an animated but a momentary hallucination. It demands ane. It is an animated but a momentary hallucination. It demands ane. It is an animated but a momentary hallucination. It demands ane. It is an animated but a momentary hallucination. It demands an
efefefefeffort to exchangfort to exchangfort to exchangfort to exchangfort to exchange our actual for our ideal identity; and to fe our actual for our ideal identity; and to fe our actual for our ideal identity; and to fe our actual for our ideal identity; and to fe our actual for our ideal identity; and to feel the pulse of our oldeel the pulse of our oldeel the pulse of our oldeel the pulse of our oldeel the pulse of our old
transports revive very ktransports revive very ktransports revive very ktransports revive very ktransports revive very keenly, we meenly, we meenly, we meenly, we meenly, we must “jump” all our present comforts and connexionsust “jump” all our present comforts and connexionsust “jump” all our present comforts and connexionsust “jump” all our present comforts and connexionsust “jump” all our present comforts and connexions.....
Our romantic and itinerant character is not to be domesticated. DrOur romantic and itinerant character is not to be domesticated. DrOur romantic and itinerant character is not to be domesticated. DrOur romantic and itinerant character is not to be domesticated. DrOur romantic and itinerant character is not to be domesticated. Dr. Johnson remark. Johnson remark. Johnson remark. Johnson remark. Johnson remarkededededed
how little foreign travel adhow little foreign travel adhow little foreign travel adhow little foreign travel adhow little foreign travel added to the fded to the fded to the fded to the fded to the facilities of conversation in those wacilities of conversation in those wacilities of conversation in those wacilities of conversation in those wacilities of conversation in those who hadho hadho hadho hadho had
been abroad. In fbeen abroad. In fbeen abroad. In fbeen abroad. In fbeen abroad. In fact, the time we have spent there is both delightful and in oneact, the time we have spent there is both delightful and in oneact, the time we have spent there is both delightful and in oneact, the time we have spent there is both delightful and in oneact, the time we have spent there is both delightful and in one
sense, instructive; but it apsense, instructive; but it apsense, instructive; but it apsense, instructive; but it apsense, instructive; but it appears to be cut out of our substantial, downrpears to be cut out of our substantial, downrpears to be cut out of our substantial, downrpears to be cut out of our substantial, downrpears to be cut out of our substantial, downright existence,ight existence,ight existence,ight existence,ight existence,
and never to join kindly on to it. Wand never to join kindly on to it. Wand never to join kindly on to it. Wand never to join kindly on to it. Wand never to join kindly on to it. We are not the same, but anothere are not the same, but anothere are not the same, but anothere are not the same, but anothere are not the same, but another, and perhaps more, and perhaps more, and perhaps more, and perhaps more, and perhaps more
enviabenviabenviabenviabenviable individual, all the time we are out of our own country. Wle individual, all the time we are out of our own country. Wle individual, all the time we are out of our own country. Wle individual, all the time we are out of our own country. Wle individual, all the time we are out of our own country. We are lost toe are lost toe are lost toe are lost toe are lost to
ourselvesourselvesourselvesourselvesourselves, as well as our fr, as well as our fr, as well as our fr, as well as our fr, as well as our friendsiendsiendsiendsiends. So the poet somew. So the poet somew. So the poet somew. So the poet somew. So the poet somewhat quaintly singshat quaintly singshat quaintly singshat quaintly singshat quaintly sings, “Out of m, “Out of m, “Out of m, “Out of m, “Out of myyyyy
country and mcountry and mcountry and mcountry and mcountry and myself I goyself I goyself I goyself I goyself I go.....”””””

TTTTThose whose whose whose whose who wish to forgho wish to forgho wish to forgho wish to forgho wish to forget painful thoughtset painful thoughtset painful thoughtset painful thoughtset painful thoughts, do well to absent themselves of w, do well to absent themselves of w, do well to absent themselves of w, do well to absent themselves of w, do well to absent themselves of whilehilehilehilehile
from the ties and objects that recall them; but we can be said only to fulfil ourfrom the ties and objects that recall them; but we can be said only to fulfil ourfrom the ties and objects that recall them; but we can be said only to fulfil ourfrom the ties and objects that recall them; but we can be said only to fulfil ourfrom the ties and objects that recall them; but we can be said only to fulfil our
destindestindestindestindestiny in the place that gy in the place that gy in the place that gy in the place that gy in the place that gave us birth. I should on this account likave us birth. I should on this account likave us birth. I should on this account likave us birth. I should on this account likave us birth. I should on this account like well enough toe well enough toe well enough toe well enough toe well enough to
spend the wspend the wspend the wspend the wspend the whole of mhole of mhole of mhole of mhole of my lify lify lify lify life in travelling abroad, if I could ane in travelling abroad, if I could ane in travelling abroad, if I could ane in travelling abroad, if I could ane in travelling abroad, if I could anywywywywywhere borrow anotherhere borrow anotherhere borrow anotherhere borrow anotherhere borrow another
lifliflifliflife to spend afterwards at home!e to spend afterwards at home!e to spend afterwards at home!e to spend afterwards at home!e to spend afterwards at home!
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3.3.2a.3. Word notes and Allusions

I am then never less alone than when alone: A reminiscence of a Latin saying

attributed to Scipio Africanus (236-183 BC), who is famed to have defeated Hannibal

in the Second Punic War. The meaning of the Latin saying as reported by Cicero is,

“I feel least lonely when I am all alone, because then I have, and enjoy, the company

of nature undisturbed.” It was first introduced in English by Jonathan Swift. Shelley,

in one of his letters expresses a similar sentiment. In a letter to his cousin he

complained of “that deserted state when we are surrounded by human beings.”

The field his study, Nature was his book: Taken from a poem by Robert

Bloomfield (1766-1823), “The Farmer’s Boy”, which is hailed as a rural poem. In

Shakespeare’s “As You Like It” we also read of

“…books in the running brooks,

Sermons in stones, and good in everything.”

Wish to vegetate like the country: To grow in silence as vegetables grow.

Here Hazlitt figuratively speaks of the growth of his ideas.

Encumbrances: Burdens or impediments.

A friend…is sweet: From William Cowper’s poem “Retirement”.

May plume…sometimes impair’d: From Milton’s “Comus” with slight

variations. Hazlitt suggests that the wings of a man’s imagination are damaged when

in the midst of the noise and bustle of the city. When he moves to the country, his

imagination is regenerated.

Have a truce with impertinence: have the liberty to enjoy and discuss

something that is not to the point.

Sunken wrack and sumless treasuries: quoted from Shakespeare’s Henry

IV, Part I. This line is spoken by the Archbishop of Canterbury about the valour of

England. The simile compares old forgotten events to wreckage and incalculable

treasures lying buried at the bottom of the ocean.

Mine is that undisturbed…perfect eloquence: Hazlitt means that the best

feelings are often best left unexpressed. Keats framed a similar paradox in “Ode on

a Grecian Urn”: “Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard are sweeter.”

Leave me, oh leave me to my repose: an altered quotation from Gray’s “Descent

of Very stud of conscience: From Shakespeare’s “Othello”. A speech of Iago reads:
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Though in the trade of war I have slain men

Yet do I hold it very stuff to the conscience

To do no contriv’d murder.

Mr. Cobbet: William Cobbet (1763-1835), an English Tory Journalist, whose

style was admired by Hazlitt. His important works include Advice to Young Men

(1829) and Rural Rides (1830).

Sterne: Lawrence Sterne (1713-1768) was an English novelist, his most

popular work being “Tristram Shandy”.

Synthetical method: the method involving addition of one impression to

another. Hazlitt says that when on a journey he prefers to store up the impressions in

synthesis rather than analyze them.

Give it an understanding and no tongue: This line is spoken by Hamlet in

Shakespeare’s masterpiece, when he is about to see the ghost of his father. It means

“not to express in words what one has seen”.

He talked far above singing: From Beaumont and Fletcher’s play

“Philaster”. Hazlitt here pays a tribute to Coleridge’s poetic ability.

Allfoxden: Allfoxden and Nether Stowey are places associated with the

relationship between Wordsworth and Coleridge. Hazlitt refers to the fruitful

discussions on poetry that must have taken place between the two at Allfoxden in

the Lake District.

That fine madness…our first poets had: Adapted from Drayton’s elegy which

has this phrase, “that fine madness still he did retain which rightly should possess a

poet’s brain”.

Here the woods…kiss her sweetest: these lines occur in Fletcher’s pastoral

play “The Faithful Shepherdess”. The passage presents the picture of a lover paying

court to his beloved in ideal pastoral surroundings.

Zephyrus: Zephyrus, the god of west wind in Greek mythology abducted

the goddess Chloris and gave her dominion over flowers. In Roman myth he is

called Favonius, the protector of flowers and plants.

Endymion: a shepherd youth whom the moon goddess, Phoebe deeply loved. She

put him into perpetual slumber so that she might kiss him without his knowledge.
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Latmos: Mount Latmos where Diana used to meet Endymion.

Take one’s ease at one’s in: In Shakespeare’s Henry IV, Part I Falstaff says:

“Shall I not take mine ease in my inn but I shall have my pocket pick’d?”

Shandean: A good natured, simple and unworldly character like Sterne’s

Tristram Shandy.

Procul, O Procul este profani: “far off, oh, far off the vulgar be”. This is

part of the exhortation to laymen uttered by Roman priests. “Vulgar” means the

uninitiated.

Quaker: A Quaker is a member of the nonconformist religious sect founded

by George Fox (1624-1691).

Lord of one’s self, uncumbered with a name: Adapted from Dryden’s

Epistle, where the statement runs, “Lord of yourself, uncumbered with a wife”.

Hazlitt suggests that he was to go on a journey with his identity not disclosed to

anybody.

St. Neot: A place in Cornwall.

Madame d’Arblay: Her maiden name was Fanny Burney (1752-1840). Her

two-volume novel “Camilla” came out in 1795. It tells of the simple home life of a

virtuous girl, who being inexperienced is exposed to the dangers of the world. Her

other important novels include Evelina (1778), Cecilia (1782) and The Wanderer

(1814).

Tenth of April: the birthday of Hazlitt.

New Eloise: a novel by Rousseau (1712-1778).

St. Preux: the hero of Rousseau’s novel “New Eloise”.

Green upland swells that…bleat of flocks: From Coleridge’s poem “Ode

on the Departing Year” (1796).

Glittered green with sunny showers: ibid.

Where I will drink of the waters of life freely: in Revelation in the Bible one

reads:“And he showed me a purer river of Water of Life; clear as crystal, proceeding

out of the thrones of God and the Lamb.
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Sir Fopling Flutter: A character in Etherege’s play “The Man of Mode”.

Actually these words are spoken by Harriet in the play.

The mind is its own place: Satan’s words from Milton’s “Paradise

Lost (Bk-1)”.

Bodleian: the famous library of Oxford University.

Blenheim: Blenheim palace, a gift to the Duke of Marlborough from Queen

Anne as a recognition of his victory at the Battle of Blenheim.

Calais: a town in France.

              Bourbons: the dynasty that ruled over France after the downfall of Napoleon

Bonaparte.

3.3.2b.1.  An Introduction to ‘On a Sun-dial’

The essay ‘On a Sun-dial’ was first published in Table Talk, Essays on Men and Manners

(1821-22). It was written during Hazlitt’s stay at Winterslow, close to the Salisbury

Plain. The essay expresses an earnest craving for a life of quietude, free from hurry and

hustle. Hazlitt seems to feel inclined to bid adieu to a life of action and movement and

lose himself in leisure and sloth, without any clock or watch to remind him of the

passage of time or haunt him with the call of duty.

Hazlitt begins his essay with a reference to a sun-dial at Venice, which bears a strange

motto of counting only those hours which are serene. Much inspired and soothed by the

motto, the author reflects on the role of the sun-dial in human life. He prefers a sun-dial

to an hour-glass, though the latter acts for him as a sort of aide memoire of life’s

transience. For, the fleeting sand reminds him that “all men come out of dust, and to

dust they return”.

However, Hazlitt is sharply critical of the French practice to decorate the clock, as this

seems to him to lack seriousness and display extravagance. He also denounces repeating

watches as they constantly remind him of the fleeting time. He likes, in contrast, the

sound of the English curfew bell as it tells him of bygone times. He strongly dislikes

the monotonous and maddening ticking of the clock at night. To him the ringing of the

church bell in England four times a day is preferable to the disgusting custom in Holland

to have the church-bell chiming every quarter of an hour.

Hazlitt also takes objection to the use of mechanical instruments to calculate time, and

praises the primitive modes to determine the course of time by observing some specific
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signs. As a rule, he keeps no watch with him, and hears the clock bell in the town, and

while in the country, lives in an absolutely leisurely manner, bothering least of time and

work

3.3.2b.2. Text

‘On a Sun-dial’

“T“T“T“T“To carve out dials quaintly, point by point.o carve out dials quaintly, point by point.o carve out dials quaintly, point by point.o carve out dials quaintly, point by point.o carve out dials quaintly, point by point.”””””
                                                                                             - Shakspeare                                                                                             - Shakspeare                                                                                             - Shakspeare                                                                                             - Shakspeare                                                                                             - Shakspeare

HoHoHoHoHoras non numero nisi serenas - is the motto of a sundial near Vras non numero nisi serenas - is the motto of a sundial near Vras non numero nisi serenas - is the motto of a sundial near Vras non numero nisi serenas - is the motto of a sundial near Vras non numero nisi serenas - is the motto of a sundial near Venice. Tenice. Tenice. Tenice. Tenice. There is a softness andhere is a softness andhere is a softness andhere is a softness andhere is a softness and
a harmon in the wa harmon in the wa harmon in the wa harmon in the wa harmon in the words and in the thought unparalleled. Of all conceits it is surely the mostords and in the thought unparalleled. Of all conceits it is surely the mostords and in the thought unparalleled. Of all conceits it is surely the mostords and in the thought unparalleled. Of all conceits it is surely the mostords and in the thought unparalleled. Of all conceits it is surely the most
classical. 'I count only the hours that are serene.' Wclassical. 'I count only the hours that are serene.' Wclassical. 'I count only the hours that are serene.' Wclassical. 'I count only the hours that are serene.' Wclassical. 'I count only the hours that are serene.' What a bhat a bhat a bhat a bhat a bland and care-dispelled fland and care-dispelled fland and care-dispelled fland and care-dispelled fland and care-dispelled feeling!eeling!eeling!eeling!eeling!
How the shadows seem to fHow the shadows seem to fHow the shadows seem to fHow the shadows seem to fHow the shadows seem to fade on the dial-plate as the skade on the dial-plate as the skade on the dial-plate as the skade on the dial-plate as the skade on the dial-plate as the sky loursy loursy loursy loursy lours, and time presents only a, and time presents only a, and time presents only a, and time presents only a, and time presents only a
bbbbblank unless as its progress is marklank unless as its progress is marklank unless as its progress is marklank unless as its progress is marklank unless as its progress is marked by wed by wed by wed by wed by what is joyoushat is joyoushat is joyoushat is joyoushat is joyous, and all that is not hap, and all that is not hap, and all that is not hap, and all that is not hap, and all that is not happy sinks intopy sinks intopy sinks intopy sinks intopy sinks into
oboboboboblivion! Wlivion! Wlivion! Wlivion! Wlivion! What a fine lesson is convehat a fine lesson is convehat a fine lesson is convehat a fine lesson is convehat a fine lesson is conveyed to the mind - to takyed to the mind - to takyed to the mind - to takyed to the mind - to takyed to the mind - to take no note of time but by itse no note of time but by itse no note of time but by itse no note of time but by itse no note of time but by its
benefitsbenefitsbenefitsbenefitsbenefits, to watch only for the smiles and neglect the frowns of f, to watch only for the smiles and neglect the frowns of f, to watch only for the smiles and neglect the frowns of f, to watch only for the smiles and neglect the frowns of f, to watch only for the smiles and neglect the frowns of fate, to compose our lives ofate, to compose our lives ofate, to compose our lives ofate, to compose our lives ofate, to compose our lives of
brbrbrbrbright and gight and gight and gight and gight and gentle momentsentle momentsentle momentsentle momentsentle moments, turning away top the sunn, turning away top the sunn, turning away top the sunn, turning away top the sunn, turning away top the sunny side of thingsy side of thingsy side of thingsy side of thingsy side of things, and letting the rest, and letting the rest, and letting the rest, and letting the rest, and letting the rest
slip from our imagslip from our imagslip from our imagslip from our imagslip from our imaginationsinationsinationsinationsinations, unheeded or forgotten! How dif, unheeded or forgotten! How dif, unheeded or forgotten! How dif, unheeded or forgotten! How dif, unheeded or forgotten! How difffffferent from the common art oferent from the common art oferent from the common art oferent from the common art oferent from the common art of
self-tormenting! For mself-tormenting! For mself-tormenting! For mself-tormenting! For mself-tormenting! For myselfyselfyselfyselfyself, as I rode along the Brenta, w, as I rode along the Brenta, w, as I rode along the Brenta, w, as I rode along the Brenta, w, as I rode along the Brenta, while the sun shone hot upon itshile the sun shone hot upon itshile the sun shone hot upon itshile the sun shone hot upon itshile the sun shone hot upon its
sluggsluggsluggsluggsluggish, slimish, slimish, slimish, slimish, slimy wavesy wavesy wavesy wavesy waves, m, m, m, m, my sensations were fy sensations were fy sensations were fy sensations were fy sensations were far from comfortabar from comfortabar from comfortabar from comfortabar from comfortable; but the reading thisle; but the reading thisle; but the reading thisle; but the reading thisle; but the reading this
inscrinscrinscrinscrinscription on the side of a glaription on the side of a glaription on the side of a glaription on the side of a glaription on the side of a glaring wall in an instant restored me to ming wall in an instant restored me to ming wall in an instant restored me to ming wall in an instant restored me to ming wall in an instant restored me to myself; and still, wyself; and still, wyself; and still, wyself; and still, wyself; and still, wheneverheneverheneverheneverhenever
I think of or repeat it, it has the power of wafting me into the regI think of or repeat it, it has the power of wafting me into the regI think of or repeat it, it has the power of wafting me into the regI think of or repeat it, it has the power of wafting me into the regI think of or repeat it, it has the power of wafting me into the region of pure and bion of pure and bion of pure and bion of pure and bion of pure and blissfullissfullissfullissfullissful
abstraction. I cannot help fabstraction. I cannot help fabstraction. I cannot help fabstraction. I cannot help fabstraction. I cannot help fancying it to be a legancying it to be a legancying it to be a legancying it to be a legancying it to be a legend of Pend of Pend of Pend of Pend of Popish superstition. Some monk ofopish superstition. Some monk ofopish superstition. Some monk ofopish superstition. Some monk ofopish superstition. Some monk of
the dark agthe dark agthe dark agthe dark agthe dark ages mes mes mes mes must have invented and bequeathed it to usust have invented and bequeathed it to usust have invented and bequeathed it to usust have invented and bequeathed it to usust have invented and bequeathed it to us, w, w, w, w, whohohohoho, loiter, loiter, loiter, loiter, loitering in tring in tring in tring in tring in trim gim gim gim gim gardensardensardensardensardens
and watching the silent march of time, as his fruits rand watching the silent march of time, as his fruits rand watching the silent march of time, as his fruits rand watching the silent march of time, as his fruits rand watching the silent march of time, as his fruits ripened in the sun or his flowers scentedipened in the sun or his flowers scentedipened in the sun or his flowers scentedipened in the sun or his flowers scentedipened in the sun or his flowers scented
the balmthe balmthe balmthe balmthe balmy airy airy airy airy air, f, f, f, f, felt a mild languor pervade his senseselt a mild languor pervade his senseselt a mild languor pervade his senseselt a mild languor pervade his senseselt a mild languor pervade his senses, and having little to do or to care for, and having little to do or to care for, and having little to do or to care for, and having little to do or to care for, and having little to do or to care for,,,,,
determined (in imitation of his sun-dial) to efdetermined (in imitation of his sun-dial) to efdetermined (in imitation of his sun-dial) to efdetermined (in imitation of his sun-dial) to efdetermined (in imitation of his sun-dial) to efffffface that little from his thoughts or draw a veilace that little from his thoughts or draw a veilace that little from his thoughts or draw a veilace that little from his thoughts or draw a veilace that little from his thoughts or draw a veil
over it, making of his lifover it, making of his lifover it, making of his lifover it, making of his lifover it, making of his life one long dream of quiet! Horas non numero nisi serenas - he mighte one long dream of quiet! Horas non numero nisi serenas - he mighte one long dream of quiet! Horas non numero nisi serenas - he mighte one long dream of quiet! Horas non numero nisi serenas - he mighte one long dream of quiet! Horas non numero nisi serenas - he might
repeat, wrepeat, wrepeat, wrepeat, wrepeat, when the heavens were overcast and the ghen the heavens were overcast and the ghen the heavens were overcast and the ghen the heavens were overcast and the ghen the heavens were overcast and the gatheratheratheratherathering storm scattered the fing storm scattered the fing storm scattered the fing storm scattered the fing storm scattered the falling leavesalling leavesalling leavesalling leavesalling leaves,,,,,
and turn to his books and wrap himself in his golden studies! Out of some such mood ofand turn to his books and wrap himself in his golden studies! Out of some such mood ofand turn to his books and wrap himself in his golden studies! Out of some such mood ofand turn to his books and wrap himself in his golden studies! Out of some such mood ofand turn to his books and wrap himself in his golden studies! Out of some such mood of
mind, indolent, elegmind, indolent, elegmind, indolent, elegmind, indolent, elegmind, indolent, elegant, thoughtful, this exquisite device (speaking volumes) mant, thoughtful, this exquisite device (speaking volumes) mant, thoughtful, this exquisite device (speaking volumes) mant, thoughtful, this exquisite device (speaking volumes) mant, thoughtful, this exquisite device (speaking volumes) must haveust haveust haveust haveust have
orororororigigigigiginated.Of the several modes of counting time, that by the sun-dial is perhaps the mostinated.Of the several modes of counting time, that by the sun-dial is perhaps the mostinated.Of the several modes of counting time, that by the sun-dial is perhaps the mostinated.Of the several modes of counting time, that by the sun-dial is perhaps the mostinated.Of the several modes of counting time, that by the sun-dial is perhaps the most
apapapapapposite and strposite and strposite and strposite and strposite and strikingikingikingikingiking, if not the most convenient or comprehensive. It does not obtrude its, if not the most convenient or comprehensive. It does not obtrude its, if not the most convenient or comprehensive. It does not obtrude its, if not the most convenient or comprehensive. It does not obtrude its, if not the most convenient or comprehensive. It does not obtrude its
observationsobservationsobservationsobservationsobservations, though it "morals on the time," and, by its stationary character, though it "morals on the time," and, by its stationary character, though it "morals on the time," and, by its stationary character, though it "morals on the time," and, by its stationary character, though it "morals on the time," and, by its stationary character, forms a contrast, forms a contrast, forms a contrast, forms a contrast, forms a contrast
to the most fleeting of all essencesto the most fleeting of all essencesto the most fleeting of all essencesto the most fleeting of all essencesto the most fleeting of all essences. It stands sub dio - under the marb. It stands sub dio - under the marb. It stands sub dio - under the marb. It stands sub dio - under the marb. It stands sub dio - under the marble airle airle airle airle air, and there is some, and there is some, and there is some, and there is some, and there is some
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connection between the imagconnection between the imagconnection between the imagconnection between the imagconnection between the image of infinity and eternity. I should also like of infinity and eternity. I should also like of infinity and eternity. I should also like of infinity and eternity. I should also like of infinity and eternity. I should also like to have a sun-e to have a sun-e to have a sun-e to have a sun-e to have a sun-
flower growing near it with bees flutterflower growing near it with bees flutterflower growing near it with bees flutterflower growing near it with bees flutterflower growing near it with bees fluttering round. It should be of iron to denote duration,ing round. It should be of iron to denote duration,ing round. It should be of iron to denote duration,ing round. It should be of iron to denote duration,ing round. It should be of iron to denote duration,
and have a dull, leaden look. I hate a sun-dial made of wand have a dull, leaden look. I hate a sun-dial made of wand have a dull, leaden look. I hate a sun-dial made of wand have a dull, leaden look. I hate a sun-dial made of wand have a dull, leaden look. I hate a sun-dial made of wood, wood, wood, wood, wood, which is rather calculated tohich is rather calculated tohich is rather calculated tohich is rather calculated tohich is rather calculated to
show the varshow the varshow the varshow the varshow the variations of the seasonsiations of the seasonsiations of the seasonsiations of the seasonsiations of the seasons, than the progress of time, slow, than the progress of time, slow, than the progress of time, slow, than the progress of time, slow, than the progress of time, slow, silent, imperceptib, silent, imperceptib, silent, imperceptib, silent, imperceptib, silent, imperceptible,le,le,le,le,
chequered with light and shade. If our hours were all serene, we might probabchequered with light and shade. If our hours were all serene, we might probabchequered with light and shade. If our hours were all serene, we might probabchequered with light and shade. If our hours were all serene, we might probabchequered with light and shade. If our hours were all serene, we might probably takly takly takly takly take almoste almoste almoste almoste almost
as little note of them, as the dial does of those that are clouded. It is the shadow thrownas little note of them, as the dial does of those that are clouded. It is the shadow thrownas little note of them, as the dial does of those that are clouded. It is the shadow thrownas little note of them, as the dial does of those that are clouded. It is the shadow thrownas little note of them, as the dial does of those that are clouded. It is the shadow thrown
acrossacrossacrossacrossacross, that g, that g, that g, that g, that gives us warning of their flight. Otherwise, our impressions wives us warning of their flight. Otherwise, our impressions wives us warning of their flight. Otherwise, our impressions wives us warning of their flight. Otherwise, our impressions wives us warning of their flight. Otherwise, our impressions would takould takould takould takould take thee thee thee thee the
same undistinguishabsame undistinguishabsame undistinguishabsame undistinguishabsame undistinguishable hue; we should scarce be conscious of our existence. Tle hue; we should scarce be conscious of our existence. Tle hue; we should scarce be conscious of our existence. Tle hue; we should scarce be conscious of our existence. Tle hue; we should scarce be conscious of our existence. Those whose whose whose whose who haveho haveho haveho haveho have
had none of the cares of this lifhad none of the cares of this lifhad none of the cares of this lifhad none of the cares of this lifhad none of the cares of this life to harass and disturb them, have been obe to harass and disturb them, have been obe to harass and disturb them, have been obe to harass and disturb them, have been obe to harass and disturb them, have been obligligligligliged to haveed to haveed to haveed to haveed to have
recourse to the hopes and frecourse to the hopes and frecourse to the hopes and frecourse to the hopes and frecourse to the hopes and fears of the next to vary the prospect before them. Most of theears of the next to vary the prospect before them. Most of theears of the next to vary the prospect before them. Most of theears of the next to vary the prospect before them. Most of theears of the next to vary the prospect before them. Most of the
methods for measurmethods for measurmethods for measurmethods for measurmethods for measuring the lapse of time have, I believe, been the contring the lapse of time have, I believe, been the contring the lapse of time have, I believe, been the contring the lapse of time have, I believe, been the contring the lapse of time have, I believe, been the contrivance of monks andivance of monks andivance of monks andivance of monks andivance of monks and
religreligreligreligreligious reclusesious reclusesious reclusesious reclusesious recluses, w, w, w, w, whohohohoho, finding time hang heavy on their hands, finding time hang heavy on their hands, finding time hang heavy on their hands, finding time hang heavy on their hands, finding time hang heavy on their hands, were at some pains to see, were at some pains to see, were at some pains to see, were at some pains to see, were at some pains to see
how thehow thehow thehow thehow they got ry got ry got ry got ry got rid of it. Tid of it. Tid of it. Tid of it. Tid of it. The hour-glass ishe hour-glass ishe hour-glass ishe hour-glass ishe hour-glass is, I suspect, an older invention; and it is certainly the, I suspect, an older invention; and it is certainly the, I suspect, an older invention; and it is certainly the, I suspect, an older invention; and it is certainly the, I suspect, an older invention; and it is certainly the
most defmost defmost defmost defmost defective of all. Its creeping sands are not indeed an unapt embective of all. Its creeping sands are not indeed an unapt embective of all. Its creeping sands are not indeed an unapt embective of all. Its creeping sands are not indeed an unapt embective of all. Its creeping sands are not indeed an unapt emblem of the minute,lem of the minute,lem of the minute,lem of the minute,lem of the minute,
countless portions of our existence; and the manner in wcountless portions of our existence; and the manner in wcountless portions of our existence; and the manner in wcountless portions of our existence; and the manner in wcountless portions of our existence; and the manner in which thehich thehich thehich thehich they gradually slide throughy gradually slide throughy gradually slide throughy gradually slide throughy gradually slide through
the hollow glass and diminish in number till not a single one is left, also illustrates the waythe hollow glass and diminish in number till not a single one is left, also illustrates the waythe hollow glass and diminish in number till not a single one is left, also illustrates the waythe hollow glass and diminish in number till not a single one is left, also illustrates the waythe hollow glass and diminish in number till not a single one is left, also illustrates the way
in win win win win which our years slip from us by stealth: but as a mechanical invention, it is rather ahich our years slip from us by stealth: but as a mechanical invention, it is rather ahich our years slip from us by stealth: but as a mechanical invention, it is rather ahich our years slip from us by stealth: but as a mechanical invention, it is rather ahich our years slip from us by stealth: but as a mechanical invention, it is rather a
hindrance than a helphindrance than a helphindrance than a helphindrance than a helphindrance than a help, for it requires to have the time, of w, for it requires to have the time, of w, for it requires to have the time, of w, for it requires to have the time, of w, for it requires to have the time, of which it pretends to count thehich it pretends to count thehich it pretends to count thehich it pretends to count thehich it pretends to count the
precious momentsprecious momentsprecious momentsprecious momentsprecious moments, tak, tak, tak, tak, taken up in attention to itselfen up in attention to itselfen up in attention to itselfen up in attention to itselfen up in attention to itself, and in seeing that w, and in seeing that w, and in seeing that w, and in seeing that w, and in seeing that when one end of thehen one end of thehen one end of thehen one end of thehen one end of the
glass is empty, we turn it round, in order that we may go on agglass is empty, we turn it round, in order that we may go on agglass is empty, we turn it round, in order that we may go on agglass is empty, we turn it round, in order that we may go on agglass is empty, we turn it round, in order that we may go on again, or else all our labour isain, or else all our labour isain, or else all our labour isain, or else all our labour isain, or else all our labour is
lost, and we mlost, and we mlost, and we mlost, and we mlost, and we must wait for some other mode of ascertaining the time before we can recoverust wait for some other mode of ascertaining the time before we can recoverust wait for some other mode of ascertaining the time before we can recoverust wait for some other mode of ascertaining the time before we can recoverust wait for some other mode of ascertaining the time before we can recover
our recour recour recour recour reckkkkkoning and proceed as before. Toning and proceed as before. Toning and proceed as before. Toning and proceed as before. Toning and proceed as before. The philosopher in his cell, the cottaghe philosopher in his cell, the cottaghe philosopher in his cell, the cottaghe philosopher in his cell, the cottaghe philosopher in his cell, the cottager at her spinning-er at her spinning-er at her spinning-er at her spinning-er at her spinning-
wwwwwheel mheel mheel mheel mheel must, howeverust, howeverust, howeverust, howeverust, however, find an invaluab, find an invaluab, find an invaluab, find an invaluab, find an invaluable acquisition in this 'companion of the lonely hourle acquisition in this 'companion of the lonely hourle acquisition in this 'companion of the lonely hourle acquisition in this 'companion of the lonely hourle acquisition in this 'companion of the lonely hour,',',',','
as it has been called, was it has been called, was it has been called, was it has been called, was it has been called, which not only serves to tell how the time goeshich not only serves to tell how the time goeshich not only serves to tell how the time goeshich not only serves to tell how the time goeshich not only serves to tell how the time goes, but to fill up its, but to fill up its, but to fill up its, but to fill up its, but to fill up its
vacanciesvacanciesvacanciesvacanciesvacancies. W. W. W. W. What a treasure mhat a treasure mhat a treasure mhat a treasure mhat a treasure must not the little box seem to hold, as if it were a sacred depositust not the little box seem to hold, as if it were a sacred depositust not the little box seem to hold, as if it were a sacred depositust not the little box seem to hold, as if it were a sacred depositust not the little box seem to hold, as if it were a sacred deposit
of the very grains and fleeting sands of lifof the very grains and fleeting sands of lifof the very grains and fleeting sands of lifof the very grains and fleeting sands of lifof the very grains and fleeting sands of life! We! We! We! We! What a businesshat a businesshat a businesshat a businesshat a business, in lieu of other more important, in lieu of other more important, in lieu of other more important, in lieu of other more important, in lieu of other more important
avocationsavocationsavocationsavocationsavocations, to see it out to the last sand, and then to renew the process ag, to see it out to the last sand, and then to renew the process ag, to see it out to the last sand, and then to renew the process ag, to see it out to the last sand, and then to renew the process ag, to see it out to the last sand, and then to renew the process again on the instant,ain on the instant,ain on the instant,ain on the instant,ain on the instant,
that there may not be the least flaw or error in the account! Wthat there may not be the least flaw or error in the account! Wthat there may not be the least flaw or error in the account! Wthat there may not be the least flaw or error in the account! Wthat there may not be the least flaw or error in the account! What a strong sense mhat a strong sense mhat a strong sense mhat a strong sense mhat a strong sense must beust beust beust beust be
brought home to the mind of the value and irrecoverabbrought home to the mind of the value and irrecoverabbrought home to the mind of the value and irrecoverabbrought home to the mind of the value and irrecoverabbrought home to the mind of the value and irrecoverable nature of the time that it fled; wle nature of the time that it fled; wle nature of the time that it fled; wle nature of the time that it fled; wle nature of the time that it fled; whathathathathat
a thra thra thra thra thrillingillingillingillingilling, incessant consciousness of the slip, incessant consciousness of the slip, incessant consciousness of the slip, incessant consciousness of the slip, incessant consciousness of the slippery tenure by wpery tenure by wpery tenure by wpery tenure by wpery tenure by which we hold which we hold which we hold which we hold which we hold what remains ofhat remains ofhat remains ofhat remains ofhat remains of
it! Our very existence mit! Our very existence mit! Our very existence mit! Our very existence mit! Our very existence must seem crumbust seem crumbust seem crumbust seem crumbust seem crumbling to atomsling to atomsling to atomsling to atomsling to atoms, and running down (without a miraculous, and running down (without a miraculous, and running down (without a miraculous, and running down (without a miraculous, and running down (without a miraculous
reprreprreprreprreprieve) to the last fragment. 'Dust to dust and ashes to ashes' is a text that might be fieve) to the last fragment. 'Dust to dust and ashes to ashes' is a text that might be fieve) to the last fragment. 'Dust to dust and ashes to ashes' is a text that might be fieve) to the last fragment. 'Dust to dust and ashes to ashes' is a text that might be fieve) to the last fragment. 'Dust to dust and ashes to ashes' is a text that might be fairlyairlyairlyairlyairly
inscrinscrinscrinscrinscribed on an hour-glass: it is ordinaribed on an hour-glass: it is ordinaribed on an hour-glass: it is ordinaribed on an hour-glass: it is ordinaribed on an hour-glass: it is ordinarily associated with the scythe of Tily associated with the scythe of Tily associated with the scythe of Tily associated with the scythe of Tily associated with the scythe of Time and a Death's-ime and a Death's-ime and a Death's-ime and a Death's-ime and a Death's-
head, as a memento morhead, as a memento morhead, as a memento morhead, as a memento morhead, as a memento mori; and hasi; and hasi; and hasi; and hasi; and has, no doubt, furnished man, no doubt, furnished man, no doubt, furnished man, no doubt, furnished man, no doubt, furnished many a tacit hint to the apy a tacit hint to the apy a tacit hint to the apy a tacit hint to the apy a tacit hint to the apprehensiveprehensiveprehensiveprehensiveprehensive
and visionary enthusiast in fand visionary enthusiast in fand visionary enthusiast in fand visionary enthusiast in fand visionary enthusiast in favour of a resurrection to another lifavour of a resurrection to another lifavour of a resurrection to another lifavour of a resurrection to another lifavour of a resurrection to another life!Te!Te!Te!Te!The French ghe French ghe French ghe French ghe French give a difive a difive a difive a difive a difffffferenterenterenterenterent
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turn to thingsturn to thingsturn to thingsturn to thingsturn to things, less sombre and less edifying, less sombre and less edifying, less sombre and less edifying, less sombre and less edifying, less sombre and less edifying. A common and also a very pleasing ornament to. A common and also a very pleasing ornament to. A common and also a very pleasing ornament to. A common and also a very pleasing ornament to. A common and also a very pleasing ornament to
a cloca cloca cloca cloca clock, in Pk, in Pk, in Pk, in Pk, in Parararararisisisisis, is a figure of T, is a figure of T, is a figure of T, is a figure of T, is a figure of Time seated in a boat wime seated in a boat wime seated in a boat wime seated in a boat wime seated in a boat which Cupid is rowing alonghich Cupid is rowing alonghich Cupid is rowing alonghich Cupid is rowing alonghich Cupid is rowing along, with the, with the, with the, with the, with the
mottomottomottomottomotto, L'Amour f, L'Amour f, L'Amour f, L'Amour f, L'Amour fait passer le Tait passer le Tait passer le Tait passer le Tait passer le Temps - wemps - wemps - wemps - wemps - which the wits aghich the wits aghich the wits aghich the wits aghich the wits again have travestied into Le Tain have travestied into Le Tain have travestied into Le Tain have travestied into Le Tain have travestied into Le Tempsempsempsempsemps
fffffait passer l'Amourait passer l'Amourait passer l'Amourait passer l'Amourait passer l'Amour. All this is ing. All this is ing. All this is ing. All this is ing. All this is ingenious and well; but it wants sentiment. I likenious and well; but it wants sentiment. I likenious and well; but it wants sentiment. I likenious and well; but it wants sentiment. I likenious and well; but it wants sentiment. I like a peoplee a peoplee a peoplee a peoplee a people
wwwwwho have something that theho have something that theho have something that theho have something that theho have something that they love and something that they love and something that they love and something that they love and something that they love and something that they hate, and with wy hate, and with wy hate, and with wy hate, and with wy hate, and with whom everythinghom everythinghom everythinghom everythinghom everything
is not alikis not alikis not alikis not alikis not alike a matter of indife a matter of indife a matter of indife a matter of indife a matter of indifffffference or pour passer le tempserence or pour passer le tempserence or pour passer le tempserence or pour passer le tempserence or pour passer le temps. T. T. T. T. The French attach no importancehe French attach no importancehe French attach no importancehe French attach no importancehe French attach no importance
to anto anto anto anto anythingythingythingythingything, except for the moment; the, except for the moment; the, except for the moment; the, except for the moment; the, except for the moment; they are only thinking how they are only thinking how they are only thinking how they are only thinking how they are only thinking how they shall gy shall gy shall gy shall gy shall get ret ret ret ret rid of oneid of oneid of oneid of oneid of one
sensation for another; all their ideas are in transitu. Everything is detached, nothing issensation for another; all their ideas are in transitu. Everything is detached, nothing issensation for another; all their ideas are in transitu. Everything is detached, nothing issensation for another; all their ideas are in transitu. Everything is detached, nothing issensation for another; all their ideas are in transitu. Everything is detached, nothing is
accumaccumaccumaccumaccumulated. It wulated. It wulated. It wulated. It wulated. It would be a million of years before a Frenchman would be a million of years before a Frenchman would be a million of years before a Frenchman would be a million of years before a Frenchman would be a million of years before a Frenchman would think of the Horasould think of the Horasould think of the Horasould think of the Horasould think of the Horas
non numero nisi serenasnon numero nisi serenasnon numero nisi serenasnon numero nisi serenasnon numero nisi serenas. Its impassioned repose and ideal voluptuousness are as f. Its impassioned repose and ideal voluptuousness are as f. Its impassioned repose and ideal voluptuousness are as f. Its impassioned repose and ideal voluptuousness are as f. Its impassioned repose and ideal voluptuousness are as far fromar fromar fromar fromar from
their breasts as the poetry of that line in Shakspeare - 'How sweet the moonlight sleeps upontheir breasts as the poetry of that line in Shakspeare - 'How sweet the moonlight sleeps upontheir breasts as the poetry of that line in Shakspeare - 'How sweet the moonlight sleeps upontheir breasts as the poetry of that line in Shakspeare - 'How sweet the moonlight sleeps upontheir breasts as the poetry of that line in Shakspeare - 'How sweet the moonlight sleeps upon
this bank!' Tthis bank!' Tthis bank!' Tthis bank!' Tthis bank!' Thehehehehey never arry never arry never arry never arry never arrive at the classical - or the romantic. Tive at the classical - or the romantic. Tive at the classical - or the romantic. Tive at the classical - or the romantic. Tive at the classical - or the romantic. Thehehehehey by by by by blow the bublow the bublow the bublow the bublow the bubbbbbbles ofles ofles ofles ofles of
vanity, fvanity, fvanity, fvanity, fvanity, fashion, and pleasure; but theashion, and pleasure; but theashion, and pleasure; but theashion, and pleasure; but theashion, and pleasure; but they do not expand their perceptions into refinement, ory do not expand their perceptions into refinement, ory do not expand their perceptions into refinement, ory do not expand their perceptions into refinement, ory do not expand their perceptions into refinement, or
strengthen them into solidity. Wstrengthen them into solidity. Wstrengthen them into solidity. Wstrengthen them into solidity. Wstrengthen them into solidity. Where there is nothing fine in the groundhere there is nothing fine in the groundhere there is nothing fine in the groundhere there is nothing fine in the groundhere there is nothing fine in the groundwwwwwork of theork of theork of theork of theork of the
imagimagimagimagimagination, nothing fine in the superstructure can be produced. Tination, nothing fine in the superstructure can be produced. Tination, nothing fine in the superstructure can be produced. Tination, nothing fine in the superstructure can be produced. Tination, nothing fine in the superstructure can be produced. Thehehehehey are light, airy, fy are light, airy, fy are light, airy, fy are light, airy, fy are light, airy, fancifulancifulancifulancifulanciful
(to g(to g(to g(to g(to give them their due) - but wive them their due) - but wive them their due) - but wive them their due) - but wive them their due) - but when thehen thehen thehen thehen they attempt to be sery attempt to be sery attempt to be sery attempt to be sery attempt to be serious (beious (beious (beious (beious (beyond mere good sense) theyond mere good sense) theyond mere good sense) theyond mere good sense) theyond mere good sense) theyyyyy
are either dull or extravagare either dull or extravagare either dull or extravagare either dull or extravagare either dull or extravagant. Want. Want. Want. Want. When the volatile salt has flown ofhen the volatile salt has flown ofhen the volatile salt has flown ofhen the volatile salt has flown ofhen the volatile salt has flown offffff, nothing but a caput, nothing but a caput, nothing but a caput, nothing but a caput, nothing but a caput
mortuum remainsmortuum remainsmortuum remainsmortuum remainsmortuum remains. T. T. T. T. Thehehehehey have infinite crotchets and capry have infinite crotchets and capry have infinite crotchets and capry have infinite crotchets and capry have infinite crotchets and caprices with their clocices with their clocices with their clocices with their clocices with their clocks and watchesks and watchesks and watchesks and watchesks and watches,,,,,
wwwwwhich seem made for anhich seem made for anhich seem made for anhich seem made for anhich seem made for anything but to tell the hour - gold repeatersything but to tell the hour - gold repeatersything but to tell the hour - gold repeatersything but to tell the hour - gold repeatersything but to tell the hour - gold repeaters, watches with metal, watches with metal, watches with metal, watches with metal, watches with metal
coverscoverscoverscoverscovers, cloc, cloc, cloc, cloc, clocks with hands to count the secondsks with hands to count the secondsks with hands to count the secondsks with hands to count the secondsks with hands to count the seconds. T. T. T. T. There is no escaping from quachere is no escaping from quachere is no escaping from quachere is no escaping from quachere is no escaping from quackkkkkery andery andery andery andery and
impertinence, even in our attempts to calculate the waste of time. Timpertinence, even in our attempts to calculate the waste of time. Timpertinence, even in our attempts to calculate the waste of time. Timpertinence, even in our attempts to calculate the waste of time. Timpertinence, even in our attempts to calculate the waste of time. The years ghe years ghe years ghe years ghe years gallop fallop fallop fallop fallop fastastastastast
enough for me, without remarking every moment as it flies; and furtherenough for me, without remarking every moment as it flies; and furtherenough for me, without remarking every moment as it flies; and furtherenough for me, without remarking every moment as it flies; and furtherenough for me, without remarking every moment as it flies; and further, I m, I m, I m, I m, I must say I dislikust say I dislikust say I dislikust say I dislikust say I dislikeeeee
a watch (wa watch (wa watch (wa watch (wa watch (whether of French or English manufhether of French or English manufhether of French or English manufhether of French or English manufhether of French or English manufacture) that comes to me likacture) that comes to me likacture) that comes to me likacture) that comes to me likacture) that comes to me like a footpad withe a footpad withe a footpad withe a footpad withe a footpad with
its fits fits fits fits face mace mace mace mace mufufufufuffled, and does not present its clearfled, and does not present its clearfled, and does not present its clearfled, and does not present its clearfled, and does not present its clear, open aspect lik, open aspect lik, open aspect lik, open aspect lik, open aspect like a fre a fre a fre a fre a friend, and point with itsiend, and point with itsiend, and point with itsiend, and point with itsiend, and point with its
fingfingfingfingfinger to the time of day. All this opening and shutting of dull, heavy cases (under pretenceer to the time of day. All this opening and shutting of dull, heavy cases (under pretenceer to the time of day. All this opening and shutting of dull, heavy cases (under pretenceer to the time of day. All this opening and shutting of dull, heavy cases (under pretenceer to the time of day. All this opening and shutting of dull, heavy cases (under pretence
that the glass lid is liabthat the glass lid is liabthat the glass lid is liabthat the glass lid is liabthat the glass lid is liable to be brokle to be brokle to be brokle to be brokle to be broken, or lets in the dust or air and obstructs the movementsen, or lets in the dust or air and obstructs the movementsen, or lets in the dust or air and obstructs the movementsen, or lets in the dust or air and obstructs the movementsen, or lets in the dust or air and obstructs the movements
of the watch), is not to husband time, but to gof the watch), is not to husband time, but to gof the watch), is not to husband time, but to gof the watch), is not to husband time, but to gof the watch), is not to husband time, but to give troubive troubive troubive troubive trouble. It is mere pomposity and self-le. It is mere pomposity and self-le. It is mere pomposity and self-le. It is mere pomposity and self-le. It is mere pomposity and self-
importance, likimportance, likimportance, likimportance, likimportance, like consulting a me consulting a me consulting a me consulting a me consulting a mysterysterysterysterysterious oracle that one carrious oracle that one carrious oracle that one carrious oracle that one carrious oracle that one carries about with one in one'sies about with one in one'sies about with one in one'sies about with one in one'sies about with one in one's
pocpocpocpocpockkkkket, instead of asking a common question of an acquaintance or companion. Tet, instead of asking a common question of an acquaintance or companion. Tet, instead of asking a common question of an acquaintance or companion. Tet, instead of asking a common question of an acquaintance or companion. Tet, instead of asking a common question of an acquaintance or companion. There arehere arehere arehere arehere are
twtwtwtwtwo cloco cloco cloco cloco clocks wks wks wks wks which strhich strhich strhich strhich strikikikikike the hour in the room we the hour in the room we the hour in the room we the hour in the room we the hour in the room where I am. There I am. There I am. There I am. There I am. This I do not likhis I do not likhis I do not likhis I do not likhis I do not like. In the firste. In the firste. In the firste. In the firste. In the first
place, I do not want to be reminded twice how the time goes (it is likplace, I do not want to be reminded twice how the time goes (it is likplace, I do not want to be reminded twice how the time goes (it is likplace, I do not want to be reminded twice how the time goes (it is likplace, I do not want to be reminded twice how the time goes (it is like the second tap of ae the second tap of ae the second tap of ae the second tap of ae the second tap of a
saucy servant at your door wsaucy servant at your door wsaucy servant at your door wsaucy servant at your door wsaucy servant at your door when perhaps you have no wish to ghen perhaps you have no wish to ghen perhaps you have no wish to ghen perhaps you have no wish to ghen perhaps you have no wish to get up): in the next place, it iset up): in the next place, it iset up): in the next place, it iset up): in the next place, it iset up): in the next place, it is
starting a difstarting a difstarting a difstarting a difstarting a difffffference of opinion on the subject, and I am averse to every aperence of opinion on the subject, and I am averse to every aperence of opinion on the subject, and I am averse to every aperence of opinion on the subject, and I am averse to every aperence of opinion on the subject, and I am averse to every appearance ofpearance ofpearance ofpearance ofpearance of
wrangling and disputation. Twrangling and disputation. Twrangling and disputation. Twrangling and disputation. Twrangling and disputation. Time moves on the same, wime moves on the same, wime moves on the same, wime moves on the same, wime moves on the same, whatever disparhatever disparhatever disparhatever disparhatever disparity there may be in ourity there may be in ourity there may be in ourity there may be in ourity there may be in our
mode of kmode of kmode of kmode of kmode of keeping count of it, likeeping count of it, likeeping count of it, likeeping count of it, likeeping count of it, like true fe true fe true fe true fe true fame in spite of the cavils and contradictions of theame in spite of the cavils and contradictions of theame in spite of the cavils and contradictions of theame in spite of the cavils and contradictions of theame in spite of the cavils and contradictions of the
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crcrcrcrcriticsiticsiticsiticsitics. I am no fr. I am no fr. I am no fr. I am no fr. I am no friend to repeating watchesiend to repeating watchesiend to repeating watchesiend to repeating watchesiend to repeating watches. T. T. T. T. The only pleasant association I have with themhe only pleasant association I have with themhe only pleasant association I have with themhe only pleasant association I have with themhe only pleasant association I have with them
is the account gis the account gis the account gis the account gis the account given by Rousseau of some French lady, wiven by Rousseau of some French lady, wiven by Rousseau of some French lady, wiven by Rousseau of some French lady, wiven by Rousseau of some French lady, who sat up reading the New Eloiseho sat up reading the New Eloiseho sat up reading the New Eloiseho sat up reading the New Eloiseho sat up reading the New Eloise
wwwwwhen it first came out, and orderhen it first came out, and orderhen it first came out, and orderhen it first came out, and orderhen it first came out, and ordering her maid to sound the repeatering her maid to sound the repeatering her maid to sound the repeatering her maid to sound the repeatering her maid to sound the repeater, found it was too late to, found it was too late to, found it was too late to, found it was too late to, found it was too late to
go to bed, and continued reading on till morninggo to bed, and continued reading on till morninggo to bed, and continued reading on till morninggo to bed, and continued reading on till morninggo to bed, and continued reading on till morning. Y. Y. Y. Y. Yet how difet how difet how difet how difet how difffffferent is the interest excited byerent is the interest excited byerent is the interest excited byerent is the interest excited byerent is the interest excited by
this story from the account wthis story from the account wthis story from the account wthis story from the account wthis story from the account which Rousseau somewhich Rousseau somewhich Rousseau somewhich Rousseau somewhich Rousseau somewhere else ghere else ghere else ghere else ghere else gives of his sitting up with hisives of his sitting up with hisives of his sitting up with hisives of his sitting up with hisives of his sitting up with his
fffffather reading romancesather reading romancesather reading romancesather reading romancesather reading romances, w, w, w, w, when a boy, till thehen a boy, till thehen a boy, till thehen a boy, till thehen a boy, till they were startled by the swallows twittery were startled by the swallows twittery were startled by the swallows twittery were startled by the swallows twittery were startled by the swallows twittering ining ining ining ining in
their nests at daybreak, and the ftheir nests at daybreak, and the ftheir nests at daybreak, and the ftheir nests at daybreak, and the ftheir nests at daybreak, and the father crather crather crather crather cried out, half angry and ashamed - 'Allonsied out, half angry and ashamed - 'Allonsied out, half angry and ashamed - 'Allonsied out, half angry and ashamed - 'Allonsied out, half angry and ashamed - 'Allons, mon fils, mon fils, mon fils, mon fils, mon fils,,,,,
je suit plus enfje suit plus enfje suit plus enfje suit plus enfje suit plus enfant que toi!" In gant que toi!" In gant que toi!" In gant que toi!" In gant que toi!" In general, I have heard repeating watches sounding in stageneral, I have heard repeating watches sounding in stageneral, I have heard repeating watches sounding in stageneral, I have heard repeating watches sounding in stageneral, I have heard repeating watches sounding in stage-e-e-e-e-
coaches at night, wcoaches at night, wcoaches at night, wcoaches at night, wcoaches at night, when some fhen some fhen some fhen some fhen some fellow-traveller sudellow-traveller sudellow-traveller sudellow-traveller sudellow-traveller suddenly awaking and wdenly awaking and wdenly awaking and wdenly awaking and wdenly awaking and wonderonderonderonderondering wing wing wing wing what washat washat washat washat was
the hourthe hourthe hourthe hourthe hour, another has very deliberately tak, another has very deliberately tak, another has very deliberately tak, another has very deliberately tak, another has very deliberately taken out his watch, and pressing the spren out his watch, and pressing the spren out his watch, and pressing the spren out his watch, and pressing the spren out his watch, and pressing the springinginginging, it has, it has, it has, it has, it has
counted out the time; each petty strokcounted out the time; each petty strokcounted out the time; each petty strokcounted out the time; each petty strokcounted out the time; each petty stroke acting like acting like acting like acting like acting like a sharp puncture on the eare a sharp puncture on the eare a sharp puncture on the eare a sharp puncture on the eare a sharp puncture on the ear, and informing, and informing, and informing, and informing, and informing
me of the dreary hours I had already passed, and of the more dreary ones I had to wait tillme of the dreary hours I had already passed, and of the more dreary ones I had to wait tillme of the dreary hours I had already passed, and of the more dreary ones I had to wait tillme of the dreary hours I had already passed, and of the more dreary ones I had to wait tillme of the dreary hours I had already passed, and of the more dreary ones I had to wait till
morningmorningmorningmorningmorning.T.T.T.T.The great adhe great adhe great adhe great adhe great advantagvantagvantagvantagvantage, it is true, we, it is true, we, it is true, we, it is true, we, it is true, which clochich clochich clochich clochich clocks have over watches and other dumbks have over watches and other dumbks have over watches and other dumbks have over watches and other dumbks have over watches and other dumb
recrecrecrecreckkkkkoners of time isoners of time isoners of time isoners of time isoners of time is, that for the most part the, that for the most part the, that for the most part the, that for the most part the, that for the most part they stry stry stry stry strikikikikike the hour - that thee the hour - that thee the hour - that thee the hour - that thee the hour - that they are as it were they are as it were they are as it were they are as it were they are as it were the
mouth-pieces of time; that themouth-pieces of time; that themouth-pieces of time; that themouth-pieces of time; that themouth-pieces of time; that they not only point it to the ey not only point it to the ey not only point it to the ey not only point it to the ey not only point it to the eye, but impress it on the ear; thatye, but impress it on the ear; thatye, but impress it on the ear; thatye, but impress it on the ear; thatye, but impress it on the ear; that
thethethethethey 'lend it both an understanding and a tongue.' Ty 'lend it both an understanding and a tongue.' Ty 'lend it both an understanding and a tongue.' Ty 'lend it both an understanding and a tongue.' Ty 'lend it both an understanding and a tongue.' Time thus speaks to us in an audibime thus speaks to us in an audibime thus speaks to us in an audibime thus speaks to us in an audibime thus speaks to us in an audible andle andle andle andle and
warning voice. Objects of sight are easily distinguished by the sense, and suggwarning voice. Objects of sight are easily distinguished by the sense, and suggwarning voice. Objects of sight are easily distinguished by the sense, and suggwarning voice. Objects of sight are easily distinguished by the sense, and suggwarning voice. Objects of sight are easily distinguished by the sense, and suggest usefulest usefulest usefulest usefulest useful
reflections to the mind; soundsreflections to the mind; soundsreflections to the mind; soundsreflections to the mind; soundsreflections to the mind; sounds, from their intermittent nature, and perhaps other causes, from their intermittent nature, and perhaps other causes, from their intermittent nature, and perhaps other causes, from their intermittent nature, and perhaps other causes, from their intermittent nature, and perhaps other causes,,,,,
apapapapappeal more to the imagpeal more to the imagpeal more to the imagpeal more to the imagpeal more to the imagination, and strination, and strination, and strination, and strination, and strikikikikike upon the heart. But to do thise upon the heart. But to do thise upon the heart. But to do thise upon the heart. But to do thise upon the heart. But to do this, the, the, the, the, they my my my my must beust beust beust beust be
unexpected and involuntary - there munexpected and involuntary - there munexpected and involuntary - there munexpected and involuntary - there munexpected and involuntary - there must be no trust be no trust be no trust be no trust be no tricicicicick in the case - thek in the case - thek in the case - thek in the case - thek in the case - they should not be squeezedy should not be squeezedy should not be squeezedy should not be squeezedy should not be squeezed
out with a fingout with a fingout with a fingout with a fingout with a finger and a thumb; there should be nothing optional, personal in their occurrence;er and a thumb; there should be nothing optional, personal in their occurrence;er and a thumb; there should be nothing optional, personal in their occurrence;er and a thumb; there should be nothing optional, personal in their occurrence;er and a thumb; there should be nothing optional, personal in their occurrence;
thethethethethey should be liky should be liky should be liky should be liky should be like stern, inflexibe stern, inflexibe stern, inflexibe stern, inflexibe stern, inflexible monitorsle monitorsle monitorsle monitorsle monitors, that nothing can prevent from discharg, that nothing can prevent from discharg, that nothing can prevent from discharg, that nothing can prevent from discharg, that nothing can prevent from discharginginginginging
their duty. Surely, if there is antheir duty. Surely, if there is antheir duty. Surely, if there is antheir duty. Surely, if there is antheir duty. Surely, if there is anything with wything with wything with wything with wything with which we should not mix up our vanity and self-hich we should not mix up our vanity and self-hich we should not mix up our vanity and self-hich we should not mix up our vanity and self-hich we should not mix up our vanity and self-
consequence, it is with Tconsequence, it is with Tconsequence, it is with Tconsequence, it is with Tconsequence, it is with Time, the most independent of all thingsime, the most independent of all thingsime, the most independent of all thingsime, the most independent of all thingsime, the most independent of all things. All the sub. All the sub. All the sub. All the sub. All the sublimity, all thelimity, all thelimity, all thelimity, all thelimity, all the
superstition that hang upon this palpabsuperstition that hang upon this palpabsuperstition that hang upon this palpabsuperstition that hang upon this palpabsuperstition that hang upon this palpable mode of announcing its flight, are chiefly attachedle mode of announcing its flight, are chiefly attachedle mode of announcing its flight, are chiefly attachedle mode of announcing its flight, are chiefly attachedle mode of announcing its flight, are chiefly attached
to this circumstance. Tto this circumstance. Tto this circumstance. Tto this circumstance. Tto this circumstance. Time wime wime wime wime would lose its abstracted characterould lose its abstracted characterould lose its abstracted characterould lose its abstracted characterould lose its abstracted character, if we k, if we k, if we k, if we k, if we kept it likept it likept it likept it likept it like a cure a cure a cure a cure a curiosityiosityiosityiosityiosity
or a jacor a jacor a jacor a jacor a jack-in-a-box: its prophetic warnings wk-in-a-box: its prophetic warnings wk-in-a-box: its prophetic warnings wk-in-a-box: its prophetic warnings wk-in-a-box: its prophetic warnings would have no efould have no efould have no efould have no efould have no effffffect, if it obviously spokect, if it obviously spokect, if it obviously spokect, if it obviously spokect, if it obviously spoke only ate only ate only ate only ate only at
our prompting likour prompting likour prompting likour prompting likour prompting like a paltry ventre a paltry ventre a paltry ventre a paltry ventre a paltry ventriloquism. Tiloquism. Tiloquism. Tiloquism. Tiloquism. The cloche cloche cloche cloche clock that tells the comingk that tells the comingk that tells the comingk that tells the comingk that tells the coming, dreaded hour - the, dreaded hour - the, dreaded hour - the, dreaded hour - the, dreaded hour - the
castle bell, that 'with its brazen throat and iron tongue, sounds one unto the drowsy ear ofcastle bell, that 'with its brazen throat and iron tongue, sounds one unto the drowsy ear ofcastle bell, that 'with its brazen throat and iron tongue, sounds one unto the drowsy ear ofcastle bell, that 'with its brazen throat and iron tongue, sounds one unto the drowsy ear ofcastle bell, that 'with its brazen throat and iron tongue, sounds one unto the drowsy ear of
night' - the curfnight' - the curfnight' - the curfnight' - the curfnight' - the curfewewewewew, 'swing, 'swing, 'swing, 'swing, 'swinging slow with sullen road' o'er wizard stream or fountain, are liking slow with sullen road' o'er wizard stream or fountain, are liking slow with sullen road' o'er wizard stream or fountain, are liking slow with sullen road' o'er wizard stream or fountain, are liking slow with sullen road' o'er wizard stream or fountain, are likeeeee
a voice from other wa voice from other wa voice from other wa voice from other wa voice from other worldsorldsorldsorldsorlds, big with unknown events, big with unknown events, big with unknown events, big with unknown events, big with unknown events. T. T. T. T. The last sound, whe last sound, whe last sound, whe last sound, whe last sound, which is still khich is still khich is still khich is still khich is still kept upept upept upept upept up
as an old custom in manas an old custom in manas an old custom in manas an old custom in manas an old custom in many parts of England, is a great fy parts of England, is a great fy parts of England, is a great fy parts of England, is a great fy parts of England, is a great favouravouravouravouravourite with me. I used to hear itite with me. I used to hear itite with me. I used to hear itite with me. I used to hear itite with me. I used to hear it
wwwwwhen a boy. It tells a tale of other timeshen a boy. It tells a tale of other timeshen a boy. It tells a tale of other timeshen a boy. It tells a tale of other timeshen a boy. It tells a tale of other times. T. T. T. T. The days that are past, the ghe days that are past, the ghe days that are past, the ghe days that are past, the ghe days that are past, the generations that areenerations that areenerations that areenerations that areenerations that are
gone, the tangled forest glades and hamlets brown of mgone, the tangled forest glades and hamlets brown of mgone, the tangled forest glades and hamlets brown of mgone, the tangled forest glades and hamlets brown of mgone, the tangled forest glades and hamlets brown of my native country, the wy native country, the wy native country, the wy native country, the wy native country, the woodman's art,oodman's art,oodman's art,oodman's art,oodman's art,
the Norman warrthe Norman warrthe Norman warrthe Norman warrthe Norman warrior armed for the battle or in his fior armed for the battle or in his fior armed for the battle or in his fior armed for the battle or in his fior armed for the battle or in his festive hall, the conqueror's iron rule andestive hall, the conqueror's iron rule andestive hall, the conqueror's iron rule andestive hall, the conqueror's iron rule andestive hall, the conqueror's iron rule and
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peasant's lamp extinguished, all start up at the clamorous peal, and fill mpeasant's lamp extinguished, all start up at the clamorous peal, and fill mpeasant's lamp extinguished, all start up at the clamorous peal, and fill mpeasant's lamp extinguished, all start up at the clamorous peal, and fill mpeasant's lamp extinguished, all start up at the clamorous peal, and fill my mind with fy mind with fy mind with fy mind with fy mind with fearearearearear
and wand wand wand wand wonderonderonderonderonder. I conf. I conf. I conf. I conf. I confessessessessess, nothing at present interests me but w, nothing at present interests me but w, nothing at present interests me but w, nothing at present interests me but w, nothing at present interests me but what has been - the recollectionhat has been - the recollectionhat has been - the recollectionhat has been - the recollectionhat has been - the recollection
of the impressions of mof the impressions of mof the impressions of mof the impressions of mof the impressions of my early lify early lify early lify early lify early life, or events long past, of we, or events long past, of we, or events long past, of we, or events long past, of we, or events long past, of which only the dim traces remainhich only the dim traces remainhich only the dim traces remainhich only the dim traces remainhich only the dim traces remain
in a moulderin a moulderin a moulderin a moulderin a mouldering ruin or half-obsolete custom. Ting ruin or half-obsolete custom. Ting ruin or half-obsolete custom. Ting ruin or half-obsolete custom. Ting ruin or half-obsolete custom. That things should be that are now no more,hat things should be that are now no more,hat things should be that are now no more,hat things should be that are now no more,hat things should be that are now no more,
creates in mcreates in mcreates in mcreates in mcreates in my mind the most unfy mind the most unfy mind the most unfy mind the most unfy mind the most unfeigned astonishment. I cannot solve the meigned astonishment. I cannot solve the meigned astonishment. I cannot solve the meigned astonishment. I cannot solve the meigned astonishment. I cannot solve the mystery of the past,ystery of the past,ystery of the past,ystery of the past,ystery of the past,
nor exhaust mnor exhaust mnor exhaust mnor exhaust mnor exhaust my pleasure in it. Ty pleasure in it. Ty pleasure in it. Ty pleasure in it. Ty pleasure in it. The yearshe yearshe yearshe yearshe years, the g, the g, the g, the g, the generations to come, are nothing to me. Wenerations to come, are nothing to me. Wenerations to come, are nothing to me. Wenerations to come, are nothing to me. Wenerations to come, are nothing to me. We caree caree caree caree care
no more about the wno more about the wno more about the wno more about the wno more about the world in the year 2300 than we do about one of the planetsorld in the year 2300 than we do about one of the planetsorld in the year 2300 than we do about one of the planetsorld in the year 2300 than we do about one of the planetsorld in the year 2300 than we do about one of the planets. W. W. W. W. We might ase might ase might ase might ase might as
well makwell makwell makwell makwell make a voyage a voyage a voyage a voyage a voyage to the moon as to think of stealing a march upon Te to the moon as to think of stealing a march upon Te to the moon as to think of stealing a march upon Te to the moon as to think of stealing a march upon Te to the moon as to think of stealing a march upon Time with impunity.ime with impunity.ime with impunity.ime with impunity.ime with impunity.
De non apDe non apDe non apDe non apDe non apparentibus et non existentibus eadem est ratioparentibus et non existentibus eadem est ratioparentibus et non existentibus eadem est ratioparentibus et non existentibus eadem est ratioparentibus et non existentibus eadem est ratio. T. T. T. T. Those whose whose whose whose who are to come after us andho are to come after us andho are to come after us andho are to come after us andho are to come after us and
push us from the stagpush us from the stagpush us from the stagpush us from the stagpush us from the stage seem like seem like seem like seem like seem like upstarts and pretenderse upstarts and pretenderse upstarts and pretenderse upstarts and pretenderse upstarts and pretenders, that may be said to exist in vacuo, that may be said to exist in vacuo, that may be said to exist in vacuo, that may be said to exist in vacuo, that may be said to exist in vacuo,,,,,
we know not upon wwe know not upon wwe know not upon wwe know not upon wwe know not upon what, except as thehat, except as thehat, except as thehat, except as thehat, except as they are by are by are by are by are blown up with vanity and self- conceit by theirlown up with vanity and self- conceit by theirlown up with vanity and self- conceit by theirlown up with vanity and self- conceit by theirlown up with vanity and self- conceit by their
patrons among the modernspatrons among the modernspatrons among the modernspatrons among the modernspatrons among the moderns. But the ancients are true and bona fide people, to w. But the ancients are true and bona fide people, to w. But the ancients are true and bona fide people, to w. But the ancients are true and bona fide people, to w. But the ancients are true and bona fide people, to whom we arehom we arehom we arehom we arehom we are
bound by aggregbound by aggregbound by aggregbound by aggregbound by aggregate knowledgate knowledgate knowledgate knowledgate knowledge and filial tiese and filial tiese and filial tiese and filial tiese and filial ties, and in w, and in w, and in w, and in w, and in whom, seen by the mellow light ofhom, seen by the mellow light ofhom, seen by the mellow light ofhom, seen by the mellow light ofhom, seen by the mellow light of
history, we fhistory, we fhistory, we fhistory, we fhistory, we feel our own existence doubeel our own existence doubeel our own existence doubeel our own existence doubeel our own existence doubled and our prled and our prled and our prled and our prled and our pride consoled, as we ruminate on theide consoled, as we ruminate on theide consoled, as we ruminate on theide consoled, as we ruminate on theide consoled, as we ruminate on the
vestigvestigvestigvestigvestiges of the past. Tes of the past. Tes of the past. Tes of the past. Tes of the past. The pubhe pubhe pubhe pubhe public in glic in glic in glic in glic in general, howevereneral, howevereneral, howevereneral, howevereneral, however, do not carry this speculative indif, do not carry this speculative indif, do not carry this speculative indif, do not carry this speculative indif, do not carry this speculative indifffffferenceerenceerenceerenceerence
about the future to wabout the future to wabout the future to wabout the future to wabout the future to what is to haphat is to haphat is to haphat is to haphat is to happen to themselvespen to themselvespen to themselvespen to themselvespen to themselves, or to the part the, or to the part the, or to the part the, or to the part the, or to the part they are to act in the busyy are to act in the busyy are to act in the busyy are to act in the busyy are to act in the busy
scene. For mscene. For mscene. For mscene. For mscene. For my own part, I do; and the only wish I can form, or that ever prompts the passingy own part, I do; and the only wish I can form, or that ever prompts the passingy own part, I do; and the only wish I can form, or that ever prompts the passingy own part, I do; and the only wish I can form, or that ever prompts the passingy own part, I do; and the only wish I can form, or that ever prompts the passing
sigh, wsigh, wsigh, wsigh, wsigh, would be to live some of mould be to live some of mould be to live some of mould be to live some of mould be to live some of my years over agy years over agy years over agy years over agy years over again - theain - theain - theain - theain - they wy wy wy wy would be those in would be those in would be those in would be those in would be those in which I enjoyedhich I enjoyedhich I enjoyedhich I enjoyedhich I enjoyed
and sufand sufand sufand sufand suffffffered most!Tered most!Tered most!Tered most!Tered most!The tiche tiche tiche tiche ticking of a clocking of a clocking of a clocking of a clocking of a clock in the night has nothing very interesting nor veryk in the night has nothing very interesting nor veryk in the night has nothing very interesting nor veryk in the night has nothing very interesting nor veryk in the night has nothing very interesting nor very
alarming in it, though superstition has magnified it into an omen. In a state of vigalarming in it, though superstition has magnified it into an omen. In a state of vigalarming in it, though superstition has magnified it into an omen. In a state of vigalarming in it, though superstition has magnified it into an omen. In a state of vigalarming in it, though superstition has magnified it into an omen. In a state of vigilance orilance orilance orilance orilance or
debility, it predebility, it predebility, it predebility, it predebility, it preys upon the spirys upon the spirys upon the spirys upon the spirys upon the spirits likits likits likits likits like the persecution of a teasinge the persecution of a teasinge the persecution of a teasinge the persecution of a teasinge the persecution of a teasing, pertinacious insect; and, pertinacious insect; and, pertinacious insect; and, pertinacious insect; and, pertinacious insect; and
haunting the imaghaunting the imaghaunting the imaghaunting the imaghaunting the imagination after it has ceased in reality, is converted into the death- watch.ination after it has ceased in reality, is converted into the death- watch.ination after it has ceased in reality, is converted into the death- watch.ination after it has ceased in reality, is converted into the death- watch.ination after it has ceased in reality, is converted into the death- watch.
TTTTTime is rendered vast by contemplating its minute portions thus repeatedly and painfullyime is rendered vast by contemplating its minute portions thus repeatedly and painfullyime is rendered vast by contemplating its minute portions thus repeatedly and painfullyime is rendered vast by contemplating its minute portions thus repeatedly and painfullyime is rendered vast by contemplating its minute portions thus repeatedly and painfully
urgurgurgurgurged upon its attention, as the ocean in its immensity is composed of water- dropsed upon its attention, as the ocean in its immensity is composed of water- dropsed upon its attention, as the ocean in its immensity is composed of water- dropsed upon its attention, as the ocean in its immensity is composed of water- dropsed upon its attention, as the ocean in its immensity is composed of water- drops. A cloc. A cloc. A cloc. A cloc. A clockkkkk
strstrstrstrstriking with a clear and silver sound is a great relief in such circumstancesiking with a clear and silver sound is a great relief in such circumstancesiking with a clear and silver sound is a great relief in such circumstancesiking with a clear and silver sound is a great relief in such circumstancesiking with a clear and silver sound is a great relief in such circumstances, breaks the spell,, breaks the spell,, breaks the spell,, breaks the spell,, breaks the spell,
and resemband resemband resemband resemband resembles a sylph-likles a sylph-likles a sylph-likles a sylph-likles a sylph-like and fre and fre and fre and fre and friendly spiriendly spiriendly spiriendly spiriendly spirit in the room. Foreigners with all their trit in the room. Foreigners with all their trit in the room. Foreigners with all their trit in the room. Foreigners with all their trit in the room. Foreigners with all their tricicicicicksksksksks
and contrand contrand contrand contrand contrivances upon clocivances upon clocivances upon clocivances upon clocivances upon clocks and time-piecesks and time-piecesks and time-piecesks and time-piecesks and time-pieces, are strang, are strang, are strang, are strang, are strangers to the sound of villagers to the sound of villagers to the sound of villagers to the sound of villagers to the sound of village bellse bellse bellse bellse bells,,,,,
though perhaps a people that can dance may dispense with them. Tthough perhaps a people that can dance may dispense with them. Tthough perhaps a people that can dance may dispense with them. Tthough perhaps a people that can dance may dispense with them. Tthough perhaps a people that can dance may dispense with them. Thehehehehey impart a pensive,y impart a pensive,y impart a pensive,y impart a pensive,y impart a pensive,
wayward pleasure to the mind, and are a kind of chronologwayward pleasure to the mind, and are a kind of chronologwayward pleasure to the mind, and are a kind of chronologwayward pleasure to the mind, and are a kind of chronologwayward pleasure to the mind, and are a kind of chronology of hapy of hapy of hapy of hapy of happy eventspy eventspy eventspy eventspy events, often ser, often ser, often ser, often ser, often seriousiousiousiousious
in the retrospect - birthsin the retrospect - birthsin the retrospect - birthsin the retrospect - birthsin the retrospect - births, marr, marr, marr, marr, marriagiagiagiagiageseseseses, and so forth. Coler, and so forth. Coler, and so forth. Coler, and so forth. Coler, and so forth. Coleridgidgidgidgidge calls them 'the poor man's onlye calls them 'the poor man's onlye calls them 'the poor man's onlye calls them 'the poor man's onlye calls them 'the poor man's only
mmmmmusic.' A villagusic.' A villagusic.' A villagusic.' A villagusic.' A village spire in England peeping from its cluster of treese spire in England peeping from its cluster of treese spire in England peeping from its cluster of treese spire in England peeping from its cluster of treese spire in England peeping from its cluster of trees, is always associated in, is always associated in, is always associated in, is always associated in, is always associated in
imagimagimagimagimagination with this cheerful accompaniment, and may be expected to pour its joyous tidingsination with this cheerful accompaniment, and may be expected to pour its joyous tidingsination with this cheerful accompaniment, and may be expected to pour its joyous tidingsination with this cheerful accompaniment, and may be expected to pour its joyous tidingsination with this cheerful accompaniment, and may be expected to pour its joyous tidings
on the gon the gon the gon the gon the gale. In Catholic countrale. In Catholic countrale. In Catholic countrale. In Catholic countrale. In Catholic countriesiesiesiesies, you are stunned with the everlasting tolling of bells to, you are stunned with the everlasting tolling of bells to, you are stunned with the everlasting tolling of bells to, you are stunned with the everlasting tolling of bells to, you are stunned with the everlasting tolling of bells to
prayers or for the dead. In the Apenninesprayers or for the dead. In the Apenninesprayers or for the dead. In the Apenninesprayers or for the dead. In the Apenninesprayers or for the dead. In the Apennines, and other wild and mountainous distr, and other wild and mountainous distr, and other wild and mountainous distr, and other wild and mountainous distr, and other wild and mountainous districts oficts oficts oficts oficts of
Italy, the little chapel-bell with its simple tinkling sound has a romantic and charmingItaly, the little chapel-bell with its simple tinkling sound has a romantic and charmingItaly, the little chapel-bell with its simple tinkling sound has a romantic and charmingItaly, the little chapel-bell with its simple tinkling sound has a romantic and charmingItaly, the little chapel-bell with its simple tinkling sound has a romantic and charming
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efefefefeffffffect. Tect. Tect. Tect. Tect. The monks in former times aphe monks in former times aphe monks in former times aphe monks in former times aphe monks in former times appear to have takpear to have takpear to have takpear to have takpear to have taken a pren a pren a pren a pren a pride in the construction of bells aside in the construction of bells aside in the construction of bells aside in the construction of bells aside in the construction of bells as
well as churches; and some of those of the great cathedrals abroad (as at Cologne and Rouen)well as churches; and some of those of the great cathedrals abroad (as at Cologne and Rouen)well as churches; and some of those of the great cathedrals abroad (as at Cologne and Rouen)well as churches; and some of those of the great cathedrals abroad (as at Cologne and Rouen)well as churches; and some of those of the great cathedrals abroad (as at Cologne and Rouen)
may be fmay be fmay be fmay be fmay be fairly said to be hoarse with counting the flight of agairly said to be hoarse with counting the flight of agairly said to be hoarse with counting the flight of agairly said to be hoarse with counting the flight of agairly said to be hoarse with counting the flight of ageseseseses. T. T. T. T. The chimes in Holland are ahe chimes in Holland are ahe chimes in Holland are ahe chimes in Holland are ahe chimes in Holland are a
nuisance. Tnuisance. Tnuisance. Tnuisance. Tnuisance. Thehehehehey dance in the hours and the quartersy dance in the hours and the quartersy dance in the hours and the quartersy dance in the hours and the quartersy dance in the hours and the quarters. T. T. T. T. Thehehehehey leave no respite to the imagy leave no respite to the imagy leave no respite to the imagy leave no respite to the imagy leave no respite to the imagination.ination.ination.ination.ination.
Before one set has done rBefore one set has done rBefore one set has done rBefore one set has done rBefore one set has done ringinginginginging in your earsing in your earsing in your earsing in your earsing in your ears, another beg, another beg, another beg, another beg, another beginsinsinsinsins. Y. Y. Y. Y. You do not know wou do not know wou do not know wou do not know wou do not know whether thehether thehether thehether thehether the
hours move or stand still, go bachours move or stand still, go bachours move or stand still, go bachours move or stand still, go bachours move or stand still, go backwards or forwardskwards or forwardskwards or forwardskwards or forwardskwards or forwards, so f, so f, so f, so f, so fantastical and perplexing are theirantastical and perplexing are theirantastical and perplexing are theirantastical and perplexing are theirantastical and perplexing are their
accompanimentsaccompanimentsaccompanimentsaccompanimentsaccompaniments. T. T. T. T. Time is a more staid personagime is a more staid personagime is a more staid personagime is a more staid personagime is a more staid personage, and not so full of ge, and not so full of ge, and not so full of ge, and not so full of ge, and not so full of gambolsambolsambolsambolsambols. It puts you in. It puts you in. It puts you in. It puts you in. It puts you in
mind of a tune with varmind of a tune with varmind of a tune with varmind of a tune with varmind of a tune with variationsiationsiationsiationsiations, or of an embroidered dress, or of an embroidered dress, or of an embroidered dress, or of an embroidered dress, or of an embroidered dress. Surely, nothing is more simple. Surely, nothing is more simple. Surely, nothing is more simple. Surely, nothing is more simple. Surely, nothing is more simple
than Tthan Tthan Tthan Tthan Time. His march is straightforward; but we should have leisure allowed us to look bacime. His march is straightforward; but we should have leisure allowed us to look bacime. His march is straightforward; but we should have leisure allowed us to look bacime. His march is straightforward; but we should have leisure allowed us to look bacime. His march is straightforward; but we should have leisure allowed us to look backkkkk
upon the distance we have come, and not be counting his steps every moment. Tupon the distance we have come, and not be counting his steps every moment. Tupon the distance we have come, and not be counting his steps every moment. Tupon the distance we have come, and not be counting his steps every moment. Tupon the distance we have come, and not be counting his steps every moment. Time inime inime inime inime in
Holland is a foolish old fHolland is a foolish old fHolland is a foolish old fHolland is a foolish old fHolland is a foolish old fellow with all the antics of a youth, wellow with all the antics of a youth, wellow with all the antics of a youth, wellow with all the antics of a youth, wellow with all the antics of a youth, who 'goes to church in aho 'goes to church in aho 'goes to church in aho 'goes to church in aho 'goes to church in a
corantocorantocorantocorantocoranto, and lights his pipe in a cinque-pace.' T, and lights his pipe in a cinque-pace.' T, and lights his pipe in a cinque-pace.' T, and lights his pipe in a cinque-pace.' T, and lights his pipe in a cinque-pace.' The chimes with ushe chimes with ushe chimes with ushe chimes with ushe chimes with us, on the contrary, as the, on the contrary, as the, on the contrary, as the, on the contrary, as the, on the contrary, as theyyyyy
come in every three or four hourscome in every three or four hourscome in every three or four hourscome in every three or four hourscome in every three or four hours, are lik, are lik, are lik, are lik, are like stage stage stage stage stages in the journees in the journees in the journees in the journees in the journey of the day. Ty of the day. Ty of the day. Ty of the day. Ty of the day. Thehehehehey gy gy gy gy give a fillipive a fillipive a fillipive a fillipive a fillip
to the lazy, creeping hoursto the lazy, creeping hoursto the lazy, creeping hoursto the lazy, creeping hoursto the lazy, creeping hours, and relieve the lassitude of country-places, and relieve the lassitude of country-places, and relieve the lassitude of country-places, and relieve the lassitude of country-places, and relieve the lassitude of country-places. At noon, their desultory,. At noon, their desultory,. At noon, their desultory,. At noon, their desultory,. At noon, their desultory,
trtrtrtrtrivial song is difivial song is difivial song is difivial song is difivial song is diffused through the hamlet with the odour of rashers of bacon; at the close offused through the hamlet with the odour of rashers of bacon; at the close offused through the hamlet with the odour of rashers of bacon; at the close offused through the hamlet with the odour of rashers of bacon; at the close offused through the hamlet with the odour of rashers of bacon; at the close of
day theday theday theday theday they send the toil-wy send the toil-wy send the toil-wy send the toil-wy send the toil-worn sleepers to their bedsorn sleepers to their bedsorn sleepers to their bedsorn sleepers to their bedsorn sleepers to their beds. T. T. T. T. Their discontinuance wheir discontinuance wheir discontinuance wheir discontinuance wheir discontinuance would be a great lossould be a great lossould be a great lossould be a great lossould be a great loss
to the thinking or unthinking pubto the thinking or unthinking pubto the thinking or unthinking pubto the thinking or unthinking pubto the thinking or unthinking public. Mrlic. Mrlic. Mrlic. Mrlic. Mr. W. W. W. W. Wordswordswordswordswordsworth has painted their eforth has painted their eforth has painted their eforth has painted their eforth has painted their effffffect on the mindect on the mindect on the mindect on the mindect on the mind
wwwwwhen he makhen he makhen he makhen he makhen he makes his fres his fres his fres his fres his friend Matthewiend Matthewiend Matthewiend Matthewiend Matthew, in a fit of inspired dotag, in a fit of inspired dotag, in a fit of inspired dotag, in a fit of inspired dotag, in a fit of inspired dotage,"Sing those witty rhymesAboute,"Sing those witty rhymesAboute,"Sing those witty rhymesAboute,"Sing those witty rhymesAboute,"Sing those witty rhymesAbout
the crazy old church-clocthe crazy old church-clocthe crazy old church-clocthe crazy old church-clocthe crazy old church-clockAnd the bewilder'd chimeskAnd the bewilder'd chimeskAnd the bewilder'd chimeskAnd the bewilder'd chimeskAnd the bewilder'd chimes."T."T."T."T."The tolling of the bell for deaths andhe tolling of the bell for deaths andhe tolling of the bell for deaths andhe tolling of the bell for deaths andhe tolling of the bell for deaths and
executions is a fexecutions is a fexecutions is a fexecutions is a fexecutions is a fearful summonsearful summonsearful summonsearful summonsearful summons, though, as it announces, though, as it announces, though, as it announces, though, as it announces, though, as it announces, not the ad, not the ad, not the ad, not the ad, not the advance of time but thevance of time but thevance of time but thevance of time but thevance of time but the
apapapapapproach of fproach of fproach of fproach of fproach of fate, it hapate, it hapate, it hapate, it hapate, it happily makpily makpily makpily makpily makes no part of our subject. Otherwise, the 'sound of the bell'es no part of our subject. Otherwise, the 'sound of the bell'es no part of our subject. Otherwise, the 'sound of the bell'es no part of our subject. Otherwise, the 'sound of the bell'es no part of our subject. Otherwise, the 'sound of the bell'
for Macheath's execution in the Beggfor Macheath's execution in the Beggfor Macheath's execution in the Beggfor Macheath's execution in the Beggfor Macheath's execution in the Beggars' Opera, or for that of the Conspirators in Vars' Opera, or for that of the Conspirators in Vars' Opera, or for that of the Conspirators in Vars' Opera, or for that of the Conspirators in Vars' Opera, or for that of the Conspirators in Veniceeniceeniceeniceenice
Preserved, with the roll of the drum at a soldier's funeral, and a digression to that of mPreserved, with the roll of the drum at a soldier's funeral, and a digression to that of mPreserved, with the roll of the drum at a soldier's funeral, and a digression to that of mPreserved, with the roll of the drum at a soldier's funeral, and a digression to that of mPreserved, with the roll of the drum at a soldier's funeral, and a digression to that of myyyyy
Uncle TUncle TUncle TUncle TUncle Toby, as it is so finely descroby, as it is so finely descroby, as it is so finely descroby, as it is so finely descroby, as it is so finely described by Sterne, wibed by Sterne, wibed by Sterne, wibed by Sterne, wibed by Sterne, would furnish ample topics to descantould furnish ample topics to descantould furnish ample topics to descantould furnish ample topics to descantould furnish ample topics to descant
upon. If I were a moralist, I might disapupon. If I were a moralist, I might disapupon. If I were a moralist, I might disapupon. If I were a moralist, I might disapupon. If I were a moralist, I might disapprove the rprove the rprove the rprove the rprove the ringinginginginging in the new and ring in the new and ring in the new and ring in the new and ring in the new and ringinginginginging out the olding out the olding out the olding out the olding out the old
yearyearyearyearyear."W."W."W."W."Why dance ye, mortalshy dance ye, mortalshy dance ye, mortalshy dance ye, mortalshy dance ye, mortals, o'er the grave of T, o'er the grave of T, o'er the grave of T, o'er the grave of T, o'er the grave of Time?"ime?"ime?"ime?"ime?"

St. PSt. PSt. PSt. PSt. Paul’aul’aul’aul’aul’s bell tolls only for the death of our English kingss bell tolls only for the death of our English kingss bell tolls only for the death of our English kingss bell tolls only for the death of our English kingss bell tolls only for the death of our English kings, or a distinguished personag, or a distinguished personag, or a distinguished personag, or a distinguished personag, or a distinguished personage ore ore ore ore or
twtwtwtwtwooooo, with long intervals between., with long intervals between., with long intervals between., with long intervals between., with long intervals between.

TTTTThose whose whose whose whose who have no artificial means of ascertaining the progress of time, are in gho have no artificial means of ascertaining the progress of time, are in gho have no artificial means of ascertaining the progress of time, are in gho have no artificial means of ascertaining the progress of time, are in gho have no artificial means of ascertaining the progress of time, are in general theeneral theeneral theeneral theeneral the
most acute in discerning its immediate signsmost acute in discerning its immediate signsmost acute in discerning its immediate signsmost acute in discerning its immediate signsmost acute in discerning its immediate signs, and are most retentive of individual dates, and are most retentive of individual dates, and are most retentive of individual dates, and are most retentive of individual dates, and are most retentive of individual dates. T. T. T. T. Thehehehehe
mechanical aids to knowledgmechanical aids to knowledgmechanical aids to knowledgmechanical aids to knowledgmechanical aids to knowledge are not sharpeners of the witse are not sharpeners of the witse are not sharpeners of the witse are not sharpeners of the witse are not sharpeners of the wits. T. T. T. T. The understanding of a savaghe understanding of a savaghe understanding of a savaghe understanding of a savaghe understanding of a savageeeee
is a kind of natural almanac, and more true in its prognostication of the future. In hisis a kind of natural almanac, and more true in its prognostication of the future. In hisis a kind of natural almanac, and more true in its prognostication of the future. In hisis a kind of natural almanac, and more true in its prognostication of the future. In hisis a kind of natural almanac, and more true in its prognostication of the future. In his
mind’mind’mind’mind’mind’s es es es es eye he sees wye he sees wye he sees wye he sees wye he sees what has haphat has haphat has haphat has haphat has happened or wpened or wpened or wpened or wpened or what is likhat is likhat is likhat is likhat is likely to hapely to hapely to hapely to hapely to happen to him, ‘as in a map thepen to him, ‘as in a map thepen to him, ‘as in a map thepen to him, ‘as in a map thepen to him, ‘as in a map the
voyagvoyagvoyagvoyagvoyager his course.er his course.er his course.er his course.er his course.’ T’ T’ T’ T’ Those whose whose whose whose who read the times and seasons in the aspect of the heavens andho read the times and seasons in the aspect of the heavens andho read the times and seasons in the aspect of the heavens andho read the times and seasons in the aspect of the heavens andho read the times and seasons in the aspect of the heavens and
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the configuration of the starsthe configuration of the starsthe configuration of the starsthe configuration of the starsthe configuration of the stars, w, w, w, w, who count by moons and know who count by moons and know who count by moons and know who count by moons and know who count by moons and know when the sun rhen the sun rhen the sun rhen the sun rhen the sun rises and setsises and setsises and setsises and setsises and sets,,,,,
are by no means ignorant of their own afare by no means ignorant of their own afare by no means ignorant of their own afare by no means ignorant of their own afare by no means ignorant of their own affffffairs or of the common concatenation of eventsairs or of the common concatenation of eventsairs or of the common concatenation of eventsairs or of the common concatenation of eventsairs or of the common concatenation of events.....
PPPPPeople in such situations have not their feople in such situations have not their feople in such situations have not their feople in such situations have not their feople in such situations have not their faculties distracted by anaculties distracted by anaculties distracted by anaculties distracted by anaculties distracted by any my my my my multiplicity of inquirultiplicity of inquirultiplicity of inquirultiplicity of inquirultiplicity of inquiriesiesiesiesies
bebebebebeyond wyond wyond wyond wyond what befhat befhat befhat befhat befalls themselvesalls themselvesalls themselvesalls themselvesalls themselves, and the outward ap, and the outward ap, and the outward ap, and the outward ap, and the outward appearances that mark the changpearances that mark the changpearances that mark the changpearances that mark the changpearances that mark the change. Te. Te. Te. Te. Thereherehereherehere
isisisisis, therefore, a simplicity and clearness in the knowledg, therefore, a simplicity and clearness in the knowledg, therefore, a simplicity and clearness in the knowledg, therefore, a simplicity and clearness in the knowledg, therefore, a simplicity and clearness in the knowledge thee thee thee thee they possessy possessy possessy possessy possess, w, w, w, w, which often puzzleshich often puzzleshich often puzzleshich often puzzleshich often puzzles
the more learned. I am sometimes surprthe more learned. I am sometimes surprthe more learned. I am sometimes surprthe more learned. I am sometimes surprthe more learned. I am sometimes surprised at a shepherd-boy by the road-side, wised at a shepherd-boy by the road-side, wised at a shepherd-boy by the road-side, wised at a shepherd-boy by the road-side, wised at a shepherd-boy by the road-side, who seesho seesho seesho seesho sees
nothing but the earth and sknothing but the earth and sknothing but the earth and sknothing but the earth and sknothing but the earth and sky, asking me the time of day - he ought to know so my, asking me the time of day - he ought to know so my, asking me the time of day - he ought to know so my, asking me the time of day - he ought to know so my, asking me the time of day - he ought to know so much betteruch betteruch betteruch betteruch better
than anthan anthan anthan anthan any one how fy one how fy one how fy one how fy one how far the sun is above the horar the sun is above the horar the sun is above the horar the sun is above the horar the sun is above the horizon. I supizon. I supizon. I supizon. I supizon. I suppose he wants to ask a question ofpose he wants to ask a question ofpose he wants to ask a question ofpose he wants to ask a question ofpose he wants to ask a question of
a passenga passenga passenga passenga passengererererer, or to see if he has a watch. Robinson Crusoe lost his rec, or to see if he has a watch. Robinson Crusoe lost his rec, or to see if he has a watch. Robinson Crusoe lost his rec, or to see if he has a watch. Robinson Crusoe lost his rec, or to see if he has a watch. Robinson Crusoe lost his reckkkkkoning in the monotononing in the monotononing in the monotononing in the monotononing in the monotonyyyyy
of his lifof his lifof his lifof his lifof his life and that bewildere and that bewildere and that bewildere and that bewildere and that bewildering dream of solitude, and was fing dream of solitude, and was fing dream of solitude, and was fing dream of solitude, and was fing dream of solitude, and was fain to have recourse to theain to have recourse to theain to have recourse to theain to have recourse to theain to have recourse to the
notches in a piece of wnotches in a piece of wnotches in a piece of wnotches in a piece of wnotches in a piece of wood. Wood. Wood. Wood. Wood. What a diary was his! And how time mhat a diary was his! And how time mhat a diary was his! And how time mhat a diary was his! And how time mhat a diary was his! And how time must have spread its circuitust have spread its circuitust have spread its circuitust have spread its circuitust have spread its circuit
round him, vast and pathless as the ocean!round him, vast and pathless as the ocean!round him, vast and pathless as the ocean!round him, vast and pathless as the ocean!round him, vast and pathless as the ocean!

For mFor mFor mFor mFor myselfyselfyselfyselfyself, I have never had a watch nor an, I have never had a watch nor an, I have never had a watch nor an, I have never had a watch nor an, I have never had a watch nor any other mode of ky other mode of ky other mode of ky other mode of ky other mode of keeping time in meeping time in meeping time in meeping time in meeping time in my possession,y possession,y possession,y possession,y possession,
nor ever wished to learn how time goesnor ever wished to learn how time goesnor ever wished to learn how time goesnor ever wished to learn how time goesnor ever wished to learn how time goes. It is a sign I have had little to do. It is a sign I have had little to do. It is a sign I have had little to do. It is a sign I have had little to do. It is a sign I have had little to do, f, f, f, f, few avocationsew avocationsew avocationsew avocationsew avocations,,,,,
fffffew engew engew engew engew engagagagagagementsementsementsementsements. W. W. W. W. When I am in a town, I can hear the clochen I am in a town, I can hear the clochen I am in a town, I can hear the clochen I am in a town, I can hear the clochen I am in a town, I can hear the clock; and wk; and wk; and wk; and wk; and when I am in the country,hen I am in the country,hen I am in the country,hen I am in the country,hen I am in the country,
I can listen to the silence. WI can listen to the silence. WI can listen to the silence. WI can listen to the silence. WI can listen to the silence. What I likhat I likhat I likhat I likhat I like best is to lie we best is to lie we best is to lie we best is to lie we best is to lie whole mornings on a sunnhole mornings on a sunnhole mornings on a sunnhole mornings on a sunnhole mornings on a sunny bank ony bank ony bank ony bank ony bank on
Salisbury Plain, without anSalisbury Plain, without anSalisbury Plain, without anSalisbury Plain, without anSalisbury Plain, without any object before me, neither knowing nor cary object before me, neither knowing nor cary object before me, neither knowing nor cary object before me, neither knowing nor cary object before me, neither knowing nor caring how time passesing how time passesing how time passesing how time passesing how time passes,,,,,
and thus ‘with light-wingand thus ‘with light-wingand thus ‘with light-wingand thus ‘with light-wingand thus ‘with light-winged toys of fed toys of fed toys of fed toys of fed toys of feathered Idleness’ to melt down hours or momentseathered Idleness’ to melt down hours or momentseathered Idleness’ to melt down hours or momentseathered Idleness’ to melt down hours or momentseathered Idleness’ to melt down hours or moments.....
PPPPPerhaps some such thoughts as I have here set down float before me likerhaps some such thoughts as I have here set down float before me likerhaps some such thoughts as I have here set down float before me likerhaps some such thoughts as I have here set down float before me likerhaps some such thoughts as I have here set down float before me like motes before me motes before me motes before me motes before me motes before myyyyy
half-shut ehalf-shut ehalf-shut ehalf-shut ehalf-shut eyesyesyesyesyes, or some vivid imag, or some vivid imag, or some vivid imag, or some vivid imag, or some vivid image of the past by forcibe of the past by forcibe of the past by forcibe of the past by forcibe of the past by forcible contrast rushes by me - ‘Diana andle contrast rushes by me - ‘Diana andle contrast rushes by me - ‘Diana andle contrast rushes by me - ‘Diana andle contrast rushes by me - ‘Diana and
her fher fher fher fher fawn, and all the glorawn, and all the glorawn, and all the glorawn, and all the glorawn, and all the glories of the antique wies of the antique wies of the antique wies of the antique wies of the antique world’; then I start away to prevent the ironorld’; then I start away to prevent the ironorld’; then I start away to prevent the ironorld’; then I start away to prevent the ironorld’; then I start away to prevent the iron
from enterfrom enterfrom enterfrom enterfrom entering ming ming ming ming my soul, and let fy soul, and let fy soul, and let fy soul, and let fy soul, and let fall some tears into that stream of time wall some tears into that stream of time wall some tears into that stream of time wall some tears into that stream of time wall some tears into that stream of time which separates mehich separates mehich separates mehich separates mehich separates me
fffffarther and farther and farther and farther and farther and farther from all I once loved! At length I rouse marther from all I once loved! At length I rouse marther from all I once loved! At length I rouse marther from all I once loved! At length I rouse marther from all I once loved! At length I rouse myself from myself from myself from myself from myself from my revery revery revery revery reverie, and homeie, and homeie, and homeie, and homeie, and home
to dinnerto dinnerto dinnerto dinnerto dinner, proud of killing time with through, nay even without thinking, proud of killing time with through, nay even without thinking, proud of killing time with through, nay even without thinking, proud of killing time with through, nay even without thinking, proud of killing time with through, nay even without thinking. Somew. Somew. Somew. Somew. Somewhat of thishat of thishat of thishat of thishat of this
idle humour I inheridle humour I inheridle humour I inheridle humour I inheridle humour I inherit from mit from mit from mit from mit from my fy fy fy fy fatheratheratheratherather, though he had not the same freedom from ennui, for he, though he had not the same freedom from ennui, for he, though he had not the same freedom from ennui, for he, though he had not the same freedom from ennui, for he, though he had not the same freedom from ennui, for he
was not a metaphysician; and there were stops and vacant intervals in his being wwas not a metaphysician; and there were stops and vacant intervals in his being wwas not a metaphysician; and there were stops and vacant intervals in his being wwas not a metaphysician; and there were stops and vacant intervals in his being wwas not a metaphysician; and there were stops and vacant intervals in his being which hehich hehich hehich hehich he
did not know how to fill updid not know how to fill updid not know how to fill updid not know how to fill updid not know how to fill up. He used in these cases. He used in these cases. He used in these cases. He used in these cases. He used in these cases, and as an obvious resource, carefully to, and as an obvious resource, carefully to, and as an obvious resource, carefully to, and as an obvious resource, carefully to, and as an obvious resource, carefully to
wind up his watch at night, and 'with lacwind up his watch at night, and 'with lacwind up his watch at night, and 'with lacwind up his watch at night, and 'with lacwind up his watch at night, and 'with lack-lustre ek-lustre ek-lustre ek-lustre ek-lustre eye' more than once in the course of theye' more than once in the course of theye' more than once in the course of theye' more than once in the course of theye' more than once in the course of the
day look to see wday look to see wday look to see wday look to see wday look to see what o'clochat o'clochat o'clochat o'clochat o'clock it wask it wask it wask it wask it was. Y. Y. Y. Y. Yet he had nothing else in his character in common withet he had nothing else in his character in common withet he had nothing else in his character in common withet he had nothing else in his character in common withet he had nothing else in his character in common with
the elder Mrthe elder Mrthe elder Mrthe elder Mrthe elder Mr. Shandy. W. Shandy. W. Shandy. W. Shandy. W. Shandy. Were I to attempt a skere I to attempt a skere I to attempt a skere I to attempt a skere I to attempt a sketch of him, for metch of him, for metch of him, for metch of him, for metch of him, for my own or the reader'sy own or the reader'sy own or the reader'sy own or the reader'sy own or the reader's
satisfsatisfsatisfsatisfsatisfaction, it waction, it waction, it waction, it waction, it would be after the following manner - But now I recollect I have doneould be after the following manner - But now I recollect I have doneould be after the following manner - But now I recollect I have doneould be after the following manner - But now I recollect I have doneould be after the following manner - But now I recollect I have done
something of the kind once before, and were I to resume the subject here, some bat or owl ofsomething of the kind once before, and were I to resume the subject here, some bat or owl ofsomething of the kind once before, and were I to resume the subject here, some bat or owl ofsomething of the kind once before, and were I to resume the subject here, some bat or owl ofsomething of the kind once before, and were I to resume the subject here, some bat or owl of
a cra cra cra cra critic, with spectacled gravity, might swear I had stolen the witic, with spectacled gravity, might swear I had stolen the witic, with spectacled gravity, might swear I had stolen the witic, with spectacled gravity, might swear I had stolen the witic, with spectacled gravity, might swear I had stolen the whole of this Essay fromhole of this Essay fromhole of this Essay fromhole of this Essay fromhole of this Essay from
mmmmmyself - or (wyself - or (wyself - or (wyself - or (wyself - or (what is what is what is what is what is worse) from him! So I had better let it go as it isorse) from him! So I had better let it go as it isorse) from him! So I had better let it go as it isorse) from him! So I had better let it go as it isorse) from him! So I had better let it go as it is.....
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3.3..2b.3.  Word notes and Allusions

To crave out dials quaintly, point by point: The epigraph is taken from

Shakespeare'shistory play Henry VI, Act V, Scene I, l. 24.

Horas non numero nisi serenas: Latin, "I count only the hours that are serene".

            Bland: mild, soothing.

            Brenta: a slender river near Venice.

            Languor: lethargic effect.

            Apposite: appropriate, proper.

            Obtrude: forward.

            Sub dio: Latin, 'under the light of the day'.

            Contrivance: scheme.

            Avocations: occupations

    Resurrection to another life: renewal to a new life.

            Edifying: instructive.

            L' amor fait passer le Temps: French, 'love makes the time pass'.

           Pour passer le Temps: just a matter for passing time.

           Transitu: in a state of transit.

           Caput morluum: Latin, 'a dead head', worthless residue.

           Quackery: boastful pretence.

           Husband time: save time.

           Allons, mon fils; je suis plus enfant que toi: French, "come, my son, I am more

of a child than you are".

           Curfew: the ringing of the bell at 8 p.m., as a signal to put out all lights and fires.

           De non apparentibus et non existentibus eadem est ratio: Latin, 'the same

principle is applicable to what is non-apparent and non-existent'.

           In vacuo: Latin, 'in vacuum'.

           Vestiges: relics, remains.
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           Debility: infirmity.

           Gambols: cheap tricks.

           Cinquepace: a kind of dance.

           Desultory: loose.

           Descant: dwell, reflect.

           Prognostication: prediction.

3.3.3.  Studying Hazlitt as a Romantic Essayist with reference to

the Two Essays

In his essay 'The Art of the Essayist', A.C. Benson thus emphasizes the personal character

of the essay: "The point of the essay is not the subject…but the charm of personality".

In fact prose literature in the beginning of the nineteenth century is found immensely

affected and shaped by the subjective spirit that precisely defined the literature of the

age. The essayist in Hazlitt, like Lamb, is essentially romantic in this that in his essays

the personal note is patent, although the former is not as much autobiographical as the

latter. Hazlitt's essay is basically subjective, and gives out much of his inner self - his

personal taste and temper. He is quite outspoken in his admission of his preferences and

aversions, and has no recourse to mystification in his self-revelation like Lamb.

The Familiar or Personal Essay is supposed to indicate a tone of familiarity of the

essayist, who seems to establish an intimately personal relation with his reader. In both

'On Going a Journey' and 'On a Sun-dial' Hazlitt unequivocally records his temperamental

reactions to different things, apparently trivial, and calling for significance only because

of the essayist's masterly style, marked by a familiar tone. Thus in 'On Going a Journey'

he clearly states that he prefers to go on a journey alone, because he does not wish his

enjoyment of the varied charms of Nature to receive any oblique comment from his

fellow travelers: " I cannot see the wit of walking and talking at the same time. When I

am in the country I wish to vegetate like the country. I am not for criticizing hedgerows

and black cattle. I go out of town in order to forget the town and all that is in it". In 'On

a Sun-dial' too he categorically expresses his aversion to modern technical means of

calculating time, and prefers a state of all peace, leisure and indolence, bothered neither

of the passage of time, nor of the call of duty: "What I like best is to lie whole mornings

on a sunny bank on Salisbury plain, without any object before me, neither knowing nor
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caring how time passes, and thus with light-winged toys of feathered idleness to melt

down hours to moments".

The note of familiarity is however, not the only test of Hazlitt's romanticism. Imaginative

exaltation goes hand in hand with this. Feeling and fancy often combine to create a

typically romantic style to suit the mood best. While he indulges in fascinating

imagination about the sun-dial near Venice and its motto of serenity, he cannot help

fancying that "some monk of the dark ages must have invented and bequeathed to us…this

exquisite device..". A haunting association with the past, in other words, a hankering

for the 'days so sweet, but no more' is also a salient feature of a Romantic essay, and it

is found to feature persistently in the essays of Hazlitt. For example, one never misses

the exaltation Hazlitt feels to 'plunge into' his 'past being' in the following lines from

On a Sun-dial: " From the point of yonder rolling cloud I plunge into my past being,

and revel there as the sun-burnt Indian plunges headlong into the wave that wafts him to

his native shore. The long-forgotten things like 'sunken wreck and sumless treasuries'

burst upon my eager sight, and I begin to feel, think and be myself again".

The quiet beauty of a pleasant natural setting casts an inescapable pull on a romantic

mind. Both essays under consideration clearly underscore Hazlitt's joy in what is serene

and silent. His romantic impulsiveness and reflective nature are perfectly harmonized

in the two essays. A lyrical impulse and a profound thoughtfulness go together in his

comments on what he sees and feels and imagines. In 'On a Sun-dial' he is happy to

have had no watch ever in his possession simply because he cares not for learning how

time goes. He takes this "as a sign I have had little to do, few avocations, few

engagements". An almost similar impulse is brought forth when in 'On Going a Journey'

one encounters his preference of solo-travel: "one of the pleasantest things in the world

is going a journey; but I like to go by myself. I can enjoy society in a room; but out of

doors, Nature is company enough for me". Such profoundly subjective impulses often

touch upon the edges of egotism; still their boldness and authenticity successfully prevent

his statements from sounding melodramatic and sentimental.

Indeed, Hazlitt shares many of the characteristics that define a Romantic or Familiar

essayist. With his straight-forward yet pregnant, precise yet elegant prose-style, he

remains a Romantic essayist par excellence.

3.3.4. Summing Up

P In this unit you were introduced to the Romantic essayist William Hazlitt and his

essays.
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P You were given an understanding of the various features of his essays.

P Hazlitt's most important works are generally divided into two categories: literary

criticism and familiar essays. Often beginning with an aphorism, Hazlitt's familiar essays

are characterized by informal diction and an emotional tone.

P The quiet beauty of a pleasant natural setting casts an inescapable pull on a romantic

mind.

P Both essays in your syllabus clearly underscore Hazlitt's joy in what is serene and

silent.

P His romantic impulsiveness and reflective nature are perfectly harmonized in the

two essays.

P Hazlitt shares many of the characteristics that define a Romantic or Familiar essayist.

P With his straight-forward yet pregnant, precise yet elegant prose-style, he remains a

Romantic essayist par excellence.

3.3.5.  Comprehension Exercises

Long Questions  20 Marks

1. Evaluate Hazlitt as a Romantic/ Personal/ Familiar Essayist with reference to

his essays in your syllabus.

2. Write a critical note on Hazlitt's prose style with reference to ‘On Going a

Journey’ and ‘On a Sun-dial’.

Mid-Length Questions 12 Marks

1. Critically comment on the theme of the essay ‘On Going a Journey’.

2. "I count only the hours that are serene" - how successfully is the theme borne

out in the essay ‘On a Sun-dial’?

Short Questions- 6 Marks

1. What is the motto engraved upon the sun-dial at Venice? What does Hazlitt

say of its inception?

2. Briefly reproduce in your own words Hazlitt's impression of other modes of

calculating time.

3. Why is not Hazlitt desirous of human company while he is out on a journey?

What are the cases in which allowance may be made to the company of friends?

4. Whom does Hazlitt refer to as his "first love"? What is his view of the French

Revolution?
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5. Explain the following with reference to the context: "I should on this account

like well enough to spend the whole of my life in travelling abroad, if I could

anywhere borrow another life to spend afterwards at home!"

3.3.6.  Suggested Reading

Birrell, Augustine. William Hazlitt, London: Macmillan, 1902.

Bromwick, David. Hazlitt: The Mind of a Critic, OUP, 1991.

Jones, Stanley. Hazlitt, a Life, OUP, 1989.

Priestley, J. B. William Hazlitt.
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Module - 4 ❐ Romantic Literary Thought

Unit - 1 ❐ William Wordsworth : Preface To Lyrical

Ballads

Structure

4.1.0 Introduction

4.1.1. Understanding Romantic Literary Theory and Criticism

4.1.2. Text of Preface to Lyrical Ballads 1800

4.1.3. Word Notes

4.1.4. Wordsworth’s Definition of Poetry

4.1.5. On the Language of Poetry or Poetic Diction

4.1.6. Imagination and its Role in Poetic Creation

4.1.7. The Vocation of the Poet

4.1.8. The Subject Matter of Poetry

4.1.9. Summing Up

4.1.10. Comprehension Exercises

4.1.11. Suggested Reading

4.1.0 Introduction

After going through this unit you will be able to understand Romantic literary criticism

and Identify its salient features. It will also help you learner, to locate William

Wordsworth’s contribution to Romantic literary criticism and learn to appreciate

Wordsworth’s Preface to Lyrical Ballads. Finally it will help you to understand different

aspects of Wordsworth’s poetic theory
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4.1.1 Understanding Romantic Literary Theory and Criticism

Romantic literary theory was initiated as a revolt against the neo-classical concept of

art which assumed a predominantly mechanical dimension in the eighteenth century.

Poetry was regarded as craftsmanship and it was likened to the making of a clock or an

engine.  In such a perspective, obviously there was no place for the creative imagination.

‘Imagination’ was employed in the eighteenth century in a mechanical sense.  But from

the Romantic point of view, imagination is a mysterious creative faculty which transcends

reason.  It encompasses all arts including literature which are, in a way, an expression

and which, in the end, determines man’s relationship with external reality.  Its procedure

is not analytical but synthetic.  It grasps truth all at once through an act of intuition and

does not follow the circumlocutory and often unsure routes of reason. Romantic poet-

critics such as Blake, Wordsworth and Coleridge rejected the mechanical view of

imagination propounded by the Neo-classicists.  Blake said that imagination was the

‘eternal world’, ‘not a state but the human existence itself’, and Coleridge presents it as

a human analogy of the divine act of creation.Romantic poetics privileged and favoured

the function and role of imagination in unequivocal terms. Commenting on this facet of

Romanticism, C. M. Bowra says:“If we wish to distinguish a single characteristic which

differentiates the English Romantics from the poets of the eighteenth century, it is to be

found in the importance which they attached to the imagination and in the special view

which they held of it.” The Romantic writers regarded imagination to be an integral part

of the creative process. The attention on the imagination also implied that the self was

prioritized above the social concern that governed much of the eighteenth century literary

and critical discourse. The centrality of the self, then, constitutes another characteristic

of Romantic literary and critical theory.

A significant tenet of Romantic criticism which is rather contradictorily linked to the

concept of Imagination is that the poet seeks to evade his own personality and self-

hood.  This doctrine of Romantic self-effacement has its loftiest expression in Keats’s

account of the ‘Camelion Poet’ : “it is not itself — it has no self — it is everything and

nothing — It has no character — A poet is the most unpoetical of anything in existence;

because he has no identity.”Critics have sometimes described this poetical character as

‘Negative Capability’, coining a phrase from another letter of Keats. Creativity of the

kind Keats aimed for, demanded eradication of the self and according to Coleridgethis

has been best exemplified by Shakespeare, ‘the one Proteus of the fire and the

flood.’Protean and shape-shifting, Shakespeare himself is invisible in his works, ‘an

omnipresent creativeness’, whose poetry is ‘characterless.’ His personal self-presence
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dissipates itself among the multiple voices he inhabits from moment to moment. One

of the quintessential characteristics of Romantic poetic theory is that the poets are not

at all obsessed with identity-fixity.

On one side of the Romantic idea of art there is the magnanimous invisibility of poetical

or artistic self and on the reverse side of it, lies a colossal imaginative egotism.  If the

first criterion is self-oblivion, then the second is all-absorbing self-awareness. Coleridge

scrutinized both with equal and opposite admiration, and considered the best exponent

of the second category to be John Milton, who, working in quite the contrary direction

to Shakespeare, ‘attracts all forms and things to himself, into the unity of his own

IDEAL.’In his Table Talk, he eulogized the ‘intense egotism’ of Milton’s verse — “It is

Milton himself whom you see; his Satan, his Adam, his Raphael — they are all John

Milton”.  Keats was also regardful of that Miltonic sort of imagination which he traced

in Wordsworth and regarded it as the “Wordsworthian or egotistical sublime; which is a

thing per se and stands alone. Hazlitt has put a similar concept most vehemently, and

not quite unadmiringly, in his review of Wordsworth’s The Excursion: “An intense

intellectual egotism swallows up everything … he lives in the busy solitude of his own

heart’’.

Romantic theory of art is a compound of a particular view of imagination, a particular

attitude to nature and a particular style of writing.  It begins with the affirmation of the

worth of the common man and leads to the affirmation of universal brotherhood.

Romantic art emphasizes the subjective dimension of human experience.  This stress

on individuality implies the autonomy of every individual and the consequent variety

and difference.  The cardinal Romantic belief is that every individual is different from

every other individual.  It views man as an independent and individual entity and entails

a specific view of human life and man’s relationship with external reality.

In their endeavour to seek the wholeness of ‘Being’, the Romantics repudiated reason

and the mechanistic philosophy of John Locke and opted for Immanuel Kant.For  them,

the Kantian triad of cognitive, moral and aesthetic principles became important.  Thus,

a shift from the work to the human creator was initiated, and imagination instead of

reason became the instrument of creativity. In Romantic concept of art, a work is judged

by its sincerity, genuineness of its poetic vision as well as by the experiences the author

consciously or unconsciously revealed in it.  The Romantics vehemently repudiated the

neo-classical triad of reason, nature and truth.  Privileging feeling over reason and

emotion over thought, they attempted to counter the neo-classical concepts of poetry.The

fundamental change brought about by Wordsworth to the Lockean mind-memory
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construct is the emphasis on the creative process of the mind in dealing with the past.

This point has been succinctly expressed  by R. Langbaum by stating, ‘It is only through

memory’, says Locke, that the mind has any effectiveness and he equates the self with

the sum of conscious memory, whatever has the consciousness of present and past

action, is the same person to whom they both belong’.  But Locke does not speak of

memory as modifying the actions remembered …’

One of the credentials of Romantic literary criticism is the use of ordinary language in

poetry.There should not be any gaudiness or empty phraseology in poetry. The language

of poetry should not be artificially contrived; it should be true to nature, true to the

spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings and emotions. The Romantics wish to keep

the readers of their poetry in the company of flesh and blood. So, they discard the

conventional form of poetic diction. Wordsworth says that he wants to bring the language

of poetrynear to the language that men use. As their object is not to make use of any

falsehood of description, there should not be any falsehood in the language of poetry.

So they wanted to avoid conventional phrases and figures of speech.

Inspiration is one of the central concepts in Romantic Poetic Aesthetics.  Literally, to be

inspired is to be breathed on by Apollo or in the Christian context by the Holy Spirit.

The Romantics assert their faith in the idea of Inspiration in unmistakable terms. Closely

linked to it is the idea of Spontaneity.  Romantic critics, theorists and poets

repudiateartifice in favour of spontaneity in literature.

Wordsworth describes poetry as ‘the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings’,

showing a parallel alignment between the artist and his work.  Poetry is the projection

of the thoughts and feelings of the poet.  In other words, poetry is defined in terms of

the imaginative process which modifies and synthesizes the images, thoughts, and

feelings of the poet.  This pattern of thinking in which the artist himself becomes the

major element generating both the artistic product and the criteria by which it is to be

judged, is called the expressive theory of art.

One of the prominent propositions of Romantic Aesthetics is ‘the return to nature’ or

‘the revolt against Alexander Pope’ comprising a revolt against artificiality that Romantic

Polemic typically characterized as Augustan — ‘the dark age of English Poetry’, as

Robert Southey once called it.  William Hazlitt once summarized a whole climate of

acrimony against the Age of Pope by telling ‘He was, in a word, the Poet, not of nature,

but of art’.  For the Romantics, nature is the criterion .John Keats told his friend Taylor

“If Poetry comes not as naturally as the leaves to a tree it had better not come at all”.

Wordsworth was a dominating figure in this regard; a poet to whom, as M. H. Abrams
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puts it in The Mirror and the Lamp (1953),‘the cardinal standard of poetic value is

“nature”.Organicism is another hallmark of Romantic theory of art.  Plato firmly believed

in innate ideas, which unconsciously enter a work of art and impart a form to it.  The

Romantics explain it by speaking of the work of art as an organism.  Blake turned down

Burke’s theory of art based on the dichotomy between conception and execution.  Other

Romantics borrowed metaphors from the animal and the plant world to illustrate the

unity of a work of art.

The process of poetic creation or composition constitutes a pivotal part in Romantic

Art.  Mill had strongly asserted that in so far as a literary product simply imitates objects,

it is not poetry at all.  He does not approve of the reference of poetry to the external

universe.  But he has conceded the fact that sensible objects may serve as a stimulus or

‘occasion for the generation of poetry’, and hence, ‘the poetry is not in the object itself’,

but ‘in the state of mind’ in which it is contemplated.  Poetry must be true not to the

object, but to ‘the human emotion’. Thus, severed from the external universe, the objects

signified by a poem tend to be regarded as no more than a projected equivalent — an

extended and articulated symbol for the poet’s inner state of mind.  Poetry, said J.S.

Mill, embodies ‘itself in symbols, which are the nearest possible representations of the

feeling in the exact shape in which it exists in the poet’s mind’.

Romantic concept of art endorses a specific genre of poetry.  In this regard, Mill

reinterprets and inverts the neo-classic ranking of the poetic branches.  As the purest

and effortless expression of feeling, lyric poetry is ‘more eminently and peculiarly poetry

than any other…’ Other forms of poetry are all alloyed by non-poetic elements, whether

narrative, descriptive or didactic which serve merely as convenient occasions for the

poetic utterances of feelings either by the poet or any one of his invented characters.To

Aristotle, tragedy had been the highest and most sublime form of poetry, and the plot,

representing the action being imitated, had been its ‘soul’ ; while most neo-classic

critics had agreed that, whether judged by greatness of subject-matter or of effect, epic

and tragedy are the king and the queen of poetic forms.  It serves as an index to the

revolution in critical norms to notice that to Mill, plot becomes a kind of necessary evil.

An epic poem ‘in so far as it so epic … is not poetry at all’, but only a suitable frame for

the greatest diversity of genuinely poetic passages ; while the interest in plot and story

‘merely as a story’ characterizes rude stages of society, children, and the ‘shallowest

and emptiest’ of civilized adults Similarly with the other arts such as in music, painting,

sculpture, and architecture Mill distinguishes between that which is ‘simple imitation

or description’ and that which ‘expresses human feeling’ and is, therefore, poetry.
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Mill is recognized as one of the great exponents of expressive theory of art.  He has

accepted the venerable assumption that man’s susceptibility is innate, but his knowledge,

skill and art are required. On the basis of this assumption he has differentiated poets

into two categories: poets who are born and poets who are made, or those who are poets

‘by nature’, and those who are poets ‘by culture’.  Natural poetry is identifiable because

it ‘is Feeling itself, employing Thought only as the medium of its utterance’.  On the

other hand, the poetry of ‘a cultivated but not naturally poetic mind,’ is written with ‘a

distinct aim’, and in it the thought remains the conspicuous object, however surrounded

by ‘a halo of feeling’.  Natural poetry is ‘poetry in a higher sense, than any other;

since… that which constitutes poetry, human feeling, enters for more largely into this

than into the poetry of culture’.

The relationship between the poet and the audience is of great significance in Romantic

literary theory. According to Mill, ‘Poetry is feeling, confessing itself to itself in moments

of solitude’.  The poet’s audience is reduced to a single member consisting of the poet

himself. ‘All poetry’, as Mill puts it, ‘is of the nature of soliloquy’. The purpose of

producing effects upon other men, which for centuries had been the defining character

of the art of poetry, now serves precisely the opposite function.  Wordsworth insisted

that ‘Poets do not write for Poets alone, but for Men’and that each of his poems ‘has a

worthy purpose’; even though it turns out that the pleasure and profit of the audience is

an automatic consequence of the poet’s spontaneous overflow of feeling, provided that

the appropriate associations between thoughts and feelings have been established by

the poet in advance.  Keats, however, affirmed that ‘I never wrote one single line of

Poetry with the least Shadow of public thought.’ ‘A poet is a nightingale’, according to

P. B. Shelley, ‘who sits in darkness and sings to cheer its own solitude with sweet

sounds; his auditors are as men entranced by the melody of an unseen musician…’  For

Carlyle, the poet utterly replaces the audience as the generator of aesthetic norms.

A prominent characteristic of Romantic poetic theory is that the poets and artists craved

for the uncommon, uncanny, bizarre and strange and discovered it in the medieval

legends, picturesque, fairy and adventurous tales, myths and romances. This penchant

for medievalism triggered the imagination of several romantic writers.  In 1765, Thomas

Percy published his Reliques of Ancient English Poetry in three volumes. Percy’s Reliques

created a new trend in romantic poetry and immensely influenced Scott, Coleridge and

Keats.  The romantics also dismantled the age-old controversy regarding pleasure or

instruction as the objective or aim of literature. Critics since the time of Horace had

been regarding instruction as the primary end of poetry.  Wordsworth, for the first time,
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deviated from this classical view and wrote in his Preface to Lyrical Ballads: “The poet

writes under one restriction only, namely, the necessity of giving immediate pleasure to

a human being possessed of that information which may be expected from him, not as

a lawyer, a physician, a mariner, an astronomer, or a natural philosopher, but as a Man”.

Afterwards, his contemporary Coleridge established his views more firmly when he

told, “A poem is that species of composition, which is opposed to the works of science,

by proposing for its immediate object pleasure, not truth.”

4.1.2  Text of Preface to Lyrical Ballads 1800

THE FIRST volume of these PTHE FIRST volume of these PTHE FIRST volume of these PTHE FIRST volume of these PTHE FIRST volume of these Poems has already been submitted to goems has already been submitted to goems has already been submitted to goems has already been submitted to goems has already been submitted to general perusal. It waseneral perusal. It waseneral perusal. It waseneral perusal. It waseneral perusal. It was
pubpubpubpubpublished, as an experlished, as an experlished, as an experlished, as an experlished, as an experiment, wiment, wiment, wiment, wiment, which, I hoped, might be of some use to ascertain, how fhich, I hoped, might be of some use to ascertain, how fhich, I hoped, might be of some use to ascertain, how fhich, I hoped, might be of some use to ascertain, how fhich, I hoped, might be of some use to ascertain, how fararararar, by, by, by, by, by
fitting to metrfitting to metrfitting to metrfitting to metrfitting to metrical arrangical arrangical arrangical arrangical arrangement a selection of the real languagement a selection of the real languagement a selection of the real languagement a selection of the real languagement a selection of the real language of men in a state of vivide of men in a state of vivide of men in a state of vivide of men in a state of vivide of men in a state of vivid
sensation, that sort of pleasure and that quantity of pleasure may be imparted, wsensation, that sort of pleasure and that quantity of pleasure may be imparted, wsensation, that sort of pleasure and that quantity of pleasure may be imparted, wsensation, that sort of pleasure and that quantity of pleasure may be imparted, wsensation, that sort of pleasure and that quantity of pleasure may be imparted, which a Phich a Phich a Phich a Phich a Poetoetoetoetoet
may rationally endeavour to impart.may rationally endeavour to impart.may rationally endeavour to impart.may rationally endeavour to impart.may rationally endeavour to impart.

I had formed no very inaccurate estimate of the probabI had formed no very inaccurate estimate of the probabI had formed no very inaccurate estimate of the probabI had formed no very inaccurate estimate of the probabI had formed no very inaccurate estimate of the probable efle efle efle efle effffffect of those Pect of those Pect of those Pect of those Pect of those Poems: I flatteredoems: I flatteredoems: I flatteredoems: I flatteredoems: I flattered
mmmmmyself that theyself that theyself that theyself that theyself that they wy wy wy wy who should be pleased with them who should be pleased with them who should be pleased with them who should be pleased with them who should be pleased with them would read them with more than commonould read them with more than commonould read them with more than commonould read them with more than commonould read them with more than common
pleasure: and, on the other hand, I was well aware, that by those wpleasure: and, on the other hand, I was well aware, that by those wpleasure: and, on the other hand, I was well aware, that by those wpleasure: and, on the other hand, I was well aware, that by those wpleasure: and, on the other hand, I was well aware, that by those who should dislikho should dislikho should dislikho should dislikho should dislike them,e them,e them,e them,e them,
thethethethethey wy wy wy wy would be read with more than common dislikould be read with more than common dislikould be read with more than common dislikould be read with more than common dislikould be read with more than common dislike. Te. Te. Te. Te. The result has difhe result has difhe result has difhe result has difhe result has diffffffered from mered from mered from mered from mered from my expectationy expectationy expectationy expectationy expectation
in this only, that a greater number have been pleased than I ventured to hope I shouldin this only, that a greater number have been pleased than I ventured to hope I shouldin this only, that a greater number have been pleased than I ventured to hope I shouldin this only, that a greater number have been pleased than I ventured to hope I shouldin this only, that a greater number have been pleased than I ventured to hope I should
please.please.please.please.please.

Several of mSeveral of mSeveral of mSeveral of mSeveral of my Fry Fry Fry Fry Friends are anxious for the success of these Piends are anxious for the success of these Piends are anxious for the success of these Piends are anxious for the success of these Piends are anxious for the success of these Poemsoemsoemsoemsoems, from a belief, from a belief, from a belief, from a belief, from a belief, that, if the, that, if the, that, if the, that, if the, that, if the
views with wviews with wviews with wviews with wviews with which thehich thehich thehich thehich they were composed were indeed realized, a class of Py were composed were indeed realized, a class of Py were composed were indeed realized, a class of Py were composed were indeed realized, a class of Py were composed were indeed realized, a class of Poetry woetry woetry woetry woetry would beould beould beould beould be
produced, well adapted to interest mankind permanently, and not unimportant in the quality,produced, well adapted to interest mankind permanently, and not unimportant in the quality,produced, well adapted to interest mankind permanently, and not unimportant in the quality,produced, well adapted to interest mankind permanently, and not unimportant in the quality,produced, well adapted to interest mankind permanently, and not unimportant in the quality,
and in the mand in the mand in the mand in the mand in the multiplicity of its moral relations: and on this account theultiplicity of its moral relations: and on this account theultiplicity of its moral relations: and on this account theultiplicity of its moral relations: and on this account theultiplicity of its moral relations: and on this account they have ady have ady have ady have ady have advised me tovised me tovised me tovised me tovised me to
prefix a systematic defprefix a systematic defprefix a systematic defprefix a systematic defprefix a systematic defence of the theory upon wence of the theory upon wence of the theory upon wence of the theory upon wence of the theory upon which the Phich the Phich the Phich the Phich the Poems were wroems were wroems were wroems were wroems were written. But I wasitten. But I wasitten. But I wasitten. But I wasitten. But I was
unwilling to undertakunwilling to undertakunwilling to undertakunwilling to undertakunwilling to undertake the task, knowing that on this occasion the Reader we the task, knowing that on this occasion the Reader we the task, knowing that on this occasion the Reader we the task, knowing that on this occasion the Reader we the task, knowing that on this occasion the Reader would lookould lookould lookould lookould look
coldly upon mcoldly upon mcoldly upon mcoldly upon mcoldly upon my argumentsy argumentsy argumentsy argumentsy arguments, since I might be suspected of having been pr, since I might be suspected of having been pr, since I might be suspected of having been pr, since I might be suspected of having been pr, since I might be suspected of having been principally influencedincipally influencedincipally influencedincipally influencedincipally influenced
by the selfish and foolish hope of by the selfish and foolish hope of by the selfish and foolish hope of by the selfish and foolish hope of by the selfish and foolish hope of reasoningreasoningreasoningreasoningreasoning him into an ap him into an ap him into an ap him into an ap him into an approbation of these particularprobation of these particularprobation of these particularprobation of these particularprobation of these particular
PPPPPoems: and I was still more unwilling to undertakoems: and I was still more unwilling to undertakoems: and I was still more unwilling to undertakoems: and I was still more unwilling to undertakoems: and I was still more unwilling to undertake the task, because, adequately to displaye the task, because, adequately to displaye the task, because, adequately to displaye the task, because, adequately to displaye the task, because, adequately to display
the opinionsthe opinionsthe opinionsthe opinionsthe opinions, and fully to enforce the arguments, and fully to enforce the arguments, and fully to enforce the arguments, and fully to enforce the arguments, and fully to enforce the arguments, w, w, w, w, would require a space would require a space would require a space would require a space would require a space wholly disproportionateholly disproportionateholly disproportionateholly disproportionateholly disproportionate
to a prefto a prefto a prefto a prefto a preface. Forace. Forace. Forace. Forace. For, to treat the subject with the clearness and coherence of w, to treat the subject with the clearness and coherence of w, to treat the subject with the clearness and coherence of w, to treat the subject with the clearness and coherence of w, to treat the subject with the clearness and coherence of which it is susceptibhich it is susceptibhich it is susceptibhich it is susceptibhich it is susceptible,le,le,le,le,
it wit wit wit wit would be necessary to gould be necessary to gould be necessary to gould be necessary to gould be necessary to give a full account of the present state of the pubive a full account of the present state of the pubive a full account of the present state of the pubive a full account of the present state of the pubive a full account of the present state of the public taste in thislic taste in thislic taste in thislic taste in thislic taste in this
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country, and to determine how fcountry, and to determine how fcountry, and to determine how fcountry, and to determine how fcountry, and to determine how far this taste is healthy or depraved; war this taste is healthy or depraved; war this taste is healthy or depraved; war this taste is healthy or depraved; war this taste is healthy or depraved; which, aghich, aghich, aghich, aghich, again, could notain, could notain, could notain, could notain, could not
be determined, without pointing out in wbe determined, without pointing out in wbe determined, without pointing out in wbe determined, without pointing out in wbe determined, without pointing out in what manner languaghat manner languaghat manner languaghat manner languaghat manner language and the human mind act ande and the human mind act ande and the human mind act ande and the human mind act ande and the human mind act and
re-act on each otherre-act on each otherre-act on each otherre-act on each otherre-act on each other, and without retracing the revolutions, and without retracing the revolutions, and without retracing the revolutions, and without retracing the revolutions, and without retracing the revolutions, not of literature alone, but, not of literature alone, but, not of literature alone, but, not of literature alone, but, not of literature alone, but
likliklikliklikewise of society itselfewise of society itselfewise of society itselfewise of society itselfewise of society itself. I have therefore altog. I have therefore altog. I have therefore altog. I have therefore altog. I have therefore altogether declined to enter regularly upon thisether declined to enter regularly upon thisether declined to enter regularly upon thisether declined to enter regularly upon thisether declined to enter regularly upon this
defdefdefdefdefence; yet I am sensibence; yet I am sensibence; yet I am sensibence; yet I am sensibence; yet I am sensible, that there wle, that there wle, that there wle, that there wle, that there would be something likould be something likould be something likould be something likould be something like impropre impropre impropre impropre impropriety in abruptly obtrudingiety in abruptly obtrudingiety in abruptly obtrudingiety in abruptly obtrudingiety in abruptly obtruding
upon the Pubupon the Pubupon the Pubupon the Pubupon the Public, without a flic, without a flic, without a flic, without a flic, without a few wew wew wew wew words of introduction, Pords of introduction, Pords of introduction, Pords of introduction, Pords of introduction, Poems so materoems so materoems so materoems so materoems so materially difially difially difially difially difffffferent fromerent fromerent fromerent fromerent from
those upon wthose upon wthose upon wthose upon wthose upon which ghich ghich ghich ghich general apeneral apeneral apeneral apeneral approbation is at present bestowed.probation is at present bestowed.probation is at present bestowed.probation is at present bestowed.probation is at present bestowed.

It is supIt is supIt is supIt is supIt is supposed, that by the act of wrposed, that by the act of wrposed, that by the act of wrposed, that by the act of wrposed, that by the act of writing in verse an Author makiting in verse an Author makiting in verse an Author makiting in verse an Author makiting in verse an Author makes a formal enges a formal enges a formal enges a formal enges a formal engagagagagagementementementementement
that he will gratify certain known habits of association; that he not only thus apthat he will gratify certain known habits of association; that he not only thus apthat he will gratify certain known habits of association; that he not only thus apthat he will gratify certain known habits of association; that he not only thus apthat he will gratify certain known habits of association; that he not only thus apprprprprprises theises theises theises theises the
Reader that certain classes of ideas and expressions will be found in his book, but thatReader that certain classes of ideas and expressions will be found in his book, but thatReader that certain classes of ideas and expressions will be found in his book, but thatReader that certain classes of ideas and expressions will be found in his book, but thatReader that certain classes of ideas and expressions will be found in his book, but that
others will be carefully excluded. Tothers will be carefully excluded. Tothers will be carefully excluded. Tothers will be carefully excluded. Tothers will be carefully excluded. This exponent or symbol held forth by metrhis exponent or symbol held forth by metrhis exponent or symbol held forth by metrhis exponent or symbol held forth by metrhis exponent or symbol held forth by metrical languagical languagical languagical languagical languageeeee
mmmmmust in difust in difust in difust in difust in difffffferent eras of literature have excited very diferent eras of literature have excited very diferent eras of literature have excited very diferent eras of literature have excited very diferent eras of literature have excited very difffffferent expectations: for example, inerent expectations: for example, inerent expectations: for example, inerent expectations: for example, inerent expectations: for example, in
the agthe agthe agthe agthe age of Catulluse of Catulluse of Catulluse of Catulluse of Catullus, T, T, T, T, Terence, and Lucretiuserence, and Lucretiuserence, and Lucretiuserence, and Lucretiuserence, and Lucretius, and that of Statius or Claudian; and in our own, and that of Statius or Claudian; and in our own, and that of Statius or Claudian; and in our own, and that of Statius or Claudian; and in our own, and that of Statius or Claudian; and in our own
country, in the agcountry, in the agcountry, in the agcountry, in the agcountry, in the age of Shake of Shake of Shake of Shake of Shakespeare and Beaumont and Fletcherespeare and Beaumont and Fletcherespeare and Beaumont and Fletcherespeare and Beaumont and Fletcherespeare and Beaumont and Fletcher, and that of Donne and, and that of Donne and, and that of Donne and, and that of Donne and, and that of Donne and
CowleCowleCowleCowleCowley, or Dryden, or Py, or Dryden, or Py, or Dryden, or Py, or Dryden, or Py, or Dryden, or Pope. I will not takope. I will not takope. I will not takope. I will not takope. I will not take upon me to determine the exact import of thee upon me to determine the exact import of thee upon me to determine the exact import of thee upon me to determine the exact import of thee upon me to determine the exact import of the
promise wpromise wpromise wpromise wpromise which, by the act of wrhich, by the act of wrhich, by the act of wrhich, by the act of wrhich, by the act of writing in verse, an Author in the present day makiting in verse, an Author in the present day makiting in verse, an Author in the present day makiting in verse, an Author in the present day makiting in verse, an Author in the present day makes to hises to hises to hises to hises to his
reader: but it will undoubtedly apreader: but it will undoubtedly apreader: but it will undoubtedly apreader: but it will undoubtedly apreader: but it will undoubtedly appear to manpear to manpear to manpear to manpear to many persons that I have not fulfilled the terms ofy persons that I have not fulfilled the terms ofy persons that I have not fulfilled the terms ofy persons that I have not fulfilled the terms ofy persons that I have not fulfilled the terms of
an engan engan engan engan engagagagagagement thus voluntarement thus voluntarement thus voluntarement thus voluntarement thus voluntarily contracted. Tily contracted. Tily contracted. Tily contracted. Tily contracted. Thehehehehey wy wy wy wy who have been accustomed to the gho have been accustomed to the gho have been accustomed to the gho have been accustomed to the gho have been accustomed to the gaudinessaudinessaudinessaudinessaudiness
and inane phraseologand inane phraseologand inane phraseologand inane phraseologand inane phraseology of many of many of many of many of many modern wry modern wry modern wry modern wry modern writersitersitersitersiters, if the, if the, if the, if the, if they persist in reading this book to itsy persist in reading this book to itsy persist in reading this book to itsy persist in reading this book to itsy persist in reading this book to its
conclusion, will, no doubt, frequently have to struggle with fconclusion, will, no doubt, frequently have to struggle with fconclusion, will, no doubt, frequently have to struggle with fconclusion, will, no doubt, frequently have to struggle with fconclusion, will, no doubt, frequently have to struggle with feelings of strangeelings of strangeelings of strangeelings of strangeelings of strangeness andeness andeness andeness andeness and
awkwardness: theawkwardness: theawkwardness: theawkwardness: theawkwardness: they will look round for poetry, and will be induced to inquire by wy will look round for poetry, and will be induced to inquire by wy will look round for poetry, and will be induced to inquire by wy will look round for poetry, and will be induced to inquire by wy will look round for poetry, and will be induced to inquire by whathathathathat
species of courtesy these attempts can be permitted to assume that title. I hope therefore thespecies of courtesy these attempts can be permitted to assume that title. I hope therefore thespecies of courtesy these attempts can be permitted to assume that title. I hope therefore thespecies of courtesy these attempts can be permitted to assume that title. I hope therefore thespecies of courtesy these attempts can be permitted to assume that title. I hope therefore the
reader will not censure me for attempting to state wreader will not censure me for attempting to state wreader will not censure me for attempting to state wreader will not censure me for attempting to state wreader will not censure me for attempting to state what I have proposed to mhat I have proposed to mhat I have proposed to mhat I have proposed to mhat I have proposed to myself to perform;yself to perform;yself to perform;yself to perform;yself to perform;
and also (as fand also (as fand also (as fand also (as fand also (as far as the limits of a prefar as the limits of a prefar as the limits of a prefar as the limits of a prefar as the limits of a preface will permit) to explain some of the chief reasonsace will permit) to explain some of the chief reasonsace will permit) to explain some of the chief reasonsace will permit) to explain some of the chief reasonsace will permit) to explain some of the chief reasons
wwwwwhich have determined me in the choice of mhich have determined me in the choice of mhich have determined me in the choice of mhich have determined me in the choice of mhich have determined me in the choice of my purpose: that at least he may be spared any purpose: that at least he may be spared any purpose: that at least he may be spared any purpose: that at least he may be spared any purpose: that at least he may be spared anyyyyy
unpleasant funpleasant funpleasant funpleasant funpleasant feeling of disapeeling of disapeeling of disapeeling of disapeeling of disappointment, and that I mpointment, and that I mpointment, and that I mpointment, and that I mpointment, and that I myself may be protected from one of theyself may be protected from one of theyself may be protected from one of theyself may be protected from one of theyself may be protected from one of the
most dishonourabmost dishonourabmost dishonourabmost dishonourabmost dishonourable accusations wle accusations wle accusations wle accusations wle accusations which can be brought aghich can be brought aghich can be brought aghich can be brought aghich can be brought against an Authorainst an Authorainst an Authorainst an Authorainst an Author, namely, that of an, namely, that of an, namely, that of an, namely, that of an, namely, that of an
indolence windolence windolence windolence windolence which prevents him from endeavourhich prevents him from endeavourhich prevents him from endeavourhich prevents him from endeavourhich prevents him from endeavouring to ascertain wing to ascertain wing to ascertain wing to ascertain wing to ascertain what is his duty, orhat is his duty, orhat is his duty, orhat is his duty, orhat is his duty, or, w, w, w, w, when hishen hishen hishen hishen his
duty is ascertained, prevents him from performing it.duty is ascertained, prevents him from performing it.duty is ascertained, prevents him from performing it.duty is ascertained, prevents him from performing it.duty is ascertained, prevents him from performing it.

TTTTThe prhe prhe prhe prhe principal object, then, proposed in these Pincipal object, then, proposed in these Pincipal object, then, proposed in these Pincipal object, then, proposed in these Pincipal object, then, proposed in these Poems was to choose incidents and situationsoems was to choose incidents and situationsoems was to choose incidents and situationsoems was to choose incidents and situationsoems was to choose incidents and situations
from common liffrom common liffrom common liffrom common liffrom common life, and to relate or descre, and to relate or descre, and to relate or descre, and to relate or descre, and to relate or describe them, throughout, as fibe them, throughout, as fibe them, throughout, as fibe them, throughout, as fibe them, throughout, as far as was possibar as was possibar as was possibar as was possibar as was possible in ale in ale in ale in ale in a
selection of languagselection of languagselection of languagselection of languagselection of language really used by men, and, at the same time, to throw over them a certaine really used by men, and, at the same time, to throw over them a certaine really used by men, and, at the same time, to throw over them a certaine really used by men, and, at the same time, to throw over them a certaine really used by men, and, at the same time, to throw over them a certain
colourcolourcolourcolourcolouring of imaging of imaging of imaging of imaging of imagination, wination, wination, wination, wination, whereby ordinary things should be presented to the mind in anhereby ordinary things should be presented to the mind in anhereby ordinary things should be presented to the mind in anhereby ordinary things should be presented to the mind in anhereby ordinary things should be presented to the mind in an
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unusual aspect; and, furtherunusual aspect; and, furtherunusual aspect; and, furtherunusual aspect; and, furtherunusual aspect; and, further, and above all, to mak, and above all, to mak, and above all, to mak, and above all, to mak, and above all, to make these incidents and situations interestinge these incidents and situations interestinge these incidents and situations interestinge these incidents and situations interestinge these incidents and situations interesting
by tracing in them, truly though not ostentatiously, the prby tracing in them, truly though not ostentatiously, the prby tracing in them, truly though not ostentatiously, the prby tracing in them, truly though not ostentatiously, the prby tracing in them, truly though not ostentatiously, the primary laws of our nature: chiefly,imary laws of our nature: chiefly,imary laws of our nature: chiefly,imary laws of our nature: chiefly,imary laws of our nature: chiefly,
as fas fas fas fas far as regar as regar as regar as regar as regards the manner in wards the manner in wards the manner in wards the manner in wards the manner in which we associate ideas in a state of excitement. Humbhich we associate ideas in a state of excitement. Humbhich we associate ideas in a state of excitement. Humbhich we associate ideas in a state of excitement. Humbhich we associate ideas in a state of excitement. Humblelelelele
and rustic lifand rustic lifand rustic lifand rustic lifand rustic life was ge was ge was ge was ge was generally chosen, because, in that condition, the essential passions of theenerally chosen, because, in that condition, the essential passions of theenerally chosen, because, in that condition, the essential passions of theenerally chosen, because, in that condition, the essential passions of theenerally chosen, because, in that condition, the essential passions of the
heart find a better soil in wheart find a better soil in wheart find a better soil in wheart find a better soil in wheart find a better soil in which thehich thehich thehich thehich they can attain their matury can attain their matury can attain their matury can attain their matury can attain their maturity, are less under restraint, andity, are less under restraint, andity, are less under restraint, andity, are less under restraint, andity, are less under restraint, and
speak a plainer and more emphatic languagspeak a plainer and more emphatic languagspeak a plainer and more emphatic languagspeak a plainer and more emphatic languagspeak a plainer and more emphatic language; because in that condition of life; because in that condition of life; because in that condition of life; because in that condition of life; because in that condition of life our elementarye our elementarye our elementarye our elementarye our elementary
fffffeelings coexist in a state of greater simplicity, and, consequently, may be more accuratelyeelings coexist in a state of greater simplicity, and, consequently, may be more accuratelyeelings coexist in a state of greater simplicity, and, consequently, may be more accuratelyeelings coexist in a state of greater simplicity, and, consequently, may be more accuratelyeelings coexist in a state of greater simplicity, and, consequently, may be more accurately
contemplated, and more forcibcontemplated, and more forcibcontemplated, and more forcibcontemplated, and more forcibcontemplated, and more forcibly commly commly commly commly communicated; because the manners of rural lifunicated; because the manners of rural lifunicated; because the manners of rural lifunicated; because the manners of rural lifunicated; because the manners of rural life ge ge ge ge germinateerminateerminateerminateerminate
from those elementary ffrom those elementary ffrom those elementary ffrom those elementary ffrom those elementary feelingseelingseelingseelingseelings, and, from the necessary character of rural occupations, and, from the necessary character of rural occupations, and, from the necessary character of rural occupations, and, from the necessary character of rural occupations, and, from the necessary character of rural occupations, are, are, are, are, are
more easily comprehended, and are more durabmore easily comprehended, and are more durabmore easily comprehended, and are more durabmore easily comprehended, and are more durabmore easily comprehended, and are more durable; and, lastly, because in that condition thele; and, lastly, because in that condition thele; and, lastly, because in that condition thele; and, lastly, because in that condition thele; and, lastly, because in that condition the
passions of men are incorporated with the beautiful and permanent forms of nature. Tpassions of men are incorporated with the beautiful and permanent forms of nature. Tpassions of men are incorporated with the beautiful and permanent forms of nature. Tpassions of men are incorporated with the beautiful and permanent forms of nature. Tpassions of men are incorporated with the beautiful and permanent forms of nature. Thehehehehe
languaglanguaglanguaglanguaglanguage, tooe, tooe, tooe, tooe, too, of these men has been adopted (pur, of these men has been adopted (pur, of these men has been adopted (pur, of these men has been adopted (pur, of these men has been adopted (purified indeed from wified indeed from wified indeed from wified indeed from wified indeed from what aphat aphat aphat aphat appear to be its realpear to be its realpear to be its realpear to be its realpear to be its real
defdefdefdefdefectsectsectsectsects, from all lasting and rational causes of dislik, from all lasting and rational causes of dislik, from all lasting and rational causes of dislik, from all lasting and rational causes of dislik, from all lasting and rational causes of dislike or disgust) because such men hourlye or disgust) because such men hourlye or disgust) because such men hourlye or disgust) because such men hourlye or disgust) because such men hourly
commcommcommcommcommunicate with the best objects from wunicate with the best objects from wunicate with the best objects from wunicate with the best objects from wunicate with the best objects from which the best part of languaghich the best part of languaghich the best part of languaghich the best part of languaghich the best part of language is ore is ore is ore is ore is origigigigiginally derinally derinally derinally derinally derived;ived;ived;ived;ived;
and because, from their rank in society and the sameness and narrow circle of their intercourse,and because, from their rank in society and the sameness and narrow circle of their intercourse,and because, from their rank in society and the sameness and narrow circle of their intercourse,and because, from their rank in society and the sameness and narrow circle of their intercourse,and because, from their rank in society and the sameness and narrow circle of their intercourse,
being less under the influence of social vanity, thebeing less under the influence of social vanity, thebeing less under the influence of social vanity, thebeing less under the influence of social vanity, thebeing less under the influence of social vanity, they convey convey convey convey convey their fy their fy their fy their fy their feelings and notions ineelings and notions ineelings and notions ineelings and notions ineelings and notions in
simple and unelaborated expressionssimple and unelaborated expressionssimple and unelaborated expressionssimple and unelaborated expressionssimple and unelaborated expressions. Accordingly, such a languag. Accordingly, such a languag. Accordingly, such a languag. Accordingly, such a languag. Accordingly, such a language, are, are, are, are, arising out of repeatedising out of repeatedising out of repeatedising out of repeatedising out of repeated
experexperexperexperexperience and regular fience and regular fience and regular fience and regular fience and regular feelingseelingseelingseelingseelings, is a more permanent, and a f, is a more permanent, and a f, is a more permanent, and a f, is a more permanent, and a f, is a more permanent, and a far more philosophical languagar more philosophical languagar more philosophical languagar more philosophical languagar more philosophical language,e,e,e,e,
than that wthan that wthan that wthan that wthan that which is frequently substituted for it by Phich is frequently substituted for it by Phich is frequently substituted for it by Phich is frequently substituted for it by Phich is frequently substituted for it by Poetsoetsoetsoetsoets, w, w, w, w, who think that theho think that theho think that theho think that theho think that they are confy are confy are confy are confy are conferrerrerrerrerringinginginging
honour upon themselves and their art, in proportion as thehonour upon themselves and their art, in proportion as thehonour upon themselves and their art, in proportion as thehonour upon themselves and their art, in proportion as thehonour upon themselves and their art, in proportion as they separate themselves from they separate themselves from they separate themselves from they separate themselves from they separate themselves from the
sympathies of men, and indulgsympathies of men, and indulgsympathies of men, and indulgsympathies of men, and indulgsympathies of men, and indulge in arbitrary and capre in arbitrary and capre in arbitrary and capre in arbitrary and capre in arbitrary and capricious habits of expression, in order toicious habits of expression, in order toicious habits of expression, in order toicious habits of expression, in order toicious habits of expression, in order to
furnish food for ficfurnish food for ficfurnish food for ficfurnish food for ficfurnish food for fickle tasteskle tasteskle tasteskle tasteskle tastes, and fic, and fic, and fic, and fic, and fickle apkle apkle apkle apkle appetitespetitespetitespetitespetites, of their own creation., of their own creation., of their own creation., of their own creation., of their own creation.11111

I cannot, howeverI cannot, howeverI cannot, howeverI cannot, howeverI cannot, however, be insensib, be insensib, be insensib, be insensib, be insensible to the present outcry agle to the present outcry agle to the present outcry agle to the present outcry agle to the present outcry against the trainst the trainst the trainst the trainst the triviality and meannessiviality and meannessiviality and meannessiviality and meannessiviality and meanness,,,,,
both of thought and languagboth of thought and languagboth of thought and languagboth of thought and languagboth of thought and language, we, we, we, we, which some of mhich some of mhich some of mhich some of mhich some of my contemporary contemporary contemporary contemporary contemporaries have occasionally introducedies have occasionally introducedies have occasionally introducedies have occasionally introducedies have occasionally introduced
into their metrinto their metrinto their metrinto their metrinto their metrical compositions; and I acical compositions; and I acical compositions; and I acical compositions; and I acical compositions; and I acknowledgknowledgknowledgknowledgknowledge that this defe that this defe that this defe that this defe that this defect, wect, wect, wect, wect, where it existshere it existshere it existshere it existshere it exists, is more, is more, is more, is more, is more
dishonourabdishonourabdishonourabdishonourabdishonourable to the Wrle to the Wrle to the Wrle to the Wrle to the Writer’iter’iter’iter’iter’s own character than fs own character than fs own character than fs own character than fs own character than false refinement or arbitrary innovation,alse refinement or arbitrary innovation,alse refinement or arbitrary innovation,alse refinement or arbitrary innovation,alse refinement or arbitrary innovation,
though I should contend at the same time, that it is fthough I should contend at the same time, that it is fthough I should contend at the same time, that it is fthough I should contend at the same time, that it is fthough I should contend at the same time, that it is far less pernicious in the sum of itsar less pernicious in the sum of itsar less pernicious in the sum of itsar less pernicious in the sum of itsar less pernicious in the sum of its
consequencesconsequencesconsequencesconsequencesconsequences. From such verses the P. From such verses the P. From such verses the P. From such verses the P. From such verses the Poems in these volumes will be found distinguished atoems in these volumes will be found distinguished atoems in these volumes will be found distinguished atoems in these volumes will be found distinguished atoems in these volumes will be found distinguished at
least by one mark of difleast by one mark of difleast by one mark of difleast by one mark of difleast by one mark of difffffference, that each of them has a werence, that each of them has a werence, that each of them has a werence, that each of them has a werence, that each of them has a worthy orthy orthy orthy orthy purpose.purpose.purpose.purpose.purpose. Not that I always Not that I always Not that I always Not that I always Not that I always
begbegbegbegbegan to wran to wran to wran to wran to write with a distinct purpose formerly conceived; but habits of meditation have, Iite with a distinct purpose formerly conceived; but habits of meditation have, Iite with a distinct purpose formerly conceived; but habits of meditation have, Iite with a distinct purpose formerly conceived; but habits of meditation have, Iite with a distinct purpose formerly conceived; but habits of meditation have, I
trust, so prompted and regulated mtrust, so prompted and regulated mtrust, so prompted and regulated mtrust, so prompted and regulated mtrust, so prompted and regulated my fy fy fy fy feelingseelingseelingseelingseelings, that m, that m, that m, that m, that my descry descry descry descry descriptions of such objects as stronglyiptions of such objects as stronglyiptions of such objects as stronglyiptions of such objects as stronglyiptions of such objects as strongly
excite those fexcite those fexcite those fexcite those fexcite those feelingseelingseelingseelingseelings, will be found to carry along with them a , will be found to carry along with them a , will be found to carry along with them a , will be found to carry along with them a , will be found to carry along with them a purpose.purpose.purpose.purpose.purpose. If this opinion be If this opinion be If this opinion be If this opinion be If this opinion be
erroneouserroneouserroneouserroneouserroneous, I can have little r, I can have little r, I can have little r, I can have little r, I can have little right to the name of a Pight to the name of a Pight to the name of a Pight to the name of a Pight to the name of a Poet. For all good poetry is the spontaneousoet. For all good poetry is the spontaneousoet. For all good poetry is the spontaneousoet. For all good poetry is the spontaneousoet. For all good poetry is the spontaneous
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overflow of powerful foverflow of powerful foverflow of powerful foverflow of powerful foverflow of powerful feelings: and though this be true, Peelings: and though this be true, Peelings: and though this be true, Peelings: and though this be true, Peelings: and though this be true, Poems to woems to woems to woems to woems to which anhich anhich anhich anhich any value can bey value can bey value can bey value can bey value can be
attached were never produced on anattached were never produced on anattached were never produced on anattached were never produced on anattached were never produced on any vary vary vary vary variety of subjects but by a man wiety of subjects but by a man wiety of subjects but by a man wiety of subjects but by a man wiety of subjects but by a man whohohohoho, being possessed, being possessed, being possessed, being possessed, being possessed
of more than usual orgof more than usual orgof more than usual orgof more than usual orgof more than usual organic sensibility, had also thought long and deeply. For our continuedanic sensibility, had also thought long and deeply. For our continuedanic sensibility, had also thought long and deeply. For our continuedanic sensibility, had also thought long and deeply. For our continuedanic sensibility, had also thought long and deeply. For our continued
influxes of finfluxes of finfluxes of finfluxes of finfluxes of feeling are modified and directed by our thoughtseeling are modified and directed by our thoughtseeling are modified and directed by our thoughtseeling are modified and directed by our thoughtseeling are modified and directed by our thoughts, w, w, w, w, which are indeed thehich are indeed thehich are indeed thehich are indeed thehich are indeed the
representatives of all our past frepresentatives of all our past frepresentatives of all our past frepresentatives of all our past frepresentatives of all our past feelings; and, as by contemplating the relation of these geelings; and, as by contemplating the relation of these geelings; and, as by contemplating the relation of these geelings; and, as by contemplating the relation of these geelings; and, as by contemplating the relation of these generaleneraleneraleneraleneral
representatives to each otherrepresentatives to each otherrepresentatives to each otherrepresentatives to each otherrepresentatives to each other, we discover w, we discover w, we discover w, we discover w, we discover what is really important to men, sohat is really important to men, sohat is really important to men, sohat is really important to men, sohat is really important to men, so, by the repetition, by the repetition, by the repetition, by the repetition, by the repetition
and continuance of this act, our fand continuance of this act, our fand continuance of this act, our fand continuance of this act, our fand continuance of this act, our feelings will be connected with important subjectseelings will be connected with important subjectseelings will be connected with important subjectseelings will be connected with important subjectseelings will be connected with important subjects, till at, till at, till at, till at, till at
length, if we be orlength, if we be orlength, if we be orlength, if we be orlength, if we be origigigigiginally possessed of minally possessed of minally possessed of minally possessed of minally possessed of much sensibility, such habits of mind will be produced,uch sensibility, such habits of mind will be produced,uch sensibility, such habits of mind will be produced,uch sensibility, such habits of mind will be produced,uch sensibility, such habits of mind will be produced,
that, by obethat, by obethat, by obethat, by obethat, by obeying bying bying bying bying blindly and mechanically the impulses of those habitslindly and mechanically the impulses of those habitslindly and mechanically the impulses of those habitslindly and mechanically the impulses of those habitslindly and mechanically the impulses of those habits, we shall descr, we shall descr, we shall descr, we shall descr, we shall describeibeibeibeibe
objectsobjectsobjectsobjectsobjects, and utter sentiments, and utter sentiments, and utter sentiments, and utter sentiments, and utter sentiments, of such a nature, and in such connexion with each other, of such a nature, and in such connexion with each other, of such a nature, and in such connexion with each other, of such a nature, and in such connexion with each other, of such a nature, and in such connexion with each other, that, that, that, that, that
the understanding of the Reader mthe understanding of the Reader mthe understanding of the Reader mthe understanding of the Reader mthe understanding of the Reader must necessarust necessarust necessarust necessarust necessarily be in some degree enlightened, and hisily be in some degree enlightened, and hisily be in some degree enlightened, and hisily be in some degree enlightened, and hisily be in some degree enlightened, and his
afafafafaffffffections strengthened and purections strengthened and purections strengthened and purections strengthened and purections strengthened and purified.ified.ified.ified.ified.

It has been said that each of these poems has a purpose. Another circumstance mIt has been said that each of these poems has a purpose. Another circumstance mIt has been said that each of these poems has a purpose. Another circumstance mIt has been said that each of these poems has a purpose. Another circumstance mIt has been said that each of these poems has a purpose. Another circumstance must beust beust beust beust be
mentioned wmentioned wmentioned wmentioned wmentioned which distinguishes these Phich distinguishes these Phich distinguishes these Phich distinguishes these Phich distinguishes these Poems from the popular Poems from the popular Poems from the popular Poems from the popular Poems from the popular Poetry of the day; it is thisoetry of the day; it is thisoetry of the day; it is thisoetry of the day; it is thisoetry of the day; it is this,,,,,
that the fthat the fthat the fthat the fthat the feeling therein developed geeling therein developed geeling therein developed geeling therein developed geeling therein developed gives importance to the action and situation, and not theives importance to the action and situation, and not theives importance to the action and situation, and not theives importance to the action and situation, and not theives importance to the action and situation, and not the
action and situation to the faction and situation to the faction and situation to the faction and situation to the faction and situation to the feelingeelingeelingeelingeeling.....

A sense of fA sense of fA sense of fA sense of fA sense of false modesty shall not prevent me from assertingalse modesty shall not prevent me from assertingalse modesty shall not prevent me from assertingalse modesty shall not prevent me from assertingalse modesty shall not prevent me from asserting, that the Reader’, that the Reader’, that the Reader’, that the Reader’, that the Reader’s attention iss attention iss attention iss attention iss attention is
pointed to this mark of distinction, fpointed to this mark of distinction, fpointed to this mark of distinction, fpointed to this mark of distinction, fpointed to this mark of distinction, far less for the sakar less for the sakar less for the sakar less for the sakar less for the sake of these particular Pe of these particular Pe of these particular Pe of these particular Pe of these particular Poems than fromoems than fromoems than fromoems than fromoems than from
the gthe gthe gthe gthe general importance of the subject. Teneral importance of the subject. Teneral importance of the subject. Teneral importance of the subject. Teneral importance of the subject. The subject is indeed important! For the human mindhe subject is indeed important! For the human mindhe subject is indeed important! For the human mindhe subject is indeed important! For the human mindhe subject is indeed important! For the human mind
is capabis capabis capabis capabis capable of being excited without the aple of being excited without the aple of being excited without the aple of being excited without the aple of being excited without the application of gross and violent stimplication of gross and violent stimplication of gross and violent stimplication of gross and violent stimplication of gross and violent stimulants; and heulants; and heulants; and heulants; and heulants; and he
mmmmmust have a very fust have a very fust have a very fust have a very fust have a very faint perception of its beauty and dignity waint perception of its beauty and dignity waint perception of its beauty and dignity waint perception of its beauty and dignity waint perception of its beauty and dignity who does not know thisho does not know thisho does not know thisho does not know thisho does not know this, and, and, and, and, and
wwwwwho does not further knowho does not further knowho does not further knowho does not further knowho does not further know, that one being is elevated above another, that one being is elevated above another, that one being is elevated above another, that one being is elevated above another, that one being is elevated above another, in proportion as he, in proportion as he, in proportion as he, in proportion as he, in proportion as he
possesses this capability. It has therefore appossesses this capability. It has therefore appossesses this capability. It has therefore appossesses this capability. It has therefore appossesses this capability. It has therefore appeared to me, that to endeavour to produce orpeared to me, that to endeavour to produce orpeared to me, that to endeavour to produce orpeared to me, that to endeavour to produce orpeared to me, that to endeavour to produce or
enlargenlargenlargenlargenlarge this capability is one of the best services in we this capability is one of the best services in we this capability is one of the best services in we this capability is one of the best services in we this capability is one of the best services in which, at anhich, at anhich, at anhich, at anhich, at any pery pery pery pery period, a Wriod, a Wriod, a Wriod, a Wriod, a Writer can beiter can beiter can beiter can beiter can be
engengengengengagagagagaged; but this service, excellent at all timesed; but this service, excellent at all timesed; but this service, excellent at all timesed; but this service, excellent at all timesed; but this service, excellent at all times, is especially so at the present day. For a, is especially so at the present day. For a, is especially so at the present day. For a, is especially so at the present day. For a, is especially so at the present day. For a
mmmmmultitude of causesultitude of causesultitude of causesultitude of causesultitude of causes, unknown to former times, unknown to former times, unknown to former times, unknown to former times, unknown to former times, are now acting with a combined force to, are now acting with a combined force to, are now acting with a combined force to, are now acting with a combined force to, are now acting with a combined force to
bbbbblunt the discrlunt the discrlunt the discrlunt the discrlunt the discriminating powers of the mind, and, unfitting it for all voluntary exertion, toiminating powers of the mind, and, unfitting it for all voluntary exertion, toiminating powers of the mind, and, unfitting it for all voluntary exertion, toiminating powers of the mind, and, unfitting it for all voluntary exertion, toiminating powers of the mind, and, unfitting it for all voluntary exertion, to
reduce it to a state of almost savagreduce it to a state of almost savagreduce it to a state of almost savagreduce it to a state of almost savagreduce it to a state of almost savage torpore torpore torpore torpore torpor. T. T. T. T. The most efhe most efhe most efhe most efhe most effffffective of these causes are the greatective of these causes are the greatective of these causes are the greatective of these causes are the greatective of these causes are the great
national events wnational events wnational events wnational events wnational events which are daily taking place, and the increasing accumhich are daily taking place, and the increasing accumhich are daily taking place, and the increasing accumhich are daily taking place, and the increasing accumhich are daily taking place, and the increasing accumulation of men inulation of men inulation of men inulation of men inulation of men in
citiescitiescitiescitiescities, w, w, w, w, where the uniformity of their occupations produces a craving for extraordinary incident,here the uniformity of their occupations produces a craving for extraordinary incident,here the uniformity of their occupations produces a craving for extraordinary incident,here the uniformity of their occupations produces a craving for extraordinary incident,here the uniformity of their occupations produces a craving for extraordinary incident,
wwwwwhich the rapid commhich the rapid commhich the rapid commhich the rapid commhich the rapid communication of intelligunication of intelligunication of intelligunication of intelligunication of intelligence hourly gratifiesence hourly gratifiesence hourly gratifiesence hourly gratifiesence hourly gratifies. to this tendency of lif. to this tendency of lif. to this tendency of lif. to this tendency of lif. to this tendency of life ande ande ande ande and
manners the literature and theatrmanners the literature and theatrmanners the literature and theatrmanners the literature and theatrmanners the literature and theatrical exhibitions of the country have conformed themselvesical exhibitions of the country have conformed themselvesical exhibitions of the country have conformed themselvesical exhibitions of the country have conformed themselvesical exhibitions of the country have conformed themselves.....
TTTTThe invaluabhe invaluabhe invaluabhe invaluabhe invaluable wle wle wle wle works of our elder wrorks of our elder wrorks of our elder wrorks of our elder wrorks of our elder writersitersitersitersiters, I had almost said the w, I had almost said the w, I had almost said the w, I had almost said the w, I had almost said the works of Shakorks of Shakorks of Shakorks of Shakorks of Shakespeare andespeare andespeare andespeare andespeare and
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Milton, are drMilton, are drMilton, are drMilton, are drMilton, are driven into neglect by frantic novelsiven into neglect by frantic novelsiven into neglect by frantic novelsiven into neglect by frantic novelsiven into neglect by frantic novels, sic, sic, sic, sic, sickly and stupid German Tragkly and stupid German Tragkly and stupid German Tragkly and stupid German Tragkly and stupid German Tragediesediesediesediesedies, and, and, and, and, and
delugdelugdelugdelugdeluges of idle and extravages of idle and extravages of idle and extravages of idle and extravages of idle and extravagant storant storant storant storant stories in verse.—Wies in verse.—Wies in verse.—Wies in verse.—Wies in verse.—When I think upon this degrading thirsthen I think upon this degrading thirsthen I think upon this degrading thirsthen I think upon this degrading thirsthen I think upon this degrading thirst
after outragafter outragafter outragafter outragafter outrageous stimeous stimeous stimeous stimeous stimulation, I am almost ashamed to have spokulation, I am almost ashamed to have spokulation, I am almost ashamed to have spokulation, I am almost ashamed to have spokulation, I am almost ashamed to have spoken of the fen of the fen of the fen of the fen of the feebeebeebeebeeble endeavourle endeavourle endeavourle endeavourle endeavour
made in these volumes to counteract it; and, reflecting upon the magnitude of the gmade in these volumes to counteract it; and, reflecting upon the magnitude of the gmade in these volumes to counteract it; and, reflecting upon the magnitude of the gmade in these volumes to counteract it; and, reflecting upon the magnitude of the gmade in these volumes to counteract it; and, reflecting upon the magnitude of the generaleneraleneraleneraleneral
evil, I should be opevil, I should be opevil, I should be opevil, I should be opevil, I should be oppressed with no dishonourabpressed with no dishonourabpressed with no dishonourabpressed with no dishonourabpressed with no dishonourable melancholy, had I not a deep impression ofle melancholy, had I not a deep impression ofle melancholy, had I not a deep impression ofle melancholy, had I not a deep impression ofle melancholy, had I not a deep impression of
certain inherent and indestructibcertain inherent and indestructibcertain inherent and indestructibcertain inherent and indestructibcertain inherent and indestructible qualities of the human mind, and likle qualities of the human mind, and likle qualities of the human mind, and likle qualities of the human mind, and likle qualities of the human mind, and likewise of certainewise of certainewise of certainewise of certainewise of certain
powers in the great and permanent objects that act upon it, wpowers in the great and permanent objects that act upon it, wpowers in the great and permanent objects that act upon it, wpowers in the great and permanent objects that act upon it, wpowers in the great and permanent objects that act upon it, which are equally inherent andhich are equally inherent andhich are equally inherent andhich are equally inherent andhich are equally inherent and
indestructibindestructibindestructibindestructibindestructible; and were there not adle; and were there not adle; and were there not adle; and were there not adle; and were there not added to this impression a beliefded to this impression a beliefded to this impression a beliefded to this impression a beliefded to this impression a belief, that the time is ap, that the time is ap, that the time is ap, that the time is ap, that the time is approachingproachingproachingproachingproaching
wwwwwhen the evil will be systematically ophen the evil will be systematically ophen the evil will be systematically ophen the evil will be systematically ophen the evil will be systematically opposed, by men of greater powersposed, by men of greater powersposed, by men of greater powersposed, by men of greater powersposed, by men of greater powers, and with f, and with f, and with f, and with f, and with far morear morear morear morear more
distinguished successdistinguished successdistinguished successdistinguished successdistinguished success.....

  Having d  Having d  Having d  Having d  Having dwelt thus long on the subjects and aim of these Pwelt thus long on the subjects and aim of these Pwelt thus long on the subjects and aim of these Pwelt thus long on the subjects and aim of these Pwelt thus long on the subjects and aim of these Poemsoemsoemsoemsoems, I shall request the Reader’, I shall request the Reader’, I shall request the Reader’, I shall request the Reader’, I shall request the Reader’sssss
permission to appermission to appermission to appermission to appermission to apprprprprprise him of a fise him of a fise him of a fise him of a fise him of a few circumstances relating to their ew circumstances relating to their ew circumstances relating to their ew circumstances relating to their ew circumstances relating to their style,style,style,style,style, in order in order in order in order in order, among, among, among, among, among
other reasonsother reasonsother reasonsother reasonsother reasons, that he may not censure me for not having performed w, that he may not censure me for not having performed w, that he may not censure me for not having performed w, that he may not censure me for not having performed w, that he may not censure me for not having performed what I never attempted.hat I never attempted.hat I never attempted.hat I never attempted.hat I never attempted.
TTTTThe Reader will find that personifications of abstract ideas rarely occur in these volumes;he Reader will find that personifications of abstract ideas rarely occur in these volumes;he Reader will find that personifications of abstract ideas rarely occur in these volumes;he Reader will find that personifications of abstract ideas rarely occur in these volumes;he Reader will find that personifications of abstract ideas rarely occur in these volumes;
and are utterly rejected, as an ordinary device to elevate the style, and raise it above prose.and are utterly rejected, as an ordinary device to elevate the style, and raise it above prose.and are utterly rejected, as an ordinary device to elevate the style, and raise it above prose.and are utterly rejected, as an ordinary device to elevate the style, and raise it above prose.and are utterly rejected, as an ordinary device to elevate the style, and raise it above prose.
My purpose was to imitate, and, as fMy purpose was to imitate, and, as fMy purpose was to imitate, and, as fMy purpose was to imitate, and, as fMy purpose was to imitate, and, as far as possibar as possibar as possibar as possibar as possible, to adopt the very languagle, to adopt the very languagle, to adopt the very languagle, to adopt the very languagle, to adopt the very language of men; ande of men; ande of men; ande of men; ande of men; and
assuredly such personifications do not makassuredly such personifications do not makassuredly such personifications do not makassuredly such personifications do not makassuredly such personifications do not make ane ane ane ane any natural or regular part of that languagy natural or regular part of that languagy natural or regular part of that languagy natural or regular part of that languagy natural or regular part of that language.e.e.e.e.
TTTTThehehehehey are, indeed, a figure of speech occasionally prompted by passion, and I have made usey are, indeed, a figure of speech occasionally prompted by passion, and I have made usey are, indeed, a figure of speech occasionally prompted by passion, and I have made usey are, indeed, a figure of speech occasionally prompted by passion, and I have made usey are, indeed, a figure of speech occasionally prompted by passion, and I have made use
of them as such; but have endeavoured utterly to reject them as a mechanical device of style,of them as such; but have endeavoured utterly to reject them as a mechanical device of style,of them as such; but have endeavoured utterly to reject them as a mechanical device of style,of them as such; but have endeavoured utterly to reject them as a mechanical device of style,of them as such; but have endeavoured utterly to reject them as a mechanical device of style,
or as a for as a for as a for as a for as a family languagamily languagamily languagamily languagamily language we we we we which Wrhich Wrhich Wrhich Wrhich Writers in metre seem to lay claim to by prescriters in metre seem to lay claim to by prescriters in metre seem to lay claim to by prescriters in metre seem to lay claim to by prescriters in metre seem to lay claim to by prescription. I haveiption. I haveiption. I haveiption. I haveiption. I have
wished to kwished to kwished to kwished to kwished to keep the Reader in the companeep the Reader in the companeep the Reader in the companeep the Reader in the companeep the Reader in the company of flesh and by of flesh and by of flesh and by of flesh and by of flesh and blood, persuaded that by so doing Ilood, persuaded that by so doing Ilood, persuaded that by so doing Ilood, persuaded that by so doing Ilood, persuaded that by so doing I
shall interest him. Others wshall interest him. Others wshall interest him. Others wshall interest him. Others wshall interest him. Others who pursue a difho pursue a difho pursue a difho pursue a difho pursue a difffffferent tracerent tracerent tracerent tracerent track will interest him likk will interest him likk will interest him likk will interest him likk will interest him likewise; I do notewise; I do notewise; I do notewise; I do notewise; I do not
interfinterfinterfinterfinterfere with their claim, but wish to prefere with their claim, but wish to prefere with their claim, but wish to prefere with their claim, but wish to prefere with their claim, but wish to prefer a claim of mer a claim of mer a claim of mer a claim of mer a claim of my own. Ty own. Ty own. Ty own. Ty own. There will also be found inhere will also be found inhere will also be found inhere will also be found inhere will also be found in
these volumes little of wthese volumes little of wthese volumes little of wthese volumes little of wthese volumes little of what is usually called poetic diction; as mhat is usually called poetic diction; as mhat is usually called poetic diction; as mhat is usually called poetic diction; as mhat is usually called poetic diction; as much pains has been takuch pains has been takuch pains has been takuch pains has been takuch pains has been taken toen toen toen toen to
avoid it as is ordinaravoid it as is ordinaravoid it as is ordinaravoid it as is ordinaravoid it as is ordinarily takily takily takily takily taken to produce it; this has been done for the reason already allegen to produce it; this has been done for the reason already allegen to produce it; this has been done for the reason already allegen to produce it; this has been done for the reason already allegen to produce it; this has been done for the reason already alleged,ed,ed,ed,ed,
to brto brto brto brto bring ming ming ming ming my languagy languagy languagy languagy language near to the language near to the language near to the language near to the language near to the language of men; and furthere of men; and furthere of men; and furthere of men; and furthere of men; and further, because the pleasure w, because the pleasure w, because the pleasure w, because the pleasure w, because the pleasure whichhichhichhichhich
I have proposed to mI have proposed to mI have proposed to mI have proposed to mI have proposed to myself to impart, is of a kind very difyself to impart, is of a kind very difyself to impart, is of a kind very difyself to impart, is of a kind very difyself to impart, is of a kind very difffffferent from that werent from that werent from that werent from that werent from that which is suphich is suphich is suphich is suphich is supposedposedposedposedposed
by manby manby manby manby many persons to be the proper object of poetry. Wy persons to be the proper object of poetry. Wy persons to be the proper object of poetry. Wy persons to be the proper object of poetry. Wy persons to be the proper object of poetry. Without being culpabithout being culpabithout being culpabithout being culpabithout being culpably particularly particularly particularly particularly particular, I do, I do, I do, I do, I do
not know how to gnot know how to gnot know how to gnot know how to gnot know how to give mive mive mive mive my Reader a more exact notion of the style in wy Reader a more exact notion of the style in wy Reader a more exact notion of the style in wy Reader a more exact notion of the style in wy Reader a more exact notion of the style in which it was mhich it was mhich it was mhich it was mhich it was my wishy wishy wishy wishy wish
and intention to wrand intention to wrand intention to wrand intention to wrand intention to write, than by informing him that I have at all times endeavoured to lookite, than by informing him that I have at all times endeavoured to lookite, than by informing him that I have at all times endeavoured to lookite, than by informing him that I have at all times endeavoured to lookite, than by informing him that I have at all times endeavoured to look
steadily at msteadily at msteadily at msteadily at msteadily at my subject; consequently, there is I hope in these Py subject; consequently, there is I hope in these Py subject; consequently, there is I hope in these Py subject; consequently, there is I hope in these Py subject; consequently, there is I hope in these Poems little foems little foems little foems little foems little falsehood ofalsehood ofalsehood ofalsehood ofalsehood of
descrdescrdescrdescrdescription, and miption, and miption, and miption, and miption, and my ideas are expressed in languagy ideas are expressed in languagy ideas are expressed in languagy ideas are expressed in languagy ideas are expressed in language fitted to their respective importance.e fitted to their respective importance.e fitted to their respective importance.e fitted to their respective importance.e fitted to their respective importance.
Something mSomething mSomething mSomething mSomething must have been gust have been gust have been gust have been gust have been gained by this practice, as it is frained by this practice, as it is frained by this practice, as it is frained by this practice, as it is frained by this practice, as it is friendly to one property of all goodiendly to one property of all goodiendly to one property of all goodiendly to one property of all goodiendly to one property of all good
poetry, namely, good sense: but it has necessarpoetry, namely, good sense: but it has necessarpoetry, namely, good sense: but it has necessarpoetry, namely, good sense: but it has necessarpoetry, namely, good sense: but it has necessarily cut me ofily cut me ofily cut me ofily cut me ofily cut me off from a largf from a largf from a largf from a largf from a large portion of phrasese portion of phrasese portion of phrasese portion of phrasese portion of phrases
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and figures of speech wand figures of speech wand figures of speech wand figures of speech wand figures of speech which from fhich from fhich from fhich from fhich from father to son have long been regather to son have long been regather to son have long been regather to son have long been regather to son have long been regarded as the commonarded as the commonarded as the commonarded as the commonarded as the common
inherinherinherinherinheritance of Pitance of Pitance of Pitance of Pitance of Poetsoetsoetsoetsoets. I have also thought it expedient to restr. I have also thought it expedient to restr. I have also thought it expedient to restr. I have also thought it expedient to restr. I have also thought it expedient to restrict mict mict mict mict myself still furtheryself still furtheryself still furtheryself still furtheryself still further, having, having, having, having, having
abstained from the use of manabstained from the use of manabstained from the use of manabstained from the use of manabstained from the use of many expressionsy expressionsy expressionsy expressionsy expressions, in themselves proper and beautiful, but w, in themselves proper and beautiful, but w, in themselves proper and beautiful, but w, in themselves proper and beautiful, but w, in themselves proper and beautiful, but whichhichhichhichhich
have been foolishly repeated by bad Phave been foolishly repeated by bad Phave been foolishly repeated by bad Phave been foolishly repeated by bad Phave been foolishly repeated by bad Poetsoetsoetsoetsoets, till such f, till such f, till such f, till such f, till such feelings of disgust are connected witheelings of disgust are connected witheelings of disgust are connected witheelings of disgust are connected witheelings of disgust are connected with
them as it is scarcely possibthem as it is scarcely possibthem as it is scarcely possibthem as it is scarcely possibthem as it is scarcely possible by anle by anle by anle by anle by any art of association to overpowery art of association to overpowery art of association to overpowery art of association to overpowery art of association to overpower.....

If in a poem there should be found a serIf in a poem there should be found a serIf in a poem there should be found a serIf in a poem there should be found a serIf in a poem there should be found a series of linesies of linesies of linesies of linesies of lines, or even a single line, in w, or even a single line, in w, or even a single line, in w, or even a single line, in w, or even a single line, in which thehich thehich thehich thehich the
languaglanguaglanguaglanguaglanguage, though naturally arrange, though naturally arrange, though naturally arrange, though naturally arrange, though naturally arranged, and according to the stred, and according to the stred, and according to the stred, and according to the stred, and according to the strict laws of metre, does notict laws of metre, does notict laws of metre, does notict laws of metre, does notict laws of metre, does not
difdifdifdifdiffffffer from that of prose, there is a numerous class of crer from that of prose, there is a numerous class of crer from that of prose, there is a numerous class of crer from that of prose, there is a numerous class of crer from that of prose, there is a numerous class of criticsiticsiticsiticsitics, w, w, w, w, whohohohoho, w, w, w, w, when thehen thehen thehen thehen they stumby stumby stumby stumby stumble uponle uponle uponle uponle upon
these prosaismsthese prosaismsthese prosaismsthese prosaismsthese prosaisms, as the, as the, as the, as the, as they call them, imagy call them, imagy call them, imagy call them, imagy call them, imagine that theine that theine that theine that theine that they have made a notaby have made a notaby have made a notaby have made a notaby have made a notable discovery, andle discovery, andle discovery, andle discovery, andle discovery, and
exult over the Pexult over the Pexult over the Pexult over the Pexult over the Poet as over a man ignorant of his own profoet as over a man ignorant of his own profoet as over a man ignorant of his own profoet as over a man ignorant of his own profoet as over a man ignorant of his own profession. Now these men wession. Now these men wession. Now these men wession. Now these men wession. Now these men wouldouldouldouldould
estabestabestabestabestablish a canon of crlish a canon of crlish a canon of crlish a canon of crlish a canon of criticism witicism witicism witicism witicism which the Reader will conclude he mhich the Reader will conclude he mhich the Reader will conclude he mhich the Reader will conclude he mhich the Reader will conclude he must utterly reject, if heust utterly reject, if heust utterly reject, if heust utterly reject, if heust utterly reject, if he
wishes to be pleased with these volumeswishes to be pleased with these volumeswishes to be pleased with these volumeswishes to be pleased with these volumeswishes to be pleased with these volumes. and it w. and it w. and it w. and it w. and it would be a most easy task to prove to him,ould be a most easy task to prove to him,ould be a most easy task to prove to him,ould be a most easy task to prove to him,ould be a most easy task to prove to him,
that not only the languagthat not only the languagthat not only the languagthat not only the languagthat not only the language of a large of a large of a large of a large of a large portion of every good poem, even of the most elevatede portion of every good poem, even of the most elevatede portion of every good poem, even of the most elevatede portion of every good poem, even of the most elevatede portion of every good poem, even of the most elevated
charactercharactercharactercharactercharacter, m, m, m, m, must necessarust necessarust necessarust necessarust necessarily, except with refily, except with refily, except with refily, except with refily, except with reference to the metre, in no respect diference to the metre, in no respect diference to the metre, in no respect diference to the metre, in no respect diference to the metre, in no respect diffffffer from thater from thater from thater from thater from that
of good prose, but likof good prose, but likof good prose, but likof good prose, but likof good prose, but likewise that some of the most interesting parts of the best poems will beewise that some of the most interesting parts of the best poems will beewise that some of the most interesting parts of the best poems will beewise that some of the most interesting parts of the best poems will beewise that some of the most interesting parts of the best poems will be
found to be strfound to be strfound to be strfound to be strfound to be strictly the languagictly the languagictly the languagictly the languagictly the language of prose we of prose we of prose we of prose we of prose when prose is well wrhen prose is well wrhen prose is well wrhen prose is well wrhen prose is well written. Titten. Titten. Titten. Titten. The truth of thishe truth of thishe truth of thishe truth of thishe truth of this
assertion might be demonstrated by innumerabassertion might be demonstrated by innumerabassertion might be demonstrated by innumerabassertion might be demonstrated by innumerabassertion might be demonstrated by innumerable passagle passagle passagle passagle passages from almost all the poetical wres from almost all the poetical wres from almost all the poetical wres from almost all the poetical wres from almost all the poetical writingsitingsitingsitingsitings,,,,,
even of Milton himselfeven of Milton himselfeven of Milton himselfeven of Milton himselfeven of Milton himself. to illustrate the subject in a g. to illustrate the subject in a g. to illustrate the subject in a g. to illustrate the subject in a g. to illustrate the subject in a general mannereneral mannereneral mannereneral mannereneral manner, I will here ad, I will here ad, I will here ad, I will here ad, I will here adduce aduce aduce aduce aduce a
short composition of Gray, wshort composition of Gray, wshort composition of Gray, wshort composition of Gray, wshort composition of Gray, who was at the head of those who was at the head of those who was at the head of those who was at the head of those who was at the head of those whohohohoho, by their reasonings, by their reasonings, by their reasonings, by their reasonings, by their reasonings, have, have, have, have, have
attempted to widen the space of separation betwixt Prose and Metrattempted to widen the space of separation betwixt Prose and Metrattempted to widen the space of separation betwixt Prose and Metrattempted to widen the space of separation betwixt Prose and Metrattempted to widen the space of separation betwixt Prose and Metrical composition, andical composition, andical composition, andical composition, andical composition, and
was more than anwas more than anwas more than anwas more than anwas more than any other man cury other man cury other man cury other man cury other man curiously elaborate in the structure of his own poetic diction.iously elaborate in the structure of his own poetic diction.iously elaborate in the structure of his own poetic diction.iously elaborate in the structure of his own poetic diction.iously elaborate in the structure of his own poetic diction.

‘In vain to me the smiling mornings shine,‘In vain to me the smiling mornings shine,‘In vain to me the smiling mornings shine,‘In vain to me the smiling mornings shine,‘In vain to me the smiling mornings shine,

And redAnd redAnd redAnd redAnd reddening Phœbus lifts his golden fire:dening Phœbus lifts his golden fire:dening Phœbus lifts his golden fire:dening Phœbus lifts his golden fire:dening Phœbus lifts his golden fire:

TTTTThe birds in vain their amorous descant join,he birds in vain their amorous descant join,he birds in vain their amorous descant join,he birds in vain their amorous descant join,he birds in vain their amorous descant join,

Or cheerful fields resume their green attire.Or cheerful fields resume their green attire.Or cheerful fields resume their green attire.Or cheerful fields resume their green attire.Or cheerful fields resume their green attire.

TTTTThese earshese earshese earshese earshese ears, alas! for other notes repine;, alas! for other notes repine;, alas! for other notes repine;, alas! for other notes repine;, alas! for other notes repine;

A difA difA difA difA difffffferent object do these eerent object do these eerent object do these eerent object do these eerent object do these eyes require;yes require;yes require;yes require;yes require;

My lonely anguish melts no heart but mine;My lonely anguish melts no heart but mine;My lonely anguish melts no heart but mine;My lonely anguish melts no heart but mine;My lonely anguish melts no heart but mine;

And in mAnd in mAnd in mAnd in mAnd in my breast the imperfy breast the imperfy breast the imperfy breast the imperfy breast the imperfect joys expire;ect joys expire;ect joys expire;ect joys expire;ect joys expire;

YYYYYet morning smiles the busy race to cheeret morning smiles the busy race to cheeret morning smiles the busy race to cheeret morning smiles the busy race to cheeret morning smiles the busy race to cheer,,,,,

And new-born pleasure brAnd new-born pleasure brAnd new-born pleasure brAnd new-born pleasure brAnd new-born pleasure brings to hapings to hapings to hapings to hapings to happier men;pier men;pier men;pier men;pier men;
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TTTTThe fields to all their whe fields to all their whe fields to all their whe fields to all their whe fields to all their wonted tronted tronted tronted tronted tribute bear;ibute bear;ibute bear;ibute bear;ibute bear;

TTTTTo warm their little loves the birds complain.o warm their little loves the birds complain.o warm their little loves the birds complain.o warm their little loves the birds complain.o warm their little loves the birds complain.

I fruitless mourn to him that cannot hearI fruitless mourn to him that cannot hearI fruitless mourn to him that cannot hearI fruitless mourn to him that cannot hearI fruitless mourn to him that cannot hear,,,,,

And weep the more because I weep in vain.And weep the more because I weep in vain.And weep the more because I weep in vain.And weep the more because I weep in vain.And weep the more because I weep in vain.’’’’’

It will easily be perceived, that the only part of this Sonnet wIt will easily be perceived, that the only part of this Sonnet wIt will easily be perceived, that the only part of this Sonnet wIt will easily be perceived, that the only part of this Sonnet wIt will easily be perceived, that the only part of this Sonnet which is of anhich is of anhich is of anhich is of anhich is of any value is the linesy value is the linesy value is the linesy value is the linesy value is the lines
prprprprprinted in Italics; it is equally obviousinted in Italics; it is equally obviousinted in Italics; it is equally obviousinted in Italics; it is equally obviousinted in Italics; it is equally obvious, that, except in the rhyme, and in the use of the single, that, except in the rhyme, and in the use of the single, that, except in the rhyme, and in the use of the single, that, except in the rhyme, and in the use of the single, that, except in the rhyme, and in the use of the single
wwwwword ’fruitless’ for fruitlessly, word ’fruitless’ for fruitlessly, word ’fruitless’ for fruitlessly, word ’fruitless’ for fruitlessly, word ’fruitless’ for fruitlessly, which is so fhich is so fhich is so fhich is so fhich is so far a defar a defar a defar a defar a defect, the languagect, the languagect, the languagect, the languagect, the language of these lines does in noe of these lines does in noe of these lines does in noe of these lines does in noe of these lines does in no
respect difrespect difrespect difrespect difrespect diffffffer from that of prose.er from that of prose.er from that of prose.er from that of prose.er from that of prose.
By the foregoing quotation it has been shown that the languagBy the foregoing quotation it has been shown that the languagBy the foregoing quotation it has been shown that the languagBy the foregoing quotation it has been shown that the languagBy the foregoing quotation it has been shown that the language of Prose may yet be welle of Prose may yet be welle of Prose may yet be welle of Prose may yet be welle of Prose may yet be well
adapted to Padapted to Padapted to Padapted to Padapted to Poetry; and it was previously asserted, that a largoetry; and it was previously asserted, that a largoetry; and it was previously asserted, that a largoetry; and it was previously asserted, that a largoetry; and it was previously asserted, that a large portion of the language portion of the language portion of the language portion of the language portion of the language ofe ofe ofe ofe of
every good poem can in no respect difevery good poem can in no respect difevery good poem can in no respect difevery good poem can in no respect difevery good poem can in no respect diffffffer from that of good Prose. Wer from that of good Prose. Wer from that of good Prose. Wer from that of good Prose. Wer from that of good Prose. We will go furthere will go furthere will go furthere will go furthere will go further. It may. It may. It may. It may. It may
be safbe safbe safbe safbe safely afely afely afely afely affirmed, that there neither isfirmed, that there neither isfirmed, that there neither isfirmed, that there neither isfirmed, that there neither is, nor can be, an, nor can be, an, nor can be, an, nor can be, an, nor can be, any y y y y essentialessentialessentialessentialessential dif dif dif dif difffffference between theerence between theerence between theerence between theerence between the
languaglanguaglanguaglanguaglanguage of prose and metre of prose and metre of prose and metre of prose and metre of prose and metrical composition. Wical composition. Wical composition. Wical composition. Wical composition. We are fond of tracing the resembe are fond of tracing the resembe are fond of tracing the resembe are fond of tracing the resembe are fond of tracing the resemblance betweenlance betweenlance betweenlance betweenlance between
PPPPPoetry and Poetry and Poetry and Poetry and Poetry and Paintingaintingaintingaintingainting, and, accordingly, we call them Sisters: but w, and, accordingly, we call them Sisters: but w, and, accordingly, we call them Sisters: but w, and, accordingly, we call them Sisters: but w, and, accordingly, we call them Sisters: but where shall we find bondshere shall we find bondshere shall we find bondshere shall we find bondshere shall we find bonds
of connexion sufof connexion sufof connexion sufof connexion sufof connexion sufficiently strficiently strficiently strficiently strficiently strict to typify the afict to typify the afict to typify the afict to typify the afict to typify the affinity betwixt metrfinity betwixt metrfinity betwixt metrfinity betwixt metrfinity betwixt metrical and prose composition?ical and prose composition?ical and prose composition?ical and prose composition?ical and prose composition?
TTTTThehehehehey both speak by and to the same orgy both speak by and to the same orgy both speak by and to the same orgy both speak by and to the same orgy both speak by and to the same organs; the bodies in wans; the bodies in wans; the bodies in wans; the bodies in wans; the bodies in which both of them are clothed mayhich both of them are clothed mayhich both of them are clothed mayhich both of them are clothed mayhich both of them are clothed may
be said to be of the same substance, their afbe said to be of the same substance, their afbe said to be of the same substance, their afbe said to be of the same substance, their afbe said to be of the same substance, their affffffections are kindred, and almost identical, notections are kindred, and almost identical, notections are kindred, and almost identical, notections are kindred, and almost identical, notections are kindred, and almost identical, not
necessarnecessarnecessarnecessarnecessarily difily difily difily difily diffffffererererering even in degree; Ping even in degree; Ping even in degree; Ping even in degree; Ping even in degree; Poetryoetryoetryoetryoetry22222sheds no tears ’sheds no tears ’sheds no tears ’sheds no tears ’sheds no tears ’such as Angsuch as Angsuch as Angsuch as Angsuch as Angels weepels weepels weepels weepels weep,,,,,’ but natural’ but natural’ but natural’ but natural’ but natural
and human tears; she can boast of no celestial choir that distinguishes her vital juices fromand human tears; she can boast of no celestial choir that distinguishes her vital juices fromand human tears; she can boast of no celestial choir that distinguishes her vital juices fromand human tears; she can boast of no celestial choir that distinguishes her vital juices fromand human tears; she can boast of no celestial choir that distinguishes her vital juices from
those of prose; the same human bthose of prose; the same human bthose of prose; the same human bthose of prose; the same human bthose of prose; the same human blood circulates through the veins of them both.lood circulates through the veins of them both.lood circulates through the veins of them both.lood circulates through the veins of them both.lood circulates through the veins of them both.

If it be afIf it be afIf it be afIf it be afIf it be affirmed that rhyme and metrfirmed that rhyme and metrfirmed that rhyme and metrfirmed that rhyme and metrfirmed that rhyme and metrical arrangical arrangical arrangical arrangical arrangement of themselves constitute a distinctionement of themselves constitute a distinctionement of themselves constitute a distinctionement of themselves constitute a distinctionement of themselves constitute a distinction
wwwwwhich overturns which overturns which overturns which overturns which overturns what has just been said on the strhat has just been said on the strhat has just been said on the strhat has just been said on the strhat has just been said on the strict afict afict afict afict affinity of metrfinity of metrfinity of metrfinity of metrfinity of metrical languagical languagical languagical languagical language withe withe withe withe with
that of prose, and paves the way for other artificial distinctions wthat of prose, and paves the way for other artificial distinctions wthat of prose, and paves the way for other artificial distinctions wthat of prose, and paves the way for other artificial distinctions wthat of prose, and paves the way for other artificial distinctions which the mind voluntarhich the mind voluntarhich the mind voluntarhich the mind voluntarhich the mind voluntarilyilyilyilyily
admitsadmitsadmitsadmitsadmits, I answer that the languag, I answer that the languag, I answer that the languag, I answer that the languag, I answer that the language of such Pe of such Pe of such Pe of such Pe of such Poetry as is here recommended isoetry as is here recommended isoetry as is here recommended isoetry as is here recommended isoetry as is here recommended is, as f, as f, as f, as f, as far as isar as isar as isar as isar as is
possibpossibpossibpossibpossible, a selection of the languagle, a selection of the languagle, a selection of the languagle, a selection of the languagle, a selection of the language really spoke really spoke really spoke really spoke really spoken by men; that this selection, wen by men; that this selection, wen by men; that this selection, wen by men; that this selection, wen by men; that this selection, wherever it isherever it isherever it isherever it isherever it is
made with true taste and fmade with true taste and fmade with true taste and fmade with true taste and fmade with true taste and feelingeelingeelingeelingeeling, will of itself form a distinction f, will of itself form a distinction f, will of itself form a distinction f, will of itself form a distinction f, will of itself form a distinction far greater than war greater than war greater than war greater than war greater than would atould atould atould atould at
first be imagfirst be imagfirst be imagfirst be imagfirst be imagined, and will entirely separate the composition from the vulgined, and will entirely separate the composition from the vulgined, and will entirely separate the composition from the vulgined, and will entirely separate the composition from the vulgined, and will entirely separate the composition from the vulgarararararity and meannessity and meannessity and meannessity and meannessity and meanness
of ordinary lifof ordinary lifof ordinary lifof ordinary lifof ordinary life; and, if metre be superade; and, if metre be superade; and, if metre be superade; and, if metre be superade; and, if metre be superadded theretoded theretoded theretoded theretoded thereto, I believe that a dissimilitude will be, I believe that a dissimilitude will be, I believe that a dissimilitude will be, I believe that a dissimilitude will be, I believe that a dissimilitude will be
produced altogproduced altogproduced altogproduced altogproduced altogether sufether sufether sufether sufether sufficient for the gratification of a rational mind. Wficient for the gratification of a rational mind. Wficient for the gratification of a rational mind. Wficient for the gratification of a rational mind. Wficient for the gratification of a rational mind. What other distinctionhat other distinctionhat other distinctionhat other distinctionhat other distinction
wwwwwould we have? Would we have? Would we have? Would we have? Would we have? Whence is it to come? And whence is it to come? And whence is it to come? And whence is it to come? And whence is it to come? And where is it to exist? Not, surely, where is it to exist? Not, surely, where is it to exist? Not, surely, where is it to exist? Not, surely, where is it to exist? Not, surely, where the Phere the Phere the Phere the Phere the Poetoetoetoetoet
speaks through the mouths of his characters: it cannot be necessary here, either for elevationspeaks through the mouths of his characters: it cannot be necessary here, either for elevationspeaks through the mouths of his characters: it cannot be necessary here, either for elevationspeaks through the mouths of his characters: it cannot be necessary here, either for elevationspeaks through the mouths of his characters: it cannot be necessary here, either for elevation
of style, or anof style, or anof style, or anof style, or anof style, or any of its supy of its supy of its supy of its supy of its supposed ornaments: forposed ornaments: forposed ornaments: forposed ornaments: forposed ornaments: for, if the P, if the P, if the P, if the P, if the Poet’oet’oet’oet’oet’s subject be judiciously chosen, its subject be judiciously chosen, its subject be judiciously chosen, its subject be judiciously chosen, its subject be judiciously chosen, it
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will naturally, and upon fit occasion, lead him to passions the languagwill naturally, and upon fit occasion, lead him to passions the languagwill naturally, and upon fit occasion, lead him to passions the languagwill naturally, and upon fit occasion, lead him to passions the languagwill naturally, and upon fit occasion, lead him to passions the language of we of we of we of we of which, if selectedhich, if selectedhich, if selectedhich, if selectedhich, if selected
truly and judiciously, mtruly and judiciously, mtruly and judiciously, mtruly and judiciously, mtruly and judiciously, must necessarust necessarust necessarust necessarust necessarily be dignified and varily be dignified and varily be dignified and varily be dignified and varily be dignified and variegiegiegiegiegated, and alive with metaphorsated, and alive with metaphorsated, and alive with metaphorsated, and alive with metaphorsated, and alive with metaphors
and figuresand figuresand figuresand figuresand figures. I forbear to speak of an incongruity w. I forbear to speak of an incongruity w. I forbear to speak of an incongruity w. I forbear to speak of an incongruity w. I forbear to speak of an incongruity which which which which which would shocould shocould shocould shocould shock the intelligk the intelligk the intelligk the intelligk the intelligent Readerent Readerent Readerent Readerent Reader,,,,,
should the Pshould the Pshould the Pshould the Pshould the Poet interweave anoet interweave anoet interweave anoet interweave anoet interweave any foreign splendour of his own with that wy foreign splendour of his own with that wy foreign splendour of his own with that wy foreign splendour of his own with that wy foreign splendour of his own with that which the passionhich the passionhich the passionhich the passionhich the passion
naturally suggnaturally suggnaturally suggnaturally suggnaturally suggests: it is sufests: it is sufests: it is sufests: it is sufests: it is sufficient to say that such adficient to say that such adficient to say that such adficient to say that such adficient to say that such addition is unnecessary. and, surely, it isdition is unnecessary. and, surely, it isdition is unnecessary. and, surely, it isdition is unnecessary. and, surely, it isdition is unnecessary. and, surely, it is
more probabmore probabmore probabmore probabmore probable that those passagle that those passagle that those passagle that those passagle that those passageseseseses, w, w, w, w, which with proprhich with proprhich with proprhich with proprhich with propriety abound with metaphors and figuresiety abound with metaphors and figuresiety abound with metaphors and figuresiety abound with metaphors and figuresiety abound with metaphors and figures,,,,,
will have their due efwill have their due efwill have their due efwill have their due efwill have their due effffffect, ifect, ifect, ifect, ifect, if, upon other occasions w, upon other occasions w, upon other occasions w, upon other occasions w, upon other occasions where the passions are of a milder characterhere the passions are of a milder characterhere the passions are of a milder characterhere the passions are of a milder characterhere the passions are of a milder character,,,,,
the style also be subdued and temperate.the style also be subdued and temperate.the style also be subdued and temperate.the style also be subdued and temperate.the style also be subdued and temperate.

But, as the pleasure wBut, as the pleasure wBut, as the pleasure wBut, as the pleasure wBut, as the pleasure which I hope to ghich I hope to ghich I hope to ghich I hope to ghich I hope to give by the Pive by the Pive by the Pive by the Pive by the Poems now presented to the Reader moems now presented to the Reader moems now presented to the Reader moems now presented to the Reader moems now presented to the Reader mustustustustust
depend entirely on just notions upon this subject, and, as it is in itself of high importance todepend entirely on just notions upon this subject, and, as it is in itself of high importance todepend entirely on just notions upon this subject, and, as it is in itself of high importance todepend entirely on just notions upon this subject, and, as it is in itself of high importance todepend entirely on just notions upon this subject, and, as it is in itself of high importance to
our taste and moral four taste and moral four taste and moral four taste and moral four taste and moral feelingseelingseelingseelingseelings, I cannot content m, I cannot content m, I cannot content m, I cannot content m, I cannot content myself with these detached remarksyself with these detached remarksyself with these detached remarksyself with these detached remarksyself with these detached remarks. and if. and if. and if. and if. and if, in, in, in, in, in
wwwwwhat I am about to say, it shall aphat I am about to say, it shall aphat I am about to say, it shall aphat I am about to say, it shall aphat I am about to say, it shall appear to some that mpear to some that mpear to some that mpear to some that mpear to some that my labour is unnecessary, and that I amy labour is unnecessary, and that I amy labour is unnecessary, and that I amy labour is unnecessary, and that I amy labour is unnecessary, and that I am
likliklikliklike a man fighting a battle without enemiese a man fighting a battle without enemiese a man fighting a battle without enemiese a man fighting a battle without enemiese a man fighting a battle without enemies, such persons may be reminded, that, w, such persons may be reminded, that, w, such persons may be reminded, that, w, such persons may be reminded, that, w, such persons may be reminded, that, whateverhateverhateverhateverhatever
be the languagbe the languagbe the languagbe the languagbe the language outwardly holden by men, a practical fe outwardly holden by men, a practical fe outwardly holden by men, a practical fe outwardly holden by men, a practical fe outwardly holden by men, a practical faith in the opinions waith in the opinions waith in the opinions waith in the opinions waith in the opinions which I amhich I amhich I amhich I amhich I am
wishing to estabwishing to estabwishing to estabwishing to estabwishing to establish is almost unknown. If mlish is almost unknown. If mlish is almost unknown. If mlish is almost unknown. If mlish is almost unknown. If my conclusions are admitted, and carry conclusions are admitted, and carry conclusions are admitted, and carry conclusions are admitted, and carry conclusions are admitted, and carried as fied as fied as fied as fied as fararararar
as theas theas theas theas they my my my my must be carrust be carrust be carrust be carrust be carried if admitted at all, our judgied if admitted at all, our judgied if admitted at all, our judgied if admitted at all, our judgied if admitted at all, our judgements concerning the wements concerning the wements concerning the wements concerning the wements concerning the works of theorks of theorks of theorks of theorks of the
greatest Pgreatest Pgreatest Pgreatest Pgreatest Poets both ancient and modern will be foets both ancient and modern will be foets both ancient and modern will be foets both ancient and modern will be foets both ancient and modern will be far difar difar difar difar difffffferent from werent from werent from werent from werent from what thehat thehat thehat thehat they are at present,y are at present,y are at present,y are at present,y are at present,
both wboth wboth wboth wboth when we praise, and when we praise, and when we praise, and when we praise, and when we praise, and when we censure: and our moral fhen we censure: and our moral fhen we censure: and our moral fhen we censure: and our moral fhen we censure: and our moral feelings influencing and influencedeelings influencing and influencedeelings influencing and influencedeelings influencing and influencedeelings influencing and influenced
by these judgby these judgby these judgby these judgby these judgements will, I believe, be corrected and purements will, I believe, be corrected and purements will, I believe, be corrected and purements will, I believe, be corrected and purements will, I believe, be corrected and purified.ified.ified.ified.ified.

 T T T T Taking up the subject, then, upon gaking up the subject, then, upon gaking up the subject, then, upon gaking up the subject, then, upon gaking up the subject, then, upon general groundseneral groundseneral groundseneral groundseneral grounds, let me ask, w, let me ask, w, let me ask, w, let me ask, w, let me ask, what is meant by the what is meant by the what is meant by the what is meant by the what is meant by the wordordordordord
PPPPPoet? Woet? Woet? Woet? Woet? What is a Phat is a Phat is a Phat is a Phat is a Poet? to woet? to woet? to woet? to woet? to whom does he adhom does he adhom does he adhom does he adhom does he address himself? and wdress himself? and wdress himself? and wdress himself? and wdress himself? and what languaghat languaghat languaghat languaghat language is to be expectede is to be expectede is to be expectede is to be expectede is to be expected
from him?—He is a man speaking to men: a man, it is true, endowed with more livelyfrom him?—He is a man speaking to men: a man, it is true, endowed with more livelyfrom him?—He is a man speaking to men: a man, it is true, endowed with more livelyfrom him?—He is a man speaking to men: a man, it is true, endowed with more livelyfrom him?—He is a man speaking to men: a man, it is true, endowed with more lively
sensibility, more enthusiasm and tendernesssensibility, more enthusiasm and tendernesssensibility, more enthusiasm and tendernesssensibility, more enthusiasm and tendernesssensibility, more enthusiasm and tenderness, w, w, w, w, who has a greater knowledgho has a greater knowledgho has a greater knowledgho has a greater knowledgho has a greater knowledge of human nature,e of human nature,e of human nature,e of human nature,e of human nature,
and a more comprehensive soul, than are supand a more comprehensive soul, than are supand a more comprehensive soul, than are supand a more comprehensive soul, than are supand a more comprehensive soul, than are supposed to be common among mankind; a manposed to be common among mankind; a manposed to be common among mankind; a manposed to be common among mankind; a manposed to be common among mankind; a man
pleased with his own passions and volitionspleased with his own passions and volitionspleased with his own passions and volitionspleased with his own passions and volitionspleased with his own passions and volitions, and w, and w, and w, and w, and who rejoices more than other men in theho rejoices more than other men in theho rejoices more than other men in theho rejoices more than other men in theho rejoices more than other men in the
spirspirspirspirspirit of lifit of lifit of lifit of lifit of life that is in him; delighting to contemplate similar volitions and passions ase that is in him; delighting to contemplate similar volitions and passions ase that is in him; delighting to contemplate similar volitions and passions ase that is in him; delighting to contemplate similar volitions and passions ase that is in him; delighting to contemplate similar volitions and passions as
manifmanifmanifmanifmanifested in the goings-on of the Universe, and habitually impelled to create them wested in the goings-on of the Universe, and habitually impelled to create them wested in the goings-on of the Universe, and habitually impelled to create them wested in the goings-on of the Universe, and habitually impelled to create them wested in the goings-on of the Universe, and habitually impelled to create them whereherehereherehere
he does not find them. to these qualities he has adhe does not find them. to these qualities he has adhe does not find them. to these qualities he has adhe does not find them. to these qualities he has adhe does not find them. to these qualities he has added a disposition to be afded a disposition to be afded a disposition to be afded a disposition to be afded a disposition to be affffffected more thanected more thanected more thanected more thanected more than
other men by absent things as if theother men by absent things as if theother men by absent things as if theother men by absent things as if theother men by absent things as if they were present; an ability of conjury were present; an ability of conjury were present; an ability of conjury were present; an ability of conjury were present; an ability of conjuring up in himselfing up in himselfing up in himselfing up in himselfing up in himself
passionspassionspassionspassionspassions, w, w, w, w, which are indeed fhich are indeed fhich are indeed fhich are indeed fhich are indeed far from being the same as those produced by real eventsar from being the same as those produced by real eventsar from being the same as those produced by real eventsar from being the same as those produced by real eventsar from being the same as those produced by real events, yet, yet, yet, yet, yet
(especially in those parts of the g(especially in those parts of the g(especially in those parts of the g(especially in those parts of the g(especially in those parts of the general sympathy weneral sympathy weneral sympathy weneral sympathy weneral sympathy which are pleasing and delightful) do morehich are pleasing and delightful) do morehich are pleasing and delightful) do morehich are pleasing and delightful) do morehich are pleasing and delightful) do more
nearly resembnearly resembnearly resembnearly resembnearly resemble the passions produced by real eventsle the passions produced by real eventsle the passions produced by real eventsle the passions produced by real eventsle the passions produced by real events, than an, than an, than an, than an, than anything wything wything wything wything which, from the motionshich, from the motionshich, from the motionshich, from the motionshich, from the motions
of their own minds merely, other men are accustomed to fof their own minds merely, other men are accustomed to fof their own minds merely, other men are accustomed to fof their own minds merely, other men are accustomed to fof their own minds merely, other men are accustomed to feel in themselves:— weel in themselves:— weel in themselves:— weel in themselves:— weel in themselves:— whence, andhence, andhence, andhence, andhence, and
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from practice, he has acquired a greater readiness and power in expressing wfrom practice, he has acquired a greater readiness and power in expressing wfrom practice, he has acquired a greater readiness and power in expressing wfrom practice, he has acquired a greater readiness and power in expressing wfrom practice, he has acquired a greater readiness and power in expressing what he thinkshat he thinkshat he thinkshat he thinkshat he thinks
and fand fand fand fand feelseelseelseelseels, and especially those thoughts and f, and especially those thoughts and f, and especially those thoughts and f, and especially those thoughts and f, and especially those thoughts and feelings weelings weelings weelings weelings which, by his own choice, or from thehich, by his own choice, or from thehich, by his own choice, or from thehich, by his own choice, or from thehich, by his own choice, or from the
structure of his own mind, arstructure of his own mind, arstructure of his own mind, arstructure of his own mind, arstructure of his own mind, arise in him without immediate external excitement.ise in him without immediate external excitement.ise in him without immediate external excitement.ise in him without immediate external excitement.ise in him without immediate external excitement.

But wBut wBut wBut wBut whatever portion of this fhatever portion of this fhatever portion of this fhatever portion of this fhatever portion of this faculty we may supaculty we may supaculty we may supaculty we may supaculty we may suppose even the greatest Ppose even the greatest Ppose even the greatest Ppose even the greatest Ppose even the greatest Poet to possessoet to possessoet to possessoet to possessoet to possess, there, there, there, there, there
cannot be a doubt that the languagcannot be a doubt that the languagcannot be a doubt that the languagcannot be a doubt that the languagcannot be a doubt that the language we we we we which it will sugghich it will sugghich it will sugghich it will sugghich it will suggest to him, mest to him, mest to him, mest to him, mest to him, must often, in livelinessust often, in livelinessust often, in livelinessust often, in livelinessust often, in liveliness
and truth, fand truth, fand truth, fand truth, fand truth, fall short of that wall short of that wall short of that wall short of that wall short of that which is uttered by men in real lifhich is uttered by men in real lifhich is uttered by men in real lifhich is uttered by men in real lifhich is uttered by men in real life, under the actual pressure ofe, under the actual pressure ofe, under the actual pressure ofe, under the actual pressure ofe, under the actual pressure of
those passionsthose passionsthose passionsthose passionsthose passions, certain shadows of w, certain shadows of w, certain shadows of w, certain shadows of w, certain shadows of which the Phich the Phich the Phich the Phich the Poet thus producesoet thus producesoet thus producesoet thus producesoet thus produces, or f, or f, or f, or f, or feels to be produced, ineels to be produced, ineels to be produced, ineels to be produced, ineels to be produced, in
himselfhimselfhimselfhimselfhimself.....

However exalted a notion we wHowever exalted a notion we wHowever exalted a notion we wHowever exalted a notion we wHowever exalted a notion we would wish to cherould wish to cherould wish to cherould wish to cherould wish to cherish of the character of a Pish of the character of a Pish of the character of a Pish of the character of a Pish of the character of a Poet, it is obviousoet, it is obviousoet, it is obviousoet, it is obviousoet, it is obvious,,,,,
that wthat wthat wthat wthat while he descrhile he descrhile he descrhile he descrhile he describes and imitates passionsibes and imitates passionsibes and imitates passionsibes and imitates passionsibes and imitates passions, his employment is in some degree mechanical,, his employment is in some degree mechanical,, his employment is in some degree mechanical,, his employment is in some degree mechanical,, his employment is in some degree mechanical,
compared with the freedom and power of real and substantial action and sufcompared with the freedom and power of real and substantial action and sufcompared with the freedom and power of real and substantial action and sufcompared with the freedom and power of real and substantial action and sufcompared with the freedom and power of real and substantial action and sufffffferererereringinginginging. So that. So that. So that. So that. So that
it will be the wish of the Pit will be the wish of the Pit will be the wish of the Pit will be the wish of the Pit will be the wish of the Poet to broet to broet to broet to broet to bring his fing his fing his fing his fing his feelings near to those of the persons weelings near to those of the persons weelings near to those of the persons weelings near to those of the persons weelings near to those of the persons whose fhose fhose fhose fhose feelingseelingseelingseelingseelings
he descrhe descrhe descrhe descrhe describesibesibesibesibes, nay, for short spaces of time, perhaps, nay, for short spaces of time, perhaps, nay, for short spaces of time, perhaps, nay, for short spaces of time, perhaps, nay, for short spaces of time, perhaps, to let himself slip into an entire delusion,, to let himself slip into an entire delusion,, to let himself slip into an entire delusion,, to let himself slip into an entire delusion,, to let himself slip into an entire delusion,
and even confound and identify his own fand even confound and identify his own fand even confound and identify his own fand even confound and identify his own fand even confound and identify his own feelings with theirs; modifying only the languageelings with theirs; modifying only the languageelings with theirs; modifying only the languageelings with theirs; modifying only the languageelings with theirs; modifying only the languageeeee
wwwwwhich is thus sugghich is thus sugghich is thus sugghich is thus sugghich is thus suggested to him by a consideration that he descrested to him by a consideration that he descrested to him by a consideration that he descrested to him by a consideration that he descrested to him by a consideration that he describes for a particular purpose,ibes for a particular purpose,ibes for a particular purpose,ibes for a particular purpose,ibes for a particular purpose,
that of gthat of gthat of gthat of gthat of giving pleasure. Here, then, he will apiving pleasure. Here, then, he will apiving pleasure. Here, then, he will apiving pleasure. Here, then, he will apiving pleasure. Here, then, he will apply the prply the prply the prply the prply the principle of selection winciple of selection winciple of selection winciple of selection winciple of selection which has beenhich has beenhich has beenhich has beenhich has been
already insisted upon. He will depend upon this for removing walready insisted upon. He will depend upon this for removing walready insisted upon. He will depend upon this for removing walready insisted upon. He will depend upon this for removing walready insisted upon. He will depend upon this for removing what what what what what would otherwise beould otherwise beould otherwise beould otherwise beould otherwise be
painful or disgusting in the passion; he will fpainful or disgusting in the passion; he will fpainful or disgusting in the passion; he will fpainful or disgusting in the passion; he will fpainful or disgusting in the passion; he will feel that there is no necessity to treel that there is no necessity to treel that there is no necessity to treel that there is no necessity to treel that there is no necessity to tricicicicick out or tok out or tok out or tok out or tok out or to
elevate nature: and, the more industrelevate nature: and, the more industrelevate nature: and, the more industrelevate nature: and, the more industrelevate nature: and, the more industriously he apiously he apiously he apiously he apiously he applies this prplies this prplies this prplies this prplies this principle, the deeper will be hisinciple, the deeper will be hisinciple, the deeper will be hisinciple, the deeper will be hisinciple, the deeper will be his
fffffaith that no waith that no waith that no waith that no waith that no wordsordsordsordsords, w, w, w, w, which hich hich hich hich hishishishishis f f f f fancy or imagancy or imagancy or imagancy or imagancy or imagination can suggination can suggination can suggination can suggination can suggest, will be to be comparedest, will be to be comparedest, will be to be comparedest, will be to be comparedest, will be to be compared
with those wwith those wwith those wwith those wwith those which are the emanations of reality and truth.hich are the emanations of reality and truth.hich are the emanations of reality and truth.hich are the emanations of reality and truth.hich are the emanations of reality and truth.

But it may be said by those wBut it may be said by those wBut it may be said by those wBut it may be said by those wBut it may be said by those who do not object to the gho do not object to the gho do not object to the gho do not object to the gho do not object to the general spireneral spireneral spireneral spireneral spirit of these remarksit of these remarksit of these remarksit of these remarksit of these remarks, that, as, that, as, that, as, that, as, that, as
it is impossibit is impossibit is impossibit is impossibit is impossible for the Ple for the Ple for the Ple for the Ple for the Poet to produce upon all occasions languagoet to produce upon all occasions languagoet to produce upon all occasions languagoet to produce upon all occasions languagoet to produce upon all occasions language as exquisitely fitted fore as exquisitely fitted fore as exquisitely fitted fore as exquisitely fitted fore as exquisitely fitted for
the passion as that wthe passion as that wthe passion as that wthe passion as that wthe passion as that which the real passion itself sugghich the real passion itself sugghich the real passion itself sugghich the real passion itself sugghich the real passion itself suggestsestsestsestsests, it is proper that he should consider, it is proper that he should consider, it is proper that he should consider, it is proper that he should consider, it is proper that he should consider
himself as in the situation of a translatorhimself as in the situation of a translatorhimself as in the situation of a translatorhimself as in the situation of a translatorhimself as in the situation of a translator, w, w, w, w, who does not scruple to substitute excellencies ofho does not scruple to substitute excellencies ofho does not scruple to substitute excellencies ofho does not scruple to substitute excellencies ofho does not scruple to substitute excellencies of
another kind for those wanother kind for those wanother kind for those wanother kind for those wanother kind for those which are unattainabhich are unattainabhich are unattainabhich are unattainabhich are unattainable by him; and endeavours occasionally to surpassle by him; and endeavours occasionally to surpassle by him; and endeavours occasionally to surpassle by him; and endeavours occasionally to surpassle by him; and endeavours occasionally to surpass
his orhis orhis orhis orhis origigigigiginal, in order to makinal, in order to makinal, in order to makinal, in order to makinal, in order to make some amends for the ge some amends for the ge some amends for the ge some amends for the ge some amends for the general infeneral infeneral infeneral infeneral inferererereriorioriorioriority to wity to wity to wity to wity to which he fhich he fhich he fhich he fhich he feels thateels thateels thateels thateels that
he mhe mhe mhe mhe must submit. But this wust submit. But this wust submit. But this wust submit. But this wust submit. But this would be to encouragould be to encouragould be to encouragould be to encouragould be to encourage idleness and unmanly despaire idleness and unmanly despaire idleness and unmanly despaire idleness and unmanly despaire idleness and unmanly despair. Further. Further. Further. Further. Further, it is, it is, it is, it is, it is
the languagthe languagthe languagthe languagthe language of men we of men we of men we of men we of men who speak of who speak of who speak of who speak of who speak of what thehat thehat thehat thehat they do not understand; wy do not understand; wy do not understand; wy do not understand; wy do not understand; who talk of Pho talk of Pho talk of Pho talk of Pho talk of Poetry as of aoetry as of aoetry as of aoetry as of aoetry as of a
matter of ammatter of ammatter of ammatter of ammatter of amusement and idle pleasure; wusement and idle pleasure; wusement and idle pleasure; wusement and idle pleasure; wusement and idle pleasure; who will converse with us as gravely about a ho will converse with us as gravely about a ho will converse with us as gravely about a ho will converse with us as gravely about a ho will converse with us as gravely about a tastetastetastetastetaste for for for for for
PPPPPoetry, as theoetry, as theoetry, as theoetry, as theoetry, as they express it, as if it were a thing as indify express it, as if it were a thing as indify express it, as if it were a thing as indify express it, as if it were a thing as indify express it, as if it were a thing as indifffffferent as a taste for rope-dancingerent as a taste for rope-dancingerent as a taste for rope-dancingerent as a taste for rope-dancingerent as a taste for rope-dancing, or, or, or, or, or
Frontiniac or Sherry. ArFrontiniac or Sherry. ArFrontiniac or Sherry. ArFrontiniac or Sherry. ArFrontiniac or Sherry. Aristotle, I have been told, has said, that Pistotle, I have been told, has said, that Pistotle, I have been told, has said, that Pistotle, I have been told, has said, that Pistotle, I have been told, has said, that Poetry is the most philosophicoetry is the most philosophicoetry is the most philosophicoetry is the most philosophicoetry is the most philosophic
of all wrof all wrof all wrof all wrof all writing: it is so: its object is truth, not individual and local, but giting: it is so: its object is truth, not individual and local, but giting: it is so: its object is truth, not individual and local, but giting: it is so: its object is truth, not individual and local, but giting: it is so: its object is truth, not individual and local, but general, and operative;eneral, and operative;eneral, and operative;eneral, and operative;eneral, and operative;
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not standing upon external testimonnot standing upon external testimonnot standing upon external testimonnot standing upon external testimonnot standing upon external testimony, but carry, but carry, but carry, but carry, but carried alive into the heart by passion; truthied alive into the heart by passion; truthied alive into the heart by passion; truthied alive into the heart by passion; truthied alive into the heart by passion; truth
wwwwwhich is its own testimonhich is its own testimonhich is its own testimonhich is its own testimonhich is its own testimony, wy, wy, wy, wy, which ghich ghich ghich ghich gives competence and confidence to the trives competence and confidence to the trives competence and confidence to the trives competence and confidence to the trives competence and confidence to the tribunal to wibunal to wibunal to wibunal to wibunal to whichhichhichhichhich
it apit apit apit apit appealspealspealspealspeals, and receives them from the same tr, and receives them from the same tr, and receives them from the same tr, and receives them from the same tr, and receives them from the same tribunal. Pibunal. Pibunal. Pibunal. Pibunal. Poetry is the imagoetry is the imagoetry is the imagoetry is the imagoetry is the image of man and nature.e of man and nature.e of man and nature.e of man and nature.e of man and nature.
TTTTThe obstacles whe obstacles whe obstacles whe obstacles whe obstacles which stand in the way of the fidelity of the Biographer and Historhich stand in the way of the fidelity of the Biographer and Historhich stand in the way of the fidelity of the Biographer and Historhich stand in the way of the fidelity of the Biographer and Historhich stand in the way of the fidelity of the Biographer and Historian, and ofian, and ofian, and ofian, and ofian, and of
their consequent utility, are incalculabtheir consequent utility, are incalculabtheir consequent utility, are incalculabtheir consequent utility, are incalculabtheir consequent utility, are incalculably greater than those wly greater than those wly greater than those wly greater than those wly greater than those which are to be encountered byhich are to be encountered byhich are to be encountered byhich are to be encountered byhich are to be encountered by
the Pthe Pthe Pthe Pthe Poet woet woet woet woet who comprehends the dignity of his art. Tho comprehends the dignity of his art. Tho comprehends the dignity of his art. Tho comprehends the dignity of his art. Tho comprehends the dignity of his art. The Phe Phe Phe Phe Poet wroet wroet wroet wroet writes under one restrites under one restrites under one restrites under one restrites under one restriction only,iction only,iction only,iction only,iction only,
namely, the necessity of gnamely, the necessity of gnamely, the necessity of gnamely, the necessity of gnamely, the necessity of giving immediate pleasure to a human Being possessed of thativing immediate pleasure to a human Being possessed of thativing immediate pleasure to a human Being possessed of thativing immediate pleasure to a human Being possessed of thativing immediate pleasure to a human Being possessed of that
information winformation winformation winformation winformation which may be expected from him, not as a lawyerhich may be expected from him, not as a lawyerhich may be expected from him, not as a lawyerhich may be expected from him, not as a lawyerhich may be expected from him, not as a lawyer, a physician, a mar, a physician, a mar, a physician, a mar, a physician, a mar, a physician, a marinerinerinerineriner, an, an, an, an, an
astronomerastronomerastronomerastronomerastronomer, or a natural philosopher, or a natural philosopher, or a natural philosopher, or a natural philosopher, or a natural philosopher, but as a Man. Except this one restr, but as a Man. Except this one restr, but as a Man. Except this one restr, but as a Man. Except this one restr, but as a Man. Except this one restriction, there is noiction, there is noiction, there is noiction, there is noiction, there is no
object standing between the Pobject standing between the Pobject standing between the Pobject standing between the Pobject standing between the Poet and the imagoet and the imagoet and the imagoet and the imagoet and the image of things; between thise of things; between thise of things; between thise of things; between thise of things; between this, and the Biographer, and the Biographer, and the Biographer, and the Biographer, and the Biographer
and Historand Historand Historand Historand Historian, there are a thousand.ian, there are a thousand.ian, there are a thousand.ian, there are a thousand.ian, there are a thousand.

 Nor let this necessity of producing immediate pleasure be considered as a degradation of the Nor let this necessity of producing immediate pleasure be considered as a degradation of the Nor let this necessity of producing immediate pleasure be considered as a degradation of the Nor let this necessity of producing immediate pleasure be considered as a degradation of the Nor let this necessity of producing immediate pleasure be considered as a degradation of the
PPPPPoet’oet’oet’oet’oet’s art. It is fs art. It is fs art. It is fs art. It is fs art. It is far otherwise. It is an acar otherwise. It is an acar otherwise. It is an acar otherwise. It is an acar otherwise. It is an acknowledgknowledgknowledgknowledgknowledgement of the beauty of the universe, anement of the beauty of the universe, anement of the beauty of the universe, anement of the beauty of the universe, anement of the beauty of the universe, an
acacacacacknowledgknowledgknowledgknowledgknowledgement the more sincere, because not formal, but indirect; it is a task light andement the more sincere, because not formal, but indirect; it is a task light andement the more sincere, because not formal, but indirect; it is a task light andement the more sincere, because not formal, but indirect; it is a task light andement the more sincere, because not formal, but indirect; it is a task light and
easy to him weasy to him weasy to him weasy to him weasy to him who looks at the who looks at the who looks at the who looks at the who looks at the world in the spirorld in the spirorld in the spirorld in the spirorld in the spirit of love: furtherit of love: furtherit of love: furtherit of love: furtherit of love: further, it is a homag, it is a homag, it is a homag, it is a homag, it is a homage paid to thee paid to thee paid to thee paid to thee paid to the
native and naknative and naknative and naknative and naknative and naked dignity of man, to the grand elementary pred dignity of man, to the grand elementary pred dignity of man, to the grand elementary pred dignity of man, to the grand elementary pred dignity of man, to the grand elementary principle of pleasure, by winciple of pleasure, by winciple of pleasure, by winciple of pleasure, by winciple of pleasure, by which hehich hehich hehich hehich he
knowsknowsknowsknowsknows, and f, and f, and f, and f, and feelseelseelseelseels, and lives, and lives, and lives, and lives, and lives, and moves, and moves, and moves, and moves, and moves. W. W. W. W. We have no sympathy but we have no sympathy but we have no sympathy but we have no sympathy but we have no sympathy but what is propaghat is propaghat is propaghat is propaghat is propagated byated byated byated byated by
pleasure: I wpleasure: I wpleasure: I wpleasure: I wpleasure: I would not be misunderstood; but would not be misunderstood; but would not be misunderstood; but would not be misunderstood; but would not be misunderstood; but wherever we sympathize with pain, it will beherever we sympathize with pain, it will beherever we sympathize with pain, it will beherever we sympathize with pain, it will beherever we sympathize with pain, it will be
found that the sympathy is produced and carrfound that the sympathy is produced and carrfound that the sympathy is produced and carrfound that the sympathy is produced and carrfound that the sympathy is produced and carried on by subtle combinations with pleasure.ied on by subtle combinations with pleasure.ied on by subtle combinations with pleasure.ied on by subtle combinations with pleasure.ied on by subtle combinations with pleasure.
WWWWWe have no knowledge have no knowledge have no knowledge have no knowledge have no knowledge, that ise, that ise, that ise, that ise, that is, no g, no g, no g, no g, no general preneral preneral preneral preneral principles drawn from the contemplation ofinciples drawn from the contemplation ofinciples drawn from the contemplation ofinciples drawn from the contemplation ofinciples drawn from the contemplation of
particular fparticular fparticular fparticular fparticular factsactsactsactsacts, but w, but w, but w, but w, but what has been built up by pleasure, and exists in us by pleasure alone.hat has been built up by pleasure, and exists in us by pleasure alone.hat has been built up by pleasure, and exists in us by pleasure alone.hat has been built up by pleasure, and exists in us by pleasure alone.hat has been built up by pleasure, and exists in us by pleasure alone.
TTTTThe Man of science, the Chemist and Mathematician, whe Man of science, the Chemist and Mathematician, whe Man of science, the Chemist and Mathematician, whe Man of science, the Chemist and Mathematician, whe Man of science, the Chemist and Mathematician, whatever difhatever difhatever difhatever difhatever difficulties and disgustsficulties and disgustsficulties and disgustsficulties and disgustsficulties and disgusts
thethethethethey may have had to struggle with, know and fy may have had to struggle with, know and fy may have had to struggle with, know and fy may have had to struggle with, know and fy may have had to struggle with, know and feel thiseel thiseel thiseel thiseel this. However painful may be the objects. However painful may be the objects. However painful may be the objects. However painful may be the objects. However painful may be the objects
with wwith wwith wwith wwith which the Anatomist’hich the Anatomist’hich the Anatomist’hich the Anatomist’hich the Anatomist’s knowledgs knowledgs knowledgs knowledgs knowledge is connected, he fe is connected, he fe is connected, he fe is connected, he fe is connected, he feels that his knowledgeels that his knowledgeels that his knowledgeels that his knowledgeels that his knowledge is pleasure;e is pleasure;e is pleasure;e is pleasure;e is pleasure;
and wand wand wand wand where he has no pleasure he has no knowledghere he has no pleasure he has no knowledghere he has no pleasure he has no knowledghere he has no pleasure he has no knowledghere he has no pleasure he has no knowledge. We. We. We. We. What then does the Phat then does the Phat then does the Phat then does the Phat then does the Poet? He considersoet? He considersoet? He considersoet? He considersoet? He considers
man and the objects that surround him as acting and re-acting upon each otherman and the objects that surround him as acting and re-acting upon each otherman and the objects that surround him as acting and re-acting upon each otherman and the objects that surround him as acting and re-acting upon each otherman and the objects that surround him as acting and re-acting upon each other, so as to, so as to, so as to, so as to, so as to
produce an infinite complexity of pain and pleasure; he considers man in his own nature andproduce an infinite complexity of pain and pleasure; he considers man in his own nature andproduce an infinite complexity of pain and pleasure; he considers man in his own nature andproduce an infinite complexity of pain and pleasure; he considers man in his own nature andproduce an infinite complexity of pain and pleasure; he considers man in his own nature and
in his ordinary lifin his ordinary lifin his ordinary lifin his ordinary lifin his ordinary life as contemplating this with a certain quantity of immediate knowledge as contemplating this with a certain quantity of immediate knowledge as contemplating this with a certain quantity of immediate knowledge as contemplating this with a certain quantity of immediate knowledge as contemplating this with a certain quantity of immediate knowledge,e,e,e,e,
with certain convictionswith certain convictionswith certain convictionswith certain convictionswith certain convictions, intuitions, intuitions, intuitions, intuitions, intuitions, and deductions, and deductions, and deductions, and deductions, and deductions, w, w, w, w, which from habit acquire the qualityhich from habit acquire the qualityhich from habit acquire the qualityhich from habit acquire the qualityhich from habit acquire the quality
of intuitions; he considers him as looking upon this complex scene of ideas and sensationsof intuitions; he considers him as looking upon this complex scene of ideas and sensationsof intuitions; he considers him as looking upon this complex scene of ideas and sensationsof intuitions; he considers him as looking upon this complex scene of ideas and sensationsof intuitions; he considers him as looking upon this complex scene of ideas and sensations,,,,,
and finding everywand finding everywand finding everywand finding everywand finding everywhere objects that immediately excite in him sympathies where objects that immediately excite in him sympathies where objects that immediately excite in him sympathies where objects that immediately excite in him sympathies where objects that immediately excite in him sympathies which, from thehich, from thehich, from thehich, from thehich, from the
necessities of his nature, are accompanied by an overbalance of enjoyment.necessities of his nature, are accompanied by an overbalance of enjoyment.necessities of his nature, are accompanied by an overbalance of enjoyment.necessities of his nature, are accompanied by an overbalance of enjoyment.necessities of his nature, are accompanied by an overbalance of enjoyment.

TTTTTo this knowledgo this knowledgo this knowledgo this knowledgo this knowledge we we we we which all men carry about with them, and to these sympathies in which all men carry about with them, and to these sympathies in which all men carry about with them, and to these sympathies in which all men carry about with them, and to these sympathies in which all men carry about with them, and to these sympathies in which,hich,hich,hich,hich,
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without anwithout anwithout anwithout anwithout any other discipline than that of our daily lify other discipline than that of our daily lify other discipline than that of our daily lify other discipline than that of our daily lify other discipline than that of our daily life, we are fitted to take, we are fitted to take, we are fitted to take, we are fitted to take, we are fitted to take delight, thee delight, thee delight, thee delight, thee delight, the
PPPPPoet proet proet proet proet principally directs his attention. He considers man and nature as essentially adapted toincipally directs his attention. He considers man and nature as essentially adapted toincipally directs his attention. He considers man and nature as essentially adapted toincipally directs his attention. He considers man and nature as essentially adapted toincipally directs his attention. He considers man and nature as essentially adapted to
each othereach othereach othereach othereach other, and the mind of man as naturally the mirror of the f, and the mind of man as naturally the mirror of the f, and the mind of man as naturally the mirror of the f, and the mind of man as naturally the mirror of the f, and the mind of man as naturally the mirror of the fairest and most interestingairest and most interestingairest and most interestingairest and most interestingairest and most interesting
properties of nature. and thus the Pproperties of nature. and thus the Pproperties of nature. and thus the Pproperties of nature. and thus the Pproperties of nature. and thus the Poet, prompted by this foet, prompted by this foet, prompted by this foet, prompted by this foet, prompted by this feeling of pleasure, weeling of pleasure, weeling of pleasure, weeling of pleasure, weeling of pleasure, whichhichhichhichhich
accompanies him through the waccompanies him through the waccompanies him through the waccompanies him through the waccompanies him through the whole course of his studieshole course of his studieshole course of his studieshole course of his studieshole course of his studies, converses with g, converses with g, converses with g, converses with g, converses with general nature,eneral nature,eneral nature,eneral nature,eneral nature,
with afwith afwith afwith afwith affffffections akin to those, wections akin to those, wections akin to those, wections akin to those, wections akin to those, which, through labour and length of time, the Man of sciencehich, through labour and length of time, the Man of sciencehich, through labour and length of time, the Man of sciencehich, through labour and length of time, the Man of sciencehich, through labour and length of time, the Man of science
has raised up in himselfhas raised up in himselfhas raised up in himselfhas raised up in himselfhas raised up in himself, by conversing with those particular parts of nature w, by conversing with those particular parts of nature w, by conversing with those particular parts of nature w, by conversing with those particular parts of nature w, by conversing with those particular parts of nature which are thehich are thehich are thehich are thehich are the
objects of his studiesobjects of his studiesobjects of his studiesobjects of his studiesobjects of his studies. T. T. T. T. The knowledghe knowledghe knowledghe knowledghe knowledge both of the Pe both of the Pe both of the Pe both of the Pe both of the Poet and the Man of science is pleasure;oet and the Man of science is pleasure;oet and the Man of science is pleasure;oet and the Man of science is pleasure;oet and the Man of science is pleasure;
but the knowledgbut the knowledgbut the knowledgbut the knowledgbut the knowledge of the one cleaves to us as a necessary part of our existence, our naturale of the one cleaves to us as a necessary part of our existence, our naturale of the one cleaves to us as a necessary part of our existence, our naturale of the one cleaves to us as a necessary part of our existence, our naturale of the one cleaves to us as a necessary part of our existence, our natural
and unalienaband unalienaband unalienaband unalienaband unalienable inherle inherle inherle inherle inheritance; the other is a personal and individual acquisition, slow to comeitance; the other is a personal and individual acquisition, slow to comeitance; the other is a personal and individual acquisition, slow to comeitance; the other is a personal and individual acquisition, slow to comeitance; the other is a personal and individual acquisition, slow to come
to usto usto usto usto us, and by no habitual and direct sympathy connecting us with our f, and by no habitual and direct sympathy connecting us with our f, and by no habitual and direct sympathy connecting us with our f, and by no habitual and direct sympathy connecting us with our f, and by no habitual and direct sympathy connecting us with our fellow-beingsellow-beingsellow-beingsellow-beingsellow-beings. T. T. T. T. Thehehehehe
Man of science seeks truth as a remote and unknown benefMan of science seeks truth as a remote and unknown benefMan of science seeks truth as a remote and unknown benefMan of science seeks truth as a remote and unknown benefMan of science seeks truth as a remote and unknown benefactor; he cheractor; he cheractor; he cheractor; he cheractor; he cherishes and loves it inishes and loves it inishes and loves it inishes and loves it inishes and loves it in
his solitude: the Phis solitude: the Phis solitude: the Phis solitude: the Phis solitude: the Poet, singoet, singoet, singoet, singoet, singing a song in wing a song in wing a song in wing a song in wing a song in which all human beings join with him, rejoices in thehich all human beings join with him, rejoices in thehich all human beings join with him, rejoices in thehich all human beings join with him, rejoices in thehich all human beings join with him, rejoices in the
presence of truth as our visibpresence of truth as our visibpresence of truth as our visibpresence of truth as our visibpresence of truth as our visible frle frle frle frle friend and hourly companion. Piend and hourly companion. Piend and hourly companion. Piend and hourly companion. Piend and hourly companion. Poetry is the breath and fineroetry is the breath and fineroetry is the breath and fineroetry is the breath and fineroetry is the breath and finer
spirspirspirspirspirit of all knowledgit of all knowledgit of all knowledgit of all knowledgit of all knowledge; it is the impassioned expression we; it is the impassioned expression we; it is the impassioned expression we; it is the impassioned expression we; it is the impassioned expression which is in the countenance of allhich is in the countenance of allhich is in the countenance of allhich is in the countenance of allhich is in the countenance of all
Science. Emphatically may it be said of the PScience. Emphatically may it be said of the PScience. Emphatically may it be said of the PScience. Emphatically may it be said of the PScience. Emphatically may it be said of the Poet, as Shakoet, as Shakoet, as Shakoet, as Shakoet, as Shakespeare hath said of man, ‘that heespeare hath said of man, ‘that heespeare hath said of man, ‘that heespeare hath said of man, ‘that heespeare hath said of man, ‘that he
looks before and afterlooks before and afterlooks before and afterlooks before and afterlooks before and after.....’ He is the roc’ He is the roc’ He is the roc’ He is the roc’ He is the rock of defk of defk of defk of defk of defence for human nature; an upholder and preserverence for human nature; an upholder and preserverence for human nature; an upholder and preserverence for human nature; an upholder and preserverence for human nature; an upholder and preserver,,,,,
carrying everywcarrying everywcarrying everywcarrying everywcarrying everywhere with him relationship and love. In spite of difhere with him relationship and love. In spite of difhere with him relationship and love. In spite of difhere with him relationship and love. In spite of difhere with him relationship and love. In spite of difffffference of soil and climate,erence of soil and climate,erence of soil and climate,erence of soil and climate,erence of soil and climate,
of languagof languagof languagof languagof language and mannerse and mannerse and mannerse and mannerse and manners, of laws and customs: in spite of things silently gone out of mind,, of laws and customs: in spite of things silently gone out of mind,, of laws and customs: in spite of things silently gone out of mind,, of laws and customs: in spite of things silently gone out of mind,, of laws and customs: in spite of things silently gone out of mind,
and things violently destroyed; the Pand things violently destroyed; the Pand things violently destroyed; the Pand things violently destroyed; the Pand things violently destroyed; the Poet binds togoet binds togoet binds togoet binds togoet binds together by passion and knowledgether by passion and knowledgether by passion and knowledgether by passion and knowledgether by passion and knowledge the vaste the vaste the vaste the vaste the vast
empire of human society, as it is spread over the wempire of human society, as it is spread over the wempire of human society, as it is spread over the wempire of human society, as it is spread over the wempire of human society, as it is spread over the whole earth, and over all time. Thole earth, and over all time. Thole earth, and over all time. Thole earth, and over all time. Thole earth, and over all time. The objectshe objectshe objectshe objectshe objects
of the Pof the Pof the Pof the Pof the Poet’oet’oet’oet’oet’s thoughts are everyws thoughts are everyws thoughts are everyws thoughts are everyws thoughts are everywhere; though the ehere; though the ehere; though the ehere; though the ehere; though the eyes and senses of man are, it is true, hisyes and senses of man are, it is true, hisyes and senses of man are, it is true, hisyes and senses of man are, it is true, hisyes and senses of man are, it is true, his
fffffavouravouravouravouravourite guidesite guidesite guidesite guidesite guides, yet he will follow w, yet he will follow w, yet he will follow w, yet he will follow w, yet he will follow wheresoever he can find an atmosphere of sensation inheresoever he can find an atmosphere of sensation inheresoever he can find an atmosphere of sensation inheresoever he can find an atmosphere of sensation inheresoever he can find an atmosphere of sensation in
wwwwwhich to move his wingshich to move his wingshich to move his wingshich to move his wingshich to move his wings. P. P. P. P. Poetry is the first and last of all knowledgoetry is the first and last of all knowledgoetry is the first and last of all knowledgoetry is the first and last of all knowledgoetry is the first and last of all knowledge—it is as immortal ase—it is as immortal ase—it is as immortal ase—it is as immortal ase—it is as immortal as
the heart of man. If the labours of Men of science should ever create anthe heart of man. If the labours of Men of science should ever create anthe heart of man. If the labours of Men of science should ever create anthe heart of man. If the labours of Men of science should ever create anthe heart of man. If the labours of Men of science should ever create any matery matery matery matery material revolution,ial revolution,ial revolution,ial revolution,ial revolution,
direct or indirect, in our condition, and in the impressions wdirect or indirect, in our condition, and in the impressions wdirect or indirect, in our condition, and in the impressions wdirect or indirect, in our condition, and in the impressions wdirect or indirect, in our condition, and in the impressions which we habitually receive, thehich we habitually receive, thehich we habitually receive, thehich we habitually receive, thehich we habitually receive, the
PPPPPoet will sleep then no more than at present; he will be ready to follow the steps of the Manoet will sleep then no more than at present; he will be ready to follow the steps of the Manoet will sleep then no more than at present; he will be ready to follow the steps of the Manoet will sleep then no more than at present; he will be ready to follow the steps of the Manoet will sleep then no more than at present; he will be ready to follow the steps of the Man
of science, not only in those gof science, not only in those gof science, not only in those gof science, not only in those gof science, not only in those general indirect efeneral indirect efeneral indirect efeneral indirect efeneral indirect effffffectsectsectsectsects, but he will be at his side, carrying, but he will be at his side, carrying, but he will be at his side, carrying, but he will be at his side, carrying, but he will be at his side, carrying
sensation into the midst of the objects of the science itselfsensation into the midst of the objects of the science itselfsensation into the midst of the objects of the science itselfsensation into the midst of the objects of the science itselfsensation into the midst of the objects of the science itself. T. T. T. T. The remotest discoverhe remotest discoverhe remotest discoverhe remotest discoverhe remotest discoveries of theies of theies of theies of theies of the
Chemist, the Botanist, or MineralogChemist, the Botanist, or MineralogChemist, the Botanist, or MineralogChemist, the Botanist, or MineralogChemist, the Botanist, or Mineralogist, will be as proper objects of the Pist, will be as proper objects of the Pist, will be as proper objects of the Pist, will be as proper objects of the Pist, will be as proper objects of the Poet’oet’oet’oet’oet’s art as ans art as ans art as ans art as ans art as anyyyyy
upon wupon wupon wupon wupon which it can be employed, if the time should ever come which it can be employed, if the time should ever come which it can be employed, if the time should ever come which it can be employed, if the time should ever come which it can be employed, if the time should ever come when these things shall behen these things shall behen these things shall behen these things shall behen these things shall be
fffffamiliar to usamiliar to usamiliar to usamiliar to usamiliar to us, and the relations under w, and the relations under w, and the relations under w, and the relations under w, and the relations under which thehich thehich thehich thehich they are contemplated by the followers of thesey are contemplated by the followers of thesey are contemplated by the followers of thesey are contemplated by the followers of thesey are contemplated by the followers of these
respective sciences shall be manifrespective sciences shall be manifrespective sciences shall be manifrespective sciences shall be manifrespective sciences shall be manifestly and palpabestly and palpabestly and palpabestly and palpabestly and palpably materly materly materly materly material to us as enjoying and sufial to us as enjoying and sufial to us as enjoying and sufial to us as enjoying and sufial to us as enjoying and sufffffferererereringinginginging
beingsbeingsbeingsbeingsbeings. If the time should ever come w. If the time should ever come w. If the time should ever come w. If the time should ever come w. If the time should ever come when when when when when what is now called science, thus fhat is now called science, thus fhat is now called science, thus fhat is now called science, thus fhat is now called science, thus familiaramiliaramiliaramiliaramiliarized toized toized toized toized to
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mmmmmen, shall be ready to put on, as it were, a form of flesh and ben, shall be ready to put on, as it were, a form of flesh and ben, shall be ready to put on, as it were, a form of flesh and ben, shall be ready to put on, as it were, a form of flesh and ben, shall be ready to put on, as it were, a form of flesh and blood, the Plood, the Plood, the Plood, the Plood, the Poet will lend hisoet will lend hisoet will lend hisoet will lend hisoet will lend his
divine spirdivine spirdivine spirdivine spirdivine spirit to aid the transfiguration, and will welcome the Being thus produced, as a dearit to aid the transfiguration, and will welcome the Being thus produced, as a dearit to aid the transfiguration, and will welcome the Being thus produced, as a dearit to aid the transfiguration, and will welcome the Being thus produced, as a dearit to aid the transfiguration, and will welcome the Being thus produced, as a dear
and gand gand gand gand genuine inmate of the household of man.—It is not, then, to be supenuine inmate of the household of man.—It is not, then, to be supenuine inmate of the household of man.—It is not, then, to be supenuine inmate of the household of man.—It is not, then, to be supenuine inmate of the household of man.—It is not, then, to be supposed that anposed that anposed that anposed that anposed that any one,y one,y one,y one,y one,
wwwwwho holds that subho holds that subho holds that subho holds that subho holds that sublime notion of Plime notion of Plime notion of Plime notion of Plime notion of Poetry woetry woetry woetry woetry which I have attempted to convehich I have attempted to convehich I have attempted to convehich I have attempted to convehich I have attempted to convey, will break iny, will break iny, will break iny, will break iny, will break in
upon the sanctity and truth of his pictures by transitory and accidental ornamentsupon the sanctity and truth of his pictures by transitory and accidental ornamentsupon the sanctity and truth of his pictures by transitory and accidental ornamentsupon the sanctity and truth of his pictures by transitory and accidental ornamentsupon the sanctity and truth of his pictures by transitory and accidental ornaments, and, and, and, and, and
endeavour to excite admiration of himself by artsendeavour to excite admiration of himself by artsendeavour to excite admiration of himself by artsendeavour to excite admiration of himself by artsendeavour to excite admiration of himself by arts, the necessity of w, the necessity of w, the necessity of w, the necessity of w, the necessity of which mhich mhich mhich mhich must manifust manifust manifust manifust manifestlyestlyestlyestlyestly
depend upon the assumed meanness of his subject.depend upon the assumed meanness of his subject.depend upon the assumed meanness of his subject.depend upon the assumed meanness of his subject.depend upon the assumed meanness of his subject.

WWWWWhat has been thus fhat has been thus fhat has been thus fhat has been thus fhat has been thus far said apar said apar said apar said apar said applies to Pplies to Pplies to Pplies to Pplies to Poetry in goetry in goetry in goetry in goetry in general; but especially to those parts ofeneral; but especially to those parts ofeneral; but especially to those parts ofeneral; but especially to those parts ofeneral; but especially to those parts of
composition wcomposition wcomposition wcomposition wcomposition where the Phere the Phere the Phere the Phere the Poet speaks through the mouths of his characters; and upon thisoet speaks through the mouths of his characters; and upon thisoet speaks through the mouths of his characters; and upon thisoet speaks through the mouths of his characters; and upon thisoet speaks through the mouths of his characters; and upon this
point it appoint it appoint it appoint it appoint it appears to authorpears to authorpears to authorpears to authorpears to authorize the conclusion that there are fize the conclusion that there are fize the conclusion that there are fize the conclusion that there are fize the conclusion that there are few persons of good sense, wew persons of good sense, wew persons of good sense, wew persons of good sense, wew persons of good sense, whohohohoho
wwwwwould not allow that the dramatic parts of composition are defould not allow that the dramatic parts of composition are defould not allow that the dramatic parts of composition are defould not allow that the dramatic parts of composition are defould not allow that the dramatic parts of composition are defective, in proportion as theective, in proportion as theective, in proportion as theective, in proportion as theective, in proportion as theyyyyy
deviate from the real languagdeviate from the real languagdeviate from the real languagdeviate from the real languagdeviate from the real language of nature, and are coloured by a diction of the Pe of nature, and are coloured by a diction of the Pe of nature, and are coloured by a diction of the Pe of nature, and are coloured by a diction of the Pe of nature, and are coloured by a diction of the Poet’oet’oet’oet’oet’s own,s own,s own,s own,s own,
either peculiar to him as an individual Peither peculiar to him as an individual Peither peculiar to him as an individual Peither peculiar to him as an individual Peither peculiar to him as an individual Poet or belongoet or belongoet or belongoet or belongoet or belonging simply to Ping simply to Ping simply to Ping simply to Ping simply to Poets in goets in goets in goets in goets in general; to a bodyeneral; to a bodyeneral; to a bodyeneral; to a bodyeneral; to a body
of men wof men wof men wof men wof men whohohohoho, from the circumstance of their compositions being in metre, it is expected will, from the circumstance of their compositions being in metre, it is expected will, from the circumstance of their compositions being in metre, it is expected will, from the circumstance of their compositions being in metre, it is expected will, from the circumstance of their compositions being in metre, it is expected will
employ a particular languagemploy a particular languagemploy a particular languagemploy a particular languagemploy a particular language.e.e.e.e.

It is not, then, in the dramatic parts of composition that we look for this distinction ofIt is not, then, in the dramatic parts of composition that we look for this distinction ofIt is not, then, in the dramatic parts of composition that we look for this distinction ofIt is not, then, in the dramatic parts of composition that we look for this distinction ofIt is not, then, in the dramatic parts of composition that we look for this distinction of
languaglanguaglanguaglanguaglanguage; but still it may be proper and necessary we; but still it may be proper and necessary we; but still it may be proper and necessary we; but still it may be proper and necessary we; but still it may be proper and necessary where the Phere the Phere the Phere the Phere the Poet speaks to us in his ownoet speaks to us in his ownoet speaks to us in his ownoet speaks to us in his ownoet speaks to us in his own
person and characterperson and characterperson and characterperson and characterperson and character. to this I answer by ref. to this I answer by ref. to this I answer by ref. to this I answer by ref. to this I answer by referrerrerrerrerring the Reader to the descring the Reader to the descring the Reader to the descring the Reader to the descring the Reader to the description before giption before giption before giption before giption before giveniveniveniveniven
of a Pof a Pof a Pof a Pof a Poet. Among the qualities there enumerated as proet. Among the qualities there enumerated as proet. Among the qualities there enumerated as proet. Among the qualities there enumerated as proet. Among the qualities there enumerated as principally conducing to form a Pincipally conducing to form a Pincipally conducing to form a Pincipally conducing to form a Pincipally conducing to form a Poet, isoet, isoet, isoet, isoet, is
implied nothing difimplied nothing difimplied nothing difimplied nothing difimplied nothing diffffffererererering in kind from other men, but only in degree. Ting in kind from other men, but only in degree. Ting in kind from other men, but only in degree. Ting in kind from other men, but only in degree. Ting in kind from other men, but only in degree. The sum of whe sum of whe sum of whe sum of whe sum of what washat washat washat washat was
said issaid issaid issaid issaid is, that the P, that the P, that the P, that the P, that the Poet is chiefly distinguished from other men by a greater promptness tooet is chiefly distinguished from other men by a greater promptness tooet is chiefly distinguished from other men by a greater promptness tooet is chiefly distinguished from other men by a greater promptness tooet is chiefly distinguished from other men by a greater promptness to
think and fthink and fthink and fthink and fthink and feel without immediate external excitement, and a greater power in expressingeel without immediate external excitement, and a greater power in expressingeel without immediate external excitement, and a greater power in expressingeel without immediate external excitement, and a greater power in expressingeel without immediate external excitement, and a greater power in expressing
such thoughts and fsuch thoughts and fsuch thoughts and fsuch thoughts and fsuch thoughts and feelings as are produced in him in that mannereelings as are produced in him in that mannereelings as are produced in him in that mannereelings as are produced in him in that mannereelings as are produced in him in that manner. But these passions and. But these passions and. But these passions and. But these passions and. But these passions and
thoughts and fthoughts and fthoughts and fthoughts and fthoughts and feelings are the geelings are the geelings are the geelings are the geelings are the general passions and thoughts and feneral passions and thoughts and feneral passions and thoughts and feneral passions and thoughts and feneral passions and thoughts and feelings of men. and witheelings of men. and witheelings of men. and witheelings of men. and witheelings of men. and with
wwwwwhat are thehat are thehat are thehat are thehat are they connected? Undoubtedly with our moral sentiments and animal sensationsy connected? Undoubtedly with our moral sentiments and animal sensationsy connected? Undoubtedly with our moral sentiments and animal sensationsy connected? Undoubtedly with our moral sentiments and animal sensationsy connected? Undoubtedly with our moral sentiments and animal sensations,,,,,
and with the causes wand with the causes wand with the causes wand with the causes wand with the causes which excite these; with the operations of the elementshich excite these; with the operations of the elementshich excite these; with the operations of the elementshich excite these; with the operations of the elementshich excite these; with the operations of the elements, and the, and the, and the, and the, and the
apapapapappearances of the visibpearances of the visibpearances of the visibpearances of the visibpearances of the visible universe; with storm and sunshine, with the revolutions of thele universe; with storm and sunshine, with the revolutions of thele universe; with storm and sunshine, with the revolutions of thele universe; with storm and sunshine, with the revolutions of thele universe; with storm and sunshine, with the revolutions of the
seasonsseasonsseasonsseasonsseasons, with cold and heat, with loss of fr, with cold and heat, with loss of fr, with cold and heat, with loss of fr, with cold and heat, with loss of fr, with cold and heat, with loss of friends and kindred, with injuriends and kindred, with injuriends and kindred, with injuriends and kindred, with injuriends and kindred, with injuries and resentmentsies and resentmentsies and resentmentsies and resentmentsies and resentments,,,,,
gratitude and hope, with fgratitude and hope, with fgratitude and hope, with fgratitude and hope, with fgratitude and hope, with fear and sorrowear and sorrowear and sorrowear and sorrowear and sorrow. T. T. T. T. These, and the likhese, and the likhese, and the likhese, and the likhese, and the like, are the sensations and objectse, are the sensations and objectse, are the sensations and objectse, are the sensations and objectse, are the sensations and objects
wwwwwhich the Phich the Phich the Phich the Phich the Poet descroet descroet descroet descroet describesibesibesibesibes, as the, as the, as the, as the, as they are the sensations of other men, and the objects wy are the sensations of other men, and the objects wy are the sensations of other men, and the objects wy are the sensations of other men, and the objects wy are the sensations of other men, and the objects whichhichhichhichhich
interest them. Tinterest them. Tinterest them. Tinterest them. Tinterest them. The Phe Phe Phe Phe Poet thinks and foet thinks and foet thinks and foet thinks and foet thinks and feels in the spireels in the spireels in the spireels in the spireels in the spirit of human passionsit of human passionsit of human passionsit of human passionsit of human passions. How. How. How. How. How, then, can his, then, can his, then, can his, then, can his, then, can his
languaglanguaglanguaglanguaglanguage dife dife dife dife diffffffer in aner in aner in aner in aner in any matery matery matery matery material degree from that of all other men wial degree from that of all other men wial degree from that of all other men wial degree from that of all other men wial degree from that of all other men who fho fho fho fho feel vividly and seeeel vividly and seeeel vividly and seeeel vividly and seeeel vividly and see
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clearly? It might be clearly? It might be clearly? It might be clearly? It might be clearly? It might be provedprovedprovedprovedproved that it is impossib that it is impossib that it is impossib that it is impossib that it is impossible. But suple. But suple. But suple. But suple. But supposing that this were not the case,posing that this were not the case,posing that this were not the case,posing that this were not the case,posing that this were not the case,
the Pthe Pthe Pthe Pthe Poet might then be allowed to use a peculiar languagoet might then be allowed to use a peculiar languagoet might then be allowed to use a peculiar languagoet might then be allowed to use a peculiar languagoet might then be allowed to use a peculiar language we we we we when expressing his fhen expressing his fhen expressing his fhen expressing his fhen expressing his feelings foreelings foreelings foreelings foreelings for
his own gratification, or that of men likhis own gratification, or that of men likhis own gratification, or that of men likhis own gratification, or that of men likhis own gratification, or that of men like himselfe himselfe himselfe himselfe himself. But P. But P. But P. But P. But Poets do not wroets do not wroets do not wroets do not wroets do not write for Pite for Pite for Pite for Pite for Poets alone,oets alone,oets alone,oets alone,oets alone,
but for men. Unless therefore we are adbut for men. Unless therefore we are adbut for men. Unless therefore we are adbut for men. Unless therefore we are adbut for men. Unless therefore we are advocates for that admiration wvocates for that admiration wvocates for that admiration wvocates for that admiration wvocates for that admiration which subsists uponhich subsists uponhich subsists uponhich subsists uponhich subsists upon
ignorance, and that pleasure wignorance, and that pleasure wignorance, and that pleasure wignorance, and that pleasure wignorance, and that pleasure which arhich arhich arhich arhich arises from hearises from hearises from hearises from hearises from hearing wing wing wing wing what we do not understand, thehat we do not understand, thehat we do not understand, thehat we do not understand, thehat we do not understand, the
PPPPPoet moet moet moet moet must descend from this supust descend from this supust descend from this supust descend from this supust descend from this supposed height; and, in order to excite rational sympathy, heposed height; and, in order to excite rational sympathy, heposed height; and, in order to excite rational sympathy, heposed height; and, in order to excite rational sympathy, heposed height; and, in order to excite rational sympathy, he
mmmmmust express himself as other men express themselvesust express himself as other men express themselvesust express himself as other men express themselvesust express himself as other men express themselvesust express himself as other men express themselves. to this it may be ad. to this it may be ad. to this it may be ad. to this it may be ad. to this it may be added, that wded, that wded, that wded, that wded, that while hehile hehile hehile hehile he
is only selecting from the real languagis only selecting from the real languagis only selecting from the real languagis only selecting from the real languagis only selecting from the real language of men, ore of men, ore of men, ore of men, ore of men, or, w, w, w, w, which amounts to the same thinghich amounts to the same thinghich amounts to the same thinghich amounts to the same thinghich amounts to the same thing, composing, composing, composing, composing, composing
accurately in the spiraccurately in the spiraccurately in the spiraccurately in the spiraccurately in the spirit of such selection, he is treading upon safit of such selection, he is treading upon safit of such selection, he is treading upon safit of such selection, he is treading upon safit of such selection, he is treading upon safe ground, and we knowe ground, and we knowe ground, and we knowe ground, and we knowe ground, and we know
wwwwwhat we are to expect from him. Our fhat we are to expect from him. Our fhat we are to expect from him. Our fhat we are to expect from him. Our fhat we are to expect from him. Our feelings are the same with respect to metre; foreelings are the same with respect to metre; foreelings are the same with respect to metre; foreelings are the same with respect to metre; foreelings are the same with respect to metre; for, as it, as it, as it, as it, as it
may be proper to remind the Readermay be proper to remind the Readermay be proper to remind the Readermay be proper to remind the Readermay be proper to remind the Reader, the distinction of metre is regular and uniform, and not,, the distinction of metre is regular and uniform, and not,, the distinction of metre is regular and uniform, and not,, the distinction of metre is regular and uniform, and not,, the distinction of metre is regular and uniform, and not,
likliklikliklike that we that we that we that we that which is produced by which is produced by which is produced by which is produced by which is produced by what is usually called POETIC DICTION, arbitrary, andhat is usually called POETIC DICTION, arbitrary, andhat is usually called POETIC DICTION, arbitrary, andhat is usually called POETIC DICTION, arbitrary, andhat is usually called POETIC DICTION, arbitrary, and
subject to infinite caprsubject to infinite caprsubject to infinite caprsubject to infinite caprsubject to infinite caprices upon wices upon wices upon wices upon wices upon which no calculation which no calculation which no calculation which no calculation which no calculation whatever can be made. In the onehatever can be made. In the onehatever can be made. In the onehatever can be made. In the onehatever can be made. In the one
case, the Reader is utterly at the mercy of the Pcase, the Reader is utterly at the mercy of the Pcase, the Reader is utterly at the mercy of the Pcase, the Reader is utterly at the mercy of the Pcase, the Reader is utterly at the mercy of the Poet, respecting woet, respecting woet, respecting woet, respecting woet, respecting what imaghat imaghat imaghat imaghat imagery or diction heery or diction heery or diction heery or diction heery or diction he
may choose to connect with the passion; wmay choose to connect with the passion; wmay choose to connect with the passion; wmay choose to connect with the passion; wmay choose to connect with the passion; whereashereashereashereashereas, in the other, in the other, in the other, in the other, in the other, the metre obe, the metre obe, the metre obe, the metre obe, the metre obeys certain lawsys certain lawsys certain lawsys certain lawsys certain laws,,,,,
to wto wto wto wto which the Phich the Phich the Phich the Phich the Poet and Reader both willingly submit because theoet and Reader both willingly submit because theoet and Reader both willingly submit because theoet and Reader both willingly submit because theoet and Reader both willingly submit because they are certain, and because noy are certain, and because noy are certain, and because noy are certain, and because noy are certain, and because no
interfinterfinterfinterfinterference is made by them with the passion, but such as the concurrerence is made by them with the passion, but such as the concurrerence is made by them with the passion, but such as the concurrerence is made by them with the passion, but such as the concurrerence is made by them with the passion, but such as the concurring testimoning testimoning testimoning testimoning testimony of agy of agy of agy of agy of ageseseseses
has shown to heighten and improve the pleasure whas shown to heighten and improve the pleasure whas shown to heighten and improve the pleasure whas shown to heighten and improve the pleasure whas shown to heighten and improve the pleasure which co-exists with it.hich co-exists with it.hich co-exists with it.hich co-exists with it.hich co-exists with it.

It will now be proper to answer an obvious question, namely, WIt will now be proper to answer an obvious question, namely, WIt will now be proper to answer an obvious question, namely, WIt will now be proper to answer an obvious question, namely, WIt will now be proper to answer an obvious question, namely, Why, profhy, profhy, profhy, profhy, professing these opinionsessing these opinionsessing these opinionsessing these opinionsessing these opinions,,,,,
have I wrhave I wrhave I wrhave I wrhave I written in verse? to thisitten in verse? to thisitten in verse? to thisitten in verse? to thisitten in verse? to this, in ad, in ad, in ad, in ad, in addition to such answer as is included in wdition to such answer as is included in wdition to such answer as is included in wdition to such answer as is included in wdition to such answer as is included in what has beenhat has beenhat has beenhat has beenhat has been
already said, I reply, in the first place, because however I may have restralready said, I reply, in the first place, because however I may have restralready said, I reply, in the first place, because however I may have restralready said, I reply, in the first place, because however I may have restralready said, I reply, in the first place, because however I may have restricted micted micted micted micted myselfyselfyselfyselfyself, there, there, there, there, there
is still left open to me wis still left open to me wis still left open to me wis still left open to me wis still left open to me what confhat confhat confhat confhat confessedly constitutes the most valuabessedly constitutes the most valuabessedly constitutes the most valuabessedly constitutes the most valuabessedly constitutes the most valuable object of all wrle object of all wrle object of all wrle object of all wrle object of all writingitingitingitingiting,,,,,
wwwwwhether in prose or verse; the great and universal passions of men, the most ghether in prose or verse; the great and universal passions of men, the most ghether in prose or verse; the great and universal passions of men, the most ghether in prose or verse; the great and universal passions of men, the most ghether in prose or verse; the great and universal passions of men, the most general andeneral andeneral andeneral andeneral and
interesting of their occupationsinteresting of their occupationsinteresting of their occupationsinteresting of their occupationsinteresting of their occupations, and the entire w, and the entire w, and the entire w, and the entire w, and the entire world of nature before me—to suporld of nature before me—to suporld of nature before me—to suporld of nature before me—to suporld of nature before me—to supply endlessply endlessply endlessply endlessply endless
combinations of forms and imagcombinations of forms and imagcombinations of forms and imagcombinations of forms and imagcombinations of forms and imagery. Nowery. Nowery. Nowery. Nowery. Now, sup, sup, sup, sup, supposing for a moment that wposing for a moment that wposing for a moment that wposing for a moment that wposing for a moment that whatever is interestinghatever is interestinghatever is interestinghatever is interestinghatever is interesting
in these objects may be as vividly descrin these objects may be as vividly descrin these objects may be as vividly descrin these objects may be as vividly descrin these objects may be as vividly described in prose, wibed in prose, wibed in prose, wibed in prose, wibed in prose, why should I be condemned for attemptinghy should I be condemned for attemptinghy should I be condemned for attemptinghy should I be condemned for attemptinghy should I be condemned for attempting
to superadto superadto superadto superadto superadd to such descrd to such descrd to such descrd to such descrd to such description the charm wiption the charm wiption the charm wiption the charm wiption the charm which, by the consent of all nationshich, by the consent of all nationshich, by the consent of all nationshich, by the consent of all nationshich, by the consent of all nations, is ac, is ac, is ac, is ac, is acknowledgknowledgknowledgknowledgknowledgededededed
to exist in metrto exist in metrto exist in metrto exist in metrto exist in metrical languagical languagical languagical languagical language? to thise? to thise? to thise? to thise? to this, by such as are yet unconvinced, it may be answered, by such as are yet unconvinced, it may be answered, by such as are yet unconvinced, it may be answered, by such as are yet unconvinced, it may be answered, by such as are yet unconvinced, it may be answered
that a very small part of the pleasure gthat a very small part of the pleasure gthat a very small part of the pleasure gthat a very small part of the pleasure gthat a very small part of the pleasure given by Piven by Piven by Piven by Piven by Poetry depends upon the metre, and that it isoetry depends upon the metre, and that it isoetry depends upon the metre, and that it isoetry depends upon the metre, and that it isoetry depends upon the metre, and that it is
injudicious to wrinjudicious to wrinjudicious to wrinjudicious to wrinjudicious to write in metre, unless it be accompanied with the other artificial distinctionsite in metre, unless it be accompanied with the other artificial distinctionsite in metre, unless it be accompanied with the other artificial distinctionsite in metre, unless it be accompanied with the other artificial distinctionsite in metre, unless it be accompanied with the other artificial distinctions
of style with wof style with wof style with wof style with wof style with which metre is usually accompanied, and that, by such deviation, more will behich metre is usually accompanied, and that, by such deviation, more will behich metre is usually accompanied, and that, by such deviation, more will behich metre is usually accompanied, and that, by such deviation, more will behich metre is usually accompanied, and that, by such deviation, more will be
lost from the shoclost from the shoclost from the shoclost from the shoclost from the shock wk wk wk wk which will thereby be ghich will thereby be ghich will thereby be ghich will thereby be ghich will thereby be given to the Reader’iven to the Reader’iven to the Reader’iven to the Reader’iven to the Reader’s associations than will bes associations than will bes associations than will bes associations than will bes associations than will be
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counterbalanced by ancounterbalanced by ancounterbalanced by ancounterbalanced by ancounterbalanced by any pleasure wy pleasure wy pleasure wy pleasure wy pleasure which he can derhich he can derhich he can derhich he can derhich he can derive from the give from the give from the give from the give from the general power of numberseneral power of numberseneral power of numberseneral power of numberseneral power of numbers. In. In. In. In. In
answer to those wanswer to those wanswer to those wanswer to those wanswer to those who still contend for the necessity oho still contend for the necessity oho still contend for the necessity oho still contend for the necessity oho still contend for the necessity of accompanf accompanf accompanf accompanf accompanying metre with certainying metre with certainying metre with certainying metre with certainying metre with certain
apapapapapproprproprproprproprpropriate colours of style in order to the accomplishment of its apiate colours of style in order to the accomplishment of its apiate colours of style in order to the accomplishment of its apiate colours of style in order to the accomplishment of its apiate colours of style in order to the accomplishment of its approprproprproprproprpropriate end, and wiate end, and wiate end, and wiate end, and wiate end, and whohohohoho
alsoalsoalsoalsoalso, in m, in m, in m, in m, in my opinion, greatly underrate the power of metre in itselfy opinion, greatly underrate the power of metre in itselfy opinion, greatly underrate the power of metre in itselfy opinion, greatly underrate the power of metre in itselfy opinion, greatly underrate the power of metre in itself, it might, perhaps, it might, perhaps, it might, perhaps, it might, perhaps, it might, perhaps, as f, as f, as f, as f, as far asar asar asar asar as
relates to these Vrelates to these Vrelates to these Vrelates to these Vrelates to these Volumesolumesolumesolumesolumes, have been almost suf, have been almost suf, have been almost suf, have been almost suf, have been almost sufficient to observe, that poems are extant,ficient to observe, that poems are extant,ficient to observe, that poems are extant,ficient to observe, that poems are extant,ficient to observe, that poems are extant,
wrwrwrwrwritten upon more humbitten upon more humbitten upon more humbitten upon more humbitten upon more humble subjectsle subjectsle subjectsle subjectsle subjects, and in a still more nak, and in a still more nak, and in a still more nak, and in a still more nak, and in a still more naked and simple style, wed and simple style, wed and simple style, wed and simple style, wed and simple style, which havehich havehich havehich havehich have
continued to gcontinued to gcontinued to gcontinued to gcontinued to give pleasure from give pleasure from give pleasure from give pleasure from give pleasure from generation to generation to generation to generation to generation to generation. Noweneration. Noweneration. Noweneration. Noweneration. Now, if nak, if nak, if nak, if nak, if nakedness and simplicityedness and simplicityedness and simplicityedness and simplicityedness and simplicity
be a defbe a defbe a defbe a defbe a defect, the fect, the fect, the fect, the fect, the fact here mentioned afact here mentioned afact here mentioned afact here mentioned afact here mentioned affords a strong presumption that poems somewfords a strong presumption that poems somewfords a strong presumption that poems somewfords a strong presumption that poems somewfords a strong presumption that poems somewhat lesshat lesshat lesshat lesshat less
naknaknaknaknaked and simple are capabed and simple are capabed and simple are capabed and simple are capabed and simple are capable of afle of afle of afle of afle of affording pleasure at the present day; and, wfording pleasure at the present day; and, wfording pleasure at the present day; and, wfording pleasure at the present day; and, wfording pleasure at the present day; and, what Ihat Ihat Ihat Ihat I
wish wish wish wish wish chieflychieflychieflychieflychiefly to attempt, at present, was to justify m to attempt, at present, was to justify m to attempt, at present, was to justify m to attempt, at present, was to justify m to attempt, at present, was to justify myself for having wryself for having wryself for having wryself for having wryself for having written under theitten under theitten under theitten under theitten under the
impression of this beliefimpression of this beliefimpression of this beliefimpression of this beliefimpression of this belief.....

But varBut varBut varBut varBut various causes might be pointed out wious causes might be pointed out wious causes might be pointed out wious causes might be pointed out wious causes might be pointed out why, why, why, why, why, when the style is manly, and the subject ofhen the style is manly, and the subject ofhen the style is manly, and the subject ofhen the style is manly, and the subject ofhen the style is manly, and the subject of
some importance, wsome importance, wsome importance, wsome importance, wsome importance, words metrords metrords metrords metrords metrically arrangically arrangically arrangically arrangically arranged will long continue to impart such a pleasure toed will long continue to impart such a pleasure toed will long continue to impart such a pleasure toed will long continue to impart such a pleasure toed will long continue to impart such a pleasure to
mankind as he wmankind as he wmankind as he wmankind as he wmankind as he who proves the extent of that pleasure will be desirous to impart. Tho proves the extent of that pleasure will be desirous to impart. Tho proves the extent of that pleasure will be desirous to impart. Tho proves the extent of that pleasure will be desirous to impart. Tho proves the extent of that pleasure will be desirous to impart. The end ofhe end ofhe end ofhe end ofhe end of
PPPPPoetry is to produce excitement in co-existence with an overbalance of pleasure; but, by theoetry is to produce excitement in co-existence with an overbalance of pleasure; but, by theoetry is to produce excitement in co-existence with an overbalance of pleasure; but, by theoetry is to produce excitement in co-existence with an overbalance of pleasure; but, by theoetry is to produce excitement in co-existence with an overbalance of pleasure; but, by the
supsupsupsupsupposition, excitement is an unusual and irregular state of the mind; ideas and fposition, excitement is an unusual and irregular state of the mind; ideas and fposition, excitement is an unusual and irregular state of the mind; ideas and fposition, excitement is an unusual and irregular state of the mind; ideas and fposition, excitement is an unusual and irregular state of the mind; ideas and feelings doeelings doeelings doeelings doeelings do
not, in that state, succeed each other in accustomed ordernot, in that state, succeed each other in accustomed ordernot, in that state, succeed each other in accustomed ordernot, in that state, succeed each other in accustomed ordernot, in that state, succeed each other in accustomed order. If the w. If the w. If the w. If the w. If the wordsordsordsordsords, however, however, however, however, however, by w, by w, by w, by w, by whichhichhichhichhich
this excitement is produced be in themselves powerful, or the imagthis excitement is produced be in themselves powerful, or the imagthis excitement is produced be in themselves powerful, or the imagthis excitement is produced be in themselves powerful, or the imagthis excitement is produced be in themselves powerful, or the images and fes and fes and fes and fes and feelings have aneelings have aneelings have aneelings have aneelings have an
undue proportion of pain connected with them, there is some dangundue proportion of pain connected with them, there is some dangundue proportion of pain connected with them, there is some dangundue proportion of pain connected with them, there is some dangundue proportion of pain connected with them, there is some danger that the excitementer that the excitementer that the excitementer that the excitementer that the excitement
may be carrmay be carrmay be carrmay be carrmay be carried beied beied beied beied beyond its proper boundsyond its proper boundsyond its proper boundsyond its proper boundsyond its proper bounds. Now the co-presence of something regular. Now the co-presence of something regular. Now the co-presence of something regular. Now the co-presence of something regular. Now the co-presence of something regular, something, something, something, something, something
to wto wto wto wto which the mind has been accustomed in varhich the mind has been accustomed in varhich the mind has been accustomed in varhich the mind has been accustomed in varhich the mind has been accustomed in various moods and in a less excited state, cannotious moods and in a less excited state, cannotious moods and in a less excited state, cannotious moods and in a less excited state, cannotious moods and in a less excited state, cannot
but have great efbut have great efbut have great efbut have great efbut have great efficacy in temperficacy in temperficacy in temperficacy in temperficacy in tempering and restraining the passion by an intertexture of ordinarying and restraining the passion by an intertexture of ordinarying and restraining the passion by an intertexture of ordinarying and restraining the passion by an intertexture of ordinarying and restraining the passion by an intertexture of ordinary
fffffeelingeelingeelingeelingeeling, and of f, and of f, and of f, and of f, and of feeling not streeling not streeling not streeling not streeling not strictly and necessarictly and necessarictly and necessarictly and necessarictly and necessarily connected with the passion. Tily connected with the passion. Tily connected with the passion. Tily connected with the passion. Tily connected with the passion. This ishis ishis ishis ishis is
unquestionabunquestionabunquestionabunquestionabunquestionably true; and hence, though the opinion will at first aply true; and hence, though the opinion will at first aply true; and hence, though the opinion will at first aply true; and hence, though the opinion will at first aply true; and hence, though the opinion will at first appear paradoxical, frompear paradoxical, frompear paradoxical, frompear paradoxical, frompear paradoxical, from
the tendency of metre to divest languagthe tendency of metre to divest languagthe tendency of metre to divest languagthe tendency of metre to divest languagthe tendency of metre to divest language, in a certain degree, of its reality, and thus to throwe, in a certain degree, of its reality, and thus to throwe, in a certain degree, of its reality, and thus to throwe, in a certain degree, of its reality, and thus to throwe, in a certain degree, of its reality, and thus to throw
a sort of half-consciousness of unsubstantial existence over the wa sort of half-consciousness of unsubstantial existence over the wa sort of half-consciousness of unsubstantial existence over the wa sort of half-consciousness of unsubstantial existence over the wa sort of half-consciousness of unsubstantial existence over the whole composition, therehole composition, therehole composition, therehole composition, therehole composition, there
can be little doubt but that more pathetic situations and sentimentscan be little doubt but that more pathetic situations and sentimentscan be little doubt but that more pathetic situations and sentimentscan be little doubt but that more pathetic situations and sentimentscan be little doubt but that more pathetic situations and sentiments, that is, that is, that is, that is, that is, those w, those w, those w, those w, those whichhichhichhichhich
have a greater proportion of pain connected with them, may be endured in metrhave a greater proportion of pain connected with them, may be endured in metrhave a greater proportion of pain connected with them, may be endured in metrhave a greater proportion of pain connected with them, may be endured in metrhave a greater proportion of pain connected with them, may be endured in metricalicalicalicalical
composition, especially in rhyme, than in prose. Tcomposition, especially in rhyme, than in prose. Tcomposition, especially in rhyme, than in prose. Tcomposition, especially in rhyme, than in prose. Tcomposition, especially in rhyme, than in prose. The metre of the old ballads is very artless;he metre of the old ballads is very artless;he metre of the old ballads is very artless;he metre of the old ballads is very artless;he metre of the old ballads is very artless;
yet theyet theyet theyet theyet they contain many contain many contain many contain many contain many passagy passagy passagy passagy passages wes wes wes wes which which which which which would illustrate this opinion; and, I hope, if theould illustrate this opinion; and, I hope, if theould illustrate this opinion; and, I hope, if theould illustrate this opinion; and, I hope, if theould illustrate this opinion; and, I hope, if the
following Pfollowing Pfollowing Pfollowing Pfollowing Poems be attentively perused, similar instances will be found in them. Toems be attentively perused, similar instances will be found in them. Toems be attentively perused, similar instances will be found in them. Toems be attentively perused, similar instances will be found in them. Toems be attentively perused, similar instances will be found in them. This opinionhis opinionhis opinionhis opinionhis opinion
may be further illustrated by apmay be further illustrated by apmay be further illustrated by apmay be further illustrated by apmay be further illustrated by appealing to the Reader’pealing to the Reader’pealing to the Reader’pealing to the Reader’pealing to the Reader’s own expers own expers own expers own expers own experience of the reluctanceience of the reluctanceience of the reluctanceience of the reluctanceience of the reluctance
with wwith wwith wwith wwith which he comes to the reperusal of the distressful parts of hich he comes to the reperusal of the distressful parts of hich he comes to the reperusal of the distressful parts of hich he comes to the reperusal of the distressful parts of hich he comes to the reperusal of the distressful parts of ClarClarClarClarClarissa Harlowe,issa Harlowe,issa Harlowe,issa Harlowe,issa Harlowe, or  or  or  or  or TTTTThehehehehe
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Gamester;Gamester;Gamester;Gamester;Gamester; w w w w while Shakhile Shakhile Shakhile Shakhile Shakespeare’espeare’espeare’espeare’espeare’s wrs wrs wrs wrs writingsitingsitingsitingsitings, in the most pathetic scenes, in the most pathetic scenes, in the most pathetic scenes, in the most pathetic scenes, in the most pathetic scenes, never act upon us, never act upon us, never act upon us, never act upon us, never act upon us, as, as, as, as, as
pathetic, bepathetic, bepathetic, bepathetic, bepathetic, beyond the bounds of pleasure—an efyond the bounds of pleasure—an efyond the bounds of pleasure—an efyond the bounds of pleasure—an efyond the bounds of pleasure—an effffffect wect wect wect wect which, in a mhich, in a mhich, in a mhich, in a mhich, in a much greater degree thanuch greater degree thanuch greater degree thanuch greater degree thanuch greater degree than
mmmmmight at first be imagight at first be imagight at first be imagight at first be imagight at first be imagined, is to be ascrined, is to be ascrined, is to be ascrined, is to be ascrined, is to be ascribed to small, but continual and regular impulses ofibed to small, but continual and regular impulses ofibed to small, but continual and regular impulses ofibed to small, but continual and regular impulses ofibed to small, but continual and regular impulses of
pleasurabpleasurabpleasurabpleasurabpleasurable surprle surprle surprle surprle surprise from the metrise from the metrise from the metrise from the metrise from the metrical arrangical arrangical arrangical arrangical arrangement.—On the other hand (wement.—On the other hand (wement.—On the other hand (wement.—On the other hand (wement.—On the other hand (what it mhat it mhat it mhat it mhat it must beust beust beust beust be
allowed will mallowed will mallowed will mallowed will mallowed will much more frequently hapuch more frequently hapuch more frequently hapuch more frequently hapuch more frequently happen) if the Ppen) if the Ppen) if the Ppen) if the Ppen) if the Poet’oet’oet’oet’oet’s ws ws ws ws words should be incommensurateords should be incommensurateords should be incommensurateords should be incommensurateords should be incommensurate
with the passion, and inadequate to raise the Reader to a height of desirabwith the passion, and inadequate to raise the Reader to a height of desirabwith the passion, and inadequate to raise the Reader to a height of desirabwith the passion, and inadequate to raise the Reader to a height of desirabwith the passion, and inadequate to raise the Reader to a height of desirable excitement,le excitement,le excitement,le excitement,le excitement,
then (unless the Pthen (unless the Pthen (unless the Pthen (unless the Pthen (unless the Poet’oet’oet’oet’oet’s choice of his metre has been grossly injudicious), in the fs choice of his metre has been grossly injudicious), in the fs choice of his metre has been grossly injudicious), in the fs choice of his metre has been grossly injudicious), in the fs choice of his metre has been grossly injudicious), in the feelings ofeelings ofeelings ofeelings ofeelings of
pleasure wpleasure wpleasure wpleasure wpleasure which the Reader has been accustomed to connect with metre in ghich the Reader has been accustomed to connect with metre in ghich the Reader has been accustomed to connect with metre in ghich the Reader has been accustomed to connect with metre in ghich the Reader has been accustomed to connect with metre in general, and in theeneral, and in theeneral, and in theeneral, and in theeneral, and in the
fffffeelingeelingeelingeelingeeling, w, w, w, w, whether cheerful or melancholy, whether cheerful or melancholy, whether cheerful or melancholy, whether cheerful or melancholy, whether cheerful or melancholy, which he has been accustomed to connect with thathich he has been accustomed to connect with thathich he has been accustomed to connect with thathich he has been accustomed to connect with thathich he has been accustomed to connect with that
particular movement of metre, there will be found something wparticular movement of metre, there will be found something wparticular movement of metre, there will be found something wparticular movement of metre, there will be found something wparticular movement of metre, there will be found something which will greatly contrhich will greatly contrhich will greatly contrhich will greatly contrhich will greatly contributeibuteibuteibuteibute
to impart passion to the wto impart passion to the wto impart passion to the wto impart passion to the wto impart passion to the wordsordsordsordsords, and to ef, and to ef, and to ef, and to ef, and to effffffect the complex end wect the complex end wect the complex end wect the complex end wect the complex end which the Phich the Phich the Phich the Phich the Poet proposes tooet proposes tooet proposes tooet proposes tooet proposes to
himselfhimselfhimselfhimselfhimself.....

If I had undertakIf I had undertakIf I had undertakIf I had undertakIf I had undertaken a SYSTEMAen a SYSTEMAen a SYSTEMAen a SYSTEMAen a SYSTEMATIC defTIC defTIC defTIC defTIC defence of the theory here maintained, it wence of the theory here maintained, it wence of the theory here maintained, it wence of the theory here maintained, it wence of the theory here maintained, it would haveould haveould haveould haveould have
been mbeen mbeen mbeen mbeen my duty to develop the vary duty to develop the vary duty to develop the vary duty to develop the vary duty to develop the various causes upon wious causes upon wious causes upon wious causes upon wious causes upon which the pleasure received from metrhich the pleasure received from metrhich the pleasure received from metrhich the pleasure received from metrhich the pleasure received from metricalicalicalicalical
languaglanguaglanguaglanguaglanguage dependse dependse dependse dependse depends. Among the chief of these causes is to be rec. Among the chief of these causes is to be rec. Among the chief of these causes is to be rec. Among the chief of these causes is to be rec. Among the chief of these causes is to be reckkkkkoned a proned a proned a proned a proned a principle winciple winciple winciple winciple which mhich mhich mhich mhich mustustustustust
be well known to those wbe well known to those wbe well known to those wbe well known to those wbe well known to those who have made anho have made anho have made anho have made anho have made any of the Arts the object of accurate reflection;y of the Arts the object of accurate reflection;y of the Arts the object of accurate reflection;y of the Arts the object of accurate reflection;y of the Arts the object of accurate reflection;
namely, the pleasure wnamely, the pleasure wnamely, the pleasure wnamely, the pleasure wnamely, the pleasure which the mind derhich the mind derhich the mind derhich the mind derhich the mind derives from the perception of similitude in dissimilitude.ives from the perception of similitude in dissimilitude.ives from the perception of similitude in dissimilitude.ives from the perception of similitude in dissimilitude.ives from the perception of similitude in dissimilitude.
TTTTThis prhis prhis prhis prhis principle is the great sprinciple is the great sprinciple is the great sprinciple is the great sprinciple is the great spring of the activity of our mindsing of the activity of our mindsing of the activity of our mindsing of the activity of our mindsing of the activity of our minds, and their chief f, and their chief f, and their chief f, and their chief f, and their chief feedereedereedereedereeder. From. From. From. From. From
this prthis prthis prthis prthis principle the direction of the sexual apinciple the direction of the sexual apinciple the direction of the sexual apinciple the direction of the sexual apinciple the direction of the sexual appetite, and all the passions connected with it,petite, and all the passions connected with it,petite, and all the passions connected with it,petite, and all the passions connected with it,petite, and all the passions connected with it,
taktaktaktaktake their ore their ore their ore their ore their origigigigigin: it is the lifin: it is the lifin: it is the lifin: it is the lifin: it is the life of our ordinary conversation; and upon the accuracy withe of our ordinary conversation; and upon the accuracy withe of our ordinary conversation; and upon the accuracy withe of our ordinary conversation; and upon the accuracy withe of our ordinary conversation; and upon the accuracy with
wwwwwhich similitude in dissimilitude, and dissimilitude in similitude are perceived, depend ourhich similitude in dissimilitude, and dissimilitude in similitude are perceived, depend ourhich similitude in dissimilitude, and dissimilitude in similitude are perceived, depend ourhich similitude in dissimilitude, and dissimilitude in similitude are perceived, depend ourhich similitude in dissimilitude, and dissimilitude in similitude are perceived, depend our
taste and our moral ftaste and our moral ftaste and our moral ftaste and our moral ftaste and our moral feelingseelingseelingseelingseelings. It w. It w. It w. It w. It would not be a useless employment to apould not be a useless employment to apould not be a useless employment to apould not be a useless employment to apould not be a useless employment to apply this prply this prply this prply this prply this principle toinciple toinciple toinciple toinciple to
the consideration of metre, and to show that metre is hence enabthe consideration of metre, and to show that metre is hence enabthe consideration of metre, and to show that metre is hence enabthe consideration of metre, and to show that metre is hence enabthe consideration of metre, and to show that metre is hence enabled to afled to afled to afled to afled to afford mford mford mford mford much pleasure,uch pleasure,uch pleasure,uch pleasure,uch pleasure,
and to point out in wand to point out in wand to point out in wand to point out in wand to point out in what manner that pleasure is produced. But mhat manner that pleasure is produced. But mhat manner that pleasure is produced. But mhat manner that pleasure is produced. But mhat manner that pleasure is produced. But my limits will not permit mey limits will not permit mey limits will not permit mey limits will not permit mey limits will not permit me
to enter upon this subject, and I mto enter upon this subject, and I mto enter upon this subject, and I mto enter upon this subject, and I mto enter upon this subject, and I must content must content must content must content must content myself with a gyself with a gyself with a gyself with a gyself with a general summary.eneral summary.eneral summary.eneral summary.eneral summary.

I have said that poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful fI have said that poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful fI have said that poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful fI have said that poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful fI have said that poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings: it takeelings: it takeelings: it takeelings: it takeelings: it takes its ores its ores its ores its ores its origigigigigininininin
from emotion recollected in tranquility: the emotion is contemplated till, by a species offrom emotion recollected in tranquility: the emotion is contemplated till, by a species offrom emotion recollected in tranquility: the emotion is contemplated till, by a species offrom emotion recollected in tranquility: the emotion is contemplated till, by a species offrom emotion recollected in tranquility: the emotion is contemplated till, by a species of
reaction, the tranquility gradually disapreaction, the tranquility gradually disapreaction, the tranquility gradually disapreaction, the tranquility gradually disapreaction, the tranquility gradually disappearspearspearspearspears, and an emotion, kindred to that w, and an emotion, kindred to that w, and an emotion, kindred to that w, and an emotion, kindred to that w, and an emotion, kindred to that which washich washich washich washich was
before the subject of contemplation, is gradually produced, and does itself actually exist inbefore the subject of contemplation, is gradually produced, and does itself actually exist inbefore the subject of contemplation, is gradually produced, and does itself actually exist inbefore the subject of contemplation, is gradually produced, and does itself actually exist inbefore the subject of contemplation, is gradually produced, and does itself actually exist in
the mind. In this mood successful composition gthe mind. In this mood successful composition gthe mind. In this mood successful composition gthe mind. In this mood successful composition gthe mind. In this mood successful composition generally begenerally begenerally begenerally begenerally beginsinsinsinsins, and in a mood similar to this, and in a mood similar to this, and in a mood similar to this, and in a mood similar to this, and in a mood similar to this
it is carrit is carrit is carrit is carrit is carried on; but the emotion, of wied on; but the emotion, of wied on; but the emotion, of wied on; but the emotion, of wied on; but the emotion, of whatever kind, and in whatever kind, and in whatever kind, and in whatever kind, and in whatever kind, and in whatever degree, from varhatever degree, from varhatever degree, from varhatever degree, from varhatever degree, from variousiousiousiousious
causescausescausescausescauses, is qualified by var, is qualified by var, is qualified by var, is qualified by var, is qualified by various pleasuresious pleasuresious pleasuresious pleasuresious pleasures, so that in descr, so that in descr, so that in descr, so that in descr, so that in describing anibing anibing anibing anibing any passions wy passions wy passions wy passions wy passions whatsoeverhatsoeverhatsoeverhatsoeverhatsoever,,,,,
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wwwwwhich are voluntarhich are voluntarhich are voluntarhich are voluntarhich are voluntarily descrily descrily descrily descrily described, the mind will, upon the wibed, the mind will, upon the wibed, the mind will, upon the wibed, the mind will, upon the wibed, the mind will, upon the whole, be in a state of enjoyment.hole, be in a state of enjoyment.hole, be in a state of enjoyment.hole, be in a state of enjoyment.hole, be in a state of enjoyment.
If Nature be thus cautious to preserve in a state of enjoyment a being so employed, the PIf Nature be thus cautious to preserve in a state of enjoyment a being so employed, the PIf Nature be thus cautious to preserve in a state of enjoyment a being so employed, the PIf Nature be thus cautious to preserve in a state of enjoyment a being so employed, the PIf Nature be thus cautious to preserve in a state of enjoyment a being so employed, the Poetoetoetoetoet
ought to profit by the lesson held forth to him, and ought especially to takought to profit by the lesson held forth to him, and ought especially to takought to profit by the lesson held forth to him, and ought especially to takought to profit by the lesson held forth to him, and ought especially to takought to profit by the lesson held forth to him, and ought especially to take care, that,e care, that,e care, that,e care, that,e care, that,
wwwwwhatever passions he commhatever passions he commhatever passions he commhatever passions he commhatever passions he communicates to his Readerunicates to his Readerunicates to his Readerunicates to his Readerunicates to his Reader, those passions, those passions, those passions, those passions, those passions, if his Reader’, if his Reader’, if his Reader’, if his Reader’, if his Reader’s mind bes mind bes mind bes mind bes mind be
sound and vigoroussound and vigoroussound and vigoroussound and vigoroussound and vigorous, should always be accompanied with an overbalance of pleasure. Now, should always be accompanied with an overbalance of pleasure. Now, should always be accompanied with an overbalance of pleasure. Now, should always be accompanied with an overbalance of pleasure. Now, should always be accompanied with an overbalance of pleasure. Now
the mthe mthe mthe mthe music of harmonious metrusic of harmonious metrusic of harmonious metrusic of harmonious metrusic of harmonious metrical languagical languagical languagical languagical language, the sense of dife, the sense of dife, the sense of dife, the sense of dife, the sense of difficulty overcome, and the bficulty overcome, and the bficulty overcome, and the bficulty overcome, and the bficulty overcome, and the blindlindlindlindlind
association of pleasure wassociation of pleasure wassociation of pleasure wassociation of pleasure wassociation of pleasure which has been previously received from which has been previously received from which has been previously received from which has been previously received from which has been previously received from works of rhyme or metre oforks of rhyme or metre oforks of rhyme or metre oforks of rhyme or metre oforks of rhyme or metre of
the same or similar construction, an indistinct perception perpetually renewed of languagthe same or similar construction, an indistinct perception perpetually renewed of languagthe same or similar construction, an indistinct perception perpetually renewed of languagthe same or similar construction, an indistinct perception perpetually renewed of languagthe same or similar construction, an indistinct perception perpetually renewed of languageeeee
closely resembclosely resembclosely resembclosely resembclosely resembling that of real lifling that of real lifling that of real lifling that of real lifling that of real life, and yet, in the circumstance of metre, dife, and yet, in the circumstance of metre, dife, and yet, in the circumstance of metre, dife, and yet, in the circumstance of metre, dife, and yet, in the circumstance of metre, diffffffererererering from it soing from it soing from it soing from it soing from it so
widely—all these imperceptibwidely—all these imperceptibwidely—all these imperceptibwidely—all these imperceptibwidely—all these imperceptibly makly makly makly makly make up a complex fe up a complex fe up a complex fe up a complex fe up a complex feeling of delight, weeling of delight, weeling of delight, weeling of delight, weeling of delight, which is of the mosthich is of the mosthich is of the mosthich is of the mosthich is of the most
important use in temperimportant use in temperimportant use in temperimportant use in temperimportant use in tempering the painful fing the painful fing the painful fing the painful fing the painful feeling always found intermingled with powerfuleeling always found intermingled with powerfuleeling always found intermingled with powerfuleeling always found intermingled with powerfuleeling always found intermingled with powerful
descrdescrdescrdescrdescriptions of the deeper passionsiptions of the deeper passionsiptions of the deeper passionsiptions of the deeper passionsiptions of the deeper passions. T. T. T. T. This efhis efhis efhis efhis effffffect is always produced in pathetic and impassionedect is always produced in pathetic and impassionedect is always produced in pathetic and impassionedect is always produced in pathetic and impassionedect is always produced in pathetic and impassioned
poetry; wpoetry; wpoetry; wpoetry; wpoetry; while, in lighter compositionshile, in lighter compositionshile, in lighter compositionshile, in lighter compositionshile, in lighter compositions, the ease and gracefulness with w, the ease and gracefulness with w, the ease and gracefulness with w, the ease and gracefulness with w, the ease and gracefulness with which the Phich the Phich the Phich the Phich the Poet managoet managoet managoet managoet manageseseseses
his numbers are themselves confhis numbers are themselves confhis numbers are themselves confhis numbers are themselves confhis numbers are themselves confessedly a pressedly a pressedly a pressedly a pressedly a principal source of the gratification of the Readerincipal source of the gratification of the Readerincipal source of the gratification of the Readerincipal source of the gratification of the Readerincipal source of the gratification of the Reader.....
All that it is All that it is All that it is All that it is All that it is necessarynecessarynecessarynecessarynecessary to say, however to say, however to say, however to say, however to say, however, upon this subject, may be ef, upon this subject, may be ef, upon this subject, may be ef, upon this subject, may be ef, upon this subject, may be effffffected by afected by afected by afected by afected by affirmingfirmingfirmingfirmingfirming,,,,,
wwwwwhat fhat fhat fhat fhat few persons will denew persons will denew persons will denew persons will denew persons will deny, that, of twy, that, of twy, that, of twy, that, of twy, that, of two descro descro descro descro descriptionsiptionsiptionsiptionsiptions, either of passions, either of passions, either of passions, either of passions, either of passions, manners, manners, manners, manners, manners, or, or, or, or, or
characterscharacterscharacterscharacterscharacters, each of them equally well executed, the one in prose and the other in verse, the, each of them equally well executed, the one in prose and the other in verse, the, each of them equally well executed, the one in prose and the other in verse, the, each of them equally well executed, the one in prose and the other in verse, the, each of them equally well executed, the one in prose and the other in verse, the
verse will be read a hundred times wverse will be read a hundred times wverse will be read a hundred times wverse will be read a hundred times wverse will be read a hundred times where the prose is read once.here the prose is read once.here the prose is read once.here the prose is read once.here the prose is read once.

Having thus explained a fHaving thus explained a fHaving thus explained a fHaving thus explained a fHaving thus explained a few of mew of mew of mew of mew of my reasons for wry reasons for wry reasons for wry reasons for wry reasons for writing in verse, and witing in verse, and witing in verse, and witing in verse, and witing in verse, and why I have chosenhy I have chosenhy I have chosenhy I have chosenhy I have chosen
subjects from common lifsubjects from common lifsubjects from common lifsubjects from common lifsubjects from common life, and endeavoured to bre, and endeavoured to bre, and endeavoured to bre, and endeavoured to bre, and endeavoured to bring ming ming ming ming my languagy languagy languagy languagy language near to the real language near to the real language near to the real language near to the real language near to the real languageeeee
of men, if I have been too minute in pleading mof men, if I have been too minute in pleading mof men, if I have been too minute in pleading mof men, if I have been too minute in pleading mof men, if I have been too minute in pleading my own cause, I have at the same time beeny own cause, I have at the same time beeny own cause, I have at the same time beeny own cause, I have at the same time beeny own cause, I have at the same time been
treating a subject of gtreating a subject of gtreating a subject of gtreating a subject of gtreating a subject of general interest; and for this reason a feneral interest; and for this reason a feneral interest; and for this reason a feneral interest; and for this reason a feneral interest; and for this reason a few wew wew wew wew words shall be adords shall be adords shall be adords shall be adords shall be added withded withded withded withded with
refrefrefrefreference solely to these particular poemserence solely to these particular poemserence solely to these particular poemserence solely to these particular poemserence solely to these particular poems, and to some def, and to some def, and to some def, and to some def, and to some defects wects wects wects wects which will probabhich will probabhich will probabhich will probabhich will probably be foundly be foundly be foundly be foundly be found
in them. I am sensibin them. I am sensibin them. I am sensibin them. I am sensibin them. I am sensible that mle that mle that mle that mle that my associations my associations my associations my associations my associations must have sometimes been particular instead ofust have sometimes been particular instead ofust have sometimes been particular instead ofust have sometimes been particular instead ofust have sometimes been particular instead of
gggggeneral, and that, consequently, general, and that, consequently, general, and that, consequently, general, and that, consequently, general, and that, consequently, giving to things a fiving to things a fiving to things a fiving to things a fiving to things a false importance, I may have sometimesalse importance, I may have sometimesalse importance, I may have sometimesalse importance, I may have sometimesalse importance, I may have sometimes
wrwrwrwrwritten upon unwitten upon unwitten upon unwitten upon unwitten upon unworthy subjects; but I am less aporthy subjects; but I am less aporthy subjects; but I am less aporthy subjects; but I am less aporthy subjects; but I am less apprehensive on this account, than that mprehensive on this account, than that mprehensive on this account, than that mprehensive on this account, than that mprehensive on this account, than that myyyyy
languaglanguaglanguaglanguaglanguage may frequently have sufe may frequently have sufe may frequently have sufe may frequently have sufe may frequently have suffffffered from those arbitrary connexions of fered from those arbitrary connexions of fered from those arbitrary connexions of fered from those arbitrary connexions of fered from those arbitrary connexions of feelings and ideaseelings and ideaseelings and ideaseelings and ideaseelings and ideas
with particular wwith particular wwith particular wwith particular wwith particular words and phrasesords and phrasesords and phrasesords and phrasesords and phrases, from w, from w, from w, from w, from which no man can altoghich no man can altoghich no man can altoghich no man can altoghich no man can altogether protect himselfether protect himselfether protect himselfether protect himselfether protect himself. Hence. Hence. Hence. Hence. Hence
I have no doubt, that, in some instancesI have no doubt, that, in some instancesI have no doubt, that, in some instancesI have no doubt, that, in some instancesI have no doubt, that, in some instances, f, f, f, f, feelingseelingseelingseelingseelings, even of the ludicrous, even of the ludicrous, even of the ludicrous, even of the ludicrous, even of the ludicrous, may be g, may be g, may be g, may be g, may be given to miven to miven to miven to miven to myyyyy
Readers by expressions wReaders by expressions wReaders by expressions wReaders by expressions wReaders by expressions which aphich aphich aphich aphich appeared to me tender and pathetic. Such fpeared to me tender and pathetic. Such fpeared to me tender and pathetic. Such fpeared to me tender and pathetic. Such fpeared to me tender and pathetic. Such faulty expressionsaulty expressionsaulty expressionsaulty expressionsaulty expressions,,,,,
were I convinced thewere I convinced thewere I convinced thewere I convinced thewere I convinced they were fy were fy were fy were fy were faulty at present, and that theaulty at present, and that theaulty at present, and that theaulty at present, and that theaulty at present, and that they my my my my must necessarust necessarust necessarust necessarust necessarily continue to beily continue to beily continue to beily continue to beily continue to be
sososososo, I w, I w, I w, I w, I would willingly takould willingly takould willingly takould willingly takould willingly take all reasonabe all reasonabe all reasonabe all reasonabe all reasonable pains to correct. But it is dangle pains to correct. But it is dangle pains to correct. But it is dangle pains to correct. But it is dangle pains to correct. But it is dangerous to makerous to makerous to makerous to makerous to make thesee thesee thesee thesee these
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alterations on the simple authoralterations on the simple authoralterations on the simple authoralterations on the simple authoralterations on the simple authority of a fity of a fity of a fity of a fity of a few individualsew individualsew individualsew individualsew individuals, or even of certain classes of men;, or even of certain classes of men;, or even of certain classes of men;, or even of certain classes of men;, or even of certain classes of men;
for wfor wfor wfor wfor where the understanding of an Author is not convinced, or his fhere the understanding of an Author is not convinced, or his fhere the understanding of an Author is not convinced, or his fhere the understanding of an Author is not convinced, or his fhere the understanding of an Author is not convinced, or his feelings altered, thiseelings altered, thiseelings altered, thiseelings altered, thiseelings altered, this
cannot be done without great injury to himself: for his own fcannot be done without great injury to himself: for his own fcannot be done without great injury to himself: for his own fcannot be done without great injury to himself: for his own fcannot be done without great injury to himself: for his own feelings are his stay and supeelings are his stay and supeelings are his stay and supeelings are his stay and supeelings are his stay and support;port;port;port;port;
and, if he set them aside in one instance, he may be induced to repeat this act till his mindand, if he set them aside in one instance, he may be induced to repeat this act till his mindand, if he set them aside in one instance, he may be induced to repeat this act till his mindand, if he set them aside in one instance, he may be induced to repeat this act till his mindand, if he set them aside in one instance, he may be induced to repeat this act till his mind
shall lose all confidence in itselfshall lose all confidence in itselfshall lose all confidence in itselfshall lose all confidence in itselfshall lose all confidence in itself, and become utterly debilitated. to this it may be ad, and become utterly debilitated. to this it may be ad, and become utterly debilitated. to this it may be ad, and become utterly debilitated. to this it may be ad, and become utterly debilitated. to this it may be added, thatded, thatded, thatded, thatded, that
the crthe crthe crthe crthe critic ought never to forgitic ought never to forgitic ought never to forgitic ought never to forgitic ought never to forget that he is himself exposed to the same errors as the Pet that he is himself exposed to the same errors as the Pet that he is himself exposed to the same errors as the Pet that he is himself exposed to the same errors as the Pet that he is himself exposed to the same errors as the Poet, and,oet, and,oet, and,oet, and,oet, and,
perhapsperhapsperhapsperhapsperhaps, in a m, in a m, in a m, in a m, in a much greater degree: for there can be no presumption in saying of most readersuch greater degree: for there can be no presumption in saying of most readersuch greater degree: for there can be no presumption in saying of most readersuch greater degree: for there can be no presumption in saying of most readersuch greater degree: for there can be no presumption in saying of most readers,,,,,
that it is not probabthat it is not probabthat it is not probabthat it is not probabthat it is not probable thele thele thele thele they will be so well acquainted with the vary will be so well acquainted with the vary will be so well acquainted with the vary will be so well acquainted with the vary will be so well acquainted with the various stagious stagious stagious stagious stages of meaninges of meaninges of meaninges of meaninges of meaning
through wthrough wthrough wthrough wthrough which which which which which words have passed, or with the ficords have passed, or with the ficords have passed, or with the ficords have passed, or with the ficords have passed, or with the fickleness or stability of the relations ofkleness or stability of the relations ofkleness or stability of the relations ofkleness or stability of the relations ofkleness or stability of the relations of
particular ideas to each other; and, above all, since theparticular ideas to each other; and, above all, since theparticular ideas to each other; and, above all, since theparticular ideas to each other; and, above all, since theparticular ideas to each other; and, above all, since they are so my are so my are so my are so my are so much less interested in theuch less interested in theuch less interested in theuch less interested in theuch less interested in the
subject, thesubject, thesubject, thesubject, thesubject, they may decide lightly and carelessly.y may decide lightly and carelessly.y may decide lightly and carelessly.y may decide lightly and carelessly.y may decide lightly and carelessly.

Long as the Reader has been detained, I hope he will permit me to caution him agLong as the Reader has been detained, I hope he will permit me to caution him agLong as the Reader has been detained, I hope he will permit me to caution him agLong as the Reader has been detained, I hope he will permit me to caution him agLong as the Reader has been detained, I hope he will permit me to caution him against aainst aainst aainst aainst a
mode of fmode of fmode of fmode of fmode of false cralse cralse cralse cralse criticism witicism witicism witicism witicism which has been aphich has been aphich has been aphich has been aphich has been applied to Pplied to Pplied to Pplied to Pplied to Poetry, in woetry, in woetry, in woetry, in woetry, in which the languaghich the languaghich the languaghich the languaghich the language closelye closelye closelye closelye closely
resembresembresembresembresembles that of lifles that of lifles that of lifles that of lifles that of life and nature. Such verses have been tre and nature. Such verses have been tre and nature. Such verses have been tre and nature. Such verses have been tre and nature. Such verses have been triumphed over in parodiesiumphed over in parodiesiumphed over in parodiesiumphed over in parodiesiumphed over in parodies, of, of, of, of, of
wwwwwhich Drhich Drhich Drhich Drhich Dr. Johnson’. Johnson’. Johnson’. Johnson’. Johnson’s stanza is a fs stanza is a fs stanza is a fs stanza is a fs stanza is a fair specimen:—air specimen:—air specimen:—air specimen:—air specimen:—

‘I put m‘I put m‘I put m‘I put m‘I put my hat upon my hat upon my hat upon my hat upon my hat upon my heady heady heady heady head

And walkAnd walkAnd walkAnd walkAnd walked into the Strand,ed into the Strand,ed into the Strand,ed into the Strand,ed into the Strand,

And there I met another manAnd there I met another manAnd there I met another manAnd there I met another manAnd there I met another man

WWWWWhose hat was in his hand.hose hat was in his hand.hose hat was in his hand.hose hat was in his hand.hose hat was in his hand.’’’’’

Immediately under these lines let us place one of the most justly admired stanzas of theImmediately under these lines let us place one of the most justly admired stanzas of theImmediately under these lines let us place one of the most justly admired stanzas of theImmediately under these lines let us place one of the most justly admired stanzas of theImmediately under these lines let us place one of the most justly admired stanzas of the
‘Babes in the W‘Babes in the W‘Babes in the W‘Babes in the W‘Babes in the Wood.ood.ood.ood.ood.’’’’’

‘T‘T‘T‘T‘These pretty Babes with hand in handhese pretty Babes with hand in handhese pretty Babes with hand in handhese pretty Babes with hand in handhese pretty Babes with hand in hand

WWWWWent wanderent wanderent wanderent wanderent wandering up and down;ing up and down;ing up and down;ing up and down;ing up and down;

But never more theBut never more theBut never more theBut never more theBut never more they saw the Many saw the Many saw the Many saw the Many saw the Man

ApApApApApproaching from the Tproaching from the Tproaching from the Tproaching from the Tproaching from the Town.own.own.own.own.’’’’’

In both these stanzas the wIn both these stanzas the wIn both these stanzas the wIn both these stanzas the wIn both these stanzas the wordsordsordsordsords, and the order of the w, and the order of the w, and the order of the w, and the order of the w, and the order of the wordsordsordsordsords, in no respect dif, in no respect dif, in no respect dif, in no respect dif, in no respect diffffffer from theer from theer from theer from theer from the
most unimpassioned conversation. Tmost unimpassioned conversation. Tmost unimpassioned conversation. Tmost unimpassioned conversation. Tmost unimpassioned conversation. There are where are where are where are where are words in both, for example, ‘the Strand,ords in both, for example, ‘the Strand,ords in both, for example, ‘the Strand,ords in both, for example, ‘the Strand,ords in both, for example, ‘the Strand,’ and’ and’ and’ and’ and
‘the town,‘the town,‘the town,‘the town,‘the town,’ connected with none but the most f’ connected with none but the most f’ connected with none but the most f’ connected with none but the most f’ connected with none but the most familiar ideas; yet the one stanza we admit asamiliar ideas; yet the one stanza we admit asamiliar ideas; yet the one stanza we admit asamiliar ideas; yet the one stanza we admit asamiliar ideas; yet the one stanza we admit as
admirabadmirabadmirabadmirabadmirable, and the other as a fle, and the other as a fle, and the other as a fle, and the other as a fle, and the other as a fair example of the superlatively contemptibair example of the superlatively contemptibair example of the superlatively contemptibair example of the superlatively contemptibair example of the superlatively contemptible. Wle. Wle. Wle. Wle. Whence arhence arhence arhence arhence arisesisesisesisesises
this difthis difthis difthis difthis difffffference? Not from the metre, not from the languagerence? Not from the metre, not from the languagerence? Not from the metre, not from the languagerence? Not from the metre, not from the languagerence? Not from the metre, not from the language, not from the order of the we, not from the order of the we, not from the order of the we, not from the order of the we, not from the order of the words;ords;ords;ords;ords;
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but thebut thebut thebut thebut themattermattermattermattermatter expressed in Dr expressed in Dr expressed in Dr expressed in Dr expressed in Dr. Johnson’. Johnson’. Johnson’. Johnson’. Johnson’s stanza is contemptibs stanza is contemptibs stanza is contemptibs stanza is contemptibs stanza is contemptible. Tle. Tle. Tle. Tle. The proper method of treatinghe proper method of treatinghe proper method of treatinghe proper method of treatinghe proper method of treating
trtrtrtrtrivial and simple versesivial and simple versesivial and simple versesivial and simple versesivial and simple verses, to w, to w, to w, to w, to which Drhich Drhich Drhich Drhich Dr. Johnson’. Johnson’. Johnson’. Johnson’. Johnson’s stanza ws stanza ws stanza ws stanza ws stanza would be a fould be a fould be a fould be a fould be a fair parallelism, is notair parallelism, is notair parallelism, is notair parallelism, is notair parallelism, is not
to say, this is a bad kind of poetry, orto say, this is a bad kind of poetry, orto say, this is a bad kind of poetry, orto say, this is a bad kind of poetry, orto say, this is a bad kind of poetry, or, this is not poetry; but, this wants sense; it is neither, this is not poetry; but, this wants sense; it is neither, this is not poetry; but, this wants sense; it is neither, this is not poetry; but, this wants sense; it is neither, this is not poetry; but, this wants sense; it is neither
interesting in itself nor can interesting in itself nor can interesting in itself nor can interesting in itself nor can interesting in itself nor can leadleadleadleadlead to an to an to an to an to anything interesting; the imagything interesting; the imagything interesting; the imagything interesting; the imagything interesting; the images neither ores neither ores neither ores neither ores neither origigigigiginate in thatinate in thatinate in thatinate in thatinate in that
sane state of fsane state of fsane state of fsane state of fsane state of feeling weeling weeling weeling weeling which arhich arhich arhich arhich arises out of thought, nor can excite thought or fises out of thought, nor can excite thought or fises out of thought, nor can excite thought or fises out of thought, nor can excite thought or fises out of thought, nor can excite thought or feeling in theeeling in theeeling in theeeling in theeeling in the
ReaderReaderReaderReaderReader. T. T. T. T. This is the only sensibhis is the only sensibhis is the only sensibhis is the only sensibhis is the only sensible manner of dealing with such versesle manner of dealing with such versesle manner of dealing with such versesle manner of dealing with such versesle manner of dealing with such verses. W. W. W. W. Why troubhy troubhy troubhy troubhy trouble yourselfle yourselfle yourselfle yourselfle yourself
about the species till you have previously decided upon the gabout the species till you have previously decided upon the gabout the species till you have previously decided upon the gabout the species till you have previously decided upon the gabout the species till you have previously decided upon the genus? Wenus? Wenus? Wenus? Wenus? Why takhy takhy takhy takhy take pains to provee pains to provee pains to provee pains to provee pains to prove
that an ape is not a Newton, wthat an ape is not a Newton, wthat an ape is not a Newton, wthat an ape is not a Newton, wthat an ape is not a Newton, when it is self-evident that he is not a man?hen it is self-evident that he is not a man?hen it is self-evident that he is not a man?hen it is self-evident that he is not a man?hen it is self-evident that he is not a man?

One request I mOne request I mOne request I mOne request I mOne request I must makust makust makust makust make of me of me of me of me of my readery readery readery readery reader, w, w, w, w, which ishich ishich ishich ishich is, that in judg, that in judg, that in judg, that in judg, that in judging these Ping these Ping these Ping these Ping these Poems he woems he woems he woems he woems he would decideould decideould decideould decideould decide
by his own fby his own fby his own fby his own fby his own feelings geelings geelings geelings geelings genuinely, and not by reflection upon wenuinely, and not by reflection upon wenuinely, and not by reflection upon wenuinely, and not by reflection upon wenuinely, and not by reflection upon what will probabhat will probabhat will probabhat will probabhat will probably be the judgly be the judgly be the judgly be the judgly be the judgementementementementement
of othersof othersof othersof othersof others. How common is it to hear a person say, I m. How common is it to hear a person say, I m. How common is it to hear a person say, I m. How common is it to hear a person say, I m. How common is it to hear a person say, I myself do not object to this style ofyself do not object to this style ofyself do not object to this style ofyself do not object to this style ofyself do not object to this style of
composition, or this or that expression, but, to such and such classes of people it willcomposition, or this or that expression, but, to such and such classes of people it willcomposition, or this or that expression, but, to such and such classes of people it willcomposition, or this or that expression, but, to such and such classes of people it willcomposition, or this or that expression, but, to such and such classes of people it will
apapapapappear mean or ludicrous! Tpear mean or ludicrous! Tpear mean or ludicrous! Tpear mean or ludicrous! Tpear mean or ludicrous! This mode of crhis mode of crhis mode of crhis mode of crhis mode of criticism, so destructive of all sound unadulteratediticism, so destructive of all sound unadulteratediticism, so destructive of all sound unadulteratediticism, so destructive of all sound unadulteratediticism, so destructive of all sound unadulterated
judgjudgjudgjudgjudgement, is almost universal: let the Reader then abide, independently, by his own fement, is almost universal: let the Reader then abide, independently, by his own fement, is almost universal: let the Reader then abide, independently, by his own fement, is almost universal: let the Reader then abide, independently, by his own fement, is almost universal: let the Reader then abide, independently, by his own feelingseelingseelingseelingseelings,,,,,
and, if he finds himself afand, if he finds himself afand, if he finds himself afand, if he finds himself afand, if he finds himself affffffected, let him not sufected, let him not sufected, let him not sufected, let him not sufected, let him not suffffffer such conjectures to interfer such conjectures to interfer such conjectures to interfer such conjectures to interfer such conjectures to interfere with hisere with hisere with hisere with hisere with his
pleasure.pleasure.pleasure.pleasure.pleasure.

If an AuthorIf an AuthorIf an AuthorIf an AuthorIf an Author, by an, by an, by an, by an, by any single composition, has impressed us with respect for his talentsy single composition, has impressed us with respect for his talentsy single composition, has impressed us with respect for his talentsy single composition, has impressed us with respect for his talentsy single composition, has impressed us with respect for his talents, it is, it is, it is, it is, it is
useful to consider this as afuseful to consider this as afuseful to consider this as afuseful to consider this as afuseful to consider this as affording a presumption, that on other occasions wfording a presumption, that on other occasions wfording a presumption, that on other occasions wfording a presumption, that on other occasions wfording a presumption, that on other occasions where we havehere we havehere we havehere we havehere we have
been displeased, he, neverthelessbeen displeased, he, neverthelessbeen displeased, he, neverthelessbeen displeased, he, neverthelessbeen displeased, he, nevertheless, may not have wr, may not have wr, may not have wr, may not have wr, may not have written ill or absurdly; and furtheritten ill or absurdly; and furtheritten ill or absurdly; and furtheritten ill or absurdly; and furtheritten ill or absurdly; and further, to g, to g, to g, to g, to giveiveiveiveive
him so mhim so mhim so mhim so mhim so much credit for this one composition as may induce us to review wuch credit for this one composition as may induce us to review wuch credit for this one composition as may induce us to review wuch credit for this one composition as may induce us to review wuch credit for this one composition as may induce us to review what has displeasedhat has displeasedhat has displeasedhat has displeasedhat has displeased
ususususus, with more care than we should otherwise have bestowed upon it. T, with more care than we should otherwise have bestowed upon it. T, with more care than we should otherwise have bestowed upon it. T, with more care than we should otherwise have bestowed upon it. T, with more care than we should otherwise have bestowed upon it. This is not only an acthis is not only an acthis is not only an acthis is not only an acthis is not only an act
of justice, but, in our decisions upon poetry especially, may conduce, in a high degree, to theof justice, but, in our decisions upon poetry especially, may conduce, in a high degree, to theof justice, but, in our decisions upon poetry especially, may conduce, in a high degree, to theof justice, but, in our decisions upon poetry especially, may conduce, in a high degree, to theof justice, but, in our decisions upon poetry especially, may conduce, in a high degree, to the
improvement of our own taste; for an improvement of our own taste; for an improvement of our own taste; for an improvement of our own taste; for an improvement of our own taste; for an accurateaccurateaccurateaccurateaccurate taste in poetry, and in all the other arts taste in poetry, and in all the other arts taste in poetry, and in all the other arts taste in poetry, and in all the other arts taste in poetry, and in all the other arts, as, as, as, as, as
Sir Joshua ReSir Joshua ReSir Joshua ReSir Joshua ReSir Joshua Reynolds has observed, is an ynolds has observed, is an ynolds has observed, is an ynolds has observed, is an ynolds has observed, is an acquiredacquiredacquiredacquiredacquired talent, w talent, w talent, w talent, w talent, which can only be produced byhich can only be produced byhich can only be produced byhich can only be produced byhich can only be produced by
thought and a long continued intercourse with the best models of composition. Tthought and a long continued intercourse with the best models of composition. Tthought and a long continued intercourse with the best models of composition. Tthought and a long continued intercourse with the best models of composition. Tthought and a long continued intercourse with the best models of composition. This ishis ishis ishis ishis is
mentioned, not with so rmentioned, not with so rmentioned, not with so rmentioned, not with so rmentioned, not with so ridiculous a purpose as to prevent the most inexperidiculous a purpose as to prevent the most inexperidiculous a purpose as to prevent the most inexperidiculous a purpose as to prevent the most inexperidiculous a purpose as to prevent the most inexperienced Readerienced Readerienced Readerienced Readerienced Reader
from judgfrom judgfrom judgfrom judgfrom judging for himself (I have already said that I wish him to judging for himself (I have already said that I wish him to judging for himself (I have already said that I wish him to judging for himself (I have already said that I wish him to judging for himself (I have already said that I wish him to judge for himself), bute for himself), bute for himself), bute for himself), bute for himself), but
merely to temper the rashness of decision, and to suggmerely to temper the rashness of decision, and to suggmerely to temper the rashness of decision, and to suggmerely to temper the rashness of decision, and to suggmerely to temper the rashness of decision, and to suggest, that, if Pest, that, if Pest, that, if Pest, that, if Pest, that, if Poetry be a subject onoetry be a subject onoetry be a subject onoetry be a subject onoetry be a subject on
wwwwwhich mhich mhich mhich mhich much time has not been bestowed, the judguch time has not been bestowed, the judguch time has not been bestowed, the judguch time has not been bestowed, the judguch time has not been bestowed, the judgement may be erroneous; and that, in manement may be erroneous; and that, in manement may be erroneous; and that, in manement may be erroneous; and that, in manement may be erroneous; and that, in manyyyyy
casescasescasescasescases, it necessar, it necessar, it necessar, it necessar, it necessarily will be soily will be soily will be soily will be soily will be so.....

Nothing wNothing wNothing wNothing wNothing would, I knowould, I knowould, I knowould, I knowould, I know, have so ef, have so ef, have so ef, have so ef, have so effffffectually contrectually contrectually contrectually contrectually contributed to further the end wibuted to further the end wibuted to further the end wibuted to further the end wibuted to further the end which I have inhich I have inhich I have inhich I have inhich I have in
viewviewviewviewview, as to have shown of w, as to have shown of w, as to have shown of w, as to have shown of w, as to have shown of what kind the pleasure ishat kind the pleasure ishat kind the pleasure ishat kind the pleasure ishat kind the pleasure is, and how that pleasure is produced,, and how that pleasure is produced,, and how that pleasure is produced,, and how that pleasure is produced,, and how that pleasure is produced,
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wwwwwhich is confhich is confhich is confhich is confhich is confessedly produced by metressedly produced by metressedly produced by metressedly produced by metressedly produced by metrical composition essentially difical composition essentially difical composition essentially difical composition essentially difical composition essentially difffffferent from that werent from that werent from that werent from that werent from that whichhichhichhichhich
I have here endeavoured to recommend: for the Reader will say that he has been pleased byI have here endeavoured to recommend: for the Reader will say that he has been pleased byI have here endeavoured to recommend: for the Reader will say that he has been pleased byI have here endeavoured to recommend: for the Reader will say that he has been pleased byI have here endeavoured to recommend: for the Reader will say that he has been pleased by
such composition; and wsuch composition; and wsuch composition; and wsuch composition; and wsuch composition; and what more can be done for him? That more can be done for him? That more can be done for him? That more can be done for him? That more can be done for him? The power of anhe power of anhe power of anhe power of anhe power of any art is limited; andy art is limited; andy art is limited; andy art is limited; andy art is limited; and
he will suspect, that, if it be proposed to furnish him with new frhe will suspect, that, if it be proposed to furnish him with new frhe will suspect, that, if it be proposed to furnish him with new frhe will suspect, that, if it be proposed to furnish him with new frhe will suspect, that, if it be proposed to furnish him with new friendsiendsiendsiendsiends, that can be only, that can be only, that can be only, that can be only, that can be only
upon condition of his abandoning his old frupon condition of his abandoning his old frupon condition of his abandoning his old frupon condition of his abandoning his old frupon condition of his abandoning his old friendsiendsiendsiendsiends. Besides. Besides. Besides. Besides. Besides, as I have said, the Reader is, as I have said, the Reader is, as I have said, the Reader is, as I have said, the Reader is, as I have said, the Reader is
himself conscious of the pleasure whimself conscious of the pleasure whimself conscious of the pleasure whimself conscious of the pleasure whimself conscious of the pleasure which he has received from such composition, compositionhich he has received from such composition, compositionhich he has received from such composition, compositionhich he has received from such composition, compositionhich he has received from such composition, composition
to wto wto wto wto which he has peculiarly attached the endearhich he has peculiarly attached the endearhich he has peculiarly attached the endearhich he has peculiarly attached the endearhich he has peculiarly attached the endearing name of Ping name of Ping name of Ping name of Ping name of Poetry; and all men foetry; and all men foetry; and all men foetry; and all men foetry; and all men feel aneel aneel aneel aneel an
habitual gratitude, and something of an honourabhabitual gratitude, and something of an honourabhabitual gratitude, and something of an honourabhabitual gratitude, and something of an honourabhabitual gratitude, and something of an honourable bigotry, for the objects wle bigotry, for the objects wle bigotry, for the objects wle bigotry, for the objects wle bigotry, for the objects which have longhich have longhich have longhich have longhich have long
continued to please them: we not only wish to be pleased, but to be pleased in that particularcontinued to please them: we not only wish to be pleased, but to be pleased in that particularcontinued to please them: we not only wish to be pleased, but to be pleased in that particularcontinued to please them: we not only wish to be pleased, but to be pleased in that particularcontinued to please them: we not only wish to be pleased, but to be pleased in that particular
way in wway in wway in wway in wway in which we have been accustomed to be pleased. Thich we have been accustomed to be pleased. Thich we have been accustomed to be pleased. Thich we have been accustomed to be pleased. Thich we have been accustomed to be pleased. There is in these fhere is in these fhere is in these fhere is in these fhere is in these feelings enough toeelings enough toeelings enough toeelings enough toeelings enough to
resist a host of arguments; and I should be the less abresist a host of arguments; and I should be the less abresist a host of arguments; and I should be the less abresist a host of arguments; and I should be the less abresist a host of arguments; and I should be the less able to combat them successfully, as I amle to combat them successfully, as I amle to combat them successfully, as I amle to combat them successfully, as I amle to combat them successfully, as I am
willing to allowwilling to allowwilling to allowwilling to allowwilling to allow, that, in order entirely to enjoy the P, that, in order entirely to enjoy the P, that, in order entirely to enjoy the P, that, in order entirely to enjoy the P, that, in order entirely to enjoy the Poetry woetry woetry woetry woetry which I am recommendinghich I am recommendinghich I am recommendinghich I am recommendinghich I am recommending, it, it, it, it, it
wwwwwould be necessary to gould be necessary to gould be necessary to gould be necessary to gould be necessary to give up mive up mive up mive up mive up much of wuch of wuch of wuch of wuch of what is ordinarhat is ordinarhat is ordinarhat is ordinarhat is ordinarily enjoyed. But, wily enjoyed. But, wily enjoyed. But, wily enjoyed. But, wily enjoyed. But, would mould mould mould mould my limitsy limitsy limitsy limitsy limits
have permitted me to point out how this pleasure is produced, manhave permitted me to point out how this pleasure is produced, manhave permitted me to point out how this pleasure is produced, manhave permitted me to point out how this pleasure is produced, manhave permitted me to point out how this pleasure is produced, many obstacles might havey obstacles might havey obstacles might havey obstacles might havey obstacles might have
been removed, and the Reader assisted in perceiving that the powers of languagbeen removed, and the Reader assisted in perceiving that the powers of languagbeen removed, and the Reader assisted in perceiving that the powers of languagbeen removed, and the Reader assisted in perceiving that the powers of languagbeen removed, and the Reader assisted in perceiving that the powers of language are not soe are not soe are not soe are not soe are not so
limited as he may suplimited as he may suplimited as he may suplimited as he may suplimited as he may suppose; and that it is possibpose; and that it is possibpose; and that it is possibpose; and that it is possibpose; and that it is possible for poetry to gle for poetry to gle for poetry to gle for poetry to gle for poetry to give other enjoymentsive other enjoymentsive other enjoymentsive other enjoymentsive other enjoyments, of a, of a, of a, of a, of a
purerpurerpurerpurerpurer, more lasting, more lasting, more lasting, more lasting, more lasting, and more exquisite nature. T, and more exquisite nature. T, and more exquisite nature. T, and more exquisite nature. T, and more exquisite nature. This part of the subject has not been altoghis part of the subject has not been altoghis part of the subject has not been altoghis part of the subject has not been altoghis part of the subject has not been altogetheretheretheretherether
neglected, but it has not been so mneglected, but it has not been so mneglected, but it has not been so mneglected, but it has not been so mneglected, but it has not been so much much much much much my present aim to prove, that the interest excited byy present aim to prove, that the interest excited byy present aim to prove, that the interest excited byy present aim to prove, that the interest excited byy present aim to prove, that the interest excited by
some other kinds of poetry is less vivid, and less wsome other kinds of poetry is less vivid, and less wsome other kinds of poetry is less vivid, and less wsome other kinds of poetry is less vivid, and less wsome other kinds of poetry is less vivid, and less worthy of the noborthy of the noborthy of the noborthy of the noborthy of the nobler powers of the mind, asler powers of the mind, asler powers of the mind, asler powers of the mind, asler powers of the mind, as
to ofto ofto ofto ofto offffffer reasons for presuminger reasons for presuminger reasons for presuminger reasons for presuminger reasons for presuming, that if m, that if m, that if m, that if m, that if my purpose were fulfilled, a species of poetry wy purpose were fulfilled, a species of poetry wy purpose were fulfilled, a species of poetry wy purpose were fulfilled, a species of poetry wy purpose were fulfilled, a species of poetry would beould beould beould beould be
produced, wproduced, wproduced, wproduced, wproduced, which is ghich is ghich is ghich is ghich is genuine poetry; in its nature well adapted to interest mankind permanently,enuine poetry; in its nature well adapted to interest mankind permanently,enuine poetry; in its nature well adapted to interest mankind permanently,enuine poetry; in its nature well adapted to interest mankind permanently,enuine poetry; in its nature well adapted to interest mankind permanently,
and likand likand likand likand likewise important in the mewise important in the mewise important in the mewise important in the mewise important in the multiplicity and quality of its moral relationsultiplicity and quality of its moral relationsultiplicity and quality of its moral relationsultiplicity and quality of its moral relationsultiplicity and quality of its moral relations.....

From wFrom wFrom wFrom wFrom what has been said, and from a perusal of the Phat has been said, and from a perusal of the Phat has been said, and from a perusal of the Phat has been said, and from a perusal of the Phat has been said, and from a perusal of the Poemsoemsoemsoemsoems, the Reader will be ab, the Reader will be ab, the Reader will be ab, the Reader will be ab, the Reader will be able clearly tole clearly tole clearly tole clearly tole clearly to
perceive the object wperceive the object wperceive the object wperceive the object wperceive the object which I had in view: he will determine how fhich I had in view: he will determine how fhich I had in view: he will determine how fhich I had in view: he will determine how fhich I had in view: he will determine how far it has been attained; and,ar it has been attained; and,ar it has been attained; and,ar it has been attained; and,ar it has been attained; and,
wwwwwhat is a mhat is a mhat is a mhat is a mhat is a much more important question, wuch more important question, wuch more important question, wuch more important question, wuch more important question, whether it be whether it be whether it be whether it be whether it be worth attaining: and upon theorth attaining: and upon theorth attaining: and upon theorth attaining: and upon theorth attaining: and upon the
decision of these twdecision of these twdecision of these twdecision of these twdecision of these two questions will rest mo questions will rest mo questions will rest mo questions will rest mo questions will rest my claim to the apy claim to the apy claim to the apy claim to the apy claim to the approbation of the Pubprobation of the Pubprobation of the Pubprobation of the Pubprobation of the Public.lic.lic.lic.lic.
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Author’s notes :

1. It is worthwhile here to observe, that the affecting parts of Chaucer are almost

always expressed in language pure and universally intelligible even to this

day.

2. I here use the word ’Poetry’ (though against my own judgement) as opposed to

the word Prose, and synonymous with metrical composition. But much confusion

has been introduced into criticism by this contradistinction of Poetry and Prose,

instead of the more Philosophical one of Poetry and Matter of Fact, or Science.

The only strict antithesis to Prose is Metre; nor is this, in truth, a strict antithesis,

because lines and passages of metre so naturally occur in writing prose, that it

would be scarcely possible to avoid them, even were it desirable. 

4.1.3  Annotations

The Preface to Lyrical Ballads was published first along with a new edition of Lyrical

Ballads brought out in 1800. In 1802, Wordsworth amplified it somewhat with a passage

on ‘What is a Poet?’ and added an Appendix on Poetic Diction.Regarded as the most

authentic expression of the ideals of the pioneers of the Romantic movement in English

Poetry, the Preface, in which Wordsworth’s collaborator in Lyrical Ballads, Coleridge,

had no part at all, provoked strong protests, as much by the aggressive nature of the

assertions and claims Wordsworth made for his ‘experiments’ in poetry, as by the

illogicalities and extravagances of his theories about poetical subjects, poetic diction

and the distinction between poetry and prose. The Preface comes in for devastating

criticism at the hands of Coleridge himself— in itself an odd phenomenon. But more

important still, Wordsworth seemed, in his poetical practice, even in Lyrical Ballads, to

ignore his own theory that there was any ‘essential’ difference between the language of

prose and metrical composition. His claim that the best part of language is derived from

communion between rustic people and the world of Nature is, polemical exaggeration.

The definition of poetry as ‘the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings’ clashes

with the statement that poetry ‘takes its origin from emotion recollected in tranquility’.

But the militancy of the man in the prose defense of his poems does not detract from the

poetic worth of the poems.

a selection of the real language of men: This passage has been commented upon by

Coleridge in his BiographiaLiteraria  Chapters XVII and XVIII. With the qualifications

suggested by Wordsworth the language ceases to be the ‘real’ language of men.
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This exponent or symbol...: Wordsworth refers to the way metre enhances the beauty

of a passage and therefore the effect the words produce on the reader.

the gaudiness and inane phraseology...: Wordsworth has in mind the artificial  diction

employed by some  poets of the late eighteenth century who , to keep the language of

poetry free of the commonplace, used circumlocutions like  ‘finny tribe’ instead of the

word ‘fish’.

The principal object:  occurring in para 4, this is a revolutionary declaration, asserting

his goal in the choice of subject and language.

a certain colouring of imagination: Wordsworth in this passage refers to the significant

features of his poetry: (i) the habit of looking at objects of nature not in the customary

way; (ii) the habit of drawing our attention to the essential humanity behind the

appearance.

we associate ideas in a state of excitement...:  Wordsworth and Coleridge were largely

influenced by the philosopher David  Hartley.  It was his theory of associations that

provided them with certain ideas. Hartley said , we  associate certain sights and sounds

with painful or pleasurable feelings. As we grow older our whole personality develops

into a complex of these associations. Hartley also felt that nature was so organized that

if we allowed ourselves to be conditioned by nature we shall all grow into morally

perfect human beings. A knowledge of this doctrine is essential for an understanding of

Wordsworth’s poetry and the role of Wordsworth as a teacher.

Humble and rustic life was generally chosen...: This was based on the belief that the

simple rustics living close to nature are the best specimens of humanity.

The language too of these men...: See Coleridge’s Biographia Literaria, Chapter XVII.

The point stated here need not however be considered absurd. All that Wordsworth

means here is that the language should be in touch with life.

the present outcry against the triviality and meanness: Wordsworth perhaps refers

to the contemporary reviewers of Southey’s poetry and perhaps even of his own poetry.

For all good poetry etc.: Wordsworth describes what is now called the creative process

or the act of poetic creation. Wordsworth does not mean that poetry is all feelings and

emotions. The context makes it clear that the poet has a life experience which is largely

emotional, nay, even sensational. It is lodged in the consciousness. It gets converted

into art experience when in a state of calm (the event  will, to borrow Wordsworth’s own

words, ‘flash upon the inward eye which is the bliss of solitude’. It  is contemplated,
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and re-collected. This contemplation results in the production of an emotion which is

kindred to but not the same as the original emotion. The modern critic calls this process

‘distancing’; the ancient Indian aestheticians would have called the resulting emotion

rasa. This new emotion is modified not only by thought but by other feelings and

experiences lodged in the consciousness. Besides it is well organized. However, the

way it gets organized and is given a shape is something mysterious in the sense that the

poet is not wholly conscious of it. Perhaps Wordsworth uses ‘spontaneous’ in the sense

that the process is at least partly unconscious. It is the faculty of creative imagination

that selects, organizes and provides a perspective, endowing it (the process) with a

purpose; the poet himself seems to know what he is creating (or has created) only when

the poem has been brought forth.

has a purpose: That this is not anything conscious may be seen from the above.

The poems in the Lyrical Ballads, which he makes ageneral reference to,  aretruly

Wordsworthian in that their themes are i) solitude (ii) inability to admit the notion of

death (iii) the influence of nature in bringing out and developing moral sense and(iv)

the stress on what  human beings think and feel as human beings.

belonging rather to nature than to manners: ‘manners’ is here used in the sense of

the sophistication brought in by city life and the way it acts as a kind of encrustation.

the feelings therein developed: Wordsworth, influenced by Hartley’s philosophy,

believed that our mental and emotional life is influenced by feelings. Hence in

understanding the themes of Wordsworth’s poems we have to get at the feeling part of

the poem and not the so-called action part.

a craving for extraordinary incidents . . . : Wordsworth says,  the craving for sensations

and sensational news or incidents makes us neglect the simple joys and pleasures afforded

by nature. He is  probablyreferring to the popular  gothic novels and extravagant and

melodramatic  German novels and  tragedies which , in translated version , were very

popular.

The personifications of the abstract: you should keep in mind that Wordsworth’s

assessment of the characteristics of eighteenth century poetry is rather one –sided,

because he is trying to establish the superiority of his kind of poetry.  For him, eighteenth

century poetry is marred by—

(i) Personification as an artificial device to exalt when it is not warranted by the emotional

context.
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(ii) Employment of poetic diction— that is, the use of uncommon words and phrases in

the belief that the real language is vulgar.

endeavored to look steadily at my subject: Wordsworth cared more for truth than for

literary conventions.

It may be safely: One may note here that Gray himself believed that the language of

the age can never be the language of poetry. Wordsworth thinks that there can only be

two kinds of composition, scientific and imaginative. Poetry, coming under the

imaginative, includes all literature.

‘such as Angels weep.’: Paradise Lost, Book I, 1. 690

celestial ichor: supposed to be a fluid like blood which ran in the veins of the gods. The

implication in both the metaphors is that the raw materials which are processed into

poetry belong very much to life.

What is a poet? :when Wordsworth says that the poet is a man speaking to men he

makes it a point to endow him with certain special qualifications such as ‘a more lively

sensibility……….’ etc. which distinguish him from other men. Also in the matter of

communication he is different from the ordinary man even as the language he employs

is different from the language of ordinary men. He may be using the language of real

men but the words take on an additional meaning because of the form and structure of

the poem into which they are fitted. The paragraph is interesting for showing us the

difference in intensity between the language of the man who suffers and that of the poet

who creates.

Frontiniac: a wine from the grapes of Frontignan in France.

Aristotle: See Poetics. Chapter IX.

carried alive into the heart by passion: ‘felt in the blood’; coming to us as more than

simple statements.

tribunal to which it appeals: It may be the heart that ‘watches and receives’.

What then does the poet? : the question is the same as what is his subject matter and

Wordsworth says that the poet shall write on man, on life and human nature.

Poetry is the breath and finer spirit...: Wordsworth places the truth that poetry

communicates higher than the truth that science gives us because the truth of poetry is

felt and experienced by the whole being.
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the poet will lend his spirit to aid transfiguration: C. Day Lewis in The poetic Image

discusses the way the transfiguration is achieved by the poet.

Poets do not write for poets alone, but for men: though Wordsworth seeks to educate

his readers he also remembers his responsibility as a poet: that he should constantly

have in mind the common reader.

the distinction of metre...: Coleridge, critiquing this, in  Chapter 18 of

BiographiaLiterariasaid that metre was only a stimulant, not enough by itself.

In this paragraph Wordsworth is still governed by Hartley’s theory of association but

the stress in these lines seems to be on the pleasure-principle:

Wordsworth refers to the experience of the reader when he responds.

I put my hand: Coleridge in his comment on the passage from the ballad  ‘Childrenin

the Wood’points out that several other popular folk tales have survived in prose . The

metre of the quoted ballad is not the sole reason for its popularity.

There is in these feelings: Wordsworth always felt ‘that every great and original writer

in proportion as he is great and original must himself create the taste by which he is to

be relished; he must teach the art by which he is to be seen’.

4.1.4  Wordsworth’s Definition of Poetry

Wordsworth’s Preface to Lyrical Ballads is generally considered to be the manifesto of

the Romantic revolt against the rules of decorum in poetry, emphasized in neoclassical

poetics. But it is strikingly interesting that a thorough critical examination discloses his

modified adaptations of many a neoclassical conception commonly perceived to be

abandoned. He believes that poetry must be artless, that the impressiveness of the subject

as it is in nature should be enough to make a poem. And at the same time, he steadily

sees poetry as a made thing, the result of craft, workmanship and “long and deep

thinking”. Wordsworth may be said to veer between the demands of decorum and the

demands of sincerity (spontaneity). Though it is natural to think that as a romantic poet

he ignores decorum and triumphs over art, actually his achievement lies in his capacity

to satisfy the opposing demands of Art (or Decorum) and sincerity.

“Poetry”, asserts Wordsworth in the Preface to Lyrical Ballads, “is the spontaneous

overflow of powerful feelings”. The definition involves a metaphor for ‘overflow’

implying the idea of a container which is overfilled and so overflows. The container is
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the poet’s mind and the things contained are his feelings. He is forced into utterance

because he cannot contain his feelings within himself and so overflows on the page.

This shifts the emphasis from the material which is organized into the poem to the poet

himself. This way of thinking in which the poet himself becomes the major element

generating both the poetic product and the criterion by which the value of the product is

to be judged has been marked as the “expressive theory” by M. H. Abrams. The major

criteria of value are the spontaneity and powerful involuntary expression, as opposed to

the neoclassical maintenance of rules, art of expression, decorum and propriety. Thus

the statement marks the divergence between the neoclassical and Romantic modes of

poetry. But there is aproblem.In his later theoretical writings Wordsworth advocates

what may be called modified neoclassicism. Secondly, his remark is interpreted, many

a time, overlooking what follows immediately: “it takes its origin from the emotion

recollected in tranquility”. When the act of recollection is overlooked, what remains is

a literal theory of spontaneity.

Because in the Preface Wordsworth repeatedly talks of spontaneity, it is easily

remembered. It gives expression to the dignity and prestige of the spontaneity which is

the one characteristic of the age of sensibility. But the Preface I also emphasizes on the

idea of the poet as ‘maker’ and on the poem as a thing ‘made’. His poetic medium is the

“selection of the real language of men” and this selection may include additions and

deductions. When he says in the Preface that his “ideas are expressed in language fitted

to their respective importance”, he is certainly thinking of “decorum”.

Wordsworth in his early years had the belief that Art is the opposite of Nature and a

failure in spontaneity is a failure in sincerity. But as he matures, he comes to realise that

Art is not opposed to Nature: the demands of Art and Nature can be reconciled. In the

1815 Preface he lists a number of powers requisite for the production of poetry and the

last, judgment, will show “how and where and in what degree, each of these faculties

ought to be executed”. But his notion of ‘judgment’ turns out to be decorum, for it must

determine “what are the laws and appropriate graces of every species of composition”.

In 1828, he talks about the “rules of art and workmanship which must be applied to an

imaginative literature”. For him poetry becomes “infinitely more of an art than the

world is disposed to believe”. This increasing emphasis on the rules of art and craft

marks his falling away from the reconciliation of sincerity and art which he hadpartly

achieved in his youth.

In the Preface where he talks about the process of composition,the process has four

stages: recollection, contemplation, recrudescence and composition. If a poet has to go
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through these four stages, his verse can in no way be “unpremeditated” and

“spontaneous”. By ‘spontaneity’ he seems to imply that a poet in his art of composition

must not exercise any superficial or superfluous reworking which would become a bar

to relish the presentation of humanity’s primal aspects. His objection to the ‘inane

phraseology’ can be an example of what he intends to advocate through ‘spontaneity’.

4.1.5  On the language of Poetry or Poetic Diction

In the Preface Wordsworth writes against “the gaudiness and inane phraseology” of the

poets who were his immediate predecessors. He is critical of the poetic practices of the

age of Dryden and Pope. He refuses to continue the neo-classical tradition in the poems

he wrote.In the Preface he states his purpose as a poet. First he is willing to choose

incidents and situation from common life. Secondly, he wishes to delineate the subject-

matter with the help of the language really used by men; and lastly he wishes to throw

a certain colouring of imagination on the subject he chooses.

The selection of the ordinary language as the language of poetry is inspired by the

Romantic doctrine of “Return to Nature.” To a Romantic like Wordsworth, the emphasis

on Nature is really important. He wishes to invest the language of poetry with a pleasant

familiarity. That is why, the so-called poetic diction with its cultivated artificiality may

not be found in the poems included in Lyrical Ballads. He declares that he intends, “to

bring my (his) language near to the language of man”. He tries to avoid artificial devices

in his poetic style. For instance, he carefully avoids personifications, forced metaphoric

expressions, superimposed similes & similar other rhetorical devices. What is needed

is the avoidance of “falsehood of description” and to inculcate good sense in poetry.

The purpose is to establish a communion with the readers and to invest poetry with

intelligibility. Thus, for the purpose of easy understanding “the language of prose may

be well adapted to poetry.” In order to substantiate his argument he further writes that

there is no essential difference “between the language of prose and metrical composition.”

The first reason behind the sameness of language he speaks of is that both poetry and

prose address themselves to the same body of readers. Moreover, both prose and poetry

borrow their basic impulses from the fundamental human feelings and emotions.

Wordsworth’s arguments on the uniformity of language in prose and poetry may be
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justified specially with reference to Lamb’s personal essays, and some of Wordsworth’s

own poems. But, as Coleridge pointed out, in order to be the proper language of poetry

the ordinary language of common men needed change and selection.The ‘colouring of

imagination’ Wordsworth will give to the language would no longer make it the ‘real

language ‘of men.

In the Preface, while discussing the nature of poetry and its function Wordsworth has

referred to Aristotle’s observation on poetry, to be found in chapter 9 of Poetics.

Wordsworth echoes Aristotle and subscribes to his view in order to glorify the nature of

poetry and to elevate the function of a poet and poetry to a philosophic height.  In this

context we should  be cautious regarding the different  definitions of poetry prevalent in

the time of Aristotle and the  time of Wordsworth.

According to William Wordsworth, language of poetry should be the real language of

men. There should not be any gaudiness or empty phraseology in poetry. The language

of poetry should not be artificially contrived; it should be true to nature.He discards the

conventional form of poetic diction. He further says that he wants “to bring his language

near to the language of men”.

This implies that the language of poetry will not be absolutely different from the language

of prose. He wants to establish that language of a good poem, except for its metre is not

different from the language of a well-written prose piece. In his Preface to Lyrical

Ballads he has quoted lots of passages from the best poets including Milton to justify

the truth of this assertion. He has also quoted Gray’s “In vain to me the smiling mornings

shine”, to show that even though Gray believed that poetry should use an elaborately

different language, there is actually no difference between the language of prose and

language of this poem .The only difference is that there is rhyme in this poem and the

word “fruitless” has been used instead of its adverbial form “fruitlessly”.

Therefore, Wordsworth tells us that “there neither is, nor can be, any essential (or

fundamental) difference between the language of prose and metrical composition “.

Both prose and poetry emerge out of the same source of the human mind. So, he says,

“poetry sheds no tears such as ‘Angels weep’, but natural and human tears; she can

boast of no celestial Ichor that distinguishes her vital juices from those of prose; the

same human blood circulates through the veins of them both”. Asonly rhyme and metrical
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arrangements constitute a distinction between the language of prose and poetry, there is

no difficulty in adopting in poetry the language really spoken by men.

Coleridge, however, does not accept the contention that language of poetry can be the

real language of men. He opines that two buildings built side by side may be constructed

with blocks cut into the same forms but they may be different from each other so far as

the style of architecture is concerned. Similarly, words of prose and poetry may more or

less be common but they are different where style of expression is concerned. For this

style or mode of expression, use of words also differs in prose and poetry. It very often

appears that words which are considered very appropriate in prose become very

inappropriate in metrical composition and vice-versa. Arrangement of words is

considered very important in metrical composition whereas these considerations are far

less important even in good prose.

Every passion has its own characteristic mode of expression. If poetry is the product of

passion i.e. the excited state of the feelings and faculties, it will have its own way of

expression. In fact, language has no separate entity in poetry. Language, metre, feelings

are fused together and produced as an organized whole which assimilates in it all its

component parts and as such nothing, e.g. language, or metre or feeling can be

separated, one from the other. Coleridge emphatically asserts that “there may be, is and

ought to be, an essential difference between the language of prose and of metrical

composition”.

Wordsworth’s overzealous assertionabout the language of men in poetry came from a

necessity to defend the new kind of poems he was offering and which met with a lot of

critical censure.  His own poems, such as ‘Immortality Ode’, ‘Tintern Abbey’, ‘Ode to

Duty’, ‘Laodamia’, do not adhere to his prescription about language. They are not written

in a selection of language really used by men.

4.1.6  Imagination and its Role in Poetic Creation

During the seventeenth century the terms imagination and fancy had often been used in

a vaguely synonymous way to refer to the realm of fairy tale or make-belief. Yet in

certain places imagination and fancy came to be distinguished from each other and this
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is largely evident in Hobbes’s Leviathan. This had been in harmony with the medieval

and Renaissance tradition where “imagination” and fantasia had been fairly close together

and in certain places fantasia was considered to be the lighter and less responsible kind

of imagination.  In the Age of Reason fancy suffered a decline in reputation. But it was

during the eighteenth century that imagination gradually came to be considered as

superior to fancy. Imagination began to assume a higher role of reference because it

was associated with creative power.

An early and somewhat haphazard attempt on the part of Wordsworth to discriminate

between imagination and fancy appears in a note to The Thornwhere he says that

imagination is“the faculty which produces impressiveeffects out of simple elements”and

defines fancy as “the power by which pleasure and surprise are excited by sudden varieties

of situations and by accumulated imagery.”.

Wordsworth’s Preface to the Lyrical Ballads is not only a manifesto of romanticism,  it

also substantiates a notion of romantic imagination.  Wordsworth considers it to be a

co-relating factor which is highly important in aesthetic matters. Thus Wordsworth

points out that he intends to “choose incidents and situations from common life” and

his subject should be expressed through “a selection of language really used by man”.

But this co-relation between subjects and language is not exactly easy. He refers to the

“colouring of imagination” which will present everything in its unusual aspect. It is

through the proper exercise of this colouring of imagination that poetic sublimation is

properly reached.

He also suggests that imagination may be considered to be an organic sensibility which

allows the poets to think “long and deeply”. Feelings are modified and directed by

creative thoughts. There is a distinct touch of Hartleyanassociationism. In the analysis

of Hartley the idea of experience and consequent thoughts on the basis of memory

come to work as distinctly creative functions. This theory of associationism is largely

influenced by Lockean Empiricism. Thus imagination is associated with emotions which

are “recollected in tranquility” and the process of recollection is a critical process that

substantiates the imaginative faculty of the artist. Wordsworth formulates this process

of reaction which is significantly co-related with the powers of imagination. Thus emotion

is contemplated till, by a species of reaction, the tranquility gradually disappears and an
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emotion, kindred to that which was the subject of contemplation, is gradually produced,

and actually exists in the mind. Wordsworth considers imagination a creative faculty

that modifies the poetic principle and operates through a passionate ecstasy.

4.1.7   The Vocation of the Poet

Coleridge expressed his uneasiness with some features of Wordsworth’s ideas about

poetry. In response Wordsworth added to the preface of the 1802 edition of the Lyrical

Ballads a long passage on “what is meant by the word poet? To whom does he address

himself?”  Wordsworth recommends not only a new style but also a new definition of

‘poet’ and ‘poetry’. To the neoclassical critic the poet is a craftsman, though a gifted

one. He observes and reproduces general nature with the help of ancient precedent and

the “rules”.To Wordsworth, the poet is ‘a man speaking to men.’ Gifted with ‘a more

lively sensibility’, ‘enthusiasm and tenderness’ and ‘greater knowledge of human nature’,

he has to his advantage a ‘more comprehensive soul.’ Vitality and joy in the universe

move him to enthusiasm. It overflows in the form of a creative urge to be imparted to

others. Not only by immediate impressions, heis almost to an equal degree affected by

the memory of similar experiences stored up in his mind. Constant ‘practice’ along

these lines confers upon him ‘a great readiness and power’ to express himself whenever

the urge is on him, even without the immediate stimulus of external excitement.

But the poet can express only a part of ‘which is uttered by men in real life.’   The

transcription of passions is to a certain extent mechanical. Therefore, it must fall short

ofthe ‘liveliness and truth’ of ‘’the freedom and power of real and substantial action and

suffering.”  To overcome this difficulty the poet has to identify himself with the feelings

he wishes to express. In the process he modifies the language of real men so that it can

give pleasure. The modification is made on the principle of ‘selection.’  Driven by creative

urge it will ensue spontaneously from contact with reality and truth.

Wordsworth says that the poet directs his attention to man and the objects that surround

him, acting and reacting upon each other. The mind of man is “naturally the mirror of

the fairest and the most interesting properties of nature.” The poet’s  focus of interest

are both external nature and human nature. Wordsworth considers the poet in terms not

local but universal: “The poet binds together by passion and knowledge the vast empire
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of human society as it is spread over the whole earth and over all time.” The pleasure

the poet gives is generated by expressing in concrete and sensuous terms those

fundamental principles and passions, ideas and sensations that are illustrated both in

the workings of nature and the mind of man.

Wordsworth affirms that the poet differs not ‘in kind’ but ‘only in degree’ from common

humanity. He is more intuitive and better able to express than a non-poet. But what he

expresses is the general passion and thoughts of common people connected with animal

sensations, moral sentiments and the visible universe. Wordsworth believes that the

poets write for the non-poets. Therefore, the metre he uses must be regular and uniform.

It must not impress upon the language the arbitrariness of personal caprice as in ‘poetic

diction’. Metre should conform to established laws to which both the poet and the

reader willingly submit. It may here be pointed out that Wordsworth himself does not

attempt any major formal experiment in the Lyrical Ballads His main object is to avoid

consciously artificial language . The poet relates isolated and individual experience to

the sum-total of life. He, therefore, selects for his themes, life at its simplest. For general

truths of man’s experiences can be found in the unalloyed passions of a humble, half-

witted man, a shepherd, a leech-gatherer and an idiot boy. The idea of passion is essential

in Wordsworth’s theory. It depends not on stylistic devices but on the poet’s perception.

In Preface to Lyrical Ballads Wordsworth raises certain critical issues like the use of

poetic diction, definition of poetry, composition of poetry etc.The poet and his role in

society are also important issues in the Preface. In Wordsworth’s works, the poet is a

man speaking to men. He is a man endowed with a more lively sensibility, one who has

a great knowledge of human nature and a more comprehensive soul.The poet writes in

order to give pleasure to human beings. The man of science seeks truth as a remote and

unknown benefactor; he cherishes and loves it in his solitude. The poet sings a song in

which all human beings join with him, rejoices in the presence of truth as our ‘visible

friend and hourly companion’. The only restriction under which the poet writes is the ‘

necessity of giving immediate  pleasure to a human being possessed of that

informationwhich may be expected from him, not as a lawyer, a physician, a mariner,

an astronomer, or a natural philosopher, but as a man”.

In this sense, poetry is the breath and fine spirit of all knowledge. The poet can “bind

together by passion & knowledge the vast empire of human society as it is spread over
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the whole earth and over all time” No difference of soil and climate, of language and

manners, of laws and customs will obstruct his  universality.

In the Preface Wordsworth’s focus is on the pleasure poetry gives. Later, he would shift

his stand to the moral and didactic aspects of poetry. In 1807, in a letter to lady Beaumont,

he says that his purpose in writing poetry is to “to console the afflicted; to add sunshine

to daylight by making the happy happier; to teach the young and gracious of every age

to see, to think, and feel and therefore to become more actively and securely virtuous.”

But he affirms very strongly in the Preface that the poet, in making pleasure his goal, is

not degrading poetry, but rather ‘acknowledging the beauty of the universe’.

4.1.8   The Subject-Matter of Poetry

In the Preface, Wordsworth expresses his desire to break away from the restrictions

constraining 18th century poetry.He severely criticizes the artificial language some poets

of the preceding generationemployed. Wordsworth states that “personifications of

abstract ideas rarely occur in these volumes (Lyrical Ballads); and are utterly rejected,

as an ordinary device to elevate the style, and raise it above prose”. Instead, Wordsworth

wants to emphasize and adopt the language of men, which rejects personification as a

“mechanical device of style or as a family language which Writers in metre seem to lay

claim to by prescription”. In essence the Preface is Wordsworth’s poetic manifesto. 

The most obvious point that Wordsworth makes in it relates directly to the style and

technique used in writing the poems themselves, as well as to the subject matter or

focus of the poems,which relate to the common, everyday activities of rural life and

folk. Wordsworth categorically states: “The principle object, then, which I proposed to

myself in these poems, was to choose incidents and situations from common life, and

to relate or describe them throughout, as far as was possible, in a selection of language

really used by men, and at the same time to throw over them a certain colouring of

imagination, whereby ordinary things should be presented to the mind in an unusual

way.” 

It must be kept in mind that though a reader of today may find nothing unusual in the

style employed throughout the Lyrical Ballads, the simplicity of language and the

depiction of ‘common’ people, places and events used by Wordsworth, was in open
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opposition to the poetic convention of his day.  The fact that Wordsworth chooses for

his characters men, women and children from a rural setting, as opposed to the more

cosmopolitan characters of his contemporaries, leads to another important facet of his

poetry which he expounds in his Preface.  Wordsworth held a remarkably close affinity

to nature. He argued that one who lives close to nature (as he himself did for most of his

life residing in the English Lake District), lives closer to the well-spring of human-

nature.  Many of Wordsworth’s poems are autobiographical in as far as they display a

love and deep appreciation of the natural environment as experienced by the poet himself. 

However even more than a simple aesthetic appreciation of nature, Wordsworth believed

that there a was an element of the Divine to be found in nature, which held a tremendous

potential to mould and even to instruct the minds of men who live in its midst and to

conjure up a depth of emotional response unattainable outside of nature. In the

Preface Wordsworth defines poetry as: “poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful

feelings; it takes its origin from emotion recollected in tranquility.” The element of

spontaneity however, “modified and directed by our thoughts.” Any subject can be treated

poetically. Wordsworth noted in 1798:“It is the honourable characteristic of poetry that

its materials are to be found in every subject whichcan interest the human mind.” He

states that subjects are not poetic and unpoetic in themselves. A slight incident of village

life may be material for poetry, if the poet can make it meaningful. Thus Wordsworth

expands the scope of poetry, by bringing within its folds themes chosen from humble

and common life. We can trace in this democratisation of poetry the influence of the

French revolution.

4.1.9. Summing Up

Wordsworth’s Preface to Lyrical Ballads is rightly called the manifesto of Romantic

poetic aesthetics and criticism as it underscores and underlines the cardinal and

fundamental propositions and principles of Romantic literary theory in a nutshell.

Wordsworth has presented his views on the function and role of the poet, the use of

language in poetry, the role of Imagination in poetic creativity, the subject matter of

poetry, the role of the readers and has provided a definition of poetry in a cogent and

coherent manner.
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4.1.10. Comprehension Exercises

Long Questions-20 marks

1. Examine Wordsworth’s views on the function and role of the poet as envisaged

in the Preface to Lyrical Ballads.

2. Assess Wordsworth’s Preface to Lyrical Ballads as a Romantic manifesto.

3. Write an essay on Wordsworth’s views on the use of language in poetry or

poetic diction.

4. Comment on Wordsworth’s views on Imagination.

5. What, according to Wordsworth, should be the subject-matter of poetry?

6. How do the Romantic principles of literary criticism differ from the Augustan

or Neoclassical principles?

Mid-length Questions-12 marks

1.  What is Wordsworth’s opinionon the role of the reader ?

2. “Poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings”.

Analyse and discuss.

3. Comment on Wordsworth’s distinction between Imagination and Fancy.

Short Questions-6 marks

1.  What are Wordsworth’s views on the use of diction in neo-classical poetry?

2.  Comment on Wordsworth’s opinions on Aristotle’s idea of poetry.

3. What does Wordsworth say about  poets and the non-poets?

4. Sum up and comment on Wordsworth’s views on the use of metre in poetry.
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Unit - 2 ❐ John Keats’s Letters

Structure

4.2.0.  Introduction

4.2.1.  Introduction to Letters in the Romantic period

4.2.2.  Introduction to Keats’s Letters

4.2.3.  Text of Keats’s Letters

4.2.4.  Keats’s Views on Imagination

4.2.5.  Keats’s Views on the Function and Nature of Poetry

4.2.6.  Keats’s Views on the Nature of the ‘Camelion’ Poet

4.2.7.  Summing Up

4.2.8.  Comprehension Exercises

4.2.9.  Suggested Reading

4.2.0. Introduction

After going through this unit you will be able to get an idea of the significance of the

letters written by the major Romantic writers and also understand the different aspects

of Keats’s letters. You will be guided to identify Keats’s poetic aesthetics as envisaged

in his letters and be able to interpret Keats’s poetry in the light of his letters.

4.2.1.   Introduction to the Importance of Letters in the Romantic

period

Letter-writing had a long and varied history in the Romantic Age. Before the introduction

of the postage stamp in 1840 the addressees had to pay for the postage. This arrangement

promoted the exchange of occasional long letters rather than frequent short letters. It

also encouraged recipients to treat letters as objects of importance to be preserved and

fostered in the senders a sense of commitment in writing letters that would justify their

expenses. Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley, Keats and Austen wrote letters from

which posterity has gained   important critical insight into their personalities and literary

credo.
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By the late eighteenth century or early nineteenth century, a substantial literary market

had emerged for the published letters of authors, in letter manuals, in collections with

titles such as the letters of, or in biographies. Letter manuals had become a distinct

genre even before the Renaissance. They were designed to teach those who could not

afford a formal education how to write letters. B the mid-eighteenth century, these

examples were often letters by poets and novelists.

Romantic correspondents inherited a certain type of self-consciousness from their

eighteenth century predecessors, a self-consciousness based on the importance of the

letter form in the literary marketplace. Byron loved to write highly confidential letters

to his beloved lady, Lady Caroline Lamb, his half-sister Augusta and expose them to an

older woman friend, Lady Melbourne. Byron’s self-consciousness was exceptionally

pronounced, but he was not an exception in his awareness of the public future of his

letters. Charlotte Smith at one time made an attempt to publish her letters, as did Anna

Seward, of course, there were other correspondents, such as Charles Lamb, who tried to

prevent the preservation of letters by friends such as Coleridge because he feared

publication.  Similarly, Keats ensured that the love letters Fanny Brawne sent to him

were buried with him in Rome, although Fanny kept and later bequeathed to her relatives

the letters he sent to her.

4.2.2.   Introduction to Keats’s Letters

In the present unit we would like to demonstrate Keats’s conceptions about poetry and

poetic composition as he wrote about them in his letters. As you read, you will find that

Keats never strove to lay down stipulated rules and regulations or evolve a synthetic

approach towards poetry as other poet-critics have systematically and coherently done

in their writings.  Keats was a prolific letter-writer.  When he wrote to his friends,

relatives and correspondents, he often made illuminating and perceptive comments on

the nature of poetry and poets. Unlike Wordsworth, Shelley, Coleridge, Arnold and T.

S. Eliot, Keats never tried to formulate a set of fixed theoretical tenets and principles

governing the nature of his writings.  His observations and insightful perceptions

regarding poets and poetry are sprinkled here and there in his poems and letters, and

therefore, they are not as compact and well-knit as those of other poet-critics.

Keats’s letters have long been regarded as an extraordinary record of poetic development.

According to T. S. Eliot, Keats’s letters are “the most notable and most important ever
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written by any English poet.” They represent one of the most sustained reflections on

the poet’s art we have from any of the major English poets. Quite apart from the light

they throw on the poetry, they are great works of literature in their own right. Written

with gusto and occasionally painful candour, they show a powerful intelligence struggling

to come to terms with its own mortality. Sometimes bitterly jealous in love and socially

and financially insecure, at others playful and confident of his own greatness, Keats

interweaves his personal plight with the history of a Britain emerging from long years

of the Napoleonic Wars into a world of political unrest, profound social change, and

commercial expansion.

Keats wrote remarkable letters, struck fresh from a glowing mind, with no blemish of

affectation or reserve. Their great value is that they give us so much authentic knowledge

of the life and sensations of a man who, born to be a poet, with a tendency to dwell apart

in imaginative realms of his own, was yet a very wise and alert citizen of the everyday

world. To read these letters for the first time is to discover a new Keats: a witty, chatty,

sensitive human being, a solicitous and loyal friend and brother, a sympathetic observer

of men and the world abosut him, a sagely philosophic commentator on his own poetry,

on questions of his art, and on some of the vexing, unsolved problems of existence.

They show him, too, a lover, who, tormented with doubts and, in the end, with the

certainties of unfulfilled passion, wrote a language of anguish at times almost too painful

to be borne. In addition, the letters, themselves often rising to pure poetry, give continual

new meaning to the poems. Whatever Keats put into verse, he was forever writing about

to his friends, and many a hard passage in the poetry is made understandable through

some lucid unpremeditated utterance in prose.

Keats’ letters are written in language no less lovely than his poetry, and it is in his letters

that he laid out his ideas about poetry, including the famous “negative capability.” As he

phrased it, it is “when a man is capable of being in uncertainties, Mysteries, doubts,

without any irritable reaching after fact & reason.” In other words, prizing sensory

experience over logic and reasoning—the idea that became the cornerstone of the

Romantic Movement. 

Keats’s letters are among the best produced by any literary figure.  His major

correspondents include his brothers Tom and George, his sister Fanny, his friend

Benjamin Bailey, Fanny Brawne to whom the famous love letters were addressed; the

writer Charles Armitage Brown, Charles Cowden Clarke, an early friend and literary
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influence; Benjamin Haydon, a painter whom Keats profusely admired; and Joseph

Severn, the impecunious artist who was with Keats at the time of death.  Keats’s letters

are always energetic and engaging and they are replete with spontaneity, humour and

emotion.  The letters are rarely dogmatic or conclusive but rather explorative and

questioning.  It is, as a result, dangerous to read these letters with the aim of determining

what Keats believed; no matter what opinion is selected, it is likely that a quite different,

even opposing, opinion will be entertained a few pages later.  Nevertheless, the letters

offer a great deal of insight into the personality of John Keats and, used judiciously,

some help in understanding and appreciating his work.

Keats’s letters are some of the most lively and creative in the English Language, and

they deserve to have a larger audience.  They are notable for their readability and

accessibility.  Keats has addressed these letters to his friends, brothers, sisters, beloved

lady, correspondents, poets, critics, literary scholars, editors and others.  They have

involved people of cross-sections of society and community of the Romantic era.  This

chorus of voices greatly enriched our sense of Keats’s character and provides an

illuminating contrast in epistolary styles.  They also offer us a revealing glimpse of

Keats’s “Posthumous existence”, the period of his illness in Italy.  His letters are of

different and varied nature.  Some are intensely personal and private, others are purely

impersonal and literary in value.  Some letters have faithfully registered Keats’s poetic

aesthetics while others are deeply poignant, agonizing and riveting.

Keats in his letters tells us more about what it is like to be a poet, and more about his

fundamental poetic thinking, than any other English poet has told us in such an informal

and delightful way.  The letters, in spite of all the excellent subsequent work of many

critics and biographers, remain the best companions to the poems. Politics and

contemporary events have not directly intruded in Keats’s poetic aesthetics though there

are sporadic references to such events in Keats’s letters, written to his correspondents,

brothers, sisters, friends and others.

The letters encompass varied moods and temperaments of the writer as he undergoes

different critical situations in his life.  The October-November letters (1817) first indicated

this change in Keats’s attitude.  A few weeks in December and January witness a sudden

animation which finds release in jest and jollity; but it is a brief interval, and the letters

become increasingly serious and speculative.  It is true that he still indulges in jokes,

puns, and witticisms, trying to convert frustrations and doubts into mirth, but his laughter
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gradually loses its earlier spontaneity. The sharp tonal shifts in Keats’s letters from the

gay to the serious and from the serious to the gay clearly suggest an endeavour to

communicate contrary experiences, to unfold swift movements of thought.  In tracing

the varying moments we are struck by the author’s keen responsiveness and his candour;

but we also recognize the separateness of each mood.  The contrariness is not dissolved,

and the thought–process resembles a flow rather than a cluster.

Written over four years, the letters form the most comprehensive portrait the readers

have of any English poet, Keats gives us, first, practically everything that can happen to

a young man between the age of twenty one and twenty five; then, since his life was

inextricably blended with his poetry, an almost day-by-day account of the working

processes of a poet; and finally, some of the most profound comments on art, philosophy,

and the human condition that any single person has produced.  All this, it must be

remembered, was dashed off to friends, publishers, and relations without the slightest

premeditation, and often in conditions of extreme fatigue, anxiety, and even of actual

illness. From autumn 1817 to spring 1818, Keats’s friendship with two minor poets,

Benjamin Bailey and John Hamilton Reynolds, led him to discuss with them at great

length and in many letters, the principles of poetic composition and of aesthetic

experience, and to formulate some of his most striking pronouncements about human

nature and the development of personality.  The second period is marked by the journal

letters, written to his friends and brothers and these are replete with vivid natural

description, personal oddities, chance observation, and a great deal of self-revealing

introspection.  The third stage characterizes the greatest year of Keats’s creative writing,

the autumn 1818 to autumn 1819.  The death of his brother Tom and the absence of his

other brother George in America ,brought forth a large number of letters in which Keats

accumulated the diurnal record of both his outer and his inner life.  The smallest

trivialities, the wildest humour, despair, rage, gossip, resentment, enjoyment, generosity,

forgiveness, and appreciation mingle with philosophy, religion, politics, criticism and

social comment.  Finally, Keats’s agonized relationship with Fanny Brawne in 1819

and 1820, intensified in one year by premonition of early death and in the other by the

growing certainty of it, resulted in a series of letters and notes so painful to read that

more than one later editor refused to print them.

The handwritten pages of these letters bring us closer to the nature of the poet and his
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times in a way that few other documents achieve.  The pressure and energy of his mind

are apparent in every stroke of the pen.  The enormous speed and spontaneity with

which he wrote are self-evident. Certain characteristics become as familiar as the facial

and verbal mannerisms of a speaker.  The wild gaps in the middle of words as his hands

leap from left to right give an impression of breathless intensity. Keats’s letters have

provided texts for innumerable essays in aesthetics and criticism.  Phrases from them

have become so familiar in this field, that they are often introduced into argument without

mentioning their source, on the assumption that they are now commonplaces of poetic

theory. ‘The holiness of the heart’s affections’, ‘the truth of imagination’, the imagination

compared with ‘Adam’s dream’, ‘the finer tone’, ‘negative capability’, ‘the pleasure

thermometer’, ‘a fine excess’, ‘poetry that comes as naturally as the leaves to a tree’,

‘the Chamber of maiden thought’, ‘the Chameleon poet’, and a myriad of

pronouncements on the theme of beauty and truth, have passed into the general

vocabulary of criticism and aesthetics, formed the titles of books and articles, and

acquired sometimes such a pontifical solemnity that it is as well to remind oneself, by

looking at them in these letters, how they first came into being, and how much they

represent the active searching of his youthful but even-developing mind.  Keats’s letters

are profoundly characterized by frank and natural epistolary style.  The letters amply

demonstrate the full flavour of Keats’s many-sided genius.

The letters of Keats, have generally been seen as almost the ideal literary letters.  As far

as we are aware, Keats kept no journal though he did write long journal letters.  He

published little in the way of essays and prefaces that explore and justify his mode of

writing.  Instead, almost all of his comments on this subject appear in letters to friends.

Often the letters seem like a way of working out and testing ideas.  The fascination of

the letters lies in the fact that in them we see Keats gathering strength and developing as

a poet over a period of a few years.  During this time he builds up a complex epistolary

mythology about himself.  Such letters about writing poetry are not the only means by

which Keats creates a mythology about himself.  Like a number of his contemporaries,

he also chooses to send copies of his poems and letters, and, when he does so, the text

of the letter acts as a prelude for, and context to, the poem.  Keats is not grandiose in his

letters, but that he has an instinctive understanding of how to use the letter form to

create a dramatic, yet often self-deprecating, narrative is self-revelatory.
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4.2.3  Text of Keats’s Letters

TTTTTo Benjamin Baileo Benjamin Baileo Benjamin Baileo Benjamin Baileo Benjamin Baileyyyyy
22 NOVEMBER 181722 NOVEMBER 181722 NOVEMBER 181722 NOVEMBER 181722 NOVEMBER 1817

My dear BaileMy dear BaileMy dear BaileMy dear BaileMy dear Bailey,y,y,y,y,

I will gI will gI will gI will gI will get over the first part of this (unsaid) et over the first part of this (unsaid) et over the first part of this (unsaid) et over the first part of this (unsaid) et over the first part of this (unsaid) 11111 Letter as soon as possib Letter as soon as possib Letter as soon as possib Letter as soon as possib Letter as soon as possible for it relates to thele for it relates to thele for it relates to thele for it relates to thele for it relates to the
afafafafaffffffair of poor Crair of poor Crair of poor Crair of poor Crair of poor Cripsipsipsipsips. T. T. T. T. To a Man of your nature such a Letter as Haydon’o a Man of your nature such a Letter as Haydon’o a Man of your nature such a Letter as Haydon’o a Man of your nature such a Letter as Haydon’o a Man of your nature such a Letter as Haydon’s ms ms ms ms must have beenust have beenust have beenust have beenust have been
extremely cutting - Wextremely cutting - Wextremely cutting - Wextremely cutting - Wextremely cutting - What occasions the greater part of the What occasions the greater part of the What occasions the greater part of the What occasions the greater part of the What occasions the greater part of the World’orld’orld’orld’orld’s Quarrels? Simply thiss Quarrels? Simply thiss Quarrels? Simply thiss Quarrels? Simply thiss Quarrels? Simply this,,,,,
twtwtwtwtwo Minds meet and do not understand each other time enough to prevent ano Minds meet and do not understand each other time enough to prevent ano Minds meet and do not understand each other time enough to prevent ano Minds meet and do not understand each other time enough to prevent ano Minds meet and do not understand each other time enough to prevent any shocy shocy shocy shocy shock ork ork ork ork or
surprsurprsurprsurprsurprise at the conduct of either party - As soon as I had known Haydon three days I had gotise at the conduct of either party - As soon as I had known Haydon three days I had gotise at the conduct of either party - As soon as I had known Haydon three days I had gotise at the conduct of either party - As soon as I had known Haydon three days I had gotise at the conduct of either party - As soon as I had known Haydon three days I had got
enough of his character not to have been surprenough of his character not to have been surprenough of his character not to have been surprenough of his character not to have been surprenough of his character not to have been surprised at such a Letter as he has hurt you with.ised at such a Letter as he has hurt you with.ised at such a Letter as he has hurt you with.ised at such a Letter as he has hurt you with.ised at such a Letter as he has hurt you with.
Nor wNor wNor wNor wNor when I knew it was it a prhen I knew it was it a prhen I knew it was it a prhen I knew it was it a prhen I knew it was it a principle with me to drop his acquaintance although with youinciple with me to drop his acquaintance although with youinciple with me to drop his acquaintance although with youinciple with me to drop his acquaintance although with youinciple with me to drop his acquaintance although with you
it wit wit wit wit would have been an imperould have been an imperould have been an imperould have been an imperould have been an imperious fious fious fious fious feelingeelingeelingeelingeeling. I wish you knew all that I think about Genius and. I wish you knew all that I think about Genius and. I wish you knew all that I think about Genius and. I wish you knew all that I think about Genius and. I wish you knew all that I think about Genius and
the Heart - and yet I think you are thoroughly acquainted with mthe Heart - and yet I think you are thoroughly acquainted with mthe Heart - and yet I think you are thoroughly acquainted with mthe Heart - and yet I think you are thoroughly acquainted with mthe Heart - and yet I think you are thoroughly acquainted with my innermost breast in thaty innermost breast in thaty innermost breast in thaty innermost breast in thaty innermost breast in that
respect, or you could not have known me even thus long and still hold me wrespect, or you could not have known me even thus long and still hold me wrespect, or you could not have known me even thus long and still hold me wrespect, or you could not have known me even thus long and still hold me wrespect, or you could not have known me even thus long and still hold me worthy to be yourorthy to be yourorthy to be yourorthy to be yourorthy to be your
dear frdear frdear frdear frdear friend. In passing however I miend. In passing however I miend. In passing however I miend. In passing however I miend. In passing however I must say of one thing that has pressed upon me lately andust say of one thing that has pressed upon me lately andust say of one thing that has pressed upon me lately andust say of one thing that has pressed upon me lately andust say of one thing that has pressed upon me lately and
encreased mencreased mencreased mencreased mencreased my Humility and capability of submission and that is this truth - Men of Geniusy Humility and capability of submission and that is this truth - Men of Geniusy Humility and capability of submission and that is this truth - Men of Geniusy Humility and capability of submission and that is this truth - Men of Geniusy Humility and capability of submission and that is this truth - Men of Genius
are great as certain ethereal Chemicals operating on the Mass of neutral intellect - but theare great as certain ethereal Chemicals operating on the Mass of neutral intellect - but theare great as certain ethereal Chemicals operating on the Mass of neutral intellect - but theare great as certain ethereal Chemicals operating on the Mass of neutral intellect - but theare great as certain ethereal Chemicals operating on the Mass of neutral intellect - but theyyyyy
have not anhave not anhave not anhave not anhave not any individuality, any individuality, any individuality, any individuality, any individuality, any determined Character - I wy determined Character - I wy determined Character - I wy determined Character - I wy determined Character - I would call the top and head ofould call the top and head ofould call the top and head ofould call the top and head ofould call the top and head of
those wthose wthose wthose wthose who have a proper self Men of Pho have a proper self Men of Pho have a proper self Men of Pho have a proper self Men of Pho have a proper self Men of Powerowerowerowerower.....

But I am running mBut I am running mBut I am running mBut I am running mBut I am running my head into a Subject wy head into a Subject wy head into a Subject wy head into a Subject wy head into a Subject which I am certain I could not do justice to underhich I am certain I could not do justice to underhich I am certain I could not do justice to underhich I am certain I could not do justice to underhich I am certain I could not do justice to under
five years Study and 3 volsfive years Study and 3 volsfive years Study and 3 volsfive years Study and 3 volsfive years Study and 3 vols. octavo - and moreover long to be talking about the Imag. octavo - and moreover long to be talking about the Imag. octavo - and moreover long to be talking about the Imag. octavo - and moreover long to be talking about the Imag. octavo - and moreover long to be talking about the Imaginationinationinationinationination
- so m- so m- so m- so m- so my dear Bailey dear Bailey dear Bailey dear Bailey dear Bailey do not think of this unpleasant afy do not think of this unpleasant afy do not think of this unpleasant afy do not think of this unpleasant afy do not think of this unpleasant affffffair if possibair if possibair if possibair if possibair if possible - do not - I defy anle - do not - I defy anle - do not - I defy anle - do not - I defy anle - do not - I defy anyyyyy
harm to come of it - I defy. I’harm to come of it - I defy. I’harm to come of it - I defy. I’harm to come of it - I defy. I’harm to come of it - I defy. I’ll shall wrll shall wrll shall wrll shall wrll shall write to Crite to Crite to Crite to Crite to Crips this Wips this Wips this Wips this Wips this Week and request him to tell me alleek and request him to tell me alleek and request him to tell me alleek and request him to tell me alleek and request him to tell me all
his going on from time to time by Letter whis going on from time to time by Letter whis going on from time to time by Letter whis going on from time to time by Letter whis going on from time to time by Letter wherever I may be - it will all go on well so don’herever I may be - it will all go on well so don’herever I may be - it will all go on well so don’herever I may be - it will all go on well so don’herever I may be - it will all go on well so don’ttttt
because you have sudbecause you have sudbecause you have sudbecause you have sudbecause you have suddenly discover’d a Coldness in Haydon sufdenly discover’d a Coldness in Haydon sufdenly discover’d a Coldness in Haydon sufdenly discover’d a Coldness in Haydon sufdenly discover’d a Coldness in Haydon suffffffer yourself to be teased. Doer yourself to be teased. Doer yourself to be teased. Doer yourself to be teased. Doer yourself to be teased. Do
not mnot mnot mnot mnot my dear fy dear fy dear fy dear fy dear fellowellowellowellowellow. O I wish I was as certain of the end of all your troub. O I wish I was as certain of the end of all your troub. O I wish I was as certain of the end of all your troub. O I wish I was as certain of the end of all your troub. O I wish I was as certain of the end of all your troubles as that of yourles as that of yourles as that of yourles as that of yourles as that of your
momentary start about the authenticity of the Imagmomentary start about the authenticity of the Imagmomentary start about the authenticity of the Imagmomentary start about the authenticity of the Imagmomentary start about the authenticity of the Imagination. I am certain of nothing but ofination. I am certain of nothing but ofination. I am certain of nothing but ofination. I am certain of nothing but ofination. I am certain of nothing but of
the holiness of the Heart’the holiness of the Heart’the holiness of the Heart’the holiness of the Heart’the holiness of the Heart’s afs afs afs afs affffffections and the truth of Imagections and the truth of Imagections and the truth of Imagections and the truth of Imagections and the truth of Imagination - Wination - Wination - Wination - Wination - What the imaghat the imaghat the imaghat the imaghat the imaginationinationinationinationination
seizes as Beauty mseizes as Beauty mseizes as Beauty mseizes as Beauty mseizes as Beauty must be truth 2 - wust be truth 2 - wust be truth 2 - wust be truth 2 - wust be truth 2 - whether it existed before or not - for I have the same ideahether it existed before or not - for I have the same ideahether it existed before or not - for I have the same ideahether it existed before or not - for I have the same ideahether it existed before or not - for I have the same idea
of all our passions as of love: theof all our passions as of love: theof all our passions as of love: theof all our passions as of love: theof all our passions as of love: they are all, in their suby are all, in their suby are all, in their suby are all, in their suby are all, in their sublime, creative of essential beauty. In alime, creative of essential beauty. In alime, creative of essential beauty. In alime, creative of essential beauty. In alime, creative of essential beauty. In a
wwwwword, you may know mord, you may know mord, you may know mord, you may know mord, you may know my fy fy fy fy favoravoravoravoravorite speculation by mite speculation by mite speculation by mite speculation by mite speculation by my first book, and the little song I send iny first book, and the little song I send iny first book, and the little song I send iny first book, and the little song I send iny first book, and the little song I send in
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mmmmmy last, wy last, wy last, wy last, wy last, which is a representation from the fhich is a representation from the fhich is a representation from the fhich is a representation from the fhich is a representation from the fancy of the probabancy of the probabancy of the probabancy of the probabancy of the probable mode of operating in thesele mode of operating in thesele mode of operating in thesele mode of operating in thesele mode of operating in these
mattersmattersmattersmattersmatters. T. T. T. T. The imaghe imaghe imaghe imaghe imagination may be compared to Adam’ination may be compared to Adam’ination may be compared to Adam’ination may be compared to Adam’ination may be compared to Adam’s dream, - he aws dream, - he aws dream, - he aws dream, - he aws dream, - he awokokokokoke and found it truth.e and found it truth.e and found it truth.e and found it truth.e and found it truth.
I am more zealous in this afI am more zealous in this afI am more zealous in this afI am more zealous in this afI am more zealous in this affffffair because I have never yet been abair because I have never yet been abair because I have never yet been abair because I have never yet been abair because I have never yet been able to perceive how anle to perceive how anle to perceive how anle to perceive how anle to perceive how anythingythingythingythingything
can be known for truth by consecutive reasoning - and yet it mcan be known for truth by consecutive reasoning - and yet it mcan be known for truth by consecutive reasoning - and yet it mcan be known for truth by consecutive reasoning - and yet it mcan be known for truth by consecutive reasoning - and yet it must be. Can it be that even theust be. Can it be that even theust be. Can it be that even theust be. Can it be that even theust be. Can it be that even the
greatest philosopher ever arrgreatest philosopher ever arrgreatest philosopher ever arrgreatest philosopher ever arrgreatest philosopher ever arrived at his goal without putting aside numerous objections?ived at his goal without putting aside numerous objections?ived at his goal without putting aside numerous objections?ived at his goal without putting aside numerous objections?ived at his goal without putting aside numerous objections?
However it may be, O for a LifHowever it may be, O for a LifHowever it may be, O for a LifHowever it may be, O for a LifHowever it may be, O for a Life of Sensations rather than of Te of Sensations rather than of Te of Sensations rather than of Te of Sensations rather than of Te of Sensations rather than of Thoughts! It is a ‘Vision in thehoughts! It is a ‘Vision in thehoughts! It is a ‘Vision in thehoughts! It is a ‘Vision in thehoughts! It is a ‘Vision in the
form of Yform of Yform of Yform of Yform of Youth,outh,outh,outh,outh,’ a Shadow of reality to come. And this consideration has further convinced’ a Shadow of reality to come. And this consideration has further convinced’ a Shadow of reality to come. And this consideration has further convinced’ a Shadow of reality to come. And this consideration has further convinced’ a Shadow of reality to come. And this consideration has further convinced
me, - for it has come as auxiliary to another fme, - for it has come as auxiliary to another fme, - for it has come as auxiliary to another fme, - for it has come as auxiliary to another fme, - for it has come as auxiliary to another favoravoravoravoravorite Speculation of mine, - that we shallite Speculation of mine, - that we shallite Speculation of mine, - that we shallite Speculation of mine, - that we shallite Speculation of mine, - that we shall
enjoy ourselves hereafter by having wenjoy ourselves hereafter by having wenjoy ourselves hereafter by having wenjoy ourselves hereafter by having wenjoy ourselves hereafter by having what we called haphat we called haphat we called haphat we called haphat we called happiness on earth repeated in a finerpiness on earth repeated in a finerpiness on earth repeated in a finerpiness on earth repeated in a finerpiness on earth repeated in a finer
tone and so repeated. And yet such a ftone and so repeated. And yet such a ftone and so repeated. And yet such a ftone and so repeated. And yet such a ftone and so repeated. And yet such a fate can only befate can only befate can only befate can only befate can only befall those wall those wall those wall those wall those who delight in sensation,ho delight in sensation,ho delight in sensation,ho delight in sensation,ho delight in sensation,
rather than hungrather than hungrather than hungrather than hungrather than hunger as you do after truth. Adam’er as you do after truth. Adam’er as you do after truth. Adam’er as you do after truth. Adam’er as you do after truth. Adam’s dream will do here, and seems to be as dream will do here, and seems to be as dream will do here, and seems to be as dream will do here, and seems to be as dream will do here, and seems to be a
conviction that imagconviction that imagconviction that imagconviction that imagconviction that imagination and its empyreal reflection is the same as human lifination and its empyreal reflection is the same as human lifination and its empyreal reflection is the same as human lifination and its empyreal reflection is the same as human lifination and its empyreal reflection is the same as human life and itse and itse and itse and itse and its
spirspirspirspirspiritual repetition. But, as I was sayingitual repetition. But, as I was sayingitual repetition. But, as I was sayingitual repetition. But, as I was sayingitual repetition. But, as I was saying, the simple imag, the simple imag, the simple imag, the simple imag, the simple imaginative Mind may have its rewardsinative Mind may have its rewardsinative Mind may have its rewardsinative Mind may have its rewardsinative Mind may have its rewards
in the repetition of its own silent Win the repetition of its own silent Win the repetition of its own silent Win the repetition of its own silent Win the repetition of its own silent Working coming continually on the spirorking coming continually on the spirorking coming continually on the spirorking coming continually on the spirorking coming continually on the spirit with a fineit with a fineit with a fineit with a fineit with a fine
sudsudsudsudsuddenness - to compare great things with small - have you never by being Surprdenness - to compare great things with small - have you never by being Surprdenness - to compare great things with small - have you never by being Surprdenness - to compare great things with small - have you never by being Surprdenness - to compare great things with small - have you never by being Surprised with anised with anised with anised with anised with an
old Melody - in a delicious place - by a delicious voice, fold Melody - in a delicious place - by a delicious voice, fold Melody - in a delicious place - by a delicious voice, fold Melody - in a delicious place - by a delicious voice, fold Melody - in a delicious place - by a delicious voice, felt over agelt over agelt over agelt over agelt over again your very Speculationsain your very Speculationsain your very Speculationsain your very Speculationsain your very Speculations
and Surmises at the time it first operated on your Soul - do you not remember forming toand Surmises at the time it first operated on your Soul - do you not remember forming toand Surmises at the time it first operated on your Soul - do you not remember forming toand Surmises at the time it first operated on your Soul - do you not remember forming toand Surmises at the time it first operated on your Soul - do you not remember forming to
yourself the singyourself the singyourself the singyourself the singyourself the singer’er’er’er’er’s fs fs fs fs face more beautiful than it was possibace more beautiful than it was possibace more beautiful than it was possibace more beautiful than it was possibace more beautiful than it was possible and yet with the elevation ofle and yet with the elevation ofle and yet with the elevation ofle and yet with the elevation ofle and yet with the elevation of
the Moment you did not think so - even then you were mounted on the Wthe Moment you did not think so - even then you were mounted on the Wthe Moment you did not think so - even then you were mounted on the Wthe Moment you did not think so - even then you were mounted on the Wthe Moment you did not think so - even then you were mounted on the Wings of Imagings of Imagings of Imagings of Imagings of Imaginationinationinationinationination
so high - that the Prototype mso high - that the Prototype mso high - that the Prototype mso high - that the Prototype mso high - that the Prototype must be here after - that delicious fust be here after - that delicious fust be here after - that delicious fust be here after - that delicious fust be here after - that delicious face you will see. Wace you will see. Wace you will see. Wace you will see. Wace you will see. What ahat ahat ahat ahat a
time! I am continually running away from the subject - sure this cannot be exactly the casetime! I am continually running away from the subject - sure this cannot be exactly the casetime! I am continually running away from the subject - sure this cannot be exactly the casetime! I am continually running away from the subject - sure this cannot be exactly the casetime! I am continually running away from the subject - sure this cannot be exactly the case
with a complex Mind - one that is imagwith a complex Mind - one that is imagwith a complex Mind - one that is imagwith a complex Mind - one that is imagwith a complex Mind - one that is imaginative and at the same time careful of its fruits -inative and at the same time careful of its fruits -inative and at the same time careful of its fruits -inative and at the same time careful of its fruits -inative and at the same time careful of its fruits -
wwwwwho who who who who would exist partly on Sensation partly on thought - to would exist partly on Sensation partly on thought - to would exist partly on Sensation partly on thought - to would exist partly on Sensation partly on thought - to would exist partly on Sensation partly on thought - to whom it is necessary that yearshom it is necessary that yearshom it is necessary that yearshom it is necessary that yearshom it is necessary that years
should brshould brshould brshould brshould bring the philosophic Mind - such an one I consider your’ing the philosophic Mind - such an one I consider your’ing the philosophic Mind - such an one I consider your’ing the philosophic Mind - such an one I consider your’ing the philosophic Mind - such an one I consider your’s and therefore it is necessarys and therefore it is necessarys and therefore it is necessarys and therefore it is necessarys and therefore it is necessary
to your eternal Hapto your eternal Hapto your eternal Hapto your eternal Hapto your eternal Happiness that you not only drpiness that you not only drpiness that you not only drpiness that you not only drpiness that you not only drink this old Wink this old Wink this old Wink this old Wink this old Wine of Heaven, wine of Heaven, wine of Heaven, wine of Heaven, wine of Heaven, which I shallhich I shallhich I shallhich I shallhich I shall
call the redigcall the redigcall the redigcall the redigcall the redigestion of our most ethereal Musings on Earth; but also increase in knowledgestion of our most ethereal Musings on Earth; but also increase in knowledgestion of our most ethereal Musings on Earth; but also increase in knowledgestion of our most ethereal Musings on Earth; but also increase in knowledgestion of our most ethereal Musings on Earth; but also increase in knowledgeeeee
and know all thingsand know all thingsand know all thingsand know all thingsand know all things. I am glad to hear you are in a f. I am glad to hear you are in a f. I am glad to hear you are in a f. I am glad to hear you are in a f. I am glad to hear you are in a fair way for Easter - you will soon gair way for Easter - you will soon gair way for Easter - you will soon gair way for Easter - you will soon gair way for Easter - you will soon getetetetet
through your unpleasant reading and then! - but the wthrough your unpleasant reading and then! - but the wthrough your unpleasant reading and then! - but the wthrough your unpleasant reading and then! - but the wthrough your unpleasant reading and then! - but the world is full of trouborld is full of trouborld is full of trouborld is full of trouborld is full of troubles and I have notles and I have notles and I have notles and I have notles and I have not
mmmmmuch reason to think much reason to think much reason to think much reason to think much reason to think myself pester’d with manyself pester’d with manyself pester’d with manyself pester’d with manyself pester’d with many - I think Jane or Mary - I think Jane or Mary - I think Jane or Mary - I think Jane or Mary - I think Jane or Marianne has a betterianne has a betterianne has a betterianne has a betterianne has a better
opinion of me than I deserve - for really and truly I do not think mopinion of me than I deserve - for really and truly I do not think mopinion of me than I deserve - for really and truly I do not think mopinion of me than I deserve - for really and truly I do not think mopinion of me than I deserve - for really and truly I do not think my Brothers illness connectedy Brothers illness connectedy Brothers illness connectedy Brothers illness connectedy Brothers illness connected
with mine - you know more of the real Cause than thewith mine - you know more of the real Cause than thewith mine - you know more of the real Cause than thewith mine - you know more of the real Cause than thewith mine - you know more of the real Cause than they do nor have I any do nor have I any do nor have I any do nor have I any do nor have I any chance of beingy chance of beingy chance of beingy chance of beingy chance of being
racracracracrack’d as you have been - Yk’d as you have been - Yk’d as you have been - Yk’d as you have been - Yk’d as you have been - You perhaps at one time thought there was such a thing as wou perhaps at one time thought there was such a thing as wou perhaps at one time thought there was such a thing as wou perhaps at one time thought there was such a thing as wou perhaps at one time thought there was such a thing as worldlyorldlyorldlyorldlyorldly
haphaphaphaphappiness to be arrpiness to be arrpiness to be arrpiness to be arrpiness to be arrived at, at certain perived at, at certain perived at, at certain perived at, at certain perived at, at certain periods of time markiods of time markiods of time markiods of time markiods of time marked out, - you have of necessity fromed out, - you have of necessity fromed out, - you have of necessity fromed out, - you have of necessity fromed out, - you have of necessity from
your disposition been thus led away - I scarcely remember counting upon anyour disposition been thus led away - I scarcely remember counting upon anyour disposition been thus led away - I scarcely remember counting upon anyour disposition been thus led away - I scarcely remember counting upon anyour disposition been thus led away - I scarcely remember counting upon any hapy hapy hapy hapy happiness - Ipiness - Ipiness - Ipiness - Ipiness - I
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look for it if it be not in the present hourlook for it if it be not in the present hourlook for it if it be not in the present hourlook for it if it be not in the present hourlook for it if it be not in the present hour, - nothing startles me be, - nothing startles me be, - nothing startles me be, - nothing startles me be, - nothing startles me beyond the moment. Tyond the moment. Tyond the moment. Tyond the moment. Tyond the moment. Thehehehehe
setting sun will always set me to rsetting sun will always set me to rsetting sun will always set me to rsetting sun will always set me to rsetting sun will always set me to rightsightsightsightsights, or if a sparrow come before m, or if a sparrow come before m, or if a sparrow come before m, or if a sparrow come before m, or if a sparrow come before my windowy windowy windowy windowy window, I tak, I tak, I tak, I tak, I take parte parte parte parte part
in its existence and picin its existence and picin its existence and picin its existence and picin its existence and pick about the gravel. Tk about the gravel. Tk about the gravel. Tk about the gravel. Tk about the gravel. The first thing that strhe first thing that strhe first thing that strhe first thing that strhe first thing that strikikikikikes me on heares me on heares me on heares me on heares me on hearing aing aing aing aing a
misfortune having befmisfortune having befmisfortune having befmisfortune having befmisfortune having befallen another is this - ‘Wallen another is this - ‘Wallen another is this - ‘Wallen another is this - ‘Wallen another is this - ‘Well, it cannot be helped: he will have theell, it cannot be helped: he will have theell, it cannot be helped: he will have theell, it cannot be helped: he will have theell, it cannot be helped: he will have the
pleasure of trying the resources of his spirpleasure of trying the resources of his spirpleasure of trying the resources of his spirpleasure of trying the resources of his spirpleasure of trying the resources of his spirit’ - and I beg nowit’ - and I beg nowit’ - and I beg nowit’ - and I beg nowit’ - and I beg now, m, m, m, m, my dear Bailey dear Bailey dear Bailey dear Bailey dear Bailey, that hereaftery, that hereaftery, that hereaftery, that hereaftery, that hereafter
should you observe anshould you observe anshould you observe anshould you observe anshould you observe anything cold in me not to put it to the account of heartlessnessything cold in me not to put it to the account of heartlessnessything cold in me not to put it to the account of heartlessnessything cold in me not to put it to the account of heartlessnessything cold in me not to put it to the account of heartlessness, but, but, but, but, but
abstraction - for I assure you I sometimes fabstraction - for I assure you I sometimes fabstraction - for I assure you I sometimes fabstraction - for I assure you I sometimes fabstraction - for I assure you I sometimes feel not the influence of a passion or afeel not the influence of a passion or afeel not the influence of a passion or afeel not the influence of a passion or afeel not the influence of a passion or affffffectionectionectionectionection
durdurdurdurduring a wing a wing a wing a wing a whole week - and so long this sometimes continueshole week - and so long this sometimes continueshole week - and so long this sometimes continueshole week - and so long this sometimes continueshole week - and so long this sometimes continues, I beg, I beg, I beg, I beg, I begin to suspect min to suspect min to suspect min to suspect min to suspect myselfyselfyselfyselfyself, and, and, and, and, and
the gthe gthe gthe gthe genuineness of menuineness of menuineness of menuineness of menuineness of my fy fy fy fy feelings at other times - thinking them a feelings at other times - thinking them a feelings at other times - thinking them a feelings at other times - thinking them a feelings at other times - thinking them a few barren Tragew barren Tragew barren Tragew barren Tragew barren Tragedy-tearsedy-tearsedy-tearsedy-tearsedy-tears.....
My Brother TMy Brother TMy Brother TMy Brother TMy Brother Tom is mom is mom is mom is mom is much improved. He is going to Devonshire wuch improved. He is going to Devonshire wuch improved. He is going to Devonshire wuch improved. He is going to Devonshire wuch improved. He is going to Devonshire whither I shall follow him.hither I shall follow him.hither I shall follow him.hither I shall follow him.hither I shall follow him.
At present I am just arrAt present I am just arrAt present I am just arrAt present I am just arrAt present I am just arrived at Dorking to changived at Dorking to changived at Dorking to changived at Dorking to changived at Dorking to change the Scene, change the Scene, change the Scene, change the Scene, change the Scene, change the Aire the Aire the Aire the Aire the Air, and g, and g, and g, and g, and give me aive me aive me aive me aive me a
spur to wind up mspur to wind up mspur to wind up mspur to wind up mspur to wind up my Py Py Py Py Poem, of woem, of woem, of woem, of woem, of which there are wanting 500 Lineshich there are wanting 500 Lineshich there are wanting 500 Lineshich there are wanting 500 Lineshich there are wanting 500 Lines. I should have been here a. I should have been here a. I should have been here a. I should have been here a. I should have been here a
day sooner but the Reday sooner but the Reday sooner but the Reday sooner but the Reday sooner but the Reynoldses persuaded me to stop in Tynoldses persuaded me to stop in Tynoldses persuaded me to stop in Tynoldses persuaded me to stop in Tynoldses persuaded me to stop in Town to meet your frown to meet your frown to meet your frown to meet your frown to meet your friend Chriend Chriend Chriend Chriend Christie.4istie.4istie.4istie.4istie.4
TTTTThere were Rice and Martin. Where were Rice and Martin. Where were Rice and Martin. Where were Rice and Martin. Where were Rice and Martin. We talke talke talke talke talked about Ghostsed about Ghostsed about Ghostsed about Ghostsed about Ghosts. I will have some talk T. I will have some talk T. I will have some talk T. I will have some talk T. I will have some talk Taylor and letaylor and letaylor and letaylor and letaylor and let
you know wyou know wyou know wyou know wyou know when, please God, I come down at Chrhen, please God, I come down at Chrhen, please God, I come down at Chrhen, please God, I come down at Chrhen, please God, I come down at Christmasistmasistmasistmasistmas. I will find that Examiner if possib. I will find that Examiner if possib. I will find that Examiner if possib. I will find that Examiner if possib. I will find that Examiner if possible.le.le.le.le.
My best regMy best regMy best regMy best regMy best regards to Gleigards to Gleigards to Gleigards to Gleigards to Gleig. My Brother’ to you and Mrs. My Brother’ to you and Mrs. My Brother’ to you and Mrs. My Brother’ to you and Mrs. My Brother’ to you and Mrs. Bentle. Bentle. Bentle. Bentle. Bentley.y.y.y.y.

YYYYYour afour afour afour afour affffffectionate frectionate frectionate frectionate frectionate friend,iend,iend,iend,iend,
John KJohn KJohn KJohn KJohn Keatseatseatseatseats

I want toI want toI want toI want toI want to say m say m say m say m say much more to you; a fuch more to you; a fuch more to you; a fuch more to you; a fuch more to you; a few hints will set me goingew hints will set me goingew hints will set me goingew hints will set me goingew hints will set me going

Direct Burford BrDirect Burford BrDirect Burford BrDirect Burford BrDirect Burford Bridgidgidgidgidge near dorkinge near dorkinge near dorkinge near dorkinge near dorking

Note.  Keats and bailey became friends when the latter was a student at Oxford.

He remained a  lifelong close friend and confidant

End Notes

1. The word is a pun on the legal use of “said”, as in “the sais…” Rollins argues that

this is a pun on the legal use of “said”, with the “the said letter” being a letter from

Haydon to Bailey and the “unsaid letter” Keats’s present one to Bailey.

2. See the final two lines of Keats’s “Ode on a Grecian Urn.”

3. See Paradise Lost, VIII.452-490.

4. Jonathan Henry Christie (d.1876). On 16 February 1821 he mortally wounded

John Scott, editor of the London Magazine, in a duel that resulted directly from the

Cockney School reviews in Blackwood’s. Scott died on 27 February.
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Word Notes

Christie : Jonathan Henry Christie is best known for mortally wounding John Scott in

1821, who had been the editor of the Champion and was later editor of the London

Magazine, in a duel over J. G. Lockhart’s Cockney School attack in Blackwood’s. Christie

was tried for murder, defended by Reynolds and Rice, and acquitted.

Jane or Marianne—sisters of Reynolds. my brother’s illness—Tom’s illness.

● In a word……..my last: Book I of Endymion and the “Ode to Sorrow” from Book

IV included in his November 8 letter.

● The Imagination may be compared to Adam’s dream—he awoke and found it truth :

Much critical discussion has been devoted to this line. Earlier interpretations posited

that Keats meant that the imagination is a higher type of perception giving us

access to a hidden spiritual reality, or the “unseen order of things.” Later views

have argued that Keats meant that moments of heightened imagination are more

intensely “real” than ordinary moments, that imagination offers its own experience,

and that this experience is valuable for its own sake: Imagination (dream) seizes

upon Beauty (physical embodiment) yielding an intense and impassioned moment

that it just as “real” as any scientifically-observed phenomena. The ideas in this

letter (1817) seem to underlie Madeline’s dream in “The Eve of St. Agnes” (written

1819).

Analysis

This letter was written after Keats had  left London and the quarrels among his friends

to seek some peace at the Fox and Hounds, Burford Bridge, in Surrey, at the foot of Box

Hill. This is one of Keats’s best-known letters, exploring poetic imagination through

the image of  “Adam’s dream.” Keats’s letters are always replete with wisdom and

astute observations on different aspects of poetic aesthetics. In the opening part of the

letter, he refers to his idea of men of genius. Keats says explicitly that men of genius

lack any individuality and any determined character. This letter is remarkable as it consists

of Keats’s notion of Imagination in unequivocal terms. Keats points out that what

Imagination captures as Beauty must be Truth and this assertion has a striking

resemblance to his idea at the end of Ode On A Grecian Urn where the urn gives the

message to humanity  that whatever is beautiful is truth and vice-versa. To him, beauty

and truth are same and identical. Keats’s lines regarding the affinity of beauty and truth
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in Ode on a Grecian Urn read as follows : ‘Beauty is truth, truth beauty’, — that is all/

Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know.

In this  letter, he alludes to John Milton’s Paradise Lost (Book –VIII, Lines 309-11,452-

90) where Adam dreams of Eve and awakes to find her beside him. Moreover, Keats’s

idea of Imagination is preeminently masculine in nature as it is compared to Adam’s

dream. Keats believes that a thin borderline exists between Imagination and reality. He

also believes that Imagination is capable of making all things beautiful and truthful at

the same time. Keats is fundamentally a poet of sensations rather than of meditations

and philosophical contemplations. In this regard, he is markedly different from William

Wordsworth. Because Wordsworth is a poet of deep and sublime philosophical thoughts

and ideas. That Keats emphasizes the physical sensations of human life rather than its

spiritual and philosophical facets is clearly evidenced in his exclamation: “O for a life

of Sensations rather than of Thoughts!” The influence of Wordsworth on Keats is

perceptible in a particular portion of the letter where Keats says: “it is necessary that

years should bring the philosophic Mind.” It is pertinent to mention here that this

statement of Keats finds an echo in Wordsworth’s poem “Ode : Intimations of

Immortality”(1807, Lines 189-190) : “In the faith that looks through death, / In the

years that bring the philosophic mind.”

This letter faithfully registers Keats’s day-to-day activities in a manner which is lively,

vivacious and lucid. His poetic pronouncements are inextricably bound up with his

private or personal statements. That is why, references to his brothers, sisters and other

correspondents abound in this letter. At the outset of the letter, he has referred to Haydon

and then towards the end, he has referred to the Reynolds sisters and their fear or

apprehension that Keats has tuberculosis. During the course of the letter, he acknowledges

that he and Benjamin Bailey know that he (Keats) is currently suffering from another

malady, perhaps gonorrhea. He further says that his youngest brother, Tom, is much

improved and he is going to Devonshire and Keats would be  following him immediately.

Here he talks about other people as well. They are Christie, Rice, Martin, Gleig, Mrs

Bentley and his publisher, John Taylor. He also speaks about his poem Endymion for

which he has decided to write 500 lines. Keats’s letters are a queer mix-up of personal

and impersonal matters. They are interspersed with reflective and humorous statements

simultaneously.
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TTTTTo Georgo Georgo Georgo Georgo George and Te and Te and Te and Te and Tom Kom Kom Kom Kom Keatseatseatseatseats

Hampstead, SundayHampstead, SundayHampstead, SundayHampstead, SundayHampstead, Sunday
22 December 181722 December 181722 December 181722 December 181722 December 1817

My dear BrothersMy dear BrothersMy dear BrothersMy dear BrothersMy dear Brothers,,,,,

I mI mI mI mI must crave your pardon for not having wrust crave your pardon for not having wrust crave your pardon for not having wrust crave your pardon for not having wrust crave your pardon for not having written ere thisitten ere thisitten ere thisitten ere thisitten ere this, etc., etc. I saw K, etc., etc. I saw K, etc., etc. I saw K, etc., etc. I saw K, etc., etc. I saw Kean return to theean return to theean return to theean return to theean return to the
pubpubpubpubpublic in Richard III, and finely he did it, and, at the request of Relic in Richard III, and finely he did it, and, at the request of Relic in Richard III, and finely he did it, and, at the request of Relic in Richard III, and finely he did it, and, at the request of Relic in Richard III, and finely he did it, and, at the request of Reynoldsynoldsynoldsynoldsynolds, I went to cr, I went to cr, I went to cr, I went to cr, I went to criticizeiticizeiticizeiticizeiticize
his Lukhis Lukhis Lukhis Lukhis Luke in Riches;e in Riches;e in Riches;e in Riches;e in Riches;1 1 1 1 1 the crthe crthe crthe crthe critique is in to-day’itique is in to-day’itique is in to-day’itique is in to-day’itique is in to-day’s champion, ws champion, ws champion, ws champion, ws champion, which I send you, with the Examinerhich I send you, with the Examinerhich I send you, with the Examinerhich I send you, with the Examinerhich I send you, with the Examiner
in win win win win which you will find very proper lamentation on the obsoletion of chrhich you will find very proper lamentation on the obsoletion of chrhich you will find very proper lamentation on the obsoletion of chrhich you will find very proper lamentation on the obsoletion of chrhich you will find very proper lamentation on the obsoletion of christmas Gambols andistmas Gambols andistmas Gambols andistmas Gambols andistmas Gambols and
pastimespastimespastimespastimespastimes, but it was mixed up with so m, but it was mixed up with so m, but it was mixed up with so m, but it was mixed up with so m, but it was mixed up with so much egotism of that druch egotism of that druch egotism of that druch egotism of that druch egotism of that drivelling nature that pleasureivelling nature that pleasureivelling nature that pleasureivelling nature that pleasureivelling nature that pleasure
is entirely lost. Hone the pubis entirely lost. Hone the pubis entirely lost. Hone the pubis entirely lost. Hone the pubis entirely lost. Hone the publisher’lisher’lisher’lisher’lisher’s trs trs trs trs trial, you mial, you mial, you mial, you mial, you must find very amust find very amust find very amust find very amust find very amusing and as Englishmenusing and as Englishmenusing and as Englishmenusing and as Englishmenusing and as Englishmen
very encouragvery encouragvery encouragvery encouragvery encouraginginginginging. His Not Guilty is a thing. His Not Guilty is a thing. His Not Guilty is a thing. His Not Guilty is a thing. His Not Guilty is a thing, w, w, w, w, which not to have been, which not to have been, which not to have been, which not to have been, which not to have been, would have dulled stillould have dulled stillould have dulled stillould have dulled stillould have dulled still
more Liberty’more Liberty’more Liberty’more Liberty’more Liberty’s Embs Embs Embs Embs Emblazoninglazoninglazoninglazoninglazoning. Lord Ellenborough has been paid in his own coin. W. Lord Ellenborough has been paid in his own coin. W. Lord Ellenborough has been paid in his own coin. W. Lord Ellenborough has been paid in his own coin. W. Lord Ellenborough has been paid in his own coin. Wooler andooler andooler andooler andooler and
Hone have done us an essential service.Hone have done us an essential service.Hone have done us an essential service.Hone have done us an essential service.Hone have done us an essential service.2 2 2 2 2 I have had twI have had twI have had twI have had twI have had two very pleasant evenings with Dilko very pleasant evenings with Dilko very pleasant evenings with Dilko very pleasant evenings with Dilko very pleasant evenings with Dilke,e,e,e,e,
yesterday and today, and am at this moment just come from him, and fyesterday and today, and am at this moment just come from him, and fyesterday and today, and am at this moment just come from him, and fyesterday and today, and am at this moment just come from him, and fyesterday and today, and am at this moment just come from him, and feel in the humour toeel in the humour toeel in the humour toeel in the humour toeel in the humour to
go on with thisgo on with thisgo on with thisgo on with thisgo on with this, beg, beg, beg, beg, began in the morningan in the morningan in the morningan in the morningan in the morning, and from w, and from w, and from w, and from w, and from which he came to fhich he came to fhich he came to fhich he came to fhich he came to fetch me. I spent Fretch me. I spent Fretch me. I spent Fretch me. I spent Fretch me. I spent Fridayidayidayidayiday
evening with Wevening with Wevening with Wevening with Wevening with Wellsellsellsellsells3 3 3 3 3 and went next morning to see Death on the Pand went next morning to see Death on the Pand went next morning to see Death on the Pand went next morning to see Death on the Pand went next morning to see Death on the Pale horse. It is a wale horse. It is a wale horse. It is a wale horse. It is a wale horse. It is a wonderfulonderfulonderfulonderfulonderful
picture, wpicture, wpicture, wpicture, wpicture, when When When When When West’est’est’est’est’s ags ags ags ags age is considered; but there is nothing to be intense upon, no we is considered; but there is nothing to be intense upon, no we is considered; but there is nothing to be intense upon, no we is considered; but there is nothing to be intense upon, no we is considered; but there is nothing to be intense upon, no womanomanomanomanoman
one fone fone fone fone feels mad to kisseels mad to kisseels mad to kisseels mad to kisseels mad to kiss, no f, no f, no f, no f, no face swelling into reality. Tace swelling into reality. Tace swelling into reality. Tace swelling into reality. Tace swelling into reality. The excellence of every Art is its intensity,he excellence of every Art is its intensity,he excellence of every Art is its intensity,he excellence of every Art is its intensity,he excellence of every Art is its intensity,
capabcapabcapabcapabcapable of making all disagreeable of making all disagreeable of making all disagreeable of making all disagreeable of making all disagreeables evaporate, from their being in close relationship withles evaporate, from their being in close relationship withles evaporate, from their being in close relationship withles evaporate, from their being in close relationship withles evaporate, from their being in close relationship with
Beauty and Truth. Examine King LearBeauty and Truth. Examine King LearBeauty and Truth. Examine King LearBeauty and Truth. Examine King LearBeauty and Truth. Examine King Lear, and you will find this exemplified throughout; but, and you will find this exemplified throughout; but, and you will find this exemplified throughout; but, and you will find this exemplified throughout; but, and you will find this exemplified throughout; but
in this picture we have unpleasantness without anin this picture we have unpleasantness without anin this picture we have unpleasantness without anin this picture we have unpleasantness without anin this picture we have unpleasantness without any momentous depth of speculation excited,y momentous depth of speculation excited,y momentous depth of speculation excited,y momentous depth of speculation excited,y momentous depth of speculation excited,
in win win win win which to bury its repulsivenesshich to bury its repulsivenesshich to bury its repulsivenesshich to bury its repulsivenesshich to bury its repulsiveness. T. T. T. T. The picture is larghe picture is larghe picture is larghe picture is larghe picture is larger than Chrer than Chrer than Chrer than Chrer than Christ rejected.ist rejected.ist rejected.ist rejected.ist rejected.44444 I dined with I dined with I dined with I dined with I dined with
Haydon the Sunday after you left, and had a very pleasant day. I dined too (for I have beenHaydon the Sunday after you left, and had a very pleasant day. I dined too (for I have beenHaydon the Sunday after you left, and had a very pleasant day. I dined too (for I have beenHaydon the Sunday after you left, and had a very pleasant day. I dined too (for I have beenHaydon the Sunday after you left, and had a very pleasant day. I dined too (for I have been
out too mout too mout too mout too mout too much lately) with Horace Smith, and met his twuch lately) with Horace Smith, and met his twuch lately) with Horace Smith, and met his twuch lately) with Horace Smith, and met his twuch lately) with Horace Smith, and met his two Brothers with Hill and Kingston,o Brothers with Hill and Kingston,o Brothers with Hill and Kingston,o Brothers with Hill and Kingston,o Brothers with Hill and Kingston,
and one Du Boisand one Du Boisand one Du Boisand one Du Boisand one Du Bois.....55555 T T T T Thehehehehey only served to convince me how supery only served to convince me how supery only served to convince me how supery only served to convince me how supery only served to convince me how superior humour is to wit in respectior humour is to wit in respectior humour is to wit in respectior humour is to wit in respectior humour is to wit in respect
to enjoyment. Tto enjoyment. Tto enjoyment. Tto enjoyment. Tto enjoyment. These men say things whese men say things whese men say things whese men say things whese men say things which makhich makhich makhich makhich make one start, without making one fe one start, without making one fe one start, without making one fe one start, without making one fe one start, without making one feel. Teel. Teel. Teel. Teel. Theheheheheyyyyy
are all alikare all alikare all alikare all alikare all alike. Te. Te. Te. Te. Their manners are alikheir manners are alikheir manners are alikheir manners are alikheir manners are alike; thee; thee; thee; thee; they all know fy all know fy all know fy all know fy all know fashionabashionabashionabashionabashionableslesleslesles. T. T. T. T. Thehehehehey have a mannery have a mannery have a mannery have a mannery have a mannerism inism inism inism inism in
their eating and drtheir eating and drtheir eating and drtheir eating and drtheir eating and drinkinginkinginkinginkinginking, in their mere handling a Decanter, in their mere handling a Decanter, in their mere handling a Decanter, in their mere handling a Decanter, in their mere handling a Decanter. T. T. T. T. Thehehehehey talky talky talky talky talked of Ked of Ked of Ked of Ked of Kean and hisean and hisean and hisean and hisean and his
low companlow companlow companlow companlow company. Wy. Wy. Wy. Wy. Would I were with that Companould I were with that Companould I were with that Companould I were with that Companould I were with that Company instead of yoursy instead of yoursy instead of yoursy instead of yoursy instead of yours, said I to mvself! I know, said I to mvself! I know, said I to mvself! I know, said I to mvself! I know, said I to mvself! I know
such liksuch liksuch liksuch liksuch like acquaintance will never do for me and yet I am going to Ree acquaintance will never do for me and yet I am going to Ree acquaintance will never do for me and yet I am going to Ree acquaintance will never do for me and yet I am going to Ree acquaintance will never do for me and yet I am going to Reynolds on wednesday.ynolds on wednesday.ynolds on wednesday.ynolds on wednesday.ynolds on wednesday.
Brown and DilkBrown and DilkBrown and DilkBrown and DilkBrown and Dilke walke walke walke walke walked with me and baced with me and baced with me and baced with me and baced with me and back from the Chrk from the Chrk from the Chrk from the Chrk from the Christmas pantomime. I had not aistmas pantomime. I had not aistmas pantomime. I had not aistmas pantomime. I had not aistmas pantomime. I had not a
dispute but a disquisition, with Dilkdispute but a disquisition, with Dilkdispute but a disquisition, with Dilkdispute but a disquisition, with Dilkdispute but a disquisition, with Dilke on vare on vare on vare on vare on various subjects; several things dovetailed in mious subjects; several things dovetailed in mious subjects; several things dovetailed in mious subjects; several things dovetailed in mious subjects; several things dovetailed in myyyyy
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mind, and at once it strucmind, and at once it strucmind, and at once it strucmind, and at once it strucmind, and at once it struck me wk me wk me wk me wk me what quality went to form a Man of Achievement, especiallyhat quality went to form a Man of Achievement, especiallyhat quality went to form a Man of Achievement, especiallyhat quality went to form a Man of Achievement, especiallyhat quality went to form a Man of Achievement, especially
in Literature, and win Literature, and win Literature, and win Literature, and win Literature, and which Shakhich Shakhich Shakhich Shakhich Shakespeare possessed so enormously — I mean Negespeare possessed so enormously — I mean Negespeare possessed so enormously — I mean Negespeare possessed so enormously — I mean Negespeare possessed so enormously — I mean Negative Capability,ative Capability,ative Capability,ative Capability,ative Capability,
that is wthat is wthat is wthat is wthat is when a man is capabhen a man is capabhen a man is capabhen a man is capabhen a man is capable of being in uncertaintiesle of being in uncertaintiesle of being in uncertaintiesle of being in uncertaintiesle of being in uncertainties, Myster, Myster, Myster, Myster, Mysteriesiesiesiesies, doubts, doubts, doubts, doubts, doubts, without an, without an, without an, without an, without anyyyyy
irrirrirrirrirritabitabitabitabitable reaching after fle reaching after fle reaching after fle reaching after fle reaching after fact and reason. Coleract and reason. Coleract and reason. Coleract and reason. Coleract and reason. Coleridgidgidgidgidge, for instance, we, for instance, we, for instance, we, for instance, we, for instance, would let go by a fine isolatedould let go by a fine isolatedould let go by a fine isolatedould let go by a fine isolatedould let go by a fine isolated
verververververisimilitude caught from the Pisimilitude caught from the Pisimilitude caught from the Pisimilitude caught from the Pisimilitude caught from the Penetralium of menetralium of menetralium of menetralium of menetralium of mystery, from being incapabystery, from being incapabystery, from being incapabystery, from being incapabystery, from being incapable of remainingle of remainingle of remainingle of remainingle of remaining
content with half-knowledgcontent with half-knowledgcontent with half-knowledgcontent with half-knowledgcontent with half-knowledge. Te. Te. Te. Te. This pursued through volumes whis pursued through volumes whis pursued through volumes whis pursued through volumes whis pursued through volumes would perhaps takould perhaps takould perhaps takould perhaps takould perhaps take us noe us noe us noe us noe us no
further than thisfurther than thisfurther than thisfurther than thisfurther than this, that with a great poet the sense of Beauty overcomes every other, that with a great poet the sense of Beauty overcomes every other, that with a great poet the sense of Beauty overcomes every other, that with a great poet the sense of Beauty overcomes every other, that with a great poet the sense of Beauty overcomes every other
consideration, or rather obconsideration, or rather obconsideration, or rather obconsideration, or rather obconsideration, or rather obliterates all consideration.literates all consideration.literates all consideration.literates all consideration.literates all consideration.

ShelleShelleShelleShelleShelley’y’y’y’y’s poem is out, and there are ws poem is out, and there are ws poem is out, and there are ws poem is out, and there are ws poem is out, and there are words about its being obiected toords about its being obiected toords about its being obiected toords about its being obiected toords about its being obiected to, as m, as m, as m, as m, as much as Queen Mabuch as Queen Mabuch as Queen Mabuch as Queen Mabuch as Queen Mab
waswaswaswaswas.....66666 P P P P Poor Shelleoor Shelleoor Shelleoor Shelleoor Shelley, I think he has his Quota of good qualitiesy, I think he has his Quota of good qualitiesy, I think he has his Quota of good qualitiesy, I think he has his Quota of good qualitiesy, I think he has his Quota of good qualities, in sooth la!! Wr, in sooth la!! Wr, in sooth la!! Wr, in sooth la!! Wr, in sooth la!! Write soon toite soon toite soon toite soon toite soon to
your most sincere fryour most sincere fryour most sincere fryour most sincere fryour most sincere friend and afiend and afiend and afiend and afiend and affffffectionate Brotherectionate Brotherectionate Brotherectionate Brotherectionate Brother

                                                                                                                        (Signed) John                                                                                                                        (Signed) John                                                                                                                        (Signed) John                                                                                                                        (Signed) John                                                                                                                        (Signed) John

End Notes

1. Kean played Luke Traffic in Sir James Bland Burges’s Riches : Or, The Wife and

Brother, A Comedy (1817).

2. Thomas Jonathan Wooler (1786?—1853) and William Hone (1780-1842), radical

journalists and booksellers, had been tried for libel and acquitted, one on 5 June,

the other on 18-20 December. Lord Ellenborough (1750—1818), lord chief justice,

presided at the second and third trials.

3. Charles Jeremiah Wells (1800-1879) was a schoolfellow of Tom Keats.

4. Benjamin West (1738-1820), an American painter, was president of the Royal

Academy. Both pictures mentioned are now in the Academy of Fine Arts,

Philadelphia.

5. Thomas Hill (1760—1840) was a well-known book collector; John Kingstone, a

comptroller of stamps; and Edward Dubois (1774—1850), a wit, a man of letters,

and editor.

6. Shelley’s Laon and Cythna, released in December 1817, was revised as The Revolt

of Islam after his publishers, the Olliers, objected to its treatment of incest and

religion. Shelley’s visionary and radical Queen Mab (1813) had gained notice in

1817 as it had figured in the custody case over Shelley’s children with Harriet

Shelley.
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Word Notes

● One of Keats’s most famous letters, setting forth his notion of “Negative Capability.”

It was written after Keats had returned to Hampstead, his brothers had left for

Devon, and Reynolds had left for a Christmas holiday, with Keats writing theatrical

reviews in his absence.

● Edmund Kean (1787/90—1833) was an innovative performer and the greatest tragic

actor of the day. Kean had been ill but returned on December 15 to play in Richard

III. Keats’s review of Kean’s performance of December 18 as Luke Traffic in Sir

James Bland Burges’s Riches : Or, The Wife and Brother, A Comedy (1817) ( an

adaptation of Massinger’s City Madam) appeared in the Champion, December

21,1817.

● The Examiner….. is entirely lost : Hunt published his “Christmas and Other Old

National Merry-Makings Considered, with Reference to the Nature of the Age,

and to the Desirableness of Their Revival” in the Examiner, December 21,1817.

● Edward Dubois (1774—1850), wit and literary man, was the editor of the Monthly

Mirror.

● Penetralium : the innermost part.

● Dilke Charles Wentworth Dilke, who became Keats’s neighbour in Hampstead.

He wrote literary articles and was for sometime editor of The Athenaeum.

Analysis

Keats’s letter to George and Tom Keats, December 21, 1817 is replete with references

to contemporary events and incidents which are mostly literary. It is one of Keats’s

strategies that he always tried to interweave his theoretical speculations on poetics and

artistic creation which are serious and grave with his comments on contemporary writers,

artists and painters which are comparatively less grave and dignified. In the entire texture

of the letter, Keats has incorporated the references to Reynolds, Luke Traffic in Sir J. B.

Burges’s Riches : Or, The Wife and Brother, Thomas Jonathan Wooler (1786?—1853)

and William Hone (1780—1842) who were both radical journalists and who had been

tried for libel and acquitted, one on 5th June, the other on 18-20 December; the pictures

by Benjamin West who was the President of the Royal Academy, The Champion, The

Examiner, the pictures titled Death on the Pale Horse and Christ Rejected. References

to other people and personalities like Horatio, James, and Leonard Smith, the first two
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wits and parodists; Thomas Hill, book collector; John Kingstone, civil servant; Edward

Dubois, editor are found abundant in Keats’s letter written to George and Tom Keats,

December 21, 1817. These references and allusions are interspersed with his ideas on

Negative Capability : “I had not a dispute………all consideration.”

This letter contains one of the most important of Keats’s critical observations. In talking

about Shakespeare with his friends, he says that the ‘Man of achievement’ in literature

, i.e. the great writer, must possess ‘negative capability’. What he means is best explained

by  his  own words in a later letter to Woodhouse( 27 October, 2018):

“poetical character…is not itself…it has no self…it is everything and nothing…it enjoys

light and shade, it lives in gusto…”

Keats understood Coleridge to be searching for a single higher truth as the key to the

mysteries of the natural world or of life. In keats’s view Coleridge or Wordsworth lacked

objectivity or universality. Keats’s opinion implies a rejection of set philosophies. The

poet’s mind should be receptive to the beauties and mysteries, not seek absolute

knowledge.

Keats’s views on Negative Capability

‘Negative Capability’ as formulated and conceived by Keats involves gradations of

meaning and ramifications of significance such as distrust of dogma or openness of

mind, receptivity to all kinds of experience, understanding of contrary points of view,

skepticism and ambivalence, toleration of human frailties, humility, passivity, projection

of the self into other identities, maximum receptivity with minimum involvement,

freedom from the bondage of experience, deepening response to the beauty of life,

amoral perception of life as a web of mingled yarn, interest in variety, contrast,

particularity, empathy or self-projection, pervasive range of vision, self-effacing fidelity

of expression, impersonality and ambiguity, non-attachment, total unconcern for self-

interest, selfless humanitarianism, steadfast devotion to truth and goodness and revulsion

from moral evil.  In other words, this type of creative mind can make a positive strength

out of doubt, it opposes the definite and the dogmatic in favour of paradox and

uncertainties. Shakespeare’s multi-faceted and protean poetic genius is the yardstick

for him . Reference to Shakespeare’s Christianity or multi-dimensional poetic character

recurs in the letter to Leigh Hunt, 10th May, 1817.  In a subsequent letter written on 4th

September, 1817 to Jane and Mariane  Reynolds, Keats has  used a significant phrase

— ‘profundity of the Polygon’.  Here he has spoken of a profound man as a ‘many-
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sided person’.  This ‘many-sidedness’ may have both aesthetic and moral implications.

Keats thinks that the artist splits his personality into different selves to receive varied

impressions but ‘many-sidedness’ is also the very anti-thesis of vanity, dogma and

selfishness — the three deadly sins which he has strongly denounced in no uncertain

terms in his letters.  What is uppermost in Keats’s letters written to his friends and

correspondents is the question of annihilating the self or more precisely the ego because

the yawning ego hinders disinterested perception and action and ultimately leads to

involvement and attachment in experience.  In the letter written to Reynolds, 22nd

November, 1817; Keats has strongly pleaded for detachment and tolerance.  In the

same letter, he speaks of Shakespeare’s varied and all-pervasive range — ‘He has left

nothing to say about nothing or anything’ — and also of the objectivity and impartiality

which characterize Shakespeare’s creative writings.

TTTTTo Jo Jo Jo Jo J. H. Re. H. Re. H. Re. H. Re. H. Reynoldsynoldsynoldsynoldsynolds,,,,,

3 FEBRUAR3 FEBRUAR3 FEBRUAR3 FEBRUAR3 FEBRUARY 1818Y 1818Y 1818Y 1818Y 1818
Hampstead TuesdayHampstead TuesdayHampstead TuesdayHampstead TuesdayHampstead Tuesday

My dear ReMy dear ReMy dear ReMy dear ReMy dear Reynoldsynoldsynoldsynoldsynolds,,,,,

I thank you for your dish of FI thank you for your dish of FI thank you for your dish of FI thank you for your dish of FI thank you for your dish of Filberts — wilberts — wilberts — wilberts — wilberts — would I could gould I could gould I could gould I could gould I could get a basket a basket a basket a basket a basket of them by way of dessertet of them by way of dessertet of them by way of dessertet of them by way of dessertet of them by way of dessert
every day for the sum of twevery day for the sum of twevery day for the sum of twevery day for the sum of twevery day for the sum of two pence.1 Wo pence.1 Wo pence.1 Wo pence.1 Wo pence.1 Would we were a sort of ethereal Pigs and turn’d looseould we were a sort of ethereal Pigs and turn’d looseould we were a sort of ethereal Pigs and turn’d looseould we were a sort of ethereal Pigs and turn’d looseould we were a sort of ethereal Pigs and turn’d loose
to fto fto fto fto feed upon spireed upon spireed upon spireed upon spireed upon spiritual Mast and Acornsitual Mast and Acornsitual Mast and Acornsitual Mast and Acornsitual Mast and Acorns, w, w, w, w, which which which which which would be merely being a squirrel and fould be merely being a squirrel and fould be merely being a squirrel and fould be merely being a squirrel and fould be merely being a squirrel and feedingeedingeedingeedingeeding
upon filbertsupon filbertsupon filbertsupon filbertsupon filberts, for w, for w, for w, for w, for what is a squirrel but an airy pighat is a squirrel but an airy pighat is a squirrel but an airy pighat is a squirrel but an airy pighat is a squirrel but an airy pig, or a filbert but a sort of archang, or a filbert but a sort of archang, or a filbert but a sort of archang, or a filbert but a sort of archang, or a filbert but a sort of archangelicalelicalelicalelicalelical
acorn? About the nuts being wacorn? About the nuts being wacorn? About the nuts being wacorn? About the nuts being wacorn? About the nuts being worth cracorth cracorth cracorth cracorth crackingkingkingkingking, all I can say is that w, all I can say is that w, all I can say is that w, all I can say is that w, all I can say is that where there are a throng ofhere there are a throng ofhere there are a throng ofhere there are a throng ofhere there are a throng of
delightful Imagdelightful Imagdelightful Imagdelightful Imagdelightful Images ready drawn, simplicity is the only thinges ready drawn, simplicity is the only thinges ready drawn, simplicity is the only thinges ready drawn, simplicity is the only thinges ready drawn, simplicity is the only thing. T. T. T. T. The first is the best on accounthe first is the best on accounthe first is the best on accounthe first is the best on accounthe first is the best on account
of the first line, and the “arrow—foil’d of its antler’d food,of the first line, and the “arrow—foil’d of its antler’d food,of the first line, and the “arrow—foil’d of its antler’d food,of the first line, and the “arrow—foil’d of its antler’d food,of the first line, and the “arrow—foil’d of its antler’d food,” 2 — and moreover (and this is” 2 — and moreover (and this is” 2 — and moreover (and this is” 2 — and moreover (and this is” 2 — and moreover (and this is
the only wthe only wthe only wthe only wthe only word or tword or tword or tword or tword or two I find fo I find fo I find fo I find fo I find fault with, the more because I have had so mault with, the more because I have had so mault with, the more because I have had so mault with, the more because I have had so mault with, the more because I have had so much reason to shunuch reason to shunuch reason to shunuch reason to shunuch reason to shun
it as a quicit as a quicit as a quicit as a quicit as a quicksand), the last has “tender and true.ksand), the last has “tender and true.ksand), the last has “tender and true.ksand), the last has “tender and true.ksand), the last has “tender and true.” 3 W” 3 W” 3 W” 3 W” 3 We me me me me must cut thisust cut thisust cut thisust cut thisust cut this, and not be rattlesnak, and not be rattlesnak, and not be rattlesnak, and not be rattlesnak, and not be rattlesnakededededed
into aninto aninto aninto aninto any more of the liky more of the liky more of the liky more of the liky more of the like. It may be said that we ought to read our Contemporare. It may be said that we ought to read our Contemporare. It may be said that we ought to read our Contemporare. It may be said that we ought to read our Contemporare. It may be said that we ought to read our Contemporariesiesiesiesies, that, that, that, that, that
WWWWWordswordswordswordswordsworth, etc. should have their due from usorth, etc. should have their due from usorth, etc. should have their due from usorth, etc. should have their due from usorth, etc. should have their due from us, but for the sak, but for the sak, but for the sak, but for the sak, but for the sake of a fe of a fe of a fe of a fe of a few fine imagew fine imagew fine imagew fine imagew fine imaginativeinativeinativeinativeinative
or domestic passagor domestic passagor domestic passagor domestic passagor domestic passageseseseses, are we to be bullied into a certain Philosophy eng, are we to be bullied into a certain Philosophy eng, are we to be bullied into a certain Philosophy eng, are we to be bullied into a certain Philosophy eng, are we to be bullied into a certain Philosophy engendered in the wendered in the wendered in the wendered in the wendered in the whimshimshimshimshims
of an Egotist? Every man has his speculationsof an Egotist? Every man has his speculationsof an Egotist? Every man has his speculationsof an Egotist? Every man has his speculationsof an Egotist? Every man has his speculations, but every man does not brood and peacoc, but every man does not brood and peacoc, but every man does not brood and peacoc, but every man does not brood and peacoc, but every man does not brood and peacockkkkk
over them till he makover them till he makover them till he makover them till he makover them till he makes a fes a fes a fes a fes a false coinagalse coinagalse coinagalse coinagalse coinage and deceives himselfe and deceives himselfe and deceives himselfe and deceives himselfe and deceives himself. Man. Man. Man. Man. Many a man can travel to they a man can travel to they a man can travel to they a man can travel to they a man can travel to the
very borne of Heaven, and yet want confidence to put down his half-seeingvery borne of Heaven, and yet want confidence to put down his half-seeingvery borne of Heaven, and yet want confidence to put down his half-seeingvery borne of Heaven, and yet want confidence to put down his half-seeingvery borne of Heaven, and yet want confidence to put down his half-seeing. Sancho will. Sancho will. Sancho will. Sancho will. Sancho will
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invent a Journeinvent a Journeinvent a Journeinvent a Journeinvent a Journey heavenward as well as any heavenward as well as any heavenward as well as any heavenward as well as any heavenward as well as anybody. Wybody. Wybody. Wybody. Wybody. We hate poetry that has a palpabe hate poetry that has a palpabe hate poetry that has a palpabe hate poetry that has a palpabe hate poetry that has a palpable designle designle designle designle design
upon us — and if we do not agree, seems to put its hand into its breeches pocupon us — and if we do not agree, seems to put its hand into its breeches pocupon us — and if we do not agree, seems to put its hand into its breeches pocupon us — and if we do not agree, seems to put its hand into its breeches pocupon us — and if we do not agree, seems to put its hand into its breeches pockkkkket. Pet. Pet. Pet. Pet. Poetryoetryoetryoetryoetry
should be great and unobtrusive, a thing wshould be great and unobtrusive, a thing wshould be great and unobtrusive, a thing wshould be great and unobtrusive, a thing wshould be great and unobtrusive, a thing which enters into one’hich enters into one’hich enters into one’hich enters into one’hich enters into one’s soul, and does not startle its soul, and does not startle its soul, and does not startle its soul, and does not startle its soul, and does not startle it
or amaze it with itself but with its subject. How beautiful are the retired flowers! Howor amaze it with itself but with its subject. How beautiful are the retired flowers! Howor amaze it with itself but with its subject. How beautiful are the retired flowers! Howor amaze it with itself but with its subject. How beautiful are the retired flowers! Howor amaze it with itself but with its subject. How beautiful are the retired flowers! How
wwwwwould theould theould theould theould they lose their beauty were they lose their beauty were they lose their beauty were they lose their beauty were they lose their beauty were they to throng into the highway crying out, “admire me, Iy to throng into the highway crying out, “admire me, Iy to throng into the highway crying out, “admire me, Iy to throng into the highway crying out, “admire me, Iy to throng into the highway crying out, “admire me, I
am a violet! Dote upon me, I am a pram a violet! Dote upon me, I am a pram a violet! Dote upon me, I am a pram a violet! Dote upon me, I am a pram a violet! Dote upon me, I am a primrose!” Modern poets difimrose!” Modern poets difimrose!” Modern poets difimrose!” Modern poets difimrose!” Modern poets diffffffer from the Elizabethans iner from the Elizabethans iner from the Elizabethans iner from the Elizabethans iner from the Elizabethans in
thisthisthisthisthis. Each of the moderns lik. Each of the moderns lik. Each of the moderns lik. Each of the moderns lik. Each of the moderns like an Elector of Hanover governs his petty state and knows howe an Elector of Hanover governs his petty state and knows howe an Elector of Hanover governs his petty state and knows howe an Elector of Hanover governs his petty state and knows howe an Elector of Hanover governs his petty state and knows how
manmanmanmanmany straws are swept daily from the Causeways in all his dominions and has a continualy straws are swept daily from the Causeways in all his dominions and has a continualy straws are swept daily from the Causeways in all his dominions and has a continualy straws are swept daily from the Causeways in all his dominions and has a continualy straws are swept daily from the Causeways in all his dominions and has a continual
itching that all the Housewives should have their copitching that all the Housewives should have their copitching that all the Housewives should have their copitching that all the Housewives should have their copitching that all the Housewives should have their coppers well scoured. Tpers well scoured. Tpers well scoured. Tpers well scoured. Tpers well scoured. The ancients werehe ancients werehe ancients werehe ancients werehe ancients were
Emperors of vast Provinces; theEmperors of vast Provinces; theEmperors of vast Provinces; theEmperors of vast Provinces; theEmperors of vast Provinces; they had only heard of the remote ones and scarcely cared toy had only heard of the remote ones and scarcely cared toy had only heard of the remote ones and scarcely cared toy had only heard of the remote ones and scarcely cared toy had only heard of the remote ones and scarcely cared to
visit them. I will cut all thisvisit them. I will cut all thisvisit them. I will cut all thisvisit them. I will cut all thisvisit them. I will cut all this. I will have no more of W. I will have no more of W. I will have no more of W. I will have no more of W. I will have no more of Wordswordswordswordswordsworth or Hunt in particularorth or Hunt in particularorth or Hunt in particularorth or Hunt in particularorth or Hunt in particular. W. W. W. W. Whyhyhyhyhy
should we be of the trshould we be of the trshould we be of the trshould we be of the trshould we be of the tribe of Manasseh, wibe of Manasseh, wibe of Manasseh, wibe of Manasseh, wibe of Manasseh, when we can wander with Esau? 4 When we can wander with Esau? 4 When we can wander with Esau? 4 When we can wander with Esau? 4 When we can wander with Esau? 4 Why should wehy should wehy should wehy should wehy should we
kickickickickick agk agk agk agk against the Prainst the Prainst the Prainst the Prainst the Pricicicicicks 5 wks 5 wks 5 wks 5 wks 5 when we can walk on Roses? When we can walk on Roses? When we can walk on Roses? When we can walk on Roses? When we can walk on Roses? Why should we be owlshy should we be owlshy should we be owlshy should we be owlshy should we be owls, w, w, w, w, when wehen wehen wehen wehen we
can be Eagles? Wcan be Eagles? Wcan be Eagles? Wcan be Eagles? Wcan be Eagles? Why be teased with “nice-ehy be teased with “nice-ehy be teased with “nice-ehy be teased with “nice-ehy be teased with “nice-eyed wagtailsyed wagtailsyed wagtailsyed wagtailsyed wagtails,,,,,” 6 w” 6 w” 6 w” 6 w” 6 when we have in sight “thehen we have in sight “thehen we have in sight “thehen we have in sight “thehen we have in sight “the
Cherub Contemplation”? 7 WCherub Contemplation”? 7 WCherub Contemplation”? 7 WCherub Contemplation”? 7 WCherub Contemplation”? 7 Why with Why with Why with Why with Why with Wordswordswordswordswordsworth’orth’orth’orth’orth’s “Matthew with a bough of wilding ins “Matthew with a bough of wilding ins “Matthew with a bough of wilding ins “Matthew with a bough of wilding ins “Matthew with a bough of wilding in
his hand” 8 whis hand” 8 whis hand” 8 whis hand” 8 whis hand” 8 when we can have Jacques “under an oak etc.hen we can have Jacques “under an oak etc.hen we can have Jacques “under an oak etc.hen we can have Jacques “under an oak etc.hen we can have Jacques “under an oak etc.” 9 T” 9 T” 9 T” 9 T” 9 The secret of the Bough ofhe secret of the Bough ofhe secret of the Bough ofhe secret of the Bough ofhe secret of the Bough of
WWWWWilding will run through your head filding will run through your head filding will run through your head filding will run through your head filding will run through your head faster than I can wraster than I can wraster than I can wraster than I can wraster than I can write it. Old Matthew spokite it. Old Matthew spokite it. Old Matthew spokite it. Old Matthew spokite it. Old Matthew spoke to hime to hime to hime to hime to him
some years ago on some nothingsome years ago on some nothingsome years ago on some nothingsome years ago on some nothingsome years ago on some nothing, and because he hap, and because he hap, and because he hap, and because he hap, and because he happens in an Evening Wpens in an Evening Wpens in an Evening Wpens in an Evening Wpens in an Evening Walk to imagalk to imagalk to imagalk to imagalk to imagine theine theine theine theine the
figure of the old Man, he mfigure of the old Man, he mfigure of the old Man, he mfigure of the old Man, he mfigure of the old Man, he must stamp it down in bust stamp it down in bust stamp it down in bust stamp it down in bust stamp it down in blaclaclaclaclack and wk and wk and wk and wk and white, and it is henceforthhite, and it is henceforthhite, and it is henceforthhite, and it is henceforthhite, and it is henceforth
sacred. I don’sacred. I don’sacred. I don’sacred. I don’sacred. I don’t mean to dent mean to dent mean to dent mean to dent mean to deny Wy Wy Wy Wy Wordswordswordswordswordsworth’orth’orth’orth’orth’s grandeur and Hunt’s grandeur and Hunt’s grandeur and Hunt’s grandeur and Hunt’s grandeur and Hunt’s mers mers mers mers merit, but I mean to sayit, but I mean to sayit, but I mean to sayit, but I mean to sayit, but I mean to say
we need not be teased with grandeur and merwe need not be teased with grandeur and merwe need not be teased with grandeur and merwe need not be teased with grandeur and merwe need not be teased with grandeur and merit wit wit wit wit when we can have them uncontaminatedhen we can have them uncontaminatedhen we can have them uncontaminatedhen we can have them uncontaminatedhen we can have them uncontaminated
and unobtrusive. Let us have the old Pand unobtrusive. Let us have the old Pand unobtrusive. Let us have the old Pand unobtrusive. Let us have the old Pand unobtrusive. Let us have the old Poets and Robin Hood. Yoets and Robin Hood. Yoets and Robin Hood. Yoets and Robin Hood. Yoets and Robin Hood. Your letter and its sonnetsour letter and its sonnetsour letter and its sonnetsour letter and its sonnetsour letter and its sonnets
gggggave me more pleasure than will the 4th Book of Childe Harold 10 and the wave me more pleasure than will the 4th Book of Childe Harold 10 and the wave me more pleasure than will the 4th Book of Childe Harold 10 and the wave me more pleasure than will the 4th Book of Childe Harold 10 and the wave me more pleasure than will the 4th Book of Childe Harold 10 and the whole of anhole of anhole of anhole of anhole of anybody’ybody’ybody’ybody’ybody’sssss
lifliflifliflife and opinionse and opinionse and opinionse and opinionse and opinions. In return for your dish of filberts. In return for your dish of filberts. In return for your dish of filberts. In return for your dish of filberts. In return for your dish of filberts, I have g, I have g, I have g, I have g, I have gathered a fathered a fathered a fathered a fathered a few Catkinsew Catkinsew Catkinsew Catkinsew Catkins. I hope. I hope. I hope. I hope. I hope
thethethethethey’y’y’y’y’ll look pretty.ll look pretty.ll look pretty.ll look pretty.ll look pretty.

            T            T            T            T            To Jo Jo Jo Jo J.H.R. In answer to his Robin Hood Sonnets.H.R. In answer to his Robin Hood Sonnets.H.R. In answer to his Robin Hood Sonnets.H.R. In answer to his Robin Hood Sonnets.H.R. In answer to his Robin Hood Sonnets.....

                   “No those days are gone away etc,                   “No those days are gone away etc,                   “No those days are gone away etc,                   “No those days are gone away etc,                   “No those days are gone away etc,” ——See Coll: p” ——See Coll: p” ——See Coll: p” ——See Coll: p” ——See Coll: p.58 11.58 11.58 11.58 11.58 11

I hope you will likI hope you will likI hope you will likI hope you will likI hope you will like them; thee them; thee them; thee them; thee them; they are at least wry are at least wry are at least wry are at least wry are at least written in the Spiritten in the Spiritten in the Spiritten in the Spiritten in the Spirit of Outlawry.it of Outlawry.it of Outlawry.it of Outlawry.it of Outlawry.

Here are the Mermaid linesHere are the Mermaid linesHere are the Mermaid linesHere are the Mermaid linesHere are the Mermaid lines,,,,,

               “Souls of P               “Souls of P               “Souls of P               “Souls of P               “Souls of Poets dead and gone,etc” ——  iboets dead and gone,etc” ——  iboets dead and gone,etc” ——  iboets dead and gone,etc” ——  iboets dead and gone,etc” ——  ib.p.p.p.p.p.61..61..61..61..61.

I will call on you at 4 tomorrowI will call on you at 4 tomorrowI will call on you at 4 tomorrowI will call on you at 4 tomorrowI will call on you at 4 tomorrow, and we will trudg, and we will trudg, and we will trudg, and we will trudg, and we will trudge toge toge toge toge togetheretheretheretherether, for it is not the thing to be a, for it is not the thing to be a, for it is not the thing to be a, for it is not the thing to be a, for it is not the thing to be a
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strangstrangstrangstrangstranger in the Land of Harpsicolser in the Land of Harpsicolser in the Land of Harpsicolser in the Land of Harpsicolser in the Land of Harpsicols.12 I hope also to br.12 I hope also to br.12 I hope also to br.12 I hope also to br.12 I hope also to bring you ming you ming you ming you ming you my 2nd book.13 In the hopey 2nd book.13 In the hopey 2nd book.13 In the hopey 2nd book.13 In the hopey 2nd book.13 In the hope
that these Scrthat these Scrthat these Scrthat these Scrthat these Scribibibibibbbbbblings will be some amlings will be some amlings will be some amlings will be some amlings will be some amusement for you this Eveningusement for you this Eveningusement for you this Eveningusement for you this Eveningusement for you this Evening, I remain copying on the, I remain copying on the, I remain copying on the, I remain copying on the, I remain copying on the
HillHillHillHillHill

YYYYYour sincere frour sincere frour sincere frour sincere frour sincere friend and Co-scriend and Co-scriend and Co-scriend and Co-scriend and Co-scribibibibibbbbbblerlerlerlerler
John KJohn KJohn KJohn KJohn Keateateateateats

Note.   John Hamilton Reynolds was an English poet and critic. Keats and

Reynolds met in the house of Leigh Hunt when both were young aspiring poets.

They often competed with one another in a friendly spirit.

End Notes

1. Two sonnets by Reynolds on Robin Hood, sent to Keats by the two penny post.

2. Sonnet 1, line 5.

3. Sonnet 2, line 8.

4. Keats refers to Genesis and to Judges vi.15,vii. 23,etc.

5. Acts ix.5.xxvi.14.

6. Hunt, Foliage (1818), p. xxxiii.

7. Milton, “II Penseroso”, line 54.

8. Wordsworth, “The Two April Mornings,” lines 59f.

9. As You Like It, II.i.31.

10. Byron’s fourth canto was published in April 1818.

11. The copyist set down only the first lines of these two poems by Keats.

12. Archaic form of “harpsichord.”

13. Of Endymion.

Word Notes

• This letter was written after Keats received (by the two-penny post, as he notes)

two sonnets (the “dish of filberts” or hazelnuts) by Reynolds on Robin Hood, “The

trees in Sherwood forest are old and good” and “With coat of Lincoln green and
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mantle too”, which were later printed in John Hunt’s Yellow Dwarf, February 21,

1818, p.64 and then in Reynolds’s The Garden of Florence (1821). Keats responds

at the end of the letter with two poems of his own (though Woodhouse’s clerk did

not copy them), “Robin Hood” and “Lines on the Mermaid Tavern”, published in

his 1820 volume.

● Would we………Mast : Pig fodder made from the fruit of the oak, beech, and

other trees.

● I have………..true : Keats cites 1.5 of Reynolds’s first sonnet, “No arrow found,—

foil’d of its antler’d food”; he criticizes 1.8 of the second, which Reynolds emended

to “young as the dew.”

● But for the sake……..an Egotist : Keats echoes the sentiments of Hazlitt’s review

of The Excursion in the Examiner, August 21 and 28,1814, where he attacks

Wordsworth’s “intense intellectual egotism” that “swallows up everything” and

refuses to “share the palm with his subject.”

● Sancho : Sancho Panza, Don Quixote’s Squire in Cervantes’s novel (1605,1615),

imagines a heavenly image after being tricked to ride on a wooden horse, Clavileno

(Part II, Chapter 41). The phrase “the very bourne of heaven” is taken from Keats’s

stanzaic hymn to Pan in Endymion.

Analysis

Keats opens the letter in a chatty, informal and colloquial manner which is a prominent

characteristic of his letters. In a very conversational way, Keats talks about William

Wordsworth and calls him an egotist who writes everything with an explicit purpose.

The letter is immensely significant as it deals with one of the fundamental tenets of

Keats’s poetic aesthetics. Here he clearly states that he does not think that an art should

express anything in a direct, explicit and blatant way. It should not have any direct and

ulterior purpose, apart from its aesthetic pleasure. He condemns the manifestation or

representation of social, political, moral, economic issues in literary works.

Simultaneously he believes that if any artistic work wants to serve an external objective,

it should do so in an implied way.

The letter shows Keats’s love for old ballads and Elizabethan poetry with which he

compares the poems of Wordsworth and Leigh Hunt, to the latter’s disparagement. He

calls Wordsworth an ‘egotist’. If you read this letter together with the previous one to

his brothers, you will begin to get a clear idea of what kind of poetry Keats aspired to

write.
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TTTTTo John To John To John To John To John Taylorayloraylorayloraylor

27 FEBRUAR27 FEBRUAR27 FEBRUAR27 FEBRUAR27 FEBRUARY 1818Y 1818Y 1818Y 1818Y 1818

                                                                                                               Hampstead                                                                                                               Hampstead                                                                                                               Hampstead                                                                                                               Hampstead                                                                                                               Hampstead

My dear TMy dear TMy dear TMy dear TMy dear Taylorayloraylorayloraylor,,,,,

YYYYYour alteration strour alteration strour alteration strour alteration strour alteration strikikikikikes me as being a great improvement; the pages me as being a great improvement; the pages me as being a great improvement; the pages me as being a great improvement; the pages me as being a great improvement; the page looks me looks me looks me looks me looks much betteruch betteruch betteruch betteruch better. And. And. And. And. And

now I will attend to the Punctuations you speak ofnow I will attend to the Punctuations you speak ofnow I will attend to the Punctuations you speak ofnow I will attend to the Punctuations you speak ofnow I will attend to the Punctuations you speak of. T. T. T. T. The comma should be at soberly, and inhe comma should be at soberly, and inhe comma should be at soberly, and inhe comma should be at soberly, and inhe comma should be at soberly, and in

the other passagthe other passagthe other passagthe other passagthe other passage, the Comma should follow quiet.1 I am extremely indebted to you for thise, the Comma should follow quiet.1 I am extremely indebted to you for thise, the Comma should follow quiet.1 I am extremely indebted to you for thise, the Comma should follow quiet.1 I am extremely indebted to you for thise, the Comma should follow quiet.1 I am extremely indebted to you for this

attention and also for your after admonitionsattention and also for your after admonitionsattention and also for your after admonitionsattention and also for your after admonitionsattention and also for your after admonitions. It is a sorry thing for me that an. It is a sorry thing for me that an. It is a sorry thing for me that an. It is a sorry thing for me that an. It is a sorry thing for me that any one shouldy one shouldy one shouldy one shouldy one should

have to overcome prejudices in reading mhave to overcome prejudices in reading mhave to overcome prejudices in reading mhave to overcome prejudices in reading mhave to overcome prejudices in reading my Vy Vy Vy Vy Verses — that aferses — that aferses — that aferses — that aferses — that affffffects me more than anects me more than anects me more than anects me more than anects me more than anyyyyy

hypercrhypercrhypercrhypercrhypercriticism on aniticism on aniticism on aniticism on aniticism on any particular Py particular Py particular Py particular Py particular Passagassagassagassagassage. In Endymion I have most like. In Endymion I have most like. In Endymion I have most like. In Endymion I have most like. In Endymion I have most likely but moved intoely but moved intoely but moved intoely but moved intoely but moved into

the Go-cart from the leading-strthe Go-cart from the leading-strthe Go-cart from the leading-strthe Go-cart from the leading-strthe Go-cart from the leading-stringsingsingsingsings. In P. In P. In P. In P. In Poetry I have a foetry I have a foetry I have a foetry I have a foetry I have a few Axiomsew Axiomsew Axiomsew Axiomsew Axioms, and you will see how, and you will see how, and you will see how, and you will see how, and you will see how

fffffar I am from their Centre. Far I am from their Centre. Far I am from their Centre. Far I am from their Centre. Far I am from their Centre. First,   I think poetry should surprirst,   I think poetry should surprirst,   I think poetry should surprirst,   I think poetry should surprirst,   I think poetry should surprise by a fine excess and not byise by a fine excess and not byise by a fine excess and not byise by a fine excess and not byise by a fine excess and not by

SingularSingularSingularSingularSingularity; it should strity; it should strity; it should strity; it should strity; it should strikikikikike the Reader as a we the Reader as a we the Reader as a we the Reader as a we the Reader as a wording of his own highest thoughtsording of his own highest thoughtsording of his own highest thoughtsording of his own highest thoughtsording of his own highest thoughts, and, and, and, and, and

apapapapappear almost a Remembrance. Second, its touches of Beauty should never be half way,pear almost a Remembrance. Second, its touches of Beauty should never be half way,pear almost a Remembrance. Second, its touches of Beauty should never be half way,pear almost a Remembrance. Second, its touches of Beauty should never be half way,pear almost a Remembrance. Second, its touches of Beauty should never be half way,

thereby making the reader breathless instead of content. Tthereby making the reader breathless instead of content. Tthereby making the reader breathless instead of content. Tthereby making the reader breathless instead of content. Tthereby making the reader breathless instead of content. The rhe rhe rhe rhe rise, the progressise, the progressise, the progressise, the progressise, the progress, the setting of, the setting of, the setting of, the setting of, the setting of

imagimagimagimagimagery should likery should likery should likery should likery should like the sun seem natural to him, shine over him and set soberly, although ine the sun seem natural to him, shine over him and set soberly, although ine the sun seem natural to him, shine over him and set soberly, although ine the sun seem natural to him, shine over him and set soberly, although ine the sun seem natural to him, shine over him and set soberly, although in

magnificence, leaving him in the Luxury of twilight. But it is easier to think wmagnificence, leaving him in the Luxury of twilight. But it is easier to think wmagnificence, leaving him in the Luxury of twilight. But it is easier to think wmagnificence, leaving him in the Luxury of twilight. But it is easier to think wmagnificence, leaving him in the Luxury of twilight. But it is easier to think what Phat Phat Phat Phat Poetryoetryoetryoetryoetry

should be than to wrshould be than to wrshould be than to wrshould be than to wrshould be than to write it , and this leads me on to another axiom. Tite it , and this leads me on to another axiom. Tite it , and this leads me on to another axiom. Tite it , and this leads me on to another axiom. Tite it , and this leads me on to another axiom. That if Phat if Phat if Phat if Phat if Poetry comes notoetry comes notoetry comes notoetry comes notoetry comes not

as naturally as the Leaves to a tree it had better not come at all. However it may be with me,as naturally as the Leaves to a tree it had better not come at all. However it may be with me,as naturally as the Leaves to a tree it had better not come at all. However it may be with me,as naturally as the Leaves to a tree it had better not come at all. However it may be with me,as naturally as the Leaves to a tree it had better not come at all. However it may be with me,

I cannot help looking into new countrI cannot help looking into new countrI cannot help looking into new countrI cannot help looking into new countrI cannot help looking into new countries with “O for a Muse of Fies with “O for a Muse of Fies with “O for a Muse of Fies with “O for a Muse of Fies with “O for a Muse of Fire to ascend!” 2 Ifire to ascend!” 2 Ifire to ascend!” 2 Ifire to ascend!” 2 Ifire to ascend!” 2 If

Endymion serves me as a PioneerEndymion serves me as a PioneerEndymion serves me as a PioneerEndymion serves me as a PioneerEndymion serves me as a Pioneer, perhaps I ought to be content.  I have great reason to be, perhaps I ought to be content.  I have great reason to be, perhaps I ought to be content.  I have great reason to be, perhaps I ought to be content.  I have great reason to be, perhaps I ought to be content.  I have great reason to be

content, for thank God I can read and perhaps understand Shakcontent, for thank God I can read and perhaps understand Shakcontent, for thank God I can read and perhaps understand Shakcontent, for thank God I can read and perhaps understand Shakcontent, for thank God I can read and perhaps understand Shakespeare to his depths and Iespeare to his depths and Iespeare to his depths and Iespeare to his depths and Iespeare to his depths and I

have, I am sure, manhave, I am sure, manhave, I am sure, manhave, I am sure, manhave, I am sure, many fry fry fry fry friends wiends wiends wiends wiends who if I fho if I fho if I fho if I fho if I fail will attrail will attrail will attrail will attrail will attribute anibute anibute anibute anibute any changy changy changy changy change in me in me in me in me in my Lify Lify Lify Lify Life and Te and Te and Te and Te and Temperemperemperemperemper

to Humbto Humbto Humbto Humbto Humbleness rather than Prleness rather than Prleness rather than Prleness rather than Prleness rather than Pride, to a coweride, to a coweride, to a coweride, to a coweride, to a cowering under the Wing under the Wing under the Wing under the Wing under the Wings of great Pings of great Pings of great Pings of great Pings of great Poets rather thanoets rather thanoets rather thanoets rather thanoets rather than

to a Bitterness that I am not apto a Bitterness that I am not apto a Bitterness that I am not apto a Bitterness that I am not apto a Bitterness that I am not appreciated. I am anxious to gpreciated. I am anxious to gpreciated. I am anxious to gpreciated. I am anxious to gpreciated. I am anxious to get Endymion pret Endymion pret Endymion pret Endymion pret Endymion printed that I mayinted that I mayinted that I mayinted that I mayinted that I may

forgforgforgforgforget it and proceed. I have copied the 3rd Book and begun the 4th.On running met it and proceed. I have copied the 3rd Book and begun the 4th.On running met it and proceed. I have copied the 3rd Book and begun the 4th.On running met it and proceed. I have copied the 3rd Book and begun the 4th.On running met it and proceed. I have copied the 3rd Book and begun the 4th.On running my Eye overy Eye overy Eye overy Eye overy Eye over

the Proofsthe Proofsthe Proofsthe Proofsthe Proofs, I saw one Mistak, I saw one Mistak, I saw one Mistak, I saw one Mistak, I saw one Mistake. I will notice it presently and also ane. I will notice it presently and also ane. I will notice it presently and also ane. I will notice it presently and also ane. I will notice it presently and also any others if there be any others if there be any others if there be any others if there be any others if there be any.y.y.y.y.

TTTTThere should be no comma in “the raft branch down sweeping from a tall Ash tophere should be no comma in “the raft branch down sweeping from a tall Ash tophere should be no comma in “the raft branch down sweeping from a tall Ash tophere should be no comma in “the raft branch down sweeping from a tall Ash tophere should be no comma in “the raft branch down sweeping from a tall Ash top.....” 3 I have” 3 I have” 3 I have” 3 I have” 3 I have
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besides made one or twbesides made one or twbesides made one or twbesides made one or twbesides made one or two alterations and also altered the 13th Line, Po alterations and also altered the 13th Line, Po alterations and also altered the 13th Line, Po alterations and also altered the 13th Line, Po alterations and also altered the 13th Line, Pagagagagage 32, to make 32, to make 32, to make 32, to make 32, to make sensee sensee sensee sensee sense

of it as you will see. I will takof it as you will see. I will takof it as you will see. I will takof it as you will see. I will takof it as you will see. I will take care the Pre care the Pre care the Pre care the Pre care the Printer shall not trinter shall not trinter shall not trinter shall not trinter shall not trip up mip up mip up mip up mip up my Heelsy Heelsy Heelsy Heelsy Heels. T. T. T. T. There should behere should behere should behere should behere should be

no dash after Dryope in the Line,no dash after Dryope in the Line,no dash after Dryope in the Line,no dash after Dryope in the Line,no dash after Dryope in the Line,”Dryope’”Dryope’”Dryope’”Dryope’”Dryope’s lone lulling of her Child.s lone lulling of her Child.s lone lulling of her Child.s lone lulling of her Child.s lone lulling of her Child.” 4 Remember me to” 4 Remember me to” 4 Remember me to” 4 Remember me to” 4 Remember me to

PPPPPercy Street.ercy Street.ercy Street.ercy Street.ercy Street.

YYYYYour sincere and obour sincere and obour sincere and obour sincere and obour sincere and obligligligligliged fred fred fred fred friend,iend,iend,iend,iend,

                                                                                                                   John K                                                                                                                   John K                                                                                                                   John K                                                                                                                   John K                                                                                                                   John Keats ...eats ...eats ...eats ...eats ...

PPPPP.S. Y.S. Y.S. Y.S. Y.S. You shall have a short Prefou shall have a short Prefou shall have a short Prefou shall have a short Prefou shall have a short Preface in good time.ace in good time.ace in good time.ace in good time.ace in good time.

Note.    John Taylor was a well-known bookseller and publisher. He was the

publisher of Keats and John Clare. He also published works of Coleridge, Lamb

and Leigh Hunt. He was associated with the publication of Blackwood’s Magazine.

End Notes

1. Endymion, I.149 and 247.

2. Henry V, Prologue, line1.

3. Endymion, I. 334f.

4. Endymion. I. 495.

Word Notes

● In this letter, written as he revised Endymion, Keats sets forth his axioms for poetry.

● O for a Muse of fire to ascend! : Shakespeare Henry V, Prologue, 1-2 : “O for a

Muse of fire, that would ascend / The brightest heaven of invention.”

Analysis

In the letter to his publisher, John Taylor, Keats begins the letter in a homely and

conversational tone. He expresses his thankfulness to John Taylor for his

recommendations and instructions on the layout and punctuation of his poem Endymion
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which is regarded to be his first major poetic work. The letter brings out the inextricable

and inseparable inter-connectedness between Keats’s letters and poems. Keats’s letters

are simultaneously a deconstruction as well as extension of his poems. The relationship

between his letters and poems is complementary and supplementary.

Keats makes a delicate difference between poetry and philosophy. He thinks that poetry

should not be directed towards highlighting ethical principles and tenets. Rather it should

be an excellent arrangement of noble, lofty and sublime thoughts. Here Keats emphasizes

the priority of form or structure over the theme of poetry. He further states that poetry

will reveal sublime, beautiful and high aspects of life. The poet should always be

concerned with the beautiful facets of human life.

Keats’s idea of spontaneity which is one of the touchstones of Romantic literature is

explicitly evidenced here. He coins an analogy from the world of trees and plants and

points out that poetry should come out from the poet’s heart spontaneously and

effortlessly as the leaves come out from the trees. In this regard, Keats’s concept of

poetry bears a striking resemblance to Wordsworth’s idea of poetry which proclaims

that poetry is a spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings and emotions. The letter is

replete with frequent references to Keats’s poem Endymion : A Poetic Romance at the

beginning and the ending.

TTTTTo Richard Wo Richard Wo Richard Wo Richard Wo Richard Woodhouseoodhouseoodhouseoodhouseoodhouse

27 OCT27 OCT27 OCT27 OCT27 OCTOBER 1818OBER 1818OBER 1818OBER 1818OBER 1818

My dear WMy dear WMy dear WMy dear WMy dear Woodhouse,oodhouse,oodhouse,oodhouse,oodhouse,

YYYYYour Letter gour Letter gour Letter gour Letter gour Letter gave me a great satisfave me a great satisfave me a great satisfave me a great satisfave me a great satisfaction, more on account of its fraction, more on account of its fraction, more on account of its fraction, more on account of its fraction, more on account of its friendliness than aniendliness than aniendliness than aniendliness than aniendliness than any relishy relishy relishy relishy relish
of that matter in it wof that matter in it wof that matter in it wof that matter in it wof that matter in it which is accounted so acceptabhich is accounted so acceptabhich is accounted so acceptabhich is accounted so acceptabhich is accounted so acceptable in the “gle in the “gle in the “gle in the “gle in the “genus irrenus irrenus irrenus irrenus irritabile.itabile.itabile.itabile.itabile.”1 T”1 T”1 T”1 T”1 The besthe besthe besthe besthe best
answer I can ganswer I can ganswer I can ganswer I can ganswer I can give you is in a clerk-likive you is in a clerk-likive you is in a clerk-likive you is in a clerk-likive you is in a clerk-like manner to make manner to make manner to make manner to make manner to make some observations on twe some observations on twe some observations on twe some observations on twe some observations on two pro pro pro pro principleincipleincipleincipleinciple
pointspointspointspointspoints, w, w, w, w, which seem to point likhich seem to point likhich seem to point likhich seem to point likhich seem to point like indices into the midst of the we indices into the midst of the we indices into the midst of the we indices into the midst of the we indices into the midst of the whole pro and con abouthole pro and con abouthole pro and con abouthole pro and con abouthole pro and con about
gggggeniuseniuseniuseniusenius, and views, and views, and views, and views, and views, and achievements and ambition and coetera. 1st As to the poetical Character, and achievements and ambition and coetera. 1st As to the poetical Character, and achievements and ambition and coetera. 1st As to the poetical Character, and achievements and ambition and coetera. 1st As to the poetical Character, and achievements and ambition and coetera. 1st As to the poetical Character
itself (I mean that sort of witself (I mean that sort of witself (I mean that sort of witself (I mean that sort of witself (I mean that sort of which, if I am anhich, if I am anhich, if I am anhich, if I am anhich, if I am anythingythingythingythingything, I am a Member; that sort distinguished, I am a Member; that sort distinguished, I am a Member; that sort distinguished, I am a Member; that sort distinguished, I am a Member; that sort distinguished
from the wfrom the wfrom the wfrom the wfrom the wordswordswordswordswordsworthian or egotistical suborthian or egotistical suborthian or egotistical suborthian or egotistical suborthian or egotistical sublime, wlime, wlime, wlime, wlime, which is a thing per se and stands alone),2 ithich is a thing per se and stands alone),2 ithich is a thing per se and stands alone),2 ithich is a thing per se and stands alone),2 ithich is a thing per se and stands alone),2 it
is not itself - it has no self - it is everything and nothing - It has no character - it enjoys lightis not itself - it has no self - it is everything and nothing - It has no character - it enjoys lightis not itself - it has no self - it is everything and nothing - It has no character - it enjoys lightis not itself - it has no self - it is everything and nothing - It has no character - it enjoys lightis not itself - it has no self - it is everything and nothing - It has no character - it enjoys light
and shade; it lives in gustoand shade; it lives in gustoand shade; it lives in gustoand shade; it lives in gustoand shade; it lives in gusto, be it foul or f, be it foul or f, be it foul or f, be it foul or f, be it foul or fairairairairair, high or low, high or low, high or low, high or low, high or low, r, r, r, r, rich or poorich or poorich or poorich or poorich or poor, mean or elevated - It, mean or elevated - It, mean or elevated - It, mean or elevated - It, mean or elevated - It
has as mhas as mhas as mhas as mhas as much delight in conceiving an Iago as an Imoguch delight in conceiving an Iago as an Imoguch delight in conceiving an Iago as an Imoguch delight in conceiving an Iago as an Imoguch delight in conceiving an Iago as an Imogen. Wen. Wen. Wen. Wen. What shochat shochat shochat shochat shocks the virtuous philosopherks the virtuous philosopherks the virtuous philosopherks the virtuous philosopherks the virtuous philosopher,,,,,
delights the camelion Pdelights the camelion Pdelights the camelion Pdelights the camelion Pdelights the camelion Poet. It does no harm from its relish of the dark side of things anoet. It does no harm from its relish of the dark side of things anoet. It does no harm from its relish of the dark side of things anoet. It does no harm from its relish of the dark side of things anoet. It does no harm from its relish of the dark side of things any morey morey morey morey more
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than from its taste for the brthan from its taste for the brthan from its taste for the brthan from its taste for the brthan from its taste for the bright one; because theight one; because theight one; because theight one; because theight one; because they both end in speculation. A Py both end in speculation. A Py both end in speculation. A Py both end in speculation. A Py both end in speculation. A Poet is theoet is theoet is theoet is theoet is the
most unpoetical of anmost unpoetical of anmost unpoetical of anmost unpoetical of anmost unpoetical of anything in existence because he has no Identity; he is continually in forything in existence because he has no Identity; he is continually in forything in existence because he has no Identity; he is continually in forything in existence because he has no Identity; he is continually in forything in existence because he has no Identity; he is continually in for
and filling some other Body. Tand filling some other Body. Tand filling some other Body. Tand filling some other Body. Tand filling some other Body. The Sun, the Moon, the Sea and Men and Whe Sun, the Moon, the Sea and Men and Whe Sun, the Moon, the Sea and Men and Whe Sun, the Moon, the Sea and Men and Whe Sun, the Moon, the Sea and Men and Women women women women women who areho areho areho areho are
creatures of impulse are poetical and have about them an unchangcreatures of impulse are poetical and have about them an unchangcreatures of impulse are poetical and have about them an unchangcreatures of impulse are poetical and have about them an unchangcreatures of impulse are poetical and have about them an unchangeabeabeabeabeable attrle attrle attrle attrle attribute. Tibute. Tibute. Tibute. Tibute. The poethe poethe poethe poethe poet
has none; no identity. He is certainly the most unpoetical of all God’has none; no identity. He is certainly the most unpoetical of all God’has none; no identity. He is certainly the most unpoetical of all God’has none; no identity. He is certainly the most unpoetical of all God’has none; no identity. He is certainly the most unpoetical of all God’s Creaturess Creaturess Creaturess Creaturess Creatures. If then he. If then he. If then he. If then he. If then he
has no selfhas no selfhas no selfhas no selfhas no self, and if I am a P, and if I am a P, and if I am a P, and if I am a P, and if I am a Poet, woet, woet, woet, woet, where is the Where is the Where is the Where is the Where is the Wonder that I should say I wonder that I should say I wonder that I should say I wonder that I should say I wonder that I should say I would wrould wrould wrould wrould write noite noite noite noite no
more? Might I not at that very instant have been cogmore? Might I not at that very instant have been cogmore? Might I not at that very instant have been cogmore? Might I not at that very instant have been cogmore? Might I not at that very instant have been cogitating on the Characters of Saturnitating on the Characters of Saturnitating on the Characters of Saturnitating on the Characters of Saturnitating on the Characters of Saturn
and Ops? It is a wretched thing to confand Ops? It is a wretched thing to confand Ops? It is a wretched thing to confand Ops? It is a wretched thing to confand Ops? It is a wretched thing to confess but is a very fess but is a very fess but is a very fess but is a very fess but is a very fact that not one wact that not one wact that not one wact that not one wact that not one word I ever utterord I ever utterord I ever utterord I ever utterord I ever utter
can be takcan be takcan be takcan be takcan be taken for granted as an opinion growing out of men for granted as an opinion growing out of men for granted as an opinion growing out of men for granted as an opinion growing out of men for granted as an opinion growing out of my identical nature. How can it,y identical nature. How can it,y identical nature. How can it,y identical nature. How can it,y identical nature. How can it,
wwwwwhen I have no nature? When I have no nature? When I have no nature? When I have no nature? When I have no nature? When I am in a room with Phen I am in a room with Phen I am in a room with Phen I am in a room with Phen I am in a room with People, if I ever am free from speculatingeople, if I ever am free from speculatingeople, if I ever am free from speculatingeople, if I ever am free from speculatingeople, if I ever am free from speculating
on creations of mon creations of mon creations of mon creations of mon creations of my own brain, then not my own brain, then not my own brain, then not my own brain, then not my own brain, then not myself goes home to myself goes home to myself goes home to myself goes home to myself goes home to myselfyselfyselfyselfyself, but the identity of, but the identity of, but the identity of, but the identity of, but the identity of
everyone in the room begeveryone in the room begeveryone in the room begeveryone in the room begeveryone in the room begins so to press upon me that I am in a very little time annihilated.ins so to press upon me that I am in a very little time annihilated.ins so to press upon me that I am in a very little time annihilated.ins so to press upon me that I am in a very little time annihilated.ins so to press upon me that I am in a very little time annihilated.
Not only among Men; it wNot only among Men; it wNot only among Men; it wNot only among Men; it wNot only among Men; it would be the same in a Nursery of children. I know not would be the same in a Nursery of children. I know not would be the same in a Nursery of children. I know not would be the same in a Nursery of children. I know not would be the same in a Nursery of children. I know not whether Ihether Ihether Ihether Ihether I
makmakmakmakmake me me me me myself wyself wyself wyself wyself wholly understood; I hope enough so to let you see that no despondence is to beholly understood; I hope enough so to let you see that no despondence is to beholly understood; I hope enough so to let you see that no despondence is to beholly understood; I hope enough so to let you see that no despondence is to beholly understood; I hope enough so to let you see that no despondence is to be
placed on wplaced on wplaced on wplaced on wplaced on what I said that day.hat I said that day.hat I said that day.hat I said that day.hat I said that day.

In the second place I will speak of mIn the second place I will speak of mIn the second place I will speak of mIn the second place I will speak of mIn the second place I will speak of my viewsy viewsy viewsy viewsy views, and of the lif, and of the lif, and of the lif, and of the lif, and of the life I purpose to me I purpose to me I purpose to me I purpose to me I purpose to myselfyselfyselfyselfyself. I am. I am. I am. I am. I am
ambitious of doing the wambitious of doing the wambitious of doing the wambitious of doing the wambitious of doing the world some good. If I should be spared, that may be the world some good. If I should be spared, that may be the world some good. If I should be spared, that may be the world some good. If I should be spared, that may be the world some good. If I should be spared, that may be the work ofork ofork ofork ofork of
maturer yearsmaturer yearsmaturer yearsmaturer yearsmaturer years. In the interval I will assay to reach to as high a summit in P. In the interval I will assay to reach to as high a summit in P. In the interval I will assay to reach to as high a summit in P. In the interval I will assay to reach to as high a summit in P. In the interval I will assay to reach to as high a summit in Poetry as the nerveoetry as the nerveoetry as the nerveoetry as the nerveoetry as the nerve
bestowed upon me will sufbestowed upon me will sufbestowed upon me will sufbestowed upon me will sufbestowed upon me will suffffffererererer. T. T. T. T. The fhe fhe fhe fhe faint conceptions I have of Paint conceptions I have of Paint conceptions I have of Paint conceptions I have of Paint conceptions I have of Poems to come broems to come broems to come broems to come broems to come brings theings theings theings theings the
bbbbblood frequently into mlood frequently into mlood frequently into mlood frequently into mlood frequently into my forehead. All I hope is that I may not lose all interest in humany forehead. All I hope is that I may not lose all interest in humany forehead. All I hope is that I may not lose all interest in humany forehead. All I hope is that I may not lose all interest in humany forehead. All I hope is that I may not lose all interest in human
afafafafaffffffairsairsairsairsairs, that the solitary indif, that the solitary indif, that the solitary indif, that the solitary indif, that the solitary indifffffference I ference I ference I ference I ference I feel for apeel for apeel for apeel for apeel for applause even from the finest Spirplause even from the finest Spirplause even from the finest Spirplause even from the finest Spirplause even from the finest Spiritsitsitsitsits, will not, will not, will not, will not, will not
bbbbblunt anlunt anlunt anlunt anlunt any acuteness of vision I may have. I do not think it will. I fy acuteness of vision I may have. I do not think it will. I fy acuteness of vision I may have. I do not think it will. I fy acuteness of vision I may have. I do not think it will. I fy acuteness of vision I may have. I do not think it will. I feel assured I should wreel assured I should wreel assured I should wreel assured I should wreel assured I should writeiteiteiteite
from the mere yearning and fondness I have for the Beautiful even if mfrom the mere yearning and fondness I have for the Beautiful even if mfrom the mere yearning and fondness I have for the Beautiful even if mfrom the mere yearning and fondness I have for the Beautiful even if mfrom the mere yearning and fondness I have for the Beautiful even if my night’y night’y night’y night’y night’s labourss labourss labourss labourss labours
should be burnt every morning and no eshould be burnt every morning and no eshould be burnt every morning and no eshould be burnt every morning and no eshould be burnt every morning and no eye ever shine upon them. But even now I am perhapsye ever shine upon them. But even now I am perhapsye ever shine upon them. But even now I am perhapsye ever shine upon them. But even now I am perhapsye ever shine upon them. But even now I am perhaps
not speaking from mnot speaking from mnot speaking from mnot speaking from mnot speaking from myself but from some character in wyself but from some character in wyself but from some character in wyself but from some character in wyself but from some character in whose soul I now live. I am surehose soul I now live. I am surehose soul I now live. I am surehose soul I now live. I am surehose soul I now live. I am sure
however that this next sentence is from mhowever that this next sentence is from mhowever that this next sentence is from mhowever that this next sentence is from mhowever that this next sentence is from myselfyselfyselfyselfyself. I f. I f. I f. I f. I feel your anxiety, good opinion andeel your anxiety, good opinion andeel your anxiety, good opinion andeel your anxiety, good opinion andeel your anxiety, good opinion and
frfrfrfrfriendliness in the highest degree, and amiendliness in the highest degree, and amiendliness in the highest degree, and amiendliness in the highest degree, and amiendliness in the highest degree, and am

                                                                                                        Y                                                                                                        Y                                                                                                        Y                                                                                                        Y                                                                                                        Your’our’our’our’our’s most sincerelys most sincerelys most sincerelys most sincerelys most sincerely

                                                                                                                        John K                                                                                                                        John K                                                                                                                        John K                                                                                                                        John K                                                                                                                        John Keatseatseatseatseats

Note.  Through his publishers Taylor and Hessey Keats got acquainted with their

lawyer, Richard Woodhouse.  He became a close friend, advising Keats on both

literary and legal matters.  He was convinced of Keats’s genius very early on and

began to collect Keats memorabilia.  He was among the few who accompanied

Keats to Gravesand , where he embarked on his last journey to Italy.
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End Notes

1.   Horace, Epistles, II. ii.102.

2.   Troilus and Cressida, I. ii., 15f.,  “he is a very man per se, I  And stands alone.”

3.   Characters in Keats’s Hyperion.

Word Notes

● Keats’s famous rejection of the “wordsworthian or egotistical sublime” and

identification of himself as the “camelion Poet” was written in response to

Woodhouse’s letter of October 21,1818 in which he complained about the Quarterly

Review’s attack on Endymion, praised Keats and his poem, and defended modern

poetry against Keats’s claim that “there was now nothing original to be written in

poetry.”

● ‘genus irritabile’ : Horace, Epistles,2.2 : 102, on the “irritable race” of poets.

● Which is a thing per se and stands alone : Shakespeare, Troilus and Cressida,1.2.15-

16 :”They say he is a very man per se [unique man] / And stands alone.”

● Iago : the villain of Shakespeare’s play Othello. He plays a decisive role in bringing

about a tragic catastrophe in the relationship of Othello and Desdemona.

● Imogen : the virtuous heroine of Cymbeline, one of the late plays of Shakespeare.

She was seduced or hoodwinked by Iachimo.

● In both these cases, Keats seems to recall some ideas from Hazlitt’s lecture on

“Shakespeare and Milton” (Works 5 :44-68), which he heard in the spring.

● Delight in conceiving an Iago : a poet, more especially a dramatic poet, has to

achieve full imaginative identity with the experience he is seeking  to express. This

is the quality which makes Shakespeare’s character portrayal so alive and interesting

that we seem to have met these characters somewhere or other in real life.

● Characters of Saturn and Ops : characters in Keats’s epic Hyperion, on which he

was working.

Analysis

Keats’s letter to Woodhouse occupies a very significant position in the entire gallery of

his letters for multiple reasons. First of all, it deals with Keats’s concept of the poetical

Character or the camelion Poet. According to Keats, a great poet is bereft of any fixed
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identity or self. He does not have any individuality. Rather he is capable of identifying

himself with anything good or bad. He has to maintain a balance delicate between

attachment and detachment. He takes equal care in creating virtuous and angelic

characters like Imogen and Portia and evil characters like Iago, Iachimo, and Shylock.

Keats firmly asserts that  it is very difficult on the part of an artist to reconcile the

apparently irreconcilable and contradictory traits but he must do it in order to demonstrate

his poetic merit. Secondly, here Keats makes a distinction between the Poetical Character

or the camelion Poet on the one hand and the wordsworthian or egotistical sublime on

the other. He is critical of the intrusion of  the  self in Wordsworth’s poetry and he

declares that he wants to write a different kind of poetry. You should read this letter

alongside the letter to his brothers on21/27(?) December and the notes on it . He opines

that Wordsworth’s poetry has a tangible purpose and he does not approve of that kind of

poetry. Thirdly, the letter is replete with references to Shakespeare’s characters like

Iago and Imogen. Keats also refers to the characters of his own epic Hyperion. Keats’s

interest in humanity is brought out in this letter. He is an artist who primarily supports

art and artistic work on aesthetic grounds but this does not mean that he is detached

from the world and its everyday affairs. In this respect, he is comparable to Shakespeare

because like Shakespeare, he always maintains a non-moral attitude and he cannot be

limited to a specific boundary.

TTTTTo Po Po Po Po Percy Bysshe Shelleercy Bysshe Shelleercy Bysshe Shelleercy Bysshe Shelleercy Bysshe Shelleyyyyy

 16 A 16 A 16 A 16 A 16 AUGUST 1820UGUST 1820UGUST 1820UGUST 1820UGUST 1820

                                                                                                              Hampstead                                                                                                              Hampstead                                                                                                              Hampstead                                                                                                              Hampstead                                                                                                              Hampstead

My dear ShelleMy dear ShelleMy dear ShelleMy dear ShelleMy dear Shelley,y,y,y,y,

I am very mI am very mI am very mI am very mI am very much gratified that you, in a foreign country, and with a mind almost over occupied,uch gratified that you, in a foreign country, and with a mind almost over occupied,uch gratified that you, in a foreign country, and with a mind almost over occupied,uch gratified that you, in a foreign country, and with a mind almost over occupied,uch gratified that you, in a foreign country, and with a mind almost over occupied,
should wrshould wrshould wrshould wrshould write to me in the strain of the Letter beside me. If I do not takite to me in the strain of the Letter beside me. If I do not takite to me in the strain of the Letter beside me. If I do not takite to me in the strain of the Letter beside me. If I do not takite to me in the strain of the Letter beside me. If I do not take ade ade ade ade advantagvantagvantagvantagvantage of youre of youre of youre of youre of your
invitation, it will be prevented by a circumstance I have very minvitation, it will be prevented by a circumstance I have very minvitation, it will be prevented by a circumstance I have very minvitation, it will be prevented by a circumstance I have very minvitation, it will be prevented by a circumstance I have very much at heart to prophesy.uch at heart to prophesy.uch at heart to prophesy.uch at heart to prophesy.uch at heart to prophesy.
TTTTThere is no doubt that an english winter where is no doubt that an english winter where is no doubt that an english winter where is no doubt that an english winter where is no doubt that an english winter would put an end to me, and do so in a lingould put an end to me, and do so in a lingould put an end to me, and do so in a lingould put an end to me, and do so in a lingould put an end to me, and do so in a lingerererereringinginginging
hateful mannerhateful mannerhateful mannerhateful mannerhateful manner, therefore, I m, therefore, I m, therefore, I m, therefore, I m, therefore, I must either voyagust either voyagust either voyagust either voyagust either voyage or journee or journee or journee or journee or journey to Italy as a soldier marches up toy to Italy as a soldier marches up toy to Italy as a soldier marches up toy to Italy as a soldier marches up toy to Italy as a soldier marches up to
a battery. My nerves at present are the wa battery. My nerves at present are the wa battery. My nerves at present are the wa battery. My nerves at present are the wa battery. My nerves at present are the worst part of me, yet theorst part of me, yet theorst part of me, yet theorst part of me, yet theorst part of me, yet they fy fy fy fy feel soothed weel soothed weel soothed weel soothed weel soothed when I thinkhen I thinkhen I thinkhen I thinkhen I think
that come wthat come wthat come wthat come wthat come what extreme may, I shall not be destined to remain in one spot long enough tohat extreme may, I shall not be destined to remain in one spot long enough tohat extreme may, I shall not be destined to remain in one spot long enough tohat extreme may, I shall not be destined to remain in one spot long enough tohat extreme may, I shall not be destined to remain in one spot long enough to
taktaktaktaktake a hatred of ane a hatred of ane a hatred of ane a hatred of ane a hatred of any four particular bed-postsy four particular bed-postsy four particular bed-postsy four particular bed-postsy four particular bed-posts. I am glad you tak. I am glad you tak. I am glad you tak. I am glad you tak. I am glad you take ane ane ane ane any pleasure in my pleasure in my pleasure in my pleasure in my pleasure in my poory poory poory poory poor
PPPPPoem woem woem woem woem which I which I which I which I which I would willingly takould willingly takould willingly takould willingly takould willingly take the troube the troube the troube the troube the trouble to unwrle to unwrle to unwrle to unwrle to unwrite, if possibite, if possibite, if possibite, if possibite, if possible, did I care so mle, did I care so mle, did I care so mle, did I care so mle, did I care so much asuch asuch asuch asuch as
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I have done about ReputI have done about ReputI have done about ReputI have done about ReputI have done about Reputation. I received a copy of the Cenci, as from yourself from Hunt.ation. I received a copy of the Cenci, as from yourself from Hunt.ation. I received a copy of the Cenci, as from yourself from Hunt.ation. I received a copy of the Cenci, as from yourself from Hunt.ation. I received a copy of the Cenci, as from yourself from Hunt.
TTTTThere is only one part of it I am judghere is only one part of it I am judghere is only one part of it I am judghere is only one part of it I am judghere is only one part of it I am judge of —the Pe of —the Pe of —the Pe of —the Pe of —the Poetry and dramatic efoetry and dramatic efoetry and dramatic efoetry and dramatic efoetry and dramatic effffffect—wect—wect—wect—wect—which by manhich by manhich by manhich by manhich by manyyyyy
spirspirspirspirspirits nowadays is considered the Mammon. A modern wits nowadays is considered the Mammon. A modern wits nowadays is considered the Mammon. A modern wits nowadays is considered the Mammon. A modern wits nowadays is considered the Mammon. A modern work it is said mork it is said mork it is said mork it is said mork it is said must have a purpose,ust have a purpose,ust have a purpose,ust have a purpose,ust have a purpose,
wwwwwhich may be the God. An artist mhich may be the God. An artist mhich may be the God. An artist mhich may be the God. An artist mhich may be the God. An artist must serve Mammon;1 he must serve Mammon;1 he must serve Mammon;1 he must serve Mammon;1 he must serve Mammon;1 he must have “self-concentration”,ust have “self-concentration”,ust have “self-concentration”,ust have “self-concentration”,ust have “self-concentration”,
selfishness perhapsselfishness perhapsselfishness perhapsselfishness perhapsselfishness perhaps. Y. Y. Y. Y. You, I am sure, will forgou, I am sure, will forgou, I am sure, will forgou, I am sure, will forgou, I am sure, will forgive me for sincerely remarking that you mightive me for sincerely remarking that you mightive me for sincerely remarking that you mightive me for sincerely remarking that you mightive me for sincerely remarking that you might
curb your magnanimity and be more of an artist, and “load every rcurb your magnanimity and be more of an artist, and “load every rcurb your magnanimity and be more of an artist, and “load every rcurb your magnanimity and be more of an artist, and “load every rcurb your magnanimity and be more of an artist, and “load every rift” of your subject withift” of your subject withift” of your subject withift” of your subject withift” of your subject with
ore.2 Tore.2 Tore.2 Tore.2 Tore.2 The thought of such discipline mhe thought of such discipline mhe thought of such discipline mhe thought of such discipline mhe thought of such discipline must fust fust fust fust fall likall likall likall likall like cold chains upon you, we cold chains upon you, we cold chains upon you, we cold chains upon you, we cold chains upon you, who perhaps neverho perhaps neverho perhaps neverho perhaps neverho perhaps never
sat with your wings furl’d for six months togsat with your wings furl’d for six months togsat with your wings furl’d for six months togsat with your wings furl’d for six months togsat with your wings furl’d for six months togetheretheretheretherether. And is not this extraordinary talk for the. And is not this extraordinary talk for the. And is not this extraordinary talk for the. And is not this extraordinary talk for the. And is not this extraordinary talk for the
wrwrwrwrwriter of Endymion witer of Endymion witer of Endymion witer of Endymion witer of Endymion whose mind was likhose mind was likhose mind was likhose mind was likhose mind was like a pace a pace a pace a pace a pack of scattered cards? I am pick of scattered cards? I am pick of scattered cards? I am pick of scattered cards? I am pick of scattered cards? I am pick’d up andk’d up andk’d up andk’d up andk’d up and
sorted to a pipsorted to a pipsorted to a pipsorted to a pipsorted to a pip. My Imag. My Imag. My Imag. My Imag. My Imagination is a Monastery and I am its Monk. Yination is a Monastery and I am its Monk. Yination is a Monastery and I am its Monk. Yination is a Monastery and I am its Monk. Yination is a Monastery and I am its Monk. You mou mou mou mou must explain must explain must explain must explain must explain myyyyy
metaphors to yourselfmetaphors to yourselfmetaphors to yourselfmetaphors to yourselfmetaphors to yourself. I am in expectation of Prometheus every day. Could I have m. I am in expectation of Prometheus every day. Could I have m. I am in expectation of Prometheus every day. Could I have m. I am in expectation of Prometheus every day. Could I have m. I am in expectation of Prometheus every day. Could I have my owny owny owny owny own
wish efwish efwish efwish efwish effffffected you wected you wected you wected you wected you would have it still in manuscrould have it still in manuscrould have it still in manuscrould have it still in manuscrould have it still in manuscript, or be but now putting an end to theipt, or be but now putting an end to theipt, or be but now putting an end to theipt, or be but now putting an end to theipt, or be but now putting an end to the
second act. I remember you adsecond act. I remember you adsecond act. I remember you adsecond act. I remember you adsecond act. I remember you advising me not to pubvising me not to pubvising me not to pubvising me not to pubvising me not to publish mlish mlish mlish mlish my first-by first-by first-by first-by first-blightslightslightslightslights, on Hampstead heath., on Hampstead heath., on Hampstead heath., on Hampstead heath., on Hampstead heath.
I am returning adI am returning adI am returning adI am returning adI am returning advice upon your handsvice upon your handsvice upon your handsvice upon your handsvice upon your hands. Most of the P. Most of the P. Most of the P. Most of the P. Most of the Poems in the volume I send you 3 haveoems in the volume I send you 3 haveoems in the volume I send you 3 haveoems in the volume I send you 3 haveoems in the volume I send you 3 have
been wrbeen wrbeen wrbeen wrbeen written above twitten above twitten above twitten above twitten above two yearso yearso yearso yearso years, and w, and w, and w, and w, and would never have been pubould never have been pubould never have been pubould never have been pubould never have been publish’d but from a hope of glish’d but from a hope of glish’d but from a hope of glish’d but from a hope of glish’d but from a hope of gain;ain;ain;ain;ain;
so you see I am inclined enough to takso you see I am inclined enough to takso you see I am inclined enough to takso you see I am inclined enough to takso you see I am inclined enough to take your ade your ade your ade your ade your advice nowvice nowvice nowvice nowvice now. I m. I m. I m. I m. I must express once more must express once more must express once more must express once more must express once more my deepy deepy deepy deepy deep
sense of your kindnesssense of your kindnesssense of your kindnesssense of your kindnesssense of your kindness, ad, ad, ad, ad, adding mding mding mding mding my sincere thanks and respects for Mrsy sincere thanks and respects for Mrsy sincere thanks and respects for Mrsy sincere thanks and respects for Mrsy sincere thanks and respects for Mrs. Shelle. Shelle. Shelle. Shelle. Shelley. In the hopey. In the hopey. In the hopey. In the hopey. In the hope
of soon seeing you, I remainof soon seeing you, I remainof soon seeing you, I remainof soon seeing you, I remainof soon seeing you, I remain

                                                                                                            Y                                                                                                            Y                                                                                                            Y                                                                                                            Y                                                                                                            Yours most sincerely,ours most sincerely,ours most sincerely,ours most sincerely,ours most sincerely,

                                                                                                                         John K                                                                                                                         John K                                                                                                                         John K                                                                                                                         John K                                                                                                                         John Keatseatseatseatseats

Note.   Shelley and Keats respected one another’s talent but were very different types of

personalities . This letter was a reply to Shelley’s, in which , hearing of his illness, a

concerned Shelley invited Keats to stay with his family in Italy. Keats politely refused,

as you read here.

The literary relationship was rather more disturbed. Shelley had advised Keats not to

publish his early poems, telling him how he himself had received bad reviews from

Tory reviewers. Keats thought Shelley was acting superior with him Shelley openly

propagated his political ideologies, versifying whole ideologies in his poems. Keats

realized that Shelley’s dream of singlehandedly changing the world was not what he
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wanted to emulate. He wanted to engage sensuously with the world and searched for an

organic style.

End Notes

1. Matthew vi.24; Luke xvi.13.

2. The Faerie Queene, II. vii, 28, line5.

3. In his Autobiography Leigh Hunt wrote of Shelley’s corpse that Keats’s last volume

of poems was found open in the jacket pocket : “He had probably been reading it,

when surprised by the storm. It was my copy…. It was burnt with his

remains”(III:15). Shelley drowned in the Bay of Spezia in the summer of 1822.

Word Notes

● An artist must serve Mammon : a reference to Matthew 6.24 and Luke 16.13.

Mammon represents material wealth. Here Keats means not money, but , as he

puts it , ‘self –concentration’, by which , in the light of his other observations, he

seems to mean , absorption in the poetry itself, and not making poetry a vehicle of

ideology.

● I am picke’d up and sorted to a pip : arranged in order, with all the cards matched.

● You must explain my metapcs to yourself : difficult to read perhaps an abbreviation

of “metaphysics”, but perhaps of “metaphor”.

● I remember …… Hampstead heath : while Shelley may have advised against the

publication of Keats’s Poems, Keats’s publisher recalled Shelley speaking to him

“about the printing of a little volume of Keats’s first poems.”

Analysis

The recipient of this letter, Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822), poet, atheist, nobleman

and exile, was an early champion of Keats’s work. , Shelley believed Keats to be a

natural talent led astray by mannerisms and affectation. This is a reply to Shelley’s

literary advice and kind offer of his home in Italy for Keats’s recuperation.  Shelley

wrote the beautiful elegy Adonais upon Keats’s death.  Keats’s letter is  remarkable in
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the sense that it consists of both literary and non-literary elements. Keats refers to his

longing for literary fame or reputation, to Shelley’s dramatic poem The Cenci, his idea

of a modern work, of an artist, of Imagination etc. He talks of  the bad English winter,

his wish to travel to Italy, his desire to respond to Shelley’s invitation to Italy, his

debilitating nervous system, his thanks and respects for Mrs. Shelley etc.

This letter occupies a very significant place in Keats’s galaxy of letters because it

underlies some of the basic principles and tenets of his poetic aesthetics. He is critical

of the view that a modern literary work must have a definite purpose . According to

him, an artist must have self-concentration and selfishness, i.e.  focus on his poetry and

refuse to dilute it with intrusive ideology as Shelley often did . He frankly advises

Shelley to curb and restrain his magnanimity , (meaning , Shelley’s desire to change the

world)  and work towards perfecting the poetic element. . Keats is a staunch critic of the

opinion that an artist must have an ulterior purpose and his art should have a palpable

design upon the readers. The poet  should be solely concerned with the artistic and

aesthetic aspects and nothing else.

Keats’s observation on Imagination is noticeable in this letter. He refers to Shelley’s

The Cenci and Prometheus Unbound. The expression that Keats uses in his advice to

Shelley “load every rift’ of your subject with ore” is derived from Edmund Spenser’s

The Faerie Queene (Book –II, Chapter-vii, 28.5). His reference to Mammon has Miltonic

echoes. The advice to Shelley implies that Shelley lacks artistic discipline and allows

his ideas to run away with the necessary craftsmanship. Earlier Shelley, in a letter had

talked about the ‘rich profusion of details’ in Endymion and said that readers may find

it too much. Keats says that he has learnt artistic discipline since then. The phrases “I

am picked up and sorted to a pip’ and ‘my imagination is a monastery…” are both

metaphorical, conveying the idea that he would not repeat the indiscreet profusion of

his early poetry. In fact we can trace the course of self- discipline through Keats’s

later poems, until he reaches the high point of self- effacement in the ode To Autumn.

4.2.4.  Keats’s Views on Imagination

In his letters Keats has enunciated critical pronouncements on the role of imagination
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in the creative process (Refer back to the discussion on letter to Bailey on 22 November,

1817) He always viewed it to be the supreme active principle in poetic composition.  A

careful analysis of his utterances from the middle of 1817 onwards shows that Keats

has arrived at two significant conclusions as to the nature and function of imagination.

First, the imagination as an instrument of intuitive insight is the most authentic guide to

ultimate truth and second, the imagination in its highest form is a generative force, in

itself creative of essential reality.  In the same letter, Keats has spoken volumes of

Imagination, “I am certain of nothing but of the holiness of the Heart’s affections and

the truth of Imagination — What the imagination seizes as Beauty must be truth —

Whether it existed before or not — for I have the same Idea of all our passions as of

Love they are all in their sublime, creative of essential Beauty”. He has further stated,

“The Imagination may be compared to Adam’s dream — he awoke and found it truth”.

Keats’s concept of imagination is inextricably bound up with the concept of beauty and

truth.  Like Wordsworth, Coleridge and Shelley, Keats looked upon imagination as a

creative faculty which plays a pivotal role in synthesizing and unifying disparate elements

in order to generate a new reality.  Like other romantic theorists and critics, he has

claimed an exalted position for imagination which has shaping, ordering and modifying

power.  In the same letter Keats has further clarified his stand on the position of

imagination in the creative process by saying: “if a sparrow come before my window I

take part in its existence and pick about the Gravel”.  His propensity to ‘take part in the

existence of a sparrow and pick about the Gravel’ has all too .easily been read as a sign

of his empathetic, protean creativity in which the chameleon nature of the poet takes on

the identity of other things. Keats is in complete agreement with Plato’s assertion, ‘not

by wisdom do poets write, but by a sort of genius and inspiration’.  Like Plato, Keats

has no faith in mere cold knowledge and reason.  To him, poetry of any sort has its

genesis in imagination, and feeling is both its rudder and its sail.  In this regard, Professor

Shairp’s comment is worth-mentioning: “One of the first characteristics of the genuine

and healthy poetic nature is this — it is rooted rather in the heart than in the head”.

Keats shares the idea that imagination emancipates the poet’s mind from the incidental

and temporary, leaving it free to probe the deeper mysteries of existence.  Imagination,

with its springs in the heart rather than the head, though the head has also its place,

becomes with Keats the highest and most authentic guide to truth.  “Keats”, opines

James Russell Lowell, “certainly had more of the penetrative and sympathetic

imagination which belongs to the poet, of that imagination which identifies itself with
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the momentary object of his contemplation, than any man of these later days”. In one of

his letters written to Benjamin Bailey, Keats says, “One of the most mysterious of

semi-speculations is, osne would suppose, that of one mind’s imagining into another”.

Keats believed that the imagination of the true poet was capable not only of perceiving,

but of creating essential reality. The world of sense is imperfect and incomplete:“The

more we know the more inadequacy we find in the world to satisfy us”.  Perceptions of

the essential reality can come only through the operation of the imaginative faculty.  “A

poet”, Keats declared, “can seldom have justice done to his imagination — for men are

as  distinct in their conceptions of material shadowing as they are in matters of spiritual

understanding : it can scarcely be conceived for Milton’s blindness might here aid the

magnitude of his conceptions as a bat in a large gothic vault”.

Keats’s letters adequately demonstrate his poetic aesthetics such as his ideas of the role

of imagination in the creative procedure, poetic mode and the poetical character.   Keats

was aware that a perpetual dilemma persists between the human self and the creative

self of a poet.  Reread in this context thel to his brothers (21/27 December, 1817)

discussed above.

4.2.5. Keats’s Views on the Nature and Function of Poetry

Keats is primarily concerned with poetry and its aesthetic quality.  Unlike Wordsworth

or Shelley, Keats did not explicitly express a doctrine about poetry.  He believed in the

autonomy of poetry and this is tangible in his poems and letters.  He was one of the

foremost exponents of aestheticism which was initiated in England in the late nineteenth

century.  He was an aesthete, a lover of beauty. Although he said to his friend Woodhouse

“ I am ambitious of doing the world some good” and he meant through his poetry, he

did not mean to teach morality like Wordsworth or revolutionary doctrine like Shelley.

For him art had an independent existence, devoid of practical concerns of life and devotion

to beauty was above all considerations. In a letter to George and Tom Keats 21st

December, 1817; Keats wrote: “With a great poet, the sense of Beauty overcomes every

other consideration, or rather obliterates all consideration.”

Keats thinks that art should be completely divorced from all external purposes — social,

political, ethical, ideological and others. A work of art is to be valued purely for the
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aesthetic pleasure it imparts and not by any reference to social, moral and ethical

concerns.  Repudiating the ethical ingredient in poetry in a letter to J. H. Reynolds, 3rd

Feb, 1818, he says: “We hate poetry that has a palpable design upon us”. He has further

written in a letter to J. H. Reynolds, 17th, 18thApril, 1818: “I find that I cannot exist

without poetry — without eternal poetry”. He has once again stated in a letter written to

Leigh Hunt 10th may, 1817 : “I went to the Isle of Wight — thought so much about

poetry so long together  that I could not get to sleep at night—and moreover, I know not

how it was, I could not get wholesome food”.  Keats has opined that a poet is always

deeply engrossed in his imaginative contemplation. He was very social and yet,

paradoxically, fond of solitude. He  observed in a letter to J. H. Reynolds on 24th

August, 1819: “I think if I had a free and healthy and lasting organization of heart and

lungs as strong as an ox’s— so as to be able [to bear] unhurt the shock of extreme

thought and sensation without weariness, I could pass my life very nearly alone, though

it should last eighty years”

Though Keats was averse to ‘Mawkish Popularity’, he was acutely conscious of his

commitment to society and its betterment.  In a letter to J.H. Reynolds on 9th April,

1818, he said:“I could not live without the love of my friends—I would jump down

Aetna for any great public good” and in a letter to Bailey 10th June, 1818, he wrote how

he welcomed the ‘glory of dying for a great human purpose’ .The dilemma in Keats’s

poetic aesthetics has been sharply expressed in the observation mentioned in a letter to

John Taylor 24th April, 1818: “I have been hovering for sometime between an exquisite

sense of the luxurious and a love for Philosophy — were I calculated for the former I

should be glad — but as I am not I shall turn all my soul to the latter” . The letters show

us that the young Keats as a theorist of poetic aesthetics was oscillating between art for

art’s sake and art for society’s sake in an unpredictable manner.

You have already read the letter to John Taylor, 27th February, 1818; Keats has written:

“That if poetry comes not as naturally as the Leaves to a tree it had better not come at

all.”   Also refer back to the Reynolds letter of  3rd February, 1818: “Poetry should be

great and unobtrusive, a thing which enters into one’s soul and does not startle it or

amaze it with itself, but with its subjects.” His organic concept of poetry was that the
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spontaneous and imaginative outpourings of the heart are always sacred and we can

easily lift ourselves to the height of truth through imagination and beauty perceived in

this way is inseparable from truth.

Keats has made a clear difference between ethics and aesthetics and he has a firm

conviction that the yardstick for the one is not applicable in case of the other.  He noted

(14 February –4 May, 1819) “though a quarrel in the streets is a thing to be hated, the

energies displayed in it are fine”.  From the ethical perspective, “A quarrel in the streets”

is a thing to be despised or condemned but when it is considered purely from the aesthetic

point of view, “the energies displayed in it are fine” .This isolation of ethics from

aesthetics has contributed to Keats’s growing aestheticism which has been manifested

in his poems and letters.

4.2.6. Keats’s Views on the Nature of the ‘camelion poet’

See the letter to Woodhouse (27 October, 1818). Keats points out that the ideal artisic

character as distinguished from the Wordsworthian, which he defines as ‘the egotistical

sublime, i.e. centred in the poet’s own self,   has no self.  “… it is everything and

nothing — it has no character, it enjoys light and shade, it lives in gusto, be it foul or

fair, high or low, rich or poor, mean or elevated — it has as much delight in conceiving

an Iago as an Imogen. What shocks the virtuous philosopher delights the camelion

poet”. This is one of Keats’s most daring explorations of the poetic character, particularly

of the strange selfhood of which a poet like himself possessed.

Keats means to say that the poetic self has no particular identity of its own because it

can adjust or adapt itself to any circumstance.  It does not look down upon evil nor does

it take side with the good.  The view that the poet or the artist must annihilate his

personal self and project himself into other identities is found in Keats’s earlier letters

too. Later Keats expressed the same sentiment slightly differently: “The only means of

strengthening one’s intellect is to make up one’s mind about nothing — to let the mind

be a thoroughfare for all thoughts.  Not a select party”.  Keats stated that human life is

replete with uncertainties, mysteries and doubts, no one system or formula can explain

everything.  What is needed is an imaginative openness of mind and heightened
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receptivity to reality in its full and diverse concreteness. Keats was growing  more

certain of the  impersonality of genius, especially in literature.

Closely related to this concept is Keats’s formulation and employment of the expression

‘the poetical character’.  Keats alludes to the idea of the poetical character in the same

letter to Woodhouse.  The poetical character delights in ‘gusto’ — active participation

in all forms of life, fair or foul — and this participation entails an elimination or erasure

of the ego, of the self that evaluates experience with the yardstick of morality.  Only

through this ability to enter into other identities can the artist re-create unique characters

— an Iago or an Imogen — and here the readers have an echo of Hazlitt’s exposition of

Shakespeare’s genius.  Hazlitt says, “Shakespeare was the least of an egotist that it was

possible to be.  He was nothing in himself, but he was all that others were or that they

could become.  He not only had in himself the germs of every faculty and feeling, but

he could follow them by anticipation, intuitively, into all their conceivable ramifications,

through every change of fortune or conflict of passion, or turn of thought….. He had

only to think of anything in order to become that thing, with all the circumstances

belonging to it” (Lectures on Shakespeare).

One of the distinguishing characteristics of the poetical character is aesthetic detachment

or self-effacing disinterestedness.  Keats writes in the journal letter to George Keats,

19th March, 1819 that very few men have ever arrived at a complete disinterestedness

of mind: “Very few have been influenced by a pure desire of the benefit of others….. I

perceive how far I am from the humble standard of disinterestedness… I have no doubt

that thousands of people never heard of have had hearts completely disinterested: I can

remember but two — Socrates and Jesus — their Histories evince it”. The thought of

disinterestedness, of doing good to the world through self–sacrifice is   recurrent in

Keats’s letters since September, 1817.  In the letters written during 1817, his concept of

disinterestedness seems to deepen and in the entire history of mankind, only Socrates

and Jesus live up to his expectations. Keats was profoundly moved by their integrity,

their martyrdom for a great human purpose and their concern for suffering and erring

humanity. It is this concern for human suffering, gaining in urgency, that gives a new

depth of focus to his concept of negative capability and deepens his understanding of

Shakespeare.

The dichotomy in Keats’s ideas is significant. As for the separation of the human self

and the creative self, of the beautiful and the good, of art and life which is implicit in
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many of Keats’s pronouncements, he was chiefly influenced by William Hazlitt.

According to Keats, an ideal poet is a ‘chameleon’, assuming each and every mood and

attitude, and the distinctive mark of a many-sided genius is its elusiveness and

impersonality, its disinterested perception of good and evil.  The ideal poet is looked

upon as a protean personality taking on every possible shape and attitude, or as a superior

being looking upon the manifold aspects of life as beautiful forms.  According to Keats,

negative capability in another aspect can be interpreted as a unique potentiality of the

artist which also involves the ideal poetical attitude to see life as a mystery, to submit to

experience without reason or dogma, to remain content with half-knowledge without

looking for any comfortable assurance in faith and certitude.

        Keats has firm belief that in the creative act, ethical and other considerations are

irrelevant because the artist is solely concerned with beauty, born of expressive adequacy,

of self-effacing perception, of simultaneous attachment and detachment and this beauty

is independent of both moral goodness and philosophical truth.  The artist’s delight is in

‘conceiving’ diverse character, in the comprehension of vital form in varied experiences.

In Keats’s view, characters like Goneril, Regan and Iago are  as ‘beautiful’ as Cordelia,

Desdemona and Imogen. Shakespeare’s creative self delighted in conceiving both Iago

and Imogen, even though as a person he must have been aware how evil consumes

much of goodness in real life. Although Keats admired Wordsworth, he disapproved of

the subjective nature of much of Wordsworth’s poetry. For Keats, a personal or

autobiographical approach limits the poet to his own identity, confining him to the

“wordsworthian or egotistical sublime.” Instead, Keats thought ,  the poet should be

impersonal, able in fact to abandon his personal identity while in the act of writing. By

being nothing himself, he can be all things, “continually . . . filling some other Body.”

The poet thus embraces contradictions and oppositions, and like a “camelion,” can

change colours depending upon circumstance.

4.2.7. Summing Up

Keats’s letters are regarded by the critics and poets as the keys to unlock the poetic

aesthetics which have been practised in his poems. The letters which are discussed here

contain his  seminal ideas about poets  and poetry . Keats’s letters should be read in

unison or conjunction with his poetry for better understanding not only of Keats’s poetry
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and his personality but also of  the lives of his contemporary poets and events of the

Romantic era.

4.2.8. Comprehension Exercises

Long Questions-20 marks

1. Consider John Keats as a literary critic with special reference to the letters in your

syllabus.

2. Discuss the different aspects of Keats’s poetic aesthetics as evidenced in the letters

in your syllabus.

3. Write an essay on Keats’s concept of the function and nature of poetry as revealed

in his letters.

4. What do you learn about Keats, the man and Keats, the poet from his letters?

Mid-length Questions-12 marks

1. Analyse Keats’s idea of Negative Capability.

2. Comment on Keats’s view of the  ‘camelion poet’.

3. What do the letters tell us of Keats’s concept of the role of Imagination in poetic

creation?

4. What do we learn of keats’s opinions about Shakespeare, Milton and Wordsworth

from his letters?

Short Questions-6 marks

1. What advice did Keats give to Shelley?

2. Give examples of a few contemporary literary or dramatic references you have

come across in the letters of Keats.

3. Explain the phrase ‘fine excess’.
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Unit-3 ❐ Thomas De Quincey–Recollections of The Lake

Poets : Southey, Wordsworth And Coleridge

Structure

4.3.0.  Introduction

4.3.1.  Life and Works of Thomas De Quincey

4.3.2.  Foreword to the Text

4.3.3.  Text

4.3.4.  Annotations

4.3.5.  Discussion and Analysis

4.3.6.  Summing Up

4.3.7.  Comprehension Exercises

4.3.8.  Suggested Reading

4.3.0. Introduction

In this unit you will be introduced to Thomas De Quincey, who along with Lamb and

Hazlitt, about whom you have read in units 1 and 2, was one of the great Romantic

Essayists. Although De Quincey is best known for the essay ‘Confessions of An English

Opium Eater’, the piece chosen for you also shows him to be a critic of the sharpest

perceptiveness, of the most delicate subtlety. He brought to his criticism enormous

reading in literature and a sharp, alert sensibility.

4.3.1. Life and Works of  Thomas De Quincey

Thomas De Quincey (1785–1859) was born at Manchester, England, the son of a

merchant of literary tastes. He was a precocious student, but, revolting from the harsh

and tyrannical treatment  of his schoolmaster, he ran away, and wandered  about in

Wales and in London, at times almost destitute. On his reconciliation with his family

he was sent to Oxford, and during this period began taking opium. The rest of his life

was spent mainly in the Lake Country, near Wordsworth and Coleridge, later in London,
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and finally in Edinburgh and its neighbourhood. He succeeded in checking his opium

addiction to some extent but could never conquer it altogether.

Most of De Quincey’s writings were published in periodicals, and cover a great range

of subjects. He was widely read, a man of varied interests with an intellect of

extraordinary subtlety, but with a curious lack of practical ability. Though generous

to recklessness in money matters, and an affectionate friend and father, his

predominating intellectuality led him even in his writings to analyze the characters

of his friends with a detachment that sometimes led to estrangement.

His most notable work, The Confessions of an English Opium Eater (1821) was based

on his own experiences, and it has long been considered a classic of its kind. Here, and

still more in his literary and philosophical writings, he shows a remarkable clearness

and precision of style, his love of exact thinking at times leading him to hair-splitting in

his more abstruse discussions. In what he called the “department of impassioned prose,”

of which the Recollections of The Lake Poets, from which your text extract is taken, is

one of the most magnificent examples. To the power of thought and expression he

added here a gorgeousness of imagination that lifts his finest passages into the region

of the sublime.

De Quincey first read the Lyrical Ballads when still at school. That began a lifelong

admiration for Wordsworth which led him later to stay in the Lake District on and off,

for a period of time. He even rented Dove Cottage in Grasmere, which had been

Wordsworth’s residence. This resulted in a close acquaintance with all three of the lake

poets. But the publication of the candid appraisals in Recollections caused a rift, with

Southey and Wordsworth particularly attacking him harshly.

4.3.2. Foreword to the Text

Recollections of the Lake Poets is a collection of biographical essays. In these essays,

originally published in Tait’s Edinburgh Magazine between 1834 and 1840, De

Quincey provided some of the earliest, best informed, and most candid accounts of

the Lake Poets, William Wordsworth, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, and Robert Southey,

and others in their circle. Together, the essays “form one of the most entertaining

of Lakeland books.” De Quincey’s Recollections of the Lake Poets (1834-39) was

written some twenty years after the period of his intimacy with Wordsworth,

Coleridge and Southey, and combines fulsomely admiring reminiscence with often

seditious, malicious, or negative inferences about the less than sublime private

shortcomings of the individuals concerned.
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De Quincey wrote from direct personal familiarity, having known all three men during

the first two decades of the nineteenth century. When he wrote about them twenty years

later, De Quincey ignored the constraints and repressions typical of biography in his

era, to produce realistic and nuanced portraits. He “certainly made many of his subjects

live in the mind of the reader as few others of their biographers have been able to do.

The racy, gossipy tone that often prevails makes these essays eminently readable;

indeed, Tait’s Magazine never sold better than when De Quincey’s literary reminiscences

were appearing in it.” De Quincey was the first person to address the problem

of plagiarism in Coleridge’s works, a problem that would be ignored or neglected for a

century and a half, until modern scholars addressed it in detail.

4.3.3. Text

A circumstance wA circumstance wA circumstance wA circumstance wA circumstance which, as mhich, as mhich, as mhich, as mhich, as much as anuch as anuch as anuch as anuch as anythingythingythingythingything, expounded to every e, expounded to every e, expounded to every e, expounded to every e, expounded to every eye the characterye the characterye the characterye the characterye the characteristicisticisticisticistic
distinctions between Wdistinctions between Wdistinctions between Wdistinctions between Wdistinctions between Wordswordswordswordswordsworth and Southeorth and Southeorth and Southeorth and Southeorth and Southey, and wy, and wy, and wy, and wy, and would not sufould not sufould not sufould not sufould not suffffffer a stranger a stranger a stranger a stranger a stranger to forger to forger to forger to forger to forget itet itet itet itet it
for a moment, was the insignificant place and consideration allowed to the small book-for a moment, was the insignificant place and consideration allowed to the small book-for a moment, was the insignificant place and consideration allowed to the small book-for a moment, was the insignificant place and consideration allowed to the small book-for a moment, was the insignificant place and consideration allowed to the small book-
collection of the formercollection of the formercollection of the formercollection of the formercollection of the former, contrasted with the splendid library of the latter, contrasted with the splendid library of the latter, contrasted with the splendid library of the latter, contrasted with the splendid library of the latter, contrasted with the splendid library of the latter. T. T. T. T. The twhe twhe twhe twhe two or threeo or threeo or threeo or threeo or three
hundred volumes of Whundred volumes of Whundred volumes of Whundred volumes of Whundred volumes of Wordswordswordswordswordsworth occupied a little, homely, painted book-case, fixed into oneorth occupied a little, homely, painted book-case, fixed into oneorth occupied a little, homely, painted book-case, fixed into oneorth occupied a little, homely, painted book-case, fixed into oneorth occupied a little, homely, painted book-case, fixed into one
of twof twof twof twof two shallow recesseso shallow recesseso shallow recesseso shallow recesseso shallow recesses, formed on each side of the fireplace by the projection of the chimne, formed on each side of the fireplace by the projection of the chimne, formed on each side of the fireplace by the projection of the chimne, formed on each side of the fireplace by the projection of the chimne, formed on each side of the fireplace by the projection of the chimneyyyyy
in the little sitting-room upstairs win the little sitting-room upstairs win the little sitting-room upstairs win the little sitting-room upstairs win the little sitting-room upstairs which he had already descrhich he had already descrhich he had already descrhich he had already descrhich he had already described as his half kitchen and halfibed as his half kitchen and halfibed as his half kitchen and halfibed as his half kitchen and halfibed as his half kitchen and half
parlourparlourparlourparlourparlour. T. T. T. T. Thehehehehey were ill bound, or not bound at all—in boardsy were ill bound, or not bound at all—in boardsy were ill bound, or not bound at all—in boardsy were ill bound, or not bound at all—in boardsy were ill bound, or not bound at all—in boards, sometimes in tatters; man, sometimes in tatters; man, sometimes in tatters; man, sometimes in tatters; man, sometimes in tatters; manyyyyy
were imperfwere imperfwere imperfwere imperfwere imperfect as to the number of volumesect as to the number of volumesect as to the number of volumesect as to the number of volumesect as to the number of volumes, m, m, m, m, mutilated as to the number of pagutilated as to the number of pagutilated as to the number of pagutilated as to the number of pagutilated as to the number of pages; sometimeses; sometimeses; sometimeses; sometimeses; sometimes,,,,,
wwwwwhere it seemed where it seemed where it seemed where it seemed where it seemed worth worth worth worth worth while, the defhile, the defhile, the defhile, the defhile, the defects being supects being supects being supects being supects being supplied by manuscrplied by manuscrplied by manuscrplied by manuscrplied by manuscript; sometimes not: inipt; sometimes not: inipt; sometimes not: inipt; sometimes not: inipt; sometimes not: in
short, everything showed that the books were for use, and not for show; and their limitedshort, everything showed that the books were for use, and not for show; and their limitedshort, everything showed that the books were for use, and not for show; and their limitedshort, everything showed that the books were for use, and not for show; and their limitedshort, everything showed that the books were for use, and not for show; and their limited
amount showed that their possessor mamount showed that their possessor mamount showed that their possessor mamount showed that their possessor mamount showed that their possessor must have independent sources of enjoyment to fill upust have independent sources of enjoyment to fill upust have independent sources of enjoyment to fill upust have independent sources of enjoyment to fill upust have independent sources of enjoyment to fill up
the major part of his time. In reality, wthe major part of his time. In reality, wthe major part of his time. In reality, wthe major part of his time. In reality, wthe major part of his time. In reality, when the weather was tolerabhen the weather was tolerabhen the weather was tolerabhen the weather was tolerabhen the weather was tolerable, I believe thatle, I believe thatle, I believe thatle, I believe thatle, I believe that
WWWWWordswordswordswordswordsworth rarely resorted to his books (unlessorth rarely resorted to his books (unlessorth rarely resorted to his books (unlessorth rarely resorted to his books (unlessorth rarely resorted to his books (unless, perhaps, perhaps, perhaps, perhaps, perhaps, to some little poc, to some little poc, to some little poc, to some little poc, to some little pockkkkket edition of aet edition of aet edition of aet edition of aet edition of a
poet wpoet wpoet wpoet wpoet which accompanied him in his rambhich accompanied him in his rambhich accompanied him in his rambhich accompanied him in his rambhich accompanied him in his rambles) except in the eveningsles) except in the eveningsles) except in the eveningsles) except in the eveningsles) except in the evenings, or after he had tired, or after he had tired, or after he had tired, or after he had tired, or after he had tired
himself by walkinghimself by walkinghimself by walkinghimself by walkinghimself by walking. On the other hand, Southe. On the other hand, Southe. On the other hand, Southe. On the other hand, Southe. On the other hand, Southey’y’y’y’y’s collection occupied a separate room, thes collection occupied a separate room, thes collection occupied a separate room, thes collection occupied a separate room, thes collection occupied a separate room, the
larglarglarglarglargest, and every way the most agreeabest, and every way the most agreeabest, and every way the most agreeabest, and every way the most agreeabest, and every way the most agreeable in the house; and this room was styled, and notle in the house; and this room was styled, and notle in the house; and this room was styled, and notle in the house; and this room was styled, and notle in the house; and this room was styled, and not
ostentatiously (for it really merostentatiously (for it really merostentatiously (for it really merostentatiously (for it really merostentatiously (for it really merited that name), the Library. Tited that name), the Library. Tited that name), the Library. Tited that name), the Library. Tited that name), the Library. The house itselfhe house itselfhe house itselfhe house itselfhe house itself, Greta Hall,, Greta Hall,, Greta Hall,, Greta Hall,, Greta Hall,
stood upon a little eminence (as I have before mentioned), overhangstood upon a little eminence (as I have before mentioned), overhangstood upon a little eminence (as I have before mentioned), overhangstood upon a little eminence (as I have before mentioned), overhangstood upon a little eminence (as I have before mentioned), overhanging the ring the ring the ring the ring the river Greta.iver Greta.iver Greta.iver Greta.iver Greta.
TTTTThere was nothing remarkabhere was nothing remarkabhere was nothing remarkabhere was nothing remarkabhere was nothing remarkable in its internal arrangle in its internal arrangle in its internal arrangle in its internal arrangle in its internal arrangementsementsementsementsements. In all respects it was a. In all respects it was a. In all respects it was a. In all respects it was a. In all respects it was a
very plain, unadorned fvery plain, unadorned fvery plain, unadorned fvery plain, unadorned fvery plain, unadorned family damily damily damily damily dwelling: largwelling: largwelling: largwelling: largwelling: large enough, by a little contre enough, by a little contre enough, by a little contre enough, by a little contre enough, by a little contrivance, toivance, toivance, toivance, toivance, to
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accommodate twaccommodate twaccommodate twaccommodate twaccommodate twooooo, or, or, or, or, or, in some sense, three f, in some sense, three f, in some sense, three f, in some sense, three f, in some sense, three familiesamiliesamiliesamiliesamilies, viz. Mr, viz. Mr, viz. Mr, viz. Mr, viz. Mr. Southe. Southe. Southe. Southe. Southey and y and y and y and y and hishishishishis f f f f family,amily,amily,amily,amily,
MrMrMrMrMr. Coler. Coler. Coler. Coler. Coleridgidgidgidgidge and e and e and e and e and hishishishishis, tog, tog, tog, tog, together with Mrsether with Mrsether with Mrsether with Mrsether with Mrs. Lovell, w. Lovell, w. Lovell, w. Lovell, w. Lovell, whohohohoho, w, w, w, w, when her son was with herhen her son was with herhen her son was with herhen her son was with herhen her son was with her,,,,,
might be said to compose a third. Mrsmight be said to compose a third. Mrsmight be said to compose a third. Mrsmight be said to compose a third. Mrsmight be said to compose a third. Mrs. Coler. Coler. Coler. Coler. Coleridgidgidgidgidge, Mrse, Mrse, Mrse, Mrse, Mrs. Southe. Southe. Southe. Southe. Southey, and Mrsy, and Mrsy, and Mrsy, and Mrsy, and Mrs. Lovell were. Lovell were. Lovell were. Lovell were. Lovell were
sisters; all having come orsisters; all having come orsisters; all having come orsisters; all having come orsisters; all having come origigigigiginally from Brinally from Brinally from Brinally from Brinally from Bristol; and, as the difistol; and, as the difistol; and, as the difistol; and, as the difistol; and, as the difffffferent sets of childrenerent sets of childrenerent sets of childrenerent sets of childrenerent sets of children
in this one house had each three several aunts, all the ladies, by turns, assuming thatin this one house had each three several aunts, all the ladies, by turns, assuming thatin this one house had each three several aunts, all the ladies, by turns, assuming thatin this one house had each three several aunts, all the ladies, by turns, assuming thatin this one house had each three several aunts, all the ladies, by turns, assuming that
relation twice overrelation twice overrelation twice overrelation twice overrelation twice over, it was one of Southe, it was one of Southe, it was one of Southe, it was one of Southe, it was one of Southey’y’y’y’y’s mans mans mans mans many amy amy amy amy amusing jestsusing jestsusing jestsusing jestsusing jests, to call the hill on, to call the hill on, to call the hill on, to call the hill on, to call the hill on
wwwwwhich Greta Hall was placed the hich Greta Hall was placed the hich Greta Hall was placed the hich Greta Hall was placed the hich Greta Hall was placed the ant-hillant-hillant-hillant-hillant-hill. Mrs. Mrs. Mrs. Mrs. Mrs. Lovell was the widow of Mr. Lovell was the widow of Mr. Lovell was the widow of Mr. Lovell was the widow of Mr. Lovell was the widow of Mr. Robert. Robert. Robert. Robert. Robert
Lovell, who had published a volume of poems, in conjunction with Southey, somewhereLovell, who had published a volume of poems, in conjunction with Southey, somewhereLovell, who had published a volume of poems, in conjunction with Southey, somewhereLovell, who had published a volume of poems, in conjunction with Southey, somewhereLovell, who had published a volume of poems, in conjunction with Southey, somewhere
about the year 1797, under the signatures of Bion and Moschus. This lady, havingabout the year 1797, under the signatures of Bion and Moschus. This lady, havingabout the year 1797, under the signatures of Bion and Moschus. This lady, havingabout the year 1797, under the signatures of Bion and Moschus. This lady, havingabout the year 1797, under the signatures of Bion and Moschus. This lady, having
only one son, did not require any large suite of rooms; and the less so, as her sononly one son, did not require any large suite of rooms; and the less so, as her sononly one son, did not require any large suite of rooms; and the less so, as her sononly one son, did not require any large suite of rooms; and the less so, as her sononly one son, did not require any large suite of rooms; and the less so, as her son
quitted her at an early age, to pursue a professional education. The house had, therefore,quitted her at an early age, to pursue a professional education. The house had, therefore,quitted her at an early age, to pursue a professional education. The house had, therefore,quitted her at an early age, to pursue a professional education. The house had, therefore,quitted her at an early age, to pursue a professional education. The house had, therefore,
been divided (not by absolute partition into two distinct apartments, but by anbeen divided (not by absolute partition into two distinct apartments, but by anbeen divided (not by absolute partition into two distinct apartments, but by anbeen divided (not by absolute partition into two distinct apartments, but by anbeen divided (not by absolute partition into two distinct apartments, but by an
amicabamicabamicabamicabamicable distrle distrle distrle distrle distribution of rooms) between the twibution of rooms) between the twibution of rooms) between the twibution of rooms) between the twibution of rooms) between the two fo fo fo fo families of Mramilies of Mramilies of Mramilies of Mramilies of Mr. Coler. Coler. Coler. Coler. Coleridgidgidgidgidge and Mre and Mre and Mre and Mre and Mr. Southe. Southe. Southe. Southe. Southey;y;y;y;y;
MrMrMrMrMr. Coler. Coler. Coler. Coler. Coleridgidgidgidgidge had a separate study, we had a separate study, we had a separate study, we had a separate study, we had a separate study, which was distinguished by nothing except by an orghich was distinguished by nothing except by an orghich was distinguished by nothing except by an orghich was distinguished by nothing except by an orghich was distinguished by nothing except by an organanananan
amongst its furniture, and by a magnificent view from its window (or windows), if thatamongst its furniture, and by a magnificent view from its window (or windows), if thatamongst its furniture, and by a magnificent view from its window (or windows), if thatamongst its furniture, and by a magnificent view from its window (or windows), if thatamongst its furniture, and by a magnificent view from its window (or windows), if that
could be considered a distinction in a situation wcould be considered a distinction in a situation wcould be considered a distinction in a situation wcould be considered a distinction in a situation wcould be considered a distinction in a situation whose local necessities presented you withhose local necessities presented you withhose local necessities presented you withhose local necessities presented you withhose local necessities presented you with
magnificent objects in wmagnificent objects in wmagnificent objects in wmagnificent objects in wmagnificent objects in whatever direction you might haphatever direction you might haphatever direction you might haphatever direction you might haphatever direction you might happen to turn your epen to turn your epen to turn your epen to turn your epen to turn your eyesyesyesyesyes.....

In the morningIn the morningIn the morningIn the morningIn the morning, the tw, the tw, the tw, the tw, the two fo fo fo fo families might live apart; but theamilies might live apart; but theamilies might live apart; but theamilies might live apart; but theamilies might live apart; but they met at dinnery met at dinnery met at dinnery met at dinnery met at dinner, and in a common, and in a common, and in a common, and in a common, and in a common
drawing-room; and Southedrawing-room; and Southedrawing-room; and Southedrawing-room; and Southedrawing-room; and Southey’y’y’y’y’s library, in both senses of the ws library, in both senses of the ws library, in both senses of the ws library, in both senses of the ws library, in both senses of the word, was placed at the serviceord, was placed at the serviceord, was placed at the serviceord, was placed at the serviceord, was placed at the service
of all the ladies alikof all the ladies alikof all the ladies alikof all the ladies alikof all the ladies alike. Howevere. Howevere. Howevere. Howevere. However, the, the, the, the, they did not intrude upon him, except in cases wy did not intrude upon him, except in cases wy did not intrude upon him, except in cases wy did not intrude upon him, except in cases wy did not intrude upon him, except in cases where thehere thehere thehere thehere theyyyyy
wished for a largwished for a largwished for a largwished for a largwished for a larger reception room, or a more interesting place for sugger reception room, or a more interesting place for sugger reception room, or a more interesting place for sugger reception room, or a more interesting place for sugger reception room, or a more interesting place for suggesting the topics ofesting the topics ofesting the topics ofesting the topics ofesting the topics of
conversation. Interesting this room wasconversation. Interesting this room wasconversation. Interesting this room wasconversation. Interesting this room wasconversation. Interesting this room was, indeed, and in a degree not often r, indeed, and in a degree not often r, indeed, and in a degree not often r, indeed, and in a degree not often r, indeed, and in a degree not often rivalled. Tivalled. Tivalled. Tivalled. Tivalled. Thehehehehe
library—the collection of bookslibrary—the collection of bookslibrary—the collection of bookslibrary—the collection of bookslibrary—the collection of books, I mean, w, I mean, w, I mean, w, I mean, w, I mean, which formed the most conspicuous part of itshich formed the most conspicuous part of itshich formed the most conspicuous part of itshich formed the most conspicuous part of itshich formed the most conspicuous part of its
furniture within — was in all, senses a good one. Tfurniture within — was in all, senses a good one. Tfurniture within — was in all, senses a good one. Tfurniture within — was in all, senses a good one. Tfurniture within — was in all, senses a good one. The books were chiefly English, Spanish,he books were chiefly English, Spanish,he books were chiefly English, Spanish,he books were chiefly English, Spanish,he books were chiefly English, Spanish,
and Pand Pand Pand Pand Portuguese; well selected, being the great cardinal classics of the three literatures; fineortuguese; well selected, being the great cardinal classics of the three literatures; fineortuguese; well selected, being the great cardinal classics of the three literatures; fineortuguese; well selected, being the great cardinal classics of the three literatures; fineortuguese; well selected, being the great cardinal classics of the three literatures; fine
copiescopiescopiescopiescopies, and decorated externally with a reasonab, and decorated externally with a reasonab, and decorated externally with a reasonab, and decorated externally with a reasonab, and decorated externally with a reasonable elegle elegle elegle elegle elegance, so as to makance, so as to makance, so as to makance, so as to makance, so as to make them in harmone them in harmone them in harmone them in harmone them in harmonyyyyy
with the other embellishments of the room. Twith the other embellishments of the room. Twith the other embellishments of the room. Twith the other embellishments of the room. Twith the other embellishments of the room. This efhis efhis efhis efhis effffffect was aided by the horect was aided by the horect was aided by the horect was aided by the horect was aided by the horizontal arrangizontal arrangizontal arrangizontal arrangizontal arrangementementementementement
upon bracupon bracupon bracupon bracupon brackkkkkets of manets of manets of manets of manets of many rare manuscry rare manuscry rare manuscry rare manuscry rare manuscripts—Spanish or Pipts—Spanish or Pipts—Spanish or Pipts—Spanish or Pipts—Spanish or Portuguese. Made thus gortuguese. Made thus gortuguese. Made thus gortuguese. Made thus gortuguese. Made thus gay within,ay within,ay within,ay within,ay within,
this room stood in little need of attractions from without. Ythis room stood in little need of attractions from without. Ythis room stood in little need of attractions from without. Ythis room stood in little need of attractions from without. Ythis room stood in little need of attractions from without. Yet, even upon the gloomiest dayet, even upon the gloomiest dayet, even upon the gloomiest dayet, even upon the gloomiest dayet, even upon the gloomiest day
of winterof winterof winterof winterof winter, the landscape from the dif, the landscape from the dif, the landscape from the dif, the landscape from the dif, the landscape from the difffffferent windows was too permanently commanding inerent windows was too permanently commanding inerent windows was too permanently commanding inerent windows was too permanently commanding inerent windows was too permanently commanding in
its grandeurits grandeurits grandeurits grandeurits grandeur, too essentially independent of the seasons or the pomp of w, too essentially independent of the seasons or the pomp of w, too essentially independent of the seasons or the pomp of w, too essentially independent of the seasons or the pomp of w, too essentially independent of the seasons or the pomp of woodsoodsoodsoodsoods, to f, to f, to f, to f, to fail inail inail inail inail in
fffffascinating the gascinating the gascinating the gascinating the gascinating the gaze of the coldest and dullest of spectatorsaze of the coldest and dullest of spectatorsaze of the coldest and dullest of spectatorsaze of the coldest and dullest of spectatorsaze of the coldest and dullest of spectators. T. T. T. T. The lakhe lakhe lakhe lakhe lake of Derwente of Derwente of Derwente of Derwente of Derwent
WWWWWater in one direction, with its lovely islands—a lakater in one direction, with its lovely islands—a lakater in one direction, with its lovely islands—a lakater in one direction, with its lovely islands—a lakater in one direction, with its lovely islands—a lake about ten miles in circuit, ande about ten miles in circuit, ande about ten miles in circuit, ande about ten miles in circuit, ande about ten miles in circuit, and
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shaped pretty mshaped pretty mshaped pretty mshaped pretty mshaped pretty much likuch likuch likuch likuch like a boy’e a boy’e a boy’e a boy’e a boy’s kite; the laks kite; the laks kite; the laks kite; the laks kite; the lake of Bassinthwaite in another; the mountainse of Bassinthwaite in another; the mountainse of Bassinthwaite in another; the mountainse of Bassinthwaite in another; the mountainse of Bassinthwaite in another; the mountains
of Newlandsof Newlandsof Newlandsof Newlandsof Newlands, arrang, arrang, arrang, arrang, arranging themselves liking themselves liking themselves liking themselves liking themselves like pavilions; the gorge pavilions; the gorge pavilions; the gorge pavilions; the gorge pavilions; the gorgeous confusion of Borrowdaleeous confusion of Borrowdaleeous confusion of Borrowdaleeous confusion of Borrowdaleeous confusion of Borrowdale
just revealing its subjust revealing its subjust revealing its subjust revealing its subjust revealing its sublime chaos through the narrow vista of its gorglime chaos through the narrow vista of its gorglime chaos through the narrow vista of its gorglime chaos through the narrow vista of its gorglime chaos through the narrow vista of its gorge: all these objectse: all these objectse: all these objectse: all these objectse: all these objects
lay in diflay in diflay in diflay in diflay in difffffferent angles to the front; werent angles to the front; werent angles to the front; werent angles to the front; werent angles to the front; whilst the sullen rearhilst the sullen rearhilst the sullen rearhilst the sullen rearhilst the sullen rear, not fully visib, not fully visib, not fully visib, not fully visib, not fully visible on this sidele on this sidele on this sidele on this sidele on this side
of the house, was closed for manof the house, was closed for manof the house, was closed for manof the house, was closed for manof the house, was closed for many a league by the vast and towery a league by the vast and towery a league by the vast and towery a league by the vast and towery a league by the vast and towering masses of Skiding masses of Skiding masses of Skiding masses of Skiding masses of Skiddawdawdawdawdaw
and Blencathara—mountains wand Blencathara—mountains wand Blencathara—mountains wand Blencathara—mountains wand Blencathara—mountains which are rather to be considered as frontier barrhich are rather to be considered as frontier barrhich are rather to be considered as frontier barrhich are rather to be considered as frontier barrhich are rather to be considered as frontier barriersiersiersiersiers,,,,,
and chains of hilly ground, cutting the county of Cumberland into great chambers andand chains of hilly ground, cutting the county of Cumberland into great chambers andand chains of hilly ground, cutting the county of Cumberland into great chambers andand chains of hilly ground, cutting the county of Cumberland into great chambers andand chains of hilly ground, cutting the county of Cumberland into great chambers and
difdifdifdifdifffffferent climateserent climateserent climateserent climateserent climates, than as insulated eminences, than as insulated eminences, than as insulated eminences, than as insulated eminences, than as insulated eminences, so vast is the area w, so vast is the area w, so vast is the area w, so vast is the area w, so vast is the area which thehich thehich thehich thehich they occupy;y occupy;y occupy;y occupy;y occupy;
though there though there though there though there though there areareareareare also such separate and insulated heights also such separate and insulated heights also such separate and insulated heights also such separate and insulated heights also such separate and insulated heights, and nearly amongst the, and nearly amongst the, and nearly amongst the, and nearly amongst the, and nearly amongst the
highest in the country. Southehighest in the country. Southehighest in the country. Southehighest in the country. Southehighest in the country. Southey’y’y’y’y’s lot had therefore fs lot had therefore fs lot had therefore fs lot had therefore fs lot had therefore fallen, locally considered, into aallen, locally considered, into aallen, locally considered, into aallen, locally considered, into aallen, locally considered, into a
goodly hergoodly hergoodly hergoodly hergoodly heritagitagitagitagitage. Te. Te. Te. Te. This grand panorama of mountain scenery, so varhis grand panorama of mountain scenery, so varhis grand panorama of mountain scenery, so varhis grand panorama of mountain scenery, so varhis grand panorama of mountain scenery, so varied, so expansive,ied, so expansive,ied, so expansive,ied, so expansive,ied, so expansive,
and yet having the delightful fand yet having the delightful fand yet having the delightful fand yet having the delightful fand yet having the delightful feeling about it of a deep seclusion and dell-likeeling about it of a deep seclusion and dell-likeeling about it of a deep seclusion and dell-likeeling about it of a deep seclusion and dell-likeeling about it of a deep seclusion and dell-likeeeee
sequestration from the wsequestration from the wsequestration from the wsequestration from the wsequestration from the world—a forld—a forld—a forld—a forld—a feeling weeling weeling weeling weeling which, in the midst of so expansive an areahich, in the midst of so expansive an areahich, in the midst of so expansive an areahich, in the midst of so expansive an areahich, in the midst of so expansive an area
spread out below his windowsspread out below his windowsspread out below his windowsspread out below his windowsspread out below his windows, could not have been sustained by an, could not have been sustained by an, could not have been sustained by an, could not have been sustained by an, could not have been sustained by any barry barry barry barry barriers lessiers lessiers lessiers lessiers less
elevated than Glaramara, Skidelevated than Glaramara, Skidelevated than Glaramara, Skidelevated than Glaramara, Skidelevated than Glaramara, Skiddawdawdawdawdaw, or (w, or (w, or (w, or (w, or (which could be also descrhich could be also descrhich could be also descrhich could be also descrhich could be also descried) “the mightyied) “the mightyied) “the mightyied) “the mightyied) “the mighty
Helvellyn and Catchedicam,Helvellyn and Catchedicam,Helvellyn and Catchedicam,Helvellyn and Catchedicam,Helvellyn and Catchedicam,”—this congreg”—this congreg”—this congreg”—this congreg”—this congregation of hill and lakation of hill and lakation of hill and lakation of hill and lakation of hill and lake, so wide, and yet soe, so wide, and yet soe, so wide, and yet soe, so wide, and yet soe, so wide, and yet so
prprprprprison-likison-likison-likison-likison-like in its separation from all bee in its separation from all bee in its separation from all bee in its separation from all bee in its separation from all beyond it, lay for ever under the eyond it, lay for ever under the eyond it, lay for ever under the eyond it, lay for ever under the eyond it, lay for ever under the eyes of Southeyes of Southeyes of Southeyes of Southeyes of Southey.y.y.y.y.
His position locally, and, in some respectsHis position locally, and, in some respectsHis position locally, and, in some respectsHis position locally, and, in some respectsHis position locally, and, in some respects, intellectually, reminded one of Gib, intellectually, reminded one of Gib, intellectually, reminded one of Gib, intellectually, reminded one of Gib, intellectually, reminded one of Gibbon: butbon: butbon: butbon: butbon: but
with great adwith great adwith great adwith great adwith great advantagvantagvantagvantagvantage in the compare in the compare in the compare in the compare in the comparison to Southeison to Southeison to Southeison to Southeison to Southey. Ty. Ty. Ty. Ty. The little town of Khe little town of Khe little town of Khe little town of Khe little town of Keswiceswiceswiceswiceswick andk andk andk andk and
its adjacent lakits adjacent lakits adjacent lakits adjacent lakits adjacent lake bore something of the same relation to mighty London that Genevae bore something of the same relation to mighty London that Genevae bore something of the same relation to mighty London that Genevae bore something of the same relation to mighty London that Genevae bore something of the same relation to mighty London that Geneva
and its lakand its lakand its lakand its lakand its lake may be thought to bear towards bre may be thought to bear towards bre may be thought to bear towards bre may be thought to bear towards bre may be thought to bear towards brilliant Pilliant Pilliant Pilliant Pilliant Parararararisisisisis. Southe. Southe. Southe. Southe. Southey, liky, liky, liky, liky, like Gibe Gibe Gibe Gibe Gibbon, wasbon, wasbon, wasbon, wasbon, was
a miscellaneous scholar; he, lika miscellaneous scholar; he, lika miscellaneous scholar; he, lika miscellaneous scholar; he, lika miscellaneous scholar; he, like Gibe Gibe Gibe Gibe Gibbon, of vast historbon, of vast historbon, of vast historbon, of vast historbon, of vast historical research; he, likical research; he, likical research; he, likical research; he, likical research; he, like Gibe Gibe Gibe Gibe Gibbon,bon,bon,bon,bon,
signally industrsignally industrsignally industrsignally industrsignally industriousiousiousiousious, and patient, and elaborate in collecting the mater, and patient, and elaborate in collecting the mater, and patient, and elaborate in collecting the mater, and patient, and elaborate in collecting the mater, and patient, and elaborate in collecting the materials for hisials for hisials for hisials for hisials for his
historhistorhistorhistorhistorical wical wical wical wical worksorksorksorksorks. Lik. Lik. Lik. Lik. Like Gibe Gibe Gibe Gibe Gibbon, he had dedicated a lifbon, he had dedicated a lifbon, he had dedicated a lifbon, he had dedicated a lifbon, he had dedicated a life of competent ease, in a pecuniarye of competent ease, in a pecuniarye of competent ease, in a pecuniarye of competent ease, in a pecuniarye of competent ease, in a pecuniary
sense, to literature; liksense, to literature; liksense, to literature; liksense, to literature; liksense, to literature; like Gibe Gibe Gibe Gibe Gibbon, he had gbon, he had gbon, he had gbon, he had gbon, he had gathered to the shores of a beautiful lakathered to the shores of a beautiful lakathered to the shores of a beautiful lakathered to the shores of a beautiful lakathered to the shores of a beautiful lake,e,e,e,e,
remote from great capitalsremote from great capitalsremote from great capitalsremote from great capitalsremote from great capitals, a larg, a larg, a larg, a larg, a large, ore, ore, ore, ore, or, at least, suf, at least, suf, at least, suf, at least, suf, at least, sufficient library (in each case, Ificient library (in each case, Ificient library (in each case, Ificient library (in each case, Ificient library (in each case, I
believe, the library rangbelieve, the library rangbelieve, the library rangbelieve, the library rangbelieve, the library ranged, as to numered, as to numered, as to numered, as to numered, as to numerical amount, between seven and ten thousand);ical amount, between seven and ten thousand);ical amount, between seven and ten thousand);ical amount, between seven and ten thousand);ical amount, between seven and ten thousand);
and, likand, likand, likand, likand, like Gibe Gibe Gibe Gibe Gibbon, he was the most accomplished bon, he was the most accomplished bon, he was the most accomplished bon, he was the most accomplished bon, he was the most accomplished littérateurlittérateurlittérateurlittérateurlittérateur amongst the erudite scholars of amongst the erudite scholars of amongst the erudite scholars of amongst the erudite scholars of amongst the erudite scholars of
his time, and the most of an erudite scholar amongst the accomplished his time, and the most of an erudite scholar amongst the accomplished his time, and the most of an erudite scholar amongst the accomplished his time, and the most of an erudite scholar amongst the accomplished his time, and the most of an erudite scholar amongst the accomplished littérateurslittérateurslittérateurslittérateurslittérateurs. After all. After all. After all. After all. After all
these points of agreement known, it remains as a pure adthese points of agreement known, it remains as a pure adthese points of agreement known, it remains as a pure adthese points of agreement known, it remains as a pure adthese points of agreement known, it remains as a pure advantagvantagvantagvantagvantage on the side of Southee on the side of Southee on the side of Southee on the side of Southee on the side of Southey—y—y—y—y—
a mere a mere a mere a mere a mere lucro ponaturlucro ponaturlucro ponaturlucro ponaturlucro ponatur—that he was a poet; and, by all men’—that he was a poet; and, by all men’—that he was a poet; and, by all men’—that he was a poet; and, by all men’—that he was a poet; and, by all men’s confs confs confs confs confession, a respectabession, a respectabession, a respectabession, a respectabession, a respectable poet,le poet,le poet,le poet,le poet,
brbrbrbrbrilliant in his descrilliant in his descrilliant in his descrilliant in his descrilliant in his descriptive powersiptive powersiptive powersiptive powersiptive powers, and f, and f, and f, and f, and fascinating in his narration, however mascinating in his narration, however mascinating in his narration, however mascinating in his narration, however mascinating in his narration, however much heuch heuch heuch heuch he
might want of “Tmight want of “Tmight want of “Tmight want of “Tmight want of “The vision and the fhe vision and the fhe vision and the fhe vision and the fhe vision and the faculty divine.aculty divine.aculty divine.aculty divine.aculty divine.”””””
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It is remarkabIt is remarkabIt is remarkabIt is remarkabIt is remarkable amongst the serle amongst the serle amongst the serle amongst the serle amongst the series of parallelisms that have been or might be pursuedies of parallelisms that have been or might be pursuedies of parallelisms that have been or might be pursuedies of parallelisms that have been or might be pursuedies of parallelisms that have been or might be pursued
between two men, that both had the honour of retreating from a parliamentary life;between two men, that both had the honour of retreating from a parliamentary life;between two men, that both had the honour of retreating from a parliamentary life;between two men, that both had the honour of retreating from a parliamentary life;between two men, that both had the honour of retreating from a parliamentary life;
Gibbon, after some silent and inert experience of that warfare; Southey, with aGibbon, after some silent and inert experience of that warfare; Southey, with aGibbon, after some silent and inert experience of that warfare; Southey, with aGibbon, after some silent and inert experience of that warfare; Southey, with aGibbon, after some silent and inert experience of that warfare; Southey, with a
prudent foresight of the ruin to his health and literary usefulness, won from theprudent foresight of the ruin to his health and literary usefulness, won from theprudent foresight of the ruin to his health and literary usefulness, won from theprudent foresight of the ruin to his health and literary usefulness, won from theprudent foresight of the ruin to his health and literary usefulness, won from the
experience of his nearest friends.experience of his nearest friends.experience of his nearest friends.experience of his nearest friends.experience of his nearest friends.

I took leave of Southey in 1807, at the descent into the vale of Legbesthwaite, as II took leave of Southey in 1807, at the descent into the vale of Legbesthwaite, as II took leave of Southey in 1807, at the descent into the vale of Legbesthwaite, as II took leave of Southey in 1807, at the descent into the vale of Legbesthwaite, as II took leave of Southey in 1807, at the descent into the vale of Legbesthwaite, as I
have already noticed. One year afterwards, I became a permanent resident in hishave already noticed. One year afterwards, I became a permanent resident in hishave already noticed. One year afterwards, I became a permanent resident in hishave already noticed. One year afterwards, I became a permanent resident in hishave already noticed. One year afterwards, I became a permanent resident in his
neighbourhood; and, although, on various accounts, my intercourse with him was atneighbourhood; and, although, on various accounts, my intercourse with him was atneighbourhood; and, although, on various accounts, my intercourse with him was atneighbourhood; and, although, on various accounts, my intercourse with him was atneighbourhood; and, although, on various accounts, my intercourse with him was at
no time very strict, partly from the very uncongenial constitution of my own mind,no time very strict, partly from the very uncongenial constitution of my own mind,no time very strict, partly from the very uncongenial constitution of my own mind,no time very strict, partly from the very uncongenial constitution of my own mind,no time very strict, partly from the very uncongenial constitution of my own mind,
and the difand the difand the difand the difand the difffffferent direction of merent direction of merent direction of merent direction of merent direction of my studiesy studiesy studiesy studiesy studies, partly from m, partly from m, partly from m, partly from m, partly from my reluctance to levy any reluctance to levy any reluctance to levy any reluctance to levy any reluctance to levy any taxy taxy taxy taxy tax
on time so precious and so fully employed, I was yet on such terms for the next ten oron time so precious and so fully employed, I was yet on such terms for the next ten oron time so precious and so fully employed, I was yet on such terms for the next ten oron time so precious and so fully employed, I was yet on such terms for the next ten oron time so precious and so fully employed, I was yet on such terms for the next ten or
eleven years that I might, in a qualified sense, call myself his friend.eleven years that I might, in a qualified sense, call myself his friend.eleven years that I might, in a qualified sense, call myself his friend.eleven years that I might, in a qualified sense, call myself his friend.eleven years that I might, in a qualified sense, call myself his friend.

YYYYYes! Tes! Tes! Tes! Tes! There were long years through where were long years through where were long years through where were long years through where were long years through which Southehich Southehich Southehich Southehich Southey might respect me, I y might respect me, I y might respect me, I y might respect me, I y might respect me, I himhimhimhimhim. But the. But the. But the. But the. But the
years came—for I have lived too longyears came—for I have lived too longyears came—for I have lived too longyears came—for I have lived too longyears came—for I have lived too long, reader, reader, reader, reader, reader, in relation to man, in relation to man, in relation to man, in relation to man, in relation to many things! and they things! and they things! and they things! and they things! and the
report of me wreport of me wreport of me wreport of me wreport of me would have been betterould have been betterould have been betterould have been betterould have been better, or more uniform at least, had I died some twenty, or more uniform at least, had I died some twenty, or more uniform at least, had I died some twenty, or more uniform at least, had I died some twenty, or more uniform at least, had I died some twenty
years ago—the years came in which circumstances made me an Opium Eater; yearsyears ago—the years came in which circumstances made me an Opium Eater; yearsyears ago—the years came in which circumstances made me an Opium Eater; yearsyears ago—the years came in which circumstances made me an Opium Eater; yearsyears ago—the years came in which circumstances made me an Opium Eater; years
through which a shadow as of sad eclipse sate and rested upon my faculties; yearsthrough which a shadow as of sad eclipse sate and rested upon my faculties; yearsthrough which a shadow as of sad eclipse sate and rested upon my faculties; yearsthrough which a shadow as of sad eclipse sate and rested upon my faculties; yearsthrough which a shadow as of sad eclipse sate and rested upon my faculties; years
through which I was careless of all but those who lived within through which I was careless of all but those who lived within through which I was careless of all but those who lived within through which I was careless of all but those who lived within through which I was careless of all but those who lived within mymymymymy inner circle, inner circle, inner circle, inner circle, inner circle,
within “my hearts of hearts”; years—ah! heavenly years!—through which I lived,within “my hearts of hearts”; years—ah! heavenly years!—through which I lived,within “my hearts of hearts”; years—ah! heavenly years!—through which I lived,within “my hearts of hearts”; years—ah! heavenly years!—through which I lived,within “my hearts of hearts”; years—ah! heavenly years!—through which I lived,
beloved, beloved, beloved, beloved, beloved, withwithwithwithwith thee,  thee,  thee,  thee,  thee, tototototo thee,  thee,  thee,  thee,  thee, forforforforfor thee,  thee,  thee,  thee,  thee, bybybybyby thee! Ah! happy, happy years! in which I was thee! Ah! happy, happy years! in which I was thee! Ah! happy, happy years! in which I was thee! Ah! happy, happy years! in which I was thee! Ah! happy, happy years! in which I was
a mere football of reproach, but in which every wind and sounding hurricane ofa mere football of reproach, but in which every wind and sounding hurricane ofa mere football of reproach, but in which every wind and sounding hurricane ofa mere football of reproach, but in which every wind and sounding hurricane ofa mere football of reproach, but in which every wind and sounding hurricane of
wrath or contempt flew by like chasing enemies past some defying gates of adamant,wrath or contempt flew by like chasing enemies past some defying gates of adamant,wrath or contempt flew by like chasing enemies past some defying gates of adamant,wrath or contempt flew by like chasing enemies past some defying gates of adamant,wrath or contempt flew by like chasing enemies past some defying gates of adamant,
and left me too blessed in thy smiles—angel of life!—to heed the curses or theand left me too blessed in thy smiles—angel of life!—to heed the curses or theand left me too blessed in thy smiles—angel of life!—to heed the curses or theand left me too blessed in thy smiles—angel of life!—to heed the curses or theand left me too blessed in thy smiles—angel of life!—to heed the curses or the
mocking which sometimes I heard raving outside of our impregnable Eden. What anymocking which sometimes I heard raving outside of our impregnable Eden. What anymocking which sometimes I heard raving outside of our impregnable Eden. What anymocking which sometimes I heard raving outside of our impregnable Eden. What anymocking which sometimes I heard raving outside of our impregnable Eden. What any
man said of me in those days, what he thought, did I ask? did I care? Then it was, orman said of me in those days, what he thought, did I ask? did I care? Then it was, orman said of me in those days, what he thought, did I ask? did I care? Then it was, orman said of me in those days, what he thought, did I ask? did I care? Then it was, orman said of me in those days, what he thought, did I ask? did I care? Then it was, or
nearly then, that I ceased to see, ceased to hear of Southey; as much abstracted fromnearly then, that I ceased to see, ceased to hear of Southey; as much abstracted fromnearly then, that I ceased to see, ceased to hear of Southey; as much abstracted fromnearly then, that I ceased to see, ceased to hear of Southey; as much abstracted fromnearly then, that I ceased to see, ceased to hear of Southey; as much abstracted from
all which concerned the world outside, and from the Southeys, or even the Coleridges,all which concerned the world outside, and from the Southeys, or even the Coleridges,all which concerned the world outside, and from the Southeys, or even the Coleridges,all which concerned the world outside, and from the Southeys, or even the Coleridges,all which concerned the world outside, and from the Southeys, or even the Coleridges,
in its van, as though I had lived with the darlings of my heart in the centre ofin its van, as though I had lived with the darlings of my heart in the centre ofin its van, as though I had lived with the darlings of my heart in the centre ofin its van, as though I had lived with the darlings of my heart in the centre ofin its van, as though I had lived with the darlings of my heart in the centre of
Canadian forests, and all men else in the centre of Hindostan.Canadian forests, and all men else in the centre of Hindostan.Canadian forests, and all men else in the centre of Hindostan.Canadian forests, and all men else in the centre of Hindostan.Canadian forests, and all men else in the centre of Hindostan.

But, before I part from Greta Hall and its distinguished masterBut, before I part from Greta Hall and its distinguished masterBut, before I part from Greta Hall and its distinguished masterBut, before I part from Greta Hall and its distinguished masterBut, before I part from Greta Hall and its distinguished master, one w, one w, one w, one w, one word let me say,ord let me say,ord let me say,ord let me say,ord let me say,
to protect mto protect mto protect mto protect mto protect myself from the imputation of sharyself from the imputation of sharyself from the imputation of sharyself from the imputation of sharyself from the imputation of sharing in some peculiar opinions of Southeing in some peculiar opinions of Southeing in some peculiar opinions of Southeing in some peculiar opinions of Southeing in some peculiar opinions of Southey,y,y,y,y,
with respect to political economy, which have been but too familiar to the world,with respect to political economy, which have been but too familiar to the world,with respect to political economy, which have been but too familiar to the world,with respect to political economy, which have been but too familiar to the world,with respect to political economy, which have been but too familiar to the world,
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and some opinions of the wand some opinions of the wand some opinions of the wand some opinions of the wand some opinions of the world, hardly less forld, hardly less forld, hardly less forld, hardly less forld, hardly less familiaramiliaramiliaramiliaramiliar, with respect to Southe, with respect to Southe, with respect to Southe, with respect to Southe, with respect to Southey himselfy himselfy himselfy himselfy himself
and his accomplishments. Probably, with respect to the first, before this paper willand his accomplishments. Probably, with respect to the first, before this paper willand his accomplishments. Probably, with respect to the first, before this paper willand his accomplishments. Probably, with respect to the first, before this paper willand his accomplishments. Probably, with respect to the first, before this paper will
be made pubbe made pubbe made pubbe made pubbe made public, I shall have suflic, I shall have suflic, I shall have suflic, I shall have suflic, I shall have sufficiently vindicated mficiently vindicated mficiently vindicated mficiently vindicated mficiently vindicated my own opinions in these mattersy own opinions in these mattersy own opinions in these mattersy own opinions in these mattersy own opinions in these matters
by a distinct treatment of some great questions which lie at the base of all soundby a distinct treatment of some great questions which lie at the base of all soundby a distinct treatment of some great questions which lie at the base of all soundby a distinct treatment of some great questions which lie at the base of all soundby a distinct treatment of some great questions which lie at the base of all sound
political economy; above all, the radical question of value, upon which no man haspolitical economy; above all, the radical question of value, upon which no man haspolitical economy; above all, the radical question of value, upon which no man haspolitical economy; above all, the radical question of value, upon which no man haspolitical economy; above all, the radical question of value, upon which no man has
ever seen the full truth except Mrever seen the full truth except Mrever seen the full truth except Mrever seen the full truth except Mrever seen the full truth except Mr. Ricardo; and, unfortunately, he had but little of. Ricardo; and, unfortunately, he had but little of. Ricardo; and, unfortunately, he had but little of. Ricardo; and, unfortunately, he had but little of. Ricardo; and, unfortunately, he had but little of
the the the the the polemic polemic polemic polemic polemic skill which is required to meet the errors of his opponents. For it isskill which is required to meet the errors of his opponents. For it isskill which is required to meet the errors of his opponents. For it isskill which is required to meet the errors of his opponents. For it isskill which is required to meet the errors of his opponents. For it is
noticeabnoticeabnoticeabnoticeabnoticeable that the most conspicuous of those ople that the most conspicuous of those ople that the most conspicuous of those ople that the most conspicuous of those ople that the most conspicuous of those opponentsponentsponentsponentsponents, viz. Mr, viz. Mr, viz. Mr, viz. Mr, viz. Mr. Malthus. Malthus. Malthus. Malthus. Malthus, though, though, though, though, though
too mtoo mtoo mtoo mtoo much, I fuch, I fuch, I fuch, I fuch, I fearearearearear, actuated by a spir, actuated by a spir, actuated by a spir, actuated by a spir, actuated by a spirit of jealousy, and therefore likit of jealousy, and therefore likit of jealousy, and therefore likit of jealousy, and therefore likit of jealousy, and therefore likely enough to haveely enough to haveely enough to haveely enough to haveely enough to have
scattered sophistry and disingenuous quibbling over the subject, had no need whateverscattered sophistry and disingenuous quibbling over the subject, had no need whateverscattered sophistry and disingenuous quibbling over the subject, had no need whateverscattered sophistry and disingenuous quibbling over the subject, had no need whateverscattered sophistry and disingenuous quibbling over the subject, had no need whatever
of any further confusion for darkening and perplexing his themes than what inevitablyof any further confusion for darkening and perplexing his themes than what inevitablyof any further confusion for darkening and perplexing his themes than what inevitablyof any further confusion for darkening and perplexing his themes than what inevitablyof any further confusion for darkening and perplexing his themes than what inevitably
belongbelongbelongbelongbelonged to his own most chaotic understandinged to his own most chaotic understandinged to his own most chaotic understandinged to his own most chaotic understandinged to his own most chaotic understanding. He and Say, the Frenchman, were. He and Say, the Frenchman, were. He and Say, the Frenchman, were. He and Say, the Frenchman, were. He and Say, the Frenchman, were
both plagued by understandings of the same quality—having a clear vision in shallowboth plagued by understandings of the same quality—having a clear vision in shallowboth plagued by understandings of the same quality—having a clear vision in shallowboth plagued by understandings of the same quality—having a clear vision in shallowboth plagued by understandings of the same quality—having a clear vision in shallow
waterswaterswaterswaterswaters, and this misleading them into the belief that the, and this misleading them into the belief that the, and this misleading them into the belief that the, and this misleading them into the belief that the, and this misleading them into the belief that they saw with equal clearness throughy saw with equal clearness throughy saw with equal clearness throughy saw with equal clearness throughy saw with equal clearness through
the remote and the obscure; wthe remote and the obscure; wthe remote and the obscure; wthe remote and the obscure; wthe remote and the obscure; whereashereashereashereashereas, universally, their acuteness is lik, universally, their acuteness is lik, universally, their acuteness is lik, universally, their acuteness is lik, universally, their acuteness is like that of Hobe that of Hobe that of Hobe that of Hobe that of Hobbes—thebes—thebes—thebes—thebes—the
gggggift of shallownessift of shallownessift of shallownessift of shallownessift of shallowness, and the result of , and the result of , and the result of , and the result of , and the result of notnotnotnotnot being subtle or profound enough to ap being subtle or profound enough to ap being subtle or profound enough to ap being subtle or profound enough to ap being subtle or profound enough to apprehend theprehend theprehend theprehend theprehend the
true true true true true locuslocuslocuslocuslocus of the dif of the dif of the dif of the dif of the difficulty; and the barrficulty; and the barrficulty; and the barrficulty; and the barrficulty; and the barriersiersiersiersiers, w, w, w, w, which to them limit the viewhich to them limit the viewhich to them limit the viewhich to them limit the viewhich to them limit the view, and g, and g, and g, and g, and give to it,ive to it,ive to it,ive to it,ive to it,
togtogtogtogtogether with the contraction, all the distinctness and definite outline of limitation, are, inether with the contraction, all the distinctness and definite outline of limitation, are, inether with the contraction, all the distinctness and definite outline of limitation, are, inether with the contraction, all the distinctness and definite outline of limitation, are, inether with the contraction, all the distinctness and definite outline of limitation, are, in
nine cases out of ten, the product of their own defnine cases out of ten, the product of their own defnine cases out of ten, the product of their own defnine cases out of ten, the product of their own defnine cases out of ten, the product of their own defective and aberrating vision, and not realective and aberrating vision, and not realective and aberrating vision, and not realective and aberrating vision, and not realective and aberrating vision, and not real
barrbarrbarrbarrbarriers at all.iers at all.iers at all.iers at all.iers at all.

Meantime, until I wrMeantime, until I wrMeantime, until I wrMeantime, until I wrMeantime, until I write fully and deliberately upon this subject, I shall observe, simply,ite fully and deliberately upon this subject, I shall observe, simply,ite fully and deliberately upon this subject, I shall observe, simply,ite fully and deliberately upon this subject, I shall observe, simply,ite fully and deliberately upon this subject, I shall observe, simply,
that all “the Lakthat all “the Lakthat all “the Lakthat all “the Lakthat all “the Lake Pe Pe Pe Pe Poetsoetsoetsoetsoets,,,,,” as the” as the” as the” as the” as they are called, were not only in errory are called, were not only in errory are called, were not only in errory are called, were not only in errory are called, were not only in error, but most, but most, but most, but most, but most
presumptuously in errorpresumptuously in errorpresumptuously in errorpresumptuously in errorpresumptuously in error, upon these subjects, upon these subjects, upon these subjects, upon these subjects, upon these subjects. T. T. T. T. Thehehehehey were ignorant of every pry were ignorant of every pry were ignorant of every pry were ignorant of every pry were ignorant of every principleincipleincipleincipleinciple
belongbelongbelongbelongbelonging to every question aliking to every question aliking to every question aliking to every question aliking to every question alike in political econome in political econome in political econome in political econome in political economy, and they, and they, and they, and they, and they were obstinately benty were obstinately benty were obstinately benty were obstinately benty were obstinately bent
upon learning nothing; theupon learning nothing; theupon learning nothing; theupon learning nothing; theupon learning nothing; they were all aliky were all aliky were all aliky were all aliky were all alike too proud to ace too proud to ace too proud to ace too proud to ace too proud to acknowledgknowledgknowledgknowledgknowledge that ane that ane that ane that ane that any man knewy man knewy man knewy man knewy man knew
better than thebetter than thebetter than thebetter than thebetter than they, unless it were upon some purely profy, unless it were upon some purely profy, unless it were upon some purely profy, unless it were upon some purely profy, unless it were upon some purely professional subject, or some art remoteessional subject, or some art remoteessional subject, or some art remoteessional subject, or some art remoteessional subject, or some art remote
from all intellectual bearfrom all intellectual bearfrom all intellectual bearfrom all intellectual bearfrom all intellectual bearingsingsingsingsings, such as conf, such as conf, such as conf, such as conf, such as conferred no honour in its possession. Werred no honour in its possession. Werred no honour in its possession. Werred no honour in its possession. Werred no honour in its possession. Wordswordswordswordswordsworthorthorthorthorth
was the least tainted with error upon political economwas the least tainted with error upon political economwas the least tainted with error upon political economwas the least tainted with error upon political economwas the least tainted with error upon political economy; and that because he rarelyy; and that because he rarelyy; and that because he rarelyy; and that because he rarelyy; and that because he rarely
apapapapapplied his thoughts to anplied his thoughts to anplied his thoughts to anplied his thoughts to anplied his thoughts to any question of that nature, and, in fy question of that nature, and, in fy question of that nature, and, in fy question of that nature, and, in fy question of that nature, and, in fact, despised every studyact, despised every studyact, despised every studyact, despised every studyact, despised every study
of a moral or political aspect, unless it drew its materof a moral or political aspect, unless it drew its materof a moral or political aspect, unless it drew its materof a moral or political aspect, unless it drew its materof a moral or political aspect, unless it drew its materials from such revelations of truthials from such revelations of truthials from such revelations of truthials from such revelations of truthials from such revelations of truth
as could be was could be was could be was could be was could be won from the on from the on from the on from the on from the prprprprprima philosophiaima philosophiaima philosophiaima philosophiaima philosophia of human nature ap of human nature ap of human nature ap of human nature ap of human nature approached with the poet’proached with the poet’proached with the poet’proached with the poet’proached with the poet’sssss
eeeeeye. Colerye. Colerye. Colerye. Colerye. Coleridgidgidgidgidge was the one we was the one we was the one we was the one we was the one whom Nature and his own mhom Nature and his own mhom Nature and his own mhom Nature and his own mhom Nature and his own multifultifultifultifultifarararararious studies had the bestious studies had the bestious studies had the bestious studies had the bestious studies had the best
qualified for thinking justly on a theme such as this; but he also was shut out from thequalified for thinking justly on a theme such as this; but he also was shut out from thequalified for thinking justly on a theme such as this; but he also was shut out from thequalified for thinking justly on a theme such as this; but he also was shut out from thequalified for thinking justly on a theme such as this; but he also was shut out from the
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possibility of knowledgpossibility of knowledgpossibility of knowledgpossibility of knowledgpossibility of knowledge by presumption, and the habit of despising all the analytice by presumption, and the habit of despising all the analytice by presumption, and the habit of despising all the analytice by presumption, and the habit of despising all the analytice by presumption, and the habit of despising all the analytic
studies of his own day—a habit for wstudies of his own day—a habit for wstudies of his own day—a habit for wstudies of his own day—a habit for wstudies of his own day—a habit for which he certainly had some warrant in the peculiarhich he certainly had some warrant in the peculiarhich he certainly had some warrant in the peculiarhich he certainly had some warrant in the peculiarhich he certainly had some warrant in the peculiar
fffffeebeebeebeebeebleness of all that has ofleness of all that has ofleness of all that has ofleness of all that has ofleness of all that has offffffered itself for ered itself for ered itself for ered itself for ered itself for philosophyphilosophyphilosophyphilosophyphilosophy in modern England. In particular in modern England. In particular in modern England. In particular in modern England. In particular in modern England. In particular,,,,,
the religthe religthe religthe religthe religious discussions of the agious discussions of the agious discussions of the agious discussions of the agious discussions of the age, we, we, we, we, which touch inevitabhich touch inevitabhich touch inevitabhich touch inevitabhich touch inevitably at every point upon thely at every point upon thely at every point upon thely at every point upon thely at every point upon the
profounder philosophy of man and his constitution, had laid bare the weakness of hisprofounder philosophy of man and his constitution, had laid bare the weakness of hisprofounder philosophy of man and his constitution, had laid bare the weakness of hisprofounder philosophy of man and his constitution, had laid bare the weakness of hisprofounder philosophy of man and his constitution, had laid bare the weakness of his
own agown agown agown agown age to Colere to Colere to Colere to Colere to Coleridgidgidgidgidge’e’e’e’e’s es es es es eye; and, because all was hollow and trye; and, because all was hollow and trye; and, because all was hollow and trye; and, because all was hollow and trye; and, because all was hollow and trivial in this direction,ivial in this direction,ivial in this direction,ivial in this direction,ivial in this direction,
he chose to think that it was so in every otherhe chose to think that it was so in every otherhe chose to think that it was so in every otherhe chose to think that it was so in every otherhe chose to think that it was so in every other. And hence he has laid himself open to. And hence he has laid himself open to. And hence he has laid himself open to. And hence he has laid himself open to. And hence he has laid himself open to
the just scofthe just scofthe just scofthe just scofthe just scoffs of persons ffs of persons ffs of persons ffs of persons ffs of persons far infar infar infar infar inferererererior to himselfior to himselfior to himselfior to himselfior to himself. In a foot-note in some late number of. In a foot-note in some late number of. In a foot-note in some late number of. In a foot-note in some late number of. In a foot-note in some late number of
the the the the the WWWWWestminster Reviewestminster Reviewestminster Reviewestminster Reviewestminster Review, it is most truly asserted (not in these w, it is most truly asserted (not in these w, it is most truly asserted (not in these w, it is most truly asserted (not in these w, it is most truly asserted (not in these wordsordsordsordsords, but to this ef, but to this ef, but to this ef, but to this ef, but to this effffffect)ect)ect)ect)ect)
that Colerthat Colerthat Colerthat Colerthat Coleridgidgidgidgidge’e’e’e’e’s “Ts “Ts “Ts “Ts “Tababababable Tle Tle Tle Tle Talk” exhibits a superannuation of error fit only for twalk” exhibits a superannuation of error fit only for twalk” exhibits a superannuation of error fit only for twalk” exhibits a superannuation of error fit only for twalk” exhibits a superannuation of error fit only for twooooo
centurcenturcenturcenturcenturies before. And wies before. And wies before. And wies before. And wies before. And what ghat ghat ghat ghat gave peculiar point to this display of ignorance wasave peculiar point to this display of ignorance wasave peculiar point to this display of ignorance wasave peculiar point to this display of ignorance wasave peculiar point to this display of ignorance was, that, that, that, that, that
ColerColerColerColerColeridgidgidgidgidge did not, like did not, like did not, like did not, like did not, like We We We We Wordswordswordswordswordsworth, dismiss political economorth, dismiss political economorth, dismiss political economorth, dismiss political economorth, dismiss political economy from his noticey from his noticey from his noticey from his noticey from his notice
disdainfully, as a puerdisdainfully, as a puerdisdainfully, as a puerdisdainfully, as a puerdisdainfully, as a puerile tissue of truismsile tissue of truismsile tissue of truismsile tissue of truismsile tissue of truisms, or of f, or of f, or of f, or of f, or of falsehoods not less obviousalsehoods not less obviousalsehoods not less obviousalsehoods not less obviousalsehoods not less obvious, but actually, but actually, but actually, but actually, but actually
adadadadaddressed himself to the subject; fdressed himself to the subject; fdressed himself to the subject; fdressed himself to the subject; fdressed himself to the subject; fancied he had made discoverancied he had made discoverancied he had made discoverancied he had made discoverancied he had made discoveries in the science; andies in the science; andies in the science; andies in the science; andies in the science; and
even promised us a systematic weven promised us a systematic weven promised us a systematic weven promised us a systematic weven promised us a systematic work on its work on its work on its work on its work on its whole compasshole compasshole compasshole compasshole compass.....

TTTTTo go go go go give a sample of this new and reformed political economive a sample of this new and reformed political economive a sample of this new and reformed political economive a sample of this new and reformed political economive a sample of this new and reformed political economy, it cannot well be necessaryy, it cannot well be necessaryy, it cannot well be necessaryy, it cannot well be necessaryy, it cannot well be necessary
to troubto troubto troubto troubto trouble the reader with more than one chimera culled from those wle the reader with more than one chimera culled from those wle the reader with more than one chimera culled from those wle the reader with more than one chimera culled from those wle the reader with more than one chimera culled from those which Mrhich Mrhich Mrhich Mrhich Mr. Coler. Coler. Coler. Coler. Coleridgidgidgidgidgeeeee
first brought forward in his early model of “Tfirst brought forward in his early model of “Tfirst brought forward in his early model of “Tfirst brought forward in his early model of “Tfirst brought forward in his early model of “The Frhe Frhe Frhe Frhe Friend.iend.iend.iend.iend.” He there propounds” He there propounds” He there propounds” He there propounds” He there propounds, as an, as an, as an, as an, as an
orororororigigigigiginal hypothesis of his own, that taxation never burthens a people, orinal hypothesis of his own, that taxation never burthens a people, orinal hypothesis of his own, that taxation never burthens a people, orinal hypothesis of his own, that taxation never burthens a people, orinal hypothesis of his own, that taxation never burthens a people, or, as a mere, as a mere, as a mere, as a mere, as a mere
possibility, possibility, possibility, possibility, possibility, cancancancancan burthen a people simply by its amount. And w burthen a people simply by its amount. And w burthen a people simply by its amount. And w burthen a people simply by its amount. And w burthen a people simply by its amount. And why? Surely it draws fromhy? Surely it draws fromhy? Surely it draws fromhy? Surely it draws fromhy? Surely it draws from
the purse of him wthe purse of him wthe purse of him wthe purse of him wthe purse of him who pays the quota a sum who pays the quota a sum who pays the quota a sum who pays the quota a sum who pays the quota a sum which it may be very difhich it may be very difhich it may be very difhich it may be very difhich it may be very difficult or even ruinousficult or even ruinousficult or even ruinousficult or even ruinousficult or even ruinous
for him to pay, were it no more important in a pubfor him to pay, were it no more important in a pubfor him to pay, were it no more important in a pubfor him to pay, were it no more important in a pubfor him to pay, were it no more important in a public point of view than as so mlic point of view than as so mlic point of view than as so mlic point of view than as so mlic point of view than as so muchuchuchuchuch
deducted from his own unproductive expenditure, and wdeducted from his own unproductive expenditure, and wdeducted from his own unproductive expenditure, and wdeducted from his own unproductive expenditure, and wdeducted from his own unproductive expenditure, and which may haphich may haphich may haphich may haphich may happen to have evenpen to have evenpen to have evenpen to have evenpen to have even
a national importance if it should chance to be deducted from the funds destined toa national importance if it should chance to be deducted from the funds destined toa national importance if it should chance to be deducted from the funds destined toa national importance if it should chance to be deducted from the funds destined toa national importance if it should chance to be deducted from the funds destined to
productive industry. Wproductive industry. Wproductive industry. Wproductive industry. Wproductive industry. What is Mrhat is Mrhat is Mrhat is Mrhat is Mr. Coler. Coler. Coler. Coler. Coleridgidgidgidgidge’e’e’e’e’s answer to these little objections? Ws answer to these little objections? Ws answer to these little objections? Ws answer to these little objections? Ws answer to these little objections? Why,hy,hy,hy,hy,
thus: the latter case he evades entirely, apthus: the latter case he evades entirely, apthus: the latter case he evades entirely, apthus: the latter case he evades entirely, apthus: the latter case he evades entirely, apparently not adparently not adparently not adparently not adparently not adverting to it as a case in anverting to it as a case in anverting to it as a case in anverting to it as a case in anverting to it as a case in anyyyyy
respect distinguished from the other; and this other—how is respect distinguished from the other; and this other—how is respect distinguished from the other; and this other—how is respect distinguished from the other; and this other—how is respect distinguished from the other; and this other—how is thatthatthatthatthat answered? Doubtless answered? Doubtless answered? Doubtless answered? Doubtless answered? Doubtless,,,,,
says Mrsays Mrsays Mrsays Mrsays Mr. Coler. Coler. Coler. Coler. Coleridgidgidgidgidge, it may be inconvenient to John or Same, it may be inconvenient to John or Same, it may be inconvenient to John or Same, it may be inconvenient to John or Same, it may be inconvenient to John or Samuel that a sum of moneuel that a sum of moneuel that a sum of moneuel that a sum of moneuel that a sum of money,y,y,y,y,
otherwise disposabotherwise disposabotherwise disposabotherwise disposabotherwise disposable for their own separate usesle for their own separate usesle for their own separate usesle for their own separate usesle for their own separate uses, should be abstracted for the purchase, should be abstracted for the purchase, should be abstracted for the purchase, should be abstracted for the purchase, should be abstracted for the purchase
of bayonetsof bayonetsof bayonetsof bayonetsof bayonets, or grape-shot; but with this the pub, or grape-shot; but with this the pub, or grape-shot; but with this the pub, or grape-shot; but with this the pub, or grape-shot; but with this the public, the commonwealth, have nothinglic, the commonwealth, have nothinglic, the commonwealth, have nothinglic, the commonwealth, have nothinglic, the commonwealth, have nothing
to doto doto doto doto do, an, an, an, an, any more than with the losses at a gy more than with the losses at a gy more than with the losses at a gy more than with the losses at a gy more than with the losses at a gaming-tabaming-tabaming-tabaming-tabaming-table, wle, wle, wle, wle, where Ahere Ahere Ahere Ahere A’’’’’s loss is B’s loss is B’s loss is B’s loss is B’s loss is B’s gs gs gs gs gain—theain—theain—theain—theain—the
total funds of the nation remaining exactly the same. It istotal funds of the nation remaining exactly the same. It istotal funds of the nation remaining exactly the same. It istotal funds of the nation remaining exactly the same. It istotal funds of the nation remaining exactly the same. It is, in f, in f, in f, in f, in fact, nothing but theact, nothing but theact, nothing but theact, nothing but theact, nothing but the
accidental distraccidental distraccidental distraccidental distraccidental distribution of the funds wibution of the funds wibution of the funds wibution of the funds wibution of the funds which is afhich is afhich is afhich is afhich is affffffected—ected—ected—ected—ected—possibpossibpossibpossibpossibly for the wly for the wly for the wly for the wly for the worse (no otherorse (no otherorse (no otherorse (no otherorse (no other
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“w“w“w“w“worse,orse,orse,orse,orse,” however” however” however” however” however, is contemplated than shifting it into hands less deserving), but, also, is contemplated than shifting it into hands less deserving), but, also, is contemplated than shifting it into hands less deserving), but, also, is contemplated than shifting it into hands less deserving), but, also, is contemplated than shifting it into hands less deserving), but, also,,,,,
by possibility, for the better; and the better and the wby possibility, for the better; and the better and the wby possibility, for the better; and the better and the wby possibility, for the better; and the better and the wby possibility, for the better; and the better and the worse may be well suporse may be well suporse may be well suporse may be well suporse may be well supposed, inposed, inposed, inposed, inposed, in
the long run, to balance each otherthe long run, to balance each otherthe long run, to balance each otherthe long run, to balance each otherthe long run, to balance each other. And that this is Mr. And that this is Mr. And that this is Mr. And that this is Mr. And that this is Mr. Coler. Coler. Coler. Coler. Coleridgidgidgidgidge’e’e’e’e’s meaning cannots meaning cannots meaning cannots meaning cannots meaning cannot
be doubted, upon looking into his illustrative imagbe doubted, upon looking into his illustrative imagbe doubted, upon looking into his illustrative imagbe doubted, upon looking into his illustrative imagbe doubted, upon looking into his illustrative image in supe in supe in supe in supe in support of it: he says that moneport of it: he says that moneport of it: he says that moneport of it: he says that moneport of it: he says that moneyyyyy
raised by Government in the shape of taxes is likraised by Government in the shape of taxes is likraised by Government in the shape of taxes is likraised by Government in the shape of taxes is likraised by Government in the shape of taxes is like moisture exhaled from the earth—e moisture exhaled from the earth—e moisture exhaled from the earth—e moisture exhaled from the earth—e moisture exhaled from the earth—
doubtlessdoubtlessdoubtlessdoubtlessdoubtless, for the moment injur, for the moment injur, for the moment injur, for the moment injur, for the moment injurious to the cropsious to the cropsious to the cropsious to the cropsious to the crops, but reacting abundantly for their final, but reacting abundantly for their final, but reacting abundantly for their final, but reacting abundantly for their final, but reacting abundantly for their final
benefit wbenefit wbenefit wbenefit wbenefit when returning in the shape of showershen returning in the shape of showershen returning in the shape of showershen returning in the shape of showershen returning in the shape of showers. So natural, so obvious. So natural, so obvious. So natural, so obvious. So natural, so obvious. So natural, so obvious, so inevitab, so inevitab, so inevitab, so inevitab, so inevitable,le,le,le,le,
by the way, is this conceit (orby the way, is this conceit (orby the way, is this conceit (orby the way, is this conceit (orby the way, is this conceit (or, to speak less harshly, this hypothesis), and so equally, to speak less harshly, this hypothesis), and so equally, to speak less harshly, this hypothesis), and so equally, to speak less harshly, this hypothesis), and so equally, to speak less harshly, this hypothesis), and so equally
natural, obviousnatural, obviousnatural, obviousnatural, obviousnatural, obvious, and inevitab, and inevitab, and inevitab, and inevitab, and inevitable is the illustration from the abstraction and restorationle is the illustration from the abstraction and restorationle is the illustration from the abstraction and restorationle is the illustration from the abstraction and restorationle is the illustration from the abstraction and restoration
of moisture, the exhalations and rains wof moisture, the exhalations and rains wof moisture, the exhalations and rains wof moisture, the exhalations and rains wof moisture, the exhalations and rains which afhich afhich afhich afhich affffffect this earth of oursect this earth of oursect this earth of oursect this earth of oursect this earth of ours, lik, lik, lik, lik, like the systolee the systolee the systolee the systolee the systole
and the diastole of the heart, the flux and reflux of the ocean, that precisely the sameand the diastole of the heart, the flux and reflux of the ocean, that precisely the sameand the diastole of the heart, the flux and reflux of the ocean, that precisely the sameand the diastole of the heart, the flux and reflux of the ocean, that precisely the sameand the diastole of the heart, the flux and reflux of the ocean, that precisely the same
doctrdoctrdoctrdoctrdoctrine, and precisely the same exemplification of the doctrine, and precisely the same exemplification of the doctrine, and precisely the same exemplification of the doctrine, and precisely the same exemplification of the doctrine, and precisely the same exemplification of the doctrine, is to be found in aine, is to be found in aine, is to be found in aine, is to be found in aine, is to be found in a
PPPPParliamentary speech of some orator in the farliamentary speech of some orator in the farliamentary speech of some orator in the farliamentary speech of some orator in the farliamentary speech of some orator in the famous Long Pamous Long Pamous Long Pamous Long Pamous Long Parliament about the yeararliament about the yeararliament about the yeararliament about the yeararliament about the year
1642. And to m1642. And to m1642. And to m1642. And to m1642. And to my mind it was a bitter humiliation to find, about 150 years afterwardsy mind it was a bitter humiliation to find, about 150 years afterwardsy mind it was a bitter humiliation to find, about 150 years afterwardsy mind it was a bitter humiliation to find, about 150 years afterwardsy mind it was a bitter humiliation to find, about 150 years afterwards,,,,,
in a shallow French win a shallow French win a shallow French win a shallow French win a shallow French work, the fork, the fork, the fork, the fork, the famous “amous “amous “amous “amous “Compte RenduCompte RenduCompte RenduCompte RenduCompte Rendu” of the French Chancellor of” of the French Chancellor of” of the French Chancellor of” of the French Chancellor of” of the French Chancellor of
the Exchequer (Comptroller of the Fthe Exchequer (Comptroller of the Fthe Exchequer (Comptroller of the Fthe Exchequer (Comptroller of the Fthe Exchequer (Comptroller of the Finances) Necinances) Necinances) Necinances) Necinances) Neckar—in that wkar—in that wkar—in that wkar—in that wkar—in that work, most humiliatingork, most humiliatingork, most humiliatingork, most humiliatingork, most humiliating
it was to me, on a certain day, that I found this idle Colerit was to me, on a certain day, that I found this idle Colerit was to me, on a certain day, that I found this idle Colerit was to me, on a certain day, that I found this idle Colerit was to me, on a certain day, that I found this idle Coleridgidgidgidgidgian fian fian fian fian fantasy, not merelyantasy, not merelyantasy, not merelyantasy, not merelyantasy, not merely
repeated, as it had been by scores—not merely anticipated by full twenty and twrepeated, as it had been by scores—not merely anticipated by full twenty and twrepeated, as it had been by scores—not merely anticipated by full twenty and twrepeated, as it had been by scores—not merely anticipated by full twenty and twrepeated, as it had been by scores—not merely anticipated by full twenty and two yearso yearso yearso yearso years,,,,,
so that these French people had been beforehand with him, and had made Colerso that these French people had been beforehand with him, and had made Colerso that these French people had been beforehand with him, and had made Colerso that these French people had been beforehand with him, and had made Colerso that these French people had been beforehand with him, and had made Coleridgidgidgidgidge, toe, toe, toe, toe, to
all apall apall apall apall appearance, their plagpearance, their plagpearance, their plagpearance, their plagpearance, their plagiariariariariarist, but also (hear it, ye gods!) answered, satisfist, but also (hear it, ye gods!) answered, satisfist, but also (hear it, ye gods!) answered, satisfist, but also (hear it, ye gods!) answered, satisfist, but also (hear it, ye gods!) answered, satisfactoractoractoractoractorilyilyilyilyily
refuted, by this very frefuted, by this very frefuted, by this very frefuted, by this very frefuted, by this very feebeebeebeebeeble old sentimentalist, Necle old sentimentalist, Necle old sentimentalist, Necle old sentimentalist, Necle old sentimentalist, Neckarkarkarkarkar. Y. Y. Y. Y. Yes; positively Neces; positively Neces; positively Neces; positively Neces; positively Neckarkarkarkarkar, the, the, the, the, the
slipshod old system-fslipshod old system-fslipshod old system-fslipshod old system-fslipshod old system-fancier and political drancier and political drancier and political drancier and political drancier and political drivellerivellerivellerivelleriveller, had been so m, had been so m, had been so m, had been so m, had been so much above fuch above fuch above fuch above fuch above falling intoalling intoalling intoalling intoalling into
the shallow snare, that he had, on sound prthe shallow snare, that he had, on sound prthe shallow snare, that he had, on sound prthe shallow snare, that he had, on sound prthe shallow snare, that he had, on sound principlesinciplesinciplesinciplesinciples, exposed its specious delusions, exposed its specious delusions, exposed its specious delusions, exposed its specious delusions, exposed its specious delusions.....
ColerColerColerColerColeridgidgidgidgidge, the subtlest of men in his proper walk, had brought forward, as a novele, the subtlest of men in his proper walk, had brought forward, as a novele, the subtlest of men in his proper walk, had brought forward, as a novele, the subtlest of men in his proper walk, had brought forward, as a novele, the subtlest of men in his proper walk, had brought forward, as a novel
hypothesis of his own, in 1810, whypothesis of his own, in 1810, whypothesis of his own, in 1810, whypothesis of his own, in 1810, whypothesis of his own, in 1810, what Nechat Nechat Nechat Nechat Neckarkarkarkarkar, the r, the r, the r, the r, the ricicicicickkkkkety old charlatan, had scarcelyety old charlatan, had scarcelyety old charlatan, had scarcelyety old charlatan, had scarcelyety old charlatan, had scarcely
condescended, in a hurrcondescended, in a hurrcondescended, in a hurrcondescended, in a hurrcondescended, in a hurried foot-note, to expose as a vulgied foot-note, to expose as a vulgied foot-note, to expose as a vulgied foot-note, to expose as a vulgied foot-note, to expose as a vulgar error and the shallowest ofar error and the shallowest ofar error and the shallowest ofar error and the shallowest ofar error and the shallowest of
sophisms in 1787-88. Tsophisms in 1787-88. Tsophisms in 1787-88. Tsophisms in 1787-88. Tsophisms in 1787-88. There was another enormous bhere was another enormous bhere was another enormous bhere was another enormous bhere was another enormous blunder wlunder wlunder wlunder wlunder which Colerhich Colerhich Colerhich Colerhich Coleridgidgidgidgidge wase wase wase wase was
constantly authorconstantly authorconstantly authorconstantly authorconstantly authorizingizingizingizingizing, both in his wr, both in his wr, both in his wr, both in his wr, both in his writings and his conversation. Quoting a passagitings and his conversation. Quoting a passagitings and his conversation. Quoting a passagitings and his conversation. Quoting a passagitings and his conversation. Quoting a passageeeee
from Sir James Stuart, in wfrom Sir James Stuart, in wfrom Sir James Stuart, in wfrom Sir James Stuart, in wfrom Sir James Stuart, in which he speaks of a vine-dresser as adhich he speaks of a vine-dresser as adhich he speaks of a vine-dresser as adhich he speaks of a vine-dresser as adhich he speaks of a vine-dresser as adding nothing to theding nothing to theding nothing to theding nothing to theding nothing to the
pubpubpubpubpublic wealth, unless his labour did something more than replace his own consumption—lic wealth, unless his labour did something more than replace his own consumption—lic wealth, unless his labour did something more than replace his own consumption—lic wealth, unless his labour did something more than replace his own consumption—lic wealth, unless his labour did something more than replace his own consumption—
that isthat isthat isthat isthat is, unless it reproduced it tog, unless it reproduced it tog, unless it reproduced it tog, unless it reproduced it tog, unless it reproduced it together with a profit; he asks contemptuously, wether with a profit; he asks contemptuously, wether with a profit; he asks contemptuously, wether with a profit; he asks contemptuously, wether with a profit; he asks contemptuously, whetherhetherhetherhetherhether
the hapthe hapthe hapthe hapthe happiness and moral dignity that may have been exhibited in the vine-dresser’piness and moral dignity that may have been exhibited in the vine-dresser’piness and moral dignity that may have been exhibited in the vine-dresser’piness and moral dignity that may have been exhibited in the vine-dresser’piness and moral dignity that may have been exhibited in the vine-dresser’s fs fs fs fs familyamilyamilyamilyamily
are to pass are to pass are to pass are to pass are to pass for nothing? And then he proceeds to abuse the economistsfor nothing? And then he proceeds to abuse the economistsfor nothing? And then he proceeds to abuse the economistsfor nothing? And then he proceeds to abuse the economistsfor nothing? And then he proceeds to abuse the economists, because the, because the, because the, because the, because theyyyyy
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taktaktaktaktake no account of such important considerationse no account of such important considerationse no account of such important considerationse no account of such important considerationse no account of such important considerations. Doubtless these are invaluab. Doubtless these are invaluab. Doubtless these are invaluab. Doubtless these are invaluab. Doubtless these are invaluablelelelele

elements of social grandeurelements of social grandeurelements of social grandeurelements of social grandeurelements of social grandeur, in a , in a , in a , in a , in a totaltotaltotaltotaltotal estimate of those elements estimate of those elements estimate of those elements estimate of those elements estimate of those elements. But w. But w. But w. But w. But what has politicalhat has politicalhat has politicalhat has politicalhat has political

economeconomeconomeconomeconomy to do with them, a science openly profy to do with them, a science openly profy to do with them, a science openly profy to do with them, a science openly profy to do with them, a science openly professing to insulate, and to treat apartessing to insulate, and to treat apartessing to insulate, and to treat apartessing to insulate, and to treat apartessing to insulate, and to treat apart

from all other constituents of national well-beingfrom all other constituents of national well-beingfrom all other constituents of national well-beingfrom all other constituents of national well-beingfrom all other constituents of national well-being, those w, those w, those w, those w, those which concern the productionhich concern the productionhich concern the productionhich concern the productionhich concern the production

and circulation of wealth? So fand circulation of wealth? So fand circulation of wealth? So fand circulation of wealth? So fand circulation of wealth? So far from gar from gar from gar from gar from gaining anaining anaining anaining anaining anything by enlargything by enlargything by enlargything by enlargything by enlarging its field in theing its field in theing its field in theing its field in theing its field in the

way demanded by Colerway demanded by Colerway demanded by Colerway demanded by Colerway demanded by Coleridgidgidgidgidge’e’e’e’e’s crs crs crs crs critic, political economitic, political economitic, political economitic, political economitic, political economy wy wy wy wy would be as idly travelling outould be as idly travelling outould be as idly travelling outould be as idly travelling outould be as idly travelling out

of the limits indicated and held forth in its very name, as if logof the limits indicated and held forth in its very name, as if logof the limits indicated and held forth in its very name, as if logof the limits indicated and held forth in its very name, as if logof the limits indicated and held forth in its very name, as if logic were to teach ethicsic were to teach ethicsic were to teach ethicsic were to teach ethicsic were to teach ethics,,,,,

or ethics to teach diplomacy. Wor ethics to teach diplomacy. Wor ethics to teach diplomacy. Wor ethics to teach diplomacy. Wor ethics to teach diplomacy. With respect to the Malthusian doctrith respect to the Malthusian doctrith respect to the Malthusian doctrith respect to the Malthusian doctrith respect to the Malthusian doctrine of population,ine of population,ine of population,ine of population,ine of population,

it is difit is difit is difit is difit is difficult to know wficult to know wficult to know wficult to know wficult to know who was the true proprho was the true proprho was the true proprho was the true proprho was the true proprietor of the arguments urgietor of the arguments urgietor of the arguments urgietor of the arguments urgietor of the arguments urged aged aged aged aged against itainst itainst itainst itainst it

sometimessometimessometimessometimessometimes by  by  by  by  by SoutheSoutheSoutheSoutheSouthey, sometimes by Colery, sometimes by Colery, sometimes by Colery, sometimes by Colery, sometimes by Coleridgidgidgidgidge. Te. Te. Te. Te. Those used by Southehose used by Southehose used by Southehose used by Southehose used by Southey are chiefly to bey are chiefly to bey are chiefly to bey are chiefly to bey are chiefly to be

found up and down the found up and down the found up and down the found up and down the found up and down the Quarterly ReviewQuarterly ReviewQuarterly ReviewQuarterly ReviewQuarterly Review. But a more elaborate attac. But a more elaborate attac. But a more elaborate attac. But a more elaborate attac. But a more elaborate attack was pubk was pubk was pubk was pubk was publishedlishedlishedlishedlished
by Hazlitt; and this mby Hazlitt; and this mby Hazlitt; and this mby Hazlitt; and this mby Hazlitt; and this must be supust be supust be supust be supust be supposed to speak the peculiar objections of Colerposed to speak the peculiar objections of Colerposed to speak the peculiar objections of Colerposed to speak the peculiar objections of Colerposed to speak the peculiar objections of Coleridgidgidgidgidge,e,e,e,e,

for he was in the habit of chargfor he was in the habit of chargfor he was in the habit of chargfor he was in the habit of chargfor he was in the habit of charging Hazlitt with having pillaging Hazlitt with having pillaging Hazlitt with having pillaging Hazlitt with having pillaging Hazlitt with having pillaged his conversation, anded his conversation, anded his conversation, anded his conversation, anded his conversation, and
occasionally goccasionally goccasionally goccasionally goccasionally garbarbarbarbarbled it throughout the wled it throughout the wled it throughout the wled it throughout the wled it throughout the whole of this book. One single argument therehole of this book. One single argument therehole of this book. One single argument therehole of this book. One single argument therehole of this book. One single argument there
waswaswaswaswas, undoubtedly just, and it was one w, undoubtedly just, and it was one w, undoubtedly just, and it was one w, undoubtedly just, and it was one w, undoubtedly just, and it was one which others stumbhich others stumbhich others stumbhich others stumbhich others stumbled upon no less thanled upon no less thanled upon no less thanled upon no less thanled upon no less than

ColerColerColerColerColeridgidgidgidgidge, exposing the fe, exposing the fe, exposing the fe, exposing the fe, exposing the fallacy of the supallacy of the supallacy of the supallacy of the supallacy of the supposed difposed difposed difposed difposed difffffferent laws of increase for vegerent laws of increase for vegerent laws of increase for vegerent laws of increase for vegerent laws of increase for vegetabetabetabetabetablelelelele
and animal lifand animal lifand animal lifand animal lifand animal life. But, though this frail prop withdrawn took away from Mre. But, though this frail prop withdrawn took away from Mre. But, though this frail prop withdrawn took away from Mre. But, though this frail prop withdrawn took away from Mre. But, though this frail prop withdrawn took away from Mr. Malthus’. Malthus’. Malthus’. Malthus’. Malthus’sssss
theory all its scientific rtheory all its scientific rtheory all its scientific rtheory all its scientific rtheory all its scientific rigourigourigourigourigour, the main , the main , the main , the main , the main practicalpracticalpracticalpracticalpractical conclusions were still valid as respected conclusions were still valid as respected conclusions were still valid as respected conclusions were still valid as respected conclusions were still valid as respected

ananananany argument from the Laky argument from the Laky argument from the Laky argument from the Laky argument from the Lakers; for the strongers; for the strongers; for the strongers; for the strongers; for the strongest of these arguments that ever came toest of these arguments that ever came toest of these arguments that ever came toest of these arguments that ever came toest of these arguments that ever came to
mmmmmy knowledgy knowledgy knowledgy knowledgy knowledge was a mere ape was a mere ape was a mere ape was a mere ape was a mere appeal—not peal—not peal—not peal—not peal—not ad verecundiamad verecundiamad verecundiamad verecundiamad verecundiam, in the ordinary sense of the, in the ordinary sense of the, in the ordinary sense of the, in the ordinary sense of the, in the ordinary sense of the
phrase, but phrase, but phrase, but phrase, but phrase, but ad honestatemad honestatemad honestatemad honestatemad honestatem, as if it were shoc, as if it were shoc, as if it were shoc, as if it were shoc, as if it were shocking to the king to the king to the king to the king to the honestumhonestumhonestumhonestumhonestum of Roman ethics (the of Roman ethics (the of Roman ethics (the of Roman ethics (the of Roman ethics (the

honnêtetéhonnêtetéhonnêtetéhonnêtetéhonnêteté of French minor ethics) that the chec of French minor ethics) that the chec of French minor ethics) that the chec of French minor ethics) that the chec of French minor ethics) that the check derk derk derk derk derived from self-restraint should notived from self-restraint should notived from self-restraint should notived from self-restraint should notived from self-restraint should not
be supbe supbe supbe supbe supposed amply competent to redress all the dangposed amply competent to redress all the dangposed amply competent to redress all the dangposed amply competent to redress all the dangposed amply competent to redress all the dangers from a redundant populationers from a redundant populationers from a redundant populationers from a redundant populationers from a redundant population
under anunder anunder anunder anunder any certain knowledgy certain knowledgy certain knowledgy certain knowledgy certain knowledge ge ge ge ge generally difenerally difenerally difenerally difenerally diffused that such dangfused that such dangfused that such dangfused that such dangfused that such dangers existed. But theseers existed. But theseers existed. But theseers existed. But theseers existed. But these

are topics ware topics ware topics ware topics ware topics which it is sufhich it is sufhich it is sufhich it is sufhich it is sufficient in this place to have noticed ficient in this place to have noticed ficient in this place to have noticed ficient in this place to have noticed ficient in this place to have noticed currente calamocurrente calamocurrente calamocurrente calamocurrente calamo. I was. I was. I was. I was. I was
anxiousanxiousanxiousanxiousanxious, however, however, however, however, however, to protest ag, to protest ag, to protest ag, to protest ag, to protest against the probabainst the probabainst the probabainst the probabainst the probable imputation that I, because gle imputation that I, because gle imputation that I, because gle imputation that I, because gle imputation that I, because generallyenerallyenerallyenerallyenerally
so intense an admirer of these men, adopted their bso intense an admirer of these men, adopted their bso intense an admirer of these men, adopted their bso intense an admirer of these men, adopted their bso intense an admirer of these men, adopted their blind and hasty reverlind and hasty reverlind and hasty reverlind and hasty reverlind and hasty reveries in politicalies in politicalies in politicalies in politicalies in political

economeconomeconomeconomeconomy.y.y.y.y.

TTTTThere were (and perhaps more justly I might say there are) twhere were (and perhaps more justly I might say there are) twhere were (and perhaps more justly I might say there are) twhere were (and perhaps more justly I might say there are) twhere were (and perhaps more justly I might say there are) two other notions currentlyo other notions currentlyo other notions currentlyo other notions currentlyo other notions currently
received about Southereceived about Southereceived about Southereceived about Southereceived about Southey, one of wy, one of wy, one of wy, one of wy, one of which is altoghich is altoghich is altoghich is altoghich is altogether erroneousether erroneousether erroneousether erroneousether erroneous, and the other true only, and the other true only, and the other true only, and the other true only, and the other true only

in a limited sense. Tin a limited sense. Tin a limited sense. Tin a limited sense. Tin a limited sense. The first is the belief that he belonghe first is the belief that he belonghe first is the belief that he belonghe first is the belief that he belonghe first is the belief that he belonged to wed to wed to wed to wed to what is known as the Lakhat is known as the Lakhat is known as the Lakhat is known as the Lakhat is known as the Lakeeeee
school in poetry; with respect to wschool in poetry; with respect to wschool in poetry; with respect to wschool in poetry; with respect to wschool in poetry; with respect to which all that I need say in this place is involved inhich all that I need say in this place is involved inhich all that I need say in this place is involved inhich all that I need say in this place is involved inhich all that I need say in this place is involved in
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his own declaration frankly made to mhis own declaration frankly made to mhis own declaration frankly made to mhis own declaration frankly made to mhis own declaration frankly made to myself in Easedale, duryself in Easedale, duryself in Easedale, duryself in Easedale, duryself in Easedale, during the summer of 1812:ing the summer of 1812:ing the summer of 1812:ing the summer of 1812:ing the summer of 1812:
that he considered Wthat he considered Wthat he considered Wthat he considered Wthat he considered Wordswordswordswordswordsworth’orth’orth’orth’orth’s theory of poetic diction, and still more his prs theory of poetic diction, and still more his prs theory of poetic diction, and still more his prs theory of poetic diction, and still more his prs theory of poetic diction, and still more his principlesinciplesinciplesinciplesinciples

as to the selection of subjectsas to the selection of subjectsas to the selection of subjectsas to the selection of subjectsas to the selection of subjects, and as to w, and as to w, and as to w, and as to w, and as to what constituted a poetic treatment, as foundedhat constituted a poetic treatment, as foundedhat constituted a poetic treatment, as foundedhat constituted a poetic treatment, as foundedhat constituted a poetic treatment, as founded
on erroron erroron erroron erroron error. T. T. T. T. There is certainly some commhere is certainly some commhere is certainly some commhere is certainly some commhere is certainly some community of phraseologunity of phraseologunity of phraseologunity of phraseologunity of phraseology between Southey between Southey between Southey between Southey between Southey and they and they and they and they and the
other Lakother Lakother Lakother Lakother Lakersersersersers, naturally ar, naturally ar, naturally ar, naturally ar, naturally arising out of their joint reverence for Scrising out of their joint reverence for Scrising out of their joint reverence for Scrising out of their joint reverence for Scrising out of their joint reverence for Scriptural languagiptural languagiptural languagiptural languagiptural language: thise: thise: thise: thise: this

was a field in wwas a field in wwas a field in wwas a field in wwas a field in which thehich thehich thehich thehich they met in common: else it shows but little discernment and powery met in common: else it shows but little discernment and powery met in common: else it shows but little discernment and powery met in common: else it shows but little discernment and powery met in common: else it shows but little discernment and power
of valuing the essences of thingsof valuing the essences of thingsof valuing the essences of thingsof valuing the essences of thingsof valuing the essences of things, to have classed Southe, to have classed Southe, to have classed Southe, to have classed Southe, to have classed Southey in the same school withy in the same school withy in the same school withy in the same school withy in the same school with
WWWWWordswordswordswordswordsworth and Colerorth and Colerorth and Colerorth and Colerorth and Coleridgidgidgidgidge. Te. Te. Te. Te. The other popular notion about Southehe other popular notion about Southehe other popular notion about Southehe other popular notion about Southehe other popular notion about Southey wy wy wy wy which I conceivehich I conceivehich I conceivehich I conceivehich I conceive

to be expressed with mto be expressed with mto be expressed with mto be expressed with mto be expressed with much too little limitation reguch too little limitation reguch too little limitation reguch too little limitation reguch too little limitation regards his style. He has been praised,ards his style. He has been praised,ards his style. He has been praised,ards his style. He has been praised,ards his style. He has been praised,
and justly, for his plain, manly, unafand justly, for his plain, manly, unafand justly, for his plain, manly, unafand justly, for his plain, manly, unafand justly, for his plain, manly, unaffffffected English, until the parrot echoers of otherected English, until the parrot echoers of otherected English, until the parrot echoers of otherected English, until the parrot echoers of otherected English, until the parrot echoers of other

men’men’men’men’men’s judgmentss judgmentss judgmentss judgmentss judgments, w, w, w, w, who adopt all theho adopt all theho adopt all theho adopt all theho adopt all they relish with undistinguishing by relish with undistinguishing by relish with undistinguishing by relish with undistinguishing by relish with undistinguishing blindnesslindnesslindnesslindnesslindness,,,,, have begun have begun have begun have begun have begun

to hold him up as a great master of his own languagto hold him up as a great master of his own languagto hold him up as a great master of his own languagto hold him up as a great master of his own languagto hold him up as a great master of his own language, and a classical model of finee, and a classical model of finee, and a classical model of finee, and a classical model of finee, and a classical model of fine

composition. Nowcomposition. Nowcomposition. Nowcomposition. Nowcomposition. Now, if the error were only in the degree, it w, if the error were only in the degree, it w, if the error were only in the degree, it w, if the error were only in the degree, it w, if the error were only in the degree, it would not be would not be would not be would not be would not be worth worth worth worth worth while tohile tohile tohile tohile to

notice it; but the truth isnotice it; but the truth isnotice it; but the truth isnotice it; but the truth isnotice it; but the truth is, that Southe, that Southe, that Southe, that Southe, that Southey’y’y’y’y’s defs defs defs defs defects in this particular power are as strects in this particular power are as strects in this particular power are as strects in this particular power are as strects in this particular power are as strikingikingikingikingiking

as his characteras his characteras his characteras his characteras his characteristic gracesistic gracesistic gracesistic gracesistic graces. Let a subject ar. Let a subject ar. Let a subject ar. Let a subject ar. Let a subject arise—and almost in anise—and almost in anise—and almost in anise—and almost in anise—and almost in any path there is a readyy path there is a readyy path there is a readyy path there is a readyy path there is a ready

possibility that it should—in wpossibility that it should—in wpossibility that it should—in wpossibility that it should—in wpossibility that it should—in which a higher tone is required, of splendid declamation,hich a higher tone is required, of splendid declamation,hich a higher tone is required, of splendid declamation,hich a higher tone is required, of splendid declamation,hich a higher tone is required, of splendid declamation,

or of impassionate for of impassionate for of impassionate for of impassionate for of impassionate fervourervourervourervourervour, and Southe, and Southe, and Southe, and Southe, and Southey’y’y’y’y’s style will immediately betray its want ofs style will immediately betray its want ofs style will immediately betray its want ofs style will immediately betray its want ofs style will immediately betray its want of

the loftier qualities as flagrantly as it now asserts its powers in that unpretending formthe loftier qualities as flagrantly as it now asserts its powers in that unpretending formthe loftier qualities as flagrantly as it now asserts its powers in that unpretending formthe loftier qualities as flagrantly as it now asserts its powers in that unpretending formthe loftier qualities as flagrantly as it now asserts its powers in that unpretending form

wwwwwhich is best suited to his level character of wrhich is best suited to his level character of wrhich is best suited to his level character of wrhich is best suited to his level character of wrhich is best suited to his level character of writing and his humbiting and his humbiting and his humbiting and his humbiting and his humbler choice of themesler choice of themesler choice of themesler choice of themesler choice of themes.....

It is to mistakIt is to mistakIt is to mistakIt is to mistakIt is to mistake the character of Southee the character of Southee the character of Southee the character of Southee the character of Southey’y’y’y’y’s mind, ws mind, ws mind, ws mind, ws mind, which is elevated but not sustainedhich is elevated but not sustainedhich is elevated but not sustainedhich is elevated but not sustainedhich is elevated but not sustained

by the higher modes of enthusiasm, to think otherwise. Wby the higher modes of enthusiasm, to think otherwise. Wby the higher modes of enthusiasm, to think otherwise. Wby the higher modes of enthusiasm, to think otherwise. Wby the higher modes of enthusiasm, to think otherwise. Were a magnificent dedicationere a magnificent dedicationere a magnificent dedicationere a magnificent dedicationere a magnificent dedication

required, moving with a stately and measured solemnity, and putting forward somerequired, moving with a stately and measured solemnity, and putting forward somerequired, moving with a stately and measured solemnity, and putting forward somerequired, moving with a stately and measured solemnity, and putting forward somerequired, moving with a stately and measured solemnity, and putting forward some

majestic pretensionsmajestic pretensionsmajestic pretensionsmajestic pretensionsmajestic pretensions, ar, ar, ar, ar, arising out of a long and laborising out of a long and laborising out of a long and laborising out of a long and laborising out of a long and laborious lifious lifious lifious lifious life; were a pleading requirede; were a pleading requirede; were a pleading requirede; were a pleading requirede; were a pleading required

agagagagagainst some capital abuse of the earth—warainst some capital abuse of the earth—warainst some capital abuse of the earth—warainst some capital abuse of the earth—warainst some capital abuse of the earth—war, slavery, op, slavery, op, slavery, op, slavery, op, slavery, oppression in its thousand forms;pression in its thousand forms;pression in its thousand forms;pression in its thousand forms;pression in its thousand forms;

were a were a were a were a were a DefDefDefDefDefensio pro Pensio pro Pensio pro Pensio pro Pensio pro Populo Anglicanoopulo Anglicanoopulo Anglicanoopulo Anglicanoopulo Anglicano required; Southe required; Southe required; Southe required; Southe required; Southey’y’y’y’y’s is not the mind, and, by as is not the mind, and, by as is not the mind, and, by as is not the mind, and, by as is not the mind, and, by a

necessary consequence, Southenecessary consequence, Southenecessary consequence, Southenecessary consequence, Southenecessary consequence, Southey’y’y’y’y’s is not the style, for carrying such purposes into fulls is not the style, for carrying such purposes into fulls is not the style, for carrying such purposes into fulls is not the style, for carrying such purposes into fulls is not the style, for carrying such purposes into full

and memoraband memoraband memoraband memoraband memorable efle efle efle efle effffffect. His style is ect. His style is ect. His style is ect. His style is ect. His style is thereforethereforethereforethereforetherefore good, because it has been suited to his themes; good, because it has been suited to his themes; good, because it has been suited to his themes; good, because it has been suited to his themes; good, because it has been suited to his themes;

and those themes have hitherto been either narrative, wand those themes have hitherto been either narrative, wand those themes have hitherto been either narrative, wand those themes have hitherto been either narrative, wand those themes have hitherto been either narrative, which usually imposes a modesthich usually imposes a modesthich usually imposes a modesthich usually imposes a modesthich usually imposes a modest

diction, and a modest structure of sentencesdiction, and a modest structure of sentencesdiction, and a modest structure of sentencesdiction, and a modest structure of sentencesdiction, and a modest structure of sentences, or argumentative in that class w, or argumentative in that class w, or argumentative in that class w, or argumentative in that class w, or argumentative in that class which ishich ishich ishich ishich is

too overburthened with detailstoo overburthened with detailstoo overburthened with detailstoo overburthened with detailstoo overburthened with details, with replies, with replies, with replies, with replies, with replies, with interruption, and every mode of, with interruption, and every mode of, with interruption, and every mode of, with interruption, and every mode of, with interruption, and every mode of

discontinuity, to allow a thought of eloquence, or of the perdiscontinuity, to allow a thought of eloquence, or of the perdiscontinuity, to allow a thought of eloquence, or of the perdiscontinuity, to allow a thought of eloquence, or of the perdiscontinuity, to allow a thought of eloquence, or of the periodic style wiodic style wiodic style wiodic style wiodic style which a perfhich a perfhich a perfhich a perfhich a perfectectectectect

eloquence instinctively seekseloquence instinctively seekseloquence instinctively seekseloquence instinctively seekseloquence instinctively seeks.....
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I here close mI here close mI here close mI here close mI here close my separate notice of the Laky separate notice of the Laky separate notice of the Laky separate notice of the Laky separate notice of the Lake Pe Pe Pe Pe Poets—meaning those three woets—meaning those three woets—meaning those three woets—meaning those three woets—meaning those three who wereho wereho wereho wereho were

orororororigigigigiginally so denominated—three men upon winally so denominated—three men upon winally so denominated—three men upon winally so denominated—three men upon winally so denominated—three men upon whom posterhom posterhom posterhom posterhom posterity, in every agity, in every agity, in every agity, in every agity, in every age, will looke, will looke, will looke, will looke, will look

bacbacbacbacback with interest as profound ask with interest as profound ask with interest as profound ask with interest as profound ask with interest as profound as, perhaps, perhaps, perhaps, perhaps, perhaps, belongs to an, belongs to an, belongs to an, belongs to an, belongs to any other names of our era; fory other names of our era; fory other names of our era; fory other names of our era; fory other names of our era; for

it hapit hapit hapit hapit happenspenspenspenspens, not unfrequently, that the , not unfrequently, that the , not unfrequently, that the , not unfrequently, that the , not unfrequently, that the personalpersonalpersonalpersonalpersonal interest in the author is not in the interest in the author is not in the interest in the author is not in the interest in the author is not in the interest in the author is not in the

direct ratio of that wdirect ratio of that wdirect ratio of that wdirect ratio of that wdirect ratio of that which belongs to his which belongs to his which belongs to his which belongs to his which belongs to his works: and the character of an author betterorks: and the character of an author betterorks: and the character of an author betterorks: and the character of an author betterorks: and the character of an author better

qualified to command a vast popularqualified to command a vast popularqualified to command a vast popularqualified to command a vast popularqualified to command a vast popularity for the creations of his pen is oftentimes moreity for the creations of his pen is oftentimes moreity for the creations of his pen is oftentimes moreity for the creations of his pen is oftentimes moreity for the creations of his pen is oftentimes more

of a universal characterof a universal characterof a universal characterof a universal characterof a universal character, less peculiar, less peculiar, less peculiar, less peculiar, less peculiar, less fitted to stim, less fitted to stim, less fitted to stim, less fitted to stim, less fitted to stimulate the curulate the curulate the curulate the curulate the curiosity, or toiosity, or toiosity, or toiosity, or toiosity, or to

sustain the sympathy of the intellectual, than the profounder and more ascetic solemnitysustain the sympathy of the intellectual, than the profounder and more ascetic solemnitysustain the sympathy of the intellectual, than the profounder and more ascetic solemnitysustain the sympathy of the intellectual, than the profounder and more ascetic solemnitysustain the sympathy of the intellectual, than the profounder and more ascetic solemnity

of a Wof a Wof a Wof a Wof a Wordswordswordswordswordsworth, or the prodigorth, or the prodigorth, or the prodigorth, or the prodigorth, or the prodigal and magnificent eccentral and magnificent eccentral and magnificent eccentral and magnificent eccentral and magnificent eccentricities of a Colericities of a Colericities of a Colericities of a Colericities of a Coleridgidgidgidgidge. We. We. We. We. Withithithithith

respect to both of these grespect to both of these grespect to both of these grespect to both of these grespect to both of these gifted men, some interesting notices still remain in arrear; butifted men, some interesting notices still remain in arrear; butifted men, some interesting notices still remain in arrear; butifted men, some interesting notices still remain in arrear; butifted men, some interesting notices still remain in arrear; but

these will more properly come forward in their natural placesthese will more properly come forward in their natural placesthese will more properly come forward in their natural placesthese will more properly come forward in their natural placesthese will more properly come forward in their natural places, as the, as the, as the, as the, as they hapy hapy hapy hapy happen to arpen to arpen to arpen to arpen to ariseiseiseiseise

in after in after in after in after in after years in connexion with myears in connexion with myears in connexion with myears in connexion with myears in connexion with my own memoirsy own memoirsy own memoirsy own memoirsy own memoirs.....

4.3.4.  Annotations

Expounded: explained,

Tatters: (especially of cloth or paper) badly torn, damaged or completely spoiled

Mutilated: destroyed, damaged

Rarely: seldom

Rambles: long walks in the countryside

Ostentatiously: very obviously so that everyone would notice

Merited: deserved

Greta Hall: Greta Hall is a house in Keswick in the Lake District of England. It is best

known as the home of the poets, S. T. Coleridge and Robert Southey. The house is

made in late 18century style: Front 3 storey, with quoins and plinth, centre flush-panelled

double doors (Gothic top panels glazed with net tracery), Ionic door case with fluted 3/

4 columns, frieze, cornice and den tilled pediment. 3 sash windows on each floor (2 to

left and 1 to right on ground floor, other storey symmetrical), all 12-paned, in stone

architraves. Large segmental 2-storeyed bow on right hand return side, otherwise 3

storey with a Venetian window. Left hand return side has a similar Venetian window

and a half-bow. Interior has good carved oak fireplace dated 1684 in “Southey’s parlour”,

flag floors and old ovens in kitchens, and main windows with fluted interior wood
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cases, simple wood staircase. Coleridge lived there with his family from 24 July 1800

until 1803 and regularly visited Wordsworth in Grasmere. Robert Southey  came to

stay with his wife at Greta Hall in 1803 and lived there until his death in 1843. Coleridge

left Greta Hall in 1804 leaving his family in the care of Southey. Greta Hall was visited

by other literary figures including William Wordsworth, Dorothy Wordsworth, Lord

Byron, John Keats, Charles Lamb, Mary Lamb, P. B. Shelley and Thomas De Quincey.

Lucro ponatur: Latin phrase meaning a plus point, a point of advantage

Unadorned: simple, undecorated

 Overhanging: sticking out over something at a lower level

Contrivance: management, manipulation

Conjunction: togetherness

Conspicuous: distinct

Cardinal: important, significant

Embellishments: decorations

Derwent: There are several rivers of the name in England  The Derwent  referred to

here is a river in the Lake District  of the county of Cumbria in the north of England.

The river rises at Styhead  Tarn underneath Scafell Pike and flows in a northerly direction

through the valley of Borrowdale, before continuing through Derwentwater, giving the

lake its name.

The Derwent then continues into Bassenthwaite Lake, picking up the waters of the River

Greta just outside Keswick.

Sublime chaos: an example of oxymoron

Vista: a beautiful view

Gorge: a deep narrow valley with steep sides, usually formed by a river or stream

cutting through hard rock

“Blencathra and Catchedicam”    : This is a compressed quote from Sir Walter Scott’s

poem Helvellyn .Helvellyn is a mountain in the Lake District.Cachedicam is a place

close by it.

Sullen: melancholy, pensive, sad

Insulated: protected
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Lot: destiny, luck, fortune

Expansive: large, vast, generous

Seclusion: solitude

Sequestration: seclusion

Glaramara: Glaramara is a fell in the English Lake District in Cumbria. It is a

substantial fell that is part of a long ridge that stretches for over six kilometers from

Stonethwaite in Borrowdale up to the important mountain pass of Esk Hause.

Skiddaw: a mountain in the Lake District of England. It lies just north of the town

of Keswick, Cumbria, and dominates the skyline in this part of the northern lakes.

Congregation: gathering

Gibbon: Edward Gibbon was an English historian. His most important work, The

History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, was published in six volumes

between 1776 and 1788. The Decline and Fall is known for the quality of its prose, its

use of primary sources, and its open criticism of organised religion.

Pecuniary: relating to money

Litterateur: a person knowledgeable about literature; a professional writer

 “The vision and the faculty divine”     : a quotation from Wordsworth’s The Excursion

Intercourse: interaction, communication

Levy: to pay or impose tax, money to a government or organization

Opium Eater: Both De Quincey and Coleridge were opium eaters. Throughout his

life, De Quincey suffered from stomach pains. De Quincey became addicted in 1804,

when he studied at Worcester College, Oxford. He used it first to relieve acute toothache.

He kept a decanter of laudanum by his elbow and steadily increased the dose. The drug

was widely used to treat everything from syphilis to the common cold. 

Sad eclipse: decline, decadence, deterioration

Sate: poetic use of ‘sat’

Hurricane of wrath: violent anger

Contempt: hate

Raving: crying in a mad way

Impregnable: powerful and impossible to beat, especially in sports
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Abstracted: isolated, separated

Hindostan: Hindostan or Hindoostan was an old name for India, which Europeans

often used. For De Quincey here, Canada,or Hindostan or India  is not any specific

place reference; he means that during his long bout of opium addiction, he was as

completely cut off from  these friends and acquaintances as if  they were separated by a

very long geographical distance like the one between Canada and India.

Imputation: allegation, accusation

Vindicated: strongly recommended or advocated

Polemic: a piece of writing or speech in which a person strongly attacks or defends a

particular opinion, person, idea or set of beliefs

Mr. Malthus: The Reverend Thomas Robert Malthus (13 February 1766 – 29

December 1834) was an English cleric and scholar, influential in the fields of political

economy and demography. His An Essay on the Principle of Population observed that

sooner or later population will be checked by famine and disease, leading to what is

known as a Malthusian catastrophe. He wrote in opposition to the popular view in

18th-century Europe that saw society as improving and in principle as perfectible. He

thought that the dangers of population growth precluded progress towards

a utopian society: “The power of population is indefinitely greater than the power in

the earth to produce subsistence for man”. Malthus believed that the increase of

population is necessarily limited by the means of subsistence.

Actuated:  activated, motivated, to make somebody behave in a particular manner

Sophistry:  the use of clever arguments to persuade people that something is really true

when it is really false

Disingenuous: not sincere, especially when you pretend to know less about something

than you really do

Plagued: troubled, ailed, disturbed

Hobbes: Thomas Hobbes (1588 – 4 December 1679), was an English philosopher, best

known today for his work on political philosophy. His 1651 book Leviathan established

the  social contract theory, the foundation of Western political philosophy thought on

rational grounds a champion of absolutism for the sovereign. Hobbes also developed

some of the fundamentals of European liberal thought: the right of the individual; the

natural equality of all men; the artificial character of the political order (which led to

the later distinction between civil society and the state); the view that all legitimate
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political power must be “representative” and based on the consent of the people; and a

liberal interpretation of law which leaves people free to do whatever the law does not

explicitly forbid.

Apprehend: understand

Locus: the exact place where something happens or which is thought to be the centre of

something

Prima philosophia; Latin phrase, meaning First Philosophy

Aberrating: distorted, erroneous

Presumptuously: probably, possibly

Bearings: impacts, influences, effects

Conferred: endowed, bestowed

Rarely: seldom

Westminster Review: The Westminster Review was a quarterly British publication.

Established in1823 as the official organ of the Philosophical Radicals, it was published

from 1824 to 1914. James Mill was one of the driving forces behind the liberal journal

until 1828. In 1823, the paper was founded by Jeremy Bentham. The first edition of the

journal featured numerous articles by James Mill and his son John Stuart Mill which,

combined, served as a provocative adverse criticism of a rival, more well-established

journal, the Edinburgh Review

Superannuation of error: the phrase means that the errors of Coleridge’s economic

ideas were obsolete, or out of date.

Puerile: childish, infantile

Truisms: statements which are so obviously true that they are almost not worth saying

Compass: area of interest

Chimera: (in ancient Greek stories) a creature with a lion’s head, a goat’s body and a

snake’s tail, that can breathe out fire. The general meaning is something untrue, illusory.

The Friend: This was a periodical that Coleridge wrote and published in 1809—10. It

contained essays on politics, economics and other subjects, poems etc. Its high

intellection proved too heavy for most readers and it could not run for long,

Propounds: expounds, enunciates

Hypothesis: assumption
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Adverting:  informal use of ‘advertising’ or ‘advertisement’

Abstracted: taken out

Systole or diastole:  the part of the heart’s rhythm when the heart pumps blood

Flux: continuous movement and change

Plagiarist: a person who copies another person’s ideas, words or work and pretend that

they are his own

Driveller: one who says silly things

Snare: a situation that seems attractive but is unpleasant and difficult to escape from

Specious: seeming right or true but actually wrong or false

Charlatan: a person who claims to have knowledge or skills that they donot really have

Condescended: to do something that you think it is below your social or professional

position to do

Sophisms: arguments, reasoning

Quarterly Review: The Quarterly Review was a literary and political periodical founded

in March 1809 by the well known London publishing house John Murray. It ceased

publication in 1967. Initially, the Quarterly was set up primarily to counter the influence

on public opinion of the Edinburgh Review. Its first editor, William Gifford, was

appointed by George Canning, at the time Foreign Secretary, later Prime Minister. Under

Gifford, the journal took the liberal-conservative position on matters of domestic and

foreign policy, if only inconsistently. It opposed major political reforms, but it supported

the gradual abolition of slavery, moderate law reform, humanitarian treatment of

criminals and the insane, and the liberalizing of trade. In a series of brilliant articles, in

its pages Southey advocated a progressive philosophy of social reform. Because two of

his key writers, Scott and Southey, were opposed to Catholic emancipation, Gifford did

not permit the journal to take a clear position on that issue.

Hazlitt: William Hazlitt (1778–1830) was the son of a Unitarian minister. He went to

Paris in his youth with the aim of becoming a painter, but gradually convinced himself

that he could not excel in this art. He then turned to journalism and literature, and came

into close association with Wordsworth, Coleridge, Lamb, Hunt, and others of the

Romantic School. He was, however, of a sensitive and difficult temperament, and sooner

or later quarreled with most of his friends. Though a worshiper of Napoleon, whose life

he wrote, he was a strong liberal in politics, and supposed himself persecuted for his

opinions.
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Pillaged: stole things from a place or region, especially in a war, using violence, looted,

plundered

Garbled: confused

Fallacy: fault, drawback

Frail: weak, feeble

Prop: a piece of wood or metal, etc. used to support something or keep it in position

Rigour: stiffness, discipline, toughness

Amply: elaborately, broadly

Competent: efficient

Redress: to correct something that is unfair and wrong

Redundant: unnecessary, irrelevant, not needed, not useful

Diffused: scattered

Adopted: followed, pursued

Hasty: quick, speedy

Reveries: states of thinking about pleasant things, daydreams

Notions: ideas, opinions

Currently: presently

Erroneous: mistaken, flawed

Declaration: announcement

Frankly: candidly

Wordsworth’s theory of poetic diction: In the Preface to the Lyrical Ballads

Wordsworth expressed his ideas of the language and subject of poetry. You may refresh

your memory by re-reading Module 4 Unit 1 of this SLM

Constituted:  formed

Founded: based

Phraseology: the particular way in which words and phrases are arranged when saying

or writing something
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Arising: coming out, emerging

Joint reverence: collaborative respect

Scriptural language: language found in scriptures

Discernment: power of observation

Unaffected: simple, unadorned

Fine composition: excellent writing

Worthwhile: worthy, eligible

Graces: kindnesses, positive qualities

Declamation: a speech or a piece of writing that strongly expresses feelings and opinions

Impassionate fervor: passionate earnestness

Want of the loftier qualities: deficiency of high and noble qualities

Flagrantly: clearly, explicitly, and intensely

Unpretending form: simple and unassuming form and style

Stately: splendid, royal

Solemnity: sublimity, loftiness

Majestic: royal

Laborious: hard-working, diligent

Oppression: exploitation

Overburthened: overburdened, overloaded

Eloquence: good speaking, speaking with an excellent style and fluency to persuade

and motivate the listeners

Instinctively: emotionally, impulsively

Denominated: expressed an amount of money using a particular unit or gave something

a particular name or description

Posterity: succeeding generations

Stimulate: inspire, instigate

Ascetic: related to a simple and strict way of living

Eccentricities: peculiarities, strangeness
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Gifted: talented

Arrear: due

Connexion: another spelling of ‘connection’

Memoirs: recollections, recapitulations

Table talk: Table talk is a literary genre, a species of memoir. A collector (biographer,

colleague, friend, etc.) records impromptu comments by some famous person (made

generally at the dining table or in small get-togethers), in anticipation of their lasting

value The precedent in classical literature was the symposium, such as the Table

Talk of Plutarch, though this was a supposed memoir of an occasion, rather than a

person.”Table talk” may also refer to a similar informal conversation, more deliberately

engaged in by the famous person, with the direct intent of publication (somewhat

analogous to granting an interview).

The Friend: The Friend was a periodical written by Coleridge in 1809 and 1810,

spanning twenty-eight issues. It encompassed everything from grand rhetorical orations

about politics and history and war, to anecdotes and poems and metaphysical

observations. The Friend was not a great social success, with its impenetrability and

demands on the reader, but as a literary work it is an outstanding example of Coleridge’s

depth and reach.

 Samuel Taylor Coleridge:   Samuel Taylor Coleridge (21 October 1772 – 25 July

1834) was an English poet, literary critic and philosopher who, with his friend William

Wordsworth, was a founder of the Romantic Movement in England and a member of

the Lake Poets. He wrote the poems The Rime of the Ancient Mariner and Kubla Khan,

as well as the major prose work Biographia Literaria. His critical work, especially

on Shakespeare, was highly influential, and he helped introduce German

idealist philosophy to English-speaking culture. He coined many familiar words and

phrases, including Suspension of disbelief. He was a major influence on Emerson, and

American transcendentalism. Throughout his adult life, Coleridge suffered from

crippling bouts of anxiety and depression; it has been speculated that he suffered from

bipolar disorder, a condition not identified during his lifetime. He also suffered from

poor physical health that may have stemmed from a bout of rheumatic fever and other
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childhood illnesses. He was treated for these concerns with laudanum, which fostered a

lifelong opium addiction.

Sir James Stuart:  The reference is to an early (late 18th century) English economist of

Scots descent, who wrote a comprehensive treatise on Economics. He was a supporter

of Mercantile economy.

Vine dresser: an agriculturist who prunes and generally looks after vine trees in vinyards.

The Lake Poets: The Lake Poets were a group of English poets who all lived in the Lake

District of England at the turn of the nineteenth century. As a group, they followed no

single “school” of thought or literary practice then known. They were named, only to

be uniformly disparaged, by the Edinburgh Review. They are considered part of

the Romantic Movement. The three main figures of what became known as the Lake

School were William Wordsworth, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, and Robert Southey. They

were associated with several other poets and writers, including Dorothy Wordsworth,

Charles Lamb, and Thomas De Quincey.

Keswick: Keswick is an English market town and civil parish formerly part

of Cumberland and since 1974 in the Borough of Allerdale in Cumbria. The town, now

in the Lake District National Park, became widely known for its association with the

poets Samuel Taylor Coleridge and Robert Southey. Together with their fellow Lake

Poet William Wordsworth, based at Grasmere, 12 miles (19 km) away, they made the

scenic beauty of the area widely known to readers in Britain and beyond.

Blencathra: Blencathra, also known as Saddleback, is one of the most northerly

mountains in the English Lake District. It has six separate fell tops, of which the highest

is the 868-metre (2,848 ft) Halls fell Top.

 Long Parliament: Session called by Charles I in 1640 to pass financial bills . The

members were resentful of the King’s assumption of arbitrary powers and refused to

end the session. There was a contentious argument between the king’s supporters  and

the others which ultimately led to the English Civil War. The major clash was over the

king’s right to levy taxes without the permission of the parliament The King’s party

argued that taxes were ultimately used for the benefit of the realm .

Ad honestatem: latin phrase, meaning ‘of honesty’

Currente  calamo   : latin phrase, meaning , ‘offhand’, ‘without deep reflection’.
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4.3.5. Discussion and Analysis

At the outset, De Quincey marks a meaningful difference between William

Wordsworth and Robert Southey by saying that whereas Wordsworth had a small

collection of books, Southey possessed a marvellous library of books. The writer,

De Quincey, begins his discourse quite abruptly by making a distinction between

the library of William Wordsworth and Robert Southey. His description is homely,

informal and chatty. De Quincey says that Wordsworth had only two or three hundred

volumes of books, spread over the little sitting room, and an  upstairs room, which

were considered to be his half-kitchen and half-parlour. De Quincey’s sense of

humour becomes evident in every detail he has provided the readers about

Wordsworth. He states that most of the books possessed by Wordsworth were in a

bad condition; they were primarily meant to be read and used rather that to be

showed in the bookshelves. The  volumes were in  haphazard order . There is a

mild joke at Wordsworth’s limited resources of books. Wordsworth did not give too

much time  to his books; rather he used to indulge in other recreations.. On the

other hand, De Quincey is full of appreciation for Southey’s collection of books.

His books were arranged in a separate room in a stylish and elegant manner. He

brings alive a portrait sketch of Southey the man. De Quincey gives a fairly detailed

description of Greta Hall. Greta Hall was a remarkable dwelling place in the sense

that it accommodated two families – the family of Coleridge and the family of

Southey. Actually it was the more affluent Southey who took care of both his own

and Coleridge’s  families and also of another widowed  sister-in –law.   Southey’s

good –natured tolerance of the family burden can be seen  in his punning use of the

expression ‘the ant-hill’ to refer to the low hill on which Greta Hall was situated.

The family comprised of the children of the Southeys, the Coleridges, and of Mrs.

Lovell, and as Mrs. Southey, Mrs. Coleridge and Mrs. Lovell were sisters, all  the

children had several aunts living with them.  Greta Hall was divided into two

apartments between Coleridge and Southey. The partition of Coleridge was

distinguished by a study room where he could have a magnificent view of the

landscape as well as the sky.

 Quincey points out that the library of Southey was well-decorated and embellished,

keeping in harmony with the over-all elegance of the room. The books in Southey’s

library were primarily English, Spanish and Portuguese and they constitute the classics
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of three literatures. The classics were supplemented by many rare manuscripts of Spanish

and Portuguese literature. According to De Quincey, the room was designed in such a

manner that it could attract any spectator.

De Quincey does not merely give us the interior of Greta Hall. His gift for terse but

vivid description brings alive the beautiful outside scene of the Lake district, with

references to its falls, rivers, hills such as Derwent Lake, Glaramara, Skiddaw, Keswick

etc.His description makes us realize why the Romantic poets found the rugged beauty

of the Lakes so fascinating.

De Quincey has tried to give a fuller account of his friendship with Southey. From

1808, he started living as a neighbour of Southey and he struck a close friendship with

him. There was reciprocal respect between them. But his growing opium addiction

made him lose his health and  genial spirit. He pays a tribute to his friends and also

criticises them in this essay. For example,  he compares  Southey and Gibbon, eloquently

appreciating the erudition, descriptive powers, narrative skills of both . Like Gibbon,

Southey was an accomplished writer and  scholar. He was also a Member of Parliament

like Gibbon. But, according to De Quincey, Southey , being an acknowledged major

poet, had an advantage over Gibbon, meaning possibly, that for Gibbon , writing history,

scholarship couched in good prose style was enough, but Southey the poet had to have

creative imagination.

The essay can be broadly subdivided into three parts: in the first, which we have been

discussing so far, De Quincey gives us personal glimpses and views of the poets. In the

second part, which is more erudite, he enters into a controversial economic discussion.

In the third part, he engages in a literary discussion on the lake poets.   You may initially

find the references to Thomas Hobbes, Malthus, Ricardo etc. a little frightening. But

we think a basic idea of what De Quincey is discussing here will give you a more

comprehensive view of the Romantic poets, reminding you that they were not ivory

tower poets, but instead, deeply engaged in the problems of contemporary society.

We would like you to recollect what you have already read in Module1, Unit 1 of Paper

V of your SLM regarding the historical background of the Romantic Movement. The

two major happenings which framed the socio-political backdrop of the Romantic

Movement were, the French Revolution and the Napoleonic wars that followed on the

one hand ,and the Industrial Revolution on the other. These were seminal in changing

the socio-economic structure of Europe in general and England in particular.
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In paragraphs 5 to 7 in the extract selected for your study De Quincey takes up the

arguments of major political economists, gives his reasons for accepting and supporting

the ideas of David Ricardo on rent and the Malthusian view of population, briefly

glances at the Malthus- Ricardo controversy, and stringently criticises Coleridge’s

economic opinions as found in some articles in The Friend and also,  according to him

were echoed and sometimes garbled  by Hazlitt in his essays. Southey is likewise

criticised for the economic ideas he sometimes discussed in The Quarterly Review.

The discussion of political economy:

The most powerful political class in England were the landowners. Since they

constituted the majority in parliament, the laws were usually passed in their interest.

But the emergent middle class, earning money from trade and manufacturing had a

different set of priorities. The major focus of the controversy were the Corn Laws.

These were restrictions imposed by the government on imported foodgrain. Heavy

tariff was levied on imported grain to protect domestic product. The landowners

made high profit from the resultant high food price. The manufacturers and workers

were unhappy. If food was expensive, workers had to be paid higher wages for the

subsistence of their families, which meant less profit for factory owners. Also, their

products became less competitive in the international market. Later, under pressure

from the Anti- Corn Law League, made up of Whig middle class  manufacturers

and traders, the Corn Laws were repealed. This gave a boost to Free Market trade

and commerce.

David Ricardo, an English political economist, was a supporter of free trade  and

free competition without any economic restriction imposed by governments. He was

opposed to any tariff on international trade. Ricardo was responsible for developing

theories of rent, wages and profit. He defined rent as ‘the difference between the

produce obtained by the employment of two equal quantities of capital and labour.”

The portion of purely individual benefit that accrues to resources such as land or

gold, over and above any socially beneficial exchange, Ricardo labels ‘rent’.

According to Ricardo, rent costs gobble up profits as population increases. Since

profits lead to reinvestments and thus growth, rising costs indirectly prevent economic

progress. In Ricardo’s model the interests of landowners directly oppose those of

society in general. So Ricardo campaigned against the Corn Laws.
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Malthus, better known for his theory of population, criticised Ricardo’s view on rent.

He said, Ricardo was ignoring Say’s Law that all savings by definition equal investments.

Malthus suggested that rent , however misplaced, constitutes a prime source of savings

and investment for the future. The debate developed over the concept of  a general glut

and the possibility of failure of Say’s Law. Malthus laid stress on economic development

and persistence of disequilibrium. Ricardo’s views on political economy were less

restricted, less theoretical and more focussed on the actual problems of the times.

In economic theory equilibrium occurs when the economic forces of supply and demand

are perfectly balanced, i.e. quantity demanded and quantity supplied are matched.

Disequilibrium occurs when this equilibrium is disturbed. Say’s Law, named after

the French economist Jean Baptiste Say, is the law of markets in classical economy.

This theory holds that aggregate production creates an equal quantity of aggregate

demand. So ‘general glut’ i.e. widespread excess of supply over demand cannot happen.

Jaques Necker, swiss-born banker, became the director-general of finances  in France

under Louis XVI, in the years preceding the French Revolution .he tried to improve the

disastrous state of French finances by taking several measures. He tried to divide the

capitation tax more equally, abolished the income tax called the vingtieme d’industrie,.

He wanted to collect government revenue by introducing high rates of interest rather

than by raising taxes. His most important work, which De Quincey refers to here, was

the Compte rendu au roi, a statement of the king’s or the government’s income and

expenditure.

De Quincey’s political sympathies were towards the right. The romantic poets,

Wordsworth, Coleridge and Southey, as you know by now, were ardent champions of

revolutionary ideals in their young days. With maturity they had certainly grown more

conservative in their political opinions. But all of them, including even Southey, a strong

Tory supporter, retained  a groundswell of sympathy  for the poorer classes, and were

by and large against the industrialists and manufacturers. Southey spoke out against the

first Reform Bill which began the process of devolution of power from the landowning

class to the emerging middle class.

Although De Quincey wrote a book on Political Economy, he was not interested in the

practical problems of economics—i.e. progress or the state of society. He was attracted
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by the principles of political economy. He admired Ricardo because according to him,

Ricardo’s principles of political economy focused on ‘core concepts’, —on value, on

rent, on wages, profits ‘foreign trade, sudden changes in trade , accumulation , colonial

trade, banks  machinery etc. In his treatise on political economy De Quincey always

uses fictional or historical examples, whereas an economist would use actual examples

from contemporary life. Unlike contemporary economists or the Utilitarian philosophers

he had little interest in the link between economy and social reform. Coleridge , in his

later prose writings , for example the Lay Sermons , shows a deep humanitarian concern

with  the state of contemporary society. In the wake of the Napoleonic wars England

was in a bad economic condition. Inflation, slump, bank failures, bankruptcies were

rife. Naturally the poor , both the agricultural labourers and the new industrial workers

bore the brunt of the miseries. Joblessness led to hunger, growing misery led to mass

riots which led to repressive government measures.

The views Coleridge expressed show an uncanny understanding of the basic problems

of capitalist economy—of the trade cycles (good trade characterized by prosperity and

low unemployment followed by slump and high unemployment). He thought economy

should benefit large sections of society and not merely a few of the propertied or

manufacturing classes. He advocated social and political reforms as means of maintaining

a stable and cohesive society and warned against unchecked industrialization. He

criticised the prevailing ideology of free market. De Quincey was a supporter of the

free market so he trashes Coleridge’s ideas.

Neither Coleridge nor De Quincey were economists or well versed in economic theories.

It becomes obvious that De Quincey argues from the viewpoint of abstract theories so

he is against mixing what he calls ‘ethics’ with economics. Coleridge wrote from a

broad humanitarian point of view. That is why, Coleridge spoke in favour of the taxes

which benefited the agrarian labourer, and De Quincey opposes taxes because the

abolition would benefit industry.

Southey, in the essays in which he took up economic issues reflects the Coleridgean

point of view. In critiquing Malthus he expresses the central romantic contention about

the falsity of Malthus’s arguments. He wrote that poverty was not the product of nature

but of social arrangements   All checks to population till the power of production can be
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pushed no further, and actual room for further increase be wanting , must be attributed

to error and ignorance in man, not to unerring nature and omniscient goodness. Southey

warns that if Malthus’s ideas were taken up, the poor would be left to starve. Where the

social compact of a community is broken, the poor and dispossessed will have resort to

the right of the strongest, i.e. become violent.

Hazlitt, inspired early in life by his father, a minister of the Unitarian church, and later

by Coleridge and William Cobbett, the farmer turned journalist and radical reformer,

expressed anti- utilitarian and anti- Malthus opinions in his essays. His early essay

‘Principles of Human Action’ contained his core beliefs. He took up the ides in his

‘Spirit of the Age’. His basic anti- utilitarian idea is that disinterested behavior is inherent

in humans, both individually and socially. He rebutted Malthusian a number of essays,

repeating that it was political organisation, not nature, that limited population size and

there were still  large tracts of uninhabited land in the world. He suggested that Malthus

was a sycophant of the Rich and failed in his basic calling of a clergyman (Malthus was

a minister of the church) to see in the increase of human population a corresponding

increase in the quantum of human good dispensed by God.

You can see that the basic controversy was over the perceived needs of Industrial

Capitalism in its early stages and a defence mounted against it by the major Romantic

poets of the first generation. The controversy would be carried on by the next

generation Romantics and into the Victorian period by the essayists like Carlyle and

Ruskin.

The issue which caused a permanent rift between the Lake poets and De Quincey, was

possibly his candid critical assessment of their literary achievement, rather than a

divergence of economic views. You will find here, in this extract, only his opinions

about the style of Southey. It is quite unflattering. We are not surprised that Southey

called him “a calumniator, cowardly spy, traitor, base betrayer of the hospitable social

hearth” and “one of the greatest scoundrels living!”

Robert Southey’s reputation has suffered in comparison with Wordsworth and Coleridge,

who were undoubtedly far greater than him. In the early nineteenth century however he

enjoyeda popularity and became the poet laureate. His political opinions show the same

trajectory as those of his friends, only more prominently. He began as a revolutionary
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thinker and ended as a conservative. He was a versatile writer, writing both verse and

prose. His ambition was to become a historian and in his poetry he chooses historical

events and personages His poems are geographically wide-ranging too, spanning France,

Spain and even India .His early epical poem  , inspired by the French Revolution was

Joan of Arc. The subsequent events, especially the Napoleonic wars changed his views.

In the Curse of Kehama, he narrates the tale of a Hindu pariah who, assisted by divine

powers eventually achieves victory over an ambitious world conqueror—clearly intended

to allude to Napoleon.  Roderick, a story about the Christian reconquest of Spain,  written

towards the end of his poetical career is full of jingoistic patriotism.

De Quincey rightly says that Southey cannot be grouped together with Wordsworth

and Coleridge. In choice of subject and style he was more akin to Gray and Scott than

to the other two , who were his friends and neighbours. He himself said, as you see

here, that he considered Wordsworth’s views on the subject and language of poetry as

expressed in the Preface to the Lyrical Ballads to be wrong. He chose high romantic

subjects, full of details of barbarous violence. He did not have the subtlety of Coleridge’s

handling of the remote romantic that we find in Christabel.  His handling of metre was

not very felicitous. His use of rimeless lines of varying length in poems like Thalaba

reads like prose cut up anyhow. He used rimes in Kehama, but the overall effect shows

a lack of design. The blank verse in Roderick has neither the grandeur of Milton nor the

lyrical quality of the Wordsworthean blank verse.

The second part of the penultimate paragraph probably refers to Southey’s prose style.

Southey was the author of a number of prose works:  histories, biographies, miscellaneous

essays, eg. History of Brazil, Life of Cowper, Life of Nelson. About his prose, Southey

himself said that he never thought of style. He tried to write plain, serviceable prose. In

fact he is better as a prose writer than as a poet. He avoided the over - elaborate, ponderous

style of the writers of the previous generation, like Dr. Johnson or Gibbon, and the high

rhetorical manner of Edmund Burke. His prose is simple, plain, direct and practical.

But it lacks the intellectual substance and depth of Coleridge, the personal charm of

Lamb, the ironical humour and keen observation of Hazlitt and the poetic cadences of

De Quincey himself.  It is often colourless,  nondescript, sometimes puerile. He lacked

the capacity for profoundity. Although a poet, he fails to use metaphors  to give vivid

touches and tends to use too many passive constructions.
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On the plus side, it is a model of transparent functionalism, clear, simple,direct. It is

closer to the unpretentious directness of the prose of Addison .We give below an extract

from his best work , Life of Nelson, to give you a first hand idea of the prose of

Southey.

Nelson was fortunate in possessing good interest at the time when it could be most

serviceable to him: his promotion had been almost as rapid as it could be; and before he

had attained the age of twenty-one he had gained that rank which brought all the honours

of the service within his reach. No opportunity, indeed, had yet been given him of

distinguishing himself; but he was thoroughly master of his profession, and his zeal

and ability were acknowledged wherever he was known. Count d’Estaing, with a fleet

of one hundred and twenty-five sail, men of war and transports, and a reputed force of

five-and twenty thousand men, threatened Jamaica from St. Domingo. Nelson offered

his services to the Admiral and to Governor-General Dalling, and was appointed to

command the batteries of Fort Charles, at Port Royal. Not more than seven thousand

men could be mustered for the defence of the island,—a number wholly inadequate to

resist the force which threatened them. Of this Nelson was so well aware, that when he

wrote to his friends in England, he told them they must not be surprised to hear of his

learning to speak French. D’Estaing, however, was either not aware of his own

superiority, or not equal to the command with which he was intrusted: he attempted

nothing with his formidable armament; and General Dalling was thus left to execute a

project which he had formed against the Spanish colonies.

4.3.6. Summing up

● De Quincey is best known for ‘Confessions of An English Opium Eater’, a fine

example of the self-revelatory aspect of the nineteenth century Romantics.

● But such pieces of his literary criticism as are still available show him to be a critic

of the sharpest perceptiveness, of the most delicate subtlety.

● He brought to his criticism enormous reading in literature and a sharp, alert

sensibility. It is indeed a pity that we have so little left to us of the work of a critic

of such remarkable gifts. What we have is, indeed, of the highest quality of literary

criticism.

● We have read in this module an interesting extract from another of his well-known

works; Recollections of the Lakes and the Lake Poets. In this extract we get glimpses
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of his personal views about Southey, Wordsworth and Coleridge, all of whom he

came to know intimately when he lived in the Lake district as their friend and

neighbour.

● So, as you read their poetry and prose, you also get an idea of what kind of

personalities they had.

● The extract is also interesting because it gives you a wider perspective of

the Romantic period, through the economic opinions De Quincey discusses

here.

4.3.7. Comprehension Exercises

Long Questions-20 marks

1. Consider Thomas De Quincey as a Romantic critic.

2. What do you  learn of the contemporary  economic situation and

controversies from the extract   of De Quincey’s Recollections that you have

studied?

3. Describe after De Quincey the interior and exterior of Greta Hall.

Mid-length Questions-12 marks

1. Comment on De Quincey’s comparison between the reading habits of Wordsworth

and Coleridge.  .

2. What is  De Quincey’s  opinion about Southey as an author ?

3. What impression do we get of Robert Southey as a man from De

Quincey’s presentation ?

4. What do we learn of De Quincey’s economic opinions from the extract?

Short Notes-6 marks

1. Write a short note on Robert Southey’s library.

2. Write a short note on William Wordsworth’s library.

3. Why did Southey call the location of Greta Hall ‘the ant-hill’?

4. What does De Quincey say about the economic opinions of Coleridge?
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4.3.8.   Suggested Reading

1. The text of the essay has been taken from the website http//: www.gutenberg.org

3. Jarvis, Robin. The Romantic Period: The Intellectual and Cultural Context of

English Literature  ( Longman Literature in English Series )

4. Dick, Alexander. Romanticism and The Gold Standard: Money, Literature and

Economic Debate in Britain 1790—1830 (Palgrave Macmillan 2013)

5. Wimsatt and Brookes. Literary Criticism. ( Oxford and IBH )

6. Klingopulous, G D. ‘The Spirit of The Age in Prose’, in Pelican guide to English

Literature  ( from Blake to Byron ) General editor : Boris Ford.
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Year Major Events Year Major literary figures and 

their works

1789 French Revolution Fall of 1789 William Blake (1757-1827), 

Bastille Songs of Innocence

1790 Edmund Burke, Reflections on 

the Revolution in France; 

Blake, The Marriage of 

Heaven and Hell

1791 Flight of Louis XVI to the 1791 James Boswell, Life of Samuel Johnson; 

Austrian border. He was caught Thomas Paine, The Rights of Man

and executed by the Jacobins in (Part I)

1793. 

1792 September Massacres. Triumph 1792 Mary Wollstonecraft, A Vindication of 

of the Jacobins in France. the Rights of Woman

1793 Execution of Louis XVI; Reign of 1793 William Blake, America

Terror; Britain and France at war.

1794 Executions of Danton and 1794 William Blake, Songs of Experience

Robespierre; Habeas Corpus Act 

suspended in Britain. 

1796 Bonaparte's Italian Campaign 1796 Burney, Camilla

1798 Nelson's victory at the Battle of 1798 William Wordsworth (1770-1850) and 

Nile against France. This proved Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772-1834),

the English supremacy in naval Lyrical Ballads; Wollstonecraft, The 

War. Wrongs of Woman

1799 Napoleon became the First

Consul. Most of the internal 

administrative reforms were

undertaken during this period.
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1800 Act of Union with Ireland

1801 Union of British and Irish 

Parliaments; Habeas Corpus Act 

Suspended

1802 Peace of Amiens. France and Foundation of the Edinburgh Review

England entered into a temporary 

Truce through this treaty. 

1803 Renewal of war against France.

1804 Napoleon, Emperor of France 1804 Blake, Milton

1805 Nelson's victory at Trafalgar 1805 Wordsworth's first version of his 

autobiographical poem The Prelude

1807 Abolition of slave trade in the 1807 Wordsworth, Poems

British Empire 

1808 Peninsular War between France 1808 Sir Walter Scott (1771-1832), Marmion

and the combined forces of Spain 

and Portugal, supported by

England. Napoleon later remarked 

that 'the Spanish Ulcer' ruined him.

1809 George Gordon Byron (1788-1824), 

English Bards and Scotch Reviewers; 

foundation of the Quarterly Review

1810 Scott, The Lady of the Lake

Year Major Events Year Major literary figures and 

their works
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1811 Jane Austen (1775-1817), Sense and 

Sensibilty

1812 French retreat from Moscow 1812 Byron, Childe Harold's Pilgrimage

which signalled the failure of

 Napoleon's Grand Army.

1813 Austen, Pride and Prejudice; 

Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822), 

Queen Mab

1814 Abdication of Napoleon; 1814 Stephenson's invention of the steam 

restoration of Louis XVIII locomotive;

Wordsworth, The Excursion; Austen, 

Mansfield Park

1815 Battle of Waterloo. Final defeat 1815 Wordsworth, Poems

of Napoleon. 

1816 Coleridge, Christabel and Kubla Khan; 

Shelley, Alastor; Austen, Emma; Scott, 

The Antiquary and Old Mortality

1817 Habeas Corpus Act suspended 1817 Coleridge, Biographia Literaria; Byron, 

Manfred; John Keats (1795-1821), 

Poems;  William Hazlitt (1778-1830), 

The Characters of Shakespeare's Plays

1818 Habeas Corpus Act restored 1818 Austen, Northanger Abbey and 

Persuasion; Keats, Endymion; Scott, 

Rob Roy and The Heart of the 

Midlothian; Mary Shelley, 

Frankenstein; Hazlitt, Lectures on the 

English Poets

Year Major Events Year Major literary figures and 

their works
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1819 Peterloo massacre.  Eighteen 1819 Byron, Don Juan; Scott, The Bride of

people, including a woman and a  Lammermoor

child, died and over 700 men, 

women and children received 

serious injuries when they were 

attacked by the army while 

staging a mass protest for liberty 

and freedom from poverty. 

1820 Death of George III; accession of 1820 Shelley, Prometheus Unbound; Keats 

George IV Lamia, Isabella, The Eve of St Agnes 

and Other Poems; Scott, Ivanhoe; 

Charles Lamb (1775-1834), Essays of 

Elia begun

1821 Greek War of Independence 1821 Shelley, Adonais; De Quincey, 

Confessions of an English Opium Eater

1824 Death of Byron in Greece; foundation 

the Westminster Review

1825 Financial crisis. The stock market 1825 Hazlitt, The Spirit of the Age; 

collapsed as a result of the closing publication of Pepys's diary

down of banks. 

1830 Death of George IV; accession of 1830 Tennyson, Poems, Chiefly Lyrical

William IV  

of 

Year Major Events Year Major literary figures and 

their works        
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